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ing the second century CE. Ptolemy’s most important 
innovation in this fi eld was his use of geographical co-
ordinates to create maps of the world, and his catalogue, 
with its latitudes and longitudes of thousands of locali-
ties, is one of our most valuable sources on the antique 
oikoumenē. Very little is known, however, about the 
sources and working methods that Ptolemy employed 
to produce his Geography. This book focuses on Ptole-
my’s description of the Iberian peninsula and examines 
two problematic and interlinked topics relating to the 
origins of the catalogue of localities: Ptolemy’s sources 
and scientifi c methods on the one hand, and the textual 
transmission of the Geography, from Ptolemy to the 
extant manuscripts, on the other.
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Preface
This book is the result of a three-year doctoral research project that was conducted be-
tween February ǠǞǟǡ and January ǠǞǟǤ within research area D (Group D-ǟ ‘Space of
Nature’) of the Excellence Cluster EXC ǠǤǢ Topoi, Berlin. Group D-ǟ was devoted to
the study of the natural sciences and their development in Antiquity, and was led by
Gerd Graßhoﬀ and Mathieu Ossendrijver. The thesis was part of a doctoral programme
(History of Ancient Science) oﬀered by the Berlin Graduate School of Ancient Studies
and was funded by a research grant awarded by the Excellence Cluster Topoi.
The present study on Ptolemy’sGeography is part of a long-term research project ini-
tiated by the Ptolemy Research Unit of the University of Bern, Switzerland, which gave
rise to the ǠǞǞǤ edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, and the Ancient Cartography project of
the university’s former Karman Center for Advanced Studies in the Humanities. It is
thanks to these two projects that the research material and the scientiﬁc basis for further
studies of Ptolemy’s Geography were updated and strengthened, thereby considerably
inﬂuencing my work.
I owe thanks to a great many people without whom this thesis would not have been
possible. First of all, I am indebted to Gerd Graßhoﬀ for having given me the oppor-
tunity to carry out this project; his guidance and steadfast support were greatly appre-
ciated. Special thanks go to Elisabeth Rinner for providing me with substantial and
crucial technical assistance, and to Mathieu Ossendrijver for his help and support. I am
also deeply grateful to Pascal Arnaud and Jehan Desanges for their early encouragement
and help, and to all my colleagues at the Excellence Cluster Topoi, especially Anette
Schomberg, Émilie Villey and Fabio Guidetti, as well as to members of the administra-
tion and fellow doctoral and postdoctoral students for their day-to-day support and for
the many stimulating and enriching discussions we shared. In addition, I would like
to thank Carmen Marcks-Jacobs, coordinator for Humboldt University students at the
Berlin Graduate School of Ancient Studies, and Roberto Lo Presti, History of Ancient
Science programme coordinator, for the assistance they gave me on the doctoral pro-
gramme. My thanks go also to members of the Edition Topoi team, especially Nadine
ǧ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
Riedl, Nicola Gaedicke, Anne Landskron and Dominika Szafraniec for organising the
publication of this book, Ruti Ungar for her careful proofreading, as well as to Anca
Dan, Klaus Geus, Leif Isaksen, Didier Marcotte and Anne Tihon for their sound advice
and expertise on many subjects. I am especially indebted to Margareta Simons for her
painstaking editing, kindness and patience. Finally, I would like to extend my heart-
felt gratitude to my family and friends – in France, Germany and elsewhere – for their




In the minds of many modern scholars, Ptolemy’s Geography, which was written in the
second century of the Common Era (CE), is a document that provides almost direct
access to the known world of his time. It acts as a portal to the Roman Empire at the
height of its power – the world of Trajan, Hadrian and Antoninus – to its countries with
their numerous cities and harbours, crossed by roads, bridges and aqueducts, to oceans
sailed, as far as the British Isles in the west and China in the east, taking Rome’s greatness
well beyond the frontiers of the Imperium.
Above all, Ptolemy’s maps allow us to indulge in our fantasies. There is a strong
tendency to project on to Ptolemy some of our modern geographical and cartograph-
ical practices: historians like to ﬁnd in Ptolemy’s Geography a pictorial representation
of the Antonine world, while archaeologists are oen tempted to use his data to redis-
cover lost or forgotten cities. The incredible modernity of Ptolemy’s approach is surely
responsible for these temptations. Ptolemy developed new ways of drawing a globe on
to a plane surface and he proposed a method for determining the position of any place
on Earth by the means of measuring instruments and by making celestial observations.
Most importantly of all, though, he was the ﬁrst to arrange, in a unique table, the ge-
ographical coordinates (the longitude and latitude) of several thousand localities, from
the most prestigious Mediterranean cities to obscure tributaries ﬂowing through the
lands of Scythia.
In the foreword to her ǟǧǧǡ book on the second-century geographer, Germaine Au-
jac wrote that ‘Ptolemy is an author about whommuch is said but who one rarely reads’.1
This regrettable state of aﬀairs was rectiﬁed aer the publication of the English transla-
tion of parts of Ptolemy’sGeography by J. Lennart Berggren and Alexander Jones in ǠǞǞǞ
and the critical edition of the entire Greek text of the work, edited by Alfred Stückel-
berger and Gerd Graßhoﬀ, in ǠǞǞǤ, both of which gave rise to a formidable number
of publications in a relatively short period of time. More than twenty years aer Aujac
1 Aujac ǠǞǟǠ (ﬁrst edition ǟǧǧǡ), ǣ: ‘Ptolémée est un
auteur dont on parle beaucoup, mais qu’on lit peu.’
ǟǟ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
made this statement, one can now rightly say that Ptolemy is an author about whom
much has been written, although his work remains poorly understood.
The principal objective of this study is to redeﬁne Ptolemy’sGeography as a historical
source of the second century CE in order to improve our understanding of its speciﬁcity
and to draw attention to how mathematical geography was practised in Antiquity. As
long as the latter issue remains unresolved, all modern attempts to interpret or uncover
the antique oikoumenē, that is, the then known world from the Geography are likely to
fail.
Ptolemy was the heir to the geography practised by Eratosthenes and Hipparchus
during the Hellenistic period. As such, his goal was to produce a map of the world
on which each country could be shown in proportion to other countries and to the
oikoumenē as a whole and on which each locality could be correctly situated with respect
to all the other localities. Furthermore, it was imperative that such a map was easy
to draw and could be reproduced with the minimum of errors. To this end, Ptolemy
wrote a handbook dedicated to cartography, the central part of which comprises a list
of localities with their coordinates in the form of a catalogue. This was, he believed, the
most reliable way of fulﬁlling his cartographical objectives. As long as an appropriate
grid of parallels and meridians was available, anyone could use the coordinates to mark
down localities and draw coastlines and territories in exactly the same way that Ptolemy
had done.
Very little is known, however, about the geographical sources and the working
methods that Ptolemy employed to produce hisGeography. Although he was the ﬁrst ge-
ographer to put together a list of coordinates, hementions very few of his sources, which
is particularly surprising considering that he included so many areas on his maps. This
could give the impression that all the information he provided came somehow ex nihilo.
His methodological explanations were mainly focused on the ideal way of determining
a locality’s coordinates, but he himself admitted that he had not been able to do this
for each locality listed in his catalogue. One is, therefore, confronted with a source that
appears radically diﬀerent from other antique geographical works but whose origins are
extremely unclear.
Modern historians tend to make a certain number of assumptions on Ptolemy’s
sources and methods, interpreting some of the author’s assertions in the introduction
to the Geography without really being able to demonstrate how Ptolemy’s explanations
allow us to reconstruct the origins of the coordinates. In any examination of Ptolemy’s
sources and methods, the list of localities and the coordinates themselves need to be the
main research topics.
Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities is, however, a hybrid document, comprising both
text and a great amount of numerical data. The methods used to study the catalogue
ǟǠ
and, above all, to establish the Geography’s text thus needed to be adapted. The tex-
tual history of each antique work is unique, with its own particularities and diﬃculties.
The transmission history of Ptolemy’s Geography is well known from the epic story of
Maximus Planudes, a Byzantine scholar who claimed that he ‘rediscovered’ Ptolemy’s
Geography – which was said to have been lost for centuries – aer an arduous quest in
Constantinople at the end of the thirteenth century. This so-called rediscovery revived
scholarly interest in Ptolemy and in antique geography in general during the Quattro-
cento. Whether the Geography ‘disappeared’ or not (its disappearance certainly needs to
be qualiﬁed), the oldest extant manuscripts of the Geography all date to the period of
Planudes, which means that virtually nothing is known of the Geography’s textual trans-
mission from the time of its creation to its supposed rediscovery – a period of more than
eleven centuries. Moreover, the text was passed down in two quite diﬀerent versions;
the very existence of dissimilar manuscripts is still being discussed, while the role of
each primary manuscript in the production of critical editions of the Geography always
arouses intense debate.
Instead of treating these two themes separately – that is, searching for the most
reliable textual basis and studying the origins of Ptolemy’s coordinates – it became clear
that it would only be possible to achieve a better understanding of these two features
if they were examined together. Unravelling the origins of Ptolemy’s coordinates thus
required a dialectical investigation into both the origins of the Geography and the best
way to establish the text.
Ptolemy’s Geography contains far too many localities and coordinates to be studied
in its entirety. Therefore, this study focuses on Ptolemy’s description of Iberia (that
is, the Iberian peninsula in modern terms), which was a well-deﬁned geographical fea-
ture in the second century CE. Ptolemy’s map of Iberia is certainly one of the most
accomplished parts of the Geography: it deals with more than ǣǞǞ toponyms and their
coordinates and oﬀers a solid foundation from which comparisons can be made with
other geographical sources of Antiquity as well as providing a substantial set of localities
with which to test hypotheses and develop a model that explains how Ptolemy deter-
mined his coordinates. However, although the traditional methods of textual criticism
allow us to understand the textual transmission to a certain extent, they fail to clarify
many other problematic aspects. In particular, they are of limited use when it comes to
developing a model to help shed light on Ptolemy’s methods and sources.
It has, therefore, proved necessary to develop a new approach in order to comple-
ment the knowledge gained by the philological, codicological and palaeographical anal-
yses undertaken. In her ǠǞǟǡ study on the genesis of the coordinates of the localities of
Asia Minor listed in theGeography, Elisabeth Rinner developed an innovative procedure
for improving our understanding of the way Ptolemy constructed his maps and deter-
ǟǡ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
mined the geographical coordinates. Her proposal of a model to elucidate Ptolemy’s
work and sources constitutes real progress in research on theGeography. From the clearly
visible distortions that appear when one compares Ptolemy’s coordinates with their
equivalent modern-day locations, Elisabeth Rinner constructed a model (based on an-
tique sources and precise procedures) that explains the origins of the coordinates in the
light of these distortions. In this study, the localities of Ptolemy’s Iberian peninsula are
analysed following Rinner’s methodological principles.
This book has, therefore, been divided into three main interlinked sections. The
ﬁrst part focuses on the particularities of the Geography’s text as it has been transmitted:
it presents Ptolemy’s writings within their historical context and the key characteristics
of his geographical project (Chapter ǟ); investigates the historiography of theGeography’s
textual transmission, including new evidence on its complex history (Chapter Ǡ); and ex-
amines Ptolemy’s Iberia in relation to the Geography’s primary manuscripts (Chapter ǡ).
The objective of the second part of this book is to improve our understanding of the links
between Ptolemy and his sources and geographical method as well as to show how it is
possible to analyse these links using an appropriate research method. This section deals,
therefore, with the information given by Ptolemy in the introduction to the Geography
(Chapter Ǣ), the extant sources pertaining to the Iberian peninsula in Antiquity (Chap-
ter ǣ) and the development of a research method that could be used to investigate both
Ptolemy’s sources and his geographical methods (Chapter Ǥ). The third and ﬁnal part
of this study examines the origins of Ptolemy’s map of Iberia, analysing, in two stages,
the coordinates of the peninsula’s coastal localities (Chapters ǥ and Ǧ) and those of the
inland localities (Chapter ǧ).
ǟǢ
Signs and abbreviations
Manuscripts of Ptolemy’s Geography:
A Vaticanus Palatinus graecus ǡǦǦ
B Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǡǦ
C Parisinus suppl. graecus ǟǟǧ
D Parisinus graecus ǟǢǞǠ
E Parisinus graecus ǟǢǞǡ
F Fabricianus Bibliothecae Universitatis Hauniensis Ǡǡ,Ǡ°
K Constantinopolitanus Seragliensis GI ǣǥ
L Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ/British Library Additional ǟǧǡǧǟ/
Parisinus suppl. graecus ǢǢǡA
O Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.Ǣǧ
P Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǢǠ
R Venetus Marcianus graecus Z. ǣǟǤ (coll. ǧǞǢ)
S Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǧ
U Vaticanus Urbinas graecus ǦǠ
V Vaticanus graecus ǟǥǥ
v Londoniensis Codex Burney ǟǟǟ
W Vaticanus graecus ǟǥǦ
X Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǟ
Z Vaticanus Palatinus graecus ǡǟǢ
Ω all or most of the manuscripts of theΩ recension
Ξ Ξ recension
Ut, Kt, Rt and Ot Maps in manuscripts U, K, R and O
ǟǣ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
in ⟨ ⟩ addition to ﬁll a gap in the text
in [ ] addition to explain the translation
[…] omission of a part of a text or a translation
in † † corrupted passage
Alm. Ptolemy, Almagest
Appian, Ib. Appian of Alexandria, History of Rome, ‘the Wars in Spain’
c. circa
Caesar, Bell. Civ. Julius Caesar, The Civil War
Chrest. Chrestomathies from Strabo
CIL Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum
cod., codd., codd. cett. manuscript, manuscripts, the other manuscripts
conj. conjecture
Const. Porphyr. De adm. imp. Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, De administrando imperio
corr. correction




GGMǟ K. Müller, Geographi Graeci Minores. Volumen Primum, ǟǦǣǣ
GGMǠ K. Müller, Geographi Graeci Minores. Volumen Secundum, ǟǦǤǟ
It. mar. Itinerarium maritimum
It. prov. Itinerarium provinciarum
Marcian, Epit. Men. Marcian of Heraclea, Epitome of Menippus’ Periplous
Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Marcian of Heraclea, Periplous of the Outer Sea
Mela Mela, De Chorographia
om. omit(s), omitted
P. Artemid. ‘Artemidorus Papyrus’




RE Realencyclopädie der classischen Altertumswissenscha, ǟǦǧǢ–ǟǧǥǦ
Stadiasmos Stadiasmos of the Great Sea
St. Byz. Ethn. Stephanus of Byzantium, Ethnika
Str. Strabo, Geography
s.v. sub voce, under a speciﬁed word
Tab. Peut. Peutinger Map
v. verso




Note on translations and the usage of terms
Most of the quotations used in this book are translations that have been modiﬁed by
the author. They include: the quotations from the Geography and the Almagest that were
taken from Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ and Toomer ǟǧǦǢ respectively; the quotations
from Strabo’s Geography and Pliny’s Natural History that were taken from the Loeb Clas-
sical Library series; and the quotations from Pomponius Mela that were taken from
Romer ǟǧǧǦ. The English translation of Strabo carried out by Roller ǠǞǟǢ was occa-
sionally consulted. In all the other cases, the quotations were translated by the author,
unless otherwise stated.
Transcribing Greek or Latin toponyms, translating Greek technical words and con-
cepts are always delicate tasks. Perfect and consensual solutions rarely exist while trans-
lations are oen debatable. How should one translate the city’s name ̩̹̯̬̓̿۴̵ ̖̥̩?
Karchēdōn Nea (one possible transliteration)? Carthago Nova (the Latin name)? New
Carthage (a translation of the name)? Cartagena (the modern name of the city)? Usages
and transcribing practises have changed over the time, particularly the last ten years.
Greek toponyms, proper nouns or even technical words are more and more transcribed
very closely from the Greek (in articles as well as in English-speaking reference manu-
als), whereas the common practice in the twentieth century was to Latinise or anglicise
as much as possible.1 As far as geographical proper nouns are concerned, there are issues
that concern the antique geography in general and other that are speciﬁc to Ptolemy’s
text: Ptolemy wrote in Greek but most of the toponyms and ethnonyms of the Iberian
peninsula he was dealing with are not of Greek origin but have Celtic and Latin roots.
Moreover, many of these names are known only thanks to him, whereas themanuscripts
of his Geography sometimes give diﬀerent spellings.
One oen needs to distinguish between the name of the antique locality used by
Ptolemy and themodern name of the same locality (thoughmore familiar to the reader).
Both names can be well-known and well-identiﬁed but they always designate diﬀerent
things: a historical entity on one hand, a modern, geographical reality on the other. It is
oen useful to preserve the Greek or Latin spelling to help readers to avoid confusion.
To translate the name of Τ̵̩̹̹̤̲́ mentioned in Ptolemy’s Geography, for instance, I
preferred to use ‘Tarraco’, which is the widespread Latin spelling at Ptolemy’s time rather
than ‘Tarragona’, the modern Spanish name of the city, used today in English.
When possible and when it makes sense, I hence used the Latin equivalent of Ptole-
my’s toponym or ethnonym, which remains the common practice in English literature:
‘Caesaraugusta’ instead of ‘Kaisaraugousta’, ‘Carthago Nova’ instead of ‘Karchēdōn Nea’,
the ‘Carpetani’ instead of the ‘Karpētanoi’. It is also useful when the manuscripts of
1 See pertinent remarks in Evans and Berggren ǠǞǞǤ,
ǟǞǦ–ǟǞǧ and Roller ǠǞǟǢ, ǡǞ–ǡǢ.
ǟǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
the Geography give slightly diﬀerent spellings, for instance ‘Baelo’ while the manuscripts
give ̵̧̩̳̋́ or ̵̥̳̋́. I mostly used endings with ‘-um’ rather than ‘-on’ (‘Interamnium’
for ‘Interamnion’ for example). Sometimes, when the toponym is unknown outside
Ptolemy’s Geography, I chose a transcription very close to Ptolemy’s spelling, such as
‘Alōnai’ (ڌ̵̧̳̩́) or the ‘Cape of Charidēmos’ (Χ̴̷̩̹̱̬̦̽ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱). Some antique
names mean something very concrete in Greek or Latin. These cases are, admittedly,
rare in the Iberian peninsula. I kept the translated name when it is common in modern
literature – ‘Sacred Cape’ for ڹ̭̹۰̵ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱, for instance.
Antique names can sometimes be used nowadays to designate something diﬀerent
than in antique sources, which is particularly frequent for names of areas. For example,
‘Cantabria’ does not cover the same territory in the mind of Strabo, Ptolemy, for the
Roman administration in the second or the ﬁh century CE, and does not match of
course the modern Spanish autonomous community of the same name. In the Greek
texts of Antiquity, the name ̱̪̯̔ͅ (‘Libyē’) denotes the African continent in themodern
sense – or at least, the part of the continent that was known at the time. Ptolemy uses
the term ‘Africa’ (ڌϕ̹̱̲̦) to refer to the Roman province of the same name. When
dealing with the African continent, I kept the transcription ‘Libyē’ to avoid confusion
with modern Libya. In general in this book place names refer to the antique entity
whereas the modern equivalent is oen precised in brackets if applicable.
A certain number of technical words related to the antique geography and cartog-
raphy are problematic. In some tricky cases, they have had several meanings in the
Antiquity (each author rarely made his own usage explicit), they gave birth to words
that survived and used today to denote diﬀerent modern concepts. There are basically
three possible strategies dealing with these terms: translating the terms into English,
transcribing them or using the word as is (that is, in Greek or Latin). The important
words are explained in any case, whether in the main text or in footnotes.
For some widespread words, themost common translation has been preferred, such
as: ‘geography’ for ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩, ‘map’ for ̸̵̶̧̩, ‘city’ for ̸̳̱̺̈́ and ‘people’ for ἔ̵̷̰̺. The
translations for the last two words in particular can be debated, since their respective
meanings in Antiquity were very variable depending on the context. Ptolemy, however,
used them relatively loosely: under ̸̳̱̺̈́ he understood any kind of settlements while
ἔ̵̷̰̺ could correspond to ‘people’, ‘tribe’, ‘nation’, ‘community’, disregarding the admin-
istrative or political connotations and status that these two Greek words can take. More
precisely in theGeography, ̸̳̱̺̈́ tended to be given to any inhabited location identiﬁable
on the map by a point with two coordinates, whereas ἔ̵̷̰̺ covered, in Ptolemy’s mind,
a territory, a portion of the map. The translations ‘city’ and ‘people’ are hence ques-
tionable but remain identiﬁable for the modern reader and make the best of Ptolemy’s
binary approach.
ǟǦ
For a certain number of technical words I used transcriptions that have oen im-
posed in modern publications: periplous (̸̸̷̧̭̹̳̺̽), klima (̴̧̲̳̩), oikoumenē (̷ἰ̷̲̽-
̴̵̥̯). I preferred ‘stadion’ (plural ‘stadia’) to ‘stade(s)’ or ‘stadium’ to transcribe the
length unit ̷̵̻̼̤̬̱. However, I stuck to the widespread names Geography and Almagest
for Ptolemy’s works, although one observes in modern scientiﬁc publications a certain
resurgence of popularity for transcribed titles (‘Geographike Hyphegesis’ and ‘Mathe-
matike Syntaxis’). Finally, in very few cases the word in the original language has been
preserved (circulus, ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́, ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́, ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̦ for instance).
ǟǧ

ǟ Ptolemy and the Geography
ǟ.ǟ Ptolemy: astronomer, astrologer and geographer
Like Eratosthenes three and a half centuries before him, Claudius Ptolemy (c. ǧǣ –
c. ǟǥǞ CE) was a polymath who produced several high-quality scientiﬁc works that
were considered authoritative for many centuries. An astronomer and astrologer ﬁrst,
Ptolemy turned to the discipline of geography relatively late in his life. Thus, in order to
understand the speciﬁcity of Ptolemy’s Geography, it is necessary to present the writings
of the scholar in their wider scientiﬁc and historical contexts.1
ǟ.ǟ.ǟ Biographical elements
As is the case for many authors of Antiquity, the little that is known about Ptolemy’s
life comes, for the most part, from inferences from his own writings. In the Almagest,
Ptolemymentions that he made several astronomical observations between ǟǠǥ and ǟǢǟ
CE.2 A lunar eclipse that took place in ǟǠǣ CE and that is quoted in the Almagest might
also have been observed by Ptolemy – as is sometimes stated in modern publications3
– although there is nothing in the text to corroborate this.4 The so-called Canobic In-
scription suggests that Ptolemy was active as an astronomer in the tenth regnal year of
1 The heading of this section was inspired by the
work of G. Aujac, Claude Ptolémée. Astronome, as-
trologue, géographe : Connaissance et représentation
du monde habité, which was ﬁrst published in ǟǧǧǡ
and remains one the few attempts to synthesise the
many facets of Ptolemy’s work by setting it in its
scientiﬁc and historical contexts.
2 He writes that he observed Saturn reaching opposi-
tion to the Sun in the eleventh year of the reign of
Hadrian (Alm. ǟǟ.ǣ) and that he measured Mercury
at its greatest elongation from the Sun in the fourth
year of Antoninus (Alm. ǧ.ǥ). The other personal
observations that he cites all fall within this period.
See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǧ; Toomer ǟǧǦǢ, ǟ–Ǡ.
3 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǧ; Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, ǧ.
4 Alm. Ǣ.ǧ: ‘The second eclipse we used is the one ob-
served in Alexandria in the ninth year of Hadrian
[…].’ Compare the impersonal formulation in the
sentence just quoted ‘̵̼۬ ̴̵̵̼̭̼̯̹̯̥̯ [ἔ̵̲̳̭̱̱̀]’
(‘the one observed’) with the more personal ‘ἐ̼̯̹̦-
̴̵̻̩̭ ڡ̴̭ῖ̺’ (‘we observed’), which is what Ptolemy
typically uses when referring to his own observa-
tions. See p. ǟǥǠ.
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Antoninus Pius (ǟǢǤ/ǟǢǥ CE), but it is generally believed that the Almagest was written
aer this date.5
The secondary sources that contain information on the life of Ptolemy – mostly
Greek and Arabic notes from theMiddle Ages – are of unequal value.6 Besides the many
sources that confuse Ptolemy with one of the Ptolemaic rulers of Hellenistic Egypt,7
several of them also have Ptolemy alive during the reign of Marcus Aurelius (ǟǤǟ–ǟǦǞ
CE), even though it was commonly known that Ptolemy was active during the reigns of
Hadrian (ǟǟǥ–ǟǡǦ CE) and perhaps also of Antoninus (ǟǡǦ–ǟǤǟ CE). According to the
mid eleventh-century Egyptian scholar Abū al-WafāʼMubashir ibn Fātik, Ptolemy lived
for seventy-eight years. Even though his testimony is not free of disputable details, there
is no objective reason to reject categorically this piece of information.8
In summary, it is reasonable to postulate that Ptolemy was born around the turn
of the ﬁrst and second centuries CE and that he died around the middle of the reign of
Marcus Aurelius. From his ﬁrst name ̷̳̩̬̱̺̓ͅ (Claudius), one can also surmise that he
had Roman citizenship. It is clear that he spentmuch of his life in Egypt, in particular in
Alexandria.9 He began his scientiﬁc work during the reign of Hadrian and was possibly
still active under the rule ofMarcus Aurelius. Almost nothing, however, is known about
his scientiﬁc education.
5 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǧ–ǟǞ and Ǡǡ. The textual history and
meaning of the Canobic Inscription are still be-
ing debated, although several publications claim to
have now demonstrated its authenticity (see Hamil-
ton, Swerdlow, and Toomer ǟǧǦǥ). It is a votive in-
scription, erected at Canopus (to the north-east of
Alexandria), containing the numerical results of
Ptolemy’s research. Since ‘in the Almagest, Ptolemy
repudiated some of the data in the inscription’ (A.
Jones ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǧǧ), many scholars have deduced
that the Almagest was written aer this date. How-
ever, the content of the inscription is known only
through transcriptions in the medieval codices of
the Almagest. The text of the inscription was edited
by Heiberg ǟǧǞǥ, ǟǢǧ–ǟǣǣ, on the basis of three
manuscripts: the Venetus Marcianus gr. Z. ǡǟǡ
(coll. ǞǞǠ) (ﬀ. ǠǦv–Ǡǧr), the Parisianus gr. ǠǡǧǞ
(ﬀ. ǟǡv–ǟǢv) and the Vaticanus gr. ǟǦǢ (ﬀ. Ǡǡv–ǠǢv).
6 Two recent and comprehensive synopses of bio-
graphical testimonies are provided by Gamba ǠǞǞǞ
and Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟ–ǟǧ.
7 Even respectable authors, such as Isidore of Seville
(c. ǣǤǞ–ǤǡǤ CE), confused the second-century
scholar with members of the Ptolemaic dynasty.
See Etym. ǡ.ǠǤ.
8 This is a late text that was only transmitted through
its Latin versions (possibly based on an old Spanish
translation): Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǢ–ǟǤ. Although the last
part of the note of Abū al-Wafāʼ gives some colour-
ful descriptions that should be treated with cau-
tion (such as Ptolemy’s ‘missing teeth’ and his ‘taste
for shiny clothes’), the ﬁrst part includes some in-
teresting details: the origin of the name Almagest;
that, under the reign of Hadrian, Ptolemy carried
out astronomical observations in Alexandria with
the help of a particular astronomical instrument;
that he used Hipparchus’ observations; and that he
should not be mistaken for one of the Ptolemaic
rulers.
9 In one passage of the Geography, it is possible to see
an allusion to one or more journeys that Ptolemy
might have undertaken, but the text is extremely
vague: ‘We, too, having seen some things ourselves
(̼ۨ ̴̵۪ ἕ̹̩̲̼̭̺̈́), and also having taken over other
things accurately from [the earlier writers], have
forethought to sketch, as it were, a sort of map of
the entire oikoumenē […].’ (Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǟ)
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ǟ.ǟ.Ǡ List of works and chronology
Ptolemy wrote on a variety of subjects, the most thorough and extensive of his writings
being the Almagest (on mathematics and astronomy), the Tetrabiblos (on astrology) and
the Geography. To this trilogy one can add the Handy Tables, which are a collection of
astronomical, chronological and geographical tables. These four texts remained, right
until the late Renaissance, by far themost celebrated of Ptolemy’s works. His other texts,
which are sometimes classiﬁed as minor and which have not always been transmitted
in a complete or direct form, are nevertheless evidence of his wide-ranging interests,
including music and optics. Late antique and medieval sources also refer to a number
of other works, but they are no longer extant, so their content is, therefore, hard to
identify precisely. Ptolemy is said, for example, to have written treatises on mechanics,
the weight of air and water, the elements and dimensions, and on the so-called ‘parallel
postulate’.10
Ptolemy’s ̴̩̰̯̩̼̱̲۬̕ ̵̶̻̼̩̱̺ͅ (Mathematical Compilation or Mathematical Compo-
sition) is generally referred to as the Almagest, which derives from the Arabic word al-
magˇst.ī.11 The Almagest can rightly be regarded as Ptolemy’s masterpiece and as one
of the most inﬂuential works in the history of science. In a total of thirteen books,
Ptolemy covered virtually every aspect of what was known of mathematical astronomy:
the motions of celestial bodies, heavenly phenomena (for instance, eclipses), the layout
of star constellations, as well as many deﬁnitions of concepts, various tables for carrying
out astronomical computations, mathematical demonstrations, instructions for the con-
struction of astronomical instruments, and so forth.12 The whole treatise was carefully
structured and was intended to be used as a didactic manual.
The Π̷̹̭̱̹̱̈́̿ ̵̵̲̩̭̺̈́ (Handy Tables) comprise a series of tables for carrying out
astronomical computations. Although the tables were largely compiled using data from
the Almagest, Ptolemy designed them as an independent, comprehensive and accessible
work. TheHandy Tables beginwith a short, introductory text: usually called the ‘Manual’,
it speciﬁes the purpose of the diﬀerent tables and how they should be used.13 Originally,
10 See, in particular, the entry on Ptolemy in the tenth-
century Souda s.v. Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺; Simplicius, in Cael. ǧ
and ǥǟǞ; and Proclus, in Euc. ǟǧǟ. See Burri ǠǞǟǡ,
Ǡǧ–ǡǞ.
11 The usual modern name Almagest comes from the
Latin translation (almagesti, later almagestum) of
the Arabic word al-magˇst.ī. The latter comes from
a transcription of the Greek word ̴̧̭̫̻̼̯, mean-
ing ‘the greatest’ or ‘the very great’ (‘compilation’ is
implied). The expression ‘ڡ ̴̭̫̤̳̯ ̵̶̻̼̩̱̺ͅ’ as the
shorter form of ̴̩̰̯̩̼̱̲۬̕ Σ̵̶̼̩̱̺ͅ can be found
in quite early Greek sources, but the superlative ‘ڡ
̴̧̭̫̻̼̯ ̵̶̻̼̩̱̺ͅ’ is not attested until the eleventh
century and may stem from the usual Arabic desig-
nation. See Kunitzsch ǟǧǥǢ, ǟǟǣ–ǟǠǣ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ,
ǠǤ; Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǥǡ–ǥǢ.
12 For the Greek edition of the text, see Books ǟ to Ǥ in
Heiberg ǟǦǧǦ and Books ǥ to ǟǡ in Heiberg ǟǧǞǡ;
for the English translation, see Toomer ǟǧǦǢ. A syn-
opsis of the Almagest can be found in Toomer ǟǧǥǣ,
ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǥ.
13 The ‘Manual’ was transmitted independently of the
rest of the tables. See the Greek edition in Heiberg
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the Handy Tables would have comprised about twenty tables related to the motion of
celestial bodies and other astronomical phenomena, a chronological table (that is, a
list of the reigns of emperors, including dates) as well as the ̵̩̓۴̵ ̸̵̳̭̈́́ ἔ̸̴̵̱̻̦
(or ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’), a geographical table containing the longitude and
latitude of the important localities of the oikoumenē.14 The Handy Tables were extremely
successful throughout Antiquity and the Middle Ages: from at least the third century
CE they were the subject of much comment and discussion among generations of Greek
astronomers, in Alexandria as well as in Byzantium. Theywere also used to a large degree
in Syriac and Arabic milieus.15
Ptolemy wrote other shorter treatises related to astronomy, which were probably
less widely disseminated. Parts of the Ὑ̸̷̰̥̻̭̱̺ ̼ῶ̵ ̸̵̴̵̵̳̩̥́́ (Planetary Hypotheses)
were transmitted in Greek, although the complete work is known through Arabic trans-
lations.16 The text provides models for the motions of the celestial bodies and theories
on the size and the absolute distances of the planets.17 The Φ̤̻̭̱̺ ἀ̸̵̳̩ῶ̵ ἄ̵̻̼̥̹
(Phases of the Fixed Stars) is another short (two-volume) astronomical treatise that deals
with the heliacal rising and setting of the bright stars. The ﬁrst book is known only
through fragments of an Arabic translation, while the second book has been preserved
in Greek and consists mainly of calendar tables that relate to the celestial phenomena set
out in the previous book.18 The treatise Π̭̹ۮ ἀ̵̴̴̷̩̳̦̩̼̺ (On the Analemma) deals with
sundials, in particular how to determine the angles that are needed to construct these
devices.19 Finally, in a treatise that is generally called by its Latin name Planisphaerium –
it may correspond to the Ἅ̸̳̻̱̺́ ἐ̸̱ϕ̵̧̩̭̩̺ ̻ϕ̧̩̹̩̺ (Simpliﬁcation of a Spherical Surface)
ǟǧǞǥ, ǟǣǥ–ǟǦǣ, and the recent (but not complete)
English translation in Mercier ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǥǦ–ǟǦǟ.
14 The organisation of the collection and the number
and order of the tables in the surviving manuscripts
diﬀer quite considerably from Ptolemy’s original
concept. Tables were successively added and some
of the original tables were updated (for instance,
the chronological and geographical tables). The
hypothesis that the extant tables have only been
preserved in Theon of Alexandria’s revised version
(as in Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǤ, and Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ, e.g.)
needs to be treated with caution, for the extant man-
uscripts show textual reworkings of several diﬀer-
ent periods. See p. Ǧǣ as well as Tihon ǠǞǞǢ, Tihon
ǠǞǟǟ, ǣ–ǣǣ, Mercier ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǣǠ–ǟǣǣ, and Lempire
ǠǞǟǤ. There is no complete critical edition of the
Handy Tables. The old edition and French transla-
tion of N. Halma (ǟǦǠǠ) are respectable, but the
Greek text is not always reliable and the translation
is oen inaccurate. There are two recent Greek edi-
tions of the ﬁrst astronomical tables, with an En-
glish translation, by Tihon ǠǞǟǟ and Mercier ǠǞǟǟ.
See Koch, Mittenhuber, and Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧ for
a new Greek edition of the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ with a German translation.
15 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǣǞ–ǣǡ; Villey ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǥǞ–ǟǥǠ.
16 For an edition of the Greek part of the text (which
corresponds to the ﬁrst book of the treatise), see
Heiberg ǟǧǞǥ, ǥǞ–ǟǞǤ. The complete work in Ara-
bic was edited and translated by Goldstein ǟǧǤǥ.
His edition is, in fact, a facsimile of the British Mu-
seum MS. Arab. ǢǠǤ (Add. ǥǢǥǡ), with variant read-
ings in the footnotes.
17 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǥ; Feke ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǞǟ–ǠǠǞ. As in the
Geography, in Planetary Hypotheses Ptolemy assumes
that the Earth’s circumference is ǟǦǞ ǞǞǞ stadia.
18 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǥ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ. For the Greek
edition, see Heiberg ǟǧǞǥ, ǡ–Ǥǥ.
19 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǥ and ǠǞǣ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ. Aside
from some Greek fragments in a palimpsest, the full
text is known only from a Latin translation based on
a Greek version.
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that is mentioned in the Souda20 – Ptolemy explains how to project the celestial sphere
onto a plane and provides the mathematical basis for using an astrolabe.21
One of Ptolemy’s major works is his astrological composition known today as the
ڌ̸̷̴̼̭̳̭̻̩̼̱̲̤ (approximately, Inﬂuences of the Celestial Bodies) or more usually the Τ̭-
̷̼̹̤̪̱̪̳̺ (Tetrabiblos), as it was divided into four books. Today, astrology (understood
as the art of making predictions) and astronomy are considered two distinct ﬁelds; in-
deed, astrology is generally regarded as a pseudoscience. However, this distinction did
not exist in Antiquity, and Ptolemy would certainly have regarded the Tetrabiblos as a
natural follow-on to the Almagest – like two sides of the same unique ﬁeld of research.
The Tetrabiblos can be regarded as a practical and predictive application of mathematical
astronomy:22 the ﬁrst book presents technical deﬁnitions (of the planets, the zodiac,
and so on); the second studies the inﬂuences of celestial bodies and phenomena on the
oikoumenē, which leads to a type of astrological schematic map of the known world,
where peoples are roughly located according to the cardinal directions; and the third
and fourth books deal with the predictions that can be made from horoscopes.23
Ptolemy also wrote a ﬁve-volume treatise on optics, the original title of which is
unknown. The Greek version has not survived, but there was an Arabic translation,
covering Books Ǡ to Ǣ and the beginning of Book ǣ, which has also been lost but is
known from its twelh-century Latin translation,De aspectibus, by Eugenius of Palermo.
The work dealt with many aspects of vision and outlined the theories of a number of
optic phenomena: light, colour, the perception of objects, reﬂection and refraction.24 In
the three-volume ڍ̴̷̵̹̱̲̤ (Harmonics), Ptolemy studied the intervals between musical
notes and demonstrated their mathematical relationships.25
Finally, a text that was transmitted with the title Π̭̹ۮ ̷̧̲̹̱̼̯̹̽ ̲̩ۮ ڡ̴̷̵̷̫̭̱̲ῦ (On
the Faculties of Judgement and Command) has a special place in Ptolemy’s corpus, for it does
not have anything directly to do with mathematics but reﬂects on the criterion of truth
and on the process of the elaboration of knowledge. Although the authorship of this text
20 Souda, s.v. Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺. See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠ and ǠǤ.
Neugebauer ǟǧǢǧ, Ǧǥǟ, believed that the Greek title
was originally Ἕ̶̸̤̳̻̱̺ ἐ̸̱ϕ̵̧̩̭̩̺ ̻ϕ̧̩̹̩̺, that is,
‘unfolding’ or ‘projection of a spherical surface’.
21 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǦ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ. The text has
only been transmitted through Arabic translations,
in particular Al-Majrīt.ī’s version (d. in Córdoba,
c. ǟǞǞǥ) and through a Latin translation of the lat-
ter in ǟǟǢǡ (given in Heiberg ǟǧǞǥ, ǠǠǥ–Ǡǣǧ). Other
textual testimonies are given in Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǠǞǣ.
22 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǦ: ‘From the obvious terrestrial
physical eﬀects of the sun and moon, [Ptolemy]
infers that heavenly bodies must produce physical
eﬀects […]. By careful observation of the terrestrial
manifestations accompanying the various recurring
combinations of celestial bodies, he believes it pos-
sible to erect a system which […] will enable one to
make useful predictions.’
23 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǧǦ; Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, Ǥǧ–ǟǞǣ. For an edi-
tion of the Greek text, see Boll and Boer ǟǧǣǢ.
24 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǠǞǞ–ǠǞǟ, ǠǞǣ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǦ. A crit-
ical edition of the Latin text, together with useful
commentaries, can be found in Lejeune ǟǧǦǧ.
25 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǠǞǟ; Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǧǧ;
Barker ǠǞǞǢ, ǠǥǞ–ǡǧǟ. For a Greek edition, see
Düring ǟǧǡǞ. The last sections of Book ǡ have not
survived.
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has been disputed – according to G. J. Toomer, for instance, the ascription to Ptolemy
‘seems dubious’26 – recent studies tend to conﬁrmPtolemy’s authorship.27 According to
M. J. Schiefsky, the text was ‘intended to be a prolegomena to his scientiﬁc works’.28 By
contrast, a collection of astrological aphorisms, known by its Latin name Centiloquium
– and also sometimes called ̸̩̹̺̓̈́, based on the Arabic title Kitab al-Tamara (Book of the
Fruit) – although very successful during the Middle Ages, is generally not considered to
have been written by Ptolemy.29
Although the exact dating of Ptolemy’s diﬀerent works is still open to debate, there
is generally agreement on the order in which they were written: ﬁrst the Almagest, then
the Tetrabiblos and ﬁnally the Geography. Ptolemy alludes to the Almagest in the incipit
of the Tetrabiblos and mentions it in the ‘Manual’ of theHandy Tables as well as in the Ge-
ography.30 One passage of the Almagest also gives the impression that Ptolemy intended
to write a geographical work.31 The posteriority of the Geography to the Tetrabiblos can-
not be properly demonstrated, and for this reason the supposition, though plausible,
remains unproven. The Handy Tables also post-dates the Almagest, although the creation
of the former might have covered a longer period: the making of the ‘Table of Note-
worthy Cities’ (part of theHandy Tables), the Geography’s catalogue of localities as well as
Book Ǧ of the Geographywere probably linked, so that establishing a strict chronological
order is certainly not relevant to understanding the origin of the works.32 In addition,
it is worth pointing out that the format chosen by Ptolemy for the Handy Tables made
it easy to carry out revisions: tables could easily be added or extended, and it is possible
that Ptolemy himself revised the main body of the Handy Tables over a period of time.33
Among Ptolemy’s other works, the Planetary Hypotheses, the Harmonics and the treatise
on optics all probably post-date the Almagest and the Tetrabiblos.34
ǟ.ǟ.ǡ Alexandria and the Roman world in the second century CE
Ptolemy’s dates correspond closely to the years of the Antonine dynasty (ǧǤ–ǟǧǠ CE),
one of the most prominent eras in Roman history. Some contemporary witnesses, such
as the rhetor Aelius Aristides (ǟǟǥ – c. ǟǦǞ CE) and the historian Appian of Alexan-
dria (c. ǧǣ–ǟǤǣ CE) regarded their epoch as exceptional.35 The successively long reigns
26 Toomer ǟǧǥǣ, ǠǞǟ.
27 Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǧǧ; Feke ǠǞǟǠ, ǣǦǣ. Feke
ǠǞǞǧ, Ǥ–ǥ, gives a comprehensive overview of the
debate.
28 Schiefsky ǠǞǟǢ, ǡǞǟ.
29 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǞ.
30 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡ.ǡ.
31 Alm. Ǡ.ǟǡ, see p. ǦǢ.
32 See p. ǦǦ.
33 The history of the transmission of the Handy Tables
shows that the collection was a ‘living’ document
from its inception up to medieval times. See pp. ǦǢ–
ǧǟ, and Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǠ–ǟǡ.
34 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǞ–ǡǡ. Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǞǟ, date
the Harmonics to before the Almagest.
35 Aelius Aristides, On Rome (written in ǟǢǡ or ǟǢǢ
CE); Appian, Roman History, preface § ǥ: ‘From the
advent of the emperors to the present time is nearly
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of Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus and Marcus Aurelius contributed to a stable and fairly
calm political life in Rome, at least in comparison with the preceding century. With the
exception of the DacianWars (between ǟǞǟ and ǟǞǣ CE) and the wars against the Parthi-
ans (between ǟǟǢ and ǟǟǥ CE), the Empire was relatively peaceful until the campaigns
of Marcus Aurelius from ǟǤǟ CE onwards: the Parthian War of Lucius Verus (ǟǤǟ–ǟǤǤ
CE), the long campaigns along the Danubian frontier (ǟǤǤ–ǟǦǞ CE), several invasions
or revolts in Europe and in the Near East between ǟǥǞ and ǟǦǞ CE as well as the disas-
trous Antonine Plague (ǟǤǣ/ǟǤǧ CE – c. ǟǧǞ CE) ﬁnally ruined the previously untainted
reputation of the Age of the Antonines.
As for Rome’s territories, few new provinces were created during this period.36
From Trajan to Marcus Aurelius, Rome adopted a progressively defensive military strat-
egy – Hadrian’s Wall, begun in ǟǠǠ CE, can be seen as a symbol of this change of per-
spective. By the time of Trajan’s death in ǟǟǥ CE, the Roman Empire had reached its
greatest extent, fromBritain to theDanube, and from theAtlantic coast ofMauretania to
Arabia, Mesopotamia and the Caucasus. The provincial administration remained stable
throughout the period, although the political and cultural integration of each province
into the imperium Romanum did vary. Whereas the western provinces and the Greek-
speaking elites of the eastern Mediterranean were well integrated into Roman politics,
some of the territories in northern Europe (Britain and Dacia, for instance) and Asia
(Mesopotamia) remained in Roman hands for only a short time.
Like the preceding Julio-Claudian and Flavian dynasties, the Antonine era was char-
acterised by a great degree of mobility. The infrastructure of the Mediterranean area
(roads, bridges, harbours) was preserved and improved on, as exempliﬁed by the reno-
vation and enlargement of Portus, a harbour complex ǡ km north of Ostia (southwest
of Rome), during the reign of Trajan.37 Maritime and terrestrial routes were extended
to the outer provinces at the fringes of the Empire. Rome’s control of the trade routes
to the Indian Ocean increased under the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian.38 Contact with
northern Europe was less important, although the ﬂuvial systems of the Danube and
Rhine rivers facilitated the exchange and integration of goods into the Roman public
two hundred years more, in the course of which
the city has been greatly embellished, its revenue
much increased, and in the long reign of peace and
security everything has moved toward a lasting pros-
perity.’ The whole preface consists of an idealised
portrait of Rome at this time.
36 A province of Dacia, including territories to the
north of the lower Danube River, was created in
ǟǞǥ CE (and reorganised under Marcus Aurelius),
and the province of Pannonia was redeﬁned be-
tween ǟǞǡ and ǟǞǤ CE. Trajan’s attempt to create
a province that encompassed Assyria, Armenia and
Mesopotamia was abandoned by Hadrian as early as
the end of ǟǟǥ CE. See Lightfoot ǟǧǧǞ.
37 Keay ǠǞǟǠ.
38 Desanges ǟǧǥǦ, ǡǠǤ–ǡǡǧ; Brun ǠǞǟǣ. The harbours
of Myos Hormos (modern-day Quseir al-Quadim)
and Berenikē on the Red Sea coast were particu-
larly active and were connected to Koptos (on the
Nile), thanks to roads built and patrolled by the Ro-
mans. The Via Nova Hadriana connected Antinoopo-
lis (founded by Hadrian in ǟǡǞ CE) and Berenikē.
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and private trading network.39 The Antonine era was relatively prosperous – albeit un-
even throughout the Empire – in many domains: agriculture, industrial production,
urban construction, and so forth. Large-scale communication networks concerned not
only people and merchandise but also the transmission of information, technology,
knowledge and ideas.
The Age of the Antonines saw a renewed interest in Greece. The Greek language,
which was spoken in the eastern Mediterranean world, also became popular among the
Roman elite, which, like Hadrian, was fascinated by Athens and the glorious history of
Classical Greece. It was this eastern part of the Empire that saw the greatest scholarly
and scientiﬁc activity during the second century CE. While those seeking a successful
political career needed to be based in the centre of power, that is, in Rome, those in
search of an intellectual education needed to make their way to Athens, Alexandria or
Pergamon.40 The second century CE saw the growth of the so-called Second Sophis-
tic movement: Herodes Atticus (c. ǟǞǟ–ǟǥǥ CE), Aelius Aristides, Lucian of Samosata
(c. ǟǠǞ – c. ǟǦǞ CE) and Maximus of Tyre (c. ǟǡǞ – aer ǟǧǠ CE), among others, were
all Greek-speaking rhetors who belonged to the Roman elite and travelled between the
major cities of the Empire.41
Famous historians such as Plutarch (c. Ǣǣ – aer ǟǠǞ CE), Appian of Alexandria and
Philo of Byblos (c. ǥǞ – c. ǟǤǞCE) came fromRome’s eastern territories. Themost promi-
nent scholars and engineers of the time included: in medicine, Galen of Pergamon (ǟǠǧ
– c. ǟǧǧ CE); in architecture, Apollodorus of Damascus (c. ǤǞ – c. ǟǡǞ CE); in mathemat-
ics and astrology, Menelaus of Alexandria (c. ǣǞ – c. ǟǠǞ CE) and Theon of Smyrna (early
second century CE); and, in astrology, Vettius Valens (late second century CE). Pausa-
nias of Magnesia (ﬂ. ǟǣǞ–ǟǦǞ CE), Dionysius Periegetes (ﬂ. ǟǡǞ–ǟǡǦ CE) and Arrian
of Nicomedia (c. Ǧǣ – aer ǟǢǤ CE) were active scholars dealing with geography dur-
ing Ptolemy’s lifetime. The intense intellectual life under the Antonines in the eastern
Mediterranean world coincided with the last stage of Middle Platonism, which focused
attention on the eclecticism and syncretism between Plato’s writings and Pythagorean
or Aristotelian ideas.42 It was a period in which Stoicism maintained a strong inﬂuence
on philosophy and politics – see Epictetus (c. ǣǣ – c. ǟǡǣ CE) or Marcus Aurelius himself
– but also one in which astrology, oriental cults and mysteries retained their popularity.
The status of Alexandria near Egypt – ad Aegyptum or ̸̹۰̺ ̊ἰ̸̫̼ͅῳ43 – was well es-
tablished in the Hellenistic world and the city maintained its standing aer the Roman
39 A. Wilson ǠǞǞǦ.
40 Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǢ; Matthaios ǠǞǟǣ, Ǡǡǡ–ǠǢǥ.
41 See also Matthaios ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǣǞ–ǠǤǠ, on philologists
and grammarians of the Imperial era.
42 Moore ǠǞǟǣ.
43 See, e.g., Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǟǠ. Alexandria enjoyed special ad-
ministrative status and was treated separately from
the Roman province of Egypt. See Bell ǟǧǢǤ.
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conquest. Founded in ǡǡǟ BCE by Alexander the Great, Alexandria lies at the western-
most part of the Nile Delta, between the Mediterranean Sea and Lake Mareotis. Sailing
from Alexandria, one could reach Rhodes in four days and, optimal weather condi-
tions prevailing, Rome in a little more than two weeks.44 Alexandria, together with its
harbour complex, was a crucial stopping-place on the maritime and terrestrial routes
between the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea: thanks to its com-
mercial taxes, the Roman administration was able to draw substantial incomes from the
city and thus it had a strategic economic stake in the city. Furthermore, Egypt was the
ﬁrst (and virtually the only) country in Antiquity that manufactured papyrus.
During the Antonine era, Alexandria was one of the most important – if not the
greatest – intellectual and scientiﬁc centres of the Roman world, more for historical
than political reasons. Alexander the Great’s expeditions and conquests, as well as those
of his successors – the Seleucid and Ptolemaic rulers – had widened the known world’s
horizons. Alexandria not only developed into a major political centre but also, from
the third century BCE onwards, became an important cultural centre that attracted the
leadingminds of the Hellenistic world, who studied and taught at the same institutions,
thereby most probably inﬂuencing each other.45 Aer Alexander’s death in ǡǠǡ BCE,
his generals fought for control of his empire, which involved continuing Alexander’s
cultural legacy; in so doing, the Ptolemies made Alexandria one of the most dynamic
cultural and scientiﬁc centres of the Mediterranean world.46
The political support for the development of scholarship in Alexandria cannot be
dissociated from the foundation of theMuseumofAlexandria and its Library by Ptolemy
I Soter (ruler of Egypt from ǡǠǡ to ǠǦǡ BCE). Scholars who were connected with the
museum enjoyed a special status, which involved privileges and substantial grants. An
additional two libraries were also established: the Library of the Serapeion, which was
particularly active in Roman times; and the Library of the Caesareum, a temple founded
under the reign of Augustus. Although a certain amount is known about the literary and
scientiﬁc life at themuseum during the Hellenistic period, there is scant information on
its exact organisation and the way it functioned during the Antonine era. Nevertheless,
in the second century CE Alexandria continued to attract scholars owing to its vibrant
scientiﬁc and intellectual life.47
44 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǠǦ, ǠǟǢ–Ǡǟǣ, Ǡǟǥ.
45 Pfeiﬀer ǟǧǤǦ, Ǧǥ–ǟǞǢ; Montana ǠǞǟǣ, ǥǤ–ǟǢǡ.
46 Dan ǠǞǟǢ, ǢǞǡ.
47 It is known that the Museum of Alexandria’s Li-
brary was enlarged under the reign of Claudius and
that Hadrian met scholars of the museum during
his Egyptian travels (ǟǡǞ–ǟǡǟ CE), for instance. On
the museum, its library and scholarship in Alexan-
dria, see: Pfeiﬀer ǟǧǤǦ, Ǧǥ–Ǡǡǡ; Sirinelli ǟǧǧǣ;
Staïkos ǠǞǞǞ; Berti and Costa ǠǞǟǞ; Canfora ǠǞǟǠa;
Montana ǠǞǟǣ, ǥǞ–ǧǞ. On the history of Alexandria
in Roman times, see Clauss ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǠǟ–ǡǠǧ. On the
Serapeion and its library, see, in addition, Fernán-
dez Abad ǠǞǞǦ.
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Alexandria can arguably be described as the birthplace of geographical science –
certainly as practised by Ptolemy. In this city, geography was able to take advantage of its
intimate relationship with mathematics and astronomy as well as with the development
of Alexandrian philology.48 Eratosthenes (c. ǠǥǤ – c. ǟǧǢ BCE), who was the Library’s
second chief librarian, and who possibly invented the term ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩ (‘geography’),
rejected Homeric exegesis as a way of describing the world and linked geography with
a mathematical knowledge of the Earth and astronomical observations.49 In spite of his
criticisms of Eratosthenes, Hipparchus (c. ǟǧǞ – c. ǟǠǤ BCE) deﬁned geography in the
same way.50 It is possible that Hipparchus worked (at least, occasionally) in Alexandria
and he was certainly one of Ptolemy’s most important sources. During the Roman
period, Strabo (ǤǢ BCE – aer Ǡǡ CE) studied the Hellenistic geographers’ works in
Alexandria between Ǡǣ and ǠǞ BCE,51 and, shortly before Ptolemy, Marinus of Tyre
(ﬁrst/second century CE) composed his ‘revisions of the geographical map’ in the city.
However, Alexandrian geography concerns more than just Eratosthenes and his sci-
entiﬁc heirs. Dionysius of Periegetes, a contemporary of Ptolemy, wrote a description
of the oikoumenē in verse that became very well known.52 During the same period, Ap-
pian of Alexandria structured his Roman History in geographical units.53 In the course
of the centuries following Ptolemy, Alexandria remained an intellectual centre, with a
number of notable scholars conducting research into geography – including Pappus of
Alexandria of the fourth century CE, John Philoponus (c. ǢǧǞ–ǣǥǢ CE) and, in another
tradition, the sixth-century CE Cosmas Indicopleustes.54
48 See p. ǟǥǥ. Nonetheless, R. Pfeiﬀer ǟǧǤǦ, ǟǣǠ, has
rightly remarked: ‘Scholarship grew up in Alexan-
dria as a creation of the new age, but science de-
scended by a long tradition from the Ionian and
Attic past. Strato ὁ ϕ̻̱̲̺̽̈́ under Ptolemy I and
others were the links between the Athenian school
of Aristotle and the Alexandrian Museum; an eﬄo-
rescence of mathematics and the natural sciences
was the result.’ Montana ǠǞǟǣ, ǥǤ–ǥǧ, stresses that
the initiative of the Ptolemies was closely linked to
the Peripatetic school at Athens.
49 Str. ǟ.Ǡ.ǡ. See Geus ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǤǠ. In all likelihood, Er-
atosthenes’ geography and cartography were rooted
in the works of Eudoxus of Cnidus (c. ǡǧǣ–ǡǢǠ
BCE), Dicaearchus of the fourth century BCE (a dis-
ciple of Aristotle) and Pytheas of Massalia (second
half or end of the fourth century BCE), all of whom
seem to have already developed mathematical and
astronomical concepts, orientated towards the study
of the Earth and the known world. See Graßhoﬀ,
Rinner, et al. ǠǞǟǤ.
50 Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǟǠ: ‘Hipparchus demonstrates in his work
against Eratosthenes that it is not possible for any-
one – whether an amateur or scholar – to under-
take geographical research without determination of
heavenly phenomena or the eclipses that have been
observed.’
51 Strabo lived in Alexandria when his friend Aelius
Gallus was prefect of Egypt (Str. Ǡ.ǡ.ǣ, Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǠ and
ǟǥ.ǟ.ǢǤ). See Clauss ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǥ, and Roller ǠǞǟǢ, ǧ–ǟǞ.
52 Counillon ǟǧǧǟ; Ilyushechkina ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǞǠ–ǡǞǧ.
53 Dan ǠǞǟǢ, ǢǞǡ–ǢǞǣ.
54 Inglebert ǠǞǞǟ, ǥǡ–ǟǞǦ.
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ǟ.ǟ.Ǣ Ptolemy and the sciences of his time
No information has come down to us on Ptolemy’s personal entourage and colleagues
or on his oﬃcial academic position. His astronomical treatises are dedicated to a certain
Syrus of whom absolutely nothing is known.55 From the breadth of his work, it is clear
that Ptolemy had no major ﬁnancial constraints.56 It is also possible, given the size of
the undertaking, that Ptolemy worked with several collaborators or assistants on the
Geography.
Ptolemy studied several ﬁelds of knowledge, which was by no means unusual in
Antiquity. He was also, to a certain extent, a designer and engineer: he invented (and
perhaps made or had made for him) tools and instruments to be used in astronomy
(such as the dioptre, the armillary astrolabe and the meteoroscope) and cartography
(his diﬀerent methods for building maps).57 The fact that he designed tables that were
intended to be used to make further observations and computations is also evidence
of his pragmatic approach to the practice of science. The writing of comprehensive
compendia, the attention given to didactics and the popularisation of knowledge were
all characteristics of the scholarship of the Antonine era.58
Ptolemy’s astronomical and astrological works are considered by many to represent
the apogee of Greek and Roman science. Nonetheless, Ptolemy was more a product
of the mathematical and astronomical sciences of his time than is commonly admit-
ted. In the incipit of the Almagest, Ptolemy discusses the diﬀerent branches of science
and the place of mathematics in science. He refers explicitly to Aristotle’s division of
the theoretical sciences, which he took as being correct from an ontological point of
view.59 Likewise, Ptolemy’s cosmological and astronomical premises – that the Earth is
spherical and is located at the centre of a spherical universe, and so forth – are mainly
Aristotelian.60 However, unlike Aristotle, who considered theology to be the ‘primary
science’ (ڡ ̸̹̼̯̈́ ϕ̷̷̱̳̻ϕ̧̩),61 Ptolemy regarded mathematics as the most important of
the theoretical sciences, since:
55 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǞ; Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǦǠ.
56 Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, Ǧǡ.
57 Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǦǞ–ǦǠ.
58 See, e.g., the Galenic corpus or Vettius Valens’ as-
trological Anthology. Theon of Smyrna’s treatise On
Mathematics Useful for the Understanding of Plato was a
textbook on general mathematics. Dionysius’ Perie-
gesis, in which the whole oikoumenē is described,
was meant to be easily memorised and studied in
schools. Cleomedes (ﬁrst or second century CE)
wrote an astronomical textbook entitled On the Cir-
cular Motions of the Celestial Bodies and Nicomachus
of Gerasa (late ﬁrst or early second century CE) pro-
duced an Introduction to Arithmetic.
59 Alm. ǟ.ǟ: ‘For Aristotle divides theoretical philoso-
phy too, very ﬁttingly (̸̵̤̽ ἐ̴̴̭̳ῶ̺) into three pri-
mary categories, physics, mathematics and theology.’
Here Ptolemy is alluding to Aristotle, Metaphysics
Ǥ.ǟ (ǟǞǠǣb-ǟǞǠǤa).
60 Alm. ǟ.ǡ–Ǧ. These concepts were defended by Aristo-
tle in De Caelo. See Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǦǢ.
61 Aristotle, Metaphysics Ǥ.ǟ (ǟǞǠǤa, ǠǢ–Ǡǣ).
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Only mathematics can provide sure and unshakeable knowledge to its devo-
tees, provided one approaches it rigorously. For its kind of proof proceeds by
indisputable methods, namely arithmetic and geometry.62
Furthermore, Ptolemy believed that contemplating and understanding ‘divine and heav-
enly things’ thanks to mathematics could lead to spiritual elevation. This relationship
between science, contemplation and ethics is Platonic in inspiration.63 Ptolemy’s mul-
tiplicity of inﬂuences is interpreted by J. Feke and A. Jones as a ‘Platonic empiricism’.
They explain:
Ptolemy’s texts, in fact, reveal him to be a Platonic empiricist. He adopts Pla-
tonic, Aristotelian, and, to a lesser extent, Stoic ideas, but the manner in which
he mixes these philosophical inﬂuences depends heavily on contemporary Pla-
tonic concerns. […] He adapts these Platonic ideas to his theory of knowledge,
which is best described by the anachronistic term ‘empiricism’, and he bases
this so-called empiricism on an ontology that is distinctively Aristotelian.64
It should be stressed that Ptolemy’s eclectism was also typical of the intellectual milieu
of Middle Platonism during the second century CE.65
The extent to which Ptolemy’s astronomy was integrated into the scientiﬁc practice
of his time is not easy to estimate with any precision. Vettius Valens, an Alexandrian
astrologer of the late second century CE, wrote that many astronomical tables, in par-
ticular those related to Babylonian astronomy and to Hipparchus, were then in circu-
lation.66 As for predictive astronomy in Antiquity, A. Jones objects to Ptolemy’s con-
ception, which was based on kinematic models and tables, of a practice that involved
arithmetical operations without the use of trigonometry.67 He has also observed that
the papyrological documentation provides almost no evidence that Greek astronomers
used kinematic models before Ptolemy, which would make the latter a scientiﬁc excep-
tion.68 By contrast, A. Tihon and J.-L. Fournet have recently edited a papyrus – Papyrus
Fouad Inv. ǠǤǥA, conserved in Cairo – that was quite possibly an excerpt of a course
on astronomy given in the ﬁrst half of the second century CE, perhaps even in Alexan-
62 Alm. ǟ.ǟ. In the same paragraph, Ptolemy speciﬁes
that theology and physics ‘should rather be called
guesswork than knowledge, theology because of
its completely invisible and ungraspable nature,
physics because of the unstable and unclear nature
of matter’.
63 Alm. ǟ.ǟ. See Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǞǦ–ǠǞǧ.
J. Feke ǠǞǞǧ, Ǣǡ, adds that Ptolemy’s distinction
between conjecture/guesswork (in theology and
physics) and knowledge (mathematics) resembles
the Platonic dichotomy between ̶̬̩̈́ (opinion) and
ἐ̸̴̱̻̼̦̯ (knowledge).
64 Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǧǥ.
65 See also Feke ǠǞǟǠ.
66 Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, Ǧǣ; Fournet and Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǡǟ–ǟǡǡ.
67 A. Jones ǟǧǧǧ, ǟǣ–ǡǢ.
68 A. Jones ǟǧǧǧ, ǟǤ–ǟǥ.
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dria.69 The papyrus deals with the longitude of the Sun, the obliquity of the ecliptic and
refers to a ‘table’ (̵̵̲̩͆). The author of the table manifestly based some of his calcu-
lations, as Ptolemy did, on Hipparchus, who is mentioned three times in the papyrus.
The astronomical knowledge reﬂected in the papyrus refers to a practice that is similar
to Ptolemy’s but with some diﬀerences in the values and content.70 Thus, Ptolemy’s
astronomical activity was not as isolated as one might have believed.71
Although Ptolemy’s realisation of a Handbook of Geography (if one attempts to ren-
der the exact meaning of its title, ̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̱̲۬ ὑϕ̦̫̯̻̱̺) that combines the intelligibility
of a manual and the completeness of a compilation fully captures the Zeitgeist of the An-
tonine era, the way Ptolemy practised geography was, by contrast, decidely out of step
with the other geographers of his time. According to Ptolemy’s own deﬁnition, any geo-
graphical investigation needs a mathematical method and astronomical observations,72
which clearly indicates that Ptolemy was continuing the tradition of mathematical ge-
ography as practised by Eratosthenes. In the introduction to the Geography, he describes
the discipline’s raison d’être:
All this belongs to the loiest and loveliest of intellectual pursuits (̧̰̭̹̩̺́),
because it exhibits to human understanding through mathematics the heavens
themselves in their physical nature, since [the heavens] can be seen in its rev-
olution about us, but [it exhibits] the earth [only] through a picture (̬̱ۨ ̼ῆ̺
̭ἰ̵̷̲̺̈́), since the real earth, being enormous and not surrounding us, cannot
be inspected by any one person either as a whole or part by part.73
Aristotle’s deﬁnition of scientiﬁc knowledge did not explicitly mention studying the oik-
oumenē and it is not knownhowEratosthenes deﬁned geography ontologically speaking.
Both Hipparchus and Strabo were aware of the mathematical requisites for practising
geography, but Ptolemy was, as far as is known, the ﬁrst to deﬁne the subject as a theo-
retical science in the sense of Aristotle, that is, as knowledge for its own sake.74 Unlike
69 Greek edition and French translation in Fournet
and Tihon ǠǞǟǢ; English translation, with a thor-
ough technical discussion, in A. Jones ǠǞǟǤ. The
papyrus, which may be a reworking of notes written
down for a course, presents, among other things, a
practical example of computation for the year ǟǡǞ
CE. A second fragment of the same papyrus folio
has recently been identiﬁed (PSI Inv. ǠǞǞǤ, pre-
served in Florence), see Tihon and Fournet ǠǞǟǤ.
70 In particular, the author of the table used an ob-
servation that was recorded by Hipparchus in ǟǣǦ
BCE but that does not appear in the dozens of ob-
servations concerning Hipparchus that are cited
in Ptolemy’s Almagest; one also ﬁnds a length of
the tropical year in the papyrus that diﬀers from
Ptolemy’s value. See A. Jones ǠǞǟǤ.
71 See also Tihon ǠǞǞǢ, Ǡǡǣ, Fournet and Tihon ǠǞǟǠ
and Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǦǤ–ǦǦ.
72 See pp. ǟǤǡ–ǟǥǥ.
73 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǧ.
74 By contrast, Strabo (ǟ.ǟ.ǟ) was, for example, of the
opinion that geography is ‘a concern of the philoso-
pher’ (̼ῆ̺ ̷̼ῦ ϕ̷̱̳̻̈́ϕ̷̽ ̸̴̧̹̩̫̩̼̭̩̺), although his
approach did allow for a practical use of geograph-
ical knowledge. He states (ǟ.ǟ.ǠǠ): ‘In short, the
present treatise should be generally useful – useful
alike to the citizen and to the public at large (̲̩ۮ ̸̷-
̳̱̼̱̲۰̵ ̲̩ۮ ̴̬̯́ϕ̭̳۪̺) – as was my work on history.’
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the study of the stars and planets, however, mathematics does not directly provide ‘sure
and unshakeable knowledge’ of the Earth and its parts but is only a device to fabricate a
picture (̭ἰ̵̲͆). The incipit of the Geography deﬁnes geography as an imitation (̴̴̧̯̻̱̺)
of the known parts of the world, and so it should be regarded as a kind of substitute
for directly contemplating the Earth.75 The position of mathematical geography within
this concept was, therefore, slightly ambiguous: although it was a theoretical science –
that is, neither ‘practical’ (̸̹̩̲̼̱̲̦) nor ‘poetic’ (̸̷̱̯̼̱̲̦) – it gave only indirect access
to its subject, since one is compelled to contemplate the world through the eyes of the
cartographer.76
The way Ptolemy practised geography diﬀered quite markedly from the methods
of the other geographers of his time. Admittedly, Ptolemy frequently referred to Mar-
inus of Tyre, who slightly predates him and who practised mathematical geography.
They both used the value of ǟǦǞ ǞǞǞ stadia for the circumference of the Earth, which
did not match the more common Hellenistic values of ǠǣǠ ǞǞǞ or ǠǣǞ ǞǞǞ stadia; a cir-
cumference of ǟǦǞ ǞǞǞ stadia had only been postulated since the time of Posidonius
(c. ǟǡǣ – c. ǣǟ BCE).77 Nevertheless, the Geography falls within a resurgence of interest
in the scientiﬁc tradition of a description of the world that had lain largely dormant
since Hipparchus and Eratosthenes before him. Ptolemy’s preference for Hellenistic
geographers – Hipparchus and Timosthenes (third century BCE) – was less a matter of
personal taste than of practical necessity. It is not known to what extent the descrip-
tions of the oikoumenē and its parts by Artemidorus (ﬂ. c. ǟǞǟ–ǟǞǢ BCE) and Posidonius
– two great geographical authorities in Antiquity – were linked with mathematical and
astronomical concepts. Gnomonic procedures (that is, measuring a place’s latitude with
the help of speciﬁc instruments) and theories on climatic zones (that is, the study of the
meteorological, zoological and anthropological characteristics of places as a function of
Strabo intended to ‘devote [his] attention to what is
noble and great, and to what contains the practically
useful, or memorable, or entertaining (̼۰ ̸̴̹̩̫̩-
̼̱̲۰̵ ̲̩ۮ ̭ὐ̴̵̴̵̷̵̯̭̼̈́̽ ̲̩ۮ ڡ̬۲ ̵̧̬̱̩̼̹̪̭̱)’ and to
focus on ‘things [that] may stir the interest of the
studious or the practical man (̼۰̵ ϕ̴̷̵̱̳̭̱̬̦̩ ̲̩ۮ
̼۰̵ ̸̴̵̹̩̫̩̼̱̲̈́)’. (ǟ.ǟ.Ǡǡ)
75 The assumption of Feke and A. Jones ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǞǣ,
that, in Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǧ, Ptolemy asserts that ‘mathe-
matics reveals the physical nature of the heavens
and earth’ needs to be qualiﬁed. This idea was cer-
tainly inﬂuenced by the translation of Berggren
and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, who, I believe, have slightly
over-interpreted the passage: ‘[…] to exhibit to hu-
man understanding through mathematics [both]
the heavens themselves in their physical nature
(since they can be seen in their revolution about
us), and [the nature of] the earth through a portrait
[…].’ Two elements in the passage – ‘the heavens
themselves’ (̼۰̵ ̴̵۪ ̷ὐ̵̹̩۰̵ ̩ὐ̵̼̈́) and ‘the earth
through a picture’ or ‘through a portrait’ (̵̼۬ ̬۪ ̫ῆ̵
̬ۮ̩ ̼ῆ̺ ̭ἰ̵̷̲̺̈́) – appear to me to be in opposition
to one another, which the translation of Berggren
and Jones does not convey.
76 Ptolemy’s choice of vocabulary – ̴̴̧̯̻̱̺, ̭ἰ̵̲͆ –
is reminiscent of the discussion on imitation and
copy-making in Plato’s Sophist (Ǡǡǣ–ǠǡǤ). Another
term that Ptolemy used frequently (̴̴̧̻̭̼̹̩̽, see
p. ǟǤǡ) also ﬁnds echoes in this passage of Plato.
Note that the ontological classiﬁcation of geography
as a theoretical science does not imply that a geogra-
pher does not need any ‘practical’ skills.
77 Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǟǠ; Str. Ǡ.Ǡ.Ǡ. See Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb,
ǠǠǡ–ǠǠǢ, and Geus and Tupikova ǠǞǟǡa.
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the latitude) had been developed from the Classical Greek period until Roman times.
However, these concepts and theories had been merely abstract studies of the Earth as a
sphere and had rarely been connected to the realisation of a map of the oikoumenē.
The works of Eratosthenes and Hipparchus had not remained hidden over the cen-
turies: Roman elites referred to them, but their relations with mathematical geography
were equivocal. Julius Caesar (ǟǞǞ–ǢǢ BCE) commented on Eratosthenes, although this
does not mean that he knew his work directly;78 on the advice of his friend Atticus, Ci-
cero (ǟǞǤ–Ǣǡ BCE) started to put together a geographical work on the model of Eratos-
thenes but, despite much reading, abandoned this project;79 Pliny the Elder (Ǡǡ/ǠǢ–ǥǧ
CE) praised the achievements of Hellenistic mathematical geography, although this was,
in fact, his way of distancing himself from the subject;80 and Strabo put together a thor-
ough presentation of Eratosthenes and Hipparchus but did not continue with or im-
prove on their research. Ptolemy observed the scarcity of the tradition of mathematical
geography and deplored the diﬃculty of ﬁnding sources that could supply useful infor-
mation on the latitude and longitude of localities.81 A. Haushalter has demonstrated
that the relative disregard for mathematical geography during the Roman period was
not a question of the cultural diﬀerences between practical Roman knowledge and pure
theoretical Greek science.82 During the time of Pliny and the Antonine period, mathe-
matical geography was still considered a valid subject; it was just that it belonged to the
past rather than to current scholarship, be it in Latin (Mela, Pliny) or Greek (Dionysus
Periegetes, Arrian, Pausanias).
The Antonine era gave over much space to rhetoric and panegyrics. Descriptions of
the world – that is, the Roman world, ruled by the Princeps – were oen written just to
praise Rome and acknowledge its greatness, as reﬂected by Aelius Aristides’ On Rome or
the incipit of Appian’s Roman History, for example.83 Arrian dedicated his Periplous of the
Euxine Sea to Hadrian, who had ordered this exploratory sea journey for diplomatic and
military purposes.84 Geography was hence a matter of politics and history. By contrast,
Ptolemy’s Geography is almost apathetic in tone.85 As A. Jones has noted: ‘Ptolemy gives
not the slightest indication that there exists such an entity as a Roman empire.’86 His
78 Caesar, Civ. Ǥ.ǠǢ.
79 Cicero, Att. Ǡ.Ǥ: ‘The geography which I had pur-
posed is really a big undertaking. Eratosthenes,
whom I had meant to follow, is sharply censured
by Serapion and Hipparchus. What if Tyrannion
joins in? And by Hercules! The material is hard to
set out, monotonous, not so easy to embellish as it
looked, and (the main point) I ﬁnd any excuse good
enough for doing nothing.’ (Transl. Shackleton Bai-
ley modiﬁed). See note ǟǟ, p. Ǡǟǡ.
80 Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǟ, also Ǡ.ǧǣ, Ǡ.ǟǤǢ and Ǥ.ǟǥǟ. See Haushalter
ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǠǢ–ǠǠǣ.
81 See p. ǟǤǧ.
82 Haushalter ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǠǠ–ǠǠǣ.
83 See pp. ǟǦ–ǟǧ.
84 Combining this experience with his personal notes
from lectures, Arrian produced a geographical trea-
tise in which he achieved both political and scien-
tiﬁc objectives. See Stadter ǟǧǦǞ, ǡǠ–Ǣǟ.
85 Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǦǣ–ǟǧǟ.
86 A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǠǥ. Note that, according to Ptolemy,
the Asian and Libyan (that is, African) continents
were bordered, respectively, to the north and south
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Geography seems totally dissociated from Roman politics and the contingencies of his-
tory. The terrarum caput, Rome, which enthralled every geographer who visited it and
the descriptions of which, at least since the time of Polybius (c. ǠǞǦ – c. ǟǠǞ BCE), were al-
ways extravagant, was described by Ptolemywith a laconic Ἄ̻̼̽ Ῥ̴̯͆ (‘City of Rome’).87
This is characteristic of Ptolemy’s style of geography: cold, sober, austere even. When he
considers the possibility of adding improvements to the catalogue of localities, Ptolemy
contemplates improving the values of the coordinates rather than adapting the cata-
logue to political and historical changes. While his contemporaries acclaimed Rome,
its emperors and its glorious history, Ptolemy exalted atemporal mathematics.
Although Ptolemy’s style might not have been in fashion, the content of the Geog-
raphy is not, for the most part, outdated. Ptolemy added up-to-date knowledge of the
known world to the principles of mathematical geography, while his antique sources
included travel accounts and military reports, mainly from the Roman period.88 On
his map of Palestine, for example, he refers to ‘Hierosolyma, which is today called Aelia
Capitoli⟨n⟩a’,89 which was the name given by Hadrian to the Roman colony built on
the site of Jerusalem aer the Bar Kokhba revolt of ǟǡǠ–ǟǡǣ CE. Hadrian also founded
the city of Antinoopolis in Egypt in ǟǡǞ CE and colonia Mursia in Pannonia Inferior in
c. ǟǡǡ CE – both of which were recorded in Ptolemy’s Geography.90
ǟ.Ǡ Structure of Ptolemy’s Geography
Ptolemy’s Geography is methodically organised, clear and instructional and, despite the
diﬀerences in the content of each section, its structure is coherent. Ptolemy managed
to produce not only a living document,91 but also a work in which every part is, at the
same time, indispensable and interlinked, as well as being arranged in such a way that
the sequence of sections (almost always) makes complete sense.
Ptolemy organised his work into three main parts: an introduction, a catalogue of
localities and a part devoted to maps. They do not exactly ﬁt the division into eight
books (̧̪̱̪̳̩) and it is possible that the division simply corresponded to the number
of papyrus rolls that were needed to contain the Geography rather than to a distribution
by ‘unknown countries’ (ἄ̵̷̫̻̼̺́ ̫ῆ, Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.Ǡ),
whereas most geographers of the time regarded
the oikoumenē as a great island surrounded by an
ocean. This is another example of the originality of
Ptolemy’s Geography.
87 Geogr. ǡ.ǟ.Ǥǟ. The expression Ἄ̻̼̽ Ῥ̴̯͆ could mean
‘main city’ or ‘capital city’, but in this context the
Greek Ἄ̻̼̽ is certainly to be understood as a trans-
lation of the Latin Urbs, that is, simply ‘the city’.
In his Roman History, Appian frequently uses ἄ̻̼̽
when referring to ‘the city’, that is, Rome.
88 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.Ǥ, ǟ.Ǧ.ǣ, ǟ.ǧ.ǟ–Ǣ, ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǟ.ǥ, ǟ.ǟǢ.ǟ–Ǣ.
See Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧc, ǟǠǡ–ǟǠǢ.
89 Geogr. ǣ.ǟǤ.Ǧ.
90 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǣ.Ǧ and Ǣ.ǣ.Ǥǟ. See Stückelberger and
Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǦ.
91 The catalogue of localities anticipates later correc-
tions and modiﬁcations (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ–ǡ). See p. ǟǟǣ.
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related to diﬀerent units of meaning. The division of the books into sections or chap-
ters (̲̭ϕ̤̳̩̱̩) had ulteriormotives: the chapters in the introduction deﬁne the diﬀerent
topics of discussion; in the catalogue of localities, they correspond to geographical units;
and in the cartographical part, they contain, in sequence, the diﬀerent regional maps.
There is no reason to doubt that the division of the text into ̲̭ϕ̤̳̩̱̩ and the formu-
lation of their titles – they are similar in every manuscript – was the work of Ptolemy
himself, even though later modiﬁcations were always possible.92
ǟ.Ǡ.ǟ The introduction, Geogr. ǟ.ǟ–ǠǢ (and ǥ.Ǥ)
The ﬁrst part of theGeography comprises a theoretical andmethodological introduction,
most of which is contained in the ﬁrst book. Ptolemy discusses a series of deﬁnitions,
gives an outline of his project and provides advice on how to use his work.
The incipit deals with the fundamental deﬁnitions of geography and chorography, in-
cluding their respective objectives and methods (Geogr. ǟ.ǟ). Ptolemy then explains the
basis of a geographical work, that is, the information that is required to construct a map
of the oikoumenē and the appropriate method for determining the position of a place
on the Earth (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ–ǣ). An important part of his introduction is given over to a
critical revision (̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́) of several aspects of the work of Marinus of Tyre, a geogra-
pher who is presented as being the most recent authority on the subject. In particular,
Ptolemy corrects Marinus’ ﬁgures for the longitudinal and latitudinal extent of the oik-
oumenē (Geogr. ǟ.Ǥ–ǟǢ) and points out the contradictory elements of his predecessor’s
work (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ–ǟǥ). Aer discussing the inconvenience of using Marinus’ informa-
tion to draw a map (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ–ǠǞ), Ptolemy ﬁnally gives instructions on how to design
(̲̩̼̩̫̹̤ϕ̵̭̱) a grid of parallel circles and meridians on a plane surface (ἐ̵ ἐ̸̸̧̭̬ῳ) as
well as on a globe (ἐ̵ ̻ϕ̧̩̹ᾳ), in order to map the whole oikoumenē (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǟ–ǠǢ).
Surprisingly, at the end of the catalogue of localities, Ptolemy describes how to draw,
on a planar surface, a picture of the globe surrounded by rings depicting celestial circles
(Geogr. ǥ.Ǥ), which requires a speciﬁc map projection. It might have made more sense
for Ptolemy to position the instructions he gives here at the end of the introduction,
which is where he presents the essential requisites for constructing (̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕ̦) a world
map.
The introductory section is crucial to understanding the objectives of the Geogra-
phy and is the part that has generated the greatest variety of textual interpretations.
92 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, Ǣ, have raised doubts
about whether Ptolemy was responsible for the
headings, in particular since ‘some of the chapter
titles in the Geography break the text in awkward
places or inadequately describe the contents’. How-
ever, the fact that the division does not seem to be
‘perfect’ in the eyes of modern scholars does not
mean that Ptolemy was not responsible for them.
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Ptolemy’s language is rather sober, concrete, technical but clear and corresponds to the
Koine Greek prose of the second century CE.93 The modern translations of G. Aujac,
J. L. Berggren and A. Jones, A. Stückelberger and G. Graßhoﬀ as well as K.Müller show
important diﬀerences, mainly because Ptolemy’s technical vocabulary does not always
have simple modern equivalents. For example, Ptolemy’s deﬁnitions of ‘geography’, ‘to-
pography’ or ‘geometry’ all diﬀer from their respective modern meanings. The exact
sense of some terms are debatable – ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩ ̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦, ἀ̷̲̹̱̪̥̻̼̭̹̱ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺, ὑ̸̷̴̵̴̦̩̼̩,
for instance.94 Furthermore, the apparent modernity of the Geography – its system of ge-
ographical coordinates, the graticules that resemble modern cartographical projections,
the importance of mathematics, and so on – can lead to anachronistic interpretations.
ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ The catalogue of localities, Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ–ǥ.Ǣ.ǟǢ
The part of the Geography that one calls, for the sake of convenience, the ‘catalogue of
localities’ makes up the greater part of the Geography. It is introduced by a foreword
(̸̷̷̹̳̫̺̈́) in which Ptolemy gives a synopsis of his project:
Let this be the end of our outline of the general assumptions about geogra-
phy and the revision of the map (̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ ̼ῆ̺ ̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕῆ̺) that would be per-
formed in accordance with, ﬁrstly, up-to-date accounts (ἱ̷̧̻̼̹ᾳ) of the known
parts of the earth – that is, our oikoumenē – and, secondly, both the correct
proportion (ἐ̵ ̼ῇ ̴̴̧̻̭̼̹̽ᾳ) of the places with respect to each other and the
greatest possible similarity in shape [to the real oikoumenē], and ﬁnally with the
nature of map representation.95
Ptolemy then explains how he has structured his catalogue of localities: each place is
listed in a table, with one column (̷̵̧̻̭̳̬̱) given over to the longitude (̴ῆ̷̲̺) and
another column to the latitude (̸̷̳̤̼̺), which facilitates the making of later additions
or emendations.96 In the foreword, Ptolemy introduces two crucial ideas about the con-
tent and the structure of the catalogue: ﬁrstly, not all the geographical coordinates are
equally accurate with respect to the actual locations;97 and, secondly, the order (̶̼̤̱̺)
of the localities in the catalogue follows a spatial principle, that is, to make drawing
the maps easier, the lists begin with the more northerly and westerly localities and end
with the more southerly and easterly places.98 Finally, he gives a description of the outer
93 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧe, ǢǡǠ–Ǣǡǧ, gives a useful analysis
of Ptolemy’s language.
94 See the discussions in A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟǣ–ǟǟǤ, and
Hindermann ǠǞǞǧ.
95 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ.
96 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.ǡ. See p. ǟǟǣ.
97 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ. See p. ǟǥǣ.
98 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ–ǣ. In fact, ‘easier’ for right-handed
cartographers…
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fringes of Europe, Libyē (that is, the African continent)99 and Asia (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǥ–ǥ) as
well as an introduction to creating world and regional maps (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǧ–ǟǞ).
The ‘catalogue of localities’ is presented by Ptolemy as ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ὑϕ̦̫̯̻̱̺ (‘the
detailed instructions’) or as ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ἔ̲̰̭̻̱̺ (‘the description part by part’).100 Ac-
cording to the calculations of A. Stückelberg and G.Graßhoﬀ, the catalogue lists Ǥ ǡǢǣ
localities with their geographical coordinates and approximately ǟ ǤǞǞ names of re-
gions, seas and peoples without coordinates.101 The places are sorted in sections (̸̭-
̷̴̷̧̹̱̹̱̻) that correspond to the description of one region102: ﬁrst, the countries of
Europe (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǡ–ǡ.ǟǥ); then those of Libyē (Geogr. Ǣ.ǟ–Ǧ); and ﬁnally those of Asia
(Geogr. ǣ.ǟ–ǥ.Ǣ). The catalogue concludes with a short paragraph (Geogr. ǥ.Ǣ.ǟǢ) that
refers to the foreword and links the list of localities with the realisation of the maps.
ǟ.Ǡ.ǡ The cartographical section, Geogr. ǥ.ǣ–ǥ and Ǧ
The last part of the Geography is allocated to maps (̸̵̧̩̲̭̺), which represent the con-
crete application of the catalogue’s data. Whereas the ﬁrst book gives instructions on
designing maps (̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕ̦) and the catalogue provides the data that are to be marked
on the maps, the last section, aside from the maps themselves, supplies information that
is meant to accompany the world and regional maps. The term that Ptolemy uses – ὑ̸̷-
̫̹̩ϕ̦ – seems to indicate that the information concerns text that should be written on
or around the maps, very possibly captions. The ﬁrst ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̧̩ concern the world map
(ὁ ̼ῆ̺ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̲̥̯̺̽ ̸̵̶̧̩), done according to three diﬀerent projections, while the whole
of Book Ǧ is given over to regional maps (̷ἱ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺) and their ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̧̩.
The accompanying text for the world map consists of a summarised description of the
whole oikoumenē, to be exact its borders, followed by lists of the world’s most notewor-
thy geographical features (seas, gulfs, islands) and, ﬁnally, a summary of the latitudinal
and longitudinal dimensions of the oikoumenē (Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.Ǡ–ǟǤ and ǥ.ǥ).
Book Ǧ, with its twenty-six regional maps and ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̧̩, has a diﬀerent structure
than the chapters in Book ǥ on the world map: it has its own introduction (Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ–Ǡ)
and each regional map has its own section in which between one and seven regions
(̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻) of the catalogue have been drawn. Ptolemy presents the content of each
section as follows:
We have set out the captions (̼̺ۨ ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̺ۨ) for each [map], putting ﬁrst the
continent to which the map belongs, its ordinal number, what countries it
99 In Ptolemy’s Geography and in the geographical
texts of Antiquity, the name ̱̪̯̔ͅ (translated here
as ‘Libyē’ to avoid confusion with modern Libya)
denotes the African continent in the modern sense.
Ptolemy uses the term ‘Africa’ (ڌϕ̹̱̲̦) to refer to
the Roman province of the same name.
100 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.ǟ, Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ, Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǟ.
101 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, Ǡǡ.
102 See p. ǟǠǥ.
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contains, approximately what ratio the parallel through its middle has to the
meridian, and what the boundary of the whole map is. We have put below
[this information] the elevations of the pole for the principal cities (̼ῶ̵ ̬̱̩̻̦-
̴̵́ ̸̵̳̭̈́́) in each country, converted into the length of the longest days [that
occur] there; and their longitudinal positions [converted] approximately into
intervals from the meridian through Alexandria, whether to the east or to the
west, in units of equinoctial hours; and for those that the ecliptic stands over,
[we have recorded] whether the sun passes through the zenith once or twice [in
a year], and how [the sun] is situated [on the ecliptic] with respect to the tropic
points [when this happens].103
Thus these instructions dealing with the text to be written on or around the maps also
concern the design (̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕ̦) of the maps as each regional map is deﬁned by the spe-
ciﬁc ratio of its central parallel to the meridian. This ﬁnal book has raised many ques-
tions in modern studies regarding its speciﬁcity, which sets it apart from the Geography’s
other books. Its introduction seems to be an attempt to justify the making of regional
maps, and its quite long and sometimes redundant explanation (Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ–ǥ) refers
back to the work’s main introduction in which Ptolemy deﬁnes ‘geography’ (̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩)
as the science of making world maps and ‘chorography’ (̷̹̫̹̩̿́ϕ̧̩) as the science of
making maps of smaller areas.104
Book Ǧ thus appears to be a kind of continuation of Ptolemy’s original project. It
is the only book in which the title of the Geography (̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲۬ ὑϕ̦̫̯̻̱̺105) is men-
tioned in extenso and in which he refers to the Almagest (̴̴̩̰̯̩̼̱̲۬ ̵̶̻̼̩̱̺ͅ) by name.
Although every locality was marked on the maps with the help of the coordinates given
in the catalogue, a diﬀerent reference system was intentionally used to convert the lon-
gitudes and latitudes of the important cities. So, although Book Ǧ is very much a part
of the Geography, since it has its own prologue and structure, it can, to a certain extent
at least, be regarded as self-contained.
ǟ.Ǡ.Ǣ Paratexts and scholia
Besides the three main parts of the Geography – the introduction, the catalogue and the
cartographical section – a number of additional texts were transmitted in some of its
103 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡ.ǟ.
104 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǟ See p. ǟǤǡ.
105 Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ. It is the only mention of the title in the
whole work, if one does not take the heading trans-
mitted by the manuscripts into account. The title is
also given in an ancient scholion to Plato’s Ion; see
p. ǟǞǥ. In Geogr. ǥ.Ǣ.ǟǢ and Ǧ.ǟ.Ǥ, Ptolemy uses the
term ̵̶̻̼̩̱̺ͅ to refer to his own geographical work,
whereas in the introduction (Geogr. ǟ.ǠǠ.ǣ) he refers
to his ‘writings’ (ἐ̵ ̷̼ῖ̺ ὑ̸̷̴̵̴̦̩̻̱).
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manuscripts.106 There is an epitome, that is, a list that repeats the headings of each
section (̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́) of the catalogue (the lists of the various manuscripts are inconsis-
tent)107 as well as several scholia, which mostly seem to concern cartographical instruc-
tions. The scholia clearly post-date the redaction of the Geography, but the origin of the
paratexts remains largely unidentiﬁed. Of all the paratexts, the so-called subscriptio of
Agathodaimōn has aroused the greatest interest. The text reads as follows:
ἐ̲ ̼ῶ̵ ̷̧̳̩̬̓̽̽ Π̷̴̷̧̼̳̭̩̽ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲ῶ̵ ̵̧̪̱̪̳́ ὀ̲̼۴ ̵̼۬ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̵̲̥̯̽ ̸ᾶ̵̻̩
ڌ̫̩̰۰̺ ̴̵̧̩̍́ ڌ̶̵̳̭̩̬̹̭۲̺ ̴̵̯̩̱̲̿۰̺ ὕ̸̸̭̼̻̩ͅ [or ὑ̸̸̷̭̼̻̩̼̽͆, ὕ̸̸̭̼̻̭ͅ]
On the basis of the eight geographical books of Klaudios Ptolemaios, I Agatho-
daimōn, engineer from Alexandria, have sketched the whole known world [or:
Agathodaimōn has sketched…].
This subscriptio appears at the end of Ptolemy’s text and has been transmitted by one
group of manuscripts. It has been intensively discussed and interpreted within the
framework of the textual and cartographical history of the Geography. Nonetheless, the
exact role of the frequently mentioned Agathodaimōn and the context of his involve-
ment (that is, its date) remain a mystery.108
ǟ.ǡ Geographical coordinates
ǟ.ǡ.ǟ The coordinates in the Geography
That only two geographical coordinates (that is, latitude and longitude) are needed to
determine the position of a locality on Earth is by far Ptolemy’s most notable contri-
106 See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǞ–ǟǢǞ, for a thorough codicologi-
cal study of these ‘extra’ texts.
107 See Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǧǞǧ–ǧǟǣ,
in particular notes ǥǣ and ǥǤ, ǧǞǧ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ,
ǟǡǡ–ǟǡǢ.
108 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧd, ǡǠǟ–ǡǠǠ; Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǡǠǠ–ǡǠǡ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡǦ–ǟǡǧ. I ﬁnd the choice
of verb (to sketch/outline) used in the subscriptio
in the sentence ‘I have sketched the whole known
world’ (ὕ̸̸̭̼̻̩ͅ), somewhat curious. As Ptolemy
himself uses the verb ̲̩̼̩̫̹̤ϕ̵̭̱ (‘to design’) to
describe the making of a map, one would have ex-
pected that an Alexandrian ̴̵̯̩̱̲̿۱̺ used the same
technical verb (̲̩̼̥̫̹̩̩̀: ‘I have designed’). Agath-
odaimōn’s expression is in fact taken almost word
for word from a passage at the end of Book ǥ, where
Ptolemy states: ‘[We have forethought] to sketch,
as it were, a sort of map of the entire oikoumenē’ (̸̧-
̵̷̩̲̺ ۝̸̻̭̹ ̼̹۱̸̷̵ ̸̤̻̯̺ ̼ῆ̺ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̲̯̺̽۫ ὑ̸̷̸̼̽ῶ-
̻̩̱, Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǟ). Agathodaimōn, however, neither
uses the word ‘map’ nor does he specify whether
he sketched just a picture of the whole world or the
regional maps as well. Furthermore, it is not clear
whether Agathodaimōn was responsible for the
whole mapping procedure and designed the grid(s),
plotted the localities, drew the coasts, islands and
mountains, applied colours, wrote the captions, and
so on, or whether he just participated in one step
of the production process. Finally, although Agath-
odaimōn described himself as a ̴̵̯̩̱̲̺̿̈́, that is,
an ‘engineer’, without any precise historical context,
it is impossible to be sure what this term implied
exactly.
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bution to the history of geography and cartography. Although there is no Greek word
for ‘coordinates’ – in the Geography Ptolemy writes simply ‘position in latitude’ or ‘posi-
tion in longitude’ – the modern use of the term corresponds well to Ptolemy’s concept
of latitude and longitude, even though ‘coordinates’ is somehow anachronistic. In the
Almagest, which predates the Geography, Ptolemy supplies a catalogue of the ﬁxed stars,
the concept of which he describes as follows:
In order to display the arrangement of stars on the solid globe according to the
above method, we have set it out below in the form of a table (̵̷̵̲̩̱̲ῶ̺) in
four sections. For each star (taken by constellation), we give, in the ﬁrst section,
its description as a part of the constellation; in the second section, its position
in longitude (̼̺ۨ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴ῆ̷̲̺ ἐ̸̷̺̿ۨ), as derived from observation […]; in the
third section we give its distance from the ecliptic in latitude (̲̩̼ۨ ̸̷̳̤̼̺), to
the north or to the south as the case may be for the particular star; and in the
fourth, the class to which it belongs in magnitude.109
The vocabulary of the Geography and the idea of tables with geographical coordinates
had, therefore, already taken root in the star catalogue. In addition, the idea that only
two pieces of data – a longitude and a latitude –were needed to determine the position of
a star in the sky was certainly the origin of the notion that two geographical coordinates
could determine the position of a locality on Earth.
Geographical coordinates cannot be used without a reference system. The latitude
of Ptolemy’s stars were, for instance, related to the ecliptic. In the Almagest, Ptolemy
stated his intention to create a geographical work in which terrestrial places would be
located using a latitude that had been determined in relation to the Equator, and a
longitude determined in relation to themeridian throughAlexandria.110 The utilisation
of two terrestrial circles, which are, in fact, projections of celestial circles on the Earth,
made it possible for Ptolemy to establish the absolute location of each place, that is, how
to locate places independently of each other, rather than the relative location, that is,
how to locate a place relative to other landmarks. In the Geography, Ptolemy presents
the system he intended to use in his catalogue of geographical localities:
Hence we have put together, for all the provinces, the following information:
the deﬁnition of the boundaries (̼̺ۨ ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̺ۨ) for each part, that is, the po-
sition in longitude and latitude (̰̥̻̭̱̺ ̲̩̼ۨ ̼̭ ̴ῆ̷̲̺ ̲̩ۮ ̲̩̼ۨ ̸̷̳̤̼̺), the rela-
tive situations of themore important peoples in them and the accurate location
(̼̺ۨ ἀ̲̹̱̪̭ῖ̺ ἐ̸̷̤̺̿) of the more noteworthy cities, rivers, bays, mountains and
other things that ought to be in a map of the oikoumenē – that is, the number
109 Alm. ǥ.Ǣ. 110 Alm. Ǡ.ǟǡ, see p. ǦǢ.
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of degrees (of such as the great circle is ǡǤǞ) in longitude along the Equator
between the meridian drawn through the place and the meridian that marks
oﬀ the western limit (̼۰ ̴̬̻̱̲̽۰̵ ̸̥̹̩̺) [of the oikoumenē], and the number
of degrees in latitude between the parallel drawn through the place and the
Equator, [measured] along the meridian.111
In other words, in the Geography’s catalogue of localities, Ptolemy retains the use of the
Equator as a reference circle to compute the latitudes. However, the reference merid-
ian, which is comparable to our modern concept of the prime meridian, does not go
through Alexandria but through the western border of the oikoumenē. By scrutinising
the other passages of the introduction, it is clear that this boundary line went through
the Fortunate Isles, an archipelago of six islands at the western edge of Ptolemy’s oik-
oumenē.112 This means that every longitude, expressed in degrees, can be said to lie to
the east of this meridian, and not, as with the meridian through Alexandria, for exam-
ple, partly to the west and partly to the east of this line, which would have necessitated
a speciﬁcation for each longitude.113
However, in the catalogue of localities, the longitude of the Fortunate Isles is, ac-
cording to most of the manuscripts, ǟ° west. Only one manuscript gives the longitude
as Ǟ° for four of the islands and ǟ° for the remaining two.114 In antique papyri and
medieval codices, such as those of the Handy Tables and the Almagest, before the intro-
duction of the Arabic zero, nought was oen written with a small circle plus a diacritical
sign, most frequently a diplē or a simple raised dash: o .115 Amisinterpretation of one
111 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǧ.Ǡ.
112 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ: ‘[…] where we, [like Marinus,] set the
Fortunate Isles at the westernmost limit (ἐ̸ۮ ̷̼ῦ
̷̬̼̱̲̼̤̼̽́̽ ̸̷̥̹̩̼̺)’; cf. with Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟǟ and
ǟ.ǟǢ.ǧ. The Fortunate Isles (both Ptolemy and Pliny
called one of the islands Canaria) tend to be identi-
ﬁed with the modern-day Canary Islands, although
Ptolemy’s and Pliny’s descriptions (Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡǢ
and Pl. Ǥ.ǠǞǠ–ǠǞǣ) do not absolutely match the ac-
tual location and conﬁguration of the archipelago.
When the latter was (re)discovered in the fourteenth
century, the islands were named aer the Fortu-
nate Isles of Antiquity, hence its proximity to the
toponyms of Pliny and Ptolemy. See also the de-
scription of the Fortunate Isles and their mirabilia
in Mela ǡ.ǟǞǠ and Plutarch, Sertorius, Ǧ–ǧ. Whatever
the case may be, there is very little documentation
on these islands in the sources of Antiquity.
113 For the localities situated on the Equator, Ptolemy
writes ἰ̴̵̻̯̭̹̱̺̈́ (‘equator’). For latitudes south
of the Equator, he states systematically ̵̼̈́[̷̱̺]
(‘southern’). In some cases that could be confusing,
though, he also writes ̪̹̈́[̷̭̱̺] (‘northern’), but
since most of the localities he deals with are situated
in the northern hemisphere, the latitudes given do
not usually have this detail. Thus, using the western-
most meridian as a reference point enables Ptolemy
to simplify the system of longitude.
114 Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡǢ. The manuscripts of theΩ recension
(see p. ǤǞ) all give a longitude of ǟ°, whereas manu-
script X gives a longitude of Ǟ°, using the Arabic zero
(see p. ǥǦ), for the islands of Aprositos, Pluvialia,
Capraria and Pintouaria.
115 See A. Jones ǟǧǧǧ, Ǥǟ–ǤǠ, and Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǣǦ–ǣǧ.
The P.Oxy. ǢǟǤǥ of the Handy Tables (third or fourth
century CE) as well as many astronomical papyri
from the ﬁrst to third centuries CE used o –
P.Colker (see A. Jones ǟǧǧǥ), P. Fouad inv. ǠǤǥA,
P.Oxy. ǢǟǣǠ, ǢǟǤǣ, ǢǟǥǢ, etc. – although the form
varied from one copyist to another. See also Roberts
ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǢǧ.
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of the symbols for zero could explain the divergent readings in the manuscripts.116 The
problem of their exact longitude is, however, of secondary importance, since the nam-
ing of the Fortunate Isles as the westernmost meridian was primarily undertaken for
practical reasons.
ǟ.ǡ.Ǡ The invention of geographical longitude and latitude
Although Ptolemy was the ﬁrst to combine geographical longitude and latitude, he did
not invent the concepts. The Greek word commonly used – by Ptolemy among others –
to refer to the longitude of a place was ̼۰ ̴ῆ̷̲̺, which originally meant the length of an
object, that is, an object’s largest dimension compared with its smaller one. Likewise,
the word for latitude (̼۰ ̸̷̳̤̼̺) originally signiﬁed the width of an object.117 Thus, the
̴ῆ̷̲̺ and the ̸̷̳̤̼̺ of a country referred simply to its length and width.
However, in the context of an oriented space (thanks to the cardinal directions), the
word ̴ῆ̷̲̺ by convention signiﬁes not the largest dimension of a country but its east-
to-west extent, whatever the measurements of its dimensions. Likewise, ̸̷̳̤̼̺ refers
to a country’s north-to-south extent. One cannot date with certainty the emergence of
this geographical convention; it is reasonable to assume that Eratosthenes formalised it
in his own work, although it was Strabo who ﬁrst explained it clearly:
Generally it must be observed that length and width cannot be described in the
same way for a whole as for a part. In regard to a whole the greater distance is
called the length and the lesser the width, but with parts the length is that section
which is parallel to the length of the whole, and the width is the section that is
parallel to the width of the whole, whichever [dimension] is greater, even if the
distance taken in the width is greater than the distance taken in the length.
Thus, since the oikoumenē has a length from east to west, and has a width from
north to south – with its length drawn parallel to the equator and the width
[parallel to] a meridian – it is necessary in regard to its parts to take as length
the sections parallel to the length and as widths those [parallel to] the width.118
This geographical convention is clearly based on theHellenistic picture of the oikoumenē.
According to Democritus, Aristotle and to many scholars aer them, the oikoumenē’s
length ran in an east–west direction and its breadth in a north–south direction.119 By
116 I am not convinced by the supposition that the
Greek letter αmight have been used as an ad hoc
substitute for zero and was later misinterpreted as
α (that is, ‘ǟ’), as suggested by Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb,
Ǡǟǧ–ǠǠǞ. There is no evidence to corroborate this
use of the letter α.
117 See the fundamental deﬁnitions of Euclid (Elem. ǟ
Deﬁnitions Ǡ and ǣ) and Aristotle (Phys. Ǣ.ǟ [ǠǞǧa]).
118 Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǡǠ.
119 Democritus in Agathemerus, Hypotyp. Ǡ; Arist. Me-
teor. Ǡ.ǣ (ǡǤǠb).
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Ptolemy’s time, the assimilation of the term ̴ῆ̷̲̺ with the concept of the east–west
direction (and ̸̷̳̤̼̺with the north–south direction) had become well and truly estab-
lished.120
With the development of a frameworkmade up of parallels andmeridians, the terms
̴ῆ̷̲̺ and ̸̷̳̤̼̺ acquired over time themodernmeaning of the longitude and latitude of
a locality. Thus, ancient Greek geographers had only one word (̴ῆ̷̲̺) to describe the
length of a territory, the east–west extent of a territory and the longitude of a locality,
and, likewise, only one word (̸̷̳̤̼̺) to refer to the width of a territory, the north–south
extent of a territory and the latitude of a locality. The semantic change in the meanings
of the words ̴ῆ̷̲̺ and ̸̷̳̤̼̺ during Antiquity is not insigniﬁcant, for it might well
have led to diﬀerent interpretations as well as misinterpretations of the same source.
Ptolemy was aware of the polysemy of these words in the ﬁeld of mathematical cartog-
raphy. When he described the shape of Ireland, for example, he clearly felt that it was
necessary to specify ‘its length (̴ῆ̷̲̺) from east to west’, because the largest dimension
of this island (its geometrical length) is in its north–south direction.121
The speciﬁc meanings of the terms ̴ῆ̷̲̺ and ̸̷̳̤̼̺ to denote ‘longitude’ and ‘lati-
tude’ were certainly inspired by Ptolemy’s astronomical work and his catalogue of stars.
The inﬂuence of astronomy is also clear from the prepositions he used. When Ptolemy
needed to give an absolute latitude, a particular place always lay under (ὑ̸۰) a parallel
and he took the celestial sphere as the reference point of the location.122 Likewise, a
locality at a precise longitude lay under a meridian. However, in two cases meridians
and parallels were taken to be the projection of celestial lines on the Earth’s surface:
when Ptolemy and, with some exceptions, Strabo measured a location’s longitudinal or
latitudinal distance, it was always on to (ἐ̸̧) a parallel or meridian circle;123 and when
a parallel or a meridian was used to list places, the circle always went through (̬̱̤) the
cities and countries.124
ǟ.ǡ.ǡ The multiplicity of latitude data
In the Geography, Ptolemy gives the latitudes of localities, that is, their positions along a
north–south axis, and expresses them in degrees along ameridian. Long before Ptolemy,
120 Alm. Ǡ.ǟ; Geogr. ǟ.Ǥ.ǡ–Ǣ.
121 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǧ.
122 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.Ǧ: ‘So that it will be possible to specify
under (ὑ̸۰) which parallels of the celestial sphere
(̼ῆ̺ ̷ὐ̵̷̧̹̩̽ ̻ϕ̧̩̹̩̺) each of the localities in this
known part lies.’ See also Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
123 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ: ‘One should follow the number of
stadia from place to place, set down by Marinus […]
as measured on to the parallel (ἐ̸ۮ ̷̼ῦ ̸̷̩̹̩̳̳̦̳̽)
through Rhodes.’
124 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǢ: ‘The Sacred Cape […] lies approximately
on the line that passes through Gades (̬̱ۨ ̧̩̬̭̌-
̵̹́), the Pillars, the Strait of Sicily and Rhodes.’
Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǧ: ‘In the description of the parallels,
Marinus puts the parallel through Byzantium (̬̱ۨ
̵̷̧̮̩̼̋̽̽), through Satala (̬̱ۨ Σ̵̩̼̤̳́) and not
through Trapezous (̬̱ۨ Τ̸̷̹̩̭̮ῦ̵̷̼̺).’
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scholars had thought of several diﬀerent ways of situating localities in relation to the
north or south poles. For example, the latitude of a locality corresponds to the elevation
of the pole above the horizon at this locality. There is also a relationship between the
latitude of a locality and the angle at which the Sun’s rays strike the Earth’s surface
at a given locality. Thus, the ratio of a gnomon (̵̴̵̫͆́) to its shadow – that is, any
pointer and its shadow of, for example, a sundial – is linked with the latitude of the
place on Earth where the gnomon lies. The use of a gnomon to determine the latitude
of a place goes back (at the very least) to the Hellenistic period. Moreover, in localities
at the same latitude, the length of the day (understood as the time between sunrise and
sunset) is the same all year round. Therefore, the length of the longest day of the year
(on the summer solstice) and the length of the shortest day (on the winter solstice) can
be measured, which characterises the latitude of a place on Earth.125
Hellenistic geographers had developed the concept of klima (̴̧̲̳̩, plural ̴̧̲̳̩̼̩).
The term stems from the verb ̵̧̲̳́ (to slope, to incline) and denoted the inclination
(or angle) of the celestial pole above the horizon. In astronomy and geography, klima
refers to parallel strips on the Earth, of varying widths (on either side of a parallel circle
or between two parallels), where the places within the strip lie more or less on the same
latitude.126 The term is, however, polysemic and can be associated, in some contexts,
with weather conditions (as in the modern sense of climate) or with cardinal points. In
geographical texts, klima (or its Latin equivalent, clima) could be used simply to indicate
an approximate order of latitude. From the time of Eratosthenes, there existed a (quasi)
canonical list of seven klimata that was commonly used in astrology. Each klima was la-
belled with a number and a geographical reference place, and was counted from south
to north: (ǟ) Meroē; (Ǡ) Syēnē; (ǡ) Alexandria; (Ǣ) Rhodes; (ǣ) Hellespont; (Ǥ) the Mid-
dle of the Pontus; and (ǥ) the mouth of the Borysthenes (the Dnieper) River. Perhaps
because of its polysemy, Ptolemy rarely uses the word klima, employing, by preference,
‘parallel’. The so-called seven klimata were widely referred to in the sources of Antiquity
and their inﬂuence on geography, astronomy and astrology in Greek, Syriac and Arabic
milieus went far beyond Ptolemy.127
The elevation of the celestial pole, the ratio of a gnomon to its shadow as well as the
lengths of days had all been used in mathematical geography before Ptolemy, in partic-
ular by Eratosthenes and Hipparchus, but they had also been mentioned by Vitruvius
(ﬁrst century BCE), Pliny, Strabo and Marinus of Tyre.128 In the Almagest, that is, before
125 See Alm. Ǡ.Ǡ–Ǥ; Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, Ǧ–ǟǞ;
Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb, ǠǠǣ–ǠǡǢ.
126 See Honigmann ǟǧǠǧ; Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, ǡǡǡ–ǡǡǥ;
Marcotte ǟǧǧǦ; Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̜̦̙; Aujac ǠǞǞǡb,
ǟǦǤ–ǟǦǥ; Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, Ǣǣ,
ǟǡǣ–ǟǡǤ.
127 Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǢǥ–ǡǣǟ; De-
faux ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǞǦ–ǟǟǞ and ǟǡǣ–ǟǡǧ.
128 See pp. ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǥ.
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he began to work on the Geography, Ptolemy proposed a list of parallel circles, from the
Equator to the North Pole, for which he provided various data, as in the following:
The eleventh is the parallel with the longest day of ǟǢ 1
2
equinoctial hours.
This is ǡǤ° from the Equator, and goes through Rhodes. In this region, for
a gnomon of ǤǞ [parts], the summer [solstitial] shadow is ǟǠ 11
12
[parts], the
equinoctial shadow is Ǣǡ 3
5
[parts] and the winter [solstitial] shadow is ǟǞǡ 1
3[parts].129
Ptolemy knew very well that all these data were mathematically linked, and in the Al-
magest he provided mathematical methods for converting these data;130 in particular,
the ratio of a gnomon to its shadow as well as the lengths of the days could be converted
into latitudes in degrees.131
ǟ.ǡ.Ǣ Uses of geographical coordinates
In a world where computermaps and global positioning systems are the norm, everyone
understands the value of geographical coordinates: they help us to get our bearings in
traﬃc jams and to ﬁnd our way to our holiday destinations, to locate people who need
rescuing or animals that we want to study. Ptolemy’s intentions, however, were very far
from developing a system that could be used on a daily basis to get one’s bearings on
Earth. The uses and applications of Ptolemy’s coordinates are important, since they are
closely connected to their development. In the Almagest as well as in the very beginning
of the Geography, Ptolemy makes a link between the position of a locality on Earth and
calculating celestial phenomena:
Now that the treatment of the angles [between the ecliptic and the principal
circles] has been methodically discussed, the only remaining topic in the foun-
dations [of the rest of the treatise] is to determine the position in latitude and
longitude of the important cities in each province which deserve note, in order
to calculate the [celestial] phenomena for those cities.132
Moreover [it will be possible to specify] under which parallels of the celestial
sphere each of the localities in the [known part of the world] lies. From this
last, one can also determine the lengths of nights and days, which stars reach
the zenith or are always borne above or below the horizon and all the things
129 Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǟ. See Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, Ǣǡ–Ǣǣ.
130 Alm. Ǡ.Ǡ–Ǥ.
131 For a good synopsis of Ptolemy’s computational
methods with useful modern mathematical formu-
lations, see Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǤ–Ǡǧ.
132 Alm. Ǡ.ǟǡ. See p. ǦǢ.
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that we associate with the properties of terrestrial localities (̼ῷ ̸̭̹ۮ ̷ἴ̲̦̻̭̺
̷̳̫ῳ).133
Book Ǧ of the Geography contains a certain amount of information that is of use in as-
tronomy, such as the lengths of the longest days of the year. The most important datum
Ptolemy includes is the latitude of a locality, which plays an important role in astronom-
ical observations and calculations. According to Strabo, Eratosthenes considered that
one needed a diﬀerence in latitude of at least ǢǞǞ stadia between two localities in order
to be able to detect a noticeable diﬀerence in astronomical phenomena occurring at
these localities.134 In the Geography, Ptolemy writes that one degree along a great circle
of the terrestrial sphere equals ǣǞǞ stadia, while in his catalogue the smallest possible
latitudinal gap between two localities is a twelh of a degree, that is, c. ǦǞ stadia. In
the context of astronomical computations, such a high level of precision is unnecessary,
even if Ptolemy improved the accuracy of both observations and calculations. More-
over, Ptolemy never explicitly discusses the uses of geographical longitude when making
astronomical observations.
In the Geography, coordinates are used, above all, for drawing maps, thereby achiev-
ing several objectives. Ptolemy deplored the disorder of Marinus’ geographical compi-
lation and the practical diﬃculties of constructing a map that arose from following his
work. In particular:
[One ﬁnds in Marinus’] works, in one place maybe just the latitudes, say in the
exposition of the parallels, and in some other place just the longitude, say in
the description of the meridians. Moreover, the same localities are not found
in each section: the parallels are drawn through some places and the meridians
through others, so that such localities lack one or the other position. In general,
one needs to have practically all [Marinus’] writings to make the investigation
for each locality that is to be set down, because something diﬀerent is said about
the same locality in every one of them.135
Using two coordinates to situate a locality was Ptolemy’s direct response to the incon-
venient and unhelpful work of his predecessor. For Ptolemy, placing a longitude and
133 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.Ǧ. The Greek term ̷ڴ̲̯̻̱̺ (from ̷ἴ̲̥,
‘to inhabit’) is hard to comprehend and translate
accurately. It signiﬁes, in a rather abstract way, a ter-
restrial place or locality with its own properties, gen-
erally linked with its latitude. Berggren and A. Jones
ǠǞǞǞ, ǣǦ, translate Ptolemy’s passage as follows:
‘[…] and all the things we associate with the subject
of habitations’ – the word ‘habitations’ meaning,
according to Berggren and Jones, ‘the determina-
tion of the astronomical phenomena characteristic
for particular terrestrial latitudes’. I believe, how-
ever, that ̷ڴ̲̯̻̱̺means ﬁrst of all a place with its
properties, rather than the ‘determination’ of these
properties. Like the word klima, the term ̷ڴ̲̯̻̱̺
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a latitude together was one of the prerequisites for a user-friendly and comprehensive
handbook of geography. Furthermore, map-making by plotting localities on to a grid,
on the basis of coordinates, was, Ptolemy believed, a much more reliable way of map-
ping than the common copying processes of his time:
Aer all, continually transferring [a map] from earlier exemplars to subsequent
ones tends to bring about grave distortions in the transcriptions through grad-
ual changes. If this method based on a text did not suﬃce to show how to set
[the map] out, then it would be impossible for people without access to the
picture to accomplish their object properly.136
Ptolemy considered that drawing a map on the basis of a geometrical construction was
more reliable than some of the ‘artistic’ imitations of earlier models. Thanks to his cata-
logue, hemade it possible for anyone to create amap, evenwithout amodel. In concrete
terms, Ptolemy proposed that some graduations needed to be drawn on the graticule of
each map, along a meridian and a parallel, and that the resulting divisions would then
enable one to plot the localities easily and precisely on to the map.137 Furthermore, ge-
ographical coordinates allowed one to draw a map using any type of projection or on to
a globe as long as a grid of parallels and meridians was used.138
Thus, coordinates not only represented the geographical characteristics of places on
the Earth but also (and perhaps, above all) oﬀered a practicable and reliable way of con-
structing a map. Using two geographical coordinates was Ptolemy’s practical response
to the requirements that underlay his method of map-making: the proportionality (or
the commensurateness) of the positions (̴̴̧̻̭̼̹̩̽);139 the reliability of the procedure
of transmitting maps; the user-friendliness (̭ې̷̵̹̯̻̼̿) of the handbook;140 and, ﬁnally,
the ﬂexibility of the system (correcting the positions of localities and mapping the lo-
calities on to diﬀerent supports needed to be trouble-free).
ǟ.Ǣ Ptolemy’s map projections
ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ Requirements for an accurate representation of the oikoumenē
In the incipit of the Geography, Ptolemy states that geography involves making pictorial
representations of the oikoumenē:
136 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.Ǡ–ǡ.
137 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǧ.
138 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǠ.ǣ. The realisation of a globe with a pic-
ture of the oikoumenē has a pendant in the Almagest
(ǥ.ǡ), where Ptolemy gives instructions on con-
structing a celestial map on to a globe, using the
catalogue of stars.
139 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǣ, see p. ǟǤǡ.
140 Geogr. ǟ.Ǥ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǦ.Ǡ, Ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ.
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Geography (ڡ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩) is an imitation through drawing (̴̴̧̯̻̱̺ ̬̱ۨ ̫̹̩ϕῆ̺)
of the entire known part of the world together with the things that are, broadly
speaking, connected with it.141
Tomake a picture of the oikoumenē that resembles the actual world as closely as possible,
one needs to represent the countries and distances between the localities in proportion
(̴̴̷̻̭̼̹̺ͅ) to each other.142 As seen earlier, using the geographical coordinates of each
locality enables one to position these places correctly on to amap. Themaking or design
(̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕ̦) of a world map should fulﬁl these demands as well. According to Ptolemy,
the whole known world covered virtually half of the globe’s circumference in longitude
(that is, c. ǟǦǞ°)143 and stretched in latitude over c. ǦǞ°.144 Therefore, the fundamental
issue that underlay Ptolemy’s drawing of a world map was how to represent the whole
extent of the oikoumenē (the surface of which was, of course, spherical) on a plane map,
while keeping the distances in proportion:
Drawing the map on a globe instantly gets the likeness of the earth’s shape
and it does not call for any additional device to achieve this eﬀect; but it does
not conveniently allow for a size [of map] capable of containing most of the
things that have to be inscribed on it, and the eye cannot grasp the whole shape
[of the oikoumenē] all at once […]. Drawing the map on a plane eliminates
these [diﬃculties] completely; but it does require some method to achieve a
resemblance (ὁ̴̷̱̼̯̼̩̈́) to a picture of a globe, so that on the ﬂattened surface,
too, the intervals established on it will be in as good proportion (̴̴̷̻̥̼̹̺̽̽)
as possible to the true [intervals].145
Ptolemy had noted thatMarinus ‘paid considerable attention to this problem and found
fault with absolutely all the existing methods of making plane maps’.146 Marinus would
have used some map-making method, however inconvenient, since he drew parallels
and meridians as straight lines, with the parallels perpendicular to the meridians. Ad-
mittedly, Marinus did try to preserve the correct ratio of the parallel through Rhodes to








147 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǞ.Ǡ–ǣ. See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǠ, ǥǤ–ǥǥ.
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ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ The world map ‘projections’
In his instructions on how to construct world maps, Ptolemy presents three diﬀerent
methods. For the sake of convenience, most modern scholars use the term ‘projection’
to describe the three kinds of grids that Ptolemy suggests should serve as frames for
drawing maps. P. Gautier Dalché strongly disapproves of the use of ‘projection’, since,
according to him, Ptolemy ‘did not give a theoretical exposé of projection’ but ‘pro-
vided empirical descriptions of how to transcribe a sphere onto a plane surface’.148 It is
certainly the case that Ptolemy did not have a concept for a ‘cartographical projection’,
using instead ‘̴̷̷̥̰̬̺ ̭ἰ̺ ̵̼۬ ἐ̵ ἐ̸̸̱̥̬ῳ ̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕ̵̦’, which could be roughly translated
as a ‘method for making a plane map’.149 To speak of ‘conic’ or ‘cylindrical’ projections
is clearly anachronistic. However, the standard modern deﬁnition of a ‘map projection’
can be quite inclusive: the Oxford English Dictionary, for instance, deﬁnes it as ‘a rep-
resentation on a plane surface, on any system, geometrical or other, of the whole or any
part of the earth’.150 Ptolemy’s method of representation did not rely on a mathemat-
ical transformation but on empirical procedures. However, as the modern deﬁnition
matches his ‘map-making method’, it is reasonable to use the term ‘projection’ as long
as one understands it in the broader sense of the word.151
Ptolemy’s aim was to reproduce on the plane map the aspect of a sphere.152 He
notes that, when one looks at a globe, the parallels and meridians generally resemble
curves:
When the line of sight is initially directed at the middle of the northern quad-
rant of the sphere, in whichmost of the oikoumenē is mapped, themeridians can
give an illusion of straights lines when, by revolving [the globe or the eye] from
side to side, each [meridian] stands directly opposite [the eye] and its plane falls
through the apex of the sight. The parallels do not do so, however, because of
the oblique position of the North Pole [with respect to the viewer]; rather, they
clearly give an appearance of circular segments bulging to the south.153
Thus, in Ptolemy’s so-called ﬁrst map projection the meridians are kept as straight lines
(̭ὐ̰̭ῖ̩̱ ̴̴̧̫̹̩̩) that intersect at the North Pole on the map, while the parallels are
drawn as the arcs of a circle (ἐ̵ ̴̴̼̦̩̻̱ ̵̲̲̳́ͅ). In addition, the parallel through
Rhodes needs to be in proportion to the meridian (Fig. ǟ).154 Ptolemy also presents
148 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǥ, footnote Ǣ, ǠǦǣ. See also Gau-
tier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǟǟ (where he writes about ‘em-
pirical recipes’), and Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǟ, ǟǠǠ.
149 For instance, Geogr. ǟ.ǠǞ.ǡ and ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟ.
150 The Oxford English Dictionary, second edition, ǟǧǦǧ.
151 See also AA. Jones ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǞ: ‘[Ptolemy] deﬁnes
these with enough mathematical precision so that
they may legitimately be described as projections.’
152 For a comprehensive discussion on Ptolemy’s map-
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Fig. ǟ Grid of Ptolemy’s so-called ﬁrst map projection (Rinner ǠǞǟǡ).
a variant of this projection, in which the lines that represent the meridians become
increasingly inﬂected the closer they get to the Equator. This allows Ptolemy to recon-
struct approximately the curve of the meridians south of the Equator when looking at
the northern hemisphere of a globe (Fig. Ǡ).155
Ptolemy then presents his second map projection, in which both meridians and
parallels are drawn as the arcs of circles. His objective was to construct a grid:
on the hypothesis that the globe is so placed that the axis of the visual rays
passes through both (ǟ) the intersection nearer the eye of the meridian that
bisects the longitudinal dimension of the known world and the parallel that
bisects its latitudinal dimension, and also (Ǡ) the globe’s centre.156
The construction of this grid is more complex than the ﬁrst method but it has the advan-
tage of giving a better impression of a sphere (Fig. ǡ). For each of his methods, Ptolemy
explains in detail the dimensions of the required surface and describes every step of
the ruler-and-compass geometrical construction. Finally, Ptolemy presents a speciﬁc
projection that enables one to draw, on a planar surface, a representation of the globe
surrounded by rings depicting celestial circles; the oikoumenē and the circles need to be
155 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǥ. 156 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǞ.
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Fig. Ǡ Grid of Ptolemy’s ﬁrst map projection with modiﬁcations (Rinner ǠǞǟǡ).
carefully and accurately positioned in order to give the idea that one is looking at a real
globe.157
According to Ptolemy, all his projections enable one to construct a map in which
the proportions of the oikoumenē and the ratio of the parallels tomeridians are respected.
He concedes that the second map projection is more arduous to draw that the ﬁrst but
states that it is clearly superior to the ﬁrst projection:
We could make the map of the oikoumenē on the [planar] surface still more
similar (ὀ̴̷̷̵̱̼̭̹̈́) and similarly proportioned (̴̴̷̵̻̭̼̹̼̭̹̽̈́) [to the globe]
if we took the meridian lines, too, in the likeness of the meridian lines on the
globe […].158
Ptolemy speciﬁes the number of parallels and meridians that should constitute the grid
and states that the lines should give a good visual representation of a globe but at the
same time not overload the drawing. He recommends drawingmeridians at ǣ° intervals,
and then gives a list of twenty-one parallel circles that are to be drawn north of the
Equator and two parallels south of the Equator. This list of main parallels does not use
whole numbers of degrees but relies on the lengths of the longest days with intervals
157 Geogr. ǥ.Ǥ. See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǥǥ–Ǥǧ. 158 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǞ.
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Fig. ǡ Grid of Ptolemy’s so-called second map projection (Rinner ǠǞǟǡ).
of a quarter-hour, a half-hour and one hour.159 Each parallel circle is numbered and
Ptolemy speciﬁes the number of degrees in latitude that correspond to each of them.
The list is built on the model of the list of parallels in the Almagest160 and has its roots in
the parallel circles recorded by Hipparchus.161 However, the lists of the Geography and
the Almagest do not resemble each other: the latter is more complete (there are thirty-
eight parallels), the numbering diﬀers, the latter gives geographical reference places for
159 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.
160 See p. Ǣǥ.
161 See p. ǟǦǧ.
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themajority of the parallels, including the ratio of gnomons to shadows, and the degrees
of latitude are rounded to ﬁve minutes in the list of the Geography but to a more precise
one minute in the Almagest.162
E.Rinner has noted that Ptolemy’s evaluation of his own projections was based on
a particular criterion, namely, the correct ratio of the meridians to the parallel circles.
Otherwise said, the proportion of distances on the Earth are accurately represented on
themap if they run in north–south or east–west directions – the primary objective being
to represent the whole oikoumenē in proportion.163 When one evaluates, using a mod-
ern procedure such as a Tissot’s indicatrix, the characteristics of the local distortions
(compared with locations on the sphere) with Ptolemy’s ﬁrst and second map projec-
tions, it appears that in both cases there are important distortions at the edges of the
grids. Ptolemy’s ﬁrst projection preserves the distances in every direction (that is, not
only along the meridians and parallels) better than the second method, in particular in
the area of the Mediterranean region. Generally, then, the ﬁrst projection creates fewer
distortions than the second. If one focuses on the sole ratio of the meridian to the par-
allels, which was Ptolemy’s main criterion, however, the second projection leads to a
more accurate result.164
ǟ.Ǣ.ǡ Regional maps
Ptolemy adopts a diﬀerent strategy for the regional maps in Book Ǧ, where he opts for a
simpler projection:
It will not be very inaccurate, as we said at the beginning of the compilation,165
if we inscribe straight lines in place of the [meridian and parallel] circles for the
regional maps at least, and if moreover the meridians are [drawn as] not con-
verging, but also parallel to one another. For in the case of the whole oikoumenē,
the limits of the latitudinal and longitudinal dimensions, because they were
taken at great intervals, make the distortions in the extreme circles signiﬁcant,
but in the case of each of the [regional] maps this is no longer so.166
Ptolemy’s chief concern is still that the parallels should be proportional to the central
meridian, but now the ratio needs to be adapted to the location of the geographical area
162 See the comparative table in Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb,
Ǡǡǡ–ǠǡǢ.
163 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǤǢ.
164 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǤǢ–Ǥǥ.
165 Cf. Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǞ: ‘In this [regional map] it will not
much matter if we make the lines for the meridi-
ans parallel, and the lines for the parallels [of lati-
tude] straight, so long as the degree intervals on the
meridians have the same ratio to those on the paral-
lels as a great circle has to the parallel that is to be in
the middle of this map.’
166 Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.Ǥ.
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drawn on to the regional map and to the dimensions of the territories included on the
map:
Hence we said that the division into degrees should be made according to the
ratio of the parallel [circle] that bisects the map to the great circle [a meridian],
so that we will fail to take account, not of the defect [accrued] over the entire
dimension of the map, but only that over the [interval] from the middle to
either boundary of the maps.167
Each of the regional maps comprises a portion of territory of varying importance: for
instance, the second map of Europe contains the Iberian peninsula, whereas the fourth
map of Libyē includes regions extending from the Atlantic Ocean in the west to the Red
Sea in the east. Thus, the constraints of amap’s support – the height of a papyrus roll was,
in principle, constant – force Ptolemy to adapt each grid and, at the same time, maintain
an appropriate ratio of parallels tomeridians. Therefore, for each regionalmap, Ptolemy
provides the ratio of the central parallel to the meridian.168 In the case of Ptolemy’s map
of the Iberian peninsula, for example, one degree along a parallel on the map had to be
three-quarters smaller than one degree along a meridian.169 This ratio was based on
the fact that the parallel circle which goes through the centre of this map (the parallel
circle, where the longest day is ﬁeen hours, that is, where the localities have a latitude
of ǢǞ°ǣǣ’) is approximately three-quarters smaller than any meridian. Using a modern
trigonometrical calculation, one can show that this ratio corresponds approximately to
cos (ǢǞ°ǣǣ’) = Ǟ.ǥǣǤ.170 Ptolemy could have carried out a similar calculation using his
own table of chords.171 With such a ratio, it then becomes possible, at least in principle,
to draw all the regional maps on small-format papyri as well as on larger supports.
167 Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.ǥ.
168 Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǢǦ–ǣǟ.
169 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǟ.
170 See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǞ–ǥǟ.
171 Alm. ǟ.ǟǞ–ǟǟ; Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, Ǡǟ–ǠǤ; Stückel-
berger ǠǞǞǧb, Ǡǡǥ–Ǡǡǧ.
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Ǡ Textual tradition of the Geography
Ǡ.ǟ The Geography’s transmission: status quæstionis
Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ Corpus of the Greek manuscripts of the Geography
The Greek text of Ptolemy’s Geography survives in more than ﬁy manuscripts, com-
plete or fragmentary, which date from between the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries.1
According to A. Stückelberger and G.Graßhoﬀ, the editors of the most recent critical
edition of the Geography, ﬁve of the manuscripts are particularly relevant to the edition
(the codices primarii).2 They number among the oldest of the manuscripts and at least
four of the ﬁve were produced in Constantinople. The other manuscripts were classiﬁed
into two groups by the editors: eleven secondary codices (codices secundarii), which they
regard as sometimes being pertinent to the edition, while the others, which are derived,
for the most part, from the former, are regarded as irrelevant.3
The codices primarii of the Geography are quite late in comparison with the textual
traditions of Ptolemy’s other works.4 His ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ has come down
to us in threemanuscripts written inmajuscule, which date from the ninth century, plus
one fragmentary papyrus of the early third century.5 At least three Greek manuscripts
of the Almagest can be dated to between the ninth and tenth centuries.6 By contrast,
the codices primarii of the Geography were copied during the early Palaeologan Renais-
sance (ǟǠǤǟ – c. ǟǡǡǞ), were all written in Greek minuscule and their respective scribes
1 Fiy-three manuscripts in total, according to Stück-
elberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǠ–ǠǞ, as well as
Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǣ. R. Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǧǥ–ǟǞǠ, how-
ever, lists sixty-four manuscripts, of which ﬁve were
copied aer the sixteenth century.
2 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǤ, thinks that eight manuscripts
(U, K, F, V, R, X, O, A) are relevant in studies of
the text and the history of the maps, while I. Ronca
ǟǧǥǟ, ǟǞ, is of the opinion that twelve (U, K, V, R,
X, O, A plus C, N, Z, W, v) are pertinent.
3 R. Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǦ, regrets – justiﬁably – that the
choice of eleven codices secundarii by Stückelberger
and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ is unexplained.
4 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣ.
5 See p. Ǧǣ.
6 The Parisinus graecus ǠǡǦǧ (in majuscule, ninth
century), the Vaticanus graecus ǟǣǧǢ (in minuscule,
ninth century) and the Vaticanus graecus ǟǦǞ (in
minuscule, tenth century?). See Toomer ǟǧǦǢ, ǡ,
and Heiberg ǟǦǧǦ, ̙̙̙–̦̙.
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are mostly unknown. The name of Maximus Planudes (c. ǟǠǣǣ–ǟǡǞǣ) is irretrievably
linked with the ‘rediscovery’ of manuscripts of the Geography, although his exact role
and connection with the codices primarii are still being debated.7
The Vaticanus Urbinas graecus ǦǠ (U)8, the Constantinopolitanus Seragliensis GI
ǣǥ (K), the Vaticanus graecus ǟǥǥ (V) and the Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǟ (X) can be dated to
c. ǟǡǞǞ and were copied in Constantinople.9 The Venetus Marcianus graecus Z. ǣǟǤ (R)
was produced several decades later but its place of composition is unknown. The basic
descriptions of the codices primarii are as follows:
– The Vaticanus Urbinas graecus ǦǠ (U) is a large-format (ǣǥǣ× ǢǟǦmm), luxury copy
on parchment, written by one hand10 in imitation of the Perlschri style (aminuscule
style used from the tenth century onwards). Thus, it has been dated to between
the eleventh to twelh centuries by O. Cuntz and P. Schnabel. It comprises solely
Ptolemy’s Geography and was brought from Constantinople to Florence in ǟǡǧǥ by
Manuel Chrysoloras (c. ǟǡǣǣ–ǟǢǟǣ).11
– The Constantinopolitanus Seragliensis GI ǣǥ (K) is a large-format (ǣǥǠ× ǢǠǠ mm),
luxury copy of the Geography on parchment in calligraphic minuscule by two diﬀer-
ent hands,12 rediscovered only in ǟǧǠǥ in the Topkapı Palace, Istanbul, by A. Deiss-
mann.13 Thus, it has only recently been incorporated into critical editions of the
text. It is quite badly preserved – it was damaged by water andmould – so that many
of the folios are incomplete or practically illegible.14
– The Vaticanus graecus ǟǥǥ (V) was written on small-format paper (ǠǢǞ× ǟǤǞ mm)
inminuscule. An ex libris in Latin on folio ǟr is traditionally interpreted as evidence
that Maximus Planudes was the owner of the codex15 – the hypothesis has, however,
not yet been conﬁrmed.16
7 Pontani ǠǞǟǣ, ǢǞǡ–Ǣǟǧ; Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧd,
ǡǠǣ–ǡǡǟ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǠǟ–ǣǡǢ.
8 The sigla used to denote the manuscripts were taken
from Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, which were,
in turn, taken from Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ.
9 R. Burri believes it is plausible that manuscripts U
and K were produced during Maximus Planudes’
so-called ‘rediscovery’ of the Geography. Thus, she
believes they were made between ǟǠǧǣ and ǟǡǞǡ.
Manuscript V is diﬃcult to date with precision. The
compilation of the Vaticanus gr. ǟǧǟ codex can be
dated to ǟǡǞǡ, while the diﬀerent texts of the codex
were probably copied between ǟǠǧǤ and ǟǠǧǦ. See
Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣǥǧ, ǣǞǠ and ǣǠǡ.
10 Two other hands, probably contempories with the
main scribe, annotated and corrected the manu-
script, see Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǦǟ.
11 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǦǤ.
12 The main hand, according to A. Diller, also copied
the Parisinus graecus ǟǡǧǡ, one of the codices primarii
of Strabo’s Geography, Diller ǟǧǥǣb, ǥǞ and Ǧǧ.
13 Fuchs and Oltrogge ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǤ.
14 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǥ; Fuchs and Oltrogge ǠǞǞǧ;
Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǞǣ–ǣǟǣ.
15 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǦ.
16 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǠǢ.
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– The Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǟ (X) is a large scholarly codex of ǡǧǥ folios of paper
(ǡǢǞ× ǠǣǞ mm), which contains numerous scientiﬁc texts, including many astro-
nomical and mathematical works.17 Ptolemy’s Geography occupies folios ǟǠǦv to
ǟǤǧv, in which four main hands can be distinguished. The scribes omitted the co-
ordinates from Geogr. ǣ.ǟǡ.ǟǤ but transcribed the lists of toponyms and the full text
of Books ǥ and Ǧ. Book ǟ (ﬀ. ǟǠǦv–ǟǡǦr) contains many scholia written by Manuel
Chrysoloras.18
– TheVenetusMarcianus graecusZ. ǣǟǤ (coll. ǧǞǢ) (R) is a papermanuscript (ǡǞǥ× ǠǠǡ
mm) that is slightly later than the others and is generally dated to the early four-
teenth century,19 although R. Burri’s re-evaluation of the manuscript suggests that
it more probably dates from the last few decades of the fourteenth century.20 The
Geography occupies folios ǣr to ǟǡǧv of a larger corpus of scientiﬁc and technical
works. The main copyist of the codex (among them the folios of the Geography) was
Andreas Teluntas, son of Phrangos fromNauplia in Argolis (subscriptio f. ǠǞǦv). The
place of composition of the codex cannot be precisely identiﬁed but was somewhere
in the Eastern Mediterranean area.21
Besides the codices primarii, there are several manuscripts that serve as important tex-
tual and cartographical witnesses. The Fabricianus Bibliothecae Universitatis Haunien-
sis Ǡǡ,Ǡ° (F) is close to manuscripts U and K philologically and chronologically, but
only two folios have been preserved. The Parisinus graecus ǠǢǠǡ (G), which contains
only some parts of Books ǟ and Ǡ of the Geography, has been classiﬁed as irrelevant to
the edition by A. Stückelberger and G. Graßhoﬀ; however, the place of this paper man-
uscript, which can be dated to c. ǟǡǞǞ, in the edition and in the history of the text
certainly needs to be re-evaluated.22 The Oxoniensis Archivi Seldeniani B.ǢǤ (N) was
copied around ǟǡǞǞ in Constantinople and is a ‘sister manuscript’ of U and K; it was
annotated by Planudes and Demetrius Triclinius (c. ǟǠǦǞ – c. ǟǡǢǞ).23 The Florenti-
nus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.Ǣǧ (O) can be dated to the early fourteenth century and
17 Autolycus of Pitane, Hypsicles, Eutocius, Aratus,
Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Diophantus, Euclid, etc.
18 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣǧǥ–ǣǞǣ. Several hypotheses have been
put forward concerning the identity of the owner(s)
of the codex (Gregory Chioniades or Maximus
Planudes himself) and its history, but the owner-
ship cannot be attributed with any certainty. See
also Bianconi ǠǞǞǢ, ǡǠǦ–ǡǡǣ.
19 Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǠ.
20 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǢǦ and ǢǣǤ, on the basis of a re-
evaluation of the watermarks.
21 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǣǤ.
22 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣǟǟ–ǢǠǣ and ǣǠǟ–ǣǢǞ. R. Burri has sug-
gested that manuscript G was produced by members
of Planudes’ circle. Aer a brief examination of the
black and white microﬁlm provided by the web-
site of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, I have
found that there are a great number of readings in G
that are close or identical to the Ξ recension and/or
to readings from the ﬁrst hand of manuscript U that
were later emended. Therefore, a complete survey of
this manuscript needs to be undertaken.
23 See N. Wilson ǟǧǦǟ, Bianconi ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǟǤ–ǟǟǥ, Burri
ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǟǣ–ǡǡǞ and Burri ǠǞǟǤ, ǟǥǟ.
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was perhaps copied in Constantinople. It has the particularity of containing sixty-four
provincial maps rather than Ptolemy’s original twenty-six regional maps. The folios of
the Vaticanus Palatinus graecus ǡǦǦ (A), copied in Constantinople between ǟǢǡǣ and
ǟǢǡǥ, are not in the correct order, an error that inexplicably occurred aer the manu-
script had been copied. Among the remaining important manuscripts, there are: the
Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǡǦ (B); the Parisinus suppl. graecus ǟǟǧ (C); the
Parisinus graecus ǟǢǞǠ (D); the Parisinus graecus ǟǢǞǡ (E); the Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ
(L);24 the Vaticanus Palatinus graecus ǡǟǢ (Z); and the Londoniensis Codex Burney ǟǟǟ
(v).
The structure of Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities is essentially identical in all the
codices primarii. The order of the localities within the lists is also almost always the same,
with the exception of a few local inversions, errors and/or the addition of lines. Ad-
mittedly, the texts of the introduction to the Geography and the cartographical section
show isolated but sometimes important variations. In manuscripts U and K, for exam-
ple, there is a signiﬁcant homoioteleuton gap in Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǥ. A second hand later
completed the passage in manuscript U. The sentence appears, with slight variations, in
all the other manuscripts.25 The appendices, the table of contents as well as the illustra-
tions – which, in some cases, must be later additions – are not displayed in exactly the
same way in the ﬁve manuscripts. In the overview of the chapters contained in the ﬁrst
book of the Geography, manuscript X lists twenty-four chapters, while in UKV there are
only twenty-three chapters as Chapters Ǧ and ǧ are counted together. The text of Book ǟ
is nevertheless divided into twenty-four chapters in all the manuscripts.26 Manuscript
X contains two extra diagrams in Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.ǣ and ǟ.Ǡ.Ǧ.27 Finally, the so-called subscrip-
tio of Agathodaimōn occurs in UKVR and the manuscripts that are derived from them
but not in X.28 In spite of these diﬀerences, all the codices primarii and secundarii allow
scholars to trace back the manuscripts to an archetype of the Geography.29
24 Seven folios from the Vatopedinus are held in Paris
(Parisinus suppl. graecus ǢǢǡA) and twenty-one in
London (The British Library, Additional ǟǧǡǧǟ):
Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǡǦ–Ǡǡǧ.
25 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǠ–ǟǠǢ.
26 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǟ–ǟǠǠ; Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ
ǠǞǞǤ, ǣǞ.
27 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǡ–ǟǠǤ.
28 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǠǠ–ǡǠǡ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡǦ–ǟǡǧ.
29 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǠǦ. No other
word has created so much confusion and such in-
teresting debate in philology and textual history
as the term ‘archetype’. It has basically two mean-
ings: from the perspective of the history of a text,
the ‘archetype’ (ǟ) can refer to the ‘oﬃcial version’,
the ‘authoritative exemplar’ from which all wit-
nesses that have ever existed stem; in textual criticism,
particularly when dealing with stemmata codicum,
however, the ‘archetype’ (Ǡ) is the text that is recon-
structed on the basis of all the extant manuscripts,
in other words, ‘the point in the stemma beyond
which the surviving tradition does not allow them
to reach’ (Trovato ǠǞǟǢ, ǤǤ). I use the second mean-
ing of this term, which is not necessarily the case for
all the scholars to which I refer in this book. I can-
not guarantee, however, that the way I use the word
(and its derivatives) is always unambiguous and
accurate. The dividing line between Textkritik and
Textgeschichte is sometimes not as unequivocal as one
would like. The vast bibliography on this subject in-
cludes: Dain ǟǧǥǣ, ǟǞǦ; Irigoin ǟǧǥǥ; Irigoin ǟǧǦǟ;
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On the basis of the textual variants, themanuscripts can be divided into two groups:
manuscriptsUKVRandmanuscript X. Both groups showmany variations in the spellings
of the toponyms as well as variations in the geographical coordinates. The diﬀerences
betweenUKVR andX are not superﬁcial and insigniﬁcant; indeed, they are so numerous
and extensive that scholars generally speak of two ‘recensions’ (following P. Schnabel’s
use of the term) of the Geography: the Ω recension, which comprises UKVR, and the
Ξ recension, which consists of manuscript X.
It was O.Cuntz who introduced the term Rezensionen to interpret the families of
Ptolemy’s manuscripts that share similar traits, although he preferred to use Klasse, Fam-
ilie or Tradition.30 The word Rezension was then reused by P. Schnabel31 and thereaer
largely accepted. The word means sensu stricto, particularly in the context of Cuntz’s
model, ‘a revised edition of a text’ or a ‘critical revision of a text’ (re-censere). It oen
seems to be used in publications to mean simply ‘version’, although the term is meant
to encompass diﬀerent groups of manuscripts that come from several revisions (an orig-
inal version plus a later revision) or reworked versions (two diﬀerent editions), which
implies that intentional corrections and emendations were made to the text, whether by
Ptolemy or later revisers. In fact, the questions of the nature and the origins of diﬀerent
versions of the Geography have not yet been resolved. In this book, the term ‘recension’,
which is now accepted by most modern scholars, is, therefore, used along these lines,
but with the above clariﬁcation.
Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ Manuscript maps of the Geography
The maps of the oldest manuscripts were passed down with some of the codices primarii
of the Geography. Although they are not the subject of this investigation, the history of
how they were transmitted and, in particular, their link with the transmission of the rest
of the Geography can help us understand Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities more fully.
Manuscripts U andK contain twenty-six regionalmaps, incorporated into Book Ǧ of
the Geography, and one world map. Manuscript F should originally have contained the
samemap set, but only a few folios have been preserved.32 This format – of a world map
at the end of Book ǥ and twenty-six regional maps in Book Ǧ – goes back to Ptolemy’s
original concept for the Geography. Manuscript R contains twenty-two complete re-
gional maps, plus two halves of a map, all placed at the end of Book Ǧ. The other maps
Timpanaro ǠǞǟǤ, ǠǠǡ–ǠǠǢ; Reeve ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǞǥ–ǟǡǢ;
Trovato ǠǞǞǣ; Trovato ǠǞǟǢ, Ǥǡ–Ǥǥ and ǟǢǢ–ǟǣǣ.
30 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǧ–ǟǤ. See p. ǥǟ.
31 Schnabel ǟǧǡǞ, ǠǡǢ, then Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, Ǥ and pas-
sim. More precisely, P. Schnabel used the term Tex-
trezension.
32 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǡǤ. Today, manuscript F con-
tains the eastern part of the second and ﬁh maps
of Europe as well as the western part of the sixth
map of Europe. As in manuscripts U and K, these
maps were incorporated into the text of chapters
Geogr. Ǧ.ǡ–ǠǦ.
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must have been removed at a later date. The cartographer of R (or its exemplar) clearly
did not respect Ptolemy’s instructions relating to the proportion of each regional map.
Most of the maps were arranged on a double page, which led to a number of signiﬁcant
distortions.33 The small format of the codex evidently gave rise to problems in compo-
sition, as a scholion on the third map of Africa testiﬁes.34 Instead of the usual twenty-six
regional maps, manuscript O contains sixty-four maps, on which one or two (very oc-
casionally three or four) provinces were drawn. They were incorporated directly into
the catalogue of localities, at the end of the description of each province.35 The remain-
ing manuscripts with maps typically contain twenty-six regional maps and one world
map.36
The maps of the manuscripts have been at the centre of much intense historio-
graphical debate and controversy. Several modern scholars question whether Ptolemy
actually drew his own maps,37 while others believe that all the extant maps are Byzan-
tine reconstructions from Planudes, quasi ex nihilo. The hypothesis of J. L. Berggren and
A. Jones is a prime example of the systematic doubt that prevails in a large part of the
historiography:
There is no more reason to imagine that Ptolemy published his Geography in a
form that incorporated the maps than there is to think that he provided a star
globe along with the Almagest […]. The transmission of Ptolemy’s text certainly
passed through a stage when the manuscripts were too small to contain the
maps. Planudes and his assistants therefore probably had no pictorial models
[…]. The copies of the maps in later manuscripts and printed editions of the
Geography were reproduced from Planudes’ reconstructions.38
Such an assumption is based only on a series of hypotheses, in particular about the issue
of the size of parchment needed to draw the maps and the interpretation of Planudes’
33 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǟǞ and ǠǤǞ.
34 Manuscript R, f. ǟǠǧr: ̫̹̱̻̩̱ͅ ̼۰̵ α′ ̸̵̧̩̲̩ ̼ῆ̺
ڌ̧̻̩̺ ̲̩ۮ ̭ὑ̹̦̻̭̱̺ ̼۰̵ δ′ ̸̵̧̩̲̩ ̼ῆ̺ ̱̪̯̺̔ͅ ἐ̸̭ۮ ̬̱ۨ
̵̼۬ ̴̻̭̱̲̹̼̯̼̩̈́ ̼ῶ̵ ̴̷̱̹ῶ̵ ̲̩ۮ ̵̼۬ ̵̻̼̭̼̯̼̩̈́ ̷̼ῦ
̷̼̭̺̿̽ͅ ἐ̼̥̰̯ ἐ̲̭ῖ̵̻̭ ὡ̺ ἐ̼̥̰̯ [vel ἔ̭̼̩̱̿]. (‘Turn the
ﬁrst map of Asia and you will ﬁnd the fourth map
of Africa, since because of the smallness of the de-
gree [on the grid] and the narrowness of the book
[i.e. the low page height], it was set up thither as it
is.’) Some parts of the scholion are hard to decipher,
which has led to diﬀerent readings and elucidations.
See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǢǤ–ǢǢǥ and ǢǣǤ–Ǣǣǥ and, for dif-
ferent interpretations, Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǠǥ–ǡǠǦ,
and Bernardinello ǟǧǧǥ, ǣǟ–ǣǠ.
35 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǤǣ.
36 Manuscript L contains a world map but only
twenty-four complete regional maps plus two halves
of a map. See Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǡǣ.
37 The viewpoints go from simple circumspection
about map-making in Antiquity to the intense crit-
icism of L. Bagrow, who believed he could demon-
strate that the Geography was ‘compiled by a Byzan-
tine scholar, unknown to us, of the ǟǞ–ǟǟth cen-
tury’ and that ‘the maps are of later origin than
the text’ (Bagrow ǟǧǢǣ, ǡǦǥ). See also Dilke ǟǧǦǣ,
note ǠǦ, ǠǞǥ, and the synopsis in Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
Ǣǣ–ǢǤ.
38 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, Ǣǧ–ǣǞ.
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poem,39 and not on a precise investigation into the maps and their content. In the face
of the thorough historical, philological as well as codicological studies that have since
been carried out on the maps, this stance must be qualiﬁed.
The diﬀerent stages of the transmission process of the maps have recently been ex-
amined by F. Mittenhuber.40 According to him, the UKF maps, like their texts, consti-
tute a separate and coherent group and were produced in Constantinople.41 The maps
themselves show small divergences, and manuscripts K and F, which are very similar,
might have been drawn by members of Planudes’ circle.42 The maps of O and R are
the products of two diﬀerent reworkings of the regional maps. The hyparchetype of
R’s maps probably goes back to the ninth century and is close to manuscripts UKF as
well as to manuscript X. In contrast to manuscripts UKFR, the text and the maps of
O are totally in accord. The sixty-four provincial maps, integrated into the catalogue
of localities rather than into Book Ǧ, testify to a thorough revision of the maps, which
must be relatively recent (fourteenth century).43 F.Mittenhuber investigates, above all,
the world maps and the ﬁrst ﬁve regional maps of Europe in manuscripts UKFRO. Ac-
cording to him, the maps generally match the catalogue, but the numerous diﬀerences
between the texts and the maps can be explained only by examining the history of the
transmission of the maps, which is, at least partially, unrelated to the transmission of
the text. The maps are composed of both drawings and text, which were not necessarily
copied and drawn by the same person or following the same processes. F. Mittenhuber
notes:
Strictly speaking, the transmission of the maps is, at the same time, horizon-
tal (the text) and vertical (the maps). […] These mechanisms apply only to a
more or less normal copying process and not to a radical revision (as in the late
transmission of the UKF and R maps). In the [usual] case, the text was copied
from the textual exemplar, while themaps were copied from themap exemplar.
Thus, the vertical transmission predominated. The decisive element here is the
care of the copyist, that is, how accurately he coordinated the text and maps.44
39 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧd, ǡǠǣ–ǡǡǞ.
40 See also important remarks in A. Jones ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǧ–ǠǢ.
41 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǞǢ.
42 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǣǤ.
43 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǣǧ.
44 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǤǟ: ‘Streng genommen han-
delt es sich also bei den Karten um eine horizontale
Überlieferung (Text) und eine vertikale Überliefer-
ung (Bild) in einem. […] Diese Mechanismen spie-
len jedoch nicht, wenn – wie in der weiteren Über-
lieferung der Karten von UKF bzw. R – nicht eine
grundlegende Überarbeitung, sondern lediglich ein
mehr oder weniger normaler Kopiervorgang erfolgt
ist: In diesem Fall wurde der Text jeweils von der
Textvorlage abkopiert, die Karten hingegen von der
Kartenvorlage. Die vertikale Überlieferung über-
wiegt also. Entscheidend ist hier die Sorgfalt des
Kopisten, d.h., wie genau er bei seiner Arbeit Text
und Karten aufeinander abgestimmt hat.’
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The diﬀerences between the catalogues and their respective maps include not only to-
ponyms that have been incorrectly copied and localities that have been positioned dif-
ferently, but also peoples who have been situated in diﬀerent locations in comparison to
the geographical indications of the catalogue. The crucial fact is that the maps of manu-
scripts U and K sometimes provide better readings than their respective catalogues and
that in several cases the maps of manuscripts U and K correspond more closely to the
text of X than to their own catalogues, both of which bring Mittenhuber to the con-
clusion that the maps in UKF date back to an earlier, probably late antique tradition.45
R. Burri is not convinced by F.Mittenhuber’s arguments and reminds us that there is no
proof that Planudes had access to exemplars of the Geography with maps; this does not,
however, mean that the maps were not in circulation during Antiquity and the Middle
Ages.46
Ǡ.ǟ.ǡ Epistemological speciﬁcity
The collation of a text as complex as the Geography, even on the basis of a small number
of manuscripts, is extremely challenging. The existence of several unﬁnished critical
editions of the Geography – Wilberg and Grashof (ǟǦǡǦ–Ǣǣ), Müller (ǟǦǦǡ–ǟǧǞǟ, com-
pleted by C. T. Fischer at a later date)47 – exempliﬁes the diﬃculty of the task. Indeed,
most of the studies and attempts to construct a stemma codicum rely only on a part of the
Geography, rarely on the entire work.48 Hence, the (sometimes) divergent appraisals are
not necessarily as radically incompatible as they might at ﬁrst seem. R. Burri points out
the limits of the traditional Textkritik for establishing a clear stemma of the manuscripts:
The relationships between most of the manuscripts appear not only to diﬀer
for each book of the Geography but can also occasionally even be determined
paragraph by paragraph. Thus, one should apparently expect little clariﬁcation
on the place of each manuscript in the stemma codicum from a traditional col-
lating method. […] It raises, therefore, the question of whether and to what
extent new knowledge can be gained from the conventional methods of tex-
tual criticism, whether through individual manuscripts, the stemma codicum or
the textual history of the Geography.49
45 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǣǣ–ǡǣǥ.
46 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǠǠ.
47 The text of Nobbe (ǟǦǢǡ–Ǣǣ) is not a critical edition.
48 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ used Geogr. Ǡ.ǥ–ǡ.ǟ, Renou ǟǧǠǣ used
Geogr. ǥ.ǟ–Ǣ and Ronca ǟǧǥǟ used Geogr. Ǥ.ǧ–Ǡǟ. See
Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǧǧ. For instance, P. Schnabel ǟǧǡǞ, Ǡǡǡ,
cast doubt on O. Cuntz’ classiﬁcation of his ‘RW
Klasse’: ‘Because he restricted himself to [Books]
Ǡ.ǥ–ǡ.ǟ, Cuntz obtained a misleading and partial
result.’ A. Diller ǟǧǡǧ, ǠǠǦ, noted that the Geography
‘presents an unusual number of problems in struc-
ture and arrangement, the relation and authenticity
of its various parts oen being questionable.’
49 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǧǞ–ǧǟ: ‘Die Bezüge der meisten Hand-
schrien zueinander präsentieren sich nicht nur
für jedes Buch der Geographie anders, sondern
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In her study of Book Ǥ of the Geography and its secondary tradition, M.G. Schmidt de-
clines to give an unequivocal model to explain the relationship between Book Ǥ of the
catalogue, Book Ǧ and the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, and concludes:
In summary, one shouldmake clear that the mutual inﬂuences of Book Ǥ, Book
Ǧ and the Kanon [that is, the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’] cannot be deﬁned as
precisely as one would have wished from the perspective of the history of the
text and textual criticism. In the ﬁnal analysis, there is arguably no possibility
of clarifying the partly contradictory information on the transmission and of
thus tying up the loose ends.50
A. Stückelberger writes of the same problem in building a satisfyingmodel, mentioning
the diﬃculty of precisely evaluating the role of contamination between the manuscripts
as well as the possible inﬂuence of manuscripts that have not survived.51
The ﬁeenth-century Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǧ (S), ǠǦ.ǡǦ (B) and ǠǦ.ǢǠ
(P), grouped by P. Schnabel into the ̻ family, perfectly exemplify the role that contam-
ination and the inﬂuences of diﬀerent manuscripts play in the history of the transmis-
sion. The hyparchetype of the ̻ family follows the Ξ recension (especially two dia-
grams from manuscript X attributed to Manuel Chrysoloras) until Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǞ. From
Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ to ǣ.ǟǧ, according to P. Schnabel, these manuscripts closely resemble manu-
scripts N and G, both of which belong to theΩ recension, although they were ‘contam-
inated’ by Ξ; from Geogr. ǣ.ǠǞ until the end of the work, however, the hyparchetype of
̻ could be a ﬂawed copy of O, which is a mixed manuscript.52 According to A. Diller,
the exemplar used for the ﬁrst part of manuscripts S and B (Geogr. ǟ–Ǡ.ǟǟ.Ǡ) was X, then
G was the exemplar for the rest of Book Ǡ; from the beginning of Book ǡ right up until
Geogr. ǣ.ǟǧ, he suggested that the exemplar was manuscript O or possibly the completed
manuscript G, when the latter was complete.53
Another example concerns manuscript Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǟ (X) itself.54 In the
introduction, the catalogue, Book Ǧ as well as on the maps, manuscript X almost always
sind bisweilen gar abschnittweise zu deﬁnieren.
Traditionelles Kollationsverfahren lässt daher an-
scheinend wenig Klärung für die Position einzelner
Handschrien im Stemma codicum erwarten. […]
Es stellt sich somit die Frage, inwiefern durch kon-
ventionelle textkritische Methoden noch weitere
Erkenntnisse gewonnen werden können, sei dies zu
einzelnen Handschrien, zum Stemma codicum oder
zur Textgeschichte der Geographie.’
50 Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ, ǠǣǤ: ‘Zusammenfassend muß fest-
gestellt werden, daß sich die gegenseitigen Ein-
ﬂüsse von Buch Ǥ, Buch Ǧ und dem Kanon nicht
exakt abgrenzen lassen, wie es vom textgeschicht-
lichen und textkritischen Standpunkt aus gese-
hen wünschenswert wäre. Es gibt wohl letztlich
keine Möglichkeit, die teilweise widersprüchlichen
Angaben der Überlieferung zu klären und damit
den Anfang des Fadens zu ﬁnden’.
51 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǠ. These prob-
lems were raised as early as the nineteenth century
(see Müller ǟǦǤǥ, ǠǦǦ).
52 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǤ.
53 Diller ǟǧǤǤ, ̨̙–̨.
54 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǟǤ–ǟǟǦ.
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uses the spelling Σ̷̵̦̯, rather than Σ̵̦̯̽, which is used in all the other manuscripts,
for the name of the city of Syēnē.55 The three occurrences in X of Σ̵̦̯̽ are from hand
D in Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ. In Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǧ, the reading Σ̷̵̦̯̺ by hand E was changed, by the same
handD, to Σ̵̦̯̺̓, althoughmanuscripts OBSP all use the Σ̷̵̦̯ version inGeogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.56
Σ̵̦̯̽ is the classical spelling of the city, but the Σ̷̵̦̯ version is given in Ptolemy’s
‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, in some astronomical tables of the Handy Tables and in all
themanuscripts of the Almagest.57 Σ̷̵̦̯ is, according to P. Schnabel, ‘the true Ptolemaic
form’.58 Hand D of manuscript X must, therefore, have had an exemplar related to the
Ω recension, at least for Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ, although the copyists of OBSP (partially) preserved
the Ξ version of this chapter.
Severalmanuscripts of theGeographywere copied around ǟǡǞǞ or in the ﬁrst decades
of the fourteenth century in Constantinople. These manuscripts might have been con-
taminated and inﬂuenced by other manuscripts, plausibly lost today, making these
changes not only hard to detect but also diﬃcult to place in a simple transmission
model. In the exemplar of manuscripts UKN, for instance, a marginal scholion has
been wrongly integrated into the main text; thus it must go back to an earlier, anno-
tated exemplar. This scholion states: ‘ἐ̵ ἐ̷̼̥̹̱̺ ἀ̵̷̼̱̫̹̤̱̺̾…’ (‘in other exemplars [one
reads]…’) and is followed by an alternative reading.59 The scribe of manuscript R sup-
plies many variae lectiones in the margins of the catalogue, sometimes introduced by the
words ‘̸̫̥̫̹̩̼̩̱ ἐ̵ ἄ̳̳ῳ…’ (‘in another [exemplar] it is written…’); these readings are
similar to those of other manuscripts of the Ω recension (see ﬀ. ǤǠv, Ǥǧr, and so on)
but they are sometimes also similar to the Ξ recension (f. ǟǞǥr, for example). Although
rather demanding, P. Schnabel’s complex stemma codicum (Appendix A) illustrates how
the diﬀerent groups of manuscripts and their multiple – horizontal and vertical – inﬂu-
ences can overlap. Finally, the isolation of manuscript X raises epistemological issues.
For example, a speciﬁc reading common to all theΩmanuscripts should go back to the
Ω hyparchetype, whereas a speciﬁc reading in X could be the result of a miscopying or
a correction that occurred at some time between the archetype and the copying of X.
55 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǧ, ǟ.ǧ.ǧ, Ǣ.ǣ.ǥǡ, ǥ.ǣ.ǟǣ–ǟǤ, ǥ.Ǥ.Ǡ–ǥ, ǥ.ǥ.ǟ–ǡ,
Ǧ.ǟǣ.ǟǣ.
56 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǠ: Σ̷̵̯̺̓ OBSP; Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǥ: Σ̷̵̦̯̺
OBS: Σ̵̦̯̺̓ P; Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǠǞ: Σ̷̵̦̯̺ O, Σ̵̦̯̺̽ BSP.
57 Table of Noteworthy Cities, ǟǡ.ǣ; Handy Tables, AǠ.Ǡ
(in Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǞǣ–ǟǞǦ); Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ, Ǡ.Ǧ and ǡ.ǟǡ.
58 In the Chrestomathies from Strabo (see p. ǟǞǢ), Σ̷̵̦̯
is used four times (Chrest. Ǡ.ǟǧ twice, Ǡ.ǠǢ, ǟǥ.ǡǧ)
and Σ̵̦̯̽ (ǟǥ.ǥ, ǟǞ and in diagram f. Ǥǥr) three
times. The remaining manuscripts of Strabo’s Ge-
ography systematically use Σ̵̦̯̽, according to the
editions of S. Radt and G.Aujac.
59 Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟǦ. U f. ǧv, K f. ǟǞr. See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǠǦ.
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Ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ Construction and interpretation of a stemma codicum
Working in the mid nineteenth century, K.Müller was the ﬁrst scholar to attempt a
systematical classiﬁcation of the forty-two manuscripts he had at his disposal.60 He di-
vided them into two groups (an ‘Asian group’ and a ‘Byzantine group’) and classiﬁed
manuscript X separately, as the sole representative of its own family.61 O.Cuntz, who
examined forty-six manuscripts, distinguished between two ‘Klassen’ that were based on
seven main manuscripts: URXOZ, the Florentinus Laurentianus Pluteus ǠǦ.ǧ (S) and
the Vaticanus graecus ǟǥǦ (W). The so-called ‘X-Klasse’ contained, of course, manuscript
X, plus S until Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǞ, and the other group was named the ‘RW-Klasse’, since the
closely resembling R and W manuscripts came from the same hyparchetype. O. Cuntz
believed that manuscripts UOZS were mixed texts as they shared elements from both
‘Klassen’. Each of the seven main manuscripts was believed to be the best representative
of its own family.62 L. Renou, who agreed with the conclusions of O. Cuntz but based
his study only on Geogr. ǥ.ǟ–Ǣ, placed manuscript A in its own group.63
P. Schnabel’s fundamental study64 criticised the groupings of K.Müller, O. Cuntz,
L. Renou and, in particular, J. Fischer65 and proposed a new classiﬁcation, which was
adopted by all later editions. P. Schnabel assembled ﬁy-one manuscripts, which he di-
vided into eleven ‘Textfamilien’ and grouped into two recensions (Ξ andΩ; see Appendix
A). One of the eleven families was Textfamilie ̶, which was part of the Ξ recension and
was represented by manuscript X.66 The ten other families were grouped into theΩ re-
cension, which he split into two: UKFN were part of the so-called ∆ group, while V
and R represented the Π group. The diﬀerences between the groups concerned small
textual variants, related to the toponyms or the geographical coordinates. P. Schnabel
believed that manuscripts OASZ contained ‘mixed texts’, since he was of the opinion
that they were derived from copies of both recensions.67 He found that manuscript O
was related to X and to the Ω manuscripts of the ∆ group, while A was also close to X
and the manuscripts of the Π group.
I. Ronca’s study, based on Geogr. Ǥ.ǧ–Ǡǟ, diverges from P. Schnabel’s groupings on
several points; he combined P. Schnabel’s Textfamilie ̮ (Z) with ̹ (RVCW), for instance.
I. Ronca was of the opinion that manuscripts A and Z belonged to the Ξ recension but
60 Müller knew of the existence of manuscript U but
was unable to ﬁnd it (Müller ǟǦǤǥ, ǠǦǡ). K was re-
discovered aer the publication of Müller’s report.
61 Müller ǟǦǤǥ.
62 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǧ–ǟǢ
63 Renou ǟǧǠǣ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǞ–Ǧǟ; Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǡǤ.
64 The conclusions presented here and below are taken
from the work edited in ǟǧǡǦ by A.Herrmann, aer
P. Schnabel was unable to complete his book owing
to illness. The study he published personally some
years earlier – Schnabel ǟǧǡǞ – diverged on many
points regarding the textual transmission of the Ge-
ography. See the summary in Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ, ǧ–ǟǟ.
65 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǡǦ–ǢǤ
66 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, Ǥ.
67 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǣ–ǣǤ.
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had been contaminated by variant readings from the Π group, whereas O belonged to
the ∆ group and had been contaminated by an exemplar of Z. He also believed that
P. Schnabel’s Textfamilie ̻ (BSP) was derived from mixed manuscript O. More recently,
H.Humbach and S. Ziegler have investigated the whole of theGeography’s Book Ǥ. They
support the existence of two recensions (Ξ andΩ) with twoΩ subgroups but identify a
third group of mixed manuscripts (AZv), whose relationships with Ξ andΩ are unclear.
They regard manuscript O as belonging to the ∆ group, and do not believe that it was
inﬂuenced by the Ξ recension.68 R. Burri agrees with most of P. Schnabel’s conclusions,
especially the grouping of the corpus of manuscripts into two recensions and eleven
families. However, she has placed several secondary manuscripts into diﬀerent families
and has re-evaluated certain relationships between the manuscripts. Her codicologi-
cal and palaeographical study shows, among other ﬁndings, that manuscripts UKN are
apographs from the same exemplar of the Geography. Moreover, she concludes that v,
for example, belongs to Textfamilie ̩, along with A, rather than to Textfamilie ́, and
that B and P of Textfamilie ̻ are probably derived from S, rather than that these three
manuscripts stem from a single exemplar.69
The principal conclusions of P. Schnabel’s study have more recently been noted
down by A. Stückelberger and G.Graßhoﬀ. The achievement of their critical edition
and the diﬀerent studies associated with the project70 have renewed, to a certain de-
gree, our comprehension of the relationships between the remaining manuscripts of
the Geography. For instance, on the basis of an up-to-date codicological investigation
(in particular concerning manuscript K)71 and several analyses of the text and the maps,
F. Mittenhuber and A. Stückelberger have drawn up a stemma codicum (Fig. Ǣ), which
they modestly present as a ‘rough sketch’ (Entwurf, Skizze) of the relationships between
the principal manuscripts. One of the main diﬀerences between this and former studies
is that the authors have not explicitly linked manuscripts EZ and BS to the other main
groups. And, unlike R. Burri, they maintain that R can be dated to the early fourteenth
century. The authors also believe that there is a connection between manuscript O and
the Ξ recension (especially manuscript U) and that A is linked only with the Ξ recension
and theΠ group, and not with any of the identiﬁed manuscripts. In addition, they have
placed manuscript G in the ∆ group, even though this manuscript is clearly linked with
the Ξ recension. Their stemma shows the main groups of manuscripts and their relation-
ships (UK, VR and X, plus OA as mixed manuscripts), although the way the authors
68 Humbach and Ziegler ǟǧǧǦ, Ǥ. F.Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǢǠ, disagrees with their evaluation of manuscript O.
However, the idea that Book Ǥ in O could be almost
free of the inﬂuence of Ξ is not that far-fetched.
69 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞǧ, ǣǠǤ–ǣǡǟ and ǣǢǞ.
70 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ; Stückelberger and Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ.
71 Fuchs and Oltrogge ǠǞǞǧ.
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Fig. Ǣ Stemma codicum of the Greek manuscripts of Ptolemy’s Geography (Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǠǠ, translated into English).
date the major stages in the transmission process, which brought about the diﬀerent re-
censions and groups, is open to debate. The use of the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ
as a decisive element for dating the bifurcation of the Ω and the Ξ recensions is also
disputable:
Thanks to the Papyrus Rylands ǣǠǠ, a papyrus fragment from the beginning of
the third century [CE], which contains a part of the Kanon [‘Table of Notewor-
thy Cities’] and yet shows no signs of revision, the division into the two great
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textual recensions of the Geography can possibly even be dated back to the third
century.72
Unless one postulates that the Ω recension is necessarily closer to Ptolemy’s original
than the Ξ recension – for which a strong argument would need to be presented – one
cannot use the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ to date the bifurcation of the manu-
script tradition. This papyrus contains not the Geography’s catalogue of localities but a
list from the Handy Tables. At best, it proves that a version of the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’, close to the Ξ recension of the Geography, existed in the early third century and
thus that Ξ was also in existence at this time. However, it does not tell us when the
Ω recension ﬁrst appeared.
The high number of majuscule variants in both the recensions – noted ﬁrst by
O. Cuntz – has led A. Stückelberger and F. Mittenhuber to assume that the archetype of
the tradition was written in majuscule. They date this archetype to the third or fourth
century. In principle, however, the range of possible dates for the creation of a copy in
majuscule is quite large, and could extend right up to the eighth century (from the ninth
century onwards, scribes generally used the Greek minuscule). Their proposition that
theΩ recension was divided into two subgroups between the ﬁh and sixth centuries is
plausible, although their use of the date of the Diagnōsis as an argument for dating the
bifurcation of the tradition is disputable.73
Ǡ.ǟ.ǣ The role of manuscript X and the Ξ recension in the textual tradition
The crucial factor in reconstructing the original text of the Geography is to interpret the
existence of two diﬀerent versions of the work, the so-called Ω and Ξ recensions. The
latter do not appear to be evenly balanced: manuscript X is the only manuscript of
the Ξ recension and it is incomplete, for it contains neither the coordinates aer Ge-
ogr. ǣ.ǟǡ.ǟǤ, nor any maps. In addition, the date and copying context of manuscript X
are close to those of theΩmanuscripts, although the inﬂuence of Ξ on the other man-
uscripts has not yet been elucidated. Hence, the place of manuscript X in establishing
the original text74 and reconstructing the textual history of the Geography is both essen-
72 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǤǣ: ‘Dank dem Papyrus Ry-
lands ǣǠǠ, einem Papyrusfragment aus dem An-
fang des ǡ. Jahrhunderts, das Teile des Kanons bedeu-
tender Städte enthält und noch keine Spuren einer
Überarbeitung aufweist, lässt sich die Aueilung in
die beiden grossen Textrezensionen der Geographie
möglicherweise sogar bis ins ǡ. Jahrhundert zurück-
datieren.’ See also Stückelberger and Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, Ǡǡ, ǟǢǡ and ǡǠǟ.
73 See p. ǟǞǟ. Even if there is a connection between
the text of the Diagnōsis and the∆ group, this does
not mean that theΠ group ‘appeared’ at the same
time.
74 I use the equivocal term ‘original’, although his-
torically this ‘original’ version could have been
Ptolemy’s autograph, an exemplar that Ptolemy re-
viewed or one that he just authorised, etc. See E.
Montanari ǠǞǞǡ, ǧ–ǟǣ.
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tial and problematic. In his ‘Rapports sur les manuscrits de la Géographie de Ptolémée’,
published in ǟǦǤǥ, K. Müller noted the particularity of X and its important role in the
history of the text. He used only the text and the toponyms of the catalogue to carry out
his evaluation, not the geographical coordinates:
Manuscript X (Cod. Vatican. ǟǧǟ) is until now the only representative of a fam-
ily that I consider to be the most ancient of all. […] Manuscript X is without
any doubt the best of all [the manuscripts]. […] With the exception of the two
glosses already mentioned, the text is free of external elements. If there are fre-
quent orthographic corruptions of some geographical names, it should also be
said that, in many places, this is the only manuscript in which the authentic
forms have been preserved.75
According to Müller, the last scholion of manuscript X (f. ǟǤǧv), together with the read-
ings of the toponyms of Macedonia, indicate that the manuscript’s exemplar came from
Macedonia.76 This scholion reads:
⟨ἐ⟩̵̼̩ῦ̰̩ κς ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺ [sic] ̲̩⟨̼̩⟩̼̤̻̻̭̱· ἐ̵ ̩ὐ̼ῇ ̬۪ ̼ῇ ̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕῇ κζ· ̼۰̵ ̫̹ۨ ι
̸̵̧̩̲̩ ̼ῆ̺ ̎ὐ̸̹̯̺͆ ̭ἰ̺ ̷̬ͅ ̬̱̩̱̹̭ῖ· ̭ἰ̺ ἕ̵̩ ̴̵۪ ̵̼̤̻̻́ ̵̼۬ ̷̵̵̧̩̲̩̱̬̩̕· ̭ἰ̺ ̬۪
ἕ̷̵̼̭̹ Ἤ̸̷̵̭̱̹ ̲̩ۮ ڌ̵̧̩̩̿ ̲̩ۮ Π̷̸̵̷̵̭̳̯̻̈́ ̲̩ۮ ̹̦̼̯̓ ̲̩ۮ ̎ې̷̵̪̱̩·
(Here he inserts twenty-six maps. In the drawing, though, there are twenty-
seven. He splits up the tenthmap of Europe into twomaps: he puts Macedonia
on one, Epirus, Achaia, the Peloponnese, Crete and Euboea on the other.)
Müller’s demonstration, although ingenious, is not entirely convincing. Nevertheless,
the scholion is interesting as it indicates that manuscript X derives from an exemplar in
which the regional maps were treated diﬀerently, which implies that Ptolemy’s original
map presentation was slightly revised.77
O.Cuntz used the many majuscule mistakes and variant readings in the Ω and Ξ
recensions to demonstrate that the archetype was written in majuscule. According to
Cuntz, the presence of numerous errors in the spelling of certain toponyms (even well-
known places), which all the manuscripts have in common, shows that the archetype
cannot have been Ptolemy’s autograph.78 It is possible that the use of ̭̳̼̱̲̦̋ rather than
75 Müller ǟǦǤǥ, ǠǧǞ–ǠǧǠ: ‘Le manuscrit X (Cod. Vat-
ican. ǟǧǟ) est jusqu’à présent le seul représentant
d’une famille que je regarde comme étant la plus
ancienne de toutes. […] Le manuscrit X est, sans au-
cun doute, le meilleur de tous. […] Si l’on excepte
les deux gloses mentionnées plus haut, le texte est
pur de tout élément étranger. Si certaines corrup-
tions de l’orthographe des noms géographiques y
sont fréquentes, il faut dire aussi qu’en beaucoup
d’endroits ce manuscrit est le seul qui en ait con-
servé les formes authentiques.’
76 Müller ǟǦǤǥ, Ǡǧǟ–ǠǧǠ.
77 Cf. with Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǠǢ–ǡǠǣ.
78 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǣ.
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̭̳̫̱̲̦̋ for Belgica was too crude a mistake to make for a geographer such as Ptolemy;
the other examples presented by O. Cuntz are not as relevant as they concern quite ob-
scure toponyms. Thus, he concluded that the archetype was a manuscript that was writ-
ten some time aer Ptolemy’s original work. He then placed both versions on an equal
footing, for he regarded them as two diﬀerent recensions or redactions of the autograph:
It seems to me without question that the archetype goes back to Ptolemy’s au-
tograph. I infer from my observations that the two manuscript classes show
themselves to be two recensions or redactions of the text. A large number of
the names survive not in one but in two forms, both of which are corroborated
by the rest of the geographical tradition.79
Again, O.Cuntz put forward a list of readings of toponyms in which both recensions
diﬀered but for which there were attestations in other sources. He excluded categori-
cally that a mechanical corruption (that is, errors made during the copying) of the text
led to the two recensions. In addition, he found the argument that a later editor in-
tentionally revised the catalogue of localities unconvincing, refusing to imagine that
there could have been another scholar as competent as Ptolemy, in particular one who
used similar data and methods.80 O.Cuntz’s central hypothesis relies on the fact that
Ptolemy deliberately chose the framework of a catalogue in order to facilitate the mak-
ing of future modiﬁcations.81 He maintained that Ptolemy made use of this possibility
and emended his own text – the place names as well as their geographical coordinates.
One of Ptolemy’s autographs would have preserved the diﬀerent readings and correc-
tions. Then, it would have been copied later, always with all these variants, to give the
exemplar from which the archetype derived or to give the archetype itself (which would
explain the archetypal and non-authorial errors). Finally, the scribes of the Ω and the
Ξ exemplars would have independently simpliﬁed or harmonised the text by, for ex-
ample, using only one spelling for a place name and one double coordinate for each
locality. The diﬀerent editing processes and random (beliebig) editing choices thus led
to the emergence of two dissimilar recensions of the catalogue.82
In a monograph on the Geography that was published in ǟǧǠǣ, L. Renou based his
assessment of the text on the descriptions of India, Taprobanē (Sri Lanka) and the land
79 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǣ: ‘Andererseits scheint es mir je-
doch fraglos, daß der Archetypus auf das Han-
dexemplar des Ptolemaeus zurückgeht. Ich er-
schließe das aus meinen in den beiden Kom-
mentaren gemachten Beobachtungen, daß die bei-
den H[andschris]klassen sich o als zwei Rezen-
sionen oder Redaktionen des Textes darstellen. Eine
größere Anzahl Namen wird nämlich nicht in einer
Form überliefert, sondern in zwei, die beide durch
die übrige antike Tradition geschützt sind.’
80 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǤ.
81 See p. ǟǟǣ.
82 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǤ. See Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǥ.
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of the Sinai (Geogr. ǥ.ǟ–Ǣ), for which manuscript X does not have the geographical coor-
dinates.83 As much as was possible, he compared the toponyms and ethnonyms of the
Geography with other ancient sources (notably Pliny the Elder) and modern toponymy.
He regarded X as being superior to all the other manuscripts,84 although his compar-
ison between X and the other manuscripts cannot be considered complete because of
the absence of geographical coordinates in manuscript X. Thus, in his edition, L. Renou
used the X readings for the toponyms, together with the coordinates from manuscript
A, which he believed to be closest to the X family.85
P. Schnabel believed that the Ξ recension was the most valuable version of the Geog-
raphy and, therefore, that the text of manuscript X was closest to the original, despite its
poor state, the ﬂawed exemplar from which it derived,86 its later completion date and
its lack of coordinates:
Ourmanuscript X is a very sloppy copy of an extremely valuable lost exemplar.87
By contrast, he regarded the Ω recension as a corrupt version of the supposedly ‘orig-
inal’ redaction of the Geography. P. Schnabel disagreed with J. Fischer’s viewpoint,88
and presented a list of cases, taken from the catalogue and from Book Ǧ, to demonstrate
his belief that, in general, the text of manuscript X was closer to the original than the
Ωmanuscripts. He also considered that, when the ∆ group readings tally with X, then
the text of the Π group is corrupt – and vice versa.89 He concluded unequivocally:
Eventually it became clear that: (ǟ) the original manuscript of theΩ recension
shows variations from the text that we assume to be the original text of this
recension; (Ǡ) this original manuscript of the Ω recension (which one can re-
construct with the methods of textual criticism) diﬀers dramatically from the
text of the Geography as Ptolemy wrote it; and (ǡ) we have to assume that, be-
83 Renou ǟǧǠǣ.
84 Renou ǟǧǠǣ, ̦̙̙̙: ‘[Manuscript] X oen supplies
better forms, never inferior to the other manu-
scripts.’ (‘X donne souvent une forme meilleure,
jamais inférieure aux autres manuscrits’); ̨̙: ‘The
tradition that [manuscript X] represents is certainly
superior to the other manuscripts.’ (‘La tradition
qu’il [sc. X] représente est certainement supérieure à
celle des autres manuscrits.’
85 Renou ǟǧǠǣ, ̨̙. L. Renou used the letter ̌ to refer
to the Vat. Pal. gr. ǡǦǦ.
86 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǧ: ‘The exemplar [of X] was very
hard to read and all three scribes, working around
the same time, put much eﬀort into reading it.’
(‘Die Vorlage [von X] war sehr schlecht zu lesen,
und alle drei Schreiber haben sich gleichzeitig um
ihre Lesung bemüht.’)
87 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǢǢ: ‘Unsere jetzige Handschri X
ist eine sehr liederliche Kopie einer sehr wertvollen
verlorenen Vorlage.’
88 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǢǤ: ‘Virtually nothing that Joseph
Fischer utters on the value of the Geography’s man-
uscripts on the level of textual criticism can be
used.’ (‘Man kann […] fast alles, was Joseph Fis-
cher textkritisch über den Wert der ‘Geographie’-
Handschrien äußert, nicht verwenden.’)
89 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǤ.
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tween [the Ω recension] and Ptolemy, there were a great number of interme-
diate copies which strayed very arbitrarily from Ptolemy’s authentic text.90
P. Schnabel remained resolute on the value of both recensions but was unclear about the
origin of the corruptions in the Ω recension. He even seemed to suggest that Ptolemy
made the two ‘editions’ himself.91 Furthermore, he showed that handD92 ofmanuscript
X used an exemplar that was similar to theΩ recension for some parts of his copy:
It becomes apparent that the scribe [that is, handD]who completedGeogr. ǟ.ǟ–Ǡ
and then Geogr. ǟ.ǟǧ (end) to Ǡǡ as well as Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.–Ǡ undoubtedly used a
manuscript of the Ξ recension and not of theΩ recension, […] and that he was
also able to consult the lost exemplar that was used by the former scribes. The
situation in Chapter ǟ.ǠǢ is, however, very diﬀerent. The D text tallies [there]
entirely with the manuscripts of theΩ recension, while the text of the Ξ recen-
sion has passed down to us completely in [manuscript] S, for a large part in O,
too, but only rarely in Z.93
90 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǤǦ: ‘Klar wird aber dadurch, daß die
für uns herstellbare Urhandschri der Textrezen-
sionΩ Abweichungen von dem Text zeigt, den wir
[…] als den Urtext dieser Rezension voraussetzen
müssen, daß diese mit den mechanischen Mitteln
der textkritik herstellbare Urhandschri der Tex-
trezensionΩ von dem Text der “Geographie”, wie
ihn Ptolemäus selbst geschrieben hat, sehr weit ab-
steht, und daß wir zwischen ihr und Ptolemäus eine
groß Anzahl von Mittelgliedern, die mit dem echten
Ptolemäustext sehr willkürlich umgesprungen sind,
anzunehmen haben.’
91 P. Schnabel’s discussion of the south-eastern coast
of Africa, where the coastlines in Ξ andΩ are very
diﬀerent, is rather curious. He wrote that theΩ
coastline was said to have supplied an older version
of Ptolemy’s work, in which Ptolemy only corrected
Marinus’ work superﬁcially, and that, by contrast,
the text of the Ξ recension had been more thor-
oughly corrected (Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǥǣ–ǥǤ). However,
he did not draw the logical conclusion from these
observations; cf. with Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǠǞ–ǡǠǠ, and
Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǞǥ–ǟǞǧ, on this precise case. As
M.G. Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ, ǧ, has noted, the stemma cod-
icum drawn up by A.Herrmann (Appendix A) on
the basis of P. Schnabel’s investigation is mislead-
ing, since the schema postulates that there was a sin-
gle archetype for the Ξ andΩ recensions, when in
fact P. Schnabel hinted that Ptolemy himself might
have created two copies, which were later used as
the exemplars for each recension.
92 P. Schnabel used the siglum XǠ to designate
this hand, which corresponds to the hand D in
ATuryn and R. Burri’s nomenclature that copied
ﬀ. ǟǠǦv–ǟǠǧv (Geogr. ǟ.ǟ–Ǡ) and ﬀ. ǟǡǣr–ǟǡǦr (Ge-
ogr. ǟ.ǟǧ–Ǡ.Ǡ). I use R. Burri’s sigla and have mod-
iﬁed Schnabel’s quotations accordingly. Hand D
is more recent than the other hands of the man-
uscript: it can be dated to the fourteenth century
but is older than the scholia of Manuel Chrysoloras
(c. ǟǡǣǣ–ǟǢǟǣ).
93 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǟǤ: ‘Hierebei stellt sich sofort her-
aus, daß der Ergänzer für [Geogr.] ǟ.ǟ–Ǡ und dann
ǟ.ǟǧ Ende bis Ǡǡ und Ǡ.ǟ–Ǡ zweifelsohne eine Hand-
schri der Rezension Ξ benutzt hat und nicht eine
der RezensionΩ […und daß er] in der Lage war,
die verlorene Vorlage von X, die die alten Schreiber
benutzt haben, ebenfalls zu Rate zu ziehen. Ganz
anders is die Lage in dem Kapitel ǟ.ǠǢ. Hier geht
der Text von [D] durchwegs mit den Handschrien
der RezensionΩ, während der Text der Rezension
Ξ uns vollständig in S, dem O meist und Z seltener
zur Seite treten, erhalten ist.’
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Schnabel’s argument concerning the spelling of Σ̵̦̯̽/Σ̷̵̦̯ is convincing.94 Moreover,
he postulated the existence of at least three diﬀerent lost manuscripts of the Ξ recension,
accessible to the scribes of A, OZ and S, who used them (in diﬀerent ways) for some parts
of the Geography.95
E. Polaschek’s long article on theGeography stressed and even overestimated the role
of X in the textual history of the catalogue. He believed that manuscript X was a copy
of Ptolemy’s autograph:
If we summarise these observations on the text ofmanuscript X, then its original
exemplar appears to be Ptolemy’s autograph (from which every manuscript
originates) and fromwhich he prepared a new edition of hisGeography – though
unﬁnished.96
E. Polaschek was well aware of the audacity of his hypothesis; indeed, he was unable
to explain how such a special exemplar of the Geography could have survived, carefully
copied and integrated into a scholarly codex, for so long:
If the exemplar of manuscript X was Ptolemy’s working copy for a new edition
of his Geography, then one justiﬁably wonders how [this copy] was still extant
in the thirteenth century, when it was already barely legible and most probably
in a wretched condition.97
He interpreted the last scholion of X (f. ǟǤǧv)98 as referring to Ptolemy’s own reorgan-
isation of the regional maps. Although E. Polaschek believed that manuscript X was
not free of later modiﬁcations, his examples and arguments for the supposedly ‘post-
Ptolemaic characteristics’ (nachptolemäische Züge) are not always convincing.99 He was
also of the opinion that the manuscript was later revised, and that this was still dis-
cernible in the other manuscripts of P. Schnabel’s Textfamilie ̶ as well as in Agatho-
daimōn’s realisation of a set ofmaps.100 As far as theΩ recension is concerned, E. Polaschek
failed to establish exactly what kind of changes weremade to theΩ catalogue, and when
or why the revision occurred.
94 See p. Ǥǣ.
95 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǣ–ǣǤ.
96 Polaschek ǟǧǤǣ, col. ǥǟǥ: ‘Fassen wir diese Beobach-
tungen am Text von cod. X zusammen, präsen-
tiert sich somit dessen Erstvorlage als das alle
Handschrien beherrschende Handexemplar des
Pt[olemaios], mit welchem dieser eine neue Auﬂage
seiner Geographie vorbereitete, doch nicht zu Ende
führte.’
97 Polaschek ǟǧǤǣ, col. ǥǠǟ: ‘War aber die Vorlage von
Hs. X das von Pt[olemaios] unfertig zurückgelassene
Vorbereitungsexemplar einer Neuauﬂage seiner
Geographie, veranlassend daher zu andershändiger
Fortführung, wundert man sich mit Recht, daß sie
im ǟǡ. Jhdt. noch erhalten war, wenn auch bereits
schwer lesbar und in einem vermutlich desolaten
Zustand.’
98 See p. ǥǟ.
99 Polaschek ǟǧǤǣ, col. ǥǠǠ.
100 Polaschek ǟǧǤǣ, col. ǥǡǥ–ǥǡǧ.
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In their translation of the ‘theoretical chapters’ of the Geography, J. L. Berggren and
A. Jones give their interpretation of the existence of two groups of manuscripts (they use
‘family’ rather than ‘recension’). The authors argue that the ﬁrst ‘family’ emerged in the
context of Planudes’ discovery:
The manuscripts of this family present a distinct recension of the text of the
Geography characterized by extensive corrections of perceived errors in the text.
[…] Such emendations are obviously a scholar’s work. We will refer to this
version below as the ‘Byzantine revision.’101
According to the authors, this family contains manuscripts UKFRVW, the Oxoniensis
Archivi Seldeniani B. ǢǤ (N) and the Parisinus suppl. graecus ǟǟǧ (C). This ‘Byzantine
revision’ would have aﬀected both the spelling of the toponyms and the geographical
coordinates:
The text of the Geography in this family shows clear signs of having undergone
deliberate changes, which become apparent through comparison with other
manuscripts […]. The redactor has here and there attempted to correct or
smooth over diﬃculties in the sense and harshnesses in the language, oen
detecting real corruptions in the received text, but sometimes, one suspects,
correcting Ptolemy himself. The spelling of many place names and some of
the coordinates have been altered, evidently to resolve inconsistencies that be-
came apparent in drawing maps.102
The authors then present a group of manuscripts ‘that are partly or entirely free of the
Byzantine revision’, among them X, which they call ‘a manuscript of the greatest impor-
tance for the text of theGeography, because it is the only copy that is uninﬂuenced by the
Byzantine revision’.103 This categorical interpretation of J. L. Berggren and A. Jones,104
who overlook the other important manuscripts of the Geography (particularly O and A),
is fragile as they singularly fail to introduce any examples or valid arguments to their
analysis. Their hypothesis may be plausible, but the authors do not give any examples
of possible ‘Byzantine corrections’ or disclose any ‘clear signs of […] deliberate changes’.
A. Stückelberger, G. Graßhoﬀ and F.Mittenhuber, the directors of the most recent
edition of the Geography and of its supplementary volume did not reach the same con-
clusions as J. L. Berggren and A. Jones. In the introduction to their edition, manuscript
101 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, Ǣǡ.
102 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, ǢǢ.
103 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, ǢǢ. The authors add
manuscript Z and the Londiniensis Codex Burney
ǟǟǟ (v) to the manuscripts of this category. The Bur-
ney ǟǟǟ is denoted in their book by the letter T.
104 Their thesis was accepted unreservedly by P. Gautier
Dalché ǠǞǞǧa, ǠǦǤ–ǠǦǥ.
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X is portrayed as a poor copy of a valuable exemplar (also P. Schnabel’s opinion),105
although, according to the authors, the Ξ recension shows signs that the geographical
coordinates were revised:
While the toponyms of both groups clearly go back to the same archetype, the
Ξ recension has undergone a comprehensive revision of its coordinates: the cat-
alogue of localities in manuscript X features […] about ǟ ǡǞǞ coordinates that
depart from the Ω recension, [variants] which reﬂect a diﬀerent but coherent
picture and which cannot be explained by simple scribal errors.106
The authors do not state explicitly what they consider to be a reading ‘which cannot be
explained by simple scribal errors’. They note that the number of variant readings for the
coordinates between the Ξ and Ω recensions decreases from Book Ǡ to Book ǣ, which
they believe is evidence that the Ξ recension was systematically revised.107 As far as the
place names are concerned, the conclusion is much more nuanced. In the supplemen-
tary volume to the Geography, A. Stückelberger compares the variant readings in manu-
scripts UKVRX that can be attributed to typical majuscule mistakes.108 Aer studying
Book Ǡ of the Geography, he determines what he believes to be the ‘correct reading’ (als
richtig erachtete Lesart) of each of the sixty-one selected readings. His analysis conﬁrms
that manuscripts UKVR and X belong to very diﬀerent groups. When it comes to the
number of (supposedly) accurate toponym readings, A. Stückelberger concludes that
neither of the recensions has incontestably the better text.109 A. Stückelberger reaches
105 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǡ: ‘[Manuscript
X] is an extremely ﬂawed copy (without maps) of a
valuable, majuscule exemplar [originally] furnished
with maps, which is evidence of a largely indepen-
dent strand of the transmission (Ξ recension).’ (‘Es
handelt sich [sc. bei X] um eine recht fehlerhae,
kartenlose Abschri einer wertvollen, mit Karten
versehenen Majuskelvorlage, die einene weitgehend
eigenständigen Überlieferungsstrang [Ξ-Rezension]
dokumentiert.’)
106 Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, Ǡǡ: ‘Während
die Ortsnamen beider Gruppen oﬀensichtlich
auf denselben Archetypus zurückgehen, ist die
Ξ Rezension einer umfassenden Überarbeitung
der Koordinaten unterzogen worden: Die Hs. X
weist im Ortskatalog […] etwa ǟǡǞǞ von derΩ-
Rezension abweichende Koordinatenangaben auf,
die ein anderes, in sich durchaus stimmiges Bild
ergeben und nicht durch simple Abschreibefehler
erklärt werden können.’
107 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǢǞ: Book Ǡ has
c. ǢǤǞ variant readings (ǟǧ%), Book ǡ has c. ǡǦǞ
(ǟǣ%), Book Ǣ has c. ǠǤǞ (ǟǢ%) and Book ǣ has
c. ǟǦǣ (ǟǞ%). A revision of one of the recensions
is not the simplest hypothesis. A poorly preserved
exemplar of one of the recensions and a scribe’s in-
ability to read and understand accurately the system
of writing the coordinates could explain the steadily
decreasing number of variant readings. Further-
more, a complete comparison is impossible, since
the coordinates of Books Ǥ and ǥ, as well as a good
part of Book ǣ, of manuscript X are missing.
108 That is, divergent readings that can be explained by
a simple misreading of a copy that was written in
Greek majuscule, e.g. when ̔ and A are confused.
By contrast, their respective minuscules (̳ and ̩)
cause much less confusion.
109 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧa, ǟǟǢ–ǟǟǤ. This conclusion dif-
fers from that of Renou ǟǧǠǣ, who, unlike the for-
mer, studied only Geogr. ǥ.ǟ–Ǣ.
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the same conclusion in his comparison of the number of ‘missing’ lines in the manu-
scripts: both recensions have more or less the same number of omissions.110 He main-
tains – I believe because of the variants in the coordinates – that X is the product of an
early revision of theGeography (possibly in the third or fourth century), although he does
not specify the reasons and the exact context of such a revision.111 This interpretation
explains the editing choices of A. Stückelberger and G. Graßhoﬀ: the X variants for the
geographical coordinates are systematically set in parentheses next to the Ω readings.
As for the toponyms, the editors prefer theΩ spellings, unless, according to them, the
text in X more closely approximates the original.112
In his study of themanuscriptmaps, F.Mittenhuber distances himself fromA. Stück-
elberger’s interpretation of the stemma codicum that they drew up together in Stückel-
berger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ. F. Mittenhuber still dates the bifurcation of the two re-
censions to the third century CE on the basis of the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ,113
although he believes that the Ξ recensionmay provide the closest text to the original (die
ursprünglichere [Rezension]) because of the cartographical evidence as well as the indirect
tradition (that is, antique and late antique quotations from Ptolemy’sGeography), which
seems to be related, above all, to the Ξ recension.114
In her recent codicological and palaeographical investigation, R. Burri emphasises
the complexity of the history of the vast corpus of texts provided by the Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ, for
which there is no general consensus.115 She puts forward the hypothesis that the codex
was created in the milieu of Planudes: several of the hands of Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ are linked
with his circle and its scientiﬁc content accords with Planudes’ ﬁelds of interest – espe-
cially the Arithmetica of Diophantus.116 This hypothesis has also been supported, albeit
cautiously, by other specialists, such as N.Wilson117 and, more recently, D. Bianconi.118
We can support R. Burri’s hypothesis with another piece of information. One of the
scribes of manuscript X used the Arabic number zero together with the Greek numeral
system in several places of Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities (see Fig. ǣ, for example). We
know that Planudes wrote one of the ﬁrst Byzantine treatises on Arabic numerals,119 so
110 A. Stückelberger seems systematically to interpret a
toponym that is available only in one recension as
an omission and not as a plausible later addition,
which cannot always be precisely demonstrated (see
p. ǟǡǣ.)
111 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧd, ǡǡǟ.
112 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǡ.
113 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǟǡ, ǠǞǦ and ǡǤǣ. This bifurca-
tion could also coincide, according to the author,
with the transcription of the Geography from pa-
pyrus rolls to a codex, i.e. between the third and
fourth centuries.
114 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǟǠ–ǟǟǡ.
115 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǞǠ.
116 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǞǡ.
117 N. Wilson ǟǧǦǟ, ǡǧǣ: ‘The best manuscript of the
Geography (Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ) is a composite volume
in which the choice of the texts included may be
thought to show the inﬂuence of Planudes, even
though there is no sign of his handwriting in the
book.’
118 Bianconi ǠǞǞǢ, ǡǡǡ.
119 Gerhardt ǟǧǤǣ.
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Fig. ǣ Use of the Arabic zero by one of the scribes
of manuscript X, f. ǟǢǞr, col. Ǣ, l. ǠǢ–ǠǤ (= Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ). The number µo should be understood
as ǢǞ° rather than the expected µ. See also f. ǟǢǞr,
col. ǡ, l. Ǣǟ–ǢǠ (= Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ). © ǠǞǟǥ Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana.
that if codex Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ was created in the milieu of Planudes, the appearance of this
uncommon numeral would not be that surprising.
E. Rinner has studied the two recensions of Ptolemy’s text on the basis of the chap-
ters related to Asia Minor (Geogr. ǣ.ǟ–Ǧ). For the most part, the diﬀerences between the
Ξ andΩ recensions concern the drawings of the coastlines, as the inland areas are much
less aﬀected. First of all, she notes several inconsistencies in the text of X, for instance, in
the area of Chalcedon, where the X coordinates lead to an illogical coastline.120 With the
exception of a small number of instances where X is obviously erroneous, both recen-
sions lead to two diﬀerent but plausible coastlines. According to E. Rinner, the coher-
ence in both cases indicates that the coastline in one of the recensions was intentionally
revised:
It is absolutely remarkable that [diﬀerences either in longitude or in latitude]
also occur in large groups of coordinates, which by chance result in reasonable
coastlines, and for which the frequent occurrence of scribal errors provides a
rather implausible explanation. Furthermore, the occurrence of such groups
of [variant readings], for coasts only, indicates that a possible revision of the
Geography (as potentially reﬂected in the division into two recensions) could
have concerned only the coastline, in the area of [Ptolemy’s] ﬁrstmap of Asia.121
Then, on the basis of an investigation into Ptolemy’s methods and sources, E. Rinner
shows that the coastline in the Ξ recension can be explained by combining information
that was passed down in the antique sources (such as Hipparchus, Strabo or some com-
mon sources, for example) with adequate geometrical and graphical processes. Such an
explanation does not, however, work when the coordinates of theΩ recension are used:
120 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǤǞ.
121 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǤǡ: ‘Dass er aber auch bei den
grösseren Gruppen betroﬀener Koordinaten auritt,
bei denen eine Erklärung durch das gehäue
Aureten von Schreibfehlern, die zufällig sinnvolle
Küstenverläufe ergeben, eher unwahrscheinlich ist,
ist durchaus bemerkenswert. Ausserdem deutet das
alleinige Aureten dieser Gruppen von Diﬀeren-
zen an den Küsten darauf hin, dass eine mögliche
Überarbeitung der Geographie, die sich dann in der
Aufspaltung in die beiden Rezension niedergeschla-
gen haben könnte, im Bereich der ersten Asienkarte
nur die Küstenlinie betroﬀen haben könnte.’
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The process of determining the coastlines, which has been described, can ex-
plain the appearance of the western coast of Asia Minor only in the case of
the Ξ recension. By contrast, theΩ recension does not show the characteristic
features of this process. Alternative explanations of the coast in the Ω recen-
sion, based on information from the antique sources, have not been found. In
fact, a correction of the most striking diﬀerences in the Ξ recension’s coastline
with respect to the actual coast gives a more likely explanation [of the coast in
Ω]. Consequently, it is likely that the values of the Ξ recension are the original
longitude and latitude data.122
The Ω catalogue for Asia Minor is thus taken to be a plausible revision (spätere Überar-
beitung) of the Geography, the date of which has not yet been identiﬁed.123 The Ξ recen-
sion was not included in this revision, which indicates, according to E. Rinner, that the
latter is closer to Ptolemy’s original than Ω. Admittedly, this conclusion only applies
to a small part of the Geography, but it nevertheless accords with the older philological
evaluations of K.Müller, L. Renou and P. Schnabel.
Ǡ.ǟ.Ǥ Synopsis
To sum up, the predominant standpoint is that manuscript X (and with it the Ξ recen-
sion) represents the best approximation of Ptolemy’s original Geography, even though
J. Fischer drastically played down the importance of this manuscript in the textual tradi-
tion and A. Stückelberger believes that the coordinates of the Ξ recensionwere reworked
or revised. Generally, the Ω recension appears, by comparison, to be considered the
more corrupt version, especially on the basis of the variant readings of the toponyms
(K.Müller, L. Renou) but also with respect to the map and textual traditions of theGeog-
raphy (F.Mittenhuber). Scholars oscillate between believing in a mechanical corruption
of the text or intentional revisions that were carried out at diﬀerent periods: by Ptolemy
himself (O.Cuntz), during late Antiquity (A. Stückelberger) or during the Byzantine era
(J. L. Berggren and A. Jones).
What is striking is the diﬃculty scholars have had in introducing concrete argu-
ments for a post-Ptolemaic revision of the work (in one or other of the recensions). That
122 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǟǥ: ‘Das beschriebene Verfahren zur
Bestimmung des Küstenverlaufs kann an der West-
küste Kleinasiens nur den Verlauf der Küste der Ξ-
Rezension erklären. Bei den Hauptfehlern derΩ-
Rezension handelt es sich im Gegensatz dazu nicht
um die charakteristischen Fehler dieses Verfahrens.
Es konnte auch keine andere Erklärung der Küste
derΩ-Rezension durch Angaben antiker Quellen
gefunden werden. Vielmehr liegt eine Erklärung
als Korrektur auﬀälliger Diﬀerenzen des Küsten-
verlaufs der Ξ-Rezension zur eigentlichen Küsten-
linie nahe. Demnach düre es sich bei den Werten
der Ξ-Rezension um die ursprüngliche Version der
Längen- und Breitenangaben handeln.’
123 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǠǡ.
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the text of manuscript X contains place names that are closer to the antique sources does
not in itself help to explain the divergence of the Ω manuscripts. E. Rinner has intro-
duced tangible elements in favour of a revision of the Geography to the debate but she
has not been able to estimate when and where such emendations would have occurred.
And A.Diller, in spite of his profuse writings on geographical manuscripts, in particular
on Ptolemy’s Geography, failed to synthesise his views about the existence of two groups
of manuscripts. He did, though, put manuscript X on top of the list of codices in the
preface to the ǟǧǤǤ reprint of Nobbe’s ǟǦǢǣ edition of the Geography,124 even though he
had described it in a previous publication as being ‘very defective’.125
Ǡ.Ǡ The recensions in Book Ǧ of the Geography and the
Handy Tables
Ǡ.Ǡ.ǟ The important cities in Book Ǧ of the Geography
Book Ǧ of the Geography contains instructions on constructing and drawing twenty-six
regional maps. Every instruction includes the appropriate ratio of the central parallel of
the map to the meridian as well as a list of the ‘important cities’ (̴̷̬̱̩̻̦̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́126) of
each province. For each important locality, Ptolemy gives the duration of the longest day
of the year (which corresponds to the latitude) and the distance in hours fromAlexandria
(that is, a relative longitude). Ptolemy states that he converted the values himself:
We have put below the elevations [of the pole] for the principal cities in each
country, converted into (̴̴̴̵̭̼̭̱̳̯̥̩ ̭ἰ̺) the length of the longest days [that
occur] there; and their longitudinal positions [converted] approximately (ἔ̫̫̱-
̻̼̩) into intervals from the meridian through Alexandria, whether to the east
or to the west, in units of equinoctial hours.127
A thorough comparison between the values of the catalogue and Book Ǧ does indeed
conﬁrm that both data sets diﬀer slightly in longitude and latitude but also that the
hourly values in Book Ǧ did not precede the degrees given in the catalogue.128 Moreover,
F.Mittenhuber and L. Koch have put forward the hypothesis that the conversion from
124 Diller ǟǧǤǤ, ̦.
125 Diller ǟǧǡǧ, ǠǠǧ: ‘Moreover, X is very defective. In
large parts of the work it omits titles, synopses, sub-
scriptions, and even the numbers for longitude and
latitude.’
126 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡ.ǟ and passim in Book Ǧ. In addition, one
ﬁnds the expression ἐ̸̴̷̧̻̯̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ (Geogr. Ǧ.ǡ.Ǣ),
which also appears in the title ‘Table of Notewor-
thy Cities’, and the comparative forms ̴̷̬̱̩̻̯̼̭̹̱̈́
(Geogr. Ǧ.Ǥ.ǡ, Ǧ.Ǥ.Ǧ, Ǧ.ǟǞ.ǡ, Ǧ.Ǡǣ.ǡ, Ǧ.ǠǦ.ǡ) and ἀ̶̷̷̱̳-
̫۵̷̼̭̹̱ (Geogr. Ǧ.ǠǠ.ǟǥ), that is, ‘the very important’
or ‘most important’ cities.
127 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡ.ǟ.
128 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǢǤ–ǢǦ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ,
ǡǥ–Ǣǟ.
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degrees to hours occurred aer the two recensions had come into existence, since the
data of Book Ǧ in theΩ and Ξ recensions match their respective catalogues.129
Although the important localities are arranged by provinces in the catalogue as well
as in Book Ǧ, the order of both toponymic lists diﬀers in a number of ways. The order
of place names in the catalogue follows a spatial principle, which is clearly explained
by Ptolemy: they are arranged from north to south and from west to east.130 In her
examination of the ﬁrst map of Europe, E. Rinner thinks that a similar spatial ordering
was used for the important localities listed in Book Ǧ, not on the basis of the regional
maps but on the basis of a world map, using Ptolemy’s ﬁrst or second projection. In
these projections, the meridian and the parallel circles are drawn as arcs, which lead to
some distortions in the shapes of countries, particularly those situated at the edges of the
map.131 Thus, if one composes a list of cities from a map, beginning with the localities
on the top and to the le of the map, the order of the localities selected from a regional
or a world map will diﬀer slightly. E. Rinner’s hypothesis is plausible, although it needs
to be systematically tested on each of the regional maps.
The second map of Europe (Appendix C) comprises a short introduction, which is
exactly the same in both recensions: a list of the contents (the three Iberian provinces
and adjacent islands), the ratio of the central parallel to the meridian (ǡ:Ǣ) and a ̸̷̭̹̱̹̱-
̴̻̺̈́ of themap, that is, a description of the borders of themap. In the case of the second
map of Europe, it corresponds to a geographical deﬁnition of the Iberian peninsula.132
All the information here accords with the catalogue.
A list of ten important localities on the Iberian peninsula then follows. The order of
this list is the same in both recensions, although the list of Book Ǧ does diverge slightly
from the arrangement in the catalogue: the two localities in the province of Lusitania
have been placed before the Baetican cities, while the island of Gades has been moved
to the end of the list in Book Ǧ. In addition, the order of the localities in the province
of Tarraconensis also diﬀers, since Asturica Augusta has been placed before the coastal
cities of Carthago Nova and Tarraco.133 This organisation goes back to the archetype of
Book Ǧ. E. Rinner demonstrates that a world map using Ptolemy’s second projection
was employed to compose the list of important cities of Book Ǧ for the British Isles.
However, as far as the Iberian peninsula is concerned, the use of a world map instead of
a regional map does not satisfyingly explain the order of the list, nor does it elucidate
the diﬀerences between the list in Book Ǧ and the order of the localities in the catalogue.
There are very few variations in the text between the Ξ andΩ recensions: ‘Hispania’,
which should precede the place names ‘Baetica’ and ‘Tarraconensis’, has been omitted
129 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, Ǣǥ. The hypothesis
is, however, supported on the whole by only one
example.
130 See p. ǟǣǥ.
131 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǠ–ǢǢ.
132 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǟ–Ǡ; see p. ǟǠǥ.
133 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǡ–ǣ.
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in manuscript X and there are two minor toponymic variants for Tarraco and Caesarau-
gusta.134 Both recensions of Book Ǧ use the spelling ̖̥̩ ̵̩̹̯̬̓̿͆ for Carthago Nova,
rather than ̩̹̯̬̓̿۴̵ ̖̥̩, and ̷̵̧̳̩̓̽ for Clunia Colonia, rather than ̷̵̧̳̩̓̽ ̷̵̧̳̩̓́
in the catalogue.135 By contrast, there are many numerical variants between the Ξ and
Ω recensions. Twenty values in hours and fractions of hours are given in the list, nine
of which are diﬀerent in the two recensions; on six occasions the diﬀerences concern
the distance from Alexandria. Since the formats of the longitude and latitude values in
the catalogue and Book Ǧ are diﬀerent,136 it is diﬃcult to make a precise comparison
between both parts. However, since the concerned cities have the same coordinates in
the catalogues of the Ξ andΩ recensions, a more general comparison is still possible.
In the three cases where the duration of the longest day diﬀers in Book Ǧ, the value
given in the Ξ recension is clearly erroneous, since it would, for example, shi Asturica
Augusta approximately Ǣ° southwards, when compared with the catalogue, and also
place Clunia in the Cantabrian Ocean. As for the remaining six cases, in two instances
the catalogue is closer to theΩ recension and in two other cases it is closer to the Ξ re-
cension. Both recensions also have diﬀerent values for the longitude of Carthago Nova
in Book Ǧ, although, because of the diﬀerence in longitude for Alexandria in the cat-
alogue, the two values still lead to the same relative longitude for the city.137 Finally,
both values for the distance between Alexandria and Clunia diﬀer markedly from the
value in the catalogue. Some of the diﬀerences between the Ξ andΩ recensions are very
certainly the result of common copying errors or misreadings – confusion between ma-
juscule letters (ϵ/ς) or omision of one sign. In one case, though, the diﬀerence suggests
that a particular kind of modiﬁcation was made:
Ω recension Ξ recension





Conversion into longitude, from the Fortunate Isles 16°15’ 15°30’
A simple misreading or copying error can be ruled out here, and theΩ recension ﬁgure
is clearly the lectio diﬃcilior. Since the longitude of Tarraco is the same in the catalogues
of theΩ and Ξ recensions (ǟǤ°ǠǞ’), which is much closer to the ﬁgure in Book Ǧ of the
Ω recension (Ǡ 11
12
h to the west of Alexandria, that is, ǟǤ°ǟǣ’), one could surmise that
134 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǣ: Τ̵̩̹̹̤̲́Ω, Τ̵̩̹̤̲̯́ X; ̩̱̻̩̹̩̓̽-
̷̫̻̼̩ͅ UK, ̩̱̻̤̹̭̱̩̓ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ VRXA. There are
anyhow variant spellings of Caesaraugusta (Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǥǡ) in all the codices primarii as well as in the
maps.
135 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǢ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ.
136 Longitude is expressed in degrees in the catalogue
of localities, counting eastwards from the meridian
through the Fortunate Isles, whereas in Book Ǧ it is
expressed in hours, counting from Alexandria.
137 See Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǢǧ.
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the reading in Ξ (ǡ h) was the result of a scribe or an editor rounding up the data in
hours of the Ξ recension’s manuscripts. This interpretation, however, is at odds with
that of F.Mittenhuber and L. Koch, who show that Book Ǧ of the Ξ recension generally
tends to be more precise than Book Ǧ of the Ω recension.138 However, since no other
cases can be found in the rest of Book Ǧ, interpretations of this variant should be treated
with caution.
Ǡ.Ǡ.Ǡ ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’
Ptolemy’s Handy Tables includes a list of localities with geographical coordinates that
cover the whole oikoumenē. Known as the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, this list contains
approximately ǣǠǞ localities, with the geographical coordinates given in degrees of arc
and the longitudes counted from the parallel that ran through the Fortunate Isles, the
westernmost point of the oikoumenē. The localities are arranged by provinces, on the
model of the Geography’s catalogue of localities. Modern scholars oen link this table
with a passage from the Almagest, in which Ptolemy discloses his intention to write a
proper geographical treatise, supplying coordinates for the ‘important cities’ of each
province. In the second book of the Almagest, aer discussing some aspects of spherical
astronomy that are related to the observer’s position on Earth,139 Ptolemy writes:
Now that the treatment of the angles [between the ecliptic and principal cir-
cles] has been methodically discussed, the only remaining topic in the foun-
dations [of the rest of the treatise] is to determine the position in latitude and
longitude (̲̩̼ۨ ̴ῆ̷̲̺ ̲̩ۮ ̲̩̼ۨ ̸̷̳̤̼̺) of the important cities (ἅ̶̵̧ ̸̵̳̭̈́́)
in each province which deserve note, in order to calculate the [celestial] phe-
nomena for those cities. However, the discussion of this subject belongs to a
separate, geographical treatise (ἑ̶̷̩̱̹̥̼̽ ̲̩ۮ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲ῆ̺ ̸̴̧̹̩̫̩̼̭̩̺), so we
shall expose it to view by itself [in such a treatise], in which we shall use the
accounts (ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩̱̺) of those who have elaborated this ﬁeld to the extent which
is possible.
We shall list [there] for each of the cities its distance in degrees [̴̷̧̹̩̺] from
the equator, measured along its meridian, and the distance in degrees of that
meridian from the meridian through Alexandria, to the east or to the west,
measured along the equator, for that [Alexandria] is the meridian for which we
establish the times of the positions [of the heavenly bodies].140
138 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, Ǣǥ: ‘The Ξ values have
a tendency to be precise, whereas theΩ values are
rather more approximate.’ (‘Die Ξ-Werten [streben]
tendenziell nach Präzision, während es sich bei den
derΩ-Werten eher um Näherungen handelt.’)
139 Toomer ǟǧǦǢ, ǣ.
140 Alm. Ǡ.ǟǡ.
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None of Ptolemy’s later geographical works – the catalogue of localities, the ‘Table of
Noteworthy Cities’ (in which longitude is counted from the Fortunate Isles) and Book
Ǧ of the Geography (which gives values in hours not degrees) – corresponds exactly to the
project disclosed in the Almagest. However, only the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ can be
regarded as a separate entity that was intended for mathematical and astronomical use
(as disclosed in the Almagest), while Book Ǧ of the Geography is clearly part of Ptolemy’s
comprehensive geographical project and is intrinsically linked with the realisation of
the regional maps.
The ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ survives, together with the rest of theHandy Tables,
in forty-four manuscripts.141 Three of them are ninth-century copies:
– The Vaticanus graecus ǟǠǧǟ (V*) is a luxury parchment manuscript (ǠǦǡ× ǠǞǣ mm)
copied in ogival majuscule, shortly aer the reign of Nicephorus I (ǦǞǠ–Ǧǟǣ CE).142
According to A. Tihon, the manuscript is a copy of an exemplar that goes back to
the early sixth century and it was probably made in Constantinople. The ‘Table of
Noteworthy Cities’ occupies folios ǟǥv-Ǡǟv.143
– The Leidensis graecus ǥǦ (L*) is a small-format, composite parchment manuscript
(ǟǧǞ× ǟǢǣ mm), with sections dating from diﬀerent periods (from between the
ninth to fourteenth centuries). The ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ (ﬀ. ǤǤr–ǥǞv and
ǥǠr–ǥǡv) belongs to the oldest section, which was probably copied during the reign
of Leo V the Armenian (Ǧǟǡ–ǦǠǞ CE). The exemplar of L* could go back to the reign
of Heraclius (ǤǟǞ–ǤǢǟ CE) and thus be temporally very close to the composition of
the Commentary to the Handy Tables attributed to Stephanus of Alexandria (c. ǤǟǦ –
Ǥǟǧ CE).144
– The Venetus Marcianus graecus Z. ǡǡǟ (coll. ǣǣǠ) (M*) is a small-format, badly dam-
aged parchment manuscript (ǟǤǣ× ǟǠǞ mm). Only the ﬁrst folio contains a frag-
ment of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’. The date of the copy is uncertain; it was
possibly executed during the reign of Leo VI (ǦǦǤ–ǧǟǠ CE). It contains the list from
the British Isles to Moesia Inferior, omitting the cities of the province of Dacia.145
141 See, ﬁrst of all, Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ and Tihon ǠǞǟǟ
for the status quæstionis of the manuscript tradi-
tion, a proposed stemma codicum in Mercier ǠǞǟǟ,
ǟǣǠ–ǟǣǣ, and also Honigmann ǟǧǠǧ, ǥǢ–ǥǦ, ǟǧǡ
and ǠǞǧ–ǠǟǞ, Schnabel ǟǧǡǞ, ǠǠǟ–ǠǠǣ, and Stückel-
berger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǢǟ–ǟǢǡ.
142 Several dates have been proposed for this copy, from
the end of the eighth century until the middle of
the ninth century. See Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, note Ǥǧ, ǡǢ.
143 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡ–ǡǣ; Tihon ǠǞǟǟ,
ǡǢ–ǢǞ.
144 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǣ–ǡǤ; Tihon ǠǞǟǟ,
ǠǢ–ǡǟ and ǢǞ. On the Commentary attributed to
Stephanus of Alexandria, see Lempire ǠǞǟǤ.
145 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǤ; Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǡǟ–ǡǡ
and ǢǞ.
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A fourth manuscript copied in the ninth century (certainly during the reign of Leo VI)
– the Florentinus Laurentianus graecus ǠǦ.ǠǤ (f*) – most probably originally contained
the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, but the folios were lost and, during the fourteenth
century, were later replaced by a copy in minuscule (ﬀ. ǣǟr–ǣǢv), which was carried
out by the same hand that executed the Small Commentary of Theon (ﬀ. Ǡr–ǡǟv), with
the monastery of Chōra, Constantinople, possibly its place of composition.146 In the
list that replaced the lost folios, there is a gap which aﬀects approximately ǟǞǞ to ǟǠǞ
localities.147 In addition to the four manuscripts described above, A. Tihon lists another
forty manuscripts of the Handy Tables, dated from between the end of the thirteenth to
the seventeenth centuries, which mostly derive from the former.148
A fragment of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ has been passed down in the Ry-
lands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ (Fig. Ǧ).149 In the ǟǧǡǞs C.H.Roberts estimated that the
papyrus was copied not later than the middle of the third century. Two columns of text
with the cities and the geographical coordinates of localities from Iberia to Corsica have
been preserved, albeit in a very fragmentary state, on the verso of the papyrus.150 The
format of the table, in which each column has been underlined with a double line in red
ink and the toponyms have been divided from the longitudes and latitudes with vertical
lines, closely resembles the design and layout of the medieval codices.151 Moreover, sev-
eral of the papyri from Oxyrhynchus (Egypt), dating from between the third and ﬁh
centuries, include parts of the Handy Tables,152 although only one small fragment of the
fourth-century P. Oxy. ǢǟǤǦ contains a few geographical names that can also be found
in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’. This papyrus is, though, too fragmentary and does
not match the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ as it has come down to us.153
Unlike theGeography, theHandy Tableswere disseminated relatively widely through-
out the Middle Ages, and then completed, added to, used and commented on in Con-
stantinople right up until theRenaissance.154 Thework involved completing the chrono-
logical tables, the realisation of astronomical tables for the klima of Constantinople
(probably during the sixth century by Stephanus of Alexandria), the addition of a num-
ber of tables and diagrams155 as well as the incorporation of numerous localities to the
‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’.
146 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǧ–ǠǢ and ǢǞ.
147 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǤ–ǡǥ.
148 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, Ǣǥ–Ǣǧ.
149 Roberts ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǢǠ–ǟǢǤ, and plate Ǣ.
150 The recto includes a fragment of Ptolemy’s ‘Table of
the oblique ascensions’ for the klimata of Rhodes,
Hellespont and the Middle of the Pontus. See
Roberts ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǢǥ–ǟǣǞ, and Mercier ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǠǞ–ǟǢǠ.
151 The table’s layout – with red and doubles lines – was
very common in antique and late antique astronom-
ical and mathematical papyri. See, e.g., P.Oxy. ǢǟǤǧ
(Handy Tables, third century), P.Oxy. Ǣǟǣǣ (epochs
of Mercury, late second century) and P.Oxy. ǢǠǟǤ
(arithmetical table).
152 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, Ǣǧ–ǣǞ.
153 A. Jones ǟǧǧǧ, ǟǢǞ–ǟǢǟ and ǟǤǠ–ǟǤǢ.
154 Tihon ǟǧǧǠ, Ǣǥ; A. Jones ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǣ: ‘The Handy Tables
were Ptolemy’s best-seller in antiquity, the only pro-
duction of his pen that has so far been discovered
on papyri.’
155 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, Ǧ–ǟǥ.
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The textual tradition of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ is extremely complex, pri-
marily because the text in all the oldest manuscripts is highly corrupt and oen fragmen-
tary but also because the manuscripts do not all contain the same set of place names.
F.Mittenhuber and L. Koch have identiﬁed a ‘common base’ of ǡǤǥ ‘noteworthy cities’,
which must date back to the realisation of the table by Ptolemy himself.156 The authors
have added ǟǣǞ ‘extra toponyms’ with their coordinates to these localities. The latter
are not uniformly dispersed in the manuscripts, for none of the manuscripts contains
exactly the same additions.157 Sometimes the ‘extra toponyms’ were integrated into the
catalogue with the localities of the same area (especially in M* and f*), sometimes they
were inserted in the margins (mainly in L*) and at other times they were placed at the
end of the table (as in V*, for instance). The ‘common base’ and the ‘extra toponyms’ of
the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ correspond only to localities given in the catalogue of
the Geography, oen with the same geographical coordinates.158
Although the secondary tradition of the Handy Tables between Ptolemy’s time and
the oldest manuscripts is substantial,159 there are far fewer references to the ‘Table of
Noteworthy Cities’ than to the other astronomical tables contained in the Handy Tables.
Theon of Alexandria, in his Great Commentary, notes that:
[Ptolemy] provides now a ﬁrst table (̸̹ῶ̷̵̼ ̵̵̷̵̲̩̱̈́), which gathers the names
of the noteworthy cities (ἔ̸̴̷̵̱̻̯̼̥̹ ̸̵̳̭̈́́) of the northern [area] of our
inhabited world; following the geographical treatise (ἐ̲ ̼ῆ̺ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲ῆ̺ ̸̹̩̫-
̴̧̩̼̭̩̺) he has composed, he adds to them in the ﬁrst column their positions
in longitude, in the second in latitude; he counts the value in longitude from
the west [of the world], as he says himself in the Geography (ἐ̵ ̼ῇ ̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̧ᾳ).160
Theon does not give any further details about the geographical contents of the table.161
Two scholia to Theon’s Great Commentary in the Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǞ can be dated to
c. ǢǤǠ – they go back to a scholiast from Apamea (Syria) – and imply that there existed a
table of the noteworthy cities that was arranged by klimata.162 Severus Sebokht used and
156 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǥ and ǣǠ.
157 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǧ–ǢǠ.
158 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǥ.
159 Tihon ǟǧǧǠ, ǥǞ–ǥǧ; also Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǣǞ–ǣǡ; Mercier
ǠǞǟǟ, Ǡ–Ǣ.
160 Theon of Alexandria, Great Commentary to the Handy
Tables, ǟ.ǟ. In the version used and commented on
by Theon, the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ is, there-
fore, the ﬁrst table, which matches Ptolemy’s ‘Man-
ual’ of the Handy Tables: ‘The ﬁrst tables (̷ἱ ̸̹ῶ̷̼̱
̵̵̲̩̭̺̈́) have the positions in longitude and lati-
tude of the noteworthy cities (ἔ̸̴̷̵̱̻̯̼̥̹ ̸̵̳̭̈́́)
of our inhabited world.’ The ‘Manual’ was transmit-
ted separately from the tables and its text is rather
corrupt; see Chapter ǟ, p. Ǡǡ; Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, Ǥ–ǥ. The
tables are arranged diﬀerently in the main manu-
scripts of the Handy Tables, with the ‘Table of Note-
worthy Cities’ never positioned ﬁrst.
161 Tihon and Mogenet ǟǧǦǣ, ǧǢ–ǧǤ, ǟǤǞ–ǟǤǠ, ǠǠǠ–Ǡǡǡ.
162 Vat. gr. ǟǧǞ, f. Ǡǧǡr: ἐ̵ ̼ῷ ἐ̴ῷ ̵̵̲̩̱̈́ ̬̱̩̱̹̭ῖ̼̩̱
ἑ̲̤̻̼̯ ἐ̵ ̼ῷ ̷ἰ̧̲̭ῳ ̴̧̲̳̩̼̱ (‘In my own table, each
[city] has been placed in the proper klima.’); f. Ǡǧǧv:
ἐ̵ ̼ῷ ἐ̴ῷ ̵̵̲̩̱̈́ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̧̲̳̩ ̩ἱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ἔ̵̫̲̭̱̼̩̱ ὡ̺
̴۬ ̬̭ῖ̻̰̩̱ ̼ῆ̺ ̷̼̱̩̼̯̺ͅ ἐϕ̷̬̈́̽ (‘In my own table,
cities have been set by klima, so one does not need
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explicitly mentions the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ in his Treatise on the Constellations,
composed in ǤǤǞ CE.163
The textual relationships between the catalogue and Book Ǧ of the Geography (trans-
mitted in two recensions) and the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ are highly intricate and
have been the subject of contradictory evaluations. Some early twentieth-century schol-
ars, such as W.Kubitschek, O.Cuntz and J. Fischer, believed that the ‘Table of Notewor-
thy Cities’ was an excerpt from Book Ǧ of the Geography, with, of course, modiﬁcations
made at later stages.164 E.Honigmann considered that the Vaticanus gr. ǟǠǧǟ (V*), de-
spite its text having been corrupted during the transmission process, was based on the
textual recension of theHandy Tables that had been revised by Pappus of Alexandria him-
self, while the Leidensis gr. ǥǦ (L*) reﬂected Theon of Alexandria’s revised version.165 By
contrast, P. Schnabel developed a more complex model: he considered that the Ξ ver-
sion of Book Ǧ of the Geography was older than the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ and
that the latter had been composed on the basis of theΩ recension of the Geography.166
Finally, E. Polaschek believed that there was an exemplar common to the ‘Table of Note-
worthy Cities’ and to Book Ǧ of the Ξ recension and that this exemplar was one of the
main sources for the catalogue of localities.167
On the basis of the ǠǞǞǤ critical edition of the Geography and of a new edition of
the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, F.Mittenhuber and L. Koch have presented an up-to-
date model to help us comprehend the links between Ptolemy’s diﬀerent geographical
works. They emphasise that much of our diﬃculty in understanding the ‘Table of Note-
worthy Cities’ is a result of the progressive improvements that Ptolemy himself made to
his geographical and cartographical project – what they call ‘a multistage andmultipolar
production process’168 – on the one hand, and of the scope Ptolemy gave to later schol-
ars and scribes to correct and supplement his data, on the other hand.169 The authors
believe that there exist mutual (hence horizontal) inﬂuences between the catalogue of
localities, Book Ǧ and the ‘Table of Noteworthy cities’,170 rather than simply a vertical
such a method.’) See Mogenet and Tihon ǟǧǦǟ, Ti-
hon and Mogenet ǟǧǦǣ, ǥǡ–ǦǞ, and Tihon ǟǧǧǠ, ǥǢ.
163 Severus Sebokht, Const. ǟǢ.ǟǞ: ‘So if one wants to
indicate the inclination of the poles above the hori-
zons which we talked about, for example concern-
ing the island named Thulē – the Book of Geogra-
phy and Ptolemy’s Procheiros (that is, the table of the
cities) say that its latitude is Ǥǡ° – at this locality,
hence, the elevation of both poles is [Ǥǡ°].’ See Vil-
ley ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǥǟ.
164 Kubitschek ǟǧǟǣ, ǥǤ; Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǡǥ–ǡǧ. J. Fischer
ǟǧǡǠ, ǧǧ, concluded that the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ was a revised and extended edition of Book Ǧ
of the Geography.
165 Honigmann ǟǧǠǧ, ǥǟ–ǥǣ.
166 Schnabel ǟǧǡǞ, ǠǟǢ, ǠǠǣ and ǠǢǠ.
167 Polaschek ǟǧǤǣ, cols. ǤǦǟ–ǤǧǠ.
168 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǣǠ: ‘in einen mehrstu-
ﬁgen und mehrpoligen Produktionsprozess’.
169 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǟ.
170 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǥ: ‘The three groups
are involved in a kind of ménage à trois.’ (‘Die drei
Gruppen stehen also in einer Art Dreiecksverhältnis
zueinander.’); ǣǠ: ‘It can be stated that there are mu-
tual inﬂuences between the catalogue of localities,
Book Ǧ and the “Table of Noteworthy Cities” […].’
(‘Es sind wechselseitige Beeinﬂussungen zwischen
Ortskatalog, Buch Ǧ und Kanon festzustellen […].’)
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model of development.171 The original list – that is, the toponymic base common to
the manuscripts of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ – is structurally linked with Book Ǧ
of the Ξ recension (the spelling of the toponyms also corresponds more closely to the Ξ
recension), although the coordinates were taken from the catalogue:
The ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ is not the result of the transference of altered
data from Book Ǧ. Rather, the coordinates of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’
were taken directly from the catalogue of localities. The same data set was then
independently transformed into hourly values in Book Ǧ.172
The various manuscripts of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ show that ǟǣǞ localities
were added to the original list: all of them can be found in the catalogue of localities of
the Geography with generally concordant coordinates.173 On the whole, the coordinates
in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ show characteristics from both recensions of the
Geography. More precisely, it seems that the original list of the Handy Tables was very
close to the Ξ recension, although certain corrections and later additions point to the
inﬂuence of theΩ recension.174
The text related to localities on the Iberian peninsula in the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ is extremely corrupt. The partial edition given in Appendix D reveals the variabil-
ity of the numerical values and the high number of alterations made to the toponyms
(iotacisms, dittographies, majuscule mistakes, and so forth). The Leidensis gr. ǥǦ, in
particular, contains many duplicated errors as well as misplaced coordinates. Neverthe-
less, its structure is still similar to the list in Book Ǧ of the Geography: the localities of the
province of Lusitania precede the Baetican toponyms, while Gades is at the bottom of
the list, below Tarraconensis. The list of ten Iberian localities in the ‘Table of Notewor-
thy Cities’ and in Book Ǧ is exactly the same, the only small diﬀerence being that the
positions of Augusta Emerita and Nōrba Caesarina have been switched. The spelling
of the toponyms is generally the same in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, the catalogue
and Book Ǧ.175 The coordinates are, on the whole, similar to those in the catalogue –
171 E. Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǤ-Ǣǥ, shows that a strict chronolog-
ical classiﬁcation, as undertaken by P. Schnabel in
his example of the localities south of the Equator, is
inaccurate.
172 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǣǠ: ‘Im Kanon ist also
keine Datentransformation aus dem Ǧ. Buch der Ge-
ographie erfolgt; vielmehr wurden die Koordinaten
des Kanons aus dem Ortskatalog direkt übernom-
men. Unabhängig davon wurde derselbe Datenpool
in die Stundenwerte des Ǧ. Buches transformiert.’
173 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǢǠ: ‘Although the use
of non-Ptolemaic lists of coordinates to supplement
it is, in principle, possible, given the closeness of the
coordinates to [Ptolemy’s] catalogue of localities,
this is, however, highly improbable.’ (‘Eine Verwen-
dung nichtptolemäischer Koordinatenlisten zur
Ergänzung ist zwar prinzipiell möglich, jedoch auch
aufgrund der Nähe der Koordinaten zum Ortskata-
log sehr unwahrscheinlich.’)
174 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, ǣǡ. See, also, the excel-
lent synopsis in Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǢ–ǢǦ.
175 The ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ and the catalogue
(Ξ andΩ recensions) use ̩̹̯̬̓̿۴̵ ̖̥̩ for the
spelling of Carthago Nova, whereas Book Ǧ uses
̖̥̩ ̵̩̹̯̬̓̿͆.
Ǧǧ
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with the exception of the many textual corruptions. Because of the small number of
concerned localities, it is impossible to establish which recension of the catalogue most
approximates the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’.
The Leidensis gr. ǥǦ (L*) is the only extant manuscript of the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ to contain two Iberian toponyms that do not appear in Book Ǧ; they were inte-
grated into the table with the same hand as the other localities. Both places are part of
the province of Baetica:
– Malaca, which has been misspelled as ̩̳̤̯̿̕. The latitude matches the value in
theΩ catalogue;176 The misspelling ̩̳̤̯̿̕ probably arose out of a miscopying of
̩̳̤̲̯̕, which is attested by Stephanus of Byzantium, whose primary source in this
instance was Marcian of Heraclea.177 By contrast, both Strabo and Ptolemy use the
spelling ̤̳̩̲̩̕ in their Geographies.178
– Pityoussa Island, misspelled as Π⟨̱⟩̷̼ͅ⟨̽⟩̻̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̺. The singular form suggests that
only one island was considered, most probably Ebusus (modern Ibiza).179 L* has a
value for the island’s longitude that diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the catalogue (ǟǦ°ǡǞ’
rather than ǟǢ°). The value for the island’s latitude is missing.180
The addition of these toponyms (Malaca and Pityoussa) to the manuscript could make
sense in the context of the conquests of Justinian I in the frame of his renovatio imperii.
FromǣǣǠCE onwards, the southern part of the Iberian peninsula, including the Balearic
Islands, lay under the domination of Constantinople.181 Minorca, Mallorca as well as
Ibiza (that is, Pityoussa) were rapidly occupied,182 and Malaca and Carthagena became
the two main political and military cities of the so-called province of Spania.183 One
could, therefore, date the addition of Malaca and Pityoussa to Ptolemy’s list – which
already contained Carthago Nova, Corduba and Gades – to this particular period of
Byzantine domination.184 It would certainly explain this particular reworking, which
176 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǥ.
177 St. Byz. Ethn. s.v. ̩̳̤̲̯̕. Stephanus took this refer-
ence from the epitome of Artemidorus of Ephesus’
Geōgraphoumena, written by Marcian.
178 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
179 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǥ. Although Ptolemy places both
Ophiussa and Ebusus together in the plural form
Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̻̩̱ ̵ῆ̷̻̱, the singular Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̻̩ could also
be used for Ebusus only. See p. ǡǤǞ.
180 Folio ǤǤr, which comprises the Iberian localities,
shows traces of numerous erasures, although they
are not in the area occupied by the latitude of Pity-
oussa Island.
181 Evans ǠǞǞǞ, ǟǦǞ–ǟǦǟ; Vizcaíno Sánchez ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡ–ǥǡ;
Vallejo Girvés ǟǧǧǡ; also Goubert ǟǧǢǣ and Goubert
ǟǧǢǤ.
182 Procopius, Vand. Ǡ.ǣ; see Wood ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǧǢ.
183 Evans ǠǞǞǞ, ǟǦǞ; Wood ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǞǞ–ǡǞǥ. Both these
coastal cities grew in importance aer the loss of
Cordoba, which was taken by the Visigoths in ǣǥǠ
CE. Note that the spelling Σ̸̵̧̩̩̺, which is the
usual name of the Byzantine province of Spania,
is used in L* (Appendix D, l. ǟ). See the so-called
inscription of Comentiolus (ǣǦǧ/ǣǧǞ CE), magister
mil(itum) Spaniae (CIL II ǡǢǠǞ) or Const. Porphyr.,
De adm. imp. Ǡǡ.
184 The province of Spania was taken by the Visigoths
in ǤǠǣ CE but came under Arabic domination in the
eighth century.
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would have occurred in the second half of the sixth century or at the beginning of the
seventh century, and it also corresponds exactly to the hypothesis of A. Tihon, who
shows, on the basis of the chronological tables in L*, that its exemplar must have been a
copy that was made during the reign of Heraclius (ǤǟǞ–ǤǢǟ CE).185
If this hypothesis is correct, it would mean that the Geography and the ‘Table of
Noteworthy Cities’ were available in Constantinople in the sixth to seventh centuries.
A comparison between the coordinates found in the two recensions shows that the lati-
tude of Malaca in L* matches the value in theΩ recension. However, as the diﬀerences
between both recensions concern letters that are frequently confused (L ′/ς ′), it is pos-
sible that a simple misreading occurred at a diﬀerent stage of the transmission process
of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ and the catalogue. Thus, this unique aspect of L* is
not entirely relevant to evaluations of the link between the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’
and the recensions of the Geography.
Ǡ.ǡ Secondary traditions and the recensions of the Geography
Ǡ.ǡ.ǟ The Geography’s journey before Planudes
A masterpiece that ‘lay hidden for countless years’, an intense and arduous quest, the
intervention of the emperor himself, the ﬁnding of an ancient manuscript, an epic
poem written in celebration of the event186 – Maximus Planudes clearly knew how to
orchestrate and publicise his undeniably important ‘rediscovery’ of Ptolemy’s Geogra-
phy. However, Planudes’ dramatic story and the clear absence of Greek manuscripts of
theGeography that predates his activity have tended to eclipse the transmission, diﬀusion
and use of the text and the maps by a number of authors before the so-called Byzantine
rediscovery. Traces of Ptolemy’s Geography and, in particular, its catalogue of localities
can be found in a number of sources and in various forms (lists of toponyms, excerpts,
paraphrases, scholia) before the late thirteenth century.
Ptolemy and hisGeographywere known and used (directly and indirectly) in Alexan-
dria almost continually until the sixth century CE. It is possible that Pappus of Alexan-
dria (early fourth century CE) was able to consult a copy of the Geography,187 while
185 Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǡǟ.
186 See Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧd, ǡǠǤ–ǡǠǧ, and Burri ǠǞǞǡ.
For an overview of Planudes’ scholarship in the
context of the so-called early Palaeologan Renais-
sance, see N. Wilson ǟǧǧǤ, ǠǡǞ–ǠǢǟ, and Fryde ǠǞǞǞ,
ǠǠǤ–ǠǤǥ.
187 Pappus of Alexandria is the author of a Chorography
of the Known World (Χ̷̹̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̲̭̱̲̦̽), which
is thought to have been based on Ptolemy’s Geogra-
phy. The original Greek text of his work has been
lost but an Armenian geographical text, known as
the Exposition of the World (Ašxarhac‘oyc‘), lists Pappus
and Ptolemy among its main sources. The inﬂu-
ence of Ptolemy on the Armenian text, which could
date from the ﬁh or seventh century, is visible, al-
though the information taken from the Geography
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Theon of Alexandria mentions the Geography in his Great Commentary to the Handy Ta-
bles, written in c. ǡǤǢ CE.188 It also seems that Ptolemy and his picture of the oikoumenē
were, in the middle of the sixth century CE, among the topics of the exegetical debate
that took place in Alexandria between John Philoponus and Cosmas Indicopleustes.189
The earliest clues that attest to the presence of Ptolemy’s Geography in Constantino-
ple go back to Marcian of Heraclea, that is, to the ﬁh or sixth century. Material taken
from theGeographywas used in the scholia to Byzantinemanuscripts of Strabo and Plato
as well as in short geographical treatises, some of which had been written several cen-
turies before Planudes. Dionysius’ Periegesis was already popular in the second century
CE: scholia, commentaries and paraphrases became part of its transmission process rel-
atively soon aer it had been written.190 Many of the scholia to Dionysius that have
passed down to us mention and quote Ptolemy, provide paraphrases of some parts of
theGeography and give lists of peoples taken from the catalogue (or themaps). More than
one century before Planudes, in a letter to Theodore Prodromos written in Constantino-
ple around ǟǟǡǣ or ǟǟǢǞ, Michael Italikos supplies a short geographical presentation of
Pamphylia and Syria, in which he quotes Ptolemy’s catalogue almost word for word.191
A few years later, John Tzetzes (c. ǟǟǠǞ – c. ǟǟǦǣ) had access, in Constantinople, to ge-
ographical material taken from Ptolemy’s catalogue that related to southern Iberia, the
British Isles, Moesia (a region to the north of Macedonia and Thrace) as well as Mysia (a
western part of Asia Minor).192 P.Gautier Dalché, who has devoted an important part
of his study on Ptolemy’s Geography to its diﬀusion around the Mediterranean Sea until
Planudes, concludes that ‘the Geographywas quite widely available in several parts of the
empire, whether in its original or derived form’ and has noted that ‘in Byzantium, until
the thirteenth century, the Geography never really faded into oblivion’.193
Some of the sources that used and quoted Ptolemy have already been comprehen-
sively studied, but many of them have not been investigated in connection with the
recensions of Ptolemy’s Geography. In several cases, the transmission of the Geography
to non-Greek speaking milieus (especially to Syriac and Armenian centres of learning)
has been rearranged. See Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb,
ǠǢ–ǡǡ; Hewsen ǟǧǧǠ; Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ.
188 See p. Ǧǥ.
189 In On the Creation of the World (= De opﬁcio mundi)
Ǣ.ǣ, Philoponus quoted, in a discussion on the Nile,
from the Geography (Ǣ.Ǧ.ǡ) and noted that some
scholars had misunderstood the passage by having
read the end of the sentence as ̩ἱ ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̖̭̳̽ ̸̧̯̫̩
(‘the sources of the Nile’), whereas the actual text of
the Geography reads ̩ἱ ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̖̭̳̽ ̴̵̧̳̩̱ (‘the lakes
of the Nile’). The extant manuscripts of the Geogra-
phy rule in Philoponus’ favour. See Inglebert ǠǞǞǟ,
Ǧǣ–ǦǦ, and Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǣǢ–ǣǤ.
190 Counillon ǟǧǧǟ; Ilyushechkina ǠǞǟǞ, Ǡǧǥ–ǡǞǧ.
191 Michael Italikos, Letter to Theodore Prodromos, ed.
Gautier ǟǧǥǠ, ǧǧ–ǟǞǟ. He also took material from
Strabo’s Chrestomathies. See Marcotte ǠǞǟǣ, ǟǞǤ–ǟǟǞ.
192 John Tzetzes, Chil. VIII, ǥǞǞ–ǥǟǢ, and XI, ǦǧǞ–ǧǤǧ.
See Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǦǞ–Ǧǟ.
193 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǦǢ–Ǧǣ: ‘[O]n est conduit
à conclure que la Géographie fut assez largement
disponible en divers lieux de l’Empire, sous forme
originale ou dérivée.’; ‘À Byzance, jusqu’au XIIIe siè-
cle, la Géographie tomba dans un oubli tout relatif.’
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would make a careful study of the recensions’ dissemination particularly arduous, be-
sides requiring advanced ﬂuency in the relevant languages. Nonetheless, an investiga-
tion intoworks such as the SyriacHexaemeron of Jacob of Edessawould contribute greatly
to studies on the history of the Geography’s transmission. The objective of section Ǡ of
this chapter is not to investigate how the text and themaps of theGeographywere dissem-
inated between the time of their creation in Alexandria and the end of the thirteenth
century. Rather, it is to examine whether it is possible to detect, in the secondary tradi-
tions of the text, information that could help us understand the main tradition better,
especially through the roles of the Ξ andΩ recensions of the Geography.194
Ǡ.ǡ.Ǡ Marcian of Heraclea and the oceanic coasts of Iberia
Marcian of Heraclea (ﬁh/sixth centuries CE)195 is the author of three geographical
works that were transmitted, together with other geographical texts, within the so-called
Paris corpus of Minor Greek Geographers, which was certainly compiled by Marcian
himself.196 Marcian’s works are: a Periplous of the Outer Sea, an epitome of Artemidorus
of Ephesus’ Geōgraphoumena and an epitome of the Periplous of the Inner Sea byMenippus
of Pergamon.197
The two-volume Periplous of the Outer Sea has not survived intact: a later editor or
scribe reworked and shortened Marcian’s text, and several folios in the sole extant man-
194 For reasons of time I was compelled to abandon my
plans to present the relevant elements I found in the
writings of Tzetzes and the scholia to Dionysius in
this section. In addition, since the textual history
of Dionysius’ Periegesis, its numerous scholia and
commentaries is so complex and is still being de-
bated, I would not have been able to guarantee that
an analysis of this material would have contributed
to some of the conclusions of this section.
195 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̙ and ̨̦̙̙̓–̨̨̨̦̓. The fact that
Stephanus of Byzantium (sixth century) used Mar-
cian’s three texts indicates that they had been writ-
ten by ǣǡǞ/ǣǤǞ CE. A.Diller ǟǧǣǠ, Ǣǣ–ǢǤ, suggested
that Marcian might have been close to Stephanus’
circle. D.Marcotte ǠǞǞǥa, ǟǥǠ, and B. Altomare
ǠǞǟǡ, ǧ–ǟǣ, take as plausible the hypothesis that
Marcian was the corrector Paphlagoniae (i.e. governor
of Paphlagonia, a region to the north of Anatolia)
mentioned in a letter of Synesius and dated to the
ﬁrst years of the ﬁh century (Synesius, Ep. ǟǟǧ) and
potentially the same Marcian, a scholar active in
Constantinople, whom Synesius had met in person
(Ep. ǟǞǟ, text in Altomare ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠ). F.Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡǣ, thus dates Marcian’s period of activity
to the fourth or ﬁh century, whereas P.Gautier
Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, Ǣǣ, has opted for a wider chronolog-
ical span – between the third and the ﬁh centuries
and possibly the beginning of the sixth century.
196 See p. ǧǧ.
197 Marcian, Epit. Men. Ǣ. The exact nature of Mar-
cian’s work on Menippus’ periplous is unclear. Mar-
cian states: ‘I made an epitome (ἐ̸̷̴̵̱̼۬ ἐ̸̷̱̯̻۩-
̴̵̯) of Artemidorus Ephesius’ eleven books.’ Later
on in the same passage he mentions Menippus’
periplous: ‘I made an edition (ἔ̷̵̲̬̻̱ ἐ̸̷̱̯̻۩̴̵̯)
of [his] three books’ on the basis of a personal re-
vision (̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́) of Menippus’ text. At the end of
the paragraph, though, he refers to ‘two epitomes’,
which must refer to his summaries of the works
of Artemidorus and Menippus. See also Altomare
ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǢ–ǟǣ.
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uscript have been lost.198 In the Periplous, Marcian explains that Ptolemy’s Geography
was one of his sources, and he is full of praise for the work’s author:
We chose to write in two books a periplous of both oceans, the Eastern and
the Western, […] from the Geography of the divine and very erudite Ptolemy
and from the measurements in stadia that Protagoras added to his book about
geography, as well as from many other ancient authors […].199
Marcian gives the impression that he knew the Geography both directly and through
the work of Protagoras – of whom we know very little.200 The beginning of the ﬁrst
volume of the Periplous of the Outer Sea consists of a summary of standard geographical
subjects: the reliability of itinerary measurements, the circumference of the Earth, the
dimensions of the oikoumenē, and so on.201 Then, in contrast to theGeographywith its list
of geographical coordinates, the Periplous goes on to list coastal places and intermediate
distances in stadia, which seem to have been obtained from Ptolemy’s coordinates. The
Periplous’ ﬁrst volume deals with the coasts of the IndianOcean, while the second volume
describes the coasts of the Western Ocean.202 In the ﬁrst volume, the distances are given
in stadia, with numbers rounded up or down, while in the second the values are almost
always given with lower and upper limits, following the style of Protagoras.203
There has beenmuch discussion on the role of Protagoras and hiswork onPtolemy’s
data and on whether Marcian used any texts and/or maps from the Geography when
writing his own texts.204 That Marcian used material from the Geography is evident
when one compares the list of localities of his Periplous of the Outer Sea with Ptolemy’s
catalogue as well as Marcian’s choice of vocabulary.205 P.Gautier Dalché also believes
that it is plausible that Marcian used Ptolemy’s maps.206
As for Marcian’s description of the Iberian peninsula, some features look as if they
were taken from some form of pictorial representation rather than from a catalogue
198 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̨̦; Altomare ǠǞǟǣ. Critical edi-
tion of the Periplous of the Outer Sea in Müller ǟǦǦǠ,
ǣǟǣ–ǣǤǠ.
199 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. ǟ.ǟ: ‘̼ῶ̵ ⟨̬۪⟩ ὠ̵̲̭̩ῶ̵ ἑ̲̩̼۫-
̵̹́ ̷̼ῦ ̼̭ ἑῴ̷̽ ̲̩ۮ ̷̼ῦ ἑ̸̷̧̻̭̹̽ […] ἐ̲ ̼ῆ̺ ̫̭̫̹̩́-
ϕ̧̩̺ ̷̼ῦ ̷̷̰̭̱̼̤̼̽ ̲̩ۮ ̷̻ϕ̷̼̤̼́̽ Π̷̷̴̷̧̼̳̩̽ ἔ̲ ̼̭
̼ῆ̺ Π̷̹̼̩̫̹́̈́̽ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̧̻̼̩̬́ ἄ̵̴̩̭̼̹̦̻̭̺, ڣ̵ ̷̼ῖ̺
̷ἰ̷̧̲̭̱̺ ̼ῆ̺ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩̺ ̷̧̪̱̪̳̱̺ ̸̷̵̹̻̼̥̰̭̱̲̭, ἔ̼̱ ̴̵۬
̲̩ۮ ἕ̵̼̥̹ ̸̵̧̳̭̻̼́ ἀ̵̧̹̩̿́ ἀ̵̬̹ῶ̵, ̼۰̵ ̸̸̷̵̧̭̹̳̽
ἂ̵̩̫̹̤̩̱ ̸̷̴̹̭̱̳̭̰̩̈́ ἐ̵ ̷̧̪̱̪̳̱̺ ̧̬̻̽ […]’
200 According to Photius (Bibliotheca, codex ǟǦǦ), Pro-
tagoras wrote a Geometry (or Measurement) of the
Known World, which contained a ‘description’ (̸̭-
̹̱ۭ̫̯̻̱̺) of the three continents. See also Marcian,
Epit. Men. Ǡ.Ǡ, Ǡ.ǣ and Ǡ.ǡǦ.
201 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. ǟ.ǟ–ǟǞ.
202 The second volume also contains a prologue in
which a number of general subjects are set forth
(Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǟ–ǣ).
203 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǣ.
204 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, Ǣǣ–Ǣǧ.
205 See p. ǟǡǦ and p. ǟǢǡ.
206 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǢǤ: ‘The basis of Marcian’s
work includes the text and the maps of the Geog-
raphy’ (‘La base du travail de Marcien est consti-
tuée par le texte et les cartes de la Géographie’); Ǣǥ:
‘Many passages seem to have been composed from
the maps […].’ (‘De nombreux passages paraissent
composés à partir de cartes […].’)
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of localities. Marcian describes the island of Gades aer his description of the Strait
of Hercules, together with the localities that lie exactly in front of the island, as on a
map.207 In Ptolemy’s catalogue, the coordinates of Gades are relegated to the end of the
list of Baetican localities, that is, aer the coasts, the inland localities and themountains.
Moreover, the island of Londobris, part of the province of Lusitania, is described by
Marcian in a similar way, that is, aer the description of the coast in front of which the
island lies, while Londobris is placed at the end of Ptolemy’s catalogue of Lusitanian
localities.
The way Marcian introduces the islands corresponds, for example, to the practice
used in the Periplous of Ps.-Scylax.208 Typical words or expressions, such as ‘in sailing
forth in the strait’ (ἐ̸̷̵̲̳̥̼̱ ἐ̸ۮ ̼۰̵ ̸̷̴̹̰۰̵) or ‘keeping Iberia to the right’ (̶̵̬̭̱ۨ ̵̼۬
ڤ̸̷̵̭̱̹ ڸ̧̪̭̹̩̺ ἔ̷̵̼̱̿)209, can be found, not only in the periploi, with which Marcian
was familiar, but more generally in most of the geographical literature.210 If Marcian’s
intention had been to transform Ptolemy’sGeography into a periplous, then it would have
mademore sense for him to use the maps rather than the catalogue. However it is worth
noting that not once does Marcian refer to ‘maps’ in the Periplous of the Outer Sea.211
The toponyms employed as well as the distances in stadia calculated from Ptolemy’s
coordinates can be used as relevant points of comparison to determine whether Mar-
cian’s information is related to one of the recensions. The summaries at the end of each
province, where Marcian restates the number of noteworthy features (cities, mountains,
rivers, and so on) and gives the dimensions (width and length) of each province, are not
relevant for the study.212 The diﬀerences between the recensions of the Geography do
not aﬀect the number of geographical features – apart from the number of cities, for
which the omissions are generally balanced between the Ω and Ξ recensions – and so
they cannot be taken to be indicative of the use of one recension or the other in Mar-
cian’s text. Moreover, Marcian’s ﬁgures are frequently at odds with those in Ptolemy’s
catalogue.213
207 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ: ‘In front of these places
[the promontory with the temple of Hera and the
Port of Menestheus] lies the island Gades or Gadeira
in the external Sea, with the city of Gadeira. From
the promontory, where there is the Strait, until the
island Gadeira, there are [no more than] ǠǥǞ stadia,
[no less than] ǠǢǞ stadia.’
208 E.g., Ps.-Scylax ǟǡ and Ǣǥ.
209 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ. The systematic use of the
prepositions ἀ̸̈́ (from) and ̭ἰ̺ (to), which structure
Marcian’s text, are typical of periploi.
210 Compare Marcian’s vocabulary with Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǠǤ and
Mela ǡ.ǡ. Note that Ptolemy does not use periploi
terminology in his Geography, except in the in-
troduction, where he reproduces a description of
the south-eastern coast of Libyē that was taken
from merchants who had sailed to the area (Ge-
ogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǥ–ǟǠ).
211 One hypothesis could be that Protagoras (Marcian’s
source) did use some maps to deduce the distances
between certain points and that Marcian, using the
latter’s work, formatted his description into the style
of a periplous in order to make it conform to his cor-
pus of geographical texts.
212 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǟǞ, ǟǟ, ǟǢ, ǟǣ, ǟǥ and ǟǦ.
213 Marcian notes, e.g., that there are ﬁve ‘noteworthy
mountains’ in Lusitania, whereas there is no men-
tion of any such mountain in the Geography. Mar-
cian also writes that there are ﬁve diﬀerent groups of
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Appendix E lists the Iberian toponyms showing divergent readings in Marcian and
Ptolemy. In several instances, Marcian’s work diﬀers from both the recensions of the
Geography; when both recensions diverge, Marcian’s readings match the Ξ recension in
most of the cases. Thus, as far as the text is concerned, the source (text or map) that was
used for the Periplous is closer to the Ξ recension. The readings for Calpē, Carteia and
the estuary near Asta, as well as the treatment of the Turduli as a people,214 are the most
striking features that link Marcian’s work with the Ξ recension.
Furthermore, some features of the Periplous suggest that its source was a version of
the Geography that predates the bifurcation of the manuscript tradition. The toponym
Ὀ̵̷̵̷̧̪̩̩̱̻̼̹̩̽, despite having been joined together – it should read [ἐ̸ۮ] Ὄ̵̷̵̪̩ ̊ἰ-
̷̵̧̻̼̹̩̽, that is, ‘to Onoba Aestuaria’ – does not repeat the majuscule mistake, which
features in the text and the maps of both recensions of the Geography, in the place name
̷̧̱̻̼̹̩̔̽.
According to Ptolemy’s catalogue, in both theΩ and Ξ recensions, the Baetis River
has only one mouth, although it does refer speciﬁcally to the ‘eastern mouth of the
Baetis’.215 Two mouths are, however, clearly shown on the maps in the UKRO manu-
scripts, and Pomponius Mela, Strabo and Pausanias all mention this characteristic of
the river.216 All these factors strongly suggest that Ptolemy originally supplied the co-
ordinates for a western mouth as well; the omission of the coordinates in the later man-
uscripts could perhaps be attributed to a simple homoioteleuton gap.217 Since both
recensions are aﬀected by this important omission, the error in copying must have oc-
curred before the bifurcation of the manuscript tradition. And as Marcian refers to ‘the
more eastern mouth of the Baetis’,218 it is clear that the reference to the western mouth
of the river was already missing in his source.
A similar case concerns the Anas River: the catalogues of both the Ω and Ξ recen-
sions refer only to ‘themore easternmouth of the Anas River’,219 whereas themaps in the
UKRO manuscripts show two mouths, as do other geographical antique texts.220 The
coordinates of the western mouth must have been lost aer Ptolemy. Marcian mentions
peoples in Baetica, whereas the Geography lists only
four.
214 In theΩ recension, geographical coordinates have
been added to the name Turduli, as if it were a local-
ity, not a people (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ).
215 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ: ̷̧̩̼̱̺̋ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ̼۰ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̱̲۰̵ ̴̻̼̩̈́.
216 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ; Mela ǡ.ǣ; Pausanias, Per. Ǥ.ǟǧ.ǡ.
217 It is also possible, but much less credible, that a later
editor or scribe of the Geography added a western
mouth to the Baetis River. See Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǟǦǞ–ǟǦǟ. Although when he discusses the length of
the oikoumenē, Ptolemy mentions ‘the mouths of the
Baetis’ (ἐ̸ۮ ̼̺ۨ ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̩̼̱̺̋ ἐ̷̲̪̳̺ۨ, Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟǟ),
since the plural form ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ was always used to
designate the mouth of a river, one cannot deﬁnitely
conclude that in this instance Ptolemy was referring
to two mouths.
218 Marcian refers twice to ‘the more eastern mouth’.
See Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ: ̼۰ ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̩̼̱̺̋ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̱-
̷̵̲̼̭̹͆ ̴̻̼̩̈́.
219 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ: ̼۰ ἀ̵̷̷̵̩̼̳̱̲̼̭̹͆ ̴̻̼̩̈́ Ἄ̵̩ ̷̼ῦ ̸̷̼̩-
̴̷ῦ.
220 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ; Avienus, Or. mar. ǠǞǦ.
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only ‘the mouths’ of the Anas and uses ̩ἱ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ rather than ̼۰ ̴̻̼̩̈́.221 Moreover, he
also does not refer speciﬁcally to ‘eastern’ or ‘western’. Nevertheless, the distances given
by Marcian are compatible with Ptolemy’s catalogue, but only if Marcian was referring
to Ptolemy’s eastern mouth.222 Even though the case of the Anas is more ambiguous
than the Baetis, it is likely that the reference to the western mouth of the Anas River was
also already missing in Marcian’s source.
A comparison between Marcian’s distances in stadia and Ptolemy’s coordinates is
more problematic. As ﬁgures are more easily corrupted than text, they are always the
least dependable elements of a textual transmission. Furthermore, only one manuscript
of the Periplous (plus two later apographs) exist, so no comparisons can be made with
other versions to assess and identify occurrences of scribal corruption.223 Marcian al-
most systematically provides values with lower and upper limits, the ranges of which
can be quite large, whereas the diﬀerences between the coordinates in the Ξ and Ω re-
censions are rarely that signiﬁcant – small diﬀerences in the coordinates can be hidden
by the range of distances. Since such a comparison can only be regarded as approximate,
it will not be so straightforward to establish how closely the Periplous resembles the Ξ or
Ω recensions.
Among the twenty-seven values – given with lower and upper limits and expressed
in stadia – that Marcian supplies for Iberia, the recensions are more or less evenly bal-
anced: in sixteen cases the coordinates in both the Ξ andΩ recensions agree with Mar-
cian’s distances, even when the recensions diverge, while the coordinates in both recen-
sions are inconsistent with Marcian’s distances in only three cases. The eight remaining
cases are evenly divided: the coordinates of theΩ recensionmatchMarcian’s values four
times (while the Ξ coordinates are at odds with Marcian’s ﬁgures); and the coordinates
of the Ξ recension agree with Marcian’s values four times (while theΩ coordinates are
incompatible).
Several instances of inconsistencies between the coordinates of the Ξ recension and
Marcian’s values can be easily explained, that is, a simple misreading or scribal error
occurred in X or in the copies from which it depended: L ′ is used instead of ς ′ for the
latitude of Barbesula; the uncommon Lς ′ (ǢǞ’) is used for the latitude of Gades and the
mouth of the Tagus River; and the insertion of a letter (β), which results in µβ γo ′
221 There are four occurrences of ̩ἱ ἐ̷̲̪̳̩ۮ ̷̼ῦ
Ἄ̵̩ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ (‘the mouths of the Anas River’):
Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ–ǟǟ.
222 Marcian estimates that there are between ǟǣǞ and
ǠǟǞ stadia between Onoba and the Anas River,
and ǡǦǞ stadia between the Anas River and Balsa
(Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ and ǟǡ). If one reconstructs
Ptolemy’s coordinates of the western mouth from
the maps, one gets approximately Ǣ°ǟǞ’, ǡǥ°ǡǣ’ using
Ut, and Ǣ°, ǡǥ°ǢǞ’ using Kt. The distance between
the western mouth and Balsa is, in any event, less
than ǠǞǞ stadia, while the distance between the east-
ern mouth and Balsa tallies perfectly with the ǡǦǞ
stadia given.
223 See Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̨̜̙̦–̨̨̨̜̦̙̙.
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a Ξ recension. b Ω recension.
Fig. Ǥ The Strait of Hercules in Ptolemy’s Geography.
(ǢǠ°ǢǞ’) instead of µ γo ′ (ǢǞ°ǢǞ’), for the latitude of Mount Selēnē.224 Two cases where
the coordinates of theΩ recension andMarcian’s values are at variance can be explained
in a similar way.225 However, the other instances, in particular where the coordinates
of the Ω recension are inconsistent with Marcian’s distances, cannot be attributed to
common writing errors.
In addition, the outline of the Strait of Hercules, reconstructed using Marcian’s
distances, is much closer to the Ξ recension than to theΩ recension. In the Ξ recension,
the Strait is remarkably symmetrical and forms a regular channel divided by the parallel
through Rhodes. Only the position of Barbesula, with its angular coastal indentation,
breaks up this regularity (Fig. Ǥa). As suggested above, the latitude of Barbesula in the
Ξ recension probably stems from a copying error, so it is unlikely that Ptolemy drew up
this coastal indentation himself. In contrast to the Ξ recension, the two coasts of the
Strait in theΩ recension (Fig. Ǥb) are asymmetrical, and there is a pronounced, angular
gulf around the city of Baelo, which has created a narrow peninsula, at the tip of which
is located the Temple of Hera. This strikingly diﬀerent coastal feature was brought about
by a group of localities, not by just one place, and so cannot be attributed to a single
copying error.
The distance between Carteia and Barbesula is, according to Marcian, ǟǞǞ stadia,
which is too large to match the coastal indentation formed by Barbesula in the X manu-
script. If one corrects the latitude of Barbesula (to ς ′ instead of L ′), Marcian’s remaining
distances from Carteia to the Temple of Hera correspond well to the Ξ coordinates. By
224 This erroneous reading in manuscript X gives an il-
logical coastline, and so is probably not an authorial
mistake.
225 In theΩ recension, L′ is used instead of ς′ in the
latitude of Mellaria, while ς′ is used instead of L′
in the latitude of the mouth of the Vacua River.
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contrast, the large gulf around Baelo in theΩ recension is totally at variance with Mar-
cian’s values: the distance from Barbesula to Transducta was, according to Marcian, ‘be-
tween ǟǢǣ and ǠǞǞ stadia’, although the distance in theΩ recension manuscripts greatly
exceeds ǠǞǞ stadia; from the city of Baelo to the river of the same name, Marcian gives
a distance of ‘between ǣǞ and ǥǣ stadia’, but there are c. ǠǣǞ stadia according to the Ω
recension; ﬁnally, although Marcian’s ﬁgures seem to be corrupt in the manuscript, the
distance inΩ between Transducta (Iulia Traducta) and Mellaria (less than ǟǞǞ stadia) is
smaller than Marcian’s ﬁgure (between ǟǠǡ and ǟǣǣ stadia).226 Moreover, when Mar-
cian calculates the latitudinal extent of Baetica, he uses both the Temple of Hera and
the city of Baelo as boundary marks for the southern limit of Iberia,227 which is only
understandable from the point of view of the Ξ conﬁguration.
Marcian writes that, for his Periplous of the Outer Sea, he relied above all on Ptolemy
and Protagoras, who also worked on the Geography. Thus, the Ptolemaic material used
in Marcian’s Periplous dates back to a primary as well as a secondary source. Since it
is impossible to know what Marcian borrowed from Protagoras, there will always be
an element of uncertainty about this secondary source. However, let us postulate that
all the Ptolemaic source(s) in question correspond to one version of the Geography: the
latter is closer to the Ξ recension than to the Ω recension as far as the text and the
distances are concerned. Apart from a few rare exceptions,228 there are no typical Ω
features in the Periplous. Marcian’s text has characteristics that are common to Ξ and
to Ω (the omission of river mouths, for example), but there are also two features in
Marcian’s text – the toponymic spellings mentioned above and the appearance of the
Strait of Hercules – that seem closer to Ptolemy’s original work than to the recensions.
I propose, therefore, the following hypothesis: Marcian’s source used a copy of
Ptolemy’s Geography, the text of which was already slightly corrupt; Marcian’s version of
the Geography might very well have corresponded to the Ξ recension at an earlier stage
of transmission than manuscript X’s exemplar; it is also plausible that the bifurcation of
the tradition post-dates Marcian’s version of the Geography.
Ǡ.ǡ.ǡ Ptolemy’s Geography in the corpus of Minor Greek Geographers
Among the collection of texts that is generally known as the Minor Greek Geographers,
several late antique texts contain references to Ptolemy and his Geography. The works
226 As Marcian’s ﬁgures were generally rounded up or
down to ﬁve stadia, the ﬁgure ‘ǟǠǡ stadia’ is decid-
edly strange.
227 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǟǞ.
228 For example, Marcian’s work and theΩ recension
both have the correct reading for the cognomen of
the Bastuli (̼ῶ̵ ̷̴̵̵̲̩̳̥̽́ Π̷̱̯ῶ̵), while man-
uscript X has ̼ῶ̵ ̷̴̵̵̲̩̳̥̽́ ڸ̵̵̼́ͅ, because of a
majuscule mistake (Π/̒Τ) and a divergent iotacism
(̷̱/̽). The other instance where Marcian’s work and
theΩ recension are more accurate than Ξ is a sim-
ple divergent iotacism in the X manuscript of Οې̹̲̭̱
and Οې̹̲̯. See table E.
ǧǧ
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of the ‘Minor Greek Geographers’ were transmitted in two medieval corpora, which
comprise separate texts: the so-called Paris corpus, which was certainly compiled before
the sixth century, and the Heidelberg corpus, which was compiled in the ninth century
in Constantinople.229 Since the oldest witnesses of these corpora are quite early (they
date from the ninth and thirteenth centuries), they provide invaluable information on
Ptolemy’s indirect tradition. Marcian of Heraclea’s works, discussed in section Ǡ.ǡ.Ǡ,
were passed down in the Paris corpus, of which he was certainly the original editor.230
The rest of this subsection investigates three texts from the Heidelberg corpus: the Hy-
potypōsis, the Diagnōsis and the Chrestomathies from Strabo.
The Hypotypōsis
One of the works transmitted in the Heidelberg corpus is an anonymous geographical
treatise entitled Ὕ̸̷̸̼̻̱̺ͅ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩̺ ἐ̵ ἐ̸̷̴̱̼ῇ (Synopsis of Geography), which is usu-
ally abbreviated toHypotypōsis.231 It consists of a compilation of a variety of geographical
data on the oikoumenē and can be divided into six main parts: a description of the three
continents, their countries and peoples (Hypotypōsis ǟ–ǠǤ); a thematic classiﬁcation of
noteworthy islands, mountains and rivers (Ǡǥ–ǡǟ); a description of the Indian Ocean
(ǡǠ–ǡǤ); a description of a wind rose with a diagram (ǡǥ–ǡǦ); a compilation of the di-
mensions of the oikoumenē and its seas (ǡǧ–ǢǢ); and a description of the ocean and of
the diﬀerent parts of the Mediterranean Sea (Ǣǣ–ǣǡ).
Although the author of the Hypotypōsis took important material from Strabo and
Ptolemy, he also clearly referred to many other sources, in particular other texts on nat-
ural history and typical mirabilia. Ptolemy’s maps were certainly consulted to compose
the treatise.232 I cannot go into any detail here about the geographical information in
the Hypotypōsis, its links with Ptolemy’s Geography and with the texts of the other Minor
Greek Geographers; as the basis of my comments I have used F. Mittenhuber’s compre-
hensive commentary and his critical edition of the Hypotypōsis.233
229 I prefer to use the names devised by D.Marcotte
ǠǞǞǠ rather than the corpus A and corpus D used
in Diller ǟǧǣǠ, where A and D designate the main
manuscripts of both corpora. The relationships be-
tween Ptolemy’s Geography and the corpora have
not yet been examined in detail, but such a study
would be of great value. The ‘Heidelberg corpus’
of geographers belongs to the so-called Philosoph-
ical Collection (the manuscript family related to
the Parisinis gr. ǟǦǞǥ); see section Ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ and Pontani
ǠǞǟǣ, ǡǡǟ–ǡǢǢ. F. Ronconi ǠǞǟǡ has, however, re-
cently proposed that one should reject the idea of a
unique collection, stating that three diﬀerent groups
can be diﬀerentiated from these manuscripts, and
that they were all produced independently.
230 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̦̙̙̓–̨̨̦̙̙̓; Altomare ǠǞǟǣ, ǟǢ–ǟǣ.
231 The text can be found in the Palatinus Heidelber-
gensis gr. ǡǧǦ and the Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ
codices. In addition, some excerpts from the Hy-
potypōsis can be found in two manuscripts (of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) of Constantine
Porphyrogennetos’ text De thematibus, which was
written in the tenth century. See Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ,
̨̜–̨̜̙, and Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟb.
232 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǠ–ǥǤ.
233 Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟb.
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There are a few toponyms in the Hypotypōsis that can be compared with the equiva-
lent place names in the recensions of Ptolemy’s Geography. Among the peoples of Libyē
and Aithiopia given in the Hypotypōsis, one ﬁnds the ‘Girrhoi’, the reading of which is
quite close to the Ξ recension, while theΩ reading is markedly diﬀerent.234 To a lesser
extent, the readings in theHypotypōsis for the ‘Blemmyes’, the ‘Attiroi’ and the ‘Katoipoi’
are also slightly closer to the Ξ recension than to theΩ recension.235 Furthermore, there
are cases where theHypotypōsis gives readings that diﬀer slightly from both recensions of
theGeography, but it is diﬃcult to establish whether theHypotypōsis readings are closer to
Ptolemy’s original than to the two recensions. In summary, although there is little evi-
dence, theHypotypōsis shows toponymic characteristics that are closer to the Ξ recension
of Ptolemy’s Geography than to the manuscripts of theΩ recension.
The redaction of the Hypotypōsis cannot be precisely dated. Since it includes a sen-
tence taken almost word for word from Marcian’s Periplous of the Outer Sea,236 one can
reasonably assume that the Hypotypōsis was written aer Marcian, that is, not earlier
than the ﬁh or sixth century. The date of the Palatinus Heidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ codex
(second half or the last quarter of the ninth century) provides a terminus ante quem.237
The Diagnōsis
Another shorter anonymous treatise of the Heidelberg corpus238 is entitled ̱̍۩̵̫̻̱̺́
ἐ̵ ἐ̸̷̴̱̼ῇ ̼ῆ̺ ἐ̵ ̼ῆ̺ ̻ϕ̧̩̹ᾳ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩̺ (Abridged Exposition on the Drawing of the Earth
on a Sphere). The text gives the dimensions of the oikoumenē, some elements about the
motion and position of the Sun relative to the Earth and, at the end, a list of parallel
circles. The treatise is presented as a lesson, dedicated to a friend or a student,239 and
contains four diagrams, which are discussed in the main text. The author’s main source
234 Hypotypōsis ǟǤ: ̷̧̹̹̱̌; Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǟǤ: ̷̧̫̫̱̌ X, Π̹̽-
̷̧̹̩̱Ω.
235 Hypotypōsis ǟǦ: ̴̴̳̥̭̺̋̽; Geogr. Ǣ.ǥ.ǡǟ: ̴̴̳̥̭̺̋̽
XVRA, ̴̵̳̥̭̺̋̽ UK. Hypotypōsis ǟǦ: ̷̸̷̤̼̱̱̓; Ge-
ogr. Ǣ.ǥ.ǡǢ: ̸̷̧̩̬̓́ X, ̷̩̬̓ῦ̸̷̧Ω. Hypotypōsis ǟǦ:
Ἄ̷̼̼̭̹̱; Geogr. Ǣ.ǥ.Ǡǧ: Ἄ̷̼̼̱̹̱ X, Ἄ̸̷̱̹̱Ω.
236 Cf. Hypotypōsis ǡǤ with Marcian, Per. mar. ext. ǟ.ǧ.
237 Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟb; Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̨̙̦. Since
the Hypotypōsis and the Chrestomathies from Strabo
combine material taken from Strabo and Ptolemy,
A.Diller ǟǧǣǠ, ǟǞǟ, proposed that both texts were
produced in a similar context – in the milieu that
produced the Parisinus gr. ǟǦǞǥ and the Palatinus
Heidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ – and so can be dated to the
second half of the ninth century.
238 Atypically, the Diagnōsis is not included in the Palat-
inus Heidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ, which is the principal
witness of the Heidelberg corpus. This treatise was
originally part of the Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ, but
the latter was divided up in the nineteenth century
and the text of the Diagnōsis transferred to the folios
preserved in the Parisinus suppl. gr. ǢǢǡ A (f. ǟǞ).
The Diagnōsis can also be found in the Cantabrigien-
sis Bibl. Univ. Gg. II. ǡǡ, ﬀ. ǟǠǢr–ǟǠǣ, an apograph
of the Vatopedinus, which was copied in the ǟǣǡǞs
and in which the Diagnōsis was (incorrectly) at-
tributed to Agathemerus. See Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̓–̨̙̓.
Greek editions are given in: GGMǠ, ǢǦǦ–Ǣǧǡ; Diller
ǟǧǢǡ, ǢǞ–ǢǤ; and Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟa.
239 Diagnōsis ǟ: ‘We decided to summarise the whole
material so that you, my dearest friend (۞ ϕ̵̧̳́ ἄ-
̹̱̻̼̭), keep in mind what you also received from us
viva voce.’ Unlike Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟa, I understand
۞ ϕ̵̧̳́ ἄ̹̱̻̼̭ to mean ‘my dearest friend’ and not
‘my dear Philo’. See Diller ǟǧǢǡ, ǢǦ, and Marcotte
ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜̙.
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was ‘Ptolemy, a skilful man’ (ὁ ̵̼̭̱̲̿۰̺ Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺), who is mentioned in the incipit of
the text as well as in the introduction to the list of parallel circles. Material was clearly
borrowed from the Geography (especially Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ and ǥ.ǣ.ǟǣ) and perhaps also from
the Almagest or the Handy Tables, but the Diagnōsis also includes information that was
not taken from Ptolemy.
The text and the diagrams of the Diagnōsis are worth studying in their own right,
especially concerning the work’s sources and its context of production. Several obser-
vations can be made regarding the nature of the text and/or the map(s) of the Geography
that were used by the author of the Diagnōsis. The latter’s list of parallel circles includes
some geographical references that do not appear in Ptolemy’s list (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ), although
the additional information can be found in manuscript A and, by a later hand, in man-
uscript V, as well as in the Almagest.240 There are also slight diﬀerences between the
latitudes of these parallels and those of the Geography: in one instance, the Diagnōsis has
the same latitude values as manuscripts U and K, but the values diﬀer frommanuscripts
VRXA;241 in a second instance, the Diagnōsis has the same values as manuscripts UKRA,
but these values diﬀer from manuscripts V and X.242
Furthermore, the Diagnōsis supplies the values for the longitudinal extent of the
oikoumenē as measured along the parallels through Meroē, Syēnē, Rhodes and Thulē.
These distances in stadia were based either on the text of the Geography (ǥ.ǣ.ǟǣ) and/or
on Ptolemy’s world map. It is important to note that the passage of the Geography that
gives these distances is extremely corrupt in the Ξ recension.243 Regarding the longitu-
dinal extent of the oikoumenē that was measured along the parallels through Meroē and
Syēnē, the Diagnōsis contains the same ﬁgures as the manuscripts of the Ω recension.
The longitudinal extent measured along the parallel through Rhodes in the Diagnōsis
(ǥǠ ǞǞǞ stadia) is the same as in manuscripts U and K, whereas manuscripts V and R
give ǥǠ ǦǟǠ stadia.244 This length of ǥǠ ǞǞǞ stadia is given in another passage of the
Geography (ǟ.ǠǢ.Ǥ), with which all the manuscripts are in agreement. Finally, the longi-
tudinal extentmeasured along the parallel through Thulē is ǢǞ ǦǣǢ stadia in theDiagnōsis
240 The Diagnōsis (ǟǣ) includes ‘through the Hellespont’,
which was added to the ǟǠth main parallel in the
list, as do manuscripts A and Vǟ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǟǡ) and
the Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǡ. The Diagnōsis also includes ‘through
Byzantium’, which was added to the ǟǡth parallel,
as does manuscript A (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǟǢ), and ‘through
the middle of Pontus’, added to the ǟǢth parallel in
the list, as do manuscript Vǟ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǟǣ) and
the Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǣ. Finally, like manuscript Vǟ (Ge-
ogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǟǤ) and the Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǥ, the ǟǣth parallel
of the Diagnōsis contains ‘through the Borysthenes’.
241 Diagnōsis ǟǢ: κζ L′ (like UUtKKt); manuscripts
VRXA have κζ Lς′ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.Ǧ).
242 Diagnōsis ǟǣ: να (like UUtKKtRRtA); manuscripts
V and X have να L′ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǟǥ).
243 The scribe of Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǟǣ in manuscript X obvi-
ously had trouble reading his exemplar, since his
hand was clearly hesitant when writing the ﬁgures
(but not the text). Moreover, two diﬀerent and later
hands corrected this passage, following one or sev-
eralΩ copies. See manuscript X, f. ǟǤǣv, col. Ǡ.
244 The original reading in manuscript X (f. ǟǤǣv, col Ǡ,
l. ǟǡ) was also ǥǠ ǦǟǠ stadia, but the ﬁgure was later
corrected to ǥǠ ǞǞǞ stadia.
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and in manuscripts UKR, whereas V and A give ǢǞ ǞǞǞ stadia.245 It is also worth noting
that the Diagnōsis uses Σ̵̦̯̽ for the spelling of the city of Syēnē, which is the version
employed throughout theΩ recension.246
To sum up, the Diagnōsis is clearly closer to the Ω recension of the Geography than
to the Ξ recension.247 It should be remembered that manuscripts U and K are part
of the so-called ∆ group of the Geography’s manuscripts. Since the Diagnōsis has the
same readings as U and K in several cases, P. Schnabel concluded that this treatise was
based on a version of the Geography that belonged to the ∆ group.248 More recently, this
hypothesis has been defended by F.Mittenhuber, who believes that the author of the
Diagnōsis did consult some of Ptolemy’s maps.249
The date of the Diagnōsis is still open to debate. P. Schnabel conjectured that it
was written during Late Antiquity (in the ﬁh or sixth centuries),250 whereas A.Diller
opted for a later date – not before the ninth century and possibly as late as the thirteenth
century – and thought it likely that its redaction was carried out in Planudes’ circle (thus
the end of the thirteenth century): the work’s language and form of didactic exposition
are not incompatible with the style of Planudes.251 There are some codicological and
palaeographical features which could indicate that the redaction of the Diagnōsis was,
in fact, carried out only shortly before the Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ was compiled. As
previouslymentioned, theDiagnōsiswas not part of the PalatinusHeidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ
(the main witness of the Heidelberg corpus) but was originally contained within the
Vatopedinus, where it was placed before its table of contents. The Diagnōsis’ folio does
245 The original number in manuscript X (f. ǟǤǣv, col. Ǡ,
l. Ǧ) is not clearly legible. The main scribe wrote ̴̽-
̵̧̹̩̬́∆ (‘forty thousands’) but the letters that fol-
low are open to interpretation. I read: ωκ ̴(̷̧̹̩̺)
πδ γo, although this does not really make any
sense. Beneath the last ﬁgures of this extract is a
row of dots, which might have been inserted by the
main scribe, indicating that he was unsure about the
ﬁgure. The reading ‘ǢǞ ǦǣǢ’ was completed later by
a second hand.
246 See p. Ǥǣ.
247 On a philological level, there are some nuances to
this hypothesis. The Diagnōsis’ length along the
Thulē parallel also appears in manuscript R and
the Diagnōsis’ rounded value of ǥǠ ǞǞǞ stadia might
have stemmed from a misreading or from another
passage of the Geography. Moreover, information on
the klimata can be found in the Handy Tables and in
the Almagest as well as on Ptolemy’s maps.
248 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǡ–ǣǢ. See also Diller ǟǧǢǟ.
249 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡǤ and ǡǣǤ; Mittenhuber
ǠǞǟǟa. The main argument is that, in the list of
parallels, the author of the Diagnōsis refers to the
klimata, which only appear on the world maps of
the Geography in manuscripts U and K (Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡǤ).
250 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǣǡ–ǣǢ. This hypothesis was also
put forward by Fischer ǟǧǡǠ, ǢǡǤ–ǢǢǠ, and Wolska-
Conus ǟǧǥǡ, Ǡǣǧ–Ǡǥǡ. The latter saw in the Diagnō-
sis a direct answer to the cosmological theories of
the sixth-century Cosmas Indicopleustes, and be-
lieved that it was possibly produced by someone in
the circle of John Philoponus.
251 Diller ǟǧǢǡ, ǢǦ: ‘In the case of the Diagnosis the lan-
guage seems to me to indicate the mediaeval period,
in the ninth century or later.’ In particular, the salu-
tation ‘my dearest friend’ (۞ ϕ̵̧̳́ ἄ̹̱̻̼̭) can also
be found in a letter written by Planudes. See Treu
ǟǦǧǤ, ǣǣ. Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǠ, also thinks that
a redaction carried out in Planudes’ circle is plau-
sible, whereas F.Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǟa believes that
the work could have been carried out in the circle of
Photius in the ninth century.
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not exhibit any scholion, contrary to the other texts (written by the same hand as the
Diagnōsis) that show abundant marginal commentaries in the manuscript. Thus, it is
plausible that the Diagnōsis was added to the Heidelberg corpus at a later date.
Moreover, the Diagnōsis and the ∆ group of Ptolemy’s Geography are closely related
to Planudes’ circle. The Vatopedinus codex contains manuscript L of the Geography
(an apograph of manuscript U) as well as a manuscript of Strabo’s Geography, whose
direct exemplar was also the exemplar of the late thirteenth-century Parisinus gr. ǟǡǧǡ.
A.Diller demonstrated that Planudes owned the Parisinus gr. ǟǡǧǡ.252 Furthermore, the
same handwas involved in copying the Parisinus gr. ǟǡǧǡ andmanuscript K of Ptolemy’s
Geography. D.Marcotte has thus concluded that the scribes of the Vatopedinus codex
must have had access to manuscripts of Strabo’s and Ptolemy’s works (related to the ∆
group) and that these manuscripts came from the same library, possibly the library of
Planudes and his students.253
The author of theDiagnōsis, who used the works of both Ptolemy and Strabo, could,
therefore, have found his sources in the same collection ofmanuscripts that was available
to the scribes working on other parts of the Vatopedinus codex. This would explain the
links between the Diagnōsis and the ∆ group of Ptolemy’s Geography. Thus, I would
be inclined to date the redaction of the Diagnōsis, which I deduce was carried out in
Planudes’ circle, to the late thirteenth century.
The Chrestomathies from Strabo
The Chrestomathies (Chrest.) is the name given to a collection of Ǧǡǧ excerpts from
Strabo’sGeography that was transmitted in the Heidelberg corpus.254 A.Diller suggested
that the Chrestomathieswas produced by the circle of Photius (c. ǦǟǞ – c. Ǧǧǡ), that is, not
much earlier than the copy of the Palatinus Heidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ itself (executed in
the second half or the last quarter of the ninth century).255 D.Marcotte has also noted
that each of Strabo’s excerpts begins with ۅ̼̱ and is numbered, which follows the style
of Photius’ Bibliotheca.256
The compiler of the Chrestomathies added several external references and details to
Strabo’s text, and mentions Ptolemy in three paragraphs. In Chrest. ǟǥ.ǣǞ, for example,
a reference is made to Ptolemy because his drawing of Libyē (the African continent)
252 Diller ǟǧǡǥ, Ǡǧǥ–ǠǧǦ. See also Aujac and Lasserre
ǠǞǞǡ, ̨̨̜̙̙.
253 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̙̦̓.
254 The text (under the title Χ̷̴̹̯̻̰۩̰̭̱̩̱ ἐ̲ ̼ῶ̵ Σ̼̹۩-
̷̵̪̺́ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲ῶ̵) is to be found in the Palatinus
Heidelbergensis gr. ǡǧǦ, in the Athous Vatopedinus
Ǥǣǣ and in the Parisinus graecus ǟǤǡǞ, which was
produced by the circle of Planudes: Marcotte ǠǞǞǥa,
ǟǤǦ. A shorter, rearranged version of the Chrest. can
be found in the thirteenth-century Parisinus grae-
cus ǣǥǟ. See also Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜̙̙̙–̨̜̦, Marcotte
ǠǞǟǣ and Radt ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǢǟ–ǠǢǠ.
255 Diller ǟǧǣǢ, Ǣǧ–ǣǞ.
256 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜̙̦.
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diﬀers so much from that of Strabo, who compares the continent to a triangle with a
right angle. The other two mentions of Ptolemy are more detailed:
– Chrest. Ǡ.ǠǤ: ‘According to Strabo, the western side of Mauretania (which lies on the
ocean-side) begins at the Pillars and inclines toward the east and the south, ends at
themeridian throughCarthage and [at] the parallel through theCinnamōmophore;
this [meridian] lies, according to Ptolemy, ǡǢ°ǟǣ’ in longitude from the western end
[of the oikoumenē].’257
– Chrest. ǥ.ǣǞ: ‘Ptolemy says that the northern side of Macedonia is a line running
through the Bertiskos and Skardos and Orbēlos mountains, on the east through
the middle of Propontis, on the west until the mouth of the Drilōn River, which
ﬂows from the Bertiskos Mountains; to the north of these mountains and of this
line would lie Illyricum and Thrace.’258
In the ﬁrst passage the redactor uses Ptolemy’s value for the longitude of Carthage,
which is, according to the Chrestomathies, ǡǢ°ǟǣ’.259 However, the catalogue of the Ge-
ography gives a value of ǡǢ°ǣǞ’ in all the manuscripts, as does the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’.260 In Book Ǧ of the Geography, the Ξ recension states that Carthage lies ǟ 3
4
hours
to the west of Alexandria, which should correspond to a value of ǡǢ°ǟǣ’ from the merid-
ian through the Fortunate Isles.261 The manuscripts of theΩ recension give a diﬀerent
ﬁgure (ǟ 2
3
hours, hence ǡǣ° from the Fortunate Isles). Given the format of the longitude
in theChrest. (which is in degrees, not in hours), onewould deduce that the author of the
Chrest. referred to the catalogue of the Geography or to the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’,
and not to Book Ǧ, although the value in degrees does match Book Ǧ of the Geography
in the Ξ recension.
The Geography and the Chrest. have the same readings for the Bertiskos and the
Skardon mountains, which are mentioned in the second passage.262 Diﬀerent kinds
of iotacism for the proper nouns Mount Orbēlos and the Drilōn River appear in the
257 Chrest. Ǡ.ǠǤ: Ὅ̼̱ ̲̩̼ۨ Σ̵̼̹̤̪̩́ ڡ ̬̼̱̲̽۬ ̸̳̭̹̽ۨ ̼ῆ̺
̵̧̩̹̱̼̩̩̺̽̕ ڡ ̸̵̧̩̹̲̭̩̼̱̺́, ἀ̶̴̵̹̩̥̯ ἀ̸۰ Σ̼̯̳ῶ̵
̲̩ۮ ̸̹۰̺ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̺ۨ ̲̩ۮ ̵̷̵̼̈́ ̵̷̧̲̳̻̩̽, ̲̩̼̩̳̦̫̭̱ ἐ̱̺
̼۰̵ ̬̱ۨ ̵̷̩̹̯̬̺̓̿̈́ ̴̴̵̭̻̯̪̹̱۰̵ ̼ῆ̺ ̵̵̴̴̷̱̩̓́ϕ̷̹̈́̽
̸̷̵̩̹̤̳̳̯̳· ۅ̻̼̱̺ ̲̩̼ۨ Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̵ ἀ̸̥̭̱̿ ̷̼ῦ ̬̼̱̽-
̷̲ῦ ̸̷̥̹̩̼̺ ̴̹̱̩̈́ λδ δ′ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴ῆ̷̲̺.
258 Chrest. ǥ.ǣǞ: Ὅ̼̱ Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺ ̴̵۪ ̼۰ ̼ῆ̺ ̷̵̧̩̲̭̬̩̺̕
̷̵̪̹̭̱̈́ ̸̥̹̩̺ ̭ڶ̵̩̱ ̳̥̫̭̱ ̵̼۬ ̴̴̵̫̹̩۬ ̵̼۬ ̬̱ۨ ̧̭̹̼̋-
̷̻̲̽ ۄ̷̹̺̽ ̲̩ۮ Σ̷̲̤̹̬̽ ̲̩ۮ Ὀ̷̹̪̦̳̽ ἐ̷̴̵̲̪̩̳̳̥̯,
̸̹۰̺ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̺ۨ ̴̵۪ ἕ̺́ ̴̥̻̯̺ ̼ῆ̺ Π̷̸̷̵̷̧̹̼̬̺, ̸̹۰̺
̴̬̻̺̽ۨ ̬۪ ἕ̺́ ̼ῶ̵ ἐ̷̲̪̳ῶ̵ ̵̷̧̹̳̺̍́ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ̷̼ῦ ἐ̲
̷̼ῦ ̷̧̭̹̼̻̲̋̽ ۄ̷̹̺̽ ἀ̵̷̵̷̧̻̼̺̿, ڵ̵̩ ̼ۨ ̷̪̹̭̱̼̭̹̩̈́
̼ῶ̵ ὄ̵̹̥ ̷̵̼̼́ͅ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῆ̺ ̴̴̫̹̩ῆ̺ ̼̩̼̯̺ͅ ᾖ ̼ۨ ̴̵۪
ڸ̳̳̹̱̲̽ۨ, ̼ۨ ̬۪ ̹̑ᾴ̲̭̱̩·
259 The pronoun ۅ̻̼̱̺ used in the text refers very prob-
ably to ̼۰̵ ̬̱ۨ ̵̷̩̹̯̬̺̓̿̈́ ̴̴̵̭̻̯̪̹̱۰̵, although
the passage is somewhat ambiguous. Despite its am-
biguity, one should certainly regard this longitude
value (̲̩̼ۨ ̴ῆ̷̲̺) as having been counted from the
meridian of the Fortunate Isles.
260 Geogr. Ǣ.ǡ.ǥ; ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, ǟǠ.ǟ.
261 Geogr. Ǧ.ǟǢ.ǣ. See Stückelberger and Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǥǥ.
262 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǤ.ǟ, Ǡ.ǟǤ.Ǥ, ǡ.ǧ.ǟ and ǡ.ǟǡ.ǟǦ–ǟǧ.
ǟǞǣ
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Chrest. and in the Geography.263 On two occasions, manuscript X has the same reading
as the Chrest. for the Drilōn River, of which one diverges from the Ω recension, but
one cannot associate the Chrest. unreservedly to either one or other of the recensions
on the basis of these iotacisms alone. In addition, the borders of Macedonia, which
are described in Chrest. ǥ.ǣǞ, do not correspond to the boundary marks provided by the
catalogue.264 The description of Macedonia’s northern border in the Chrest. only makes
sense if one considers Ptolemy’s ninthmap of Europe: an imaginary line on hismap that
would run from the mouth of the Drilōn River in the west and would then go through
the Bertiskos, Skardos and Orbēlos mountains until the middle of Propontis in the east
can, in fact, be considered to be the boundary between Macedonia (in the south) and
Illyricum and Thrace (in the north).265
In summary, the geographical material that the compiler of the Chrestomathies bor-
rowed from Ptolemy seems not to have come directly from the catalogue of localities,
at least as we know it. The use of some of Ptolemy’s maps explains both the descrip-
tion of Macedonia’s borders (which diﬀers from the catalogue’s description) and the
reference to the general shape of the African continent.266 However, the Chrestomathies
from Strabo cannot be unreservedly linked with one of the recensions of the catalogue
of localities, although the collection does seem slightly closer to the Ξ than to the Ω
recension.
Ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ Ancient scholia on manuscripts of Strabo and Plato
A few ancient scholia refer explicitly to Ptolemy and the Geography: one is to be found
in a manuscript of Strabo,267 two among the scholia vetera to Plato – a scholion to the
263 Chrest. Ǡ.ǠǤ: [̷̼ῦ] Ὀ̷̹̪ۭ̳̽; Geogr. ǡ.ǟǟ.ǟ: [̷̼ῦ] Ὀ̹̪ۯ-
̷̳̽ UKRA, Ὀ̷̹̪ۭ̳̽ V, Ὀ̹̪۳̷̳̽ X. The other men-
tion (Geogr. ǡ.ǧ.ǟ) has the same reading – ἐ̸ۮ ̼۰ Ὄ̹-
̷̵̪̯̳ ۄ̷̹̺ – in all the manuscripts. Chrest. Ǡ.ǠǤ:
[̷̼ῦ] ̹̍ۯ̵̷̳̺́; Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǤ.ǣ: [̷̼ῦ] ̹̍۳̵̷̳̺́ UK,
̹̍ۯ̵̷̳̺́ codd. cett. Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǤ.Ǥ: ὁ ̹̍ۯ̵̳́ X, ̹̭̍ۯ-
̵̳́Ω.
264 According to Ptolemy, Macedonia was bordered
on the west by the coastal city of Dyrrhachion (or
Epidamnos) to the mouth of the Keldynos River,
on the south by the Keldynos River to the Maliac
Gulf via the Pindus and Mount Oitē, on the east by
the Maliac Gulf to the mouth of the Nessus River
(Geogr. ǡ.ǟǡ.Ǡ) and on the north by a point on the
Adriatic coast that is south of Lissus and that runs
to the mouth of the Nessus River via the Skardon,
the Orbēlos and the Pangaion mountain ranges (Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.ǟǤ.ǟ, ǡ.ǧ.ǟ and ǡ.ǟǟ.ǟ).
265 Note that the mouth of the Drilōn River is one of
the last points on the Adriatic coast of Illyricum
before Macedonia and that the Bertiskos mountain
range lies to the north of Macedonia, not far from
Mount Orbēlos. On the map of manuscript K, the
northern mountains of Macedonia have been drawn
so that they appear connected.
266 This is also the opinion of P.Gautier Dalché
ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǦ–ǥǧ, who quotes other passages of the
Chrest. where the inﬂuence of Ptolemy’s Geography
is apparent.
267 The scholion to Strabo’s Geography (ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ) is found
in the Parisinus gr. ǟǡǧǥ (second half of the tenth
century), f. Ǧr: ۅ̼̱ ̷̼ῦ ̴̷̭̫̤̳̽ Π̷̴̷̳̥̽ [sic cod.
Π̷̴̷̧̼̳̭̩̽ conj. Kramer] ̸̷̵̹̫̭̥̻̼̭̹̺̈́ ἐ̵̻̼̱ ὁ
̻̫̫̹̩̽ϕ̭̺ͅ, ἀ̳̳⟨ۨ ̲̩ۮ⟩ ̵̷̧̩̹̽̕ ̷̼ῦ Τ̷̧̹̽̽· ̷ὐ ̫̹ۨ
̴̴̵̥̯̼̩̱ ̩ὐ̼ῶ̵. (‘This author [i.e. Polemon] is older
than the great Polemon but [also older] than Mari-
nus of Tyre. [Strabo] does not mention him [here].’);
ǟǞǤ
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Republic268 and to the Ion – and one in the Periplous of the Euxine Sea (Eux.).269 In addition,
Proclus’ ﬁh-century Commentary on the Timaeus contains a reference to Ptolemy, which
was later recorded in a scholion to Plato’s Timaeus.270
The scholion to Plato’s Ion (ǣǡǡd) quotes the catalogue very precisely and thus allows
a comparison to be made with the recensions of the Geography. It is found in two of the
main manuscripts of Plato’s works: the Venetus Marcianus gr. IV.ǟ (coll. ǣǢǠ) from the
middle of the tenth century (manuscript T) and the Vindobonensis suppl. gr. ǥ from the
late eleventh century (manuscript W).271 The scholion comments on ‘the stone which
Euripides named “magnetic” and that most people call Heraclean stone’. The scholiast
stated:
Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺ ὁ ̴̥̫̩̺ ἐ̵ ̮ʼ ̼ῶ̵ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲ῶ̵ ὑϕ̵̯̫̦̻̭͆ ϕ̯̻̱ ̲̩̼ۨ ̵̼۬ ἐ̲̼۰̺ ̤̫̌-
̷̫̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ڸ̵̵̬̱̲۬ [[ۅ̼̱]] ̴̭̼ۨ ̲̩ۮ ἄ̳̳̩̺ ̵̼̱̺ۨ ̵̷̦̻̺̽ Σ̵̩̼̹́ͅ ̭ڶ̵̩̱ ̼̹̭ῖ̺, ̵۟
̷̼۲̺ ἐ̵̷̷̱̲ῦ̵̼̩̺ ̷ὐ̹̺ۨ ἔ̵̭̱̿ ὁ̸̷̧̩̺ ̬̱̩̫̹̤ϕ̷̻̱̽ ̼ῶ̵ Σ̵̩̼̹́ͅ. ϕ̷̵̥̹̼̩̱ ̬۪ ̵̻̽-
̭̭̿ῖ̺ ̲̩ۮ ἄ̳̳̩̱ ̬̥̲̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̱ ̷̴̵̲̩̳̭̩̱ͅ ̵̩̱̳̩̱̈́̕, ἐ̵ ڋ̱̺ ϕ̩̻̱ ̼ۨ ̷̻̱̬̯̹ῦ̺ ἔ̷̵̼̩̿
ڥ̷̳̺̽ ̸̷̳ῖ̩ ̲̩̼̥̭̻̰̩̱̿, ̴̸̷̦̼̭ ̼ῆ̺ ک̧̹̩̲̳̭̩̺ ̷̧̳̰̽ ̸̭̹ۮ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ ̵̵̴̵̫̭̥̯̺́, ̲̩ۮ
̬̱ۨ ̷̼ῦ̷̼ ἐ̸̷̷̱̹̱̺ͅ ̵̸̩̯̫̭̽ῖ̻̰̩̱· ̵̲̩̼̥̭̱̿ ̼̭ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ ἄ̵̸̷̰̹ϕ̷̤̫̺̽.272
Greek text in Aujac ǠǞǞǡa, Ǧǥ; see also Diller ǟǧǣǢ,
ǡǢ. It seems that the scholiast wanted to insert a de-
tail on Polemon of Athens (c. ǠǠǞ–ǟǤǞ BCE), who
is mentioned by Strabo in this passage, specifying
that Polemon and Ptolemy are diﬀerent authors and
that Strabo ‘did not mention him [that is, Ptolemy]’.
He very probably confused the names of the two
geographers, calling Ptolemy ‘the great Polemon’.
268 The scholion to Plato’s Resp. ǣǟǧc is found in the
Parisinus gr. ǟǦǞǥ (the so-called Paris Plato, third
quarter of the ninth century), f. ǥǣr: ὠ̺ Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺
ὁ ̴̥̫̩̺ ἐ̵ ̬ʼ ̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̷̴̵̵̥̽́ ϕ̯̻ۮ ̼̺ۨ ̴̩̲۩̵̹́
̵̷̦̻̺̽ ἕ̶ ̼۰̵ ἀ̴̹̱̰۰̵ ἐ̵ ̼ῇ ἐ̵̷̼̺ ̱̪̔ͅῃ ̲̩̼ۨ ̼۰
ڌ̼⟨̳⟩̵̩̼̱̲۰̵ ̸̷̥̳̩̫̺ (text in Greene ǟǧǦǦ, ǠǢǥ).
The scholion comments on Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡǢ, although
Ptolemy never used the name ڌ̵̼̳̩̼̱̲۰̵ ̸̷̥̳̩̫̺
(‘Atlantic Sea’). This proper noun is, however, used
in Plato’s Timaeus and in Proclus’ Commentary on the
Timaeus.
269 The scholion to Eux. ǟǥ is found in the
Lond. Add. ǟǧǡǧǟ, f. Ǧv (one of the manuscripts
of the Heidelberg corpus) and is related to the set-
tlement of Kytōros: ̲̩̼ۨ Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̵ ἐ̵̼̩ῦ̰̩ ̼ۨ
̵̧̱̰̩̺̋̽ ̲̩ۮ ̧̩̳̩̼̩̺̌ ۅ̹̱̩. It corresponds to Ge-
ogr. ǣ.ǟ.ǥ–ǟǟ. In contrast to Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb,
ǥǦ, I believe that the boundary near Kytōros can
be deduced from the text of the catalogue, that is,
not necessarily from Ptolemy’s map. See also Diller
ǟǧǣǠ, ǟǟǢ, and Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨, ̨̨̨̜̦̙̙̙–̦̙̙̙̓.
270 Proclus, in Tim. Ǡǣa: Π̷̴̼̳̭̩ῖ̷̺ ̬۪ ̼ۨ Σ̵̭̳̯̩ῖ̩ ۄ̹̯
̼۰ ۑ̷̺̀ ἄ̸̷̵̳̭̼ ἔ̵̭̱̿ ϕ̯̻ۮ (‘Ptolemy too says that
the Mountains of the Moon have an enormous
height.’) This comment of Proclus is recorded in the
Parisinus gr. ǟǦǞǥ f. ǟǟǥr (text in Greene ǟǧǦǦ, ǠǦǤ).
There is no explicit mention of this information in
the Geography (cf. Geogr. Ǣ.Ǧ.ǡ and Ǥ), although it
could be inferred from Ptolemy’s text, which de-
scribes the top of this mountain as being covered in
snow. Furthermore, Ptolemy always used the sin-
gular ۄ̷̹̺ for this mountain, whereas Proclus used
the plural ۄ̹̯. See also Diehl ǟǧǞǡ, ǟǦǟ, and Gautier
Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǥ.
271 The dates of manuscripts W and T have been much
debated. The dates cited above were taken from Cu-
falo ǠǞǞǥ, ̨̨̦̙̓–̨̨̨̓. W.C.Greene ǟǧǦǦ, ̨̦–̨̦̙̙,
dates the main hand of manuscript T to the twelh
century and the main hand of manuscript W to the
tenth century. In both manuscripts, the scholion
was written by the hand that copied the main text.
The scholion is also to be found in manuscripts that
derive from manuscripts T and W (such as, e.g., the
Parisinus gr. ǟǦǞǦ).
272 ۅ̼̱] sic codd. sed del. Greene, Cufalo ∥ ̵̼̱̺ۨ ̵ۭ-
̷̻̺̽] W ̵̷ۭ̻̺̽ ̵̼̱̺ۨ T, Greene ∥ ̼ۨ ̷̻̱̬̯̹ῦ̺] ̼̺ۨ
̷̻̱̬̯̹ῦ̺W ∥ ک̧̹̩̲̳̭̩̺] T ک̷̧̹̩̲̳̭̽W ∥ ἐ̸̷̱۳-
̷̹̱̺ T] ̸̷̱۳̷̹̱̺W ∥ ̵̲̩̼̥̭̱̿ ̼̭] T ̵̲̩̼̥̭̱̿ ̬۪W
ǟǞǥ
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(Ptolemy the Great, in Book ǥ of his Geography, says that in India beyond the
Ganges, aer other islands, there are three islands of the Satyrs, whose inhabi-
tants are described as having tails like satyrs. There are ten other islands called
Maniolai, in which it is said that ships with iron nails are stopped [from go-
ing any further], maybe because one ﬁnds there Heraclean stone; and for this
reason ships are built with wooden pegs.273 Cannibals occupy these [islands].)
The passage, which quotes the actual title of Ptolemy’s work (̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̱̲۬ ὑϕ̦̫̯̻̱̺), can
be found almost word forword in Book ǥ of theGeography (ǥ.Ǡ.ǡǞ–ǡǟ). The scholion and
manuscript X contain ̬۪ ̵̻̭̭̽̿ῖ̺ ̲̩ۮ ἄ̳̳̩̱ ̬̥̲̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̱ as opposed to ̬۪ ̲̩ۮ ἄ̳̳̩̱ ̵̻̭̭̽̿ῖ̺
̬̥̲̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̱, which is present in the manuscripts of theΩ recension; together with A, the
former also use ̵̵̴̵̫̭̥̯̺́, unlike the Ω manuscripts.274 However, manuscript X has
a corrupt reading (̵̷̵̧̩̩̱̕) that is not present in the scholion and Ω manuscripts,
which use the correct spelling (̵̷̧̩̳̩̱̕), although X does later use the correct version
immediately before the coordinates in the catalogue. Finally, the scholion and the Ω
recension use ̸̭̹ۮ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ, whereas X has ̸̩̹ۨ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ. This last variant can be attributed
to a simple misinterpretation of an abbreviation, such as ϵπ, which was sometimes used
for ̸̧̭̹ or ̸̩̹̤.275 Contrary to the hypothesis of P.Gautier Dalché,276 this scholion
is, therefore, closer to manuscript X than to the manuscripts of the Ω recension: the
spelling of ̵̷̵̧̩̩̱̕ must date back to the scribe of X himself (he gives the correct
spelling further on in the text), while the variant ̸̩̹̤ can be attributed to a commonly
made reading error. The two readings where the scholion diverges from theΩ recension
concern more complex variants.
As to the origins of the scholia vetera to Plato, two hypotheses coexist: some scholars
believe that this corpus of scholia was produced quite late, that is, in the ninth century,
and possibly by a member of Photius’ circle. This has long been the communis opinio. In
a recent study on the origins of these scholia, D. Cufalo revived this hypothesis, stating
that the corpus is ‘a Byzantine product, written down from the ninth century onwards,
and is the result of the sedimentation of at least three phases, the last of which can
∥ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ] T ̩ὐ̷̼۲̺W, Greene. Text in Cufalo ǠǞǞǥ,
ǠǤǥ–ǠǤǦ; see also Greene ǟǧǦǦ, ǟǦǟ.
273 The text in Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǥǡǞ,
reads ̲̩ۮ ̬̱ۨ ̷̼ῦ̷̼ ἐ̸ʼ ̷ὐ̷̹ῖ̺ ̵̸̩̯̫̭̽ῖ̻̰̩̱, ‘that
is why they build ships on ramps’ (‘Deshalb baue
man die Schiﬀe auf Landrampen’), unlike the man-
uscripts, which use ἐ̸̷̷̱̹̺ͅ (‘wooden peg’). I have
used the latter in the quotation as it is well-attested
in antique texts and makes complete sense in this
context.
274 Geogr. ǥ.Ǡ.ǡǟ: ̵̷̴̵̫̭̥̯ U, ̵̷̴̵̷̫̭̥̽ K, ̵̷̴̵̫̱̥̯̺
VR.
275 In fact, ϵπ is used in manuscript R of the Geography
(f. ǧǥv).
276 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǦ: ‘[…] regarding the is-
lands of the Satyrs and Maniolai in the Ion, it con-
cerns a quotation, virtually word for word, that is
linked with the passage above in the Geography […]
and which seems closer to recensionΩ than to re-
cension X [sic].’ (‘[…] dans le cas des îles Satyres
et Maniolai de Ion, il s’agit d’une citation quasi lit-
térale, reliée au passage précédent de la Géographie
[…] et qui semble plus proche de la recensionΩ
que de la recension X [sic].’)
ǟǞǦ
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be dated to the ﬁrst part of the tenth century’.277 The other hypothesis considers that
the scholia vetera to Plato were produced in at least two main stages: a ﬁrst collection of
scholia dates back to theNeoplatonicmilieu and to scholars such as Proclus (c. ǢǟǞ–ǢǦǣ),
that is, to the ﬁh or sixth century; then, from the late ninth century, Byzantine scholars
– possibly Arethas (born c. ǦǣǞ) or Photius – enhanced the collection of scholia on the
basis of their own readings of other works.278
Within this context, it is diﬃcult to establish the authorship of the scholia (to
Eux. ǟǥ, Str. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ, Plato’s Ion ǣǡǡd and Resp. ǣǟǧc) that refer to Ptolemy’s Geography.
A.Diller believed that they were all produced by members of Photius’ circle, like the
Chrestomathies from Strabo, that is, in the second half of the ninth century.279 However,
since no traces of any works by Strabo and Ptolemy have ever been found in Photius’
Bibliotheca, as A.Diller himself observed, this hypothesis has been contested. H.Hunger,
for instance, has suggested that Arethas may be the author of both the Chrest. and the
scholia to Strabo.280 By contrast, P. Gautier Dalché seems to suggest that all the scho-
lia referring to the Geography go back to Proclus. This hypothesis is indeed plausible
– Proclus had access to several of Ptolemy’s works – but Gautier Dalché’s argument is
not convincing.281 In his study of the complex links between the Heidelberg corpus
(which contains the Chrest. and Eux.) and the manuscripts of the family of the Paris-
inus gr. ǟǦǞǥ (the so-called Paris Plato), D.Marcotte has been more reserved: he has
acknowledged the possibility that both groups of philosophical and geographical texts
might have been produced during the sixth century in theNeoplatonic centres of Athens
or Alexandria.282 However, he seems to adhere to the belief that the scholia related to
Ptolemy (and the references to the Geography in the Chrest. and the Eux.) originated in
Photius’ circle, his argument being that the latter’s Bibliotheca is mostly an early work
277 Cufalo ǠǞǞǥ, ̦̙̓: ‘[…] un prodotto bizantino, re-
datto a partire dal IX secolo e frutto della sedimen-
tazione di almeno tre fasi, l’ultima delle quali data-
bile alla prima metà del X secolo.’
278 See Greene ǟǧǦǦ, ̨̨̨̙. For a thorough status quæstio-
nis, see Cufalo ǠǞǞǥ, ̨̦–̨̨̦̙̙̙.
279 Diller ǟǧǣǢ, ǡǢ and Ǣǡ–ǣǞ, whose hypothesis was
accepted by Lasserre ǟǧǣǧ, Ǥǟ, ǥǞ–ǥǡ.
280 Hunger ǟǧǥǦ, ǣǞǦ.
281 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǥǦ: ‘If one considers that all
these glosses come from the same milieu (that of
Photius or Arethas), then there must have been, dur-
ing the ninth century, a complete copy of the Ge-
ography. However, as we have seen, the gloss in the
Timaeus comes from Proclus’ commentary; hence
the adjective ‘great’, which is also ascribed to the
geographer in the scholion to the Ion, could be at-
tributable to the Neoplatonic philosopher [i.e. Pro-
clus] and not to Photius or Arethas. To attribute to
them a knowledge of Ptolemy’s works thus seems
somewhat rash.’ (‘Si l’on considère que toutes ces
gloses proviennent d’un même milieu – celui de
Photios ou d’Aréthas –, alors il devait s’y trouver,
au IXe siècle, un exemplaire complet de la Géo-
graphie. Mais, comme on l’a vu, la glose au Timée
provient du commentaire de Proclus, auquel cas le
qualiﬁcatif de “grand” attaché aussi dans la scholie
à Ion au nom du géographe serait dû au néoplatoni-
cien et non à Photios ou Aréthas. Leur prêter une
connaissance de l’œuvre de Ptolémée semble donc
hasardeux.’) P. Gautier Dalché’s hypothesis is prob-
lematic, since the adjective ̴̥̫̩̺ is not used in the
text of Proclus. See footnote ǠǥǞ, p. ǟǞǥ.
282 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb.
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and that Photius might have got to know Ptolemy’s Geography as well as Strabo’s work
a little later in his life.283
Ǡ.ǡ.ǣ The Geography in Syriac geographical texts
Some geographical elements taken from Ptolemy can be found in the so-called Chronicle
of Pseudo-Zachariah, which was written in Syriac before ǣǤǧ CE in Amida (Armenia)
and is a compilation of numerous sources, the main one of which is the Ecclesiastical
History of Zachariah of Mytilene (written in c. ǣǟǞ CE).284 Book ǟǠ of the Chronicle is
essentially made up of historical texts, although the author also inserted a description
of the world, which was presented as a sqariphos d-tebel, a Syriac expression taken from
the Greek ̻̲̤̹̱ϕ̷̺ ̼ῆ̺ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̲̥̯̺̽, that is, an ‘outline of the world’.285 It lists the lands
of the world, together with the number of cities of each land, and sometimes including
ethnological, zoological and meteorological comments.
Although the author of the Chronicle confuses Ptolemy with one of the Hellenistic
rulers,286 the main source of the geographical description in Book ǟǠ is clearly an epit-
ome of Ptolemy’sGeography.287 In the description of the Iberian peninsula, theChronicle
does not refer to the names of the provinces, although the description and the number
of cities do show that the three provinces were listed in the same order as in the Geogra-
phy’s catalogue (Baetica, Lusitania and Tarraconensis).288 However, a clear link cannot
be made between the material taken from Ptolemy and theΩ or Ξ recensions.289
Syriac scholars had access to Ptolemy’s Geography in the seventh century. In his
Treatise on the Constellations, written in c. ǤǤǞ CE, Severus Sebokht addresses astronom-
ical and mathematical geographical topics, and frequently refers not only to Ptolemy’s
283 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̨̦̙̓-̨̨̨̦̙̙̙̓.
284 Greatrex et al. ǠǞǟǟ, ǟ–ǥǢ; Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb,
Ǣǧ–ǣǢ.
285 Ducène ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǠ.
286 Ps.-Zach., Chron. ǟǠ.ǥ-j. The confusion can prob-
ably be attributed to the compiler of the Chroni-
cle rather than to Zachariah of Mytilene himself, a
Greek rhetor, who studied in Alexandria.
287 This contrasts with the opinion of Bagrow ǟǧǢǥ, ǥǠ,
who believed that the geographical information in
the Chronicle must have come from other sources.
Note that G.Greatrex et al. ǠǞǟǟ, Ǣǡǟ, seem to have
misinterpreted Bagrow’s viewpoint.
288 Ps.-Zach., Chron. ǟǠ.ǥ-c: ‘Outer Hispania: ǦǞ cities;
Inner Hispania II: ǢǢ cities; Hispania Tertia, which
is on the ocean: ǠǢǞ cities and many islands in the
ocean that are called white.’ Translation Greatrex et
al. ǠǞǟǟ, Ǣǡǡ. The authors suggest that the ‘white’
islands refer to Albion (cf. albus, ‘white’), i.e. the
British Isles. P. Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǣǠ, believes
that the Ps.-Zachariah’s list begins with the Iberian
peninsula rather than the British Isles. Conversely,
I think that the British Isles are described immedi-
ately before Iberia in the Ps.-Zachariah, although
the islands are not referred to by name: ‘North-
western Europe: ǥǥ cities; it is not easy for us to
write their names.’ The so-called ‘white islands’ oﬀ
the western coast of Iberia may refer to Ptolemy’s
‘Trileukoi Skopeloi’ (cf. ̳̭̲̺̽̈́, ‘white’), a group of
islands in the ocean to the north of Tarraconensis
(Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǣ).
289 Note that the Ps.-Zach. uses Balgiqa for Belgica,
whereas all the manuscripts of the Geography as well
as Marcian’s work erroneously refer to the province
as ̭̳̼̱̲̦̋.
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Geography but also to the Handy Tables and the Almagest. In his treatise, Severus provides
a concise description of the oikoumenē:
In order to make it easier to understand these countries and cities and towns,
the geographers–philosophers, in summary, gave names to the three great parts
of the inhabited world: Europe, Libyē and Great Asia. They counted that in
Europe there were ǟǞ tables (pinaqes), ǠǠ countries, ǟǟǦ great cities; in Libyē,
Ǣ tables, ǟǥ countries, ǢǠ cities; in Great Asia, ǟǠ tables, ǢǢ countries and ǟǧǞ
cities. Taken as a whole, ǠǤ tables, Ǧǡ countries and ǡǣǞ cities.290
Oneﬁnds an extremely similar list of localities – including the Syriac translation (pinaqes)
of theGreekword ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺ – in the table of contents of Book Ǧ of theGeography, where the
numbers of regional maps and their contents, together with a total, are presented. The
textual transmission of this speciﬁc table of contents is extremely complicated andwould
be worth studying in its own right. Indeed, A.Diller’s article on ‘Lists of Provinces in
Ptolemy’s Geography’ shows how hard it is to establish a clear schema of transmission. A
renewed investigation of Book Ǧ’s table of contents in the manuscripts of the Geography,
taking into account indirect traditions, such as the writings of Severus Sebokht, would
greatly help our understanding of the Geography’s textual tradition(s).291
Among all the Syriac authors who used Ptolemy and his Geography, Jacob of Edessa
(Ǥǡǡ–ǥǞǦ CE) is the one whose work most closely approximates Ptolemy’s catalogue of
localities. Although Jacob of Edessa never explicitly mentions Ptolemy, he notes down
places with their geographical coordinates as they appear in the Geography and provides,
in his Hexaemeron, lists of toponyms that were clearly taken from the catalogue of local-
ities.292 The geographical notes of Jacob of Edessa form a kind of re-arranged digest of
theGeography. Furthermore, the oldest extant manuscript of theHexaemeron293 has been
dated to Ǧǡǥ CE, that is, only ǟǡǞ years aer Jacob’s death and the interruption of the
Hexaemeron’s redaction, making it a particularly invaluable testimony.
The lack of a critical edition of this Syriac text prevents us from carrying out a de-
tailed study. É. Villey kindly transliterated a selection of toponyms related to Books Ǣ
and ǥ of Ptolemy’s catalogue,294 which constitute only a small part of the toponyms con-
tained in the Hexaemeron. When one compares these toponyms with the readings in the
diﬀerent Greek manuscripts, the results are contrasting but show a clear tendency. In
most cases, the Syriac readings clearly resemble the Ξ recension. For example, ̡̢̢̠̩̑̑̑
and ̠̩̞ .̧̢̤̩̑̑ match manuscript X (̸̧̩̹̩̹̩̓ and Π̵̷̧̱̼̩̹̩̽) but depart from theΩ
290 Severus Sebokht, Treatise on the Constellations, Ǡ.ǥ.
291 See Diller ǟǧǡǧ and Defaux ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǞǦ–ǟǟǢ.
292 See: Hjelt ǟǦǧǠ; Darmesteter ǟǦǧǞ; Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ,
ǣǥ–ǤǤ; Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǣǤ–Ǥǟ.
293 Lyon BM syr. ǞǞǠ. The manuscript is particularly
well preserved and has been digitalised.
294 I was unable to ﬁnd any relevant Iberian toponyms.
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recension (̸̧̩̻̭̹̩̓ and ̵̷̧̭̼̹̩̓̽).295 There are also a few cases where the readings
in the Syriac manuscript diﬀer from both the Ξ and the Ω recensions, and other cases
where the readings resemble those inmanuscript A.296 Despite the small set of toponyms
examined,297 it is clear that a systematic comparative study of this text would be of great
value, while one can state that the Ptolemaic material which Jacob of Edessa had at his
disposal was more closely related to the Greek Ξ recension of the Geography than to the
Ω recension. This corresponds, to some extent, to the results obtained byM.G. Schmidt
on Book Ǥ of the Geography.298
Ǡ.ǡ.Ǥ Ptolemy’s Geography in late antique Latin texts
In his Res Gestae, written at the end of the fourth century CE, Ammianus Marcellinus
inserted no fewer than ten geographical digressions.299 His excursuses about ‘the re-
mote parts of Thrace and the topography of the Pontic Gulf’ (ǠǠ.Ǧ)300 as well as Persia
(Ǡǡ.Ǥ) have aroused much interest among specialists in antique geography. The digres-
sions contain many toponymic sequences that reveal a marked similarity to Ptolemy’s
catalogue, a fact that has oen been stressed in modern publications.301 However, a
thorough comparative study on the toponymic readings of these excursuses in the man-
uscripts of Ammianus and Ptolemy has yet to be carried out.
In his digression on Persia, Ammianus gives a geographical overview of the area
(Ǡǡ.Ǥ.ǟǞ–ǟǡ), then lists the names of the provinces ruled by the Persian kings (Ǡǡ.Ǥ.ǟǢ),
ﬁnally noting down his observations relating to the noteworthy geographical and ethno-
graphic features of all the provinces (Ǡǡ.Ǥ.ǟǣ–ǥǢ). This excursus has been more thor-
oughly studied than the Pontic excursus, although discussions have sometimes been
biased as editors have tended to emend readings of Ammianus on the basis of the Geog-
raphy.302 The most interesting comparisons can be made between the list of provinces
and two of the lists that appear in the Geography: the table of contents of Book Ǥ and the
295 Jacob of Edessa, Hexaemeron, Book ǡ: Lyon BM
syr. ǞǞǠ, f. ǟǠǥv, col. B, l. ǟǣ and ǟǤ (Chabot ǟǧǠǦ,
ǟǞǢ); Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡǢ.
296 Jacob of Edessa, Hexaemeron, Book ǡ: Lyon BM
syr. ǞǞǠ, f. ǟǠǠr, col. B, l. Ǣ (Chabot ǟǧǠǦ, ǟǟǣ):
compare ̔̑̒̑̧ with ̍۩̴̩̻̻̩Ω, ̪̩̻̻̩̍̈́ A,
̍۩̴̩̻̩ X (Geogr. ǥ.Ǡ.Ǧ).
297 See Defaux ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǠǧ–ǟǡǟ, for other examples.
298 Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ, ǤǤ.
299 Sundwall ǟǧǧǤ, ǤǠǡ; Drijvers ǟǧǧǦ, ǠǥǞ.
300 The Pontic excursus is structured as follows: it
begins with a description of the journey from
the Aegean to Pontus Euxinus (ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǟ–Ǧ), then
gives a general geography of Pontus Euxinus
(ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǧ–ǟǡ), followed by descriptions of the south-
ern coast (ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǟǢ–ǟǧ), the coast from the Ther-
modon River to the Tanais River (ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǠǞ–Ǡǧ),
Lake Maeotis (ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǡǞ–ǡǤ) and the western coast
(ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǡǥ–Ǣǣ), with, ﬁnally, a discussion on the cli-
mate (ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǢǤ–Ǣǧ). See Drijvers ǟǧǧǦ, ǠǥǠ. Ammi-
anus’ sources for this excursus seem to have been di-
verse: he refers to ‘Eratosthenes, Hecataeus, Ptolemy
and others’ (Amm. Res Gestae, ǠǠ.Ǧ.ǟǞ). Ptolemy is
also referred to in a slightly earlier chapter in this
work (ǠǞ.ǡ.Ǣ).
301 Boe, Hengst, and Jonge ǟǧǧǣ, xx; Gautier Dalché
ǠǞǞǧb, ǡǤ; Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǦǤ
and ǡǠǠ; Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡǢ.
302 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǡǥ.
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epitome of the catalogue. This epitome is a paratext of the Geography that recapitulates
the countries described in the catalogue but it was not necessarily written by Ptolemy
himself.303 The table of contents of Book Ǥ is virtually identical in both recensions but
it diverges slightly from the actual structure of Book Ǥ: the table of contents states that
the regions of Susiana and Media are to be dealt with in Chapters Ǥ.Ǡ and Ǥ.ǡ respec-
tively, although their positions are reversed in the actual catalogue. The names of the
regions are also given in the genitive form in this table, which is also a characteristic of
the epitome of the Ξ recension, where genitive forms are oen maintained. By contrast,
the epitome in the Ω recension follows the actual order of the catalogue and gives the
names in their nominative forms.
Although Ammianus’ list is closer to the table of contents of Book Ǥ and the Ξ
epitome (as Susiana and Media are in the ‘wrong’ order), the place names of the list
are in their nominative forms, as in the Ω epitome. However, the reading paro panis
adcon in the Ammianus manuscripts for the province of ‘Paropanisadae’ (Π̷̸̵̩̹̩̱̻۩-
̬̭̺) resembles the genitive form of Π̷̸̵̩̹̩̱̻۩̵̬́.304 The archetype of the Geography
was undoubtedly the source of the ‘wrong’ order of Susiana and Media in the tables of
contents and the epitome, since both recensions and Ammianus’ manuscripts repeat
the same mistake. By contrast, the redactor of the Ω epitome must have checked the
place names on his list against the ‘correct’ order in the catalogue. The many Persian to-
ponyms supplied by Ammianus have been studied byM.G. Schmidt, who has been able
to demonstrate the clear proximity of Ammianus’ Res Gestae to the toponymic readings
of the Ξ recension as well as to manuscript A (which has a mixed text).305 In summary,
an investigation of the toponyms used by Ammianus Marcellinus shows that the Ptole-
maic material (whether it be in the direct or indirect tradition, and included maps or
only the text) that he had at his disposal at the end of the fourth century more closely
approximates the Ξ recension than theΩ recension.306
Jordanes is the sixth-century author ofDe origine actibusqueGetarum (Getica), a history
of the Goths that looks at their origin, migrations as well as their relations with the
Roman Empire until ǣǣǟ CE.307 His text is presented as a shorter version of the Historia
Gothorum of Cassiodorus (c. ǢǦǣ – c. ǣǦǞ CE), to which Jordanes added extra elements
303 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ place this epit-
ome in Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡǧ, but it is positioned at the end of
Chapter ǥ in manuscript X.
304 Thus, the fact that Ammianus mostly used the nom-
inative is not a strong enough argument for claim-
ing that he relied on theΩ recension; Ammianus
or his source could easily have modiﬁed the endings
from a list with genitive forms. In this case, the rare
and complicated word Π̷̸̵̩̹̩̱̻۩̵̬́might simply
have been misunderstood.
305 Schmidt ǟǧǧǧ, ǢǞ.
306 One cannot, though, use Ammianus as a terminus
ante quem for the bifurcation of the tradition, as Mit-
tenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǡǢ–ǡǡǣ, has done.
307 This work was probably written between ǣǣǞ and
ǣǣǟ CE. See Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧa, Ǡǥǥ.
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from other sources when he saw ﬁt.308 The Goths originated, according to Jordanes,
on the island of ‘Scandza’, an idea that he justiﬁes in the Getica by referring directly to
Ptolemy’s Geography:
Let us go back to the location of Island Scandza, which we le earlier. Claudius
Ptolemy, a prominent geographer, remembered in the second book of his work:
in the waters of the Arctic Ocean is located a great island named Scandza, which
has the form of a leaf of a citron tree, ending in downward-turned sides and
of an important length […]. It is situated opposite the Vistula River, which
ﬂows from the Sarmatian Mountains to the Northern Ocean in three mouths
and which separates Germania from Scythia. […] Although many and various
nations live on the Island Scandza, which we discuss, Ptolemy records the name
of only seven of them.309
Among the peoples that occupied the island of Scandza – or ‘Scandia’ in Ptolemy’s cat-
alogue310 – were the Goutai (̷̌ῦ̼̩̱), who were associated with the Goths, the subject
of Jordanes’ text. The textual relationships between Cassiodorus’ Historia and Jordanes’
Getica are complex,311 but P.Gautier Dalché has convincingly demonstrated that the
reference to Ptolemy must go back to Cassiodorus himself.312 The Getica suggests that
‘seven peoples’ lived on the island, which corresponds to the list given in the Ξ recension
(Chaideinoi, Fauonai, Firaisoi, Finnoi, Goutai, Daukiōnes and Leuōnoi313) but not to
the Ω recension (text, maps and manuscript O included), from which the Finnoi peo-
ple were omitted.314 Thus, the error in the Ω recension shows that the version of the
308 Jordanes, Getica, ǟ.ǡ: ad quos et ex nonnullis historiis
Grecis ac Latinis addedi conuenientia, initium ﬁnemque
et plura in medio mea dictione permiscens. (‘I have
added to my [writings] some quotations from Greek
and Latin histories with respect [to the matter] and
I mixed at the beginning, at the end but mainly
in the middle [of this work] some of my personal
words.’)
309 Jordanes, Getica, ǡ.ǟǤ–ǟǧ: Ad Scandzae [Scandziae
codd.] insulae situm, quod superius reliquimus, redea-
mus. de hac etenim in secundo sui operis libro, Claudius
Ptolomeus, orbis terrae discriptor egregius, meminit dicens:
est in Oceani arctoi salo posita insula magna, nomine
Scandza, in modum folii cetri [citri alii codd.], lateribus
pandis, per longum ducta concludens se […]. Haec a
fronte posita est Vistulae ﬂuminis, qui Sarmaticis mon-
tibus ortus in conspectu Scandzae septentrionali Oceano
trisculus inlabitur, Germaniam Scythiamque distermi-
nans. […] in Scandza uero insula, unde nobis sermo est,
licet multae et diuersae maneant nationes, septem tamen
eorum nomina meminit Ptolemaeus. I am of the opin-
ion that the reading cetri (sometimes citri in manu-
scripts) refers to the word citrus (that is, the citron
tree) rather than to cedrus, that is, the cedar or the
juniper; cf. with Lozovsky ǠǞǞǞ, Ǧǟ.
310 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.ǡǣ.
311 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, Ǥǟ.
312 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧa.
313 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.ǡǣ: Χ̵̷̧̩̱̬̭̱, Φ̵̩̩̱̽̈́, Φ̱̹̩ῖ̷̻̱, Φ̵̵̷̧̱
(om.Ω), ̷̌ῦ̼̩̱ (sicΩ, Οې̼̩̱ X), ̵̧̩̲̭̺̍̽́ and
̭̔̽ῶ̵̷̱.
314 Marcian of Heraclea, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǡǤ, also men-
tions Scandia but without referring to the popula-
tions living there. His ﬁgure for the diﬀerent peo-
ples living in Germania Magna (ǤǦ) corresponds
both to the Ξ and theΩ recensions, since he does
not include the peoples of Scandia.
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Geography that Cassiodorus used when he wrote his Historia Gothorum in c. ǣǠǞ–ǣǡǞ CE
in Italy is related to the Ξ recension of the Geography.315
Some elements of Cassiodorus’ description might well have been taken from the
catalogue of localities itself – such as the mention of the ‘second Book’, the proximity of
the island to the Vistula River,316 or the number of peoples living on the island. How-
ever, all the descriptive features, including those that diﬀer slightly from the catalogue,
are details that could have been taken from amap. TheGetica states that the Vistula River
originates from the Sarmatian Mountains, whereas Ptolemy located its source in the As-
ciburgium Mountains, which are situated to the north of the former. A characteristic
of the oldest manuscript maps of the Geography is that mountain ranges are graphically
connected, even though the catalogue states that they are physically separate from one
another – for example, both the Sarmantian and Asciburgium mountains are linked in
the fourth map of Europe in manuscript R. The description of the shape of the island of
Scandza – the leaf metaphor, for instance – is not in the catalogue but might have been
inferred from reading a map. Therefore, although we still lack proof, it is possible that
Cassiodorus consulted a text and/or a regional map, which had been drawn according
to a version of the catalogue close to the Ξ recension, for his description of the island of
Scandza in his Getica.
Ǡ.Ǣ Formal and textual speciﬁcity of the catalogue
The Geography’s catalogue of localities is unique, not only from the perspective of the
history of geography in Antiquity but also from a philological point of view, which
forces us to adapt our philological approach.
Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ The catalogue: a living text
In the Geography, Ptolemy criticises the format of Marinus of Tyre’s geographical work
for being inconvenient,317 since it made life unnecessarily diﬃcult for cartographers
trying to make maps from the information:
315 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧa, ǠǦǡ–ǠǦǥ. Cassiodorus very
probably used a Greek version of the Geography.
316 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.ǡǢ: ‘But the greater and easternmost [is-
land, that is, Scandia] is situated near the mouth
of the Vistula River.’ P. Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, Ǥǧ,
is thus mistaken when, in order to emphasise the
diﬀerences between Ptolemy’s Geography and the
Getica, he writes that the Vistula River was not posi-
tioned in relation to the island.
317 As Ptolemy frequently writes in the Geography, the
Almagest (ǟ.ǟǞ, Ǡ.ǧ, etc.) and, of course, in the Handy
Tables, ‘ease of use’ (ڡ ̹̿ῆ̻̱̺, ̼۰ ̭ې̷̵̹̯̻̼̿) was an
extremely important aspect of his work. See Mar-
cotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǥǞ.
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And, in fact, this is what happens tomost people [who try to draw] amap based
on Marinus, since they do not possess a model based on his ﬁnal compilation;
instead they draw on his writings and err in most respects from the consen-
sus of opinion, because his guide is so poorly arranged (̬̱ۨ ̼۰ ̷̵̬̻̹̯̻̼̿ͅ ̲̩ۮ
̸̴̵̷̵̬̱̭̻̩̹̥ ̼ῆ̺ ὑϕ̯̫̦̻̭̺́), as anyone who tries it can see.318
Therefore, in order to make consulting his own work and map-making as easy as possi-
ble, Ptolemy not only introduces the innovation of associating each toponym with two
coordinates but also devises a convenient format for compiling his data. First of all, he
notes that only the geographical positions of the well-known localities can be regarded
as trustworthy:
[But the coordinates of the places] that have not been so traveled, because of
the sparseness and uncertainty of the research, have been estimated according
to their proximity to the more trustworthily determined positions or relative
conﬁgurations, so that none of [the places] that are to be included to make the
oikoumenē complete will lack a deﬁned position.319
Ptolemy conceives the idea of a continuously perfectible catalogue by developing a for-
mat in which improvements, particularly to the geographical coordinates, can easily be
made:
We have therefore put the degrees in front of each place at the outer edge of
the columns (̷̼ῖ̺ ἐ̲̼۰̺ ̴̥̹̭̻̱ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̧̻̭̳̱̬́) in the manner of a table (̵̷̵̵̧̲̩́
̸̷̵̼̹̈́), setting the [degrees] of longitude before those of latitude, so that if
anyone should come across corrections (̷̬̱̹̰̻̭̱̺͆) from fuller research, it will
be possible to put them alongside in the remaining spaces of the columns (ἐ̵
̷̼ῖ̺ ἐ̷̴̵̷̥̱̺̿ ̴̴̧̬̱̩̳̭̩̻̱ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̧̻̭̳̱̬́).320
Since the time of Eratosthenes, the typical working process in Hellenistic geography
had involved emending or revising a text; this practice was known as a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́, a term
that had been borrowed from Alexandrian philology.321 This is exactly what Ptolemy
intended to do to Marinus’ work and is also what he anticipated being done to his own
text. Therefore, it was vital that the format of the catalogue facilitated this procedure.
Ptolemy thus originally organises his catalogue in the form of a table (̵̵̷̵̲̩̱̈́), in
which the columns are separated by blank spaces (̴̴̧̬̱̩̳̭̩̼̩), which are reserved for
later corrections. He positions the two sets of coordinates in two columns (̸̩̹̩̰̥̻̭̱̺)




321 See p. ǟǥǥ.
322 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǤ–ǟǤǥ.
ǟǟǤ
̨̤̤̥̜̑̕ ̢̤̙̤̙̟̞̑̔ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
(̸̷̹̭̱̹̱̈́̿ ̵̵̲̩̭̺̈́), Ptolemy uses a similar format, which he calls a ̵̵̲̩͆ or a ̵̵̷̵̲̩̱̈́
(literally ‘bar’ or ‘ruler’ and, metaphorically, ‘table’).323 This particular kind of table
constitutes a very speciﬁc form of text that Ptolemy employs in both his astronomical
and his geographical works. Ptolemy uses the term ̼ۨ ̴̵̲̩̼̩̻̻̭̩̈́ when referring to
the entries in his catalogue. The word comes from the verb ̲̩̼̩̼̤̻̻́, which means to
‘draw up in order’, ‘arrange’ or ‘set down in order’. In the introduction to the catalogue,
he also uses ̼ۨ ̴̵̲̩̼̩̼̭̼̩̫̥̩ to refer to toponyms that have already been ‘registered’
or ‘arranged’ in his catalogue as opposed to localities that still needed to be written
down.324 As D.Marcotte has judiciously noted, in the Geography ̲̩̼̩̼̤̻̻́ refers both
to Ptolemy’s format of the catalogue (to which entries were progressively added) and,
more generally, to the way he organised his geographical information.325
From this well-thought-out format, Ptolemy is able to produce a living text, that
is, a text that is meant to be continually revised and updated. In the chapter of the
catalogue devoted to the area near Byzantium (modern-day Istanbul), for instance, two
small pieces of information were added to the recensions aer Ptolemy. In the Ξ recen-
sion, the city’s name ̵̷̵̮̤̼̱̋̽ (Byzantium) is followed by the word ̷̵̧̪̩̻̳̭̱ (‘imperial
seat’): this mention cannot predate ǡǡǞ CE, the year that Constantine the Great conse-
crated the empire’s new capital city.326 In the Ω recension, aer the name Perinthus
(Marmara Ereğlisi, c. ǦǞ km west of Istanbul), one ﬁnds the detail ڤ̷̼̱ ک̹̤̲̳̭̱̩ (‘also
known as Heraclea’): the ﬁrst attestations of this second name go back to the reign of
Diocletian (ǠǦǢ–ǡǞǣ CE).327 These additions, which were certainly carried out by Byzan-
tine scribes, concern both recensions (though diﬀerently) and reveal that some scribes
had no reservations about updating their copy.
Furthermore, the format of the catalogue has the advantage (or arguably the disad-
vantage) of being able to conceal the emendations by integrating them perfectly into
the text, particularly if the corrections occurred at an early stage of the transmission
process.328 At the same time, the format also highlights the problem of toponyms that
323 Ptolemy uses the geometrical meaning of this word
(‘ruler’) several times. See Geogr. ǟ.ǠǠ.Ǥ, ǟ.ǠǢ.Ǡ, Ǧ, ǧ
and ǠǦ.
324 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ.
325 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǥ–ǟǤǦ: ‘La façon qu’a ainsi
Ptolémée d’analyser dans sa dynamique le travail de
la transcription revient à comparer la mise des mots
en colonnes d’écriture à un travail de construction et
de mise en forme (tel est le sens de ̲̩̼̩̼̤̻̻́) de la
matière géographique.’
326 Geogr. ǡ.ǟǟ.ǣ. TheΩmanuscripts do not contain
this detail.
327 Geogr. ǡ.ǟǟ.Ǥ. Manuscripts X and K have no men-
tion of this detail; manuscript U’s reading ڤ̷̵̫̽
ک̹۩̲̳̭̱̩ has the same meaning. See A. H. M. Jones
ǟǧǧǧ, Ǡǣ.
328 See also Isaksen ǠǞǟǟ, Ǡǣǣ: ‘Leo Bagrow argued
that [the Geography] was inauthentic on the basis
that some place names demonstrably post-dated
Ptolemy’s lifetime, but how representative are those
he identiﬁed? The catalogue’s innovative format of
coordinate tables – explicitly intended to encourage
insertion and correction – hides the stylistic hints
we might turn to in more traditional material.’
ǟǟǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
appear in only one of the recensions: did a scribe of one of the recensions use the oppor-
tunity to improve the text and add new entries to the catalogue? Or, on the contrary, did
the scribe of the other recension omit or forget a line in his copy? The common philo-
logical principle lectio diﬃcilior potior – that the more diﬃcult reading is the stronger
version and is, therefore, more likely to be the original – thus doesn’t always seem to
apply. F.Mittenhuber has drawn up a list of thirty-one missing or added toponyms in
manuscripts UKRXO and their respective maps (where applicable).329 In many cases,
manuscript X and the Ω maps are at odds with the Ω catalogue, and it is extremely
diﬃcult to distinguish between the original text and later reworkings of the content.
Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ Dual nature of the catalogue
The catalogue of localities essentially comprises text (toponyms and some short descrip-
tions in prose) and numbers (the coordinates). Thus, it is neither a continuous prose
text (such as Strabo’s Geography), nor a pure set of numerical tables (like some parts
of the Almagest or the Handy Tables), which is signiﬁcant in an analysis of the copying
process, in the evaluation of the two recensions and, consequently, in establishing the
original text. In a section of continuous text, the better or best reading of all the manu-
script variants can oen be determined by examining the context. This is more diﬃcult
with Ptolemy’s catalogue, as it is composed of lists in which the localities are placed in
rows. Many of the localities are grouped into categories, organised by peoples and/or
regions,330 although they are not ordered alphabetically and are not organised hierar-
chically in accordance with the importance or the nature of the settlement within each
list.
The manuscript transmission of other antique texts is sometimes better understood
when something is known about the scholars who edited the copies: certain readings,
emendations or conjectures in philosophical or scientiﬁc antique works can be traced
back to Byzantine scholars, such as Photius and Arethas, and later Maximus Planudes
and Demetrius Triclinius (c. ǟǠǦǞ – c. ǟǡǢǞ) or their respective scholarly circles. It is
oen possible to determine, at least in part, some of their editing practices or elements
about the context of their activities. It is also sometimes possible to determine in which
intellectual centres certain antique works were copied, studied and commented on from
late Antiquity until the Renaissance.331
329 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǦǢ–ǡǦǣ.
330 The integration of peoples in the catalogue of
Iberian localities is complete, that is, every toponym
is linked to a people and every group of people in-
cludes a certain number of localities. However, this
is not the case in every part of the catalogue. In the
description of Germania Magna, e.g., the list of peo-
ples and their general locations are arranged sepa-
rately (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.Ǧ–ǠǤ) and positioned between the
list of coastal localities and the list of inland locali-
ties with coordinates (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.ǟ–ǥ and Ǡǥ–ǡǣ).
331 See N. Wilson ǟǧǧǤ, ǥǧ–ǟǡǣ, and Pontani ǠǞǟǣ,
ǡǡǟ–ǡǥǣ and ǢǞǡ–ǢǡǢ.
ǟǟǦ
̨̤̤̥̜̑̕ ̢̤̙̤̙̟̞̑̔ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
By contrast, very little is known about the transmission history of Ptolemy’s Ge-
ography – from the original work to the manuscripts of the time of Planudes. Never-
theless, certain assumptions related to the copying process can be made. Many of the
catalogue’s numerous toponyms (and ethnonyms) are quite obscure – they were located
in exotic areas or were simply hapax legomena in the geographical literature – and were
thus probably unknown to the majority of the scribes.332 Furthermore, besides the un-
intentional misreadings and scribal errors (sometimes exacerbated by codicological and
palaeographical issues) that occurred, it is entirely plausible that erudite scribes with
geographical knowledge modiﬁed the names of certain localities; their changes could
have ranged from making superﬁcial (sometimes erroneous) modiﬁcations intended to
clarify the text (paradiorthoses) to more serious emendations or corrections made on the
basis of other works (e libro) or simply guesswork (ex ingenio). Many of Ptolemy’s to-
ponyms remain unknown to modern scholars, even those in well-known areas such
as the Iberian peninsula. There are dozens of Iberian toponyms that are attested only
in the Geography, hence for which one has no point of comparison and no clue as to
a modern location: the cities or towns of Chrētina (Χ̵̧̹̯̼̩) and Arabriga (ڌ̹̤̪̹̱̫̩),
which Ptolemy locates to the north of the Tagus River,333 or of Moroica (̷̷̧̹̲̩̕) and
Brauon (̹̩̋ῦ̷̵) in the upper Ebro valley334 are examples of toponyms of which we
know nothing, despite the fact that the Iberian peninsula of Antiquity has been studied
for decades.
In addition, it is plausible that Ptolemy was not always aware of the nature of the lo-
calities that he inserted in the catalogue, particularly if he used itineraries, which tended
to list every station along a given route, regardless of the locality’s importance. The ‘city’
of Biniana (̵̵̱̱̤̩̋), which lies, according to Ptolemy, not far from Corduba in Baet-
ica335 or the ‘city’ of Aemiliana (̊ἰ̴̵̱̳̱̤̩) in Tarraconensis336 were very likely rural
localities, possibly small towns or even large villae or domains (praedia), if not simply
road stations or tabernae.337 The documentation on these kinds of localities is extremely
thin, which is not that surprising, since geographers such as Pliny or Strabo selected their
topographical information according to its geographical, demographical and historical
importance, and did not generally mention places they regarded as insigniﬁcant.
When confronted with divergent readings for toponyms unknown outside the Ge-
ography, how does one decide whichmanuscript has the correct spelling of a toponym or
which place name is more likely to be the original toponym? Moreover, one should not
332 In Late Antiquity and during the Byzantine empire,
the two geographical texts used in schools were
Dionysius’ Periegesis and Strabo’s Geography, which
do not contain all of Ptolemy’s toponyms.
333 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ.
334 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǟ and ǣǠ.
335 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǞ.
336 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǦ.
337 See p. ǟǦ; Arnaud ǟǧǧǦb.
ǟǟǧ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
exclude the fact that some of Ptolemy’s sources might have been inaccurate or inconsis-
tent with other antique sources. Nevertheless, in many cases, even when the toponym
is not well documented, common writing errors – such as names divided incorrectly or
duplicated, instances of metathesis or the omission of letters and syllables as well as the
misreading of majuscule letters or groups of majuscules – can be detected, so that oen
a reconstruction of the place names that closely resembles the archetype of the tradition
(and perhaps the original) is feasible.338
A last (and perhaps less crucial) point that needs to be raised is the use of abbre-
viations for common topographical terms: for instance, the words ̸̷̴̼̩̺̈́ (river) and
̸̳̱̺̈́ (city) were regularly abbreviated to λπo and τπo respectively and sometimes to a oπ
or a small omicron inside a pi. Extremely similar abbreviations could easily have led
to misunderstandings, although the word ̸̷̴̼̩̺̈́ rarely appears on its own in the cat-
alogue – Ptolemy generally writes of the ‘mouths of a river’ (̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩) – and
so it was perhaps less likely to be mistaken for ̸̳̱̺̈́ (‘city’). Common abbreviations
for the less frequent term ̷̵̧̲̳̩́ or ̷̵̲̳̭̱̩͆ (colony) were ̷̲̳ῶ, ̷̲̳́ or ̷̲. Man-
uscript X gives the more accurate reading for Σ̲̩̳̩̪ۮ̺ ̷̵̧̲̳̩́ (Scalabis Colonia)339,
since Scallabis (or Scalabis) is attested as a Roman colony in Pliny’s work as well as
in epigraphical sources.340 The name Σ̲̩̳̩̪̱̻̲̺̈́ (Scalabiscos) is used in theΩmanu-
scripts and should clearly be regarded as an abbreviation for Σ̲̩̳̩̪ۮ̺ ̷̲⟨̵̧̳̩́⟩ that was
misread and then wrongly copied, at least in the hyparchetype of theΩ recension.341
Similar problems aﬀect the writing and transmission of the numerical coordinates,
although they also have issues that are speciﬁc to them. In an astronomical table based
on mathematical procedures, it is possible to check whether a particular ﬁgure was ex-
pected or is illogical; Ptolemy comments on this himself, for example, when he in-
troduces his table of chords.342 As far as the geographical coordinates are concerned,
Ptolemy created a new system that linked latitude with longitude. His set of coordi-
nates, however, only makes sense per se if they are used by an astronomer to calculate
a celestial phenomenon or by a cartographer to make a map. Degrees and fractions of
degrees cannot be regarded as standard textual components and it is unlikely that the av-
erage scribe would have easily understood what Ptolemy had written. Handling a large
number of ﬁgures in the form of (sometimes extremely long) lists would have made the
copying of the catalogue an arduous task and, arguably, more susceptible to corruption
than pages of continuous text.
338 Note that it is virtually impossible to distinguish
between authorial and archetypal errors.
339 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ.
340 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǥ; CIL II, ǡǣ.
341 The name ڌ̷̧̻̲̩̳̩̪̻̲̺ is used on the map of
Iberia in manuscript K (f. ǥǦv).
342 Alm. ǟ.ǟǞ: ‘It is easy to see that, if we suspect some
scribal corruption in one of the values for the chord
in the table, the same theorems which we have al-
ready set out will enable us to test and correct it
easily.’
ǟǠǞ
̨̤̤̥̜̑̕ ̢̤̙̤̙̟̞̑̔ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
Numbers in antique and medieval Greek texts were generally written in the so-
called Ionian notation (also known as ‘alphabetic notation’). The manuscripts of Ptole-
my’s Geography as well as the antique papyri of his Handy Tables show that Ptolemy con-
formed to this practice. The geographical coordinates of the catalogue are ‘hybrid’ in
the sense that, although they represent ﬁgures, that is, mathematical data, they are ex-
pressed using letters of the Greek alphabet, and so, in essence, do not visually diﬀer
very much from a ‘normal’ text. This implies that the coordinates were subject to the
same graphical confusions and reading diﬃculties that arise from texts written in Greek
(particularly mistakes concerning majuscule or minuscule letters) and to the misun-
derstandings that commonly arise when dealing with numbers and mathematical data
(such as the confusion between integers and the parts of fractions).
The symbols that Ptolemy used to express the coordinates (Table ǟ) are a mixture
of common Greek letters (A/α, B/β, Γ /γ, and so on), sometimes combined in speciﬁc
ways to express fractions, as well as more unusual Greek letters – such as the digamma
or stigma (ς) for Ǥ343 and koppa (ϙ) for ǧǞ – and special signs (such as L for a 1
2
).344 Two
diacritical marks were also used: overlines (—) for whole numbers and the prime symbol
( ′) for fractions of degrees. The Byzantine notation was relatively close to the antique
practice, although from the ninth century onwards there are frequent occurrences of
mixtures of majuscule and minuscule variants. The use of the ° symbol for degrees did
not come into use until the modern era.345
Table ǟ should not, however, be taken as an exact transcription of the coordinates
in the manuscripts of the Geography. The systematic use of the overline and the prime
symbol depended on the diligence of each scribe, and they were oen le out in some
of the manuscripts (cf. Fig. ǥc with Fig. ǥa). The codices primarii show some expected
graphical variants for common Greek letters (see the letter beta, for instance, in Fig. ǥc)
but also a mixture of minuscules and majuscules in several of the manuscripts. The spe-
cial sign used for a half degree also shows a great deal of graphical variability (cf. Fig. ǥa
with Fig. ǥb; see also Appendix B). The fraction two-thirds is sometimes expressed as Lς,
that is, L (1
2
) and ς (1
6
) were added together instead of the usual γo. The latter was also
oen written with the majuscule form of gamma (Γ , Γo, and so on). There are other rare
readings, but they may be the result of scribal errors rather than intentional variants: for
343 The use of the digamma (Ϝ) for the number six was
progressively replaced, from the Roman period on-
wards, by a cursive variant resembling a ‘ﬂattened’
c with a long upper shoulder. From Late Antiquity
onwards, the number six was generally written with
a digamma variant resembling a stigma (ς). Cf., e.g.,
P. Fouad Inv. ǠǤǥA, P.Oxy. ǢǟǣǠ, ǢǟǥǢ and Ǣǟǧǟ
from the second and third centuries CE (in which
the ‘ﬂattened’ c is used) with P.Oxy. ǢǟǤǥ, Ǣǟǥǡ
and ǢǟǧǞ from the third and fourth centuries CE,
in which a sign identical to a stigma is used; see A.
Jones ǟǧǧǧ, plates III and V–VII, and Fournet and
Tihon ǠǞǟǢ, ǠǞ–Ǡǟ and ǟǦǢ.
344 According to Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǤǤ, this sign
might originally have corresponded to half a square.
See also A. Jones ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǢǞ.
345 Cajori ǟǧǠǧ, ǣǟǟ–ǣǟǠ.
ǟǠǟ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
α = 1 η = 8 ξ = 60 ιβ ′ = 1
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β = 2 θ = 9 o = 70 ς ′ = 1
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γ = 3 ι = 10 π = 80 δ ′ = 1
4
= 15 ′ γo ′ = 2
3
= 40 ′
δ = 4 κ = 20 ϙ = 90 γ ′ = 1
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ϵ = 5 λ = 30 ρ = 100 L ′ = 1
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ζ = 7 ν = 50 τ = 300
Tab. ǟ Letters of the Greek alphabet were used to express degrees and fractions of degrees in Ptolemy’s catalogue
of localities. See Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǤǤ, and Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, Ǣǣ.
instance, η ′ in manuscript X (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǢǤ) could be read as the fraction one-eighth, al-
though this reading does not ﬁt Ptolemy’s grid system (see Table ǟ). The occasional (but
not systematic) use of the Arabic zero by the main scribe of manuscript X – which has
created numerous rather strange, hybrid readings of some of the coordinates – is also at
odds with Ptolemy’s original numeral system.346
The Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ (Fig. Ǧ) contains a list of toponyms with geo-
graphical coordinates. As it can be dated to just a few decades aer the composition of
Ptolemy’s Geography and was very probably written in Egypt,347 it can be taken to be a
reliable example of what Ptolemy’s catalogue looked like at the time of its original redac-
tion. The papyrus is in majuscule script and was written ‘in a rounded hand, handsome
and easy’.348 The degrees of whole numbers do not have overlines, while the fractions of
degrees are followed by a prime symbol or a kind of apostrophe aer the fraction Γ (see
Fig. Ǧ and Fig. ǧ, Robert’s edition, lines ǡ, ǟǟ and ǡǞ). The fractions include a cursive
variant of the beta (Roberts, l. ǟǢ), a sign close to the modern ‘d’ of the Latin alphabet
with a prime symbol, rather than ∆ ′, for the fraction one-quarter (l. ǟǣ), and a sign for
a half degree that resembles a capital Latin L (l. ǟǠ, ǟǦ and ǡǟ). Moreover, the scribe
did not use Lδ to express the fraction three-quarters but a special symbol similar to a
minuscule epsilon, followed by a vertical line: ̭| (l. ǡǡ).
This papyrus fragment from a scientiﬁc text shows a number of graphical variants
for the fractions of degrees, which are also attested in antique documentary papyri.349
More generally, one observes a certain degree of ﬂexibility in expressing numbers, espe-
346 See p. ǥǦ, and, e.g., manuscript X, ﬀ. ǟǣǡ and ǟǣǢ.
347 The papyrus includes a fragment of the ‘Table of
Noteworthy Cities’. See p. ǦǤ.
348 Roberts ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǢǢ.
349 The sign ̭| (with a variant similar to an upside-
down minuscule beta: β) for the fraction three-
quarters as well as the d′ for one-quarter appear
frequently in documentary papyri. See Gonis ǠǞǞǧ,
ǟǥǤ. A. Blanchard ǟǧǥǢ, ǡǟ, dates the appearance of
this sign to the Roman period.
ǟǠǠ
̨̤̤̥̜̑̕ ̢̤̙̤̙̟̞̑̔ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
a Vat. gr. ǟǥǥ (V) f. ǢǞr (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǡ–ǟǣ) © ǠǞǟǥ
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
b Const. Seragl. GI ǣǥ (K) f. ǟǢv (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ–ǧ).
c Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ (X) f. ǟǢǞr (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǟ–ǟǣ and Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ–ǥ) © ǠǞǟǥ Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
Fig. ǥ Extracts from the Iberian catalogue from three of the Geography’s codices primarii.
cially common fractions, in scientiﬁc manuscripts.350 The symbol used for a half degree
(L) is extremely variable, with some variants being graphically very close to a stigma (ς),
which was more commonly used to represent the number six or a sixth.351 Moreover,
350 For examples of arithmetical symbols in Greek pa-
pyri, see Thompson ǟǧǟǠ, Ǧǟ and ǧǟ.
351 Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǢǢ; Cajori ǟǧǠǦ, Ǡǥ–ǠǦ; Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǤǧ.
ǟǠǡ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
Fig. Ǧ The Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ, Egypt (possibly Fayûm), early third century CE, ǟǟ.ǡ× ǟǟ.ǥ cm,
Ptolemy, ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’. Copyright of The University of Manchester.
the combination Γo (oen used in preference to γo), which is used in Ptolemy’s man-
uscripts to represent two-thirds, can cause confusion for two reasons: on the one hand,
this particular abbreviation had a number of diﬀerent meanings and, on the other hand,
the common fraction two-thirds could be represented by several diﬀerent abbreviations.
In the passage of the Etymologiae that is devoted to the use of abbreviations, Isidore of
ǟǠǢ
̨̤̤̥̜̑̕ ̢̤̙̤̙̟̞̑̔ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
Fig. ǧ Reconstruction of the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ, edited by Roberts ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǢǣ.
Seville (c. ǣǤǞ–ǤǡǤ CE) observes that Γo means (or can potentially mean) uncia.352 The
Latin word uncia and its Greek equivalent ̷ὐ̧̫̫̩ (also ̷ὐ̧̫̲̩) means ‘a twelh’, which
was a commonly used fraction. The use of Γo for one-twelh appears frequently in pa-
pyri related to monetary systems, weights and measures as well as in administrative and
legal documents related to taxes, sales, loans and heritages.353 However, the same ab-
352 Isidore of Seville, Etym. ǟǤ.Ǡǥ.
353 See, e.g., P. Lond. III, ǧǤǤ (p. ǣǧ; Egypt, third or
fourth century); P. Lond. I, ǟǟǡ.ǟ (p. ǠǞǠ; Fayûm,
sixth century); P. Lond. I, ǥǥ (p. ǠǡǢ; Thebes, eighth
century). See the collection of metrological texts
edited by Hultsch ǟǦǢǤ, especially ǠǠǞ, ǠǠǤ–ǠǠǥ,
where some of the manuscripts examined contain
deﬁnitions of the abbreviation Γo that resemble
Isidore of Seville’s deﬁnition.
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breviation Γo could also be used to represent one-third;354 Ptolemy, though, uses other
symbols to represent one-third as well as one-twelh: γ and ιβ respectively. In addi-
tion, several diﬀerent abbreviations for the fraction two-thirds are attested in antique
and medieval manuscripts: Γo and γo (as in the Geography) but also Γβ or β/.355 The
same fraction is also expressed in many diﬀerent written forms in the main manuscripts
of the Almagest.356 So, even though Ptolemy’s numeral system can be summarised in a
table, the widely varying use of fractions in antique and medieval manuscripts means
that the connections between the symbols and their multiple signiﬁcations are more
complex than oen thought.
Given the coherence of the notation principles in each of the Geography’s codices
primarii, one can conclude that the archetype of the tradition used the same numeral
system. However, these primary manuscripts were passed down aer several centuries
of transmission and aer successive copies had been made. In the case of an imperfect
exemplar, it would have been impossible for a scribe to be sure of the original reading
of, for example, a fraction of a degree. Even if only a small number of copies had been
made between the time of Ptolemy’s original, the archetype of the tradition and the
codices primarii, the graphical variability in the notation system, the freedom that each
scribe could exercise in carrying out his work and the coexistence from Antiquity un-
til the Renaissance of several notations for the same fraction would undoubtedly have
increased the probability of misreadings and misunderstandings occurring.
354 See, e.g., P. Lond. ǟǥǟǦ (Inv. No. ǟǥǦǣ), a metrolog-
ical table of the late sixth century.
355 See, e.g., P. Lond. II, ǟǥǣa (p. ǟǠǞ; Egypt, ﬁrst cen-
tury); P. Lond. II, ǠǧǞ (p. Ǧǧ; nome of Arsinoë, Ǧǣ
CE): both are related to taxes and use β/ to repre-
sent the fraction two-thirds. See Harrauer ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǦ.
356 Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ, Heiberg ǟǦǧǦ, ǟǞǤ, ǟǞǧ, ǟǟǟ and passim.
Regarding the Almagest’s manuscripts, Heiberg
ǟǧǞǥ, ̨̨̨̨̙̓, noticed: pro 2
3
sine dubio in archetypo
semper fuit Γβ, quo raro seruatum est, saepius scribitur
ΓB, plerumque tamen Γo, nisi grauisus etiam deformatur
uel corrumpitur, uelut in Γ^ , ιβ, ς.’
ǟǠǤ
ǡ The catalogue of the Iberian peninsula and the
recensions of the Geography
One may well have reservations about the capacity of solely traditional philological
methods to explain the production and transmission of the catalogue as well as the role
of each recension in establishing the original text of the Geography.1 The aim of this
chapter is to determine the limitations of classical textual criticism and to develop new
philological tools to study Ptolemy’s catalogue of the Iberian peninsula.
ǡ.ǟ Structure of the Iberian peninsula’s catalogue
ǡ.ǟ.ǟ Overall organisation of Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities
Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities is divided into geographical units, each of which corre-
sponds to a ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ or ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̦, that is, ‘a description or deﬁnition of the bound-
aries’.2 Each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ is allotted one chapter in the modern critical editions. In the
catalogue there are three ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻ of the Iberian peninsula – Baetica (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ),
Lusitania (Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ) and Tarraconensis (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ) – which correspond to the three
provinces (ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̱̿) of Iberia as deﬁned by the Roman administration from the time
of Augustus.3 D. Marcotte has observed that each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ begins with a deﬁnition
1 See p. ǤǢ.
2 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǣ. Ptolemy uses the term ̸̷̭̹̱-
̴̹̱̻̺̈́ only once, in the introduction to the Geog-
raphy, (ǟ.ǟǤ.ǟ), but the verbal form ̸̷̧̭̹̱̹̮̭̼̩̱ ap-
pears frequently in the catalogue, e.g. Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ.:
ڡ ̬۪ ̸̹۰̺ ̴̴̵̧̭̻̯̪̹̩ ̸̳̭̹̽ۨ ̼ῆ̺ ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ ̸̷̧̭̹̱̹̮̭-
̼̩̱ ̼ῷ ̴̵۪ ̵̲̭̩۠ῷ (‘the southern side of Baetica is
delimited by the Ocean’).
3 Ptolemy sometimes uses ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̱̿ for the regions
ruled by Rome (these regions do not always tally
with the Roman provinces) and usually the term
̸̻̩̼̹̩̭ῖ̩̱ for areas outside the empire. See Diller
ǟǧǡǧ and Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǣ–ǟǤǤ. Thus, the term
‘geographical unit’ (or even ‘̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́’) most ade-
quately describes the catalogue’s divisions.
ǟǠǥ
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of its boundaries, much as the ۅ̷̹̱ (‘boundary marks’) were generally deﬁned in land
registers.4
The Iberian toponyms have beenmethodically arranged in the catalogue, with each
locality integrated into the description of the peoples of each province. Moreover, it
seems clear that the topographical nature of the localities played a role in the catalogue’s
structure, which follows a well-determined schema (Table Ǡ). Each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ is com-
posed of four sections: the coasts (or ‘sides’, ̸̳̭̹̤̽) of the province, the inland features,
the mountains and, where applicable, the islands. Each section consists of one or more
lists in which the toponyms are sorted by peoples. The sections as well as the lists are
generally preceded by a short introductory sentence.
The description of all the provinces mentioned in the Geography has a similar struc-
ture. However, the role of peoples in each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ varies. The topoynms are sorted
by the groups of Iberian peoples, which are fully integrated into the descriptions. In
other words, each locality is attributed to a people and each group of peoples of the
peninsula can be located with respect to its cities. Boundary points, river sources, moun-
tains as well as islands are, however, generally not explicitly assigned to a people. This
integration of peoples into the catalogue can be found in several other chapters of the
Geography.5 In other cases, however, groups of peoples have been removed from the lists
of toponyms and placed in a separate section.6
ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ Introductory sentences and paratext
When one compares the introductory sentences, one detects minor variations between
the Ξ and Ω recensions (Table ǡ), although these diﬀerences do not fundamentally
change the meaning of the texts. In almost every case, the Ξ recension includes one
or more extra words that do not occur in the Ω recension. For instance, at the end of
the description of Lusitania, one ﬁnds Ὄ̹̯ ڡ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̔̽ ̷ὐ̲ ἔ̭̱̿ (‘There is no mountain
in Lusitania’) in X, while this fact goes unremarked in Ω.7 Furthermore, Ω omits two
4 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǤ. See also Marcotte ǠǞǞǣ. Land-
surveyors’ methods and terminology might have
had some inﬂuence on the Hellenistic and Roman
geography.
5 For instance, the four ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻ of Gallia (Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.ǥ–ǟǞ) as well as Achaia (Geogr. ǡ.ǟǣ) and Cili-
cia (Geogr. ǣ.Ǧ). Sometimes, however, the lists are
sorted by regions (such as ‘Magna Graecia’, ‘Megaris’,
‘Caria’) rather than by ethnonyms.
6 In the ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻ of Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily,
the groups of peoples have been set up in a speciﬁc
paragraph, between the descriptions of the coasts
and the inland areas (Geogr. ǡ.Ǡ–Ǣ). The instances
where the toponym lists are not sorted by peoples
concern mostly the Asian and African chapters. In
several cases, the structure is more complex, as when
some of the peoples have been only partially inte-
grated into the lists (e.g., in the description of the
region of Sarmatia: Geogr. ǣ.ǧ) or when the lists
have been sorted by other elements – by klimata
in the case of Germania (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ) and by rivers
and/or mountains in the cases of Lycia (Geogr. ǣ.ǡ)
and Mesopotamia (Geogr. ǣ.ǟǦ), etc.
7 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǞ; cf. Ǡ.ǡ.ǡǡ.
ǟǠǦ
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Disposition [̰̥̻̱̺] of ⟨name of the province⟩
– Description of the ﬁrst side and its boundary marks.
The description of the coast is as follows:
- People A:
Locality 1 | longitude | latitude
Locality 2 | longitude | latitude
Locality 3 | longitude | latitude, etc.
- People B:
Locality 10 | longitude | latitude
Locality 11 | longitude | latitude, etc.
– Description of the second side and its boundary marks.
The description of the coast is as follows:
- People B:
Locality 14 | longitude | latitude
- People C:
Locality 15 | longitude | latitude
Locality 16 | longitude | latitude, etc.
– Description of the n side and its boundary marks, etc.
– Description of the inland area:
- People D:
Locality 28 | longitude | latitude
Locality 29 | longitude | latitude, etc.
- People E:
Locality 35 | longitude | latitude
Locality 36 | longitude | latitude, etc.
– The mountains in the province are:
Midpoint of Mountain M | longitude | latitude
Midpoint of Mountain N | longitude | latitude
Northern end of Mountain P | longitude | latitude
Southern end of Mountain P | longitude | latitude, etc.
– The following islands face the province:
Island W | longitude | latitude
Island X | longitude | latitude
On Island Y, there are the following cities:
Locality 57 | longitude | latitude
Locality 58 | longitude | latitude, etc.
Tab. Ǡ Schematic structure of the Iberian chapters (̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻) in Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities.
ǟǠǧ
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2.4.2 ڧ̺ ̸̳̭̹̺̽ۨ ڡ ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ۬ ἔ̭̱̿ ̷ۑ̼̺́· ⟨Τ̷̵̹̬̯̼̩̽ῶ̵· add. X⟩
2.4.3 ̸̩̹ۨ ̵̼۬ Τ̵̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩́ ⟨ڹ̸̵̵̧̻̩̩ add. X⟩
2.4.4 ̲̩ۮ ̼۰̵ ک̷̵̹̤̲̳̭̱ ̸̷̴̵̹̰̈́Ω, ̲̩ۮ ̼ῷ ̲̩̰ʼ ἐ̶ῆ̺ ک̧̹̩̲̳̭ῳ ̸̷̴̹̰ῴ X
2.4.8 ἀ̸۰ ̷̼ῦ ̭ἰ̴̵̷̹̯̥̽ ⟨Χ̴̷̩̹̱̬̦̽ add. X⟩ ἄ̷̧̲̹̼̯̹̽
2.4.16 ̩̓ۮ ̸̩̹̤̲̭̱̼̩̱ ⟨̼ῇ ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῇ add. X⟩ ̵ῆ̷̻̺
2.5.1 Τῆ̺ ̬۪ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽ ⟨ڸ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ add. X⟩ ڡ ̴̵۪ ̵̷̼̱̼̥̹̩́ (sicΩ, ̵̷̧̼̩ X) ̸̳̭̹̽ۨ
2.5.1 ک ̬۪ ἀ̸۰ ἄ̵̹̲̼́ ̸̳̭̹̽ۨ ⟨̼ῆ̺ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽ add. X⟩ ̵̻̽ῆ̸̼̩̱
̼ῇ Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻́ᾳ ⟨ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ add. X⟩
2.5.5 ̸̭̹ۮ ̼۰ ڹ̭̹۰̵ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱ ⟨̷ἱ ̭ἱ̴̵̷̹̯̥̱ add. X⟩ Τ̷̵̷̹̬̯̼̤̱̽
2.5.10 Ὄ̹̯ ڡ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̔̽ ̷ὐ̲ ἔ̭̱̿ X, om.Ω
2.6.2 ڌ̵̹̼̤̪̹́ X, om.Ω
2.6.3 ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̵۬ ἔ̭̱̿ ̷ۑ̼̺́ X, ̸̩̹̩̫̹̤ϕ̭̼̩̱ ̷ۑ̼̺́Ω
2.6.25 ̴̵̭̤̔̽́ X, om.Ω
2.6.56 ἐ̵ ̷ڷ̺ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ⟨̴̷̭̻̫̭̱̱̈́ add. Ω⟩
2.6.62 ἐ̸ۮ ̰̩̳̤̻̻ῃ ̷ἰ̷̲ῦ̵̼̭̺Ω, ἐ̸ۮ ̰̩̳̤̻̻ῃ ̷ἰ̷̲ῦ̵̼̩̱ X
2.6.65 ̷ۏ̺ ̴̷̥̻̺̽ ὁ ̸̷̴̼̩۰̺ ̬̱̩̹̹̭ῖΩ, ̷ۏ̺ ̴̷̥̻̺ ὁ ̸̷̴̼̩۰̺ ̬̱̩̹̹̭ῖ X
2.6.66 ̷̵̼̼́ͅ ̬۪ ⟨ἔ̼̱ add. X⟩ ἀ̵̷̷̩̼̳̱̲̼̭̹̱͆ Οὐ̷̷̤̹̬̳̱̽
2.6.70 ̊ὐ̵̷̰̯̼̩ۮ ̲̩ۮ ⟨ἐ̵ ̷ڷ̺ ̭ἰ̻̱ add. X⟩ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́
2.6.71 ἐ̵ ̷ڷ̺ ̭ἰ̻̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ X, ̵۟ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ̴̷̭̻̫̭̱̱̈́Ω
2.6.75 ⟨Τ⟩̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ ̵ῆ̷̻̱· ̸̵̩̹̤̲̭̱̼̩̱ ̬۪ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῇ Τ̵̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̱́́ᾳ ̵ῆ̷̻̱ X,
̖ῆ̷̻̱ ̬۪ ̸̵̩̹̤̲̭̱̼̩̱ ̼ῇ Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻́ᾳΩ
2.6.75 ̩ἱ ̷̴̵̲̩̳̭̩̱ͅ Τ̷̧̹̳̭̲̱̽ Σ̸̷̲̭̳̱̈́ ⟨̵ῆ̷̻̱ add. X⟩ ̼̹̭ῖ̺
2.6.76 ̲̩ۮ ̩ἱ ̼ῶ̵ ̭̑ῶ̵ ̵ῆ̷̻̱ ̷̬ͅ ⟨̼۰̵ ἀ̴̵̹̱̰̈́ add. Ω⟩
2.6.77 ̩ἱ ̼̭ Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̩̱ ̵ῆ̷̻̱ ⟨̷̬ͅ add. X⟩
2.6.78 ̵۟ ἐ̵ ̴̵۪ ̼ῇ ̴̷̵̧̭̮̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ̷̬ͅ ⟨̭ἰ̻̱ add. X⟩
2.6.78 ἐ̵ ̬۪ ̼ῇ ἐ̷̵̳̤̼̼̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ̩ڵ̬̭ ⟨̭ἰ̻̱ add. X⟩
Tab. ǡ Diﬀerences between the Ξ andΩ recensions in the introductory sentences of the Iberian catalogue.
ethnonyms: the Artabri (for the coastal localities) and the Lemaui.8 There are also only
four cases where theΩ recension has the lectio diﬃcilior.9
In addition, the layout of the groups of peoples in the text reveals some palaeo-
graphical particularities, which may reveal the personal choices of the scribes of X, the
latter’s direct exemplar or even the Ξ hyparchetype. In manuscript X, the ﬁrst three
peoples mentioned in the list of Tarraconensis province – the Callaeci Bracari, Callaeci
8 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡ and Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǣ.
9 In two of these four instances of lectiones diﬃciliores,
theΩ recension adds the adjective ̴̷̭̻̫̭̱̱̈́ and
on one occasion it includes the additional expres-
sion ̼۰̵ ἀ̴̵̹̱̰̈́;Ω also reads ̵̷̼̱̼̥̹̩́ rather than
̵̷̧̼̩. See Table ǡ.
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a f. ǟǢǞv, col.ǟ, l.Ǡǡ–ǠǤ. b f. ǟǢǞv, col.Ǡ, l.ǟǢ–ǟǤ. c f. ǟǢǞv, col.ǡ, l.ǟǦ–Ǡǟ.
Fig. ǟǞ Extracts of the Vat. gr. ǟǧǟ (Manuscript X of the Geography). © ǠǞǟǥ Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana
Lucenses and the Artabri (f. ǟǢǞv, col.ǟ, see Fig. ǟǞa) – were written in red ink by handD,
who worked on the ﬁrst folios of the catalogue as rubricator.10 These peoples belonged
to the western coast of Tarraconensis. The following row names the peoples who lived
along the northern coast (f. ǟǢǞv, col.Ǡ, l.Ǣ–ǟǤ, see Fig. ǟǞb) and was written in black ink
by hand E (the main hand of the catalogue), with the red initials written by hand D.11
These northern peoples were numbered with a Greek letter and sometimes a prime
sign (in black, hand E; see Fig. ǟǞb): Paesici (δ), Cantabri (ϵ ′), Autrigones (number
omitted), Carietes (ς), Varduli (ζ ′) and Vascones (η ′). The Greek letters undoubtedly
correspond to the numbers four (δ) to eight (η ′). Logically, we would have expected
numbers one (α) to three (γ) to have been added to the ﬁrst three peoples mentioned
in the list (Callaeci Bracari, Callaeci Lucenses and Artabri). The absence of these three
numbers suggests that it was not the scribe of X who numbered these ethnonyms; the
numbers were already present in the exemplar of X and possibly date back to an earlier
stage in the transmission process.
The peoples of the Mediterranean coast of Tarraconensis were written in black by
hand E, followed by a strange numbering system, all done by hand E (f. ǟǢǞv, col.Ǡ, l.ǢǞ
to col.ǡ, l.ǠǦ). A circle, which resembles the Arabic zero, has taken the usual place of the
longitude coordinates (see Fig. ǟǞc), while instead of a latitude, a ξ followed by a Greek
letter or number has been inserted, from ξ α (Bastitani) to ξ ζ (Indigetes).12 Given the
order of the list and its position in the catalogue, it is not likely that ξ α would have
meant ξα, that is, ‘Ǥǟ’, since the Bastitani are the sixty-sixth, not the sixty-ﬁrst, group of
peoplesmentioned in the catalogue. The lettersα to ζwere probablymeant to represent
numbers one to seven, that is, a count of the number of diﬀerent Iberian peoples living
10 Burri ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣǧǧ. The same hand D also wrote folios
ǟǡǣr–ǟǡǧr.
11 Hand E wrote folios ǟǡǧr–ǟǣǥr.
12 The ﬁrst two ‘numbers’ (ξ α and ξ β) were later
erased from the manuscript; see f. ǟǢǞv, col.Ǡ, ll.ǢǞ
and ǢǠ. The beta, delta and zeta are followed by
a prime sign. A similar numbering system can be
found in the manuscripts of the ̻ family (i.e. manu-
scripts BSP, see p. Ǥǣ and footnote Ǥǧ, p. ǤǦ), with
the number of Autrigones omitted as well. The
‘numbers’ erased from X were also le out of manu-
script P.
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along the Mediterranean coast, following on from the previous numbering of peoples
living on the oceanic coast. The exact meaning of the sign ξ remains, however, perplex-
ing.13 Moreover, the sign resembling the Arabic zero was possibly introduced by the
scribe of X, perhaps because he had misunderstood an abbreviation.14
The ﬁrst two peoples of the interior of Tarraconensis (the Artabri and the Callaeci
Lucenses) are not highlighted in the list of inland localities (neither with red ink nor a
larger initial letter), maybe because they were mentioned in the previous list of coastal
localities. They are followed by the Capori, written in black by hand E, with an initial
letter that was completed at a later date (but neither by hand D nor by hand E). The
following four peoples – the Cileni, Lemaui, ⟨B⟩aedui15 and Seurri – have red initial
letters executed by hand D, as in Fig. ǟǞb, but no number. Finally, the initial letters for
the rest of the interior peoples of Tarraconensis were le incomplete.16
The fact that not all the peoples of Tarraconensis are numbered in manuscript X
suggests that at least some of the numbers were written in at earlier stages of the trans-
mission process. Traces of numbering that are still visible in manuscript X from the
Paesici to the Vascones concur with this antique and late antique practice of using the
counts of peoples in lists, synopses and epitomes, which could potentially be circulated
independently of the main work. Marcian of Heraclea, for example, provides numbers
of peoples, which he took from the Geography, in his work: Marcian writes that there
are ﬁve peoples in Baetica, four in Lusitania and ﬁy-ﬁve in Tarraconensis.17 Groups of
peoples are also numbered in manuscripts VRA of the Geography: the scribe – or more
certainly, the scribes of the exemplar(s) of these manuscripts – wrote down the numbers
of the peoples and cities in each province of Gallia and then added the count to the end
13 The ξ is vaguely reminiscent of the abbreviation
for ἑ̶̷̵̯̲̻̼̈́ (sixtieth) in some of the Handy Tables;
see Tihon ǠǞǟǟ, ǧǥ, e.g., and Mercier ǠǞǟǟ, ǥǧ–ǦǞ.
It does not, however, cast any light on this partic-
ular problem. Note that the Iberian catalogues of
the mixed manuscripts A and O have small symbols
before or aer the names of peoples, which is associ-
ated with a particular cartographical convention; see
Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǧǦ–ǟǧǧ and ǡǧǞ. The symbols,
though, never take the form of a ξ with numbers.
14 This scribe of manuscript X used the Arabic zero
together with the Greek numeral system for several
of the catalogue’s coordinates. See p. ǥǦ.
15 The name of the Baedui was probably already mis-
spelled in the exemplar of X, since the letter B has
been lost and the red ‘initial’ in manuscript X is, in
fact, the second letter, ‘A’. The practice of highlight-
ing the initial letter of a word with a special colour
or in a diﬀerent style would have led to several other
losses of initial letters. The main scribe would not,
in the ﬁrst copying stage, have drawn the initial let-
ter but would have le it to be completed later –
either by himself or another scribe. The initial let-
ters could easily be overlooked, which would lead
to missing initials in later copies. Cf. the practice of
the scribe of the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ,
who placed the initial letters of the provinces in the
margins of the columns; see, e.g., ﬁg. Ǧ and line ǡǣ
for ‘Italy’ in ﬁg. ǧ.
16 A few other names are complete, although they
lack highlighted initials (such as the Amaci). This
palaeographical feature of X went unnoticed in the
critical apparatus of Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ
ǠǞǞǤ; the editors completed the missing initial let-
ters systematically, except, inexplicably, the initial
letters for ⟨̔⟩̧̩̫̲̩̼̩̱ and ⟨Τ⟩̷̵̱̪̹́ͅ.
17 Marcian of Heraclea, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǟǞ, ǟǢ and ǟǥ.
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of each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́, as in the following example: Ἔ̵̰̯ ιζ ὁ̴̷ῦ · ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ιθ (‘seventeen
peoples in total, nineteen cities’).18
The verbosity of Ξ in its description of Iberia19 – or the concision of the Ω man-
uscripts – are open to diﬀerent interpretations. Since the extra information provided
in manuscript X does not help us to understand the text any better (they neither oﬀer
any further explanations nor clarify obscure passages), the most plausible explanation is
that the scribes of the Ω recension purposefully omitted some non-essential data. The
copying processes of the recensions hence diﬀered quite substantially: the manuscripts
of theΩ recension tend to be more concise, whereas Ξ, despite the particular graphical
practices of its scribe(s), reﬂects a state of the text that was possibly closer to Ptolemy’s
original work.
ǡ.ǟ.ǡ Deﬁnition of Asturia
The description of Asturia (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ–ǡǦ) is a complex case. The passage suﬀers from
numerous copying issues (see Appendix G): the addition and/or omission of coordi-
nates, the loss of initial letters,20 typical majuscule variants,21 misdivisions,22 diﬀerent
spellings for the sound /e/23 as well as examples of metathesis.24 The divergences con-
cern mostly the Ω against the Ξ recension but also occasionally the two Ω subgroups
– that is, manuscripts VRA against manuscripts UK – in particular, regarding the coor-
dinates. Given that there are so many majuscule variants and misdivisions concerning
the toponyms and the coordinates between the Ω and Ξ recensions in this quite short
passage of the catalogue, it would seem that corruptions or changes occurred at an early
stage in the transmission process of the text. In the catalogue, Asturia (ڡ ڌ̷̧̻̼̹̩̽) is not
used as the name of a people but as the name of a region that includes several groups of
peoples. Although this is the only instance where Ptolemy refers to a region in Iberia,
this type of description, in which the name of the region and the ethnonyms are placed
together, does appear in other parts of theGeography.25 The boundaries of what Ptolemy
calls ‘Asturia’ are unclear in the text and the region is treated diﬀerently in the two re-
censions.
18 Geogr. Ǡ.ǥ.Ǡǡ. See also Ǡ.Ǧ.ǟǦ, Ǡ.ǧ.ǠǠ and Ǡ.ǟǞ.ǠǞ.
The counts are included in the last lines of each
chapter but do not close the chapters, which sug-
gests that they were added later from marginal scho-
lia and were not part of the Geography’s original text.
19 This contradicts the viewpoint of A.Diller, who
stated that ‘X is very defective’ and ‘in large parts of
the work […] omits titles, synopses, subscriptions’
(Diller ǟǧǡǧ, ǠǠǧ). He was probably inﬂuenced by
the work of manuscript X’s rubricator, who oen
failed to complete his work.
20 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ: ̧̳̩̲̩̊ X, ̧̩̳̩̲̩̕Ω.
21 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ: ̸̧̩̌ X, ̧̫̱̩̌Ω; Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǦ:
⟨̌⟩̷̱̫̹̹̽ῶ̵ X, ک̷̫̹̹̽ῶ̵Ω; Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ: ια X,
ιδ KV, ι δ′ UR.
22 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ: ̷̔ῦ̷̲̺ ڌ̷̻̼̹̽ῶ̵Ω, ̷̷̷̲̻̩̻̼̹̔̽̽̽ۯ-
̵́ X.
23 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǞ: ̋⟨̹⟩̷̵̱̫̥̲̱ X, ̷̵̧̹̱̫̩̲̱̋Ω.
24 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ: ̷̵̥̹̬̱̫̋ VRA, ̷̵̥̹̫̱̬̋ codd. cett.
25 Cf. with the description of Italy or India.
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In the Ω recension, nine cities, with coordinates, are listed as being part of As-
turia. They are: Lucus Asturum, Laberris, Interamnium, Argenteola, Lankiatoi (possi-
bly ‘Lancia’), Maliaca, Gigia, Bergidum Flavium and Interamnium Flavium as well as
the Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina, for which no coordinates have been given (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ–Ǡǧ). All
these localities are followed by a list of nine peoples, each with their own single city
(Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǞ–ǡǦ): the Brigaeci (Brigaecium), the Baedunenses (Baedunia), the Orniaci
(Intercatia), the Lungones (Paelontium), the Saeleni (Nardinium), the Superati (Petavo-
nium), then the Amaci with the main city of Asturica Augusta and ﬁnally the Tiburri
(Nemetobriga) and the Gigurri (ForumGigurrorum). The text of the catalogue does not
specify whether these nine peoples were considered to be part of Asturia. The presence
of Asturica Augusta, the capital city of Asturia, quite far down in the list may indicate
that ‘Asturia’ comprised all these localities, at least until Asturica Augusta and most
probably up to and including Forum Gigurrorum. Then, the localities of the Bracari
Callaeci (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǧ) are introduced, using a new geographical indication (‘at the sea,
between the Durius and the Minius Rivers’), which suggests that this people did not
belong to Asturia, since such indications are usually found at the beginning of a new
list. In the Ξ recension, four cities are listed as being part of Asturia: Lucus Asturum,
Labernis, Interamnium and Argenteola. Then comes ‘⟨L⟩ankiatai’ (possibly ‘Lancia’),
which does not have any geographical coordinates and is displayed in the text column
of manuscript X as an ethnonym that is attached to the following localities: Maliaca,
Gipa, Bergidum Flavium, Interamnium Flavium (without coordinates) and the Legio
̦̙̙ Gemina (with coordinates). Aer these place names, the Ξ recension’s list of peo-
ples and localities is the same as in the Ω recension, until one reaches the people of
Bracari Callaeci.
Lancia was a well-known city that had been conquered by Publius Carisius in Ǡǣ
BCE;26 several authors refer to it as an important Asturian city.27 Only Pliny the El-
der uses the ethnonym Lancienses (as one of the populi Asturum) rather than the name of
the city in his writing.28 The nominative plural form ̷̧̩̫̲̩̼̱̔ or ⟨̔⟩̧̩̫̲̩̼̩̱ in the
26 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, Ǣǣ.
27 Cassius Dio ǣǡ.Ǡǣ: ‘Publius [Titus codd.] Carisius
took over Lancia, the greatest city of the Astures’
(̲̩ۮ Τ̷̧̼̺ ̴̭̼ۨ ̼̩ῦ̼̩ ̷̧̩̹̻̱̺̓ ̵̼۬ ̼̭ ̵̧̩̫̲̩̔ ̼۰ ̴۫-
̷̵̫̱̻̼ ̼ῶ̵ ڌ̻̼۳̵̹́ ̸̴̳̱̻̩̈́ ἐ̲̳̭̱ϕ̵̰۪ ̭ڷ̳̭); Florus,
Epit. Ǣ.ǟǠ: ‘the rest of the army ﬂed and took refuge
in Lancia, a very powerful city’ (reliquias fusi exerci-
tus ualidissima ciuitas Lancia excepit); also Orosius,
Hist. Ǥ.Ǡǟ, and It. prov. ǡǧǣ.ǡ.
28 Pl. ǡ.ǠǦ: ‘Aer them [i.e. the Cantabri] come the
twenty-two peoples of the Astures, divided between
Augustani and Transmontani, with Asturica, a
splendid city. Among them there are the Gigurri,
the Paesici, the Lancienses, the Zoelae.’ (Iunguntur
iis [sc. Cantabris] Asturum ̢̢ populi diuisi in Augus-
tanos et Transmontanos, Asturica urbe magniﬁca. In his
sunt Gigurri, Paesici, Lancienses, Zoelae). According
to Pliny, the city of Asturica was (logically) part of
Asturia. Ptolemy places the Gigurri with the peo-
ples aer the Asturian cities sensu stricto, whereas the
Paesici – whose city was on the coast according to
the Geography – feature before Asturia in Ptolemy’s
catalogue. The Zoelae are not mentioned in the Ge-
ography.
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Geography – which clearly goes back to the archetype – is not usually employed for the
names of cities or for ethnonyms (the latter are generally written in the genitive case in
Ptolemy’s Iberian catalogue). The correct spelling would have been ̧̩̫̲̩̔ for the city’s
name and perhaps *̵̷̧̩̫̲̯̻̱̔ (in the genitive case, *̵̵̧̩̫̲̯̻̔́) for the ethnonym.29
The absence of coordinates for several of the localities (in Ξ as well as in Ω), the im-
precise deﬁnition of Asturia and the uncertain status of ̷̧̩̫̲̩̼̱̔/⟨̔⟩̧̩̫̲̩̼̩̱ have all
aﬀected the structure of this passage. The many divergent readings of the toponyms
and the coordinates as well as the structural diﬀerence all point to a defective stage in
the process of transmission, which was probably already reﬂected in the archetype. The
scenarios of a revision of the manuscripts in one of the recensions or of two diﬀerent
copying strategies (to overcome defects in the exemplars) are plausible but cannot be
satisfactorily demonstrated.
ǡ.Ǡ Toponyms and ethnonyms of Iberia
ǡ.Ǡ.ǟ Additions and omissions of toponyms
Missing lines in theΩ recension
There are ten instances in which an entry in the catalogue in one of the recensions is ab-
sent from the other recension (Table Ǣ). In three of these instances, which occur in the
list of the Asturian localities (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ), only the coordinates aremissing from one of
the recensions.30 Among these localities, no obvious anachronism can be demonstrated:
most of the cities were either mentioned in sources before the time of Ptolemy (such as
Nertobriga,31 the Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina,32 Lacobriga33 and Touia34) or they cannot be found
in any other sources besides theGeography (such as Velladis, Capasa,35 Araducca, Autraca
and Ambisna36). Sala is possibly Salpensa, which Pliny mentions.37 Interamnium Flav-
ium is more problematic as the locality appears only in later itineraries,38 even though
29 The ethnonym is not attested in the Greek sources.
The name’s spelling in the Geography may be the
result of a misdivision that was introduced by
Ptolemy’s source (̧̩̫̲̩̼̩̱̔ from ̧̩̫̲̩̔ ̲̩ۮ? and
̷̧̩̫̲̩̼̱̔ from ̧̩̫̲̩̔ ̼ῶ̵ ڌ̵̻̼̹́ͅ?; see Cassius
Dio ǣǡ.Ǡǣ) or a misreading of the end of the eth-
nonym in the archetype; footnote ǧǧ, p. ǟǢǤ.
30 See Appendix G.
31 Pl. ǡ.ǟǢ. In his Hist. ǡǣ.Ǡ, Polybius uses the spelling
̖̭̹̲̪̹̱̲̩̈́ (Nercobrica).
32 The Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina (̴̵̭̹̩̱̲ۭ̌ codd., ̴̵̭̱ۭ̌
corr. Müller) was founded under Galba in ǤǦ CE.
See Cassius Dio ǣǣ.ǠǢ; Tacitus, Hist. Ǡ.ǟǟ and ǡ.ǠǠ;
also Palao Vicente ǠǞǞǤ; García Marcos and Morillo
Cerdán ǠǞǟǣ.
33 Pl. ǡ.ǠǤ.
34 Pl. ǡ.ǧ. Pliny refers to ‘the mountains near Tugia’
(saltus tugiensis), which is the same city as Ptolemy’s
Touia.
35 According to Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ,
footnote ǥǧ, ǟǥǟ, Capasa (Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ) may be a du-
plication of Capara (Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǧ).
36 Possibly Ambinon, mentioned in Rav. ǡǟǦ.ǟǢ.
37 Pl. ǡ.ǟǢ.
38 Rav. ǡǠǞ.ǟǧ, It. prov. ǢǠǧ.ǡ and Ǣǡǟ.Ǡ.
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the name suggests that the city had already been founded under the Flavian dynasty.
Only the nameless cape in Baetica (ἐ̶̷̦̿) is very probably a later addition.39
The list of localities in the province of Tarraconensis that is found in the Ξ recen-
sion but is absent fromΩ is particularly interesting as it involves omissions of catalogue
entries that occur at regular intervals. Assuming that there is one line of manuscript
for each entry (ethnonym or toponym with coordinates) and one or two lines for the
introductory sentences,40 I have calculated that: from the missing coordinates of the Le-
gio ̦̙̙ Gemina to Araducca there are approximately twenty-eight lines; from Araducca
to the two omissions concerning Autraca and Lacobriga, there are about twenty-seven
to twenty-eight lines; from there to Ambisna, again approximately twenty-eight lines;
from there to the corrupt coordinates of Numantia in Ω,41 about twenty-seven lines;
from there to Touia, about ﬁy-six lines (that is, twenty-eight lines multiplied by two);42
and from the extremely divergent coordinates of Pintia to the Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina, there
are approximately twenty-eight lines. Two instances of missing lines in theΩ recension
that are separated by twenty-eight lines can also be found in other books of the cata-
logue.43 Although one should not over-interpret the fact that these omissions occur at
regular intervals, it does point to a series of omissions (in actual fact, a series of lacunae)
inΩ rather than to later additions in Ξ. The lacunae were probably the result of a single
defective exemplar, which was possibly one of the copies between the archetype (com-
mon to Ω and Ξ) and the Ω hyparchetype. This faulty copy must have had columns
of text of around twenty-eight lines. Damage to the lower edge of a papyrus roll – the
upper edges are generally less susceptible to fray – or even the loss of a horizontal pa-
pyrus strip, for instance, could explain the regularity at which the defective lines occur.
Physical damage to a codex could also explain the series of lacunae.44
A synopsis of Book Ǡ that can only be found in the mainΩ manuscripts – it is ab-
sent frommanuscripts X and O as well as from the manuscripts of P. Schnabel’s ̻ family
(SBP) – lists the countries (̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻), together with numbered columns (̧̻̭̳̬̭̺) for
each of them (Appendix F). A comparison can thus be made between the synopsis and
the string of Ω omissions discussed above. The numbering of the columns must go
back to the organisation of the catalogue at an earlier stage in the transmission process,
probably to Late Antiquity, as the practice was unusual in medieval codices,45 and it
39 See p. ǟǡǦ.
40 Compare with the disposition of the lines in the
Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ, ﬁg. Ǧ.
41 In Ut and Kt the position of Numantia agrees with
the Ξ coordinates.
42 Note that Velladis, Araducca, Ambisna and Touia
are also absent from O and Ot. See Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǦǢ.
43 There are twenty-eight lines between the men-
tions of Paionia (om.Ω, Geogr. ǡ.ǟǡ.ǠǦ) and Berta
(om.Ω, Geogr. ǡ.ǟǡ.ǡǣ) as well as between Ten-
nephis (om.Ω, Geogr. Ǣ.ǡ.ǡǧ) and the island of
Anemoussa (om.Ω, Geogr. Ǣ.ǡ.ǢǢ).
44 See Irigoin ǟǧǦǤ; Johnson ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǤǡ.
45 Diller ǟǧǡǧ, ǠǡǦ.
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Ξ recension Ω recension
2.4.07.09 lineam om. ἐ̶̷̦̿ ι Lγ′ λζ ιβ′
2.4.12.11 Sala ϵ γo′ λζ L′ lineam om.
2.4.13.09 lineam om. Nertobriga ζ λη Lγ′
2.5.07.08 Velladis ς γo′ µα ιβ′ lineam om.
2.5.08.15 lineam om. Capasa η γo′ λθ ς′
2.6.29.01 Lancia numeros om. Lancia θ γ′ µγ L′
2.6.29.05 Interamnium Flavium numeros om. Interamnium Flavium θ µδ
2.6.29.06 Legio ̦ Gemina θ µδ L′ Legio ̦ Gemina numeros om.
2.6.39.09 Araducca ς µα Lγιβ′ lineam om.
2.6.50.06 Autraca ι µγ δ′ lineam om.
2.6.50.07 Lacobriga ι γo′ µγ γ′ lineam om.
2.6.52.05 Ambisna ια ς′ µγ ιβ′ lineam om.
2.6.59.16 Touia ι γ′ λη L′ lineam om.
Tab. Ǣ Omissions or additions of lines and coordinates in the Iberian chapters of the two recensions.
conforms perfectly to a catalogue written on papyrus rolls.46 The copy, to which the
synopsis refers, used seventy-ﬁve columns of text for Book ǟ and the foreword (̸̷̹̳̈́-
̷̫̺) to Book Ǡ, and ﬁy-ﬁve columns for the ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻ of Hibernia to Illyricum (most
of Book Ǡ).47 On the basis of the columns numbers, one can estimate the number
of manuscript lines that is being referred to. Using diﬀerent methods, A. Diller and
D. Marcotte arrived at a similar result of thirty-ﬁve or thirty-six lines for each column,48
whereas K. Müller found only thirty lines.49 The ﬁy-ﬁve columns for Book Ǡ also cor-
respond to ﬁy-six pages in the ǠǞǞǤ critical edition; there are thirty-four lines per page
on average in this edition, hence the ﬁy-ﬁve columns must have consisted of about
46 Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, Ǥǥ.
47 There is uncertainty about the last ﬁgure in the syn-
opsis: although the list is logical (but incomplete),
it is not entirely consistent with the structure of the
catalogue. See the note in Appendix F.
48 A. Diller ǟǧǡǧ, ǠǡǦ, used the layout of manuscript
U and came to an estimate of about thirty-ﬁve lines,
while D. Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǦ, calculated, using the
Nobbe edition, that there are about thirty-six lines.
Concerning the Almagest, G. J. Toomer ǟǧǦǢ, ǣǤ, has
observed that ‘Ǣǣ lines is the standard height of ta-
bles throughout the Almagest. It is presumably cho-
sen to conform to some standard height of papyrus
roll.’
49 Müller ǟǦǤǥ, ǠǦǥ.
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thirty-ﬁve lines each. Such estimations are in any case approximate, although the syn-
opsis of Book Ǡ and theΩ string of omissions do seem to refer to copies with diﬀerent
textual layouts, namely columns with between thirty-ﬁve/thirty-six lines and with about
twenty-eight lines, respectively. That there were two diﬀerent layouts is, however, not
incompatible: theΩ omissions occurred aer the archetype common toΩ and Ξ, since
the lines missing in theΩmanuscripts are still to be found in manuscript X. The faulty
copy was not necessarily theΩ hyparchetype but could have been any copy between the
archetype and theΩ hyparchetype. By contrast, the synopsis may go back to a copy that
predates the bifurcation of the tradition, since the numbers could have been supplied
by the archetype but omitted by the scribe of the Ξ hyparchetype or simply omitted by
the scribe of X.50
The ἐ̶̷̿ή point along the Baetican coast
A nameless cape, called simply ἐ̶̷̦̿, between Selambina and Abdara along the coast of
Baetica is mentioned in theΩ recension but not in Ξ and it does not appear on themaps.
In its literal sense the word means ‘prominence’. It was commonly used in a ﬁgurative
sense – as in ̲̩̼ʼ ἐ̶̷̵̦̿ (‘par excellence’51) – but the use of ἐ̶̷̦̿ in a concrete topograph-
ical sense was extremely rare in the geography of Antiquity. Strabo (ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ) uses the word
once to describe the top of a mountain, and Marcian, who read Ptolemy’s works, uses
it in the sense of ‘promontory’.52 The word appears, in a geographical sense, in Byzan-
tine works: in scholia to Lycophron53 and to Dionysius Periegetes54, where ἐ̶̷̦̿ most
50 Furthermore, the synopsis of Book Ǡ and the epit-
ome of the Ξ recension both treat Dalmatia as a
province, whereasΩ includes it in the description
of Illyricum (see Appendix F). It is also worth call-
ing to mind the omissions of the western mouths
of the Anas and Baetis Rivers, which are common
toΩ and Ξ, and, therefore, must have already been
missing in the archetype (see p. ǧǤ). The absence of
a line in the catalogue for the city of Rhodes is also
surprising; the city should have been placed in the
̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̦ of the island (Geogr. ǣ.Ǡ.ǡǢ). The ‘Table
of Noteworthy Cities’ (ǟǣ.Ǡ) mentions the island of
Rhodes together with its coordinates, although this
may refer to the city rather than to the island. See
Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, Ǣǧǧ.
51 E.g., Str. ǟ.Ǡ.ǟǞ; St. Byz., Ethn. s.v. ڌ̶̵̳̭̤̬̹̭̱̩̱. See
also Cic., Att. Ǣ.ǟǣ.ǥ.
52 Per. mar. ext. ǟ.Ǡ: ̴̦̼̭ ̷̲̱̳̼̯̼̩̺̈́ ̴̦̼̭ ἐ̶̷̺̿ۨ ἔ̷̿̽-
̻̩ (̷̲̱̳̼̯̺̈́ in this context means a coastal in-
dentation; see Stadiasmos ǟǣǤ). Marcian uses ἐ̶̷-
̦̿ in his description of the Cimbrian peninsula
(Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǡǡ), as does Ptolemy.
53 The word ἐ̶̷̦̿ appears in a scholion to Lycophron
(Alex. ǢǢǥ) in the eleventh-century Venetus Marc.
gr. Z. ǢǥǤ (coll. ǥǞǡ), in an explanation of the word
̧̭̹̩̻̼̩̓. The latter was an alternative name for the
island of Cyprus (edition in Scheer ǟǧǞǦ, ǟǤǣ, and
Billerbeck ǠǞǟǢ, ǦǞ). The scholiast refers to Π̭̹ۮ ̵̦-
̵̻́ (On the Islands), written by Xenagoras (=FGrH
ǠǢǞ fr. Ǡ), and explains that the alternative name of
̧̭̹̩̻̼̩̓ comes from ̲̥̹̩̺, because Cyprus has
‘numerous prominences (̸̷̳̳̺ۨ ἐ̶̷̤̺̿) which
they call horns (̲̥̹̩̼̩)’. M. Billerbeck ǠǞǟǢ, Ǧǟ,
translates this as ‘weil sie zahlreiche <gebirgige> Vor-
sprünge hat’ and C. Higbie ǠǞǞǥ as ‘because it had
many peaks’. Stephanus of Byzantium (Ethn. s.v. ̓۳-
̸̷̹̺) clearly knew this explanation, since the sim-
ilarity between his text and the scholion is strik-
ing, although he writes ‘because it has numerous
promontories (̸̷̳̳̺ۨ ἄ̲̹̩̺)’. Hence, in the scho-
lion ἐ̶̷̦̿may simply mean ‘cape’ or ‘promontory’.
54 Scholion to Dion. Per. Ǧǧ: ̷̹̱̓ῦ ̴̸̷̵̥̼́ ڡ ἐ̶̷̿۬
̩ὐ̼ῆ̺ ̬̱ۨ ̼۰ ۝̸̻̭̹ ἐ̸ۮ ̲̭ϕ̩̳ῆ̺ ̲̭ῖ̻̰̩̱. The Cre-
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probably means promontory, and in the ninth-century Etymologicum Genuinum, where
the meaning is unclear.55
The words commonly used in Ptolemy’s catalogue for ‘cape’ or ‘promontory’ are ڡ
ἄ̲̹̩, ̼۰ ἄ̷̵̲̹ and ̼۰ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱. A mountain or a mountain range is always referred to
as a ̼۰ ۄ̷̹̺ or in its plural form ̼ۨ ۄ̹̯. Ptolemy uses mostly ̼۰ ἐϕ̶̭ῆ̺ ἄ̷̵̲̹, ̼۰ ἐ̴̵̷̵̭̿̈́
ἄ̷̵̲̹ or ̼۰ ̴̭̼ʼ ̩ὐ̵̼۬ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱ (that is, ‘the following cape’) in his descriptions of
nameless capes.56
The term ἐ̶̷̦̿ is used six times in Ptolemy’sGeography and all of them are equivocal.
In four instances, the word is used to describe the coastline of the Cimbrian peninsula.57
In all the manuscripts, the text of this passage has been rearranged and the coordinates
are hard to decipher.58 In addition, the confusing language of these lines is incongru-
ous with the usual simplicity of the catalogue. The phrase ڡ ̴̭̼ۨ ̵̼۬ ἐ̶̷̵̿۬ ̸̹̼̯͆ ἐ̶̷̦̿
(‘ﬁrst cape aer the cape’) is surprisingly repetitive. The ἐ̶̷̦̿ points have not been
noted down on the Iberian maps of manuscripts UKO, although they do feature on
the map of R. That the passage was corrupted (and/or reconstructed) aer Ptolemy is
not implausible, while a correction carried out on the basis of a defective manuscript,
perhaps between Ptolemy’s original and the archetype, would explain the uninspiring
phrase and the confusion in both the recensions.
The two remaining occurrences are similar and are probably linked. They concern
two nameless capes, one on Baetica’s coast, the other on the western coast of Albion
(modern-day Great Britain).59 Both occur in exactly the same manuscripts (UKVRRt)
and are absent from manuscripts UtKtXOOt. In other words, only the text of Ω has
these two occurrences, and they do not appear in the Ξ recension or on most of the
maps. According to the list made by F. Mittenhuber, no other locality in Book Ǡ of the
Geography shows this characteristic.60 Moreover, the latitude of the ἐ̶̷̦̿ in Albion is
tan cape known as ̷̹̱̓ῦ ̸̷̵̥̼́̕ (i.e. ‘the Ram’s
Forehead’) is deﬁned as an ἐ̶̷̦̿, which simply
means ‘promontory’ here. The scholia to Diony-
sius Periegetes possibly date to the fourth or ﬁh
century (RE V, s.v. Dionysios, col. ǧǠǠ). See also the
scholion to Dion. Per. ǟǠǞ.
55 On the date of the work, see Baldi ǠǞǟǡ, ̨̨̙̦–̨̨̨̙̙,
and Billerbeck ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǟ*–ǡǡ*. The word ἐ̶̷̦̿ ap-
pears in a note describing the shape of the island
of Gades (s.v. ̤̬̭̱̹̩̌): ἀ̸۰ ̷̼ῦ ̫ῆ ̲̩ۮ ̷̼ῦ ̬̭̱̹۩,
̷ἱ̷̵̭ۮ ̫ῆ̺ ̬̭̱̹۩· ̼ۨ ̫̹ۨ ̌۩̬̭̱̹̩, ̼ῆ̺ ̫ῆ̺ ἐ̶̷̦̿ ἐ-
̵̻̼̱ (text in Baldi ǠǞǟǡ). The form of the island
is compared to ‘a neck’ and to ‘a prominence’ of
the Earth, although the exact meaning is unsure.
The same passage is given in the Etym. Symeonis (of
the ﬁrst half of the twelh century, s.v. ̤̬̭̱̹̩̌),
the meaning of which is also unclear. Stephanus
of Byzantium (s.v. ̤̬̭̱̹̩̌) uses the same kind of
metaphor but does not use the word ἐ̶̷̦̿: ̵̻̼̭۬
̲̩ۮ ̸̴̭̹̦̲̯̺, ὡ̺ ̷ۓ̻̩ ̵̧̼̩̱̩, ̼ῆ̺ ̫ῆ̺ ̬̭̱̹̤ (reused
in Eust. Dion. Per. ǤǢ). The island is described as be-
ing ‘long and narrow’ and as having the form of a
‘tongue of land’ or of ‘a neck’. The expression ̼ῆ̺
̫ῆ̺ ἐ̶̷̦̿ thus seems to refer to a similar image of
a narrow piece of land, although there is no other
evidence to corroborate this use.
56 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡ, ǡ.ǟǠ.ǡ, ǥ.Ǡ.ǡ–ǣ.
57 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǟ.ǡ–Ǣ.
58 Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǠǠǡ.
59 Geogr. Ǡ.ǡ.Ǥ.
60 Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǡǦǢ. Both localities are also sup-
plied in A.
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Fig. ǟǟ The coastal area near the inland city of Camulodunum (black dot) in the two recensions as well as in
manuscript U of the Geography.
ǣǣ°Ǟǣ’ (νϵ ιβ ′): it is the only locality in the chapters on the British Isles (ǟǥǧ toponyms
in total) with this number of minutes and such a precise latitude.
The two ἐ̶̷̦̿ points in Albion and Baetica are, therefore, more likely to have been
added to the catalogue at a later date rather than omitted from the Ξ recension and
the maps. These two localities are evidence that the text of Ptolemy’s catalogue (but
only in theΩ recension) was reworked. They concern two coastal points, for which the
geographical coordinates had been determined, that were entered into the catalogue at
a precise point by a later editor or scribe.
Althoughno satisfying explanation has been found for the nameless Baetican cape,61
the addition of an ἐ̶̷̦̿ point along the coast of Albion, between themouths of theGari-
ennus and the Sidumanis rivers, could be cartographical in origin. Even though they
have diﬀerent coordinates in the Ξ andΩ recensions, the mouths of the two rivers cre-
ate, in both recensions, an illogical coastline. If one links the two points with a more or
less straight line, the city of Camulodunum (near modern-day Colchester), which was
61 It is possible that the coastline was modiﬁed in
order to depict one of the several promontories
between modern-day Adra and Almería or per-
haps the large bulge in the coastline between these
cities; there are shallows and a strong eastward ﬂow
around Punta Sabinar that need to be carefully nav-
igated to reach Almería. The coastal descriptions in
Rav. ǡǞǣ.Ǣ and ǡǢǡ.ǟǟ and in Guido. ǣǟǣ.ǟǥ refer to
a station called C⟨a⟩esarea, aer Abdera, which has
not been identiﬁed.
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included by Ptolemy in the descriptions of the inland localities,62 would lie too far to
the east – in fact it would be located in the sea (see Fig. ǟǟa). Nonetheless, the cartog-
raphers of the UKO maps63 drew the coast in the form of a large promontory, so that
Camulodunum remained inland (see Fig. ǟǟc). The drawings of all three UKO maps
are very similar, which suggests that the map-maker of the exemplar, from which they
derive, realised that the coastline, as deﬁned in the catalogue, was at odds with the co-
ordinates of Camulodunum. It is possible that this cartographer, noticing the problem,
added a point between the mouths of the Sidumani and Gariennus rivers to the cata-
logue – preserved in the catalogues ofΩ – in order to help later map-makers (Fig. ǟǟb).
The additional point does not represent any actual locality, which explains its neutral
denomination: ἐ̶̷̦̿.64
ǡ.Ǡ.Ǡ Toponymic and ethnonymic variants
Most of the toponyms and ethnonyms listed in the Iberian catalogue are not of Greek
origin but have Celtic and Latin roots.65 Statements on the linguistic peculiarity of the
peninsula’s toponymy were a topos in Greek and Latin geography and can be traced
back to Posidonius.66 Mela, for example, writes that there are ‘several peoples and
rivers among the Cantabri, but their names cannot be couched in our language’67, while
Strabo bluntly states:
I shrink from giving too many of the names, shunning the unpleasant task (̼۰
ἀ̯̬۪̺) of writing them down – unless it comports with the pleasure of someone
to hear ‘Pleutaures’, ‘Bardyetes’, ‘Allotriges’, and other names still less pleasing
and of less signiﬁcance than these.68
62 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǠ.
63 The ἐ̶̷̦̿ point is missing from the catalogue of
manuscript O, although present in manuscripts U
and K.
64 The coordinates in Ξ andΩ of Camulodunum
seem to be corrupted, since Ptolemy states that the
city lies ‘near (̸̩̹ۨ) the estuary of the Tamēsa’ (Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.ǡ.ǠǠ), which is not the case as far as the trans-
mitted coordinates are concerned. This suggests that
the latter diﬀer from the original coordinates of Ca-
mulodunum, which at ﬁrst might have been coher-
ent with the coastline of the catalogue. A mistake
in the transmission process that occurred before the
common archetype of the tradition might have af-
fected the coordinates of Camulodunum, which led
to the map being modiﬁed.
65 See the linguistic studies of Untermann ǟǧǧǠ; García
Alonso ǠǞǞǟ; García Alonso ǠǞǞǡ; García Alonso
ǠǞǞǣ; Moret ǠǞǞǤ, among others.
66 Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǧǣ.
67 Mela ǡ.ǟǣ. See also Mela ǡ.ǟǡ (‘the two [river]
mouths are little known even among the locals’)
and ǡ.ǡǞ. A similar judgement can be found in
Pliny ǡ.ǥ, ǡ.ǠǦ (‘The twenty-four cities of the Bracari
contain ǠǦǣ ǞǞǞ people, of whom, besides the
Bracari themselves, may be mentioned, without
boring the reader, the Biballi, Coelerni, Callaeci,
Equaesi, Limici and Querquerni’) and Ǣ.ǟǟǦ.
68 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǥ, also ǡ.ǡ.ǡ. See Radt ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǣǤ.
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This forthright statement should not hide the real diﬃculties that Ptolemy and the an-
tique and medieval scribes faced. Unfamiliar toponymy and ethnonymy were certainly
the source of some of the confusions and misreadings that occurred during the trans-
mission history of the Geography – from Ptolemy’s sources to the extant Greek manu-
scripts.69
Types of diﬀerences betweenΩ and Ξ
The variations in the readings between the Ω and Ξ recensions demonstrate the com-
plexity of the textual transmission of the toponyms and ethnonyms. Common writing
errors and divergences include:
– misdivisions, such as ̷̔ῦ̷̲̺ ڌ̷̻̼̹̽ῶ̵ (Ω) and ̷̷̷̵̧̲̻̩̻̼̹̔̽̽̽́ (X).70 In manu-
script X two-word toponyms tend to be written as one word (oenwith extra vowels
placed between the two words), whereas the manuscripts of the Ω recension have
more accurate readings in these cases;71
– mistakes or diﬀerences that are related to capital letters. Thirty-one toponyms and
ethnonyms in the Iberian chapters have such errors, the most frequent occurrences
being confusions between ̔, ̍ and A (Οې̴̩̩Ω, Οې̴̳̩ X, for instance),72 between
Ϲ and Є (̥̳̻̩̓Ω, ̭̳̥̩̓ X),73 between ̌̒, Τ̒, Π and ̐ (̧̫̱̩̌Ω, ̸̧̩̌ X)74 as well as
between T and ̌ (Σ̴̧̭̼̻̩̩Ω, Σ̴̧̭̫̻̩̩ X). In six of these cases, ̌ has beenmistaken
for T in the manuscripts of theΩ recension;75
– confusions between minuscule letters are much less frequent: they are essentially
between ̪, ̲ and ̯.76 The over-representation of typical majuscule variants between
manuscript X and all the Ω manuscripts suggests that an archetype was written in
capital letters;77
– misreadings of an abbreviation or a symbol;78
69 See, e.g., footnote ǧǧ, p. ǟǢǤ.
70 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ.
71 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ: ̸̧̩̩̼̩̔ ̷̹̓͆̽Ω, ̸̷̴̩̩̼̱̩̲̹̔͆̽ X;
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǥ: ̷̧̖̫̩ Οὐ̧̲̭̻̩Ω, ̷̷̧̖̱̫̩̱̲̭̻̩̽ X; Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǤ: Φ̷̧̳̩̩̽ ̴̧̩̪̹̺̔Ω, Φ̷̷̴̧̳̩̱̩̳̩̪̹̺̽̽ X;
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǡ: Οې̶̴̩̩ ̤̹̲̩̋Ω, Οې̶̴̩̩̩̪̤̹̲̩ X.
72 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǣ, also Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǡ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǣ, ǣǞ, ǣǤ ǣǥ and Ǥǟ.
73 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǦ, also Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǥ.
74 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ, also Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ, Ǡ.ǣ.ǧ, Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǟ, Ǡǧ, ǡǣ, ǡǦ and
ǣǞ.
75 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǞ, also Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǠ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǢ, ǣǞ, ǣǠ, ǣǤ and ǤǦ.
76 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǦ (possibly Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǥǥ as well).
77 This conﬁrms the assessments of Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǣ,
and of Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, Ǡǡ and
ǟǟǢ–ǟǟǤ. The diﬀerences in the use of majuscules
do not necessarily go back to divergent readings
of the archetype itself but could have occurred in
any copy between the archetype and the respective
hyparchetypes of both recensions, possibly even
later in the Ξ recension.
78 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ: Scalabis Colonia; see p. ǟǠǞ; Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡ: ἐϕʼ ̷ۓ Σ̷̧̯̻̼̽ ̴̷̧̪́Ω, ἐϕʼ ̷ۓ Σ̷̧̯̻̼̽
ڡ̷̧̳̽ ̴̷̧̪́ X. The word ڡ̷̧̳̽ is written, in man-
uscript X, with the symbol of the sun and a breve.
Was the symbol misread and omitted fromΩ?
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– iotacisms (ﬁeen occurrences)79 and diﬀerent transcriptions of the sound /e/ (four-
teen occurrences): in eleven of the latter, the manuscripts of the Ω recension use
̩̱, whereas manuscript X uses ̭80 – the inverse occurs only three times.81 There are
also many diﬀerences in the use of other vowels: ̷/̷̽, ̷/́, ̩/̭, and so on.
– betacisms and diﬀerent transcriptions of the sound /w/. When words were tran-
scribed from Latin to Greek, diﬀerent strategies might have been adopted to render
the sound /w/, which in Latin was written with the letter ‘u’, as in Oruium or Nauia,
for example. This Latin letter was, however, already being pronounced as /̪/ (sim-
ilar to the modern-day Spanish pronunciation of the letter ‘b’) or /v/ in Antiquity;
moreover, the pronunciation of the Greek letter ̪ changed from /b/ in the Attic di-
alect to /̪/ in Koine and to /v/ inmedieval Greek. Where the two recensions diverge,
in four cases the manuscripts of theΩ recension use the two vowels ̷̽ to transcribe
the Latin /w/, whereas X keeps the beta, or adds and replaces the /w/ with a beta, as
in: Ὀ̷̷̵̹̱ͅΩ and Ὀ̷̷̵̹̪̱ͅ X; ̷̷̷̵̷̧̖̩̱̳̳̺̽̽́Ω and ̷̷̵̷̧̖̩̪̱̩̳̳̺̽́ X.82 There
is only one case in whichΩ uses ̪ and X uses ̽.83
– haplographies, dittographies or simply the insertion or omission of one letter, some-
times the initial letter of a word, of which there are about twenty-ﬁve occurrences;
– the metathesis of vowels84 or consonants.85
The estuary near Asta
The toponymy and vocabulary used to describe the coastal section to the west of the
Strait of Hercules – the Port ofMenestheus, the estuary near Asta and the doublemouths
of the Baetis River (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ) – have close parallels to Strabo’s description in his Ge-
ography:
Next in order comes what is called the Port of Menestheus (ὁ ̵̭̭̻̰̥̺́̕ ̲̩-
̷̳۳̴̵̷̭̺ ̴̵̳̱۬), and then the estuary near Asta (ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ Ἄ̵̻̼̩ ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽) and
Nabrissa. The name of estuaries (ᾀ̵̩̻̭̱̺̿) is given to hollows that are cov-
ered by the sea at the high tides, and, like rivers, aﬀord waterways into the
interior and to the cities on their shores. Then immediately comes the outlet
of the Baetis, which has a twofold division.86
79 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǧ, Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ and Ǧ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǡ, ǣǟ, ǣǡ, ǣǦ, Ǥǟ, Ǥǡ, Ǥǧ
and ǥǤ.
80 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ: ̵̧̩̳̋́Ω, ̵̥̳̋́ X; also Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǠ and ǟǢ,
Ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣ, ǟǢ, ǡǞ (twice), ǤǠ, ǥǞ and ǥǢ.
81 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǟ, ǡǤ and ǣǦ.
82 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡ and Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ. See also Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǥ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǡ, and
similar cases in Ǡ.Ǧ.ǣ, Ǡ.ǟǢ.Ǣ, ǡ.ǟ.Ǧ, Ǣ.ǟ.ǟǞ, Ǣ.Ǡ.ǡǢ…
83 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǥǡ: ̵̥̹̩̪̩̋Ω, ̵̥̹̩̩̋̽ X.
84 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǧ: Ὤ̷̵̹̯̼Ω, ڨ̹̼́ῶ̵ X; also Ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ,
Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ.
85 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǠ: Τ̷̧̯̳̪̺Ω, Τ̷̧̯̪̳̺ X; also Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ,
Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǢ, ǢǞ, ǣǢ, ǣǦ and Ǥǥ.
86 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ.
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The expressions ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ Ἄ̵̻̼̩ ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽ (the estuary near Asta) and [ὁ] ̵̭̭̻̰̥̺́̕ [̲̩-
̷̴̵̷̳̭̺ͅ] ̴̵̳̱̦ (the Port of Menestheus) can be found word-for-word in Ptolemy’s Ge-
ography, albeit only in the Ξ recension. Manuscript X uses ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ᾀ̵̻̼̩̲̩̩̻̱̺̿, that
is, ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ Ἄ̵̻̼̩ ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽, the last word of which is a unicum in the Geography; the
Ω recension uses ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ Ἄ̵̻̼̩ ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽ instead, though with the same meaning. Unlike
ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽, the term ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽ is used frequently in both recensions of the Geography for
the estuaries of Hibernia and Albion,87 which suggests that theΩ hyparchetype might
have been contaminated by the chapters on Ireland and the British Isles.
Strabo’s Geography, the Ξ recension of the catalogue and Marcian’s Periplous are the
only other texts to refer to the Port of Menestheus and the estuary near Asta using the
same vocabulary.88 The term ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽ is, in fact, not that frequent in geographical texts89
and was used to describe a landform that is typical of oceanic coasts, namely a deep
inlet, where the tide dictates the height of the water (the mouth of a coastal river can
potentially ﬂow into the inlet).90 Strabo’s long deﬁnition indicates that the termwas not
self-evident and, furthermore, betrays his source, which provides an accurate description
of the oceanic regions. According to F. Lasserre, the information can be traced back to
Artemidorus via Posidonius.91 The P. Artemid. may shed new light on the problem if,
87 There are eleven occurrences of ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽ in the Geog-
raphy (Ǡ.ǡ.ǟ–Ǥ).
88 P. Artemid. V Ǡǥ also mentions the Port of Menes-
theus, although ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽ (if the reconstruction
is correct) seems to refer to the Anas River, not to
Asta. See footnote ǧǠ, p. ǟǢǣ.
89 Strabo’s Geography contains most of these occur-
rences. One instance is explicitly linked with Crates
of Mallus (Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǥ), although it describes a large
oceanic stream, which does not correspond to the
kind of ᾀ̵̩̻̭̱̺̿ described along the Iberian coast-
line. The expression ἐ̶ ᾀ̵̩̻̭̺̿́ ̷̼ῦ ὠ̵̷̲̭̩ῦ in
a fragment of Priscus (p. ǡǢǟ, ed. Dindorf) un-
doubtedly means the same thing. Strabo also uses
the term to describe a lake between Cumae and
Cape Misenum (̼ῆ̺ ̰̩̳̤̼̼̯̺ ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽ ̼̱̺ ̵̼̭̩-
̫̬̯̺͆, ‘some kind of shallows covered by the sea’,
Str. ǣ.Ǣ.ǣ), which was reused by Eustathius in his
commentary on the Odyssey (Eust. Odyss. X. ǣǟǢ,
p. ǡǧǠ, l. Ǡǧ, ed. Stallbaum). Dionysius of Byzan-
tium uses the term twice to describe the coasts of
the Bosphorus, in one of these instances using sim-
ilar terms to the Strabo passage quoted above: ̴̭-
̷̼̥̹̺́ ̲̩ۮ ̵̼̭̩̫̬̯̺͆ ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽, ‘an estuary covered
by shallows’ (Dion. Byz. Ǡǡ, ed. Güngerich). The
word appears once in the Chrest. (ǡ.ǟǟ). Maximus
of Tyre mentions (in Diss. ǡǦ.ǡ) ̲̩ۮ ᾀ̵̩̻̭̱̺̿ ̰̩-
̳۩̼̼̯̺ ̲̩ۮ ̸̷̴̼̩ῶ̵ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ ‘and the estuaries of the
sea and the mouths of rivers’, which shows that he
made a distinction between these landforms. He ex-
plicitly names his source as Aristeas (ﬂ. c. ǤǞǞ BCE);
see Dowden ǠǞǞǧ. Marcian (Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ) writes
ἀ̵̵̻̼̩̩̤̻̱̺̿̽ with a misdivision similar to that
found in manuscript X; see Appendix E. The exact
meaning of a last occurrence of this term – in a frag-
ment dubiously attributed to Ocellus Lucanus (On
the Nature of the Universe, ǡ.Ǣ.) – is unclear.
90 Radt ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǟǢ: ‘Estuary [‘Ästuar’ in German]: this
is surely the best translation for the Greek word ἀ-
̵۩̻̱̺̿̽ […]; however, the word does not imply,
contrary to ‘estuary’, the mouth of a river.’ I ﬁnd the
French word étier (‘tidal inlet’, ‘canal’ or ‘inlet ﬁlled
during high tide’), used by F. Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ to be a
more accurate translation of the Greek word than
estuaire (which generally denotes the lower course of
a river). See Compatangelo-Soussignan ǠǞǟǢ.
91 Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, Ǡǧ. C.M. Lucarini ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǣǧ, follow-
ing an old historiographical tradition, attributes the
main source of Strabo’s excursus on the ᾀ̵̩̻̭̱̺̿
to Posidonius. The technical discussion, which re-
veals an interest in oceanic phenomena and a wish
to understand as well as deﬁne them, does indeed
point to scholars such as Artemidorus and Posido-
nius (and the latter’s work Π̭̹ۮ ̵̷̲̭̩۠ῦ), who were
authorities on the topic.
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as the editors of the former do, one accepts that the reading ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽ was used in the
paraplous of Iberia contained in the papyrus.92 If their conjecture is correct, the parallels
to be found in Strabo and Ptolemy for ἀ̵۩̻̱̺̿̽ and the Port of Menestheus would
indicate with a high degree of certainty that the common source was Artemidorus. The
reading in the Ξ recension seems closer to Ptolemy’s possible source and was already
present in Marcian’s copy.
Conclusion
There are ǟǣǧ Iberian toponyms with diﬀerent readings in the Ω and Ξ recensions. In
forty-two cases, it is the Ξ recension that clearly contains the best reading or the reading
that probably most closely resembles the original; in only thirty-one cases does the Ω
recension have the better reading.93 A. Stückelberger believes that, regarding the whole
of Book Ǡ, both recensions have more or less the same number of ‘correct’ readings of
place names.94 However, the readings in Ξ of the description of Iberia are clearly better
most of the time. As for the remaining instances – in fact, the majority of the cases –
it is impossible to determine which recension contains the better reading. In instances
where a locality that is mentioned in theGeography cannot be found in any other sources
or where a toponym is erroneous in both recensions, no conclusions can be drawn about
the diﬀerences in the readings.
Nevertheless, in both recensions of the Geography, the Iberian catalogue shows spe-
ciﬁc divergences, even diﬀerent language or scribal characteristics, which can probably
be traced back to the production of the respective hyparchetypes: the preference in Ξ for
̭ rather than ̩̱ inΩ,95 many incorrect readings of T instead of ̌ inΩ, divergent kinds
of betacism, misdivisions that are more frequent in Ξ.96 However, there is little evidence
that either of the recensions was deeply revised. Apart from the confusion between ἀ̵۩-
̻̱̺̿̽ and ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽ – which was clearly a copying error rather than a correction – only the
92 However, the word relates a priori to the Anas
River and not to the Asta estuary. Column V of the
Artemidorus Papyrus contains the following passage
(transcribed by Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ,
ǟǦǦ): (ǡǠ) ̸ ̷ ̳ ̱ ̵ ̱ ̀ ̩ ̵ · ̲ ̬ · ̴̣ ̭̣ . . [.] . [. . . .] . . .
̸̣ ̱̣ ̼̣ ̩ ϲ ̩ .[ (ǡǡ) ̿ ̽ ϲ ̭ ̱ ϲ ̭ ̱ ϲ ̱ ̵ ̼ ̯̣ ϲ . ̣̿ . . . ϲ ̯ ϲ ̭
̣̽ ̰ ̭ . . . [.] . ϲ̣ .[. The editors have proposed the fol-
lowing reconstruction of the text (ǟǦǧ): (ǡǠ) ̸̵̳̱̈́
Ἴ̵̩̀ · ̲̬ · ̴̣̭̣̼̣̣ۨ [̬]۪̣ [̼̩̼ͅ]̵̯̣̣ ἐ̸̣̣ۮ̣ ̼̣ۨϲ Ἄ̵̣[̩ ἀ̵̩– (ǡǡ)
̿ͅϲ̭̱ϲ ̭ἰϲ̵̧, ̼ῆ̣ϲ ἀ̧̣̣̰̣̭̣̣̿ϲ̯ϲ ̭ὐ̧̣̰̭̣̩̣ϲ̣ [ᾗ] ἐ̣ϲ̼̣[̵̱ ڡ] etc. My
translation of lines ǡǟ–ǡǢ reads as follows: ‘from the
latter ⟨to⟩ the city of Ipsa, ǠǢ [stadia]; beyond ⟨the
latter⟩ until the estuary of the An⟨as⟩ in a straight
line to the point where the city of Kilibē lies, there
are ⟨ǡǤ⟩ stadia.’ The editors do not explain in any
detail their reason for choosing the term ἀ̵̤̻̱̺̿̽
rather than ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽ to complete the gap at the end
of line ǡǠ; they must have been inﬂuenced a priori
by Strabo’s text. On the problem of the reconstruc-
tion of line ǡǡ, see D’Alessio ǠǞǞǧ, notes Ǡǟ and ǡǡ.
ڌ̵۩̻̱̺̿̽ is not mentioned in the other fragments of
the P. Artemid. See Stiehle ǟǦǣǤ.
93 Instances where the scribe(s) of manuscript X did
not complete the initial letters of ethnonyms have
not been included in this count.
94 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧa, ǟǟǤ.
95 A. Stückelberger has noted that there are divergent
iotacistic tendencies in X (̯, ̭̱) and inΩ (̱); see
Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧe, Ǣǡǡ.
96 See, also, the case of Σ̵̦̯̽/Σ̷̵̦̯, p. Ǥǣ.
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case of ἐ̶̷̦̿ points to an intentional modiﬁcation of the catalogue. The exact date of
the addition of this point is still open to debate, but its introduction is unquestionably
connected to the realisation of a regional map.
In addition, there are a dozen toponmys and ethnonyms that can be linked with
a mistake in the archetype that is common to Ω and Ξ. They may be evidence of an
inaccuracy on the part of Ptolemy himself. There are indeed very few clues to help us
determine whether the introduction of inaccuracies comes from Ptolemy’s original or
from later scribes at a very early stage of the transmission process, such as before the
bifurcation of the tradition into two recensions.97 They include majuscule mistakes98
and misdivisions,99 as well as the additions of one letter to a word100 and the omissions
of syllables.101
ǡ.ǡ Coordinates and numerical readings
Several striking characteristics become apparent when one compares the coordinates in
both recensions (Fig. ǟǠ). The ﬁrst remarkable feature, as far as the Iberian peninsula
is concerned, is the large number of diﬀerences. Out of a combined total (from both
recensions) of ǣǟǡ localities with coordinates, ǠǢǣ have coordinates that diﬀer in the
Ω and Ξ recensions, which makes up almost half of all the place names in the Iberian
catalogue. These diﬀerent readings are spread equally over the peninsula and concern
97 O. Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, ǟǣ, provided a list of incorrect read-
ings, which he maintained could not have come from
Ptolemy himself. Such opinions are always open to
debate.
98 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ.: ̷̧̱̻̼̹̩̔̽ codd. pro ̊ἰ̷̧̻̼̩̹̩̽
(cf. Pl. ǡ.ǥ and Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ); Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǢ: ̥̹̼̻̩̔́ codd. pro ̥̹̼̻̩̍́ (cf. Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ
and ǧ, Pl. ǡ.Ǡǡ and Mela Ǡ.ǧǞ, among many liter-
ary testimonies, as well as CIL II ǢǞǣǥ, ǢǞǤǠ and
XI ǡǠǦǟ); Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǠ: ̦̻̩̔ codd. pro *̊ڴ̻́
conj. Müller (majuscule mistake plus iotacism,
cf. Pl. ǡ.Ǡǡ: aesonenses, id. CIL II ǢǢǤǠ, ǢǢǤǣ, ǢǢǥǡ
and AE ǟǧǥǠ, ǡǟǢ). Furthermore, Ἐ̼̭̳̥̻̼̩ inΩ
and Σ̼̭̳̥̻̼̩ in manuscripts XA (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǥ)
could both come from a mistake – Ἐ̼̭̳̥̻̼̩ – that
was present in the archetype, which would ex-
plain the reading Σ̼̭̳̥̻̼̩ in manuscripts X and
A. The correct toponym is undoubtedly Ἐ̫̭̳̥̻̼̩
(cf. Pl. ǡ.Ǡǣ and ǡǟ.Ǧ, and CIL II ǣǞǧǟ) or Ἐ̫̭̳̤̻̼̩
(Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǧ). The two variants could also come from
two erroneous readings of a correct archetype, since
Ϲ and Є, and ̌ and T were oen confused.
99 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ: ̷̷̷̵̷̧̖̩̱̳̳̺̽̽́ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩Ω,
̷̵̷̧̖̩̪̱̩̳̳̺̽́ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ X. The toponym
‘Naviallouiōn River’ is undocumented outside the
Geography and could go back to a misreading of a
Latin source. Indeed, Pliny’s text (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǟ) pro-
vides an interesting parallel: et deinde conuentus
Lucensis a ﬂumine Nauia Albiones, Cibarci, Egivarri
(‘and then, belonging to the conuentus of Lucus,
from the Navia River, the Albiones, the Cibarci,
the Egivarri’). It is possible that a ﬂumine Nauia
Albiones was incorrectly divided to form a ﬂumine
Nauialbiones, which could be the origin of the Ge-
ography’s Naviallouiōn River. See Müller ǟǧǞǟ, ǟǢǤ,
and Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǥǢ–ǟǥǣ.
100 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǡ: Ἄ̵̷̵̻̱̬ codd. pro *̵̧̻̬̊́
conj. Müller (cf. Pl. ǡ.ǟǟ, Rav. ǡǟǥ.ǧ and
CIL II ǠǠǢǧ); Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǟ: Οὐ̵̵̷̵̧̬̱ codd. pro
Οὐ̵̷̵̧̬̱ (corrected by hand E in manuscript X,
cf. Florus, Epit. Ǣ.ǟǠ.Ǣǧ and Orosius, Hist. Ǥ.Ǡǟ).
101 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǢǞ: Ὕ̬̩̼̩ ̧̩̩̔ codd. pro Ὕ̬̩̼̩ Φ̷̧̳̩̩̽
conj. Hübner (cf. CIL II ǠǢǥǥ, ǠǢǥǦ); Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǦ:
̧̳̪̱̺̋ codd. pro ̧̳̪̱̳̱̺̋ (cf. Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǡ, Pl. ǡ.ǠǢ,
among many others).
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Fig. ǟǠ Diﬀerences in the coordinates for the Iberian peninsula between the two recensions of the Geography.
The Ξ coordinates are in red and theΩ are in blue. The black points and lines represent matching coordinates in
the recensions.
the coastal place names aswell as those of the interior. Numerical variations are generally
small, although inmany cases they exceed a half degree, whichmeans that themaps that
can be constructed on the basis of the recensions diﬀer quite markedly from each other.
ǡ.ǡ.ǟ Statistical overview
The geographical coordinates in the catalogue are essentially made up of four elements
– a whole number of degrees and a fraction of degrees, both for the longitude and the
latitude – which correspond approximately to the modern system of degrees and min-
utes. In other words, the coordinates of a locality include: (ǟ) the degrees of longitude,
(Ǡ) the minutes of longitude, (ǡ) the degrees of latitude, (Ǣ) and the minutes of latitude.
Ptolemy devised a format for his catalogue in which the longitude and latitude were set
up in separate columns and in which diacritical marks were used to make a distinction
between the integers and the fractions.102 Variant readings between the recensions can
102 See p. ǟǠǞ.
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involve one, two, three or all four elements of the coordinates. Most of the time – in
ǟǣǦ out of ǠǢǣ instances among the Iberian localities – a locality’s coordinates in the Ξ
andΩ recensions has only one diﬀering element.103
Moreover, the four elements of the coordinates do not share the same susceptibility
to variation. Most of the time, the diﬀerences between Ξ and Ω involve the fractions:
the variant readings concern predominantly the fractional parts of the latitudes (in ǣǣ%
of the cases), followed by the fractional portions of the longitudes (ǡǠ%). The integers
of the latitudes and the longitudes diﬀer much less, at only ǥ% and Ǥ% respectively.
Note that the fractional components of the latitudes, which are oen diﬀerent in the
manuscripts, are generally the last numbers of each line in the catalogue. This would
make these values more susceptible to omissions and may explain the high number of
variant readings.
ǡ.ǡ.Ǡ Divergent readings and the writing process
Divergent readings concerning the whole numbers of degrees can oen be explained
by the writing and copying processes. In several instances, scribes clearly mixed up
certain majuscule letters, in particular circular104 or triangular letters105. In nine cases,
the graphical proximity between the letters ζ in one recension and ς in the other was
clearly the cause of the divergent readings.
The range of integers for the latitudes and longitudes is rather restricted for the
Iberian peninsula: the longitudes of most of the Iberian localities fall within a range
of ǣ° and ǟǥ°, while the latitudes fall within a range of ǡǥ° and Ǣǣ°. In many cases,
the diﬀerences between Ξ and Ω correspond to one unit: λζ/λη, that is, ǡǥ°/ǡǦ°, for
example. Although these kinds of diﬀerences may be the result of corrections made to
the catalogue, they were probably more oen caused by unintentional contamination
from adjacent coordinates in the list: a scribe could be inﬂuenced by the words, phrases
or ﬁgures that he had just copied or was just about to write down. The scribe of the
exemplar of VRA, for example, repeated the latitude of Novium on the following line
(for the latitude of Bouron).106 Likewise, the latitudes of the ﬁrst Asturian cities alternate
between Ǣǡ° (µγ) and ǢǢ° (µδ), which suggests that the diﬀerences between Ξ and Ω
might easily have been mistakes induced by the context, more precisely, contamination
from the row(s) above (and possibly below) the list. Paradoxically, the restricted range
103 Fiy-six localities have two diﬀering elements, ﬁf-
teen localities have three diﬀering elements and
three localities have four diﬀering elements. Omis-
sions and/or additions of a line in the catalogue ex-
plain the thirteen remaining cases.
104 E.g., the longitudes of Illipula (θ in Ξ, ς inΩ) and
Setida (ϵ L′ in Ξ, ς L′ inΩ): Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǠ.
105 The longitude of Interamnium (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ) is ι δ′
inΩ and ια in Ξ, which can be explained by the
confusion between IA and I∆, plus a misdivision
(note that manuscript K provides the reading ιδ).
106 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǠ–Ǡǡ.
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of whole numbers used made it easy for the scribes to detect and correct mistakes in the
ﬁgures, which possibly explains the relatively low number of diﬀerences relating to the
integers of the coordinates.
The divergent readings concerning the fractional components of the coordinates
are more complex and involve most of the diﬀerences between Ξ andΩ. As Ptolemy di-
vided each degree into twelve parts, the fractional parts of degrees diﬀer by ﬁve-minute
intervals: ǣ’, ǟǞ’, ǟǣ’ and so on until ǣǣ’ (Table ǟ, Chapter Ǡ). Of course, a coordinate
can also be made up of only an integer. Unlike the integers, which very oen diﬀer by
one unit more or one unit less (ǡǥ°/ǡǦ°, for instance), the fractional components do not
frequently involve a diﬀerence of just ﬁve minutes more or ﬁve minutes less (Ǥ°ǟǞ’/Ǥ°ǟǣ’,
for instance). The diﬀerent minute values are not equally subject to variation, as some
kinds of diﬀerences are more frequent than others. For example, when there is no frac-
tion in the coordinates of one recension, the other recension is concordant inmore than
ǦǞ% of the cases. By contrast, when a recension gives ιβ (ǣ’), the other recension has
the same reading in less than ǡǞ% of cases. Scribal error explains most of the frequent
occurrences: L/ς (thirty-seven occurrences) are graphically very similar;107 Lγ/γ (sixteen
occurrences), γo/γ (thirteen), Lδ/δ (eight), Lγ/L (eight) and Lγιβ/γιβ (six) concern the
omission or the addition of a single letter; L/γ (eleven) and γ/ς (six) come down to a
mutation of one letter. It is, of course, possible that all these diﬀerences are the result
of corrections, although this cannot be systematically proven.
Moreover, the divergences in the fractional parts are oen asymmetrical between
Ω and Ξ, a fact that possibly exposes speciﬁc features of the copying process of the
recensions’ respective hyparchetypes. For example, on ﬁeen occasions the Ω recen-
sion has the letter γ and Ξ has Lγ, while the inverse scenario occurs only once (ΩLγ–
Ξγ). Likewise, the cases of Ωδ–ΞLδ (seven occurrences)/ΩLδ–Ξδ (one) and ΩL–ΞLγ
(seven)/ΩLγ–ΞL (one) as well as ΩL–Ξς (twenty-three)/Ως–ΞL (fourteen) all point to
an asymmetry in the recensions’ divergences. A counterexample is Ωγo–Ξγ (six)/Ωγ–
Ξγo (seven).108 As a whole, readings in theΩ recension tend to have one sign less than
those in Ξ, which can be interpreted either as omissions inΩ or as additions in Ξ.
ǡ.ǡ.ǡ Anomalies in the coordinates
The only cases of uncommon fractions are to be found in manuscript X:
– Longitude of Merua: ζ η ′ (ǥ 1
8
◦)109
– Latitude of Gades: λς Lς ′ (ǡǤ°ǢǞ’)110
107 See p. ǟǠǟ.
108 The other cases appear less frequently and are thus
less relevant.
109 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǢǤ: ζ L′ Ω.
110 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǤ: λς ς′ Ω.
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– Longitude of the mouth of the Tagus River: ϵ Lς ′ (ǣ°ǢǞ’)111
– Latitude of Glandomiron: µγ Lς ′ (Ǣǡ°ǢǞ’)112
The use of Lς ′ rather than γo ′ to represent the fraction two-thirds is employed in other
geographical manuscripts113 but it does not feature in the Iberian section of theΩ recen-
sion. Similarly, the only instances where the catalogue has exactly the same geographical
coordinates for two diﬀerent localities are in manuscript X:
– Mouth of the Tagus and the city of Arabriga:114 ǣ°ǢǞ’, ǢǞ°ǡǞ’
– Carthago Vetus and Tarraco:115 ǟǤ°ǠǞ’, ǢǞ°ǢǞ’
– Aquae Calidae and Sebellunum:116 ǟǤ°ǢǞ’, ǢǠ°ǟǞ’
As far as the Iberian chapters are concerned, the Ω recension (with the exception of
isolated readings in one of the main Ω manuscripts) does not appear to have fractions
that diverge from Ptolemy’s system, while no instances of two localities with the same
coordinates have been found.
A frequently occurring case thatmay be the result of amisunderstanding rather than
a misreading is worth highlighting. There are thirteen instances where the Ξ recension
uses ιβ (ǣ’) and theΩ recension hasγo (ǢǞ’). The inverse pattern never occurs. There are
other similar, frequently occurring cases, including the following instance: Ωγo–Ξγιβ
(seven)/Ωγιβ–Ξγo (zero) and Ωγo–ΞLγιβ (ﬁve)/ΩLγιβ–Ξγo (two). The confusion be-
tween ιβ and γo is hard to interpret. According to F. Mittenhuber and L. Koch, who
have found a similar anomaly in amanuscript (V*) of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’,117
the explanation is palaeographical, since IB and Γo in majuscule letters are graphically
similar.118 Their explanation is admittedly plausible but not totally convincing. Al-
though the form of the letter β changed over time, γo (or Γo)remained virtually unal-
tered. Both letter combinations (ιβ and γo) appear diﬀerently in antique papyri, such
as the Rylands Library Papyrus No. ǣǠǠ, as well as in the medieval codices of the Handy
Tables and in the late medieval codices of the Geography.119 An intentional correction of
111 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣ: ϵ L′ Ω.
112 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǡ: µγ L′ Ω.
113 The manuscripts of Eux. systematically use Lς′ for
two-thirds of a mile (see the forty-six occurrences in
the Palatinus Heidelb. gr. ǡǧǦ).
114 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣ: Tagus (ǣ°ǡǞ’, ǢǞ°ǟǞ’)Ω; Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ:
Arabriga (ǣ°ǢǞ’, ǢǞ°ǡǞ’)Ω.
115 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǢ: Carthago Vetus (ǟǤ°ǢǞ’, Ǣǟ°ǠǞ’)Ω;
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǥ: Tarraco (ǟǤ°ǠǞ’, ǢǞ°ǢǞ’)Ω.
116 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǞ: Aquae Calidae (ǟǤ°ǢǞ’, ǢǠ°ǟǞ’)Ω; Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǟ: Sebendunum (sic) (ǟǥ°ǣǣ’, ǢǠ°ǟǣ’)Ω.
117 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, footnote ǣǤ, p. Ǣǧ.
The cases are, however, slightly diﬀerent, since the
fraction readings in V* are oen illogical or down-





dos, Symrna and Ephesos instead of γιβ′ (’Table





for Trapezus instead of ιβ′ (‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ ǟǣ.Ǣ). It would make sense, though, if γo
was meant to express one-twelh.
118 Mittenhuber and Koch ǠǞǞǧ, Ǣǧ.
119 See ﬁg. Ǧ, Appendix B and p. ǟǠǡ.
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exactly ǡǣ’ that was made to the coordinates does not make any sense either.120 The ﬁrst
occurrence of the fraction ιβ in the catalogue of the Geography is in the latitude of the
Temple of Hera, which is given at the beginning of the description of Iberia.121 The ﬁrst
four instances of this fraction can be found in the Ξ recension, whereasΩ has divergent
readings. One explanation is that there was confusion about the meaning of the two
fractions, particularly as γo can also mean – in other texts than the Geography – one-
twelh.122 The scribe of theΩ hyparchetype might have had trouble understanding ιβ
and, in its place, used an equivalent and more familiar fraction (γo). In these speciﬁc
cases, ιβ (one-twelh) is very possibly the archetypal reading.
In addition, there are a number of cases of divergent readings that cannot be ex-
plained by a simple error or the context, such as:
Ω recension Ξ recension
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǟ Longitude of Ulia θ L ′ η Lδ ′
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǧ Longitude of Pinetum ς Lγ ′ ζ γo ′
Latitude of Pinetum µγ L ′ µγ ιβ ′
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǢǠ Latitude of Coeliobriga µγ γ ′ µβ L ′
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ Longitude of Numantia ιγ γιβ ′ ιβ L ′
Latitude of Numantia µβ Lδ ′ µα Lγ ′
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǠ Latitude of Iaspis λη Lγιβ ′ λη δ ′
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǡ Longitude of Deciana ιη γo ′ ιζ Lγ ′ (XKKtFt)
These diﬀerences in the coordinates could be the result of: a row of coordinates that
were incorrectly copied in one or both recensions, and which occurred during the writ-
ing of several successive copies; a defective part of the archetype, which was incorrectly
interpreted; or an intentional emendation of the text. There are also two other particu-
larly intriguing cases:
Ω recension Ξ recension
Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ Latitude of Scalabis Colonia µα (Ǣǟ°) µ Lγιβ ′ (ǢǞ°ǣǣ’)
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǞ Latitude of Sentica µβ (ǢǠ°) µα Lγιβ ′ (Ǣǟ°ǣǣ’)
Again, a simple copying error is unlikely and the respective contexts also do not explain
the divergent readings. The version of the Ξ recension is clearly the lectio diﬃcilior. Both
120 If ǟ° = ǣǞǞ stades (along the meridian), ǡǣ’ = Ǡǧǟ 2
3stades. If ǟ° = ǢǞǞ stades (along the parallel through
Rhodes), ǡǣ’ = Ǡǡǡ 1
3
stades. If ǟ° = ǡǥǣ stades




121 The ἐ̶̷̦̿ point (the latitude of which contains the
ιβ fraction) occurs slightly earlier in the catalogue,
in a description of Albion (Geogr. Ǡ.ǡ.Ǥ), and is cer-
tainly a later addition. See p. ǟǡǦ. The missing lon-
gitudes of the western mouths of the Anas (δ ιβ′)
and Baetis Rivers (ϵ ιβ′), which were clearly lost
at an early stage in the transmission process, have
been added to the catalogue by A. Stückelberger and
G.Graßhoﬀ. See p. ǧǤ.
122 See p. ǟǠǡ.
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these examples are open to diﬀerent interpretations. The coordinates might have ap-
peared in the archetype as they appear in Ω (Ǣǟ°, ǢǠ°) and a reviser of Ξ might have
introduced a precision of ǣ’ in order to correct and reﬁne the values (ǢǞ°ǣǣ’, Ǣǟ°ǣǣ’).
Alternatively, it is possible that the coordinates were simply rounded up in the Ω hy-
parchetype.123 The latter is the more plausible option, if one postulates the principle
lectio diﬃcilior potior. Both scenarios, however, suggest that an intentional emendation
was carried out, and by someone with a thorough knowledge of Ptolemy’s system of
coordinates.
ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ Conclusion
The ǣǟǡ Iberian localities of the two recensions constitute a good sample of coordi-
nates from which to draw some conclusions. First of all, many of the diﬀerences in the
readings in the Ξ andΩ recensions can be attributed to unintentional misreadings and
copying errors, such as: misdivisions, reasonable confusions between majuscule or mi-
nuscule letters or similar signs, the omissions or additions of a single sign, as well as plau-
sible misunderstandings (ιβ/γo). For these cases, it is oen diﬃcult to reconstruct the
archetypal or original reading using only paleographical and philological assessments
and to prove that one of the recensions unquestionably shows the marks of intentional
emendations that occurred aer Ptolemy’s redaction. Only in those cases where there
is a signiﬁcant numerical diﬀerence between Ξ andΩ can one detect whether a latitude
or a longitude diverges radically from the other localities in the list. Therefore, to be
able to demonstrate which recension has the better reading, particularly in cases where
the diﬀerences are small, it is clear that additional criteria will be needed.
ǡ.Ǣ Textual organisation and spatial ordering of the catalogue
ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ Using maps to edit the Geography
If philologists or editors of the Geography base their investigations of divergent coordi-
nate readings on the catalogue alone, they will, in most cases, ﬁnd nothing to help them
select the correct values (or even to suggest a conjecture). Philologists, though, never
examine a manuscript reading in isolation. They will always take into account a set of
elements related to its context: the meaning of the sentence and the paragraph in which
the word is found as well as the usual vocabulary and the style of the author. The cata-
logue and its lists of localities, however, consist of abstract ﬁgures, which is a far from
123 Ω oen provides the lectio brevior in the catalogue’s
paratext. See p. ǟǡǡ.
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ideal context for justifying the selection of one reading against another. Even though a
diﬀerence between Ξ andΩ can, for example, clearly stem from a majuscule that might
have beenmisread andmisinterpreted, such a philological explanation of the divergence
between the recensions can still not be enough to help assess which of the manuscripts
provides the better reading.
The philological methods used by the successive editors of the Geography (K.Müller
and, more recently, A. Stückelberger and G.Graßhoﬀ) depend, albeit with some vari-
ations, on a ‘reconstructive’ or ‘genealogical’ approach, which is sometimes also called
‘Lachmannian’ or ‘Neo-Lachmannian’: in other words, a plausible archetype of the sur-
viving manuscripts is reconstructed and this archetype is then used ‘to try to come as
close as possible to the lost original, detecting and correcting, as far as possible, but al-
ways as rationally and transparently as possible, the errors shared by surviving copies’.124
From this point of view, Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities could appear to be a kind of
philological aporia, since even the reconstruction of an archetype is problematic.
A philological practice that is still used today to edit medieval texts, is to rely sim-
ply on a ‘good manuscript’ or on the authority of the codex optimus, that is, the ‘best
manuscript’ among all the extant manuscripts of a work, in order to determine the best
readings. This procedure, revived since P. Bédier’s famous article on the manuscript
tradition of the Lai de l’Ombre,125 has been criticised, mainly because selecting a ‘good
manuscript’ or the codex optimus can be highly subjective as well as at variance with the
history of the textual transmission.126 Although L.D. Reynolds and N.G. Wilson also
have reservations about this practice, they admit that the authority of the ‘best manu-
script’ can be useful in speciﬁc cases:
In textual traditions where the term [that is, codex optimus] may reasonably be
employed, its use is conﬁned to passages where there is a variety of readings
among the manuscripts and there are no grounds for preferring one of these
readings to another. Since the best manuscript is that which gives the greatest
number of correct readings in passages where there are rational grounds for
decision, it is more likely than the others to give the correct reading in pas-
sages where no such grounds exist. It is this argument from probability which
justiﬁes the appeal to the best manuscript in the circumstances indicated.127
One may be tempted to rely on the ‘best manuscript’ in the numerous cases in the Ge-
ography where it is diﬃcult to assess the coordinate readings. Many aspects concerning
124 Trovato ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǣ.
125 Bédier ǟǧǥǞ (ﬁrst edition ǟǧǠǦ).
126 See, e.g., Bieler ǟǧǢǤ, ǟǠ–ǟǡ, Dembowski ǟǧǧǡ and
Leonardi ǠǞǟǟ.
127 See Reynolds and N. Wilson ǟǧǧǟ, ǠǟǤ–Ǡǟǥ.
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the spelling of the Iberian toponyms and ethnonyms, as well as the paratext of the cat-
alogue, would appear to suggest to scholars that manuscript X should be used as the
codex optimus. However, the previous section’s analysis of the variant readings of the co-
ordinates revealed that the situation is not that clear-cut: manuscript X contains several
obvious mistakes as well as inconsistent elements in the coordinates (for example, the
same coordinates used for two diﬀerent localities, ﬁgures at variance with Ptolemy’s nu-
meral system), while the manuscripts of theΩ recension do not have these ﬂaws. Thus,
deciding which manuscript of the Geography should be used as the codex optimus is not
as straightforward as one might think.
The aporia mentioned above can, nevertheless, be overcome if one bears in mind
that Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities is not literary prose but a scientiﬁc work with its
own logic and speciﬁcities.128 I am convinced that a ‘reconstructive’ philological ap-
proach is still valid as long as the subject to be studied has been properly deﬁned.129
Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities does indeed oﬀer promising possibilities that have up
to now rarely been fully developed. As the lists were intended to be used to make maps,
the role of the catalogue can only be said to have been fulﬁlled when the localities have
been situated and drawn on to a map. The map itself can be regarded as a contextual
element. The discussion on the ἐ̶̷̦̿ point in the previous section demonstrated that
some of the catalogue’s features may possibly be of ‘cartographical’ origin: the point was
only added to the catalogue aer a map had been drawn, that is, once the cartographer
had realised that, without this point, the coastline made no sense. If no map had been
drawn, it would have been impossible to detect that the coordinates in this passage of
the catalogue had been corrupted. The aim of the next sections is, therefore, to show
how Ptolemy’s map of the Iberian peninsula can be used to explain the role of both
recensions in establishing the original text and coordinates of the Geography.
ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ Coastline and lists of coastal localities
As far as the coastal localities are concerned, the order of the toponyms in the lists does
not follow the order of the coastal line; rather, it deﬁnes it.130 The only exceptions, which
are clearly indicated in the catalogue, are the sources of rivers and the intermediate
points along the river courses; although these points are related to the inland area, they
128 The antique and medieval works that are taken as
examples in the debate on classical textual criticism
and that are used in the elaboration of its theories
and methods – the New Testament, Lucretius’ De
rerum natura, Roman elegiac poetry, Dante’s Divine
Comedy, the Lai de l’Ombre, The Canterbury Tales, etc.
– cannot always be suitable points of comparison
when dealing with the Geography.
129 The elements pertaining to the appropriate philo-
logical approach of Ptolemy’s Geography that I sug-
gest here and, more generally, in Chapter ǡ of this
book, cannot be taken as a fully established method:
such a method has yet to be problematised, struc-
tured and developed.
130 Cf. with Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.Ǥ.
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Fig. ǟǡ Conﬁguration of the coast near Sexi in
the Ξ recension.
are listed below their respective mouths. The order of the coastal localities obviously
concurs with the map that Ptolemy designed. If the catalogue had been organised al-
phabetically, numerically (with increasing or decreasing latitudes, for example) or even
randomly, the reader of the Geography would not have been able to draw the coast of
the peninsula accurately, which indicates that Ptolemy constructed the catalogue aer
the maps. With the exception of some isolated cases, the coastal descriptions in the
catalogue leads to a logical coastline, despite centuries of textual transmission.
Except when the coast cartographically contradicts the inland localities – such as
when a city of the interior mistakenly ends up lying in the sea – there are very few
criteria that can be used to help detect an erroneous reading. At best, readings are either
consistent or inconsistent with the expected coastal shape:
– The latitude of Mount Selēnē (along the Lusitanian coast) is obviously erroneous in
the Ξ recension as it would lead to an inconsistent coastline: the latter would run
too far northwards and then go back southwards, cutting into itself. The erroneous
addition of one letter (the beta) may explain the error: µβ γo ′ in X, µ γo ′ inΩ.131
This copying error was not in Marcian of Heraclea’s exemplar.132
– TheΞ coordinates of Sexi (in the south-east of Baetica) should be regarded as aminor
copying error.133 Compared with the conﬁguration in Ω, Sexi has been shied
slightly northwards, leaving the city of Osqua in the sea and the inland town of
Artigis on the coast, thus clearly not corresponding with the text of the Geography
(Fig. ǟǡ).
131 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣ.
132 Marcian (Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǟǡ) writes that there are ǟǠǞ
to ǟǣǞ stadia between the Tagus River and Mount
Selēnē, as well as the same range from the latter to
the Munda River, which is incompatible with the
latitude given in X.
133 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ. The diﬀerence in the Greek numbers
between the recensions corresponds to the addition
of the symbol L in X (λζ Lδ′ in X, λζ δ′ inΩ).
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These two cases of demonstrable copying errors in the coastline only concern the Ξ re-
cension as the Ω recension is unaﬀected by this kind of inconsistency. E. Rinner has
observed the same circumstances for the coast of Asia Minor.134
ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ Syntax of the catalogue and spatial ordering
The structure of the catalogue, in particular the integration of peoples into the toponym
lists, oﬀers a coherent frame from which inconsistent readings in the coordinates can
be detected. In the introduction to the Geography, Ptolemy reveals some of the reasons
behind the structure of the catalogue:
We have chosen an order [of presentation] (̶̵̼̤̱) giving thought to ease of use
in the drawing of themap in every respect, namely progressing toward the right,
with the hand proceeding from the things that have already been inscribed to
those that have not yet [been inscribed]: this would be achieved by having
the more northern [localities] drawn before the more southerly ones, and the
more western before the more eastern, because our convention is that ‘up’ with
respect to the map-makers’ or spectators’ view means ‘north’, and ‘right’ means
‘east’ in the oikoumenē, both on a globe and on a map.135
Ptolemy then explains that, as a result, he recorded ﬁrst (‘̸̷̶̷̴̵̹̼̤̭’) the localities in
Europe, followed by those in Libyē and ﬁnally those in Asia. He concludes:
We will keep to the same principles (̸̷̹̰̥̻̭̺́) also in each continent with
respect to its parts as [we do] for the whole world and the entire oikoumenē
with respect to [the continents], that is, we will again begin by recording the
more northern and western countries and the adjacent seas and islands and the
more noteworthy things of each kind.136
For reasons of convenience – at least for right-handed cartographers – the principles
of organisation (̶̼̤̱̺) that guide the catalogue are clearly spatial and adapted to the
drawing of the maps. The north–south/west–east structure is visible in the positioning
of each continent’s description within the catalogue as well as in the positioning of the
individual ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻ (countries) within each continent. As far as the Iberian peninsula
is concerned, each province is generally described using the same logic, that is, from
the peoples in the north and the west until the peoples in the south and the east. In
Tarraconensis province, for instance, the Artabri and the Callaeci Lucenses peoples, near
A scribe in the Ξ recension (possibly the scribe of X
himself) might have been inﬂuenced by the longi-
tude ﬁgure that he had just copied (θ Lδ′).
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Cape Nerion at the northwestern point of the peninsula, occupy the top of the list of
inland localities, whereas the Indigetes and the Laetani peoples, to the east, are found
at the end of the description.
Nowhere in the Geography does Ptolemy explicitly give an explanation of the order
of the inland localities inside each ‘sub-list’ (that is, the section of a province’s list that
is related to one group of people). Contrary to many of the enumerations in Pliny’s
work,137 the sub-lists are not ordered alphabetically. For each group of peoples, that is,
in each sub-list, one can link the localities on the map with the order of the localities
in the sub-list, much like a ‘connect-the-dots’ picture. Since the order of the entries in
the catalogue is the same in both recensions,138 only the diﬀerences in the coordinates
between Ξ and Ω will modify the form of the lines that connect the localities on the
map. Therefore, the ‘connect-the-dots’ tool allows us to visualise how each sub-list was
made and organised by Ptolemy, that is, we can envisage the spatial ordering of the
catalogue.139 In the Ξ recension, a recurrent pattern clearly emerges (Fig. ǟǢ). Within
each sub-list, the localities are generally arranged in the catalogue in order of decreasing
latitude (that is, from north to south) and increasing longitude (that is, from west to
east). This zigzag feature suggests that the catalogue was methodically structured.
A pattern appears for those peoples associated with four or more localities; shorter sub-
lists are less relevant because of the small number of elements. On the Iberian map,
thirty-two peoples are shown to have at least four localities and, among them, ten in-
clude more than ﬁeen localities. Thirty peoples are connected to three or fewer local-
ities. In the Ξ recension, the spatial ordering resembles, to a greater or lesser degree,
a theoretical zigzag pattern for the Turdetani (forty-one inland localities), the Vaccaei
(twenty), the Carpetani (eighteen), the Vascones (ﬁeen), the Sedetani (twelve), the
Vettones (eleven), the Arevaci (ten), the Ilergetes (ten), the Laccetani (ten), the Celtici
(nine), the Cantabri (eight), the Autrigones (seven), the Varduli (seven), the Turmogi
(ﬁve) and the Celtici Baeticae (ﬁve) peoples. The localities of the Arevaci have not been
ordered in a strictly north–south/west–east sense but they nonetheless display the same
kind of zigzagging pattern. By contrast, the spatial ordering of the localities belonging
to the Lusitani is rather muddled.
137 Pliny writes that he followed a digestio in litteras at-
tributed to Augustus for the description of Italy
(Pl. ǡ.ǢǤ). K.G. Sallmann ǟǧǥǟ, ǠǞǟ–ǠǞǠ, has
demonstrated that Pliny used some alphabetical lists
for Hispania and Narbonensis. See also Zehnacker
ǠǞǞǢ, ̨̦̙.
138 There are only two instances where entries have
been inverted in the Iberian catalogue, both
found in manuscript K as against manuscripts
UVRXO: Maenoba/Malaca (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǥ) and Sal-
laecus/Ammaia (Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ).
139 The spatial ordering of the catalogue has been stud-
ied by Hamdoune ǟǧǧǡ, Laporte ǠǞǞǡ, ǟǦǡ–ǟǦǥ,
Isaksen ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǤǞ–ǠǤǤ, and Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣǟ–ǢǢ.
However, none of these authors has used spatial or-
dering to compare the two recensions and they have
also not explicitly linked the spatial organisation of
the catalogue with the origins of the coordinates.
ǟǣǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
Fig. ǟǢ Spatial ordering of the localities within each sub-list of the catalogue for the Iberian peninsula in the
Ξ recension.
Fig. ǟǣ Spatial ordering of the
localities of the Turdetani people
in the Ξ recension.
The Turdetani and their forty-one localities is an exemplary case (Fig. ǟǣ). The cities,
located from west to east, fall into ﬁve columns: column ǟ contains the cities with lon-
gitudes between Ǣ° and ǣ° included; column Ǡ, the cities with longitudes between ǣ°
and Ǥ° included; column ǡ, between Ǥ° and ǥ° included; column Ǣ, between ǥ° and Ǧ°
ǟǣǦ
̤̘̕ ̤̜̟̗̥̓̑̑̕ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̞̑̔ ̤̘̕ ̢̞̣̙̟̞̣̓̕̕ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
Fig. ǟǤ Spatial ordering of the localities within each sub-list of the catalogue for the Iberian peninsula in the
Ω recension.
included; and column ǣ, between Ǧ° and ǧ°. The places in each column have been or-
dered according to decreasing latitude, that is, from north to south. The utilisation of
the main meridians (ǣ°, Ǥ°, ǥ° and Ǧ°) and the repetition of a spatial ordering process are
particularly striking.
The spatial ordering of the inland localities in the Ξ recension thus predominantly
follows the same principles of organisation that Ptolemy set out in his introduction for
the continents and the ̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻. As mentioned earlier, Ptolemy uses the word ̶̼̤̱̺
to designate the ‘ordering’ or the ‘arrangement’ of his catalogue. The word ̶̼̤̱̺ comes
from the verb ̼̤̻̻́ (‘to draw up in order of battle’, ‘to assign to’, ‘to order’); this ̶̼̤̱̺
is in fact the ‘syntax’ of the catalogue, that is, the way that the entries are arranged so
that the whole catalogue makes sense. The zigzag patterns are thus the visualisation of
the catalogue’s ̶̼̤̱̺, and show that the coordinates in the Ξ recension are generally
consistent with Ptolemy’s ‘syntax’.
The spatial ordering of the catalogue in theΩ recension is clearly less methodically
organised (Fig. ǟǤ). In many cases, the ordering does not seem not to follow a spe-
ciﬁc schema, with the zigzag patterns oen barely recognisable (cf. Fig. ǟǥ with Fig. ǟǣ).
ǟǣǧ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
Fig. ǟǥ Spatial ordering of the
localities of the Turdetani people
in theΩ recension.
Once again, the entries in the catalogue follow the same order in both recensions. Thus,
when one compares the situation in both recensions, only the diﬀerences in the coordi-
nates between Ξ andΩ are responsible for the variations in the zigzag patterns. Some of
the localities that were methodically ordered in the Ξ recension appear to have been ran-
domly arranged inΩ. The only exception concerns the Lusitani people, for which the
sub-list inΩ appears more satisfactorily structured than the sub-list in the Ξ recension.
A person drawing the Iberianmap using theΩ recension would not ﬁnd the convenient
order that Ptolemy promises in his introduction. In other words, the spatial ordering of
the inland localities is not consistent with Ptolemy’s method. The Ξ recension appears
notably closer to the catalogue that Ptolemy originally conceived. Although isolated
inconsistent readings have been detected only in X, a comparison between the two re-
censions shows that, on the whole, the Ξ recension contains ‘better’ coordinates than
theΩ recension.
In many cases, a short sentence introduces the sub-lists, in which the ethnonym
and an indication of the people’s location on the peninsula are supplied. The nature
and precision of the indications are varied and oen quite vague:
The Turdetani occupy the area further inland, near Lusitania; their cities [in-
clude: …]140
To the very east [of Lusitania] there are the Vettones; their cities [include: …]141
In a few cases, the indication refers to previously deﬁned places on the peninsula:
The Artabri occupy the area near Cape Nerion; their cities [include: …]142
The Callaeci Bracari occupy the area between theMinius and the Durius Rivers






̤̘̕ ̤̜̟̗̥̓̑̑̕ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̞̑̔ ̤̘̕ ̢̞̣̙̟̞̣̓̕̕ ̟̖ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
In the interval between the Ebro River and the Pyrenees, to the east of the
Autrigones, in the middle of which the Ebro ﬂows, are the Carietes with the
following inland cities […].144
Inmost cases, however, a people is named in relation to the previouslymentioned group,
with the help of either the cardinal directions – ἀ̸ʼ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳ῶ̵ ̬۪ ̷̵̼̼́ͅ,145 ἔ̼̱ ̷̵̼̼́ͅ
̴̷̬̻̱̲̼̭̹̱̽͆,146 ̴̴̵̷̭̻̯̪̹̱̼̭̹̱͆ ̬۪ ̷̵̼̼́ͅ147 – or a simple spatial preposition – ὑ̸̈́,
̴̭̰̤, ὑ̸̥̹ – as in:
Below (ὑ̸̈́) the Autrigones [there are] the Berones; their cities [include: …]148
The indications of location are identical in the two recensions, including the impre-
cise nature of the spatial prepositions (‘below’, ‘aer’, ‘above’).149 The Indigetes, the
Castellani and the Ausetani peoples, who Ptolemy locates as living in the area between
the south-west of the Pyrenees and the Balearic Sea, diﬀer markedly in the recensions;
moreover, two of their cities, Aquae Calidae and Sebellunum, have exactly the same
coordinates in Ξ. However, apart from this obvious erroneous reading, the introduc-
tory sentences in the catalogue are not precise enough for us to detect any inconsistency
in the coordinates of one of the recensions; both conﬁgurations could be said to corre-
spond to Ptolemy’s indications. There is one case that has an inconsistency that is worth
highlighting. Ptolemy presents the Arevaci as follows:
Below (ὑ̸̈́) the Pelendones and the Berones [there are] the Arevaci; their cities
[include:…]150
In the Ξ recension the conﬁguration of these three peoples and their respective cities
tallies perfectly with the indications given in the introductory sentences (Fig. ǟǦa). By
contrast, the conﬁguration of the Ω recension is markedly diﬀerent: the Berones are
clearly to be found to the south-east of the Arevaci, whereas the city of Visontium of
the Pelendones lies near the southern cities of the Arevaci (Fig. ǟǦb). Therefore, in this
instance the text of the catalogue and theΩ coordinates are strongly discordant.
The analysis of the spatial ordering of the localities in Ptolemy’s catalogue has proved
extremely instructive, since it has provided uswith themeans to visualise part of Ptolemy’s
working method, more precisely the ‘syntax’ used in his catalogue. Thus, it has become
apparent that Ptolemy used his map of the Iberian peninsula, on which the localities






149 See Podossinov ǠǞǟǡ, in particular ǟǥ–ǟǧ, on the use
of some of the spatial prepositions in the Geography.
150 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ.
ǟǤǟ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
a Ξ recension. b Ω recension.
Fig. ǟǦ Conﬁguration of the Arevaci people (in orange), the Pelendones (in green) and the Berones (in yellow).
explanations in the introduction to the Geography as well as in the catalogue’s paratext
testify to this model. Furthermore, it seems clear that the Ξ recension generally con-
forms to this model, whereas, in a large number of cases, the Ω recension does not
follow Ptolemy’s principles of organisation.
ǟǤǠ
Ǣ Sources and methods in the introduction to the
Geography
The analysis of the comparatively little studied catalogue of localities in the previous
chapter has shed light on a number of aspects of Ptolemy’s methods. By contrast, the
introduction to the Geography, ﬁlled as it is with information on Ptolemy’s geographical
and cartographical viewpoints and procedures, has oen been investigated in the belief
that it holds the answers to the mystery of the origins of the coordinates. The main
purpose of Ptolemy’s introduction, however, was not to give a detailed description of
the author’s working methods but a presentation of his theoretical statements on geog-
raphy and cartography. The introduction cannot, therefore, be regarded as a complete
explanation of the coordinates’ origins; as G. Aujac has astutely observed, it is also worth
examining what Ptolemy did not write in his introduction.1
Ǣ.ǟ Ptolemy’s epistemology of a geographical science
Ǣ.ǟ.ǟ Preliminary deﬁnitions
In his introduction, Ptolemy deﬁnes geography as an organised science, which allows
him to specify the epistemological and technical bases of his project. He explains in
detail the distinction between the work of the geographer and the chorographer:
Chorography (ڡ ̷̹̫̹̩̿́ϕ̧̩) deals above all with the qualities rather than the
quantities of the things that it sets down; it attends everywhere to likeness (̼ῆ̺
ὁ̴̷̷̱̼̯̼̺̈́), and not so much to the commensurateness of the positions (̷̼ῦ
̴̴̷̻̥̼̹̽̽ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̰̥̻̭́). Geography (ڡ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩), on the other hand, [deals]
with the quantities more than the qualities, since it gives consideration to the
proportionality of distances (̼ῆ̺ ἀ̵̷̩̳̫ۯ̩̺ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̬̱̩̻̼̤̻̭́) for all things, but
1 Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǠ.
ǟǤǡ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
to likeness only as far as the coarser outlines (̼ῶ̵ ̴̷̴̵̭̫̩̳̭̹̭̻̼̥̹́ ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩-
ϕῶ̵), and only with respect to mere shape (̼۰ ̻̿ῆ̴̩ ̴̵̷̵̈́).2
There has been much historiographical debate on Ptolemy’s epistemological and termi-
nological deﬁnitions. As far as the sources and theway theywere handled are concerned,
one can acknowledge that, for ‘geographical’ purposes, Ptolemy focused on proportion-
ality and commensurateness, that is, a way of schematising geographical features that
took into consideration their general form. He considered the graphical tools of the
geographer to be ﬁrst and foremost ‘lines’ and ‘labels’, in the tradition of Eratosthenes’
method of likening regions to simple geometrical formswith concise labels, whichmade
it possible to use rounded values for distances, as long as the proportions were respected.
Moreover, unlike geography, chorography should deal with the smallest details,
such as ‘harbours (̴̵̳̱̥̩̺), towns (̴̲̩̺͆), districts (̴̷̬̦̺̽), tributaries of main rivers
and so on’.3 Ptolemy adds:
Chorography requires landscape drawing (̷̸̷̼̫̹̩ϕ̧̩̺), and no one but a man
skilled in drawing (̫̹̩ϕ̱̲۰̺ ἀ̵̦̹) should do chorography. But geography does
not [require this] at all, since it enables one to show the positions (̰̥̻̭̱̺) and
general shapes (̷̼۲̺ ̷̲̩̰̳̈́̽ ̴̴̷̻̯̩̼̱̻̺̿ͅ) by means of simple lines (̬̱ۨ ̱̳̀ῶ̵
̼ῶ̵ ̴̴̫̹̩ῶ̵) and labels (̼ῶ̵ ̸̴̵̩̹̩̻̯̭̱̻̭͆́).4
Then, as the title of his work has already suggested, Ptolemy discusses the sources and
methods of what he calls ‘geography’. Surprisingly, even when dealing with the small
details in his catalogue or the regional maps, he never refers to chorography: the cata-
logue of localities was said to be ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ὑϕ̦̫̯̻̱̺, which one could translate as ‘the
detailed instructions’ or ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ἔ̲̰̭̻̱̺ (‘the description part by part’).5 The cata-
logue provides the coordinates of localities and indicates the lines that were to be drawn.
Likewise, in the description of his regional maps, Ptolemy focuses on the boundaries of
each map, the appropriate ratio of the central parallel to the meridian and the impor-
tant cities, which betrays his ‘geographical’ interest (according to his own deﬁnition); he
does not refer to any of his regional maps as ‘chorographical maps’ but describes them as
̷ἱ ̲̩̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺, that is, ‘the detailed (or regional) maps’. It is, therefore, reasonable
2 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǣ. I translate the word ̼۰ ̴̴̷̵̻̭̼̹ͅ (also
ڡ ̴̴̻̭̼̹̽ۯ̩, which Ptolemy uses more frequently)
as ‘commensurateness’ rather than ‘symmetry’ or
‘proportionality’. A. Jones has noted that ̴̴̻̭̼̹̽ۯ̩
‘means having the parts of something scaled appro-
priately to the whole entity, or having the entity
scaled appropriately for its setting or application; in
particular, the things that we make ought to have
the right size and proportions for human use.’ (A.
Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟǥ; cf. with Vitruvius, ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ–Ǣ and see
Hon and Goldstein ǠǞǞǢ.)
3 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǟ.
4 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.Ǥ.
5 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.ǟ, Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ, Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǟ, ǥ.Ǣ.ǟǢ.
ǟǤǢ
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to interpret the whole prologue of Book Ǧ as the application of ‘geographical’ principles
in the making of regional maps.6
Nevertheless, it is clear that in the introduction to the Geography as well as in the
contents of the catalogue Ptolemy is dealing with elements that he classiﬁed as ‘choro-
graphical’. The catalogue gives the coordinates for towns, harbours (̴̵̳̱̥̭̺, not only
ἐ̴̸̷̧̹̩), districts and river tributaries – that is, precisely those items that fall within his
deﬁnition of chorography. Moreover, the catalogue supplies information about local
fauna (shells, oysters, elephants, tigers, rhinoceroses, parrots), ﬂora (rice, ginger) and
mineral resources (cinnabar, diamonds, onyx, beryl, gold, silver).7 In the introduction
there is a description of the East Libyan coastline from Arōmata to Cape Prason:
[And we learn from the merchants who have crossed from Arabia Felix to Arō-
mata and Azania and Rhapta] that the sequence (̶̵̼̤̱) of beaches and bluﬀs
(̼ῶ̵ ̩ἰ̫̱̩̳ῶ̵ ̲̩ۮ ἀ̸̷̸̵̲̈́́) to Cape Prason from the Cape of Arōmata is diﬀer-
ent fromwhat it is according to Marinus […]. Immediately following Arōmata
is a ﬁrst bay (̸̷̵̲̳̈́), and in it, aer a day’s travel from Arōmata, is the town
(̴̵̲̯͆) of Panō and the trading place of Opōnē, which is six days’ journey from
the town. Another bay, which is the beginning of Azania, follows aer this
trading place, and at its beginning is situated the headland (ἄ̵̲̹̩) of Zingis
and the mountain of Phalangis, which has three peaks (̲̭ϕ̩̳ῶ̵). […] Another
bay is adjacent to these, in which, aer a sail of two days and nights, there is
the trading place of Essina. Then comes the anchorage (ۅ̴̷̵̹) of Sarapiōn af-
ter one day’s sail, and then begins the bay leading to Rhapta, with a crossing
time of three days and nights. At its beginning is a trading place called Toniki,
and by Cape Rhapton is the river called Rhaptos, and a metropolis of the same
name, which is a little distance from the sea. The bay from Rhapta to Cape
Prasōn is very big and not deep, and barbarous cannibals live about it.8
The description reveals an interest not only in large areas and lands but also in sec-
ondary localities (towns, the anchorage of a port) and detailed topographical informa-
tion: Ptolemy writes about ‘the sequence of beaches and bluﬀs’ and speciﬁes that the
6 See the opposing arguments of Arnaud ǟǧǧǞ,
ǟǞǞ–ǢǞǧ, and Isaksen ǠǞǟǟ, Ǡǣǣ–ǠǣǦ, and Rathmann
ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞǦ–Ǡǟǟ. This may appear paradoxical, since,
according to Ptolemy’s deﬁnition, chorography fo-
cuses precisely on the smaller parts of the oikoumenē.
The epistemological framework deﬁned by Ptolemy
in his introduction is clearly not as strict as it ﬁrst
seems. Both geography and chorography have their
own objectives and methods. However, nothing
prevented one from using geographical principles (at-
tention to scale, to the proportionality of distances,
the commensurateness of the positions, the main
localities and physical features) to make a map of
one region of the oikoumenē. Furthermore, Ptolemy
justiﬁes making several regional maps ‘so that all the
catalogued [localities] can be inscribed while still
being at an appropriate scale (̴̴̧̻̭̼̹̩̺̽) for clarity’.
(Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.Ǡ)
7 See, e.g., Geogr. ǥ.Ǡ.ǟǤ–Ǡǟ.
8 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǥ–ǟǠ.
ǟǤǣ
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Phalangis Mountain has ‘three peaks’. In other words, although the catalogue deals with
the description of medium- and small-sized areas, Ptolemy also provides information
that seems to have little ‘geographical’ purpose, according to his deﬁnition of the word.
For Ptolemy, the word ̷̸̷̼̫̹̩ϕ̧̩ (which he uses only once and which rarely ap-
pears in antique texts) had a particularmeaning. According to him, ‘topography’ should
serve chorography, as the latter required a certain level of drawing skills. The modern
dictionary deﬁnition of topography is ‘a detailed description or delineation of the fea-
tures of a locality’,9 especially the position of its rivers, mountains and the appearance of
its coastline, which matches Strabo’s use of the term perfectly.10 Thus, the description
of the coast from Cape Arōmata to Cape Prason is topographical in its modern sense
as well as according to Strabo’s understanding of the term. Topographical descriptions
were well represented in the periplographic literature as well as in more general works,
such as those of Strabo and Mela.
Ptolemy began his introduction by deﬁning the terms ‘geography’ and ‘chorogra-
phy’, which he wrote required diﬀerent methods and had diﬀerent purposes. However,
he did not keep to this sharp distinction in his later mentions and uses of certain cate-
gories of information.11 One crucial point is whether Ptolemy used the topographical
descriptions of small or larger areas that appear frequently in the literature of Antiquity
to determine his geographical coordinates – ‘topographical’ being understood in this
book in the modern sense of the word. Ptolemy’s use of topographical descriptions will
be examined in Chapter Ǧ.
Ǣ.ǟ.Ǡ Primacy and failure of the ‘astronomical’ method
Ptolemy’s map-making method was rooted in the epistemological deﬁnition of his sub-
ject. In the introduction, he speciﬁes the method and the data needed to create a geo-
graphical map:
For these reasons, [chorography] has no need ofmathematicalmethod (̴̷̭̰̬̈́̽
̴̴̩̰̯̩̼̱̲ῆ̺), but here [in geography] this element takes absolute precedence.
[…] Since our present objective is to map our oikoumenē commensurately (̻۳̴-
̴̷̵̭̼̹) as far as possible in accordance with the real [proportions], we think it
9 The Oxford English Dictionary, second edition, ǟǧǦǧ.
10 Str. Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ, Ǧ.ǟ.ǡ, ǟǡ.ǟ.ǣ. Quintilian (Inst. ǧ.Ǡ.ǢǢ) and
Servius (Aen. ǟ.ǟǣǧ) clearly use topographia in a sim-
ilar way, more precisely in contrast to the ﬁctitious
description of localities (topothesia).
11 More generally, it is impossible to identify any
precise and unchanging deﬁnition of ‘geography’,
‘chorography’ and ‘topography’ that would have
been valid for every antique scholar, from Eratos-
thenes to Ptolemy and to the Latin authors, without
strongly over-interpreting the sources. However,
delving into such an old historiographical debate by
manipulating these terms to denote a diverse range
of texts and graphical representations from Antiq-
uity could lead to inaccuracies and misinterpreta-
tions (see, e.g., Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ).
ǟǤǤ
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is necessary to begin by mentioning what follows: the ﬁrst step in such a pro-
cedure (̼ῆ̺ ̷̼̱̩̼̯̺ͅ ̴̷̭̰̬̈́̽) is the [exploitation of] the travel reports (ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩
̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦), which transmit the most extensive knowledge from accounts (ἐ̲ ̸̩-
̹̩̬̻̭̺̈́́) of people with scientiﬁc training (̴̭̼ʼ ἔ̸̱̻̼̤̻̭̺ ̰̭̹̯̼̱̲́ῆ̺), who
have toured every part of the countries.12
Although Ptolemy also uses ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩ on its own,13 the word combined with the adjective
̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦ is a hapax legomenon.14 The term seems deliberately vague – and was perhaps
considered general enough to encompass a wide variety of documents. A synopsis of
the travel reports cited or mentioned by Ptolemy reveals the variety of sources that he
used.15 The concept of ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩ ̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦ can be understood to include the varied kinds
of testimonies of people who had travelled around the oikoumenē, as opposed to the
works produced by scholars with essentially only book-based knowledge. To describe
the known world accurately, it was necessary to carry out land explorations or celestial
observations in the countries concerned – something that Ptolemy manifestly did not
undertake himself – by ‘people with scientiﬁc training’.16 Compared with the (possibly)
direct observations that he made in Alexandria, Ptolemy needed to use this particular
and indirect transmission of geographical knowledge diﬀerently, and this had important
consequences as far as his selection of sources and his data handling were concerned.
Finally, it should be noted that, although the terminology used in this passage of the
Geographywas quite new, the content reﬂected standard opinion in antique geographical
literature.17
In his introduction, Ptolemy reveals the two types of information that could be
taken from these ‘reports’ (ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩̱):
12 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ.
13 Geogr. ǟ.ǣ.Ǡ, ǟ.Ǥ.ǟ and ǥ.ǥ.Ǣ.
14 It is also employed in the title of Chapter Ǣ of
Book ǟ. Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ have
translated ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩ ̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦ as ‘Reiseberichterstat-
tung’ in German, and Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ
curiously as ‘systematic research’. D.Marcotte un-
derstands it to mean ‘l’information fournie par les
itinéraires’ (Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǢ). The adjective
̸̷̭̹̱̬̱̲̦ was perhaps directly coined from the sub-
stantive ̸̷̷̧̭̹̬̺ [̫ῆ̺], sometimes used as title of
geographical works.
15 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧc, ǟǠǡ–ǟǠǢ: sea journeys and
overland travel by traders, military expeditions, re-
ports of exploratory expeditions, etc.
16 Ptolemy’s use of ἐ̸̧̻̼̩̻̱̺ (‘observation’, ‘exami-
nation’, hence here ‘scientiﬁc training’ or ‘scientiﬁc
expertise’) is very Polybian; see, e.g., ἀ̳̳ۨ ̴̭̼ʼ ἐ̸̱̻̼۩-
̻̭̺́ ̷̵̰̭̹̯̼̥́ (Hist. Ǡ.Ǡ.Ǡ). Moreover, the concept
of ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩ was central to the work of Polybius, a his-
torian and geographer par excellence, who relied on
personal observations (̩ὐ̸̼̼̯̺̈́); see Hist. ǡ.ǢǦ, ǣǧ.
See also Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, Ǡǟ.
17 Strabo, e.g., expresses the same idea, albeit much
more directly: ‘Yet both I myself and others obtain
most of our material by hearsay, and then put to-
gether matters of shape, size, and other characteris-
tics, the quality and quantity, just as a thought is put
together from mental sensation. […] Men who have
a love of learning are in such a way, for they trust as
a sense organ what is seen by those who have hap-
pened to wander through places, in one or another
portion of the earth, putting together in a single ge-
ometrical ﬁgure the appearance of the entire inhab-
ited world.’ (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǟ) Unlike Ptolemy, though,
Strabo is able to contribute information from his
own travels.
ǟǤǥ
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The enquiry and reporting has a surveying (̼۰ ̴̵̫̭̭̼̹̱̲́̈́) and an astronomical
part (̼۰ ̴̷̷̸̵̭̼̭̹̻̲̱̲́̈́). The surveying component is thatwhich indicates the
relative positions of localities solely throughmeasurements of distances (̬̱ۨ ̼ῆ̺
ἄ̵̴̩̩̼̹̦̻̭̺ ̼ῶ̵ ̬̱̩̻̼̤̻̭̺́); the astronomical component [does the same]
through [celestial] observation (̬̱ۨ ̼ῶ̵ ϕ̵̷̴̵̵̩̱̥́) bymeans of astrolabes (̼ῶ̵
ἄ̷̵̻̼̹̳̤̪) and shadow-casting instruments (̷̵̻̲̱̰̦̹́ ὄ̵̵̹̫̤). The latter
is a self-suﬃcient [procedure] and less subject to error, while surveying is cruder
and incomplete without [astronomical observation].18
Ptolemy then proceeds to give a lengthy discourse on the characteristics of both kinds of
enquiries and their respective reliability. Although he ﬁnds that land surveys, in which
the distances between two inland localities were measured, are less accurate than astro-
nomical observations,19 he fails to identify clearly the surveying or measuring methods
to which he refers: by the second century CE, however, Greek as well as Roman spe-
cialists had already developed surveying techniques and instruments for making cadas-
tral maps and taking long-distance measurements.20 Likewise, Ptolemy also ﬁnds that
estimating the distances of sea journeys is imprecise. He explains that, in geography,
straight distances between localities are needed, and that without observing the sky the
distances will always be crude.21 He does not reject these measurements outright but
explains that not only were such distances insuﬃcient (as they do not give the ratio of
the distances ‘to the whole circumference of the earth or its position with respect to the
equator and poles’22), they are also irrelevant if they have not been corrected or recti-
ﬁed. The number of adjustments that needed to be made frommeasurements taken (or
believed to have been taken) in situ to the ﬁnal estimation of the direct distance in stadia
was the reason behind the impreciseness of this type of information.
Meanwhile, the astronomical method allows one to give the position of a locality
with the help of suitable instruments and an arithmetical procedure.23 Ptolemy exam-
ines this method at length and repeatedly comments on its superiority, namely, that it
is more convenient and accurate,24 although he ﬁnishes by stating:
18 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡ.
19 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǣ.
20 See Dilke ǟǧǤǥ; Brodersen ǟǧǧǣ, ǟǧǣ–ǠǠǢ. See
chieﬂy Lewis ǠǞǟǠ for a recent synopsis of survey-
ing methods and instruments.
21 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǣ: ‘[…] having a measurement of distance
in stadia does not guarantee that the [interval] we
ﬁnd is the correct one, because one seldom encoun-
ters rectilinear journeys on account of the numerous
diversions that are involved in both land and sea
travel. For land journeys one has to estimate the sur-
plus [in the reported distance] corresponding to the
kind and magnitude of the diversions and subtract
this from the total stadia to ﬁnd the [number of sta-
dia] of the rectilinear [route]. For sea journeys one
also has to account for the variation in speed corre-
sponding to the blowing of the winds, since at least




24 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.ǣ: ‘The method using [celestial] obser-
vation determines each of these things accurately
(ἀ̷̲̹̱̪ῖ)’; Geogr. ǟ.ǡ.ǡ: ‘We can easily (̸̷̧̹̭̹̺̿́)
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These things being so, if the people who visited the individual countries had
happened to make use of some such observation, it would be possible to make
an absolutely reliable (̸̵̸̵̩̼̤̩̻̱ ἀ̷̵̧̬̻̼̩̲̼) map of the oikoumenē.
But Hipparchus alone (̴̵̷̺̈́) has transmitted to us elevations of the North
Pole for a few cities (ἐ̸ʼ ὄ̵̧̳̫ ̸̵̳̭̈́́), few indeed compared to the multitude
(̸̳ῆ̷̰̺) of places to be recorded in a geography, and also localities that are
situated under the same parallels. And a few (ἔ̵̷̱̱) of those who came aer
him [have transmitted] some of the localities that are ‘oppositely situated’.25
Ptolemy’s long demonstration about the superiority of thismethod ends in a disappoint-
ing observation. The method thereby exposed was, in eﬀect, mainly a description of the
reliable information that a geographer is meant to gather in order to draw an accurate
map. Ptolemy himself was unable to put into practice his ideal method. As A. Jones has
written: ‘He is not describing what the mapmakers up to his time actually did, but what
they should do.’26 Thus, in all likelihood, Ptolemy did not determine the geographical
coordinates of every locality from in situ observations and calculations; the accounts of
people who had undertaken such enquiries would have been too infrequent.
Ǣ.Ǡ Determining latitude and longitude: theory and application
Although Ptolemy is unforthcoming on the subject of land surveying techniques, he
does refer to several procedures that allow one to acquire the position of localities on
Earth partly through observing the sky. The objective of this section is to determine
the extent to which these procedures enabled Ptolemy to work out the latitude and
longitude of a locality as well as to estimate their role in acquiring his coordinates.
Ǣ.Ǡ.ǟ Ptolemy’s ‘appropriate’ method
Ptolemy writes that one has to know the distance and the orientation of the direct path
between two localities in order to determine the position of two localities in relation
to each other.27 As one might expect, Ptolemy realises that measuring the distances
between two localities, whichwere generally land and sea routes that did not correspond
obtain, among many other very useful things (̹̯̿-
̴̵̻̱̼̤̼́́) etc.’; Geogr. ǟ.ǡ.ǣ: ‘One can, conversely,
easily (̸̷̧̹̭̹̺̿́) compute the number of stades [of
such an interval] from the established circumference
of the whole earth.’
25 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ–Ǡ. Note the strong semantic opposition
between ̴̵̷̺̈́, ὀ̷̧̳̫̺ and ἔ̵̷̱̱ on the one hand
and ̸̳ῆ̷̰̺ on the other.
26 A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟǤ. In other words, since it was
Ptolemy who devised the better method, the inves-
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to straight lines, is always going to be approximate.28 Even with an accurate evaluation
of the distance and the orientation, two problems remain: one needs to ﬁnd out the
latitudinal position of the concerned localities as well as the ratio of the given distance
to the circumference of the Earth.29 For the given distance and the orientation between
two localities, the related longitudinal interval will diﬀer according to the latitude of
the localities; the number of stadia in a degree of longitude does, indeed, depend on
the latitude, a phenomenon of which Ptolemy was perfectly aware.30
In order to calculate the circumference of the Earth, and thus the ratio of a distance
to this circumference, Ptolemy develops a method based on observing the sky with the
aid of a particular instrument.31 In contrast to the methods of his predecessors, which
Ptolemy summarises,32 in his procedure the distance does not need to be measured
along a meridian: the measurement can take any great circle of the Earth as its basis.33
The starting point is the distance between two localities, A and B. Thanks to an astrolabe
or a similar instrument (̬̱ۨ ὀ̵̷̹̫̤̽ ̴̷̷̸̷̭̼̭̹̻̲̱̲́ῦ), it becomes possible to calculate
the elevations of the celestial North Pole above the horizon for the two localities, plus
the angle between the great circle (on which the route between A and B has been mea-
sured) and the meridian through A or B, all quantities that can be ‘easily taken’ from
the astrolabe.34 Ptolemy adds:
Hence by this procedure the total number of stadia of the [Earth’s] circum-
ference can be found from just one rectilinear interval measured in the earth.
Thereby also [the number of stadia] of the other intervals without measuring
the distances can be found, even if they are throughout not rectilinear or along
a single meridian or parallel […]. This is because one can, conversely, easily
compute (̸̷̧̹̭̹̺̿́ ἐ̸̷̧̱̳̫̮̭̻̰̩̱) the number of stadia [of such an interval]
from the established circumference of the whole earth using the ratio of the arc
subtending the interval to the great circle.35
Although an astrolabe (or a similar instrument) could provide the required information
almost automatically, Ptolemy does not describe the method in detail. He mentions
only an ‘easy computation’ for obtaining the number of stadia of the route between two
localities. In the discussion of his procedure, Ptolemy focuses on the kind of data that
needs to be collected and how best to gather the data. His procedure enables him to
28 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǣ. He also seems to have lacked faith
in the estimations of the orientation between
localities.
29 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǣ.
30 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǧǤ–ǧǦ.
31 Geogr. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǥ–ǟ.ǡ.ǣ. See the detailed explanation of
this method in Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǧǧ–ǟǞǞ.
32 Geogr. ǟ.ǡ.ǟ–Ǡ.
33 Geogr. ǟ.ǡ.ǡ. A ‘great circle’ is any circle on the ter-
restrial sphere whose centre coincides with the cen-
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describe the positions of two localities A and B, but only by making in situ observations.
He does not explain how the information – the elevation of the North Pole of A and B,
plus the angle between a meridian and the great circle where A and B lie – should be
used to obtain, ultimately, the latitude and the longitude of localities, be it by methods
of computation, geometrical construction or another kind of procedure.
At the end of his theoretical discussion, Ptolemy mentions the use of lunar eclipses
to help determine the longitudinal interval between two localities. This method is pre-
sented as the pendant to measuring astronomically the elevation of the North Pole for
the latitude, that is, as a self-suﬃcient method for determining longitude:
Most intervals, however, and especially those to the east or west, have been re-
ported in a cruder manner, not because those who undertook the researches
were careless, but perhaps because it was not yet understood how useful the
more mathematical mode of investigation is, and because no one bothered to
recordmore lunar eclipses that were observed simultaneously at diﬀerent local-
ities (such as the one that was seen at Arbēla at the ﬁh hour and at Carthage at
the second hour), from which it would have been clear how many equinoctial
time units separated the localities to the east or west.36
Put simply, during a lunar eclipse all the observers on the moon-facing side of the Earth
are able to view simultaneously the shadow of the Earth as it falls on to the Moon.
However, observers in localities at diﬀerent longitudes (one in Carthage, another in
Arbēla, for instance) will experience the same eclipse at diﬀerent local times. These local
times can be compared, given that the observers will refer to an event that occurred at the
same moment in all the localities (on the moon-facing side of the Earth).37 In this way,
one can obtain longitudinal intervals in hours. In the instance mentioned by Ptolemy,
a diﬀerence of three hours in local time between Carthage and Arbēla corresponded
to a longitudinal interval of Ǣǣ°.38 According to Strabo, Hipparchus regarded eclipse
observations as the only accurate way of obtaining the longitude of a locality:
One cannot decide accurately [whether localities are] situated more or less to-
wards the east or west, except by comparison of [the times of] eclipses of the
sun and moon. That is what [Hipparchus] says about the matter.39
Unlike Ptolemy in the Geography, however, it seems that Hipparchus believed that so-
lar eclipse observations could also be used to determine longitudinal intervals. If Hip-
parchus and Ptolemy had been referring to the exact same procedure – the simultaneous
observation of an eclipse and a comparison of the local times – then one would be able
36 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
37 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb, Ǡǡǣ–Ǡǡǥ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǞǟ.
38 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǞǠ.
39 Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǟǠ.
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to state unequivocally that in this case Hipparchus had made an error. As solar eclipses
cannot be viewed simultaneously from diﬀerent localities on Earth, the method can
only be applied to lunar eclipses. The diﬀering characteristics of both phenomena (so-
lar and lunar eclipses) had been described since at least the time of Geminus of Rhodes
(ﬁrst century BCE),40 of which Ptolemy, who mentions only lunar eclipses in the Geog-
raphy, was certainly aware.41 It is also possible that Strabo misrepresented Hipparchus’
statement or that Strabo’s text is corrupt; comparing the passage with other testimonies
of Hipparchus does not shed any additional light on the matter.42
Ptolemy refers to an eclipse that was reported to have been observed in Arbēla and
in Carthage. Thanks to a record of a similar event in Pliny the Elder’s work,43 it is
generally acknowledged that Ptolemy was alluding to the lunar eclipse of September
ǡǡǟ BCE, which occurred shortly before the Battle of Gaugamela in which Alexander
the Great defeated the army of Darius III. The historical site of Gaugamela lies in the
neighbourhood of Arbēla (modern-day Erbil, in Iraq).44 A precise source for Ptolemy’s
information on the eclipse has not been found;45 that Ptolemy invented an ad hoc ex-
ample based on his catalogue should not, however, be dismissed out of hand.46 In the
Almagest, Ptolemy describes a series of lunar eclipses, some of which had been observed
in Babylon,47 others in Alexandria,48 although he does not mention a simultaneously
40 Geminus, Isag. ǟǞ.ǟ–ǟǟ.ǣ.
41 A passage from the Almagest (Ǡ.ǟ), in which Ptolemy
explains why the oikoumenē covers only a quarter
of the Earth, is more ambiguous: ‘In the case of
longitude (that is, in the east–west direction) the
main proof is that observations of the same eclipse
(especially a lunar eclipse) by those at the extreme
western and extreme eastern regions of our part
of the oikoumenē (which occur at the same [abso-
lute] time), never are earlier or later by more than
twelve equinoctial hours [in local time]; and the
quarter [of the Earth] contains a twelve-hour inter-
val in longitude, since it is bounded by one of the
two halves of the equator.’ Specifying ‘especially
a lunar eclipse’ implies, in principle, that another
type of eclipse could also be used. Nevertheless, one
can rule out the fact that the simultaneous observa-
tion, at both extremities of the known world, of any
kind of eclipse had been eﬀectively recorded and
was known to Ptolemy; in this particular case, the
discussion on the length of the oikoumenē and the
detailed correction of Marinus of Tyre’s text in the
Geography would have served no purpose. By con-
trast, one should regard the mention of observed
eclipses in the Almagest as the only way of justifying
theoretically the reported longitudinal extent of the
known part of the oikoumenē. See Graßhoﬀ, Rinner,
et al. ǠǞǟǤ.
42 One can also ﬁnd ‘eclipses of the sun and moon’ in
the Chrestomathies from Strabo (ǟ.ǥ).
43 Pl. Ǡ.ǟǦǞ: ‘On the occasion of the famous victory
of Alexander the Great at Arbēla the moon was
eclipsed in the second hour [of the night] and in
Sicily [it was eclipsed] while rising.’ See also Arrian,
Anab. ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ.
44 Arrian situates the plain of Gaugamela ‘six hundred
stadia from the city of Arbēla’ (Anab. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ).
45 The longitudinal interval that can be deduced from
his example (Ǣǣ°) is close to the information in
the catalogue (Ǣǣ°ǟǞ’, Geogr. Ǣ.ǡ.ǥ and Ǥ.ǟ.ǣ). It is
a rough estimation as there are c. ǡǡ°ǢǞ’ between
Carthage and modern-day Erbil. By contrast, Pliny’s
information allows one to get an accurate longitudi-
nal interval (e.g., ǡǞ°, compared with ǠǦ°Ǣǣ’ between
Erbil and Syracuse; Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb, Ǡǡǥ).
46 See his circular reasoning in the Alm. Ǡ.ǟ, footnote
Ǣǟ, p. ǟǥǠ.
47 Alm. Ǣ.Ǥ, Ǣ.ǧ and Ǣ.ǟǟ. Ptolemy knew of these obser-
vations via Hipparchus.
48 Hipparchus observed three eclipses between ǠǞǟ
and ǠǞǞ BCE (Alm. Ǣ.ǟǟ). The other eclipse took
place in April ǟǠǣ CE (Alm. Ǣ.ǧ) and might have
been observed by Ptolemy, although his mention
ǟǥǠ
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observed eclipse in those two cities; rather, he postulates that Alexandria was about ﬁve-
sixths of an equinoctial hour to the west of the meridian through Babylon, and uses this
result to make calculations.49 Although several reports of isolated eclipse observations
have been passed down, sometimeswith the exact local time provided,50 one has to agree
with Ptolemy that very little information on lunar eclipses was ever transmitted.
Ǣ.Ǡ.Ǡ Astronomical measurements and mathematical constructions
In the Almagest, Ptolemy developed a number of arithmetical and geometrical concepts
and procedures for determining and converting a large collection of quantities related
to the ﬁelds of astronomy, geography and cartography: a table of chords, the determina-
tion of the obliquity of the ecliptic, spherical trigonometry, and so on. A place’s latitude
is one of the geographical properties of a locality and can be expressed in several ways:
the length of the longest day, the ratio of a gnomon to its shadow (measured at the sol-
stices or equinoxes), or the elevation of the North Pole above the horizon. Ptolemy was
able to develop a series of computations and conversions of diﬀerent quantities related
to latitude.51 His exposition of the parallels in the Almagest (Ǡ.ǟǡ) relied on a mathe-
matical construction in which the geographical reference places associated with each
parallel should not be regarded as actual localities of astronomical observations. That
such observations did, in fact, take place on the island of Rhodes (on the eleventh par-
allel) or at Massalia (on the fourteenth parallel) and were later transmitted to Ptolemy,
is, admittedly, plausible, although that is not the case for places such as the ‘middle of
the Pontus’ or the ‘sources of the Istros River’.52
The distinction between information that comes from in situ observations and data
that results from a geometrical construction or a mathematical conversion is not always
clear; indeed, Ptolemy criticises Marinus for not paying enough attention to the matter.
In a discussion on the southern limit of the oikoumenē, Ptolemy writes that Marinus’
arguments were based on astronomical observations:
[Marinus] tries to show that [his] southern limit is plausible both by certain
[astronomical] observations (̬̱ۨ ϕ̵̷̴̵̵̩̱̥́) as he supposes them to be, and
by records (̬̱ۨ ̼ῶ̵ ἱ̷̻̼̹̯̰̭̱̻ῶ̵ ̵̵̬̱̩̻̭́ͅ) of land and sea journeys.53
Aer summarising Marinus’ argumentation, Ptolemy notes:
of it is somewhat ambiguous. G. J. Toomer ǟǧǦǢ,
footnote ǣǢ, ǠǞǤ, has conjectured that the latter
eclipse was observed by a certain Theon, who trans-
mitted other astronomical observations recorded
during the second half of Hadrian’s reign (Alm. ǧ.ǧ,
ǟǞ.ǟ–Ǡ).
49 Alm. Ǣ.Ǥ.
50 Xenophon, Hellenica, ǟ.Ǥ; Liv. ǢǢ.ǡǥ.ǧ; and Pl. Ǡ.ǟǦǞ,
quoted in footnote Ǣǡ.
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Now in these words [Marinus] is describing merely what ought to occur (̼ۨ
ὀϕ̷̵̧̭̳̼̩) in locations on the equator or between the tropics; but he does not
tell us whether there has actually been any report about the phenomena on
[parallels] south of the equator, for example, that somewhere some stars that
are at the south of the equator reach the zenith, etc.54
In the above quotation, Ptolemy discusses information on remote areas in the southern
hemisphere, which is a very special case. It highlights, however, an epistemological
issue – the risk of circular reasoning – when developing a geographical science based on
mathematics.
Ǣ.Ǡ.ǡ Appropriate method and acceptable procedures
Ptolemy ends his long discussion by ranking his sources. Ptolemy was forced to deal
with the lack of information arising from his astronomical method by using an ad hoc
procedure that was acceptable by default. For instance, when he considers the extent of
the oikoumenē south towards the Equator, he explains:
[The distance] could have been undisputedly (̸̵̸̵̩̼̤̩̻ ἀ̲̹̱̪ῶ̺) obtained if
someone would have observed the [astronomical phenomena] that occur in
these regions with a more mathematical method. But since such research has
not been made, there is nothing for it but to examine more roughly (ὁ̷̳̻̭̹̿۫-
̷̵̻̼̭̹), and on the basis of a simpler [procedure], what a reasonable (̭ې̷̷̵̳̫)
amount for the extent [of the oikoumenē] beyond the equator would be.55
This example comes from Ptolemy’s revision of Marinus’ work and concerns a speciﬁc
instance. Nevertheless, at the end of his discussion on the advantages of the astronomical
method and the lack of in situ observations, he proposes, in similar terms, a solution that
is meant to be applied to the entire Geography:
It would therefore be reasonable (̭ې̷̷̵̳̫) for one who intended to undertake
a world map following these principles to give priority to the data that have
been obtained through the more accurate observations (̬̱ۨ ̼ῶ̵ ἄ̵̲̹̱̪̭̻̼̥̹
̵̼̯̹̦̻̭́), as foundations (̸̲̩̰̤̭̹ ̴̷̧̰̭̭̳̺̽), and to ﬁt [the data] that come
from the other [sources] to these, until their positions with respect to each other
stand as much as possible in agreement with the most reliable [data] from the
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The text shows a clear change in semantics: the procedure is no longer unquestionable,
undisputed, accurate (ἀ̷̧̬̻̼̩̲̺, ἁ̲̹̱̪̦̺) or easy (̸̷̹̭̱̹̺̈́̿) but only ̭ې̷̷̳̫̺, that is,
reasonable and consistent. A similar shi occurs between Ptolemy’s deﬁnition of geog-
raphy (an imitation – ̴̴̧̯̻̱̺ – of the knownworld)57 and the ̸̷̷̹̳̫̺̈́ of Book Ǡ, where
Ptolemy states that the aim of his map is to give ‘the greatest possible similarity (̴̤̳̱̻̼̩
ἐ̵ῆ̵ ὁ̴̷̱̼̯̼̱̈́) in shape’ to the real oikoumenē.58
The most reliable data came, of course, from the astronomical method extolled by
Ptolemy. The ranking of the data could then be extended to the remaining informa-
tion; A. Jones has written of a ‘relative prioritisation even among the available distance-
measurement reports’.59 Moreover, this implies that determining the coordinates of each
locality did not follow a random order but that it focused ﬁrstly on a small number of
well-known localities, which were integrated into the ‘foundations’ (̴̷̰̭̥̳̱̱) of the
map.60 D.Marcotte has drawn a pertinent parallel in his comparison of Ptolemy’s ̴̰̭̥-
̷̳̱̱ with the important dates or epochs (ἐ̸̷̧̩̿) used in certain antique chronological
tables, such as those developed by Eratosthenes and his successors: they enable any his-
torical event to be dated in relation to these ﬁxed dates.61 Ptolemy’s passage is, however,
somewhat ambiguous and it is not clear that the ‘foundations’ of his map are simply the
localities that were determined from the information derived from astronomical obser-
vations.62 On the other hand, Ptolemy suggests that determining coordinates entails a
degree of approximation for localities with less qualitative or quantitative information.
Ptolemy’s critique of his own catalogue is crucial to understanding his method:
The numbers of degrees in longitude and latitude of well-trodden places (̼ῶ̵
̴̴̵̵̼̭̼̹̱̥́ ̸̵̼̈́́) are to be considered as quite close to the truth because gen-
erally consistent accounts of themhave been passed downwithout interruption
(̬̱ۨ ̼۰ ̵̻̭۪̺̽̿ ̲̩ۮ ὡ̺ ἐ̸̸̵̧̩ ὁ̴̷̷̷̴̵̷̵̳̫̭ͅ ̼ῶ̵ ̸̵̩̹̩̬̻̭̈́́); but [the coordi-
nates] of the places that have not been so travelled, because the reports are
sparse and unconﬁrmed (ἔ̵̵̭̲̭ ̷̼ῦ ̸̵̷̧̻̩̽ ̲̩ۮ ἀ̷̬̱̩̪̭̪̩̱̼͆̽), have been ap-
proximately (ὁ̷̷̵̳̻̭̹̥̻̼̭̹̿) estimated according to the more trustworthily
determined places or the global conﬁguration, so that none of these places that
57 Geogr. ǟ.ǟ.ǟ.
58 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ.
59 A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟǦ.
60 Strabo twice uses a similar architectural or urban-
istic metaphor to explain how a geographical work
has to rely on the study of several fundamental no-
tions (Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǟǡ and Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ).
61 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb, ǟǤǣ. On Eratosthenes’ works on
chronology, see Geus ǠǞǟǟ, ǡǞǧ–ǡǡǠ.
62 One cannot infer from this passage that the main
cities listed in Book Ǧ of the Geography and/or in the
‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ were also used in the
̴̷̰̭̥̳̱̱ of Ptolemy’s maps. This old hypothesis still
appears in modern works – see Stückelberger and
Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǢǢ and ǠǢǟ – but the strict rela-
tionship between these diﬀerent sets of important
localities has never been thoroughly supported.
ǟǥǣ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
are to be included to make the oikoumenē complete will lack a deﬁned posi-
tion.63
Ptolemy introduces here the idea that determining coordinates cannot always be based
on the rigorous and rational procedures of a purely mathematical method. He em-
phasises the importance of using speciﬁc criteria, which he oen uses in his revision
of Marinus’ work, in order to select reliable information. In fact, he suggests two inter-
locking criteria: a spatial criterion, since he distinguishes between localities or areas that
have been well travelled from those that have not; and a ‘scientiﬁc’ criterion, since he
respects the consensus of long-held traditions. One important point is the opposition
between geographical information that originated from several separate experiences,
where a consensus could emerge, and other more dubious forms of data:
Just as one has to reserve judgement concerning great distances and thosewhich
have seldom been travelled, or not [travelled] in a way about which there is
general agreement, so one should trust those which are not great but have been
travelled oen and by many people in a way that is agreed upon.64
It seems that Ptolemy was highly suspicious of distances that came from isolated reports
of one-oﬀ journeys, which were subject to chance circumstances,65 to an element of
boasting on the part of the travellers,66 or simply to the lack of training and knowledge of
those people who had travelled to these faraway regions.67 By contrast, when several in-
dependent reports of travellers and/or merchants were concordant, the information was
considered to be trustworthy;68 compared with the geographical tradition, Ptolemy’s
rehabilitation, in some cases, of merchants’ accounts is quite original.69 The themes of





67 Geogr. ǟ.ǧ.Ǧ. Ptolemy’s arguments fall within a long
geographical tradition of discussing the relevance
and reliance of written accounts. For example,
Strabo (ǟǣ.ǟ.Ǣ) makes the very same observation
concerning India; Polybius (ǡ.ǣǦ) also discusses
the issues of travel reports from the corners of the
known world.
68 Such as the information on the location of Simylla
in India (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǡ) or the sea journey to the
land of the Sēres (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǣ). The disparity be-
tween isolated accounts and consensus was com-
mon in geographical discussions. See the debate on
the report of Patrocle between Eratosthenes, Hip-
parchus and Strabo (Str. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ).
69 Admittedly, both Ptolemy and Marinus seem to
have regretted that Philemon had trusted the in-
formation given by traders on the size of Hibernia:
‘These merchants do not concern themselves with
ﬁnding out the truth, being occupied with their
commerce; rather, they oen exaggerate the dis-
tances out of boastfulness’ (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǧ). The dis-
trust of merchants’ accounts about distant regions
is a topos of ancient geography. See, e.g., Polybius,
Hist. Ǣ.ǡǧ. However, Ptolemy seems generally to
have accepted the accounts of traders who had trav-
elled along the south-eastern coast of Asia and Libyē
(Africa).
70 See, e.g., the location of the occurrences of the verbs
̸̵̱̻̼̭̭̱ͅ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǥ.ǟ, ǟ.ǧ.ǥ, ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ and ǟ.ǟǠ.Ǣ)
and ἀ̸̱̻̼̭ῖ̵ (ǟ.ǧ.ǥ, ǟ.ǟǟ.ǥ) or the adjective ἄ̸̷̵̱̻̼
ǟǥǤ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
In many cases, Ptolemy does not provide the precise names of the travellers or mer-
chants; the unanimity or the consensus on which Ptolemy relied was oen emphatically
or categorically proclaimed, with the verb ὁ̴̷̵̳̫̭̱̈́ (‘to agree’) and its derivations fre-
quently used.71 Since the introduction to the Geography focuses on a critical review of
Marinus’ work, one should not underestimate the rhetorical aspect of these references to
‘the consensus’, which was a common argumentative practice in the geography of Antiq-
uity. It should, however, be regarded as an eﬀective criterion in the choice of Ptolemy’s
data as well as a reﬂection of how he handled his sources. As far as the distances are
concerned, corrections and modiﬁcations were made depending on the nature of the
source and the geographical area under discussion. In evaluating the length of the oik-
oumenē, Ptolemy trusted distances (even long distances) within the Mediterranean area,
since the latter was well-known and also because of his respect for the tradition passed
down by Marinus.72
Ǣ.ǡ Origins of the coordinates and the revision of Marinus’ work
Ǣ.ǡ.ǟ Technique and practice of the δ̱ό̹̰ω̻̱̺
The second part of Ptolemy’s introduction consists mainly of a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ (from ̷̬̱̹̰̈́́,
literally ‘straightening up’, ‘making right’, ‘revising’) – that is, a revision or a correction
of a text – of the geographical work of Marinus. This term comes from the specialist
vocabulary of the Alexandria-based ̴̴̷̧̫̹̩̩̼̱̲ (the equivalent of today’s philologists),
who prepared editions of classical, literary texts, chieﬂy the works of Homer, from as
early as the late fourth century BCE. In this context, a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ comprised correcting
the text, generally on the basis of other copies or as a result of personal opinion, while
an ἐ̸̵̩̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ involved rectifying a later correction in order to uphold and restore an
earlier reading. These modiﬁcations were carried out on copies in preparation for a new
edition (ἔ̷̲̬̻̱̺) of the text.73
(ǟ.Ǧ.Ǥ) in Ptolemy’s revision of Marinus’ work. See
Gómez Espelosín ǠǞǟǞ.
71 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǢ.ǟǞ: ‘[…] since all agree that [the
metropolis of the Sinai] is east of Kattigara, etc.’;
Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǡ: ‘Absolutely everyone who has sailed
through these places agrees’; Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.Ǣ: ‘There is
a consensus among the those who have sailed there’;
Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǣ: ‘They agree reporting that […]’. See
also ǟ.ǣ.ǟ, ǟ.Ǥ.Ǣ, ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ and Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ.
72 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ: ‘For in the ﬁrst place one should fol-
low the numbers of stades, from place to place, set
down by [Marinus] for the distance from the Fortu-
nate Isles to the crossing of the Euphrates at Hier-
apolis, as if [the journey] were made along the paral-
lel through Rhodes. [This is] both because it is con-
tinually being checked (̬̱ۨ ̼̭ ̼۰ ̵̻̭۪̺̽̿ ̼ῆ̺ ̸̧̭̹̩̺)
and because [Marinus] has manifestly taken into ac-
count the amount by which the greater distances
ought to be corrected on account of diversions and
variations in the itineraries.’
73 See, in particular, F. Montanari ǠǞǟǣ.
ǟǥǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
In disciplines such as astronomy, history or medicine, a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ described the par-
ticular relationship between awork that had been transmitted and its ̷̬̱̹̰̼̦̺́ (‘reviser’,
‘corrector’). A ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ was undertaken on an older work, generally an authoritative
text: this did not imply that the authority in question had been completely rejected,
but rather that the revision represented a validation, for the most part, of the earlier
work. Thus, paradoxically, a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ signiﬁed both preservation and innovation.74
According to the deﬁnition of J. Engels:
The supporters of this method expected progress to be made in a scientiﬁc ﬁeld
– from philosophy, rhetoric and grammar to geography – on the basis of con-
structive criticism and debate with the doctrines of the discipline’s best prede-
cessors.75
This Alexandrian philological approach had been transferred to geographical and car-
tographical scholarship as early as the late third century BCE:76 Eratosthenes had de-
veloped ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ as a working method while engaging in revising the known world’s
geographical knowledge and, in particular, correcting the ‘ancient maps’.77 Most of the
geographical works produced aer himwere written using the samemethod. Generally,
a geographer either revised the work of a predecessor, whom he regarded as the most
recent authority (so Hipparchus revised Eratosthenes’ work and Ptolemy revised Mari-
nus’ work), or he wrote critiques onmore recent theories (Posidonius wrote critiques on
Parmenides and Aristotle;78 Polybius commented on the works of Dicaearchus, Eratos-
thenes and Pytheas).79 Strabo and a prioriMarinus, however, carried outmore thorough
revisions of their predecessors’ works,80 while Ptolemy’s description of Marinus’ work
reads as follows:
74 Arnaud ǠǞǞǥ, ǟǢ.
75 Engels ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǦ: ‘Die Anhänger dieser Methode er-
warteten Fortschritte in einer Fachwissenscha –
von der Philosophie, Rhetorik und Grammatik bis
hin zur Geographie – von einer konstruktiven Kritik
und Auseinandersetzung mit den Lehrmeinungen
der jeweils besten Vorgänger der Disziplin.’ See, e.g.,
Strabo’s statement (ǟ.Ǡ.ǟ) on his personal approach:
‘And if I shall, on occasion, be compelled to con-
tradict the very men whom in all other respects I
follow most closely, I beg to be pardoned; for it is
not my purpose to contradict every individual ge-
ographer, but rather to leave the most of them out
of consideration – men whose arguments it is un-
seemly even to follow – and to pass upon the opin-
ion of those men whom we recognise to have been
correct in most cases. Indeed, to engage in philo-
sophical discussion with everybody is unseemly, but
it is honourable to do so with Eratosthenes, Hip-
parchus, Posidonius, Polybius, and others of their
type.’
76 Jacob ǟǧǧǦ.
77 Str. ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ: ‘In his second book, Eratosthenes under-
takes a revision (̵̬̱̹̰̻̱̈́́) of the principles of geog-
raphy’; Str. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ: ‘Aer Eratosthenes has said that,
he thinks that there is need of a revision of the an-
cient geographical map (̬̭ῖ̵ ̷̬̱̹̰ῶ̻̩̱ ̼۰̵ ἀ̹̩̿ῖ̷̵
̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̱̲۰̵ ̸̵̧̩̲̩).’ See also Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǡǦ.
78 Str. Ǡ.ǡ.ǟ.
79 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ and Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ.
80 Marcotte ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤ–ǟǥ.
ǟǥǦ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
Marinus of Tyre seems to be the latest in our time to have undertaken this sub-
ject, and he has done it with absolute diligence. He has clearly laid his hands on
numerous records of research besides those that had come to knowledge still
earlier, and treated those of nearly all his predecessors with care, giving appro-
priate correction (ἐ̸̵̷̩̹̰̻̭̺͆́) to everything that he found that either they
or he himself, at ﬁrst, had trusted without good reason, as can be seen from the
publications (ἐ̲ ̼ῶ̵ ἐ̵̲̬̻̭̈́́) of his Revision of the Geographical Map (̼ῆ̺ ̷̼ῦ
̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̷̱̲ῦ ̸̵̷̧̩̲̺ ̷̬̱̹̰̻̭̺͆́), which are numerous.
Now if we saw no defect in his ﬁnal compilation (̼ῇ ̧̼̭̳̭̼̩̩̽ ̵̶̻̼̤̭̱̽), we
would content ourselves with making the map of the oikoumenē on the basis of
these writings alone, without taking anymore trouble about it. Since, however,
even he turns out to have given assent to certain things that have not been
creditably established, […] we have justiﬁably been induced to contribute as
much as we think necessary to the man’s work to make it more logical and
easier to use.81
Marinus carried out several revisions of the geographical map, which made him the di-
rect heir, from a methodological point of view, to the traditions of Eratosthenes and
Strabo. So, Ptolemy’s approach to revising a geographical work was perfectly consistent
with the methods of his predecessors: one identiﬁed the most recent authority (Mari-
nus), praised his achievements, justiﬁed the need to make a revision and then provided
a (long) list of shortcomings and errors to be rectiﬁed. Finally, the vocabulary Ptolemy
uses – ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́, ἐ̸̵̩̹̰̻̱̺̈́́, ἔ̶̷̬̻̱̺ – belongs unquestionably to the semantic ﬁeld
of the Alexandrian critical tradition.
Ptolemy directs his critique at diﬀerent aspects of Marinus’ work, which he exam-
ines successively: the dimensions that Marinus gave to the oikoumenē, isolated cases of
incoherence, the inconvenience of using his work and Marinus’ cartographical projec-
tions. Ptolemy was clearly very familiar with Marinus’ geographical work. Moreover,
he mentions at least twice that his revision would retain a good part of his predecessor’s
information:
We shall make this the end of our outline for the things that need some at-
tention in the [current] research itself; lest it should seem to anyone that we
are expressing systematic disapproval (ἔ̵̵̻̼̩̻̱) rather than making a revision
(̵̬̱̹̰̻̱̈́́), we will make everything clear in this detailed guide.82
81 Geogr. ǟ.Ǥ.ǟ–Ǡ.
82 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.ǟ. The use of the future tense ἔ̻̼̩̱ in
‘we will make everything clear’ is puzzling, since the
passage appears towards the end of Ptolemy’s revi-
sion of Marinus’ work and nowhere in the rest of
the Geography does Ptolemy explain how he intends
do this. The entire sentence has been interpreted
and translated in a variety of ways. Cf. the very dif-
ǟǥǧ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
We have thus taken on a twofold task: ﬁrst to preserve [Marinus’] opinions [as
expressed] through the whole of his compilation, except for those things that
need some correction (̷̬̱̹̰̻̭̺͆́); second to see to it that the things that he
did not make clear will be inscribed as they should be, so far as is possible,
using the research of those who have visited the places, or their positions [as
recorded] in the more accurate maps.83
Ptolemy’s discussion ofMarinus’ work reveals a paradoxical relationship betweenPtolemy
and his forerunner,84 which has caused impassioned historiographical debate, while the
absence of an independent transmission of Marinus’ work has oen led to pure spec-
ulation. Nonetheless, the way Ptolemy dealt with the geographical and cartographical
tradition that preceded him concurs perfectly with the codes and common practices of
Alexandrian geography. My aim now is to ascertain, within this framework, whether an
analysis of Ptolemy’s ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ ofMarinus’ workwill disclose any aspects of the former’s
method for determining the coordinates of the catalogue of localities.
Ǣ.ǡ.Ǡ Data handling in the revision of Marinus’ work
Ptolemy’s data handling and the procedures he used in his revision of Marinus’ work
has been exhaustively studied by E. Rinner.85 In his corrections of the extent of the oik-
oumenē towards the east and the south, Ptolemy determined, in a series of stages that are
discussed below, several sets of latitudinal and longitudinal intervals in degrees, based
on the descriptions of sea and land journeys.
Determining the direct distance between two localities
In order to determine the straight-line or direct distance between two localities, on the
basis of distances that had been transmitted in the sources by travel accounts, Ptolemy
considers both the sinuosity (ἐ̷̸̧̲̼̹̩)86 of a route (as opposed to a theoretical, recti-
linear journey) and the irregularities (ἄ̵̴̧̩̳̩̱)87 of a journey that mostly arise from
changing meteorological conditions. To take these features into account, Ptolemy re-
duces some of Marinus’ distances of both land and sea journeys.
When dealing with maritime journeys, Ptolemy reduces the distance between local-
ities situated at the extremities of a gulf by a third. For instance, between Cape Kōry
ferent translations of Aujac ǠǞǟǠ, ǡǣǤ; Berggren and
A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, ǦǞ; and Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ
ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǞǣ. By ‘the detailed guide’ (̬̱ʼ ̩ὐ̼ῆ̺ ̼ῆ̺ ̲̩-
̼ۨ ̴̷̥̹̺ ὑϕ̯̫̦̻̭̺́) Ptolemy means the catalogue,
since he uses the same expression in the ̸̷̷̹̳̫̺̈́ of
Book Ǡ (Geogr. Ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ).
83 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǧ.ǟ.
84 See A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟǦ.
85 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǞǤ–ǟǠǥ.
86 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.ǡ, ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ and ǟ.ǟǠ.ǡ.
87 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.Ǣ, ǟ.ǧ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǡ.ǟ–Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ, ǟ.ǟǡ.ǥ–Ǧ.
ǟǦǞ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
(possibly modern-day Rameswaram in India)88 and the city of Kouroula to the north-
east, Marinus gave a distance of ǡ ǞǢǞ stadia, which Ptolemy takes as having been mea-
sured by following the gulf; however, a direct sailing between the two points would,
according to him, give a distance of Ǡ ǞǡǞ stadia (that is, a third shorter).89 Ptolemy’s
correction corresponds to the diﬀerence between two sailing options, otherwise attested
in the antique sources – either of closely following the irregularities of the coast (̲̩̼̩-
̷̸̧̲̳̮́) or of sailing directly (̭ὐ̸̷̰̳̥̽́).90 Ptolemy does not explain his reduction
factor but he might have calculated his correction as follows: if one takes the shape of a
gulf to be a half circle, a direct sailing between both ends of the gulf would correspond
to the diameter of the circle; half the circumference of the circle is the diameter mul-
tiplied by 2
π
. A rough approximation of this ratio is two-thirds; hence the diameter (a
direct sailing) is approximately one-third shorter than half the circumference (the sail-
ing along the gulf).91 A second kind of correction takes into account the irregularities
of a maritime journey that arose from changing sailing conditions. For each of the ﬁve
intermediate journeys between Cape Kōry and the Golden Chersonese (certainly the
Malay Peninsula),92 the correction amounts to a third of the distance, with again no
justiﬁcation given for the reduction factor. From Ptolemy’s discussion on the maritime
journeys made by Theophilos and Diogenēs along the eastern coast of Libyē, one can
work out that the irregularities of the sailing conditions, which were mainly the result
of particular winds, would have been considered locally; therefore, an appropriate cor-
rection should be adapted to the area under consideration.93 As for the Mediterranean
area, Ptolemy leaves Marinus’ distances in stadia between the Fortunate Isles and the
Gulf of Issus unchanged, partly because Marinus ‘has manifestly taken into account the
amount by which the greater distances ought to be corrected on account of diversions
and variations (̸̩̹ۨ ̼̺ۨ ἐ̷̸̲̼̹̺ۨ ̲̩ۮ ̼̺ۨ ἄ̵̴̧̩̳̩̺) in the itineraries’.94
Similar characteristics were taken into account when dealing with land journeys:
the diﬀerences in the direction of a road compared with a ‘theoretical’ route that fol-
88 Rameswaram is situated on a very narrow penin-
sula on the mainland side of the channel separating
India from Sri Lanka. This is the modern location
suggested by Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
Ǥǧǟ.
89 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǟ–Ǡ. Ptolemy makes a similar correc-
tion to the distance given for the journey between
Paloura and Sada, along the Gulf of the Ganges (Ge-
ogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǥ).
90 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, Ǧǧ, ǟǞǧ–ǟǟ; Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǢǢ–ǟǢǣ.
See, e.g., Eux. ǟǟ, ǡǢ, ǣǥ (and ǠǤB Diller), Stadias-
mos ǟǤǢ or Str. ǟǢ.Ǥ.Ǡ.
91 Meuret ǟǧǧǦ, ǟǣǥ–ǟǣǧ; Geus ǠǞǞǢb, ǢǤ–Ǣǥ; Rinner
ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǞǦ.
92 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǡ, ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ, ǟ.ǟǡ.ǥ–ǧ.
93 Geogr. ǟ.ǧ.ǟ–Ǣ and Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǞǧ–ǟǟǞ.
94 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ and Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǟ. That Ptolemy
includes the route from the so-called Fortunate Isles
to the Sacred Cape and then into a well-known sail-
ing area is rather surprising (although Pliny records
a set of distances in miles, related to these islands,
mostly based on the information collected by Juba;
see Pl. Ǥ.ǠǞǠ–ǠǞǣ). Also intriguing is Ptolemy’s si-
lence on these islands and on Marinus’ use of them
to estimate the longitudinal extent of the oikoumenē.
Ptolemy never questions Marinus’ choice, which
may stem from a lack of information in his own
sources.
ǟǦǟ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
lowed a parallel or a meridian and the irregularities of a journey that arose mainly from
meteorological conditions. Signiﬁcant diversions of a route from a theoretical line could
also result from the itinerary itself: in the case of the route fromHekatompylos to Sēra,95
the itinerary did not follow the parallel through Rhodes very closely but its latitude
did vary signiﬁcantly between the parallels through Smyrna and Byzantium;96 likewise,
there was no reason for Septimius Flaccus’ military expedition heading towards the re-
gion of Aithiopia to deviate from its strictly southbound route.97 The corrections that
Ptolemy makes thus depend on the particular itinerary, which were treated case by case.
Nevertheless, with the exception of the route from the crossing of the Euphrates (near
Hierapolis, modern-day Manbij) to the Stone Tower,98 when it comes to land journeys,
Ptolemy halves the distances, taking into account both the changing directions of the
itineraries and the irregularities of the trip, so that one cannot determine the weight of
each factor.99
Determining longitudinal and latitudinal intervals
On the basis of the direct distance between two localities and a description of their
orientation relative to one another, Ptolemyworks out the longitudinal interval between
the two places. Once again the procedure involves two stages. First, he determines
the interval between the respective meridians by reducing the distance in accordance
with the orientation data. For instance, the city of Paloura100 was said to be to the
south-east of Kouroula, ‘in the direction of the winter sunrise’ or ‘in the direction of the
Euros’.101 The distance as the crow ﬂies, which had been previously calculated, amounts
to Ǥ ǡǞǞ stadia. Ptolemy reduces the distance by one-sixth (to ǣ ǠǣǞ stadia) in order to
95 Talbert ǠǞǞǞ, ǟǡǣǟ, suggests situating Hekatompylos
near Qumis, whereas Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ
ǠǞǞǤ, Ǧǥ, proposes a place near Shahrud – both lo-
calities are in northern Iran, near the Caspian Sea.
The modern location of Sēra is not known. Stückel-
berger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, Ǧǣ, cautiously suggest
Lanzhou (a major trading centre along the Silk
Road of Antiquity) or the capital city of Xi’an (both
in central China).
96 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǡ–ǧ. Departing from Hekatompylos,
the route went northwards to the city of Hyrka-
nia, then southwards to Areia, deviating northwards
again to reach the city of Antiochia in Margiane
(modern-day Merv, Turkmenistan). The route then
went quasi eastwards to Bactra (modern-day Balkh,
Afghanistan) before going northwards and through
the Pamir Mountains. See the schema in A. Jones
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǠǟ.
97 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.ǣ–ǥ.
98 For the route from the crossing of the Euphrates to
the Stone Tower (ǦǥǤ schoinoi, according to Mari-
nus), Ptolemy simply rounds down the ﬁgure (to
ǦǞǞ schoinoi) ‘because of the diversions of the route’
(̬̱ۨ ̼̺ۨ ̼ῶ̵ ὁ̬ῶ̵ ἐ̷̸̲̼̹̺ۨ): Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǡ. Note that
the city of Hierapolis, which Ptolemy uses as a ref-
erence point, was, in fact, about Ǡǣ km west of the
Euphrates.
99 See, e.g., the distance from the Stone Tower to Sēra
(Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟ) in Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǟ–ǟǟǡ. Ptolemy
does not correct the distance between Leptis Magna
(near modern-day Al Khums in Libya) and Garama
(modern-day Germa in the Sahara Desert, south-east
Libya), which he clearly believed went in a generally
straight, north-to-south direction (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ).
100 Paloura was possibly situated near the mouth of the
modern-day Nagavali River in eastern India.
101 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ. The Euros is, in Ptolemy’s Geography, a
south-easterly wind.
ǟǦǠ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
calculate the east–west component of the distance.102 The distance thus obtained was
said to be the longitudinal interval between the meridian through Kouroula and the
meridian through Paloura. In the ﬁve examples that he discusses, Ptolemy proceeds in
the same way, placing the reduction factor in relation to the angle made by the line
segment between two localities on the one hand and a parallel circle on the other: one-
sixth for a distance towards the south-east, one half for a distance ‘toward the Boreas’
(which in this instance means towards the north-east) and no reduction for a distance
going in an easterly direction.103 Ptolemy does not explain how he works out these
reduction factors. However, all the reductions exhibit a trigonometrical relationship
between the actual distance and the meridian, which Ptolemy is able to apply thanks to
his chord table.104 This procedure relies ﬁrstly on the distances on the Earth’s surface
being handled as distances on a plane and then on dividing the horizon into twelve
regular sections.105
The second stage of this procedure involves converting the longitudinal intervals,
which are in stadia, into degrees. The number of stadia in one degree of any great circle
is constant (ǣǞǞ stadia, according to Ptolemy). However, this number does vary for the
degrees measured along other circles: along parallel circles, for example, the number of
stadia in one degree depends on the latitude considered.106 When it comes to revising
the longitudinal extent of the south-eastern coast of Asia, Ptolemy calculates ǟ° of lon-
gitude for ǣǞǞ stadia, since he believes the concerned areas are close to the Equator.107
Therefore, the interval of ǣ ǠǣǞ stadia between the meridians through Kouroula and
Paloura corresponds to a longitudinal interval of ǟǞ°ǡǞ’.108
Approximation and analogy
Ptolemy has to use a diﬀerent procedure to determine the southern extent of the oik-
oumenē. According to Ptolemy, Marinus’ oikoumenē extended too far south. Ptolemy
accepted Marinus’ information on the south-east coast of Asia (although this did not
102 One can acquire a more concrete idea of Ptolemy’s
procedure by imagining that Ptolemy projected the
section of line that runs from Paloura to Kouroula
on to a parallel circle, in this case, on to the Equator.
103 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǡ–ǧ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǢ.
104 See the exact procedure in Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǡ–ǟǟǤ.
The table of chords is given in Alm. ǟ.ǟǟ for each
half degree. See also Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ,
ǟǤ.
105 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǢ–ǟǟǣ.
106 In modern terms, if ǟ° of any great circle equals ǣǞǞ
stadia, as Ptolemy postulated, the number of sta-
dia in a degree along a parallel circle of latitudeϕ
corresponds to cos(ϕ)·ǣǞǞ. For a latitude of ǡǤ°,
ǟ° must equal ǢǞǢ.ǣ stadia, which Ptolemy rounds
down to ǢǞǞ stadia (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟǟ). See Rinner
ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǥ–ǟǟǦ. Since meridians are by deﬁnition
great circles of the Earth, ǟ° of meridian always
equals ǣǞǞ stadia.
107 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.Ǣ.
108 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ. Ptolemy uses the same procedure
for distances considered to run along the par-
allel through Rhodes (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟǟ) and for
north–south distances (Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǞ.ǟ).
ǟǦǡ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
stop him from adjusting the data) but he did not believe Marinus’ accounts of individ-
ual journeysmade to the land of Agisymba in the region of Aithiopia, at least as far as the
duration of the journeys were concerned.109 Interestingly, the accounts contain com-
ments on Agisymba’s fauna, such as the fact that rhinoceroses could be found there.110
It seems that Ptolemy was alluding to the idea that the location of speciﬁc fauna is de-
pendent on the climate111 and from that deduced that the rhinoceroses of the southern
hemisphere lived approximately at the same distance from the Equator as their northern
relatives. He surmised that, as rhinoceroses and elephants could not be found north of
Meroē (ǟǤ°Ǡǣ’ N), the land of Agisymba could not be situated any more south than the
corresponding parallel in the southern hemisphere (ǟǤ°Ǡǣ’ S).112 E.Rinner has right-
fully pointed out that Ptolemy’s reasoning is a Notlösung (‘a temporary solution’).113 In
his defence, though, it does seem that this admittedly extreme case is the only time that
Ptolemy, in the total absence of any other information, resorts to making such a crude
estimation of a latitude.
Ptolemy’s discussion gives rise to numerous approximations and the rounding up
and down of ﬁgures in several aspects of his data handling, particularly in the computing
procedures. For example, he states:
An arc similar to [one degree of the Equator] on the parallel through Rhodes
(that is, the parallel ǡǤ° from the equator) contains approximately (ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩) ǢǞǞ
stadia. Wemay ignore, in such a rough determination (ἐ̵ ὁ̷̳̻̭̹̭̿ῖ ̲̩̼̩̳̦̭̱̀),
the slight excess compared with the [exact] ratio of the parallels.114
In this particular case, rounding down the ﬁgure involves an error of slightly more than
ǟ%, which is considered negligible, when compared with Ptolemy’s long distances.115
When Ptolemy converts stadia into intervals in degrees and vice versa, he oen includes
the adverb ‘ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩’, that is, ‘approximately’.116
109 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.ǥ: ‘For these reasons it is likely that these
men either told travellers’ tales or used the expres-
sion to the south for toward the Notos or toward the
Lips as the locals tend to talk, using the approximate
term in place of the exact.’
110 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.ǣ.
111 Ptolemy used the old idea of the determinism of
fauna and ﬂora depending on the latitude and cli-
matic conditions – a theory already applied to geo-
graphical descriptions and popularised by Posido-
nius (Str. Ǡ.ǡ.ǥ). Aristotle had also utilised this kind
of argument in a discussion, in which (like Ptolemy)
he referred to elephants, about the supposed small-
ness of the ocean between the Pillars of Hercules
and eastern India ‘as further evidence in favour of
this they quote the case of elephants, a species oc-
curring in each of these extreme regions, suggesting
that the common characteristic of these extremes is
explained by their continuity’. (De cael. Ǡ.ǟǢ [ǠǧǦa])
112 Geogr. ǟ.ǧ.Ǧ–ǟ.ǟǞ.ǟ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǞ–ǟǠǠ.
113 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠǟ.
114 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ–ǡ.
115 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǦ and ǟǠǣ. At a latitude of ǡǤ°, ǟ°
equals ǢǞǢ.ǣ stadia.
116 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǞ.ǟ: ‘ǟǤ°Ǡǣ’, so approximately (ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩)
Ǧ,ǠǞǞ stadia’; Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.Ǣ: ‘a distance of Ǥǥǣ sta-
dia or approximately (ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩) ǟ°ǠǞ’. See also ǟ.ǟǡ.Ǡ,
ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ, ǟ.ǟǡ.Ǧ, ǟ.ǟǢ.ǥ–Ǧ and passim.
ǟǦǢ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
Conclusion
In his revision of Marinus’ work, Ptolemy mentions and uses several procedures that he
might also have employed to determine the coordinates of localities using the basic in-
formation supplied by his sources: orientation data, distances in stadia, the descriptions
of itineraries or of the coastal topography. However, when one compares the longitudi-
nal intervals in degrees determined by Ptolemy along the south-east coast of Asia with
the coordinates of the respective localities in the catalogue, one ﬁnds important diﬀer-
ences.117 Although one cannot rule out completely that such procedures were used, it
is clear that the computations in the introduction were not transferred to the catalogue.
Admittedly, the catalogue of localities in manuscript X does not contain the coordi-
nates of the localities along the south-east coast of Asia, so one cannot ascertain whether
the Ξ recension originally had the same coordinates as the Ω recension. Furthermore,
Ptolemy neither records whether the methods he uses in his ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ of Marinus’ work
could also be employed to determine the geographical coordinates of localities, nor does
he admit to using these coordinates in the catalogue. Correcting the oikoumenē’s dimen-
sions – speciﬁcally the extent of the known world south of Libyē and east of Asia – is
what underlies the procedures in Ptolemy’s introduction.
Ǣ.Ǣ Distance, time and orientation
Ptolemy did not produce an extensive and annotated list of the sources and the types of
data, which he used to determine the coordinates. The geographical texts and authori-
ties that Ptolemy explicitly mentions are either lost – such as the accounts of Theophi-
los, Philemon, Julius Maternus and others118 – or only known to us through indirect
citations and rare fragments in other geographical works – such as those of Hipparchus
and Timosthenes. Nevertheless, throughout the introduction to theGeography, Ptolemy
refers to a large amount of diﬀerent kinds of geographical information, much of which
had been used in the works of earlier geographers. It is these earlier preserved texts that
possibly form the basis of Ptolemy’s work.
One of the most widespread pieces of information used in geographical texts and
in Ptolemy’s Geography are the distances between localities. Ptolemy uses long distances
when considering the length and the width of the oikoumenē, for instance,119 but also
smaller distances (of several hundred stadia) for the precise examples in the introduc-
tion.120 They are generally expressed in stadia, which was the most commonly used
unit of length in Greek geographical texts, although Ptolemy also refers to distances in
117 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟǤ, ǟǠǠ–ǟǠǡ.




̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
schoinoi121 and in miles122. According to Ptolemy, one schoinos was equal to thirty sta-
dia.123 Despite the existence in Antiquity of several stadia-to-miles conversion scales,
Ptolemy provides no clues in his work as to which conversion system he used. The
most common ratio was one mile for eight stadia,124 but ratios such as ǟ:ǥ 1
2
(in the Eux.
and in the Hypotypōsis, for example) and ǟ:Ǧ 1
3
(according to Polybius)125 are attested as
well.126 Ptolemy does, though, clearly deﬁne the equivalence between meridians and
parallels in degrees and distances in stadia: one degree on a great circle of the terrestrial
sphere was equivalent to ǣǞǞ stadia.127
The distances between two localities were sometimes given in units of time, that is,
in the duration of maritime or terrestrial journeys. On several occasions Ptolemy refers
to the number of days it took to march between two places as well as the duration (also
in days) of a sea journey.128 The relationship between distances and the duration of
journeys was frequently made in geographical texts129 as well as in the everyday lives of
travellers or traders in Antiquity. Nowhere in the Geography does Ptolemy allude to a
systematic conversion of a journey by land, although, for measuringmaritime distances,
he does explicitly mention that one nychthemeron (that is, a period of twenty-four con-
secutive hours) may correspond to ǟ ǞǞǞ stadia, and that this was used by Theophilos
and accepted by Marinus.130 This equivalence appears to have been very common and
was certainly used by Ptolemy, except in the case of sea journeys in certain meteorolog-
ical areas (such as the Indian Ocean) and of particularly long trips.131 Other common
equivalents are attested in the geographical literature, such as ǤǞǞ or ǥǞǞ stadia for a
day’s sailing and several more sophisticated values based on diurnal subdivisions.132
Ptolemy uses two orientation systems that appear recurrently in the literature of An-
tiquity – the ﬁrst based on the position of the Sun above the horizon and the second on
a systematisation of wind directions. The ﬁrst system utilises the four cardinal points –
̬̻̱̺ͅ (west), ̴̴̧̭̻̯̪̹̩ (south), ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̦ (east) and ἄ̷̹̲̼̺ (north) – plus four additional
121 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǣ, ǟ.ǟǠ.ǡ and ǟ.ǟǠ.Ǧ. The schoinos (̷̻̿ῖ-
̵̷̺) was a unit of length used in Egypt. See Hdt. Ǡ.Ǥ
and Str. ǟǥ.ǟ.ǠǢ.
122 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǥ and ǟ.ǟǣ.ǧ.
123 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǣ and ǟ.ǟǠ.ǡ. Other ratios of conver-
sion did exist, such as ǟ:ǢǞ (Eratosthenes) and ǟ:ǡǠ
(Pl. ǟǠ.ǣǡ). The length of the schoinos was variable
(see the discussion in Str. ǟǥ.ǟ.ǠǢ).
124 Str. ǥ.ǥ.Ǣ: ‘Now if one reckons as most people do
(ὡ̺ ̷ἱ ̸̷̷̧̳̳), eight stadia to the mile [….].’
125 Str. ǥ.ǥ.Ǣ.
126 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǦǢ–Ǧǥ. That a ratio ǟ:ǟǞ did exist is
frequently mentioned in modern studies, gener-
ally on the basis of the article of Lehmann ǟǧǠǧ,
col. ǟǧǡǢ. The latter is, however, not free of impre-
cision and the evidence he gave for the existence
of such a ratio (Pl. ǟǠ.ǣǡ, Str. ǣ.ǡ.ǟǠ) is unconvinc-
ing (see Dicks ǟǧǤǞ, ǢǠ–ǢǤ). The references to Ju-
lian of Ascalon and Cassius Dio (Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ,
Ǧǣ, ǧǣ; Roller ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǥǠ) are also open to question
(see Diller ǟǧǣǞ and Geiger ǟǧǧǠ, ǡǧ–Ǣǡ). See also
Shcheglov ǠǞǟǤa, Ǥǧǣ–ǤǧǤ.
127 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǟ and ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ.
128 Geogr. ǟ.Ǧ.ǣ, ǟ.ǧ.ǟ–Ǣ, ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ, ǟ.ǟǟ.ǣ–Ǧ, ǟ.ǟǢ.ǟ–Ǣ, etc.
129 The practice is discussed by, e.g., Marcian of Hera-
clea in Epit. Men. Ǡ and ǣ.
130 Geogr. ǟ.ǧ.Ǣ.
131 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǥ.ǥ; Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǥǧ–Ǧǟ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ,
ǟǞǧ–ǟǟǞ.
132 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, Ǥǟ–ǧǤ.
ǟǦǤ
̢̣̟̥̣̓̕ ̞̑̔ ̝̤̘̟̣̔̕ ̙̞ ̤̘̕ ̢̙̞̤̟̥̤̙̟̞̔̓ ̤̟ ̤̘̕ ̠̠̡
orientations: summer sunset and winter sunset as variations for the west,133 summer
sunrise and winter sunrise for the east. Although the directions of the rising and set-
ting Sun during the year depends on the latitude, Ptolemy uses them, in his revision of
Marinus’ work, to express diﬀerences of ǡǞ° from the east and the west, regardless of the
latitude.134
Ptolemy does not explicitly describe a speciﬁc wind direction system but he does
refer to nine winds in his introduction.135 Despite three omissions (certainly a mere co-
incidence),136 these winds surely correspond to a twelve-rhumbwind rose, which closely
resembles but is not identical to the systems of Timosthenes, Theophrastus and Aristo-
tle (each wind name usually had several synonyms).137 An asymmetrical relationship
existed between antique navigation, which relied heavily on winds, and antique geog-
raphy, which used orientations based on winds and wind roses. The complex wind
roses of Aristotle, Timosthenes and, later, of Vitruvius138 were theoretical and geomet-
rical constructions for geographers or architects rather than practical sailing tools.139
The navigational practices related to winds were rarely as precise or as subtle as the de-
scriptions of winds found in geographical works, the eight-rhumb wind rose being a
theoretical optimum that was rarely used at sea.140
Unlike the travellers and sailors of Antiquity who used their empirical knowledge
of winds for purely practical purposes, Ptolemy uses winds in his revision of Marinus’
work to divide up the horizon into regular sections of ǡǞ° each.141 These sections of
winds correspond to the orientations based on the position of the Sun; both systems
complement each other and appear to have been interchangeable.142 Directions based
on winds and on the position of the Sun were an important source of geographical
information as their frequent occurrence in geographical works, such as in the work of
Timosthenes, to whom Ptolemy refers in the Geography,143 as well as in a number of
periplographical texts testiﬁes. Thus it is hardly surprising that they feature so strongly
in Ptolemy’s ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́ of Marinus’ work.144
133 Neither term appears in the Geography.
134 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǢǢ–ǟǢǣ, based on Geogr. ǟ.ǟǡ.ǣ.
135 See the list in Stückelberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǠǠǦ.
136 Ptolemy describes the missing Zephyrus in Tetrabib-
los ǟ.ǟǞ.
137 Aristotle, Meteor. Ǡ.Ǥ (ǡǤǡa-ǡǤǣa) and Vent. (ǧǥǡa-b),
see D’Avella ǠǞǞǥ; Theophrastus, Sign. ǡǣ–ǡǥ, see
Sider and Brunschön ǠǞǞǥ, ﬁg. ǟ, ǧǤ; Timosthenes
in Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǥ.
138 Vitruvius, De arch. ǟ.Ǥ.Ǣ–ǟǡ.
139 Timosthenes uses wind directions to locate peoples
at the edges of the oikoumenē (Agathemerus, Hypo-
typ. ǥ; see also Prontera ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǥ–Ǡǟ). Ptolemy uses
winds in a similar way in Tetrabiblos Ǡ.ǡ.
140 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǣǡ–ǣǧ; Arnaud ǠǞǟǞ.
141 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǢǢ.
142 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǢǣ–ǟǢǥ.
143 In addition to the authors already cited, Eratos-
thenes, Posidonius (Str. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡǟ), Pliny (Ǡ.ǟǟǧ–ǟǡǞ)
and Strabo (ǟ.Ǡ.ǠǞ–Ǡǟ) all discuss this topic.
144 Several passages of the Stadiasmos (ǟǟǥ, ǟǡǥ) show
a close relationship between wind names and the
descriptions of routes. See Arnaud ǠǞǟǢ, ǣǟ.
ǟǦǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
Ǣ.ǣ Sources on the latitude of localities
Ǣ.ǣ.ǟ Elevation of the pole
The values of latitude, expressed in degrees, that correspond to the elevation of theNorth
Pole (ἐ̶̴̤̹̩̼̩ ̷̼ῦ ̷̷̧̪̹̭̽ ̸̷̳̈́̽) are by far the least frequent type of data to be found in
the sources, a state of aﬀairs that Ptolemy bemoans in the Geography.145 In his Commen-
tary on the Phaenomena of Eudoxus and Aratus, Hipparchus had recorded the elevation of
the pole at Athens (ǡǥ°), Rhodes (ǡǤ°) and for the Hellespont (Ǣǟ°).146 However, given
the diﬃculty of determining the elevation of the pole by direct observation147 and the
context in which Hipparchus mentioned these values, the latter might have been ob-
tained from a calculation based on the length of the day or the ratios of a gnomon to its
shadow.
Ǣ.ǣ.Ǡ Ratio of a gnomon to its shadow
Ptolemy mentions and partially explains how to use shadow-casting instruments in the
Geography as well as in the Almagest. Only a small number of antique sources give the
ratio of a gnomon to its shadow and then only for a few places, even though this type
of information had been circulating since at least the Hellenistic period. The ratios are
rarely explicitly linked with a precise source. In the ﬁrst century CE, Vitruvius had sup-
plied the ratios of a gnomon to its shadow measured at the equinox (g:sE) for a small
number of cities: Rome (ǧ:Ǧ), Athens (Ǣ:ǡ), Rhodes (ǥ:ǣ), Tarentum (ǟǟ:ǧ) and Alexan-
dria (ǣ:ǡ).148 With the exception of Rome, these cities had all been major scientiﬁc
centres of Classical and Hellenistic Greece; hence it is possible that the measurements
date back to these periods and so could have been circulating for some time in the ge-
ographical sources. According to Strabo, Hipparchus found the ratio of the gnomon
to its midday shadow at the summer solstice (g:sS) at Byzantium (ǟǠǞ:Ǣǟ 45 ), while Pyth-eas is said to have obtained the same ratio at Massalia.149 The measurement led to a
good approximation for the latitude of Massalia but is erroneous by approximately Ǡ°
for Byzantium.150 Strabo mentions other ratios – Alexandria (ǣ:ǡ) and Carthage (ǟǟ:ǥ)
– which must have come from Eratosthenes or Hipparchus.151
145 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
146 Hipparchus, Arat. ǟ.ǡ.ǥ and ǟ.ǟǟ.ǥ.
147 Hipparchus conﬁrms the absence of a reference star
at the North Pole (Arat. ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ). See Stückelberger
ǠǞǞǧb, ǠǡǠ.
148 Vitruvius, De arch. ǧ.ǥ.
149 Str. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǣ. and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣǟ.
150 It is possible that Hipparchus did not take this mea-
surement himself. The verb used by Strabo (̭ὑ̹̭ῖ̵,
to ﬁnd, to discover, to get) is quite vague and does
not necessarily mean that Hipparchus had observed
or measured something. He could simply have found
the ratio in a source.
151 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǦ. According to Stückelberger and
Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǠǡǞ, Strabo’s data can be traced back
to Hipparchus, even though the text is ambiguous
on this point.
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The ratios provided by Pliny in his Natural History are not presented with the same
simplicity, for they appear in his list of circuli and are associated with a large number
of diﬀerent geographical places (cities but also larger areas). One should not infer from
this that the measurements with a gnomon were carried out in all the locations cited
by Pliny. He used the ratios to qualify latitudinal zones, which can be compared with
klimata. Pliny’s values (g:sE) diﬀer from those of Strabo and Vitruvius: ǥ:Ǣ for the ﬁrst
circulus (through Alexandria and Carthage, for example); ǡǣ:ǠǢ (second circulus: Anti-
och, Lilybaion); ǟǞǞ:ǥǥ (third circulus: Rhodes, Gades); Ǡǟ:ǟǤ (fourth circulus: Athens,
CarthagoNova); ǥ:Ǥ (ﬁh circulus: Hellespont, Tarentum), ǧ:Ǧ (sixth circulus: Byzantium,
Massalia, Narbo); and ǡǤ:ǡǣ (seventh circulus: Ravenna, Viennae, or ǟ:ǟ in Venetia).152
Because of the complex nature of the list and the large amount of documentation Pliny
could have consulted, a precise source cannot be identiﬁed.153 There are a few ratios
and a series of shadow observations located elsewhere in Pliny’s work; they concern
exclusively Egypt (Syēnē, Berenikē, Ptolemais, Meroē) and India (the Hypasis River,
Patala), while the mention of Onesicritus and the observations made during Alexander
the Great’s campaigns point to Hellenistic sources.154
Ǣ.ǣ.ǡ Lengths of the longest day
The lengths of the longest day of the year were generally linked with expositions of
parallel circles and klimata. Thanks to Strabo, it is possible to reconstruct, to a limited
extent, the list of parallels described by Eratosthenes and Hipparchus, including the
length of the longest day.155 Strabo writes that a geographer should only deal with
the inhabited regions, that is, from the parallel through the Cinnamōmophore to the
parallel through Iernē,156 which is why he provides only a summary of Eratosthenes’
and Hipparchus’ descriptions, which originally covered the whole hemisphere.157
Strabo lists twelve parallel circles with the lengths of their longest day, from the
parallel through the Meroē (thirteen hours) up to the parallel through the British Isles
152 Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǟ–ǠǠǞ and Ǡ.ǟǦǠ (Rome ǧ:Ǧ, Ancona ǡǤ:ǡǣ,
Venetia ǟ:ǟ and Egypt less than 1
2
:ǟ). Rinner ǠǞǟǡ,
ǟǥǣ–ǟǥǤ, and E. Rinner, BACPǞǞǤǧ.
153 The ratios can hardly have come from Hipparchus,
despite the assumptions of Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb,
ǠǡǞ. Pliny very probably did not have ﬁrst-hand
knowledge of the work of Eratosthenes or Hip-
parchus (see Haushalter ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǠǟ–ǠǠǠ). J. Desanges
ǠǞǞǦ, ǡǞǥ, has conjectured that Pliny gathered doc-
umentation from two traditions – astronomical and
geographical on the one hand, astrological on the
other – and that Pliny followed mostly the latter.
154 Pl. Ǡ.ǟǦǡ–ǟǦǣ.
155 Ptolemy also alludes to Hipparchus’ list of localities
‘which are situated under the same parallels’ (Ge-
ogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ).
156 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǢ. Iernē is Hibernia, i.e. Ireland.
157 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣǡ: ‘Since the regions beyond already lie
near territory rendered uninhabitable by the cold,
they are without value to the geographer. But if any-
one wishes to learn about these regions, and about
all the other astronomical matters that are treated by
Hipparchus, but omitted by me as being already too
clearly treated to be discussed in the present treatise,
let him get them from Hipparchus.’
ǟǦǧ
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Tab. ǣ Summary of the list of
Hipparchus’ parallel circles given
in Strabo’s Geography (Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǢ–Ǣǡ),
with geographical references and
lengths of the longest day of the
year.
(nineteen hours), separated by intervals of a quarter, a half or one hour (Table ǣ).158
Strabo’s long description is complex and includes a large amount of various data types
– latitudinal intervals in stadia, day lengths, the ratio of a gnomon to its shadow, posi-
tions of stars, together with many cities and regions – and he does not always specify
whether the information comes from Eratosthenes, Hipparchus or his own calculations
and conversions.159 Nevertheless, one can recognise a speciﬁc schema of parallels that
covered thewhole northern hemisphere withminimal intervals of ﬁeenminutes: these
lengths are the backbone of Strabo’s description and thus may be related to Hipparchus,
his main source.160 Each parallel circle with its corresponding day length is associated
with cities and larger regions. Strabo’s list deals with about twenty cities, most of them
in Libyē and western Asia,161 that lay along the parallel circles or to the north or south
of them.
Pliny alludes to a classiﬁcation of parallels with intervals of thirty minutes from the
Equator to the parallel through Thulē but he does not link this tradition with a precise
source, referring only to ‘the most careful among subsequent [scholars]’, where ‘subse-
quent’ means ‘aer the Ancients’.162 Pliny’s list of parallels contains diﬀerent lengths of
158 Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǦ and Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǢ–Ǣǡ.
159 Shcheglov ǠǞǞǥ, ǟǧǟ: ‘Strabo’s testimony on Hip-
parchus’ table is too heavily abridged and confused
to provide a reliable basis for a neat reconstruction
of its original content and scope. […] The analysis
of Strabo’s testimony reveals a number of mistakes
and omissions, which fortunately can be repaired by
taking the parallel sources into account.’
160 Hipparchus strayed from this system at least once:
he gives ǟǢ 3
5
hours as the longest day at Athens in
Arat. ǟ.ǡ.ǟǠ.
161 The list also mentions several localities in western
Europe: Syracuse, Rome, Naples, Nikaia (modern-
day Nice) and Massalia.
162 Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǧ.
ǟǧǞ
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Circulus Geographical references Longest day of the year
1 Alexandria, Carthage … 14 hours
2 Sidōn, Tyr … 14 2
5
hours





4 Athens, Carthago Nova … 14 2
3
hours
5 Hellespont, Tarentum… 15 hours





7 Borysthenes … 15 3
5
hours
Tab. Ǥ Pliny’s list of seven circuli
(Ǥ.Ǡǟǟ–ǠǠǞ) with some of the
geographical references and
lengths of the longest day of the
year.
the longest day and his geographical range is wider (Table Ǥ).163 Pliny refers neither to
Eratosthenes nor to Hipparchus but presents the description of parallels as a ‘Greek in-
vention’; he alludes, though, to Latin authors, who ‘called the sections circulus’ (whereas
‘the Greek used the term parallelos’).164 He mentions a certain Nigidus for one of the
length values, as the latter gave a longest day of ǟǣ 1
5
hours for the sixth circulus.165 The
latter is generally identiﬁed as P. Nigidus Figulus, who was praised by his friend Cicero
for his erudition,166 although his work remains unknown. On the basis of a compari-
son between the list of circuli and the discussion on gnomons (Pl. Ǡ.ǟǦǠ), E.Honigmann
concluded that Nigidius’ mainGreek sourcemight have been Serapion of Alexandria.167
The sources of Pliny’s list are, however, more complex168 and also partially contradict
his own geographical description: all this points to a list that was already complex in
Pliny’s source and which had not been totally harmonised with his other sources.169
Nevertheless, Pliny’s list contains up to ǟǡǞ cities and as many regions and provinces,
which indicates, together with Strabo’s testimony, that lists of parallel circles related to
geographical localities had been in circulation before the time of Marinus and Ptolemy.
163 Pliny succinctly summarises these lengths in his dis-
cussion on gnomonics: in Meroē, twelve equinoctial
hours and eight parts of an hour; Alexandria four-
teen hours; Italy ﬁeen hours; and Britain seventeen
hours (Pl. Ǡ.ǟǦǤ).
164 Pl. Ǡ.Ǡǟǟ. The list of auctoritates of Book Ǥ of the
Natural History mentions several well-known ge-
ographers (Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Posidonius
and Timosthenes, among others) who discussed this
topic. Pliny also cites a series of authorities, whose
works are unknown.
165 Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǥ.
166 Cic. Fam. Ǣ.ǟǡ. Aulus Gellius (Noct. Atticae ǡ.ǟǠ)
calls him doctissimus uir.
167 Honigmann ǟǧǠǧ, ǡǢ–ǣǞ.
168 J. Desanges ǠǞǞǦ, ǠǤǤ–ǠǤǥ, has pointed out several
geographical elements that cannot be older than the
ﬁrst century CE. O.Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, footnote ǟǣ,
ǥǠǧ, was sceptical about E.Honigmann’s hypothe-
sis. He also found similarities in the lengths of the
longest day between Pliny’s list and the seven kli-
mata of Vettius Valens (Anth. ǟ.Ǥ, ed. Kroll, p. ǠǢ),
Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, ǥǠǦ.
169 See the diﬃculties that P. Schneider ǠǞǟǠ has en-
countered in realising some maps and diagrams
taken from Pliny’s circuli description.
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Ǣ.ǣ.Ǣ Marinus’ list of parallels and klimata
Marinus provided, as far as one can reconstruct through Ptolemy’s revision, something
resembling a list of localities arranged by parallel circles:
One ﬁnds in [Marinus’] works (ἐ̵ ̼̩ῖ̺ ̵̶̻̼̤̭̻̱̽) separately, in one placemaybe
just the latitudes, say in the exposition of the parallels (ἐ̸ۮ ̼ῆ̺ ̼ῶ̵ ̸̵̩̹̩̳̳̦̳́
ἔ̲̰̥̻̭̺), and in some other place just the longitude, say in the description
of the meridians. Moreover, the same localities are not found in each section:
the parallels are drawn through some places and the meridians through others
[…].170
Ptolemy alludes several times to parallel circles (̸̷̩̹̤̳̳̯̳̱)171 but also to Marinus’ list
of klimata. Ptolemy corrects some of its contents, referring generally to ‘the division
(̧̬̱̩̹̭̻̱̺) of the klimata’172 or simply to ‘the klimata’.173 In Marinus’ work, klimata are
not circles with a speciﬁc latitude but numbered latitudinal zones, which one can as-
sumewere delimited by two parallels.174 Ptolemy does not specify which value – degrees
or length of the day – Marinus gave to each parallel, with the exception of the parallel
through Thulē (Ǥǡ°)175 and Rhodes (ǡǤ°).176 Marinus had read the astronomical work
of Hipparchus177 and he used at least two of Hipparchus’ main parallels (through the
Hellespont and through Byzantium).178 He probably placed a large number of cities
along and between his parallels and klimata – Ptolemy alludes to ‘all the inland cities of
Thrace’, which Marinus located to the north of the parallel through Byzantium179 – and
employed a wide range of geographical localities.180
Ǣ.ǣ.ǣ Reading the stars
One possible way of determining a locality’s latitude is by observing the stars. Some
constellations are only visible in the northern hemisphere for example, while the culmi-





174 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǥ–Ǧ. See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡǢ.
175 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǟ.
176 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǟ. Marinus also gave Okēlis a latitude of
ǟǟ°ǠǢ’ (Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.Ǣ).
177 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.Ǣ. Ptolemy does not provide strong evi-
dence that Marinus was familiar with Hipparchus’
geographical writings.
178 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǥ–ǧ. It would seem likely that, if the val-
ues in degrees or in lengths of the longest days for
Hipparchus’ and Marinus’ parallels had been very
diﬀerent (as Pliny’s and Hipparchus’ values were),
then Ptolemy would most probably have mentioned
this fact. Thus, it is possible that Marinus’ and Hip-
parchus’ latitude data, at least for the main parallels,
were similar or at least consistent.
179 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǧ.
180 Noviomagus (Chichester, West Sussex, England) and
Londinium (London) are included in Marinus’ list
of klimata (Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǥ).
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examples of these descriptions, which he probably found inHipparchus’ work, and then
linked them with several parallels.181 Marinus also used celestial observations in his
argumentation on the southern extent of the oikoumenē, always referring back to Hip-
parchus.182 Ptolemy was perfectly aware of the diﬀerence between theoretical descrip-
tions of the sky, which could be used to establish a precise geographical latitude, and
precise reports on the appearance of the sky that had been observed in a speciﬁc city.183
That Ptolemy used such celestial observations is, therefore, theoretically possible, al-
though it cannot be veriﬁed.184
Ǣ.Ǥ Sources on the longitude of localities
Ǣ.Ǥ.ǟ Localities lying along the same meridian, ̼ό̸̷̱ ἀν̼̱̲είμεν̷̱
Ptolemy writes that, in some sources more recent than Hipparchus, he found descrip-
tions of localities that are ‘oppositely situated’ (ἀ̵̴̵̷̧̼̱̲̭̭̱):
A few of those who came aer [Hipparchus] have transmitted some of the lo-
calities that are oppositely situated (̼ῶ̵ ἄ̵̴̵̵̼̱̲̭̱̥ ̸̵̼̈́́) not meaning that
they are equidistant from the equator, but simply because they are on a single
meridian, based on the fact that one sails from one to another of them by north
or south winds.185
Although Ptolemy does not refer to a precise source, he does indirectly acknowledge that
Marinus provided some of these localities by stating that the latter’s data oen needed
to be revised:
We have also concluded that the positions of the individual cities call for cor-
rection in many places […], for example in the places that are believed to be
oppositely situated (̼ῶ̵ ἀ̵̼̱̲̭ῖ̻̰̩̱ ̸̸̴̵̵̭̱̻̼̭̥̽́).186
This is followed by a series of four instances where Ptolemy either refutesMarinus’ exam-
ples of ̸̷̼̱̈́ ἀ̵̴̵̷̧̼̱̲̭̭̱ with the help of Timosthenes or he points out a contradiction
in the information provided by Marinus.187 This information alone does not give an
181 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǣ–ǡǤ and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣǟ–Ǣǡ.
182 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.Ǣ–ǧ.
183 Geogr. ǟ.ǥ.ǣ. See p. ǟǥǡ.
184 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡǣ–ǟǡǤ.
185 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
186 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǟ.
187 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǡ–Ǣ. See Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ,
ǟǣǥ–ǟǣǧ. Ptolemy refers to Timosthenes twice, on
one occasion to make the following correction:
‘Again, [Marinus says that] Pachynos [is opposite]
Leptis Magna, and Himera [opposite] Theainai, yet
the distance from Pachynos to Himera amounts
to about ǢǞǞ stadia, while that from Leptis Magna
to Theainai amounts to over ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia, accord-
ing to what Timosthenes records.’ In fact, Marinus’
ǟǧǡ
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absolute geographical longitude and so needs to be combined with other data. The in-
stances Ptolemy quotes from Marinus’ work concern localities throughout the whole
Mediterranean area and involve long distances: Tarraco and Iōl Caesarea, Pachynos and
Leptis Magna, Himera and Theainai, Tergeste and Ravenna, the Chelidoniai Rocks and
Kanōbos,188 Cape Akamas and Paphos, Paphos and Sebennytos.189
As Ptolemy himself states, the description of localities that lie on the samemeridian
was a mathematical adaptation of empirical knowledge based on sailing praxis.190 The
description of two localities that are ‘opposite’ each other did not mean, from the nau-
tical point of view, that they necessarily lay on the same meridian. Rather, it concerned
localities that were daymarks (that is, navigational aids that served as reference points
for sailors) along a commonly used maritime route.191 Essentially, the statement that lo-
cality A is ‘opposite’ (̲̩̼̤) or ‘directly opposite’ (ᾀ̵̼̱̲̹) locality B could reﬂect a wide
range of conﬁgurations.192 Then, for a small number of localities for which it had been
established that the route followed a north–south direction, geographers determined
approximately the relative longitudes between the localities. Eratosthenes and Timos-
thenes, in particular, seem to have collected and systematised this kind of information
in order to identify localities that could be placed on a common meridian.193 Eratos-
thenes’ construction of a meridian running throughMeroē, Syēnē, Alexandria, Rhodes,
Byzantium and the Borysthenes must certainly have arisen from such a practice.194
The existence of a substantial set of localities that were said to lie on the samemerid-
ianwas hencewell attested andwas an important component in the creation ofHellenis-
tic geography. Ptolemy seems, however, to have treated this information cautiously195
two pieces of information are consistent. Thus, it
is possible that Ptolemy assumed that Himera and
Pachynos on the one hand and Leptis Magna and
Theainai on the other lay more or less on the same
parallel.
188 Strabo (ǟǢ.ǡ.Ǧ) records exactly the same
conﬁguration.
189 Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǠǤ, claims a distance of ǡ,ǦǞǞ
stadia between Paphos and Alexandria, following
the Boreas (a north wind).
190 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǤǤ.
191 Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, ǧǧ.
192 Str. ǟǞ.ǣ.ǟǥ, ǟǢ.ǡ.Ǧ, ǟǥ.ǡ.Ǥ; Isid. Etym. ǟǢ.Ǥ.ǠǢ–Ǡǣ for
the route Rhodes–Karpathos–Egypt. See the exam-
ples of Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, ǧǥ–ǟǞǞ.
193 For example, Strabo (Ǡ.ǟ.ǢǞ) reproaches Eratos-
thenes for believing that Rome and Carthage lay on
the same meridian. To reach Carthage starting from
Rome (or Ostia), one well-attested option was to
sail southwards until Maritima (modern-day Maret-
timo) and from there to head south-westwards for
Cape Hermaion (Ras Addar) on the north-eastern
tip of the Bay of Carthage. The idea that Rome and
Carthage lay approximately on the same merid-
ian originated from this route. See Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ,
ǟǤǠ–ǟǤǡ. Likewise, Strabo records that Timosthenes
erroneously believed that Cape Metagonion was sit-
uated opposite (̲̩̼̤) Massalia, whereas this cape in
fact lay opposite Carthago Nova (Str. ǟǥ.ǡ.Ǥ).
194 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ: ‘All agree that the route by sea from
Alexandria to Rhodes is in a straight line with the
course of the Nile, as also the route from there
along Caria and Ionia to the Troad, Byzantium, and
the Borysthenes. Taking, therefore, the known dis-
tances that have been sailed, [scholars] inquire as
to the regions beyond the Borysthenes that lie in a
straight course with this line […].’ See Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ,
ǠǟǢ–Ǡǟǣ and ǠǠǦ.
195 See Ptolemy’s rather sceptical presentation in Ge-
ogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǟ.
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and nowhere does he state whether he used this type of data to determine his geograph-
ical coordinates.
Ǣ.Ǥ.Ǡ Longitudinal extent of the oikoumenē
An important part of Ptolemy’s revision of Marinus’ work concerns the discussion on
the longitudinal extent of the oikoumenē. Ptolemy focuses his revision on the eastern
part of the world, that is, the area from the Euphrates River eastwards. Ptolemy clearly
trusted Marinus’ estimation of the longitudinal extent of the Mediterranean area:
For in the ﬁrst place one should follow the numbers of stadia, from place to
place, set down by [Marinus] for the distance from the Fortunate Isles to the
crossing of the Euphrates at Hierapolis, as if [the journey] were made along the
parallel through Rhodes. [This is] both because it is continually being checked
and because [Marinus] has manifestly taken into account the amount by which
the greater distances ought to be corrected on account of diversions and varia-
tions in the itineraries.196
According to Marinus, on the basis of the individual numbers of stadia that he
assumes, and reckoning on the parallel [through Rhodes], the distance from
the meridian through the Fortunate Isles to the Sacred Cape of Iberia amounts
to Ǡ°ǡǞ’ […].197
Marinus provided at least one list that contained several localities in the Mediterranean
area with precise longitudinal intervals, given in stadia: the Sacred Cape, the mouth
of the Baetis River, Calpē, Caralis, Lilybaion, Pachynos, Cape Tainaron, Rhodes, Issus
and the crossing of the Euphrates. This theoretical line has its origins in mathematical
geography. Agathemerus attributed to Dicaearchus the creation of a straight line that
ran from the Pillars of Hercules through Sardinia, Sicily, the Peloponnese, Caria, Lycia,
Pamphylia, Cilicia and the Taurus Mountains until the Imaon Mountains.198 While
Dicaearchus provided the distances measured between the localities that lay on his main
parallel,199 Eratosthenes, paradoxically, did not link the parallel through Rhodes to his
196 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ.
197 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǠ.ǟǟ.
198 Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǣ. This imaginary line cor-
responds to the so-called diaphragma, a term that is
frequently used in modern scholarly publications –
e.g., in Geus ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǣǤ, ǠǥǤ; Irby ǠǞǟǠ, ǧǧ, ǟǞǠ; Sal-
way ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǧǥ; Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo Vivero
ǠǞǟǠ, ǡǤǢ – although its usage as a terminus technicus
for Dicaearchus’ line should probably be avoided.
There is absolutely no evidence that Dicaearchus
used this term himself and the word is not used
in the sources with this speciﬁc meaning. Agathe-
merus writes of a simple ‘right section’ (̷̴̼۬ ̭ὐ̰̭ῖ̩),
while Strabo, describing the work of Eratosthenes,
uses only ‘line’.
199 For instance, ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia from the Peloponnese
to Sicily and ǥ ǞǞǞ stadia to the Pillars of Hercules
(Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ).
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own distances.200 Artemidorus described a line running from the east to the west of
the oikoumenē. Although it matched the Hellenistic parallel of Rhodes, Artemidorus’
line was not explicitly presented by Pliny as a parallel circle.201 The line that Ptolemy
took from Marinus fell within this geographical tradition and enabled him to obtain
longitudinal intervals for a limited number of localities.
Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡ Lists of meridians and hour intervals
Marinus seems to have compiled a list, perhaps in the form of a table, that described
meridians, probably on themodel of his description of parallels and klimata.202 Ptolemy
writes aboutMarinus’ exposition (ἔ̲̰̭̻̱̺) of the parallels but refers to the ἀ̵̩̫̹̩ϕ̦ of the
meridians, which could be translated as ‘record’, ‘description’ or ‘composition’. However,
it is diﬃcult to distinguish between the two terms, while a clear deﬁnition of Marinus’
list has not been found.203 The latter might have been a list of localities lying on the
same meridian, perhaps similar to Eratosthenes’ description of the meridian through
Alexandria.204 In his revision of Marinus’ work, Ptolemy hints at dividing the oikoumenē
into hour-intervals:
Marinus makes the longitudinal dimension [of the oikoumenē] bounded within
two meridians that cut oﬀ ﬁeen hour-intervals (ὡ̹̩ῖ̩ ̴̬̱̩̻̼̦̩̼̩).205
[Marinus] says that Pisae is ǥǞǞ stades from Ravenna † in the direction of the
Libonotos †, but in his division of the klimata and the hour-intervals (̬̱ۨ ̼ῆ̺
̼ῶ̵ ὥ̵̧̹̱̩ ̬̱̩̱̹̥̻̭̺́), he puts Pisae in the third hour-interval and Ravenna
in the fourth.206
200 Eratosthenes’ parallel of Rhodes went through the
Pillars of Hercules, the Strait of Sicily, south of the
Peloponnese, through Rhodes of course, the Gulf of
Issus and the Taurus Mountains (Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ). How-
ever, Eratosthenes did not use this parallel to record
distance data; rather, he provides some of the in-
termediate distances between the Indus River and
the Caspian Gates, from there to the Euphrates
River, the Nile, the Canopic mouth of the Nile,
Carthage and from there to the Pillars of Hercules
(Str. ǟ.Ǣ.ǣ). This succession of localities was not ex-
plicitly presented as a parallel circle – and this was
certainly not Eratosthenes’ intention. In fact, Strabo
reproaches him for using broken lines to measure
the inhabited world and thereby introduce signiﬁ-
cant inaccuracies (Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǡǥ).
201 Pl. Ǡ.ǠǢǠ–ǠǢǡ. The line went through the Ganges
River, the Gulf of Issus, Cyprus, Rhodes, Astypalaia,
Lilybaion, Caralis, Gades and the Sacred Cape.
202 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.Ǣ. See p. ǟǧǠ.
203 Note that at no point does Ptolemy refer to any ‘ta-
bles’ (̵̵̲̩̭̺̈́) compiled by Marinus.
204 The meridian through Alexandria was used primar-
ily by Eratosthenes to evaluate the width of the oik-
oumenē, not to give the longitude of the localities.
205 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.ǟ. See also Geogr. ǟ.ǟǢ.ǧ and ǟ.ǟǥ.Ǡ.
206 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.ǣ. This passage has caused intense de-
bate on account of its apparent inconsistency: if
Pisa is south-west of Ravenna, then the two cities
could have been in diﬀerent hour-intervals, which
would make Ptolemy’s criticism illogical. Modern
scholars generally consider that the numbering of
the hour-intervals is corrupt here (Berggren and A.
Jones ǠǞǞǞ, ǥǦ, ǟǣǧ–ǟǤǞ and ǟǤǢ; Stückelberger and
Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǧǦ–ǧǧ). In fact, the codices primarii
of the Geography contain the same numbers of hour-
intervals, although manuscript X does not include
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InMarinus’ work, ‘hour-intervals’ were longitudinal zones of one equinoctial hour each,
which corresponded to ǟǣ° of longitude.207 As such they acted as a pendant to the kli-
mata, andwere, like the latter, numbered as well. Arranging localities according to hour-
intervals was, however, too imprecise to determine longitude, even in relation to a prime
interval. Ptolemy used hour-intervals to draw the grid of the worldmap; he explains that
one had to divide each interval into three sections and then draw the meridians, each
with intervals of ǣ°.208 Ptolemy’s purpose here was purely graphical: drawing meridi-
ans at every whole degree would have been impracticable, pointless or not aesthetically
pleasing, but drawing meridians at ǣ° intervals was an appropriate compromise. How-
ever, Ptolemy’s use of hour-intervals was never explicitly linked with determining the
coordinates.
Ǣ.ǥ Maps and pictorial representations
Ǣ.ǥ.ǟ Ptolemy’s use of maps as sources
Maps as concrete geographical objects were a central part of Ptolemy’s approach to ge-
ography. He alludes several times to the cartographical creations of his predecessors, for
he intended to use ‘the reports of those who have visited the places, or their positions
as recorded in the more accurate maps (ἐ̵ ̷̼ῖ̺ ἀ̷̲̹̱̪̭̻̼̥̹̱̺ ̸̵̶̧̩̱)’.209 Ptolemy uses
the word ̸̵̶̧̩, which was commonly used in geographical literature, to describe his
own cartographical constructions.210 Eratosthenes, for example, intended to correct the
‘ancient map’, which here clearly means both the cartographical object and a textual de-
scription.211 Ptolemy’s use of maps as a geographical source is ambiguous. On the one
hand, he states that he eﬀectively had access to or even used some ἀ̷̲̹̱̪̥̻̼̭̹̱ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺,
that is, very detailed or precise maps (the adjective may refer to the scale of the map, to
‘in the direction of the Libonotos’ – this phrase was
inserted later by a reviser in the le margin (f. ǟǡǢr).
Hence, only theΩ recension contains this direc-
tion. The archetype could have been defective at
this point and later (wrongly) completed in theΩ
hyparchetype, perhaps on the basis of Ptolemy’s
own conﬁguration; in the Geography, Pisae lies, in
fact, in the direction of the Libonotos, that is, south-
southwest of Ravenna. The reviser of X would have
taken this correction from anΩmanuscript. The
original text might have contained a diﬀerent ori-
entation, e.g., simply ‘in the direction of the Notos’
(south of Ravenna), which would explain Ptolemy’s
criticism of Marinus.
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its quality and/or to the amount of information it contained);212 on the other hand, he
warns:
Aer all, continually transferring [a map] from earlier exemplars (̸̴̩̹̩̬̭̱̫۩-
̵̼́) to subsequent ones tends to bring about grave distortions in the transcrip-
tions through gradual changes. If this method based on a text did not suﬃce
to show how to set [the map] out, then it would be impossible for people with-
out access to the picture (̭ἰ̵̷̲̺̈́) to accomplish their objective properly. And
in fact this is what happens to most people [who try to draw] a map (̸̵̷̧̩̲̺)
based on Marinus, since there is no model (̸̴̷̧̩̹̩̬̭̫̩̼̺) based on his ﬁnal
compilation.213
In this passage, Ptolemy implies that Marinus’ works did not contain any map that was
worth using. He criticises the way of copying maps that was prevalent at the time and,
when he describes the appearance of his predecessors’ maps, he focuses on their short-
comings:
For in the case of an undivided map (ἐ̸ۮ ̼ῆ̺ ὑϕ̵۪ ̲̩̼̩̫̹̩ϕῆ̺), because of the
need to preserve the ratios of the parts of the oikoumenē to each other, some parts
inevitably become crowded together because the things to be included are near
each other, and others go to waste because of a lack of things to be inscribed.
In trying to avoid this, most [map-makers] have frequently been constrained
by [the frame] of their maps themselves to distort in diverse manners (̸̷̳̳̩̿ῇ
̬̱̩̻̼̹̥ϕ̵̭̱) both the measures and the shapes of the countries, as if they were
not guided by [geographical] reports (ὑ̸۰ ̼ῆ̺ ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩̺).214
Ptolemy then gives some examples of the generally distorted shapes of eastern Asia and
western Libyē.215 However, he gives no further clues as to how he used the ‘more accu-
rate maps’ of his predecessors.
212 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, Ǧǟ, have translated
ἀ̷̲̹̱̪̥̻̼̭̹̱ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺ as ‘the more accurate maps’,
whereas Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǞǥ,
understand it to mean a ‘more detailed map’ (‘de-
tailliertere Karte’). Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧc, ǟǡǠ, be-
lieves that ‘one can only say with certainty that it
[i.e. ἀ̷̲̹̱̪̥̻̼̭̹̱ ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺] must have concerned
maps that only included limited areas, in con-
trast to world maps.’ (‘Mit Sicherheit lässt sich nur
sagen, dass es sich – im Gegensatz zur Weltkarte
– um Einzelkarten handeln muss, die nur begren-
zte Regionen umfassten.’) Such an assumption is,
however, purely speculative, since Ptolemy gives
no indication of the meaning of this expression,
which is thus open to diﬀerent interpretations.
The same adjective ἀ̲̹̱̪̦̺ is also associated with
the term ‘observation’: ̬̱ۨ ̼ῶ̵ ἄ̵̲̹̱̪̭̻̼̥̹ ̼̯-
̵̹̦̻̭́ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ), i.e. ‘through the more pre-
cise/detailed/accurate observations’. Stückelberger
and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, Ǥǣ, have translated the phrase as
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Ǣ.ǥ.Ǡ Maps in the geographical literature of Antiquity
Even though Eratosthenes was generally considered, even in Antiquity, to be one of
the founders of Hellenistic cartography, not a single reference is made to him in the
Geography; Ptolemy mentions him only once, along with Hipparchus, when writing
about the obliquity of the ecliptic in the Almagest.216 No manuscript of Eratosthenes’
maps has come down to us. Strabo does discuss Eratosthenes’ ‘map of the oikoumenē’217,
but it seems as if he is referring to a text not to a drawing (it is entirely plausible that
Eratosthenes provided a map and a textual commentary). Nonetheless, Strabo gives a
good (though partial) description of the general appearance of a map by Eratosthenes
and he also reveals the latter’s cartographical principles.218
Eratosthenes’ map of the oikoumenē, based on Dicaearchus’ model, was divided into
two by a line running from the Pillars of Hercules to the Taurus Mountains and India.
Each part was subdivided into smaller sections, which Eratosthenes called ̻ϕ̹̩̫ῖ̬̭̺,219
̸̵̧̳̱̰̩220 or simply ̴̥̹̯ and ̴̧̭̹̬̭̺ (‘part’, ‘portion’, ‘region’).221 Eratosthenes gives a
description of their borders, which ﬁt, in most cases, in his grid of main parallels and
meridians but are also linked with topographical features (mountain ranges, rivers). His
cartographical construction shows the eﬀort he put into schematising themap, focusing
on the general shape (size and form) of each part of the oikoumenē.222
In the last part of his introduction to his Geography, Strabo describes what he be-
lieves a map of the oikoumenē should represent.223 Although he oen referred to Eratos-
216 Alm. ǟ.ǟǠ.
217 Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ: ‘In the third book of his Geographika, [Er-
atosthenes] establishes the map of the inhabited
world (̴̵̷̲̩̰̱̻̼̤̭̺ ̼۰̵ ̼ῆ̺ ̷ἰ̷̴̵̲̥̯̺̽ ̸̵̧̩̲̩).’
218 Str. ǟ.Ǣ.ǟ–ǧ and Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ–Ǣǟ. See Aujac, Harley, and
Woodward ǟǧǦǥb, ǟǣǣ–ǟǣǥ; Roller ǠǞǟǞ; Geus ǠǞǞǥ;
Geus ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǥǤ–ǠǦǦ; Stückelberger and Mittenhu-
ber ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǣǢ–ǠǣǤ.
219 The primary meaning of ̻ϕ̧̹̩̫̺ is ‘seal’ or ‘gem
stone’. However, some scholars believe that, in Er-
atosthenes’ description, the term corresponds to
‘parcel’, i.e. a portion of land delineated by bound-
ary marks, as used in the land administration of
Ptolemaic Egypt. Eratosthenes might thus have
borrowed the word from the terminology of land
surveyors or ̴̫̭̥̼̹̯̺́ (see Marcotte ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǣǟ–ǟǣǠ,
and Roller ǠǞǟǞ, ǠǤ, among others). By contrast,
K.Geus ǠǞǞǢa, ǠǞ–Ǡǟ, has remarked that ‘there
is no conclusive evidence that “seal” was used in
this sense before the publication of Eratosthenes’
Geographika’ and estimates that ‘Eratosthenes was
thinking of the impression in wax made by a signet
ring’; hence ‘geographically speaking, a “seal” is
to be regarded as a region marked by distinctive
lines and landmarks’. In fact, the oldest attestation
of ̻ϕ̧̹̩̫̺ in the context of land surveying is con-
temporary with the redaction of Eratosthenes’ geo-
graphical work, i.e. the last two decades of the third
century BCE.
220 The word ̸̵̷̵̧̳̱̰means ‘rectangle’ or ‘quadrilat-
eral’. In Ptolemaic Egypt, the term had been used to
describe square portions of land (which Hyginus, in
the ﬁrst years of Trajan’s reign, compared to laterculi
quadrati uti centuriae, i.e. ‘square parcels [literally,
small bricks] like centuries’) from at least the mid-
dle of the third century BCE. A centuriation (centuri-
atio) was a division of a territory into square areas;
each of these square areas was called a century (cen-
turia). See Marcotte ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǣǟ–ǟǣǠ, and Behrends
et al. ǠǞǞǞ, ǡǤ–ǡǥ and ǦǞ–Ǧǟ.
221 Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǡǣ.
222 Geus ǠǞǞǢa, Ǡǣ: ‘Consequently, Eratosthenes’ con-
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thenes, Hipparchus and other authorities in earlier discussions, Strabo now assumes
total responsibility for his claims.224 He speciﬁes that, in order to obtain a reliable pic-
ture of the oikoumenē, the map needs to be drawn on to a spherical surface (ἐ̸ۮ ̻ϕ̩̱̹̱̲ῆ̺
ἐ̸̱ϕ̵̧̩̭̩̺) and its diameter should be at least ten feet (c. ǡ.ǡ m),225 while the area of the
ﬂat surface of a plane map (ἐ̸̸̷̧̭̬̺ ̸̵̶̧̩)226 should be at least seven feet (c. Ǡ.ǡ m) in
length. One should start by drawing a grid of parallels and meridians:
It is clearly helpful to assume two straight lines that intersect each other at right
angles, one of which will run throughout the greatest length and the other
throughout the greatest breadth [of the oikoumenē]: the ﬁrst line will be one of
the parallels, and the second line one of the meridians. Then it will be helpful
to conceive lines parallel to these two lines on either side, which divide the
land and the sea that we happen to use. […] and thereby too the klimata will
be better represented, both in the east and in the west, and likewise in the south
and in the north. But since these straight lines must be drawn through known
places (̬̱ۨ ̵̴̵̧̫̹́́ ̸̵̼̈́́), two of them have already been so drawn – I mean
the two central lines mentioned above, the one representing the length and
the other the breadth – and the other lines will be easily found by the help
of these two. For by using these lines as references (̷̷̻̼̱̥̱̱̺̿)227 so to speak,
we can correlate the regions that are parallel, and the other positions, both
geographical and astronomical, of inhabited places.228
Onemay suppose that the ﬁrst parallel to be drawnwould have been the parallel through
Rhodes in the tradition of Dicaearchus and Eratosthenes. Strabo develops a grid using
an orthogonal projection but he is silent about the appropriate ratio of the meridian
to the parallel. He writes that the outline of the inhabited lands, which he sums up
in a kind of epitome of his own books, should be inscribed within the grid, using the
224 See Aujac, Harley, and Woodward ǟǧǦǥa, ǟǥǢ. The
attribution of some characteristics of his map to,
e.g., Eratosthenes, is sometimes much less reliable
than the traditional modern selection of Eratos-
thenes’ fragments would have us imagine. Strabo
explains, e.g., that a map of the world should rep-
resent parallels and meridians as straight, perpen-
dicular lines (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǤ). That Eratosthenes did so
(Dilke ǟǧǦǣ, ǡǢ; Stückelberger and Mittenhuber
ǠǞǞǧ, Ǡǣǣ) is plausible but has not been substan-
tiated; see also Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǦ. Eratosthenes and
Hipparchus appear mainly in Strabo’s discussion on
the list of the klimata at the end of his exposition.
225 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǞ. See Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ,
footnote ǟǠǦ, ǟǟǡ.
226 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǞ. Ptolemy uses the same term. See Ge-
ogr. ǟ.ǟǦ.ǟ.
227 The word ̷̻̼̱̭̿ῖ̷̵ in fact means ‘element’, as in the
title of Euclid’s famous work. Strabo explains here
that the two main axes are to be taken as the basis
for the other lines. Aristotle used the word in a sim-
ilar way and his usage can elucidate Strabo’s use of
the term: ‘We give the name of elements (̷̻̼̱̭̿ῖ̩) to
those geometrical propositions, the proofs of which
are implied in the proofs of the others, either of all
or of most.’ (Arist. Metaph. ǡ.ǡ [ǧǧǦa]). In research-
ing reliable reference places, Ptolemy refers to ̰̭-
̴̷̥̳̱̱ (see p. ǟǥǣ), which have a similar meaning as
̷̻̼̱̭̿ῖ̷̵ in Strabo’s description.
228 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǤ.
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axes, several main localities that have already been drawn on to the grid as well as the
distances.229 The drawing of the klimata, inspired by Hipparchus, comes at the end of
the introduction and is certainly the last part of the map to be drawn.
It is inevitable – albeit paradoxical – thatMarcus Agrippa and his geographical work
should get a mention in a synopsis of antique pictorial representations of the known
world. Pliny the Elder is the only reliable source to mention Agrippa, and there is no
question about the existence of a geographical text written by Agrippa (no matter its
nature).230 By contrast, the existence of amap drawn aer Agrippa’s text has generated a
long-standing, passionate debate and a bibliography of monstrous proportions, which,
given the paucity of antique testimonies, is hard to comprehend.231 One short passage
has caught the attention of generations of scholars:
Agrippam quidem in tanta uiri diligentia praeterque in hoc opere cura, cum orbem ter-
rarum orbi [sic codd.] spectandum propositurus esset, errasse quis credat? Et cum eo
diuumAugustum? Is namque complexam eum porticum ex destinatione et commentariis
M. Agrippae a sorore eius inchoatam peregit.232
(Who could therefore believe that Agrippa made a mistake, as one knows the
diligence of this man and how careful [he has been] in this work, when intend-
ing to set the world before the eyes of the world? And that the divine Augustus
[was mistaken] with him? For it was [Augustus] who completed the porticus
containing it [sc. the world] that has been begun by his sister, in accordance
with the commentarii and the destinatio of Marcus Agrippa.)
On the basis of this fragment of text and in the absence of any archaeological evidence,
almost two centuries of animated historiography has created a kind of ‘ghost map’, a
lost document that is supposedly the keystone of our understanding of the interactions
between Pliny, the imperial power and the whole of Roman cartography up until the
Middle Ages.233 Many scholars, however, deny that such a map ever existed. The de-
bate is complex, not only because it concerns the exegesis of Pliny’s passage – which
has sometimes been emended to favour one thesis or the other234 – but also because of
its association with Roman itineraries, including the Peutinger Map. In attempting to
put together a corpus of fragments that dates back to Agrippa’s work, one encounters
a series of speciﬁc epistemological issues, as exempliﬁed by the divergent editions of
Partsch ǟǦǥǣ, Riese ǟǧǤǢ, Detlefsen ǟǧǞǤ and Klotz ǟǧǡǟ. If one restricts the number
229 For the length, e.g., of the Mediterranean Sea
(Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǧ).
230 The verbs that Pliny uses to introduce Agrippa’s in-
formation point clearly to a text. See Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ,
ǧǥ–ǧǦ.
231 See, e.g., the edifying status quæstionis in Brodersen
ǟǧǧǣ, ǠǤǧ–ǠǥǞ.
232 Pl. ǡ.ǟǥ.
233 Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǥǢ–ǥǧ.
234 See Traina ǠǞǞǥ, ǧǧ; Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǦǠ–ǦǢ.
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of fragments to those explicitly mentioned by Agrippa, and disregards the Div. orb. terr.,
theDem. prov. as well as the ‘Chorograph’ mentioned by Strabo and the other fragments
where Agrippa’s authorship has been or must be challenged, the number of fragments
comes down to thirty-one mentions, all of them by Pliny. No complete map, even re-
duced to theMediterranean area, can ever be reconstructed on the basis of these passages,
for all the fragments seem to refer back to a text. Even if one considers that the text goes
back to the so-called commentarii mentioned by Pliny in the passage quoted above, and
that these commentarii were related to a map in one way or another (a commentary – in
the modern sense – of the map, the map’s preliminary notes, or a collection of scientiﬁc
material), the general appearance and nature of Agrippa’s geographical works do not ap-
pear clear at all. The fragments include, among other types of information: deﬁnitiones
of regions with their boundaries regarding the four cardinal points (one may see here
some formal similarities with Eratosthenes’ ̻ϕ̹̩̫ῖ̬̭̺235); latitudinal and longitudinal
extents in miles; long-distance measurements plus some isolated maritime distances;
and perimeters and periploi.236 One can thus make a very general sketch of Agrippa’s
imago mundi, although any attempt to reconstruct the appearance of his map will in-
evitably contain an element of speculation: the dimensions, the map’s orientation, the
form of the map itself and of the known world, the entries or labels all have to be imag-
ined, since no clear information has been transmitted on these topics.
Ǣ.ǥ.ǡ Archaeological documentation
The few surviving Greek and Roman antique maps as well as pictorial representations
of small- and large-scaled spaces have fuelled an interminable number of discussions
on the reality and methods of cartography in Antiquity. Although the excessively ex-
tensive bibliography on antique maps is inversely proportional to the tangible archae-
ological evidence, the smallness of the corpus should lead to more measured conclu-
sions. The paucity of the existing documentation does not allow any categorical state-
ments, whether positive or negative, to be made on the presence of maps in the li-
braries before Ptolemy’s time.237 We will ignore very small-scale pictorial representa-
tions, such as the cadastres of Arausio (modern-day Orange, southern France),238 the
forma of Lacimurga239 or the Forma Urbis Romae,240 which cannot have been of much use
235 Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo Vivero ǠǞǟǠ, ǢǟǤ,
mention ‘las sphragides de Agripa’ (!).
236 Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǟǟǠ–ǟǟǣ.
237 Marcotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǤǡ.
238 Piganiol ǟǧǤǠ. The map dates back to the ﬁrst cen-
tury CE and its scale has been estimated to be ap-
proximately ǟ:Ǥ ǞǞǞ (Talbert ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤǢ).
239 Last decades of the ﬁrst century BCE? The identiﬁ-
cation of the territory that the bronze plaque rep-
resents is still open to debate (Lacimurga, Augusta
Emerita or Ucibi?). See Sáez Fernández ǟǧǧǞ; Clavel-
Lévêque ǟǧǧǡ.
240 This map of the centre of Rome has been dated to
the ﬁrst decade of the third century CE and has a
scale of about ǟ:ǠǢǞ. See Dilke ǟǧǦǥc, ǠǠǣ–ǠǡǞ, and
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to Ptolemy, given their scale and purpose. Likewise, some early medieval maps – such
as the Albi map,241 the maps in some manuscripts of the work of Isidore of Seville and
Cosmas Indicopleustes242 and the so-called Cotton ‘Anglo-Saxon map’243 – will also be
disregarded, although they predate the Peutinger Map. In spite of its date, the latter is of
interest because of its links with the literature of Roman itineraries and the possibility
that its model dates back to Antiquity.
The map in the Artemidorus Papyrus
The recently discovered and edited Artemidorus Papyrus (P. Artemid.)244 comprises a
partial map that has elicited much intense debate in the past decade. Its dimensions are
large (ǧǧ cm× ǡǠ.ǣ cm), if one includes only the seven preserved sheets (̷̴̲̳̳̦̩̼̩).245
Although the authenticity of the papyrus, and hence of the map, has been challenged
by L. Canfora and others since ǠǞǞǤ, no decisive evidence – despite the numerous argu-
ments and counter-arguments – has yet been presented against its authenticity.246 Mean-
while, carbon-ǟǢ dating has established that the papyrus was made between ǢǞ BCE and
ǟǡǞ CE, with a certitude of ǧǣ%,247 which is compatible with the palaeographical analy-
sis undertaken.248 The map consists of mostly horizontal wavy lines, some of which run
Talbert ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǥǠ–ǟǥǥ. The fragments have been
digitalised by the Stanford Digital Forma Urbis Ro-
mae Project.
241 Albi, France, bibliothèque municipale, Ms. Ǡǧ (ǟǟǣ),
f. ǣǥv (mid eighth century).
242 E.g., the manuscript Vat. lat. ǤǞǟǦ, ﬀ. ǤǢv–Ǥǣr (ninth
century) of Isidore and the Vat. gr. Ǥǧǧ, f. ǢǞv (ninth
century) of Cosmas Indicopleustes.
243 London, British Library, Cotton MS, Tiberius B.V.,
f. ǣǤv (eleventh century). This manuscript includes
the Periegesis of Priscian.
244 Mertens-Packǡ ǟǤǦ.ǞǠ = LDAB ǥǟǡǠ. Editio princeps
in Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ.
245 Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ, Ǡǥǣ.
246 The expansion of the P. Artemid. bibliography
(books, articles, reviews of articles, not including all
the many symposiums) concerning its supposed in-
authenticity has spiralled out of control in the past
ten years. The most reasonable position to take is
to consider that the burden of proof should fall on
the ‘accuser’ (Marcotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǡǤ–ǡǡǥ), i.e. on those
supporting the forgery theory. To put it brieﬂy, the
latter intend to demonstrate that the P. Artemid. is a
nineteenth-century forgery that many consider was
carried out by the Greek palaeographer Constantine
Simonides (Carlucci ǠǞǞǧ, Canfora ǠǞǟǟ and Can-
fora ǠǞǟǠb). Their arguments are of some interest
(when they point to particularities of the text) but
they are rarely convincing to me, if not downright
contradictory and meaningless (e.g. Small ǠǞǟǞ) –
hence the absence of a decisive outcome. Supporters
of the P. Artemid.’s authenticity have not been pres-
sured to present such a sensational hypothesis (with
perhaps the exception of Rathmann ǠǞǟǟ and Rath-
mann ǠǞǟǡ), given the state of the sources and the
characteristics of the map (Talbert ǠǞǞǧ; Marcotte
ǠǞǟǞ; Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǟǠ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ;
and Haushalter ǠǞǟǢ). As D.Marcotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǣǤ, has
noted, a history of antique cartography is necessar-
ily a study of hapax. ‘Authenticity’ in this context
means that the map was sketched at some time in
Antiquity, then thrown away and reused during the
ﬁrst century CE; it does not necessarily mean that
the map was drawn by Artemidorus himself or that
it was realised in accordance with the text of the pa-
pyrus (D’Alessio ǠǞǞǧ).
247 Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ, ǤǤ–ǥǟ. The anal-
ysis of the inks used has shown that their composi-
tion matches antique recipes.
248 Marcotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǡǧ–ǡǢǢ.
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Fig. ǟǧ Reconstructed drawing of the map in the Artemidorus Papyrus.
vertically, and several types of labels, which represent either small squares or more de-
tailed pictures of buildings (Fig. ǟǧ) – they possibly indicate several categories of towns
and cities.249 The lines are generally interpreted as representing a ﬂuvial network (more
rarely as roads). The picture has no frame and it lacks a title, a caption and any indi-
cation of orientation. Moreover, the scale of the map (and thus the dimensions of the
depicted territory) cannot be established: the size of the labels and of the (supposed)
watercourses are not of any help to scholars, since the cartographical conventions in
Antiquity regarding scale are unknown. Several hypotheses have been put forward to
identify the geographical area – the Iberian peninsula or a section of it, the Nile Delta,
the island of Cyprus and the coastlines of its mainland neighbours, among others –
that has been represented.250 However, since the map does not contain any text, it is
impossible to establish its chronological and logical relationship with the rest of the pa-
pyrus, especially the description of the Iberian peninsula. Nonetheless, the P. Artemid. is
of interest in that it reveals how the papyrus might have been used to realise maps or
cartographical sketches before Ptolemy’s time.
The parchment of Dura-Europos
A parchment fragment (Ǣǣ cm× ǟǦ cm) depicting a section of the coastline of the Pon-
tus was discovered in ǟǧǠǡ at the ancient site of Dura-Europos on the lower Euphrates
among the remains of Roman shields (Fig ǠǞ).251 The archaeological and historical
249 Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ, ǠǦǠ–ǠǦǥ; Mar-
cotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǤǡ–ǡǤǢ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǦ–ǡǧ.
250 See, respectively, Gallazzi, Kramer, and Settis ǠǞǞǧ,
Ǡǧǡ–ǡǞǣ; and Rathmann ǠǞǟǟ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǞ–ǢǢ;
Mattaliano ǠǞǞǦ, ǟǦǧ–ǟǧǡ.
251 Paris BnF suppl. gr. ǟǡǣǢǠ V; Cumont ǟǧǠǣ, ǟ–Ǡ.
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Fig. ǠǞ The parchment of Dura-Europos. Watercolour by J. Lauras based on the original parchment, before its
restoration.
context suggests that these artefacts belonged to the Cohors  Palmyrenorum, a Roman
cohort that was based in Dura-Europos between, approximately, ǠǡǞ and ǠǤǞ CE.252
Since a small Latin signature, set in the white rectangle to the le of the fragment, has
been dated to around ǠǞǞ CE,253 the whole fragment can be dated to the ﬁrst decades
of the third century CE.
The parchment depicts a blue sea with four ships on the le side, a slight curve,
which is understood to represent a coastline, and a brown area depicting land on the
right, in which buildings are used as labels and the names of localities written in Greek
(twelve toponyms can be made out, sometimes with the distances given in miles). Two
dark lines represent rivers. The drawing seems to be a kind of coastal itinerary or a
fragment from a paraplous, which can be reconstructed as follows:254
1 [Π]̵̩[̻̽۰̺ ̸̷̼(̴̩۰̺) ? ̴̧(̳̱̩)...] ̵̷̤̪̱̺̍̽ ̸̷̼(̴̩۰̺) [̴̧(̳̱̩)...]
Ὀ̬̭̻[̻̺̈́ ̴̧(̳̱̩)...] Τ̹̩ͅ ̴̧(̳̱̩) πδ
̵̪̋̽̈́[̩ ̴̧(̳̱̩)...] ̷̹̋[̽]̻[̵̰̥]̯̺ [̴̧(̳̱̩)...]
̤̳̳̓⟨̩⟩̵̼(̱̺) ̴̧(̳̱̩)... ǟǞ Χ̭̹[̻]̵̈́[̷̯̻̺]
ǣ Τ̷̴̥̩ ̴̧(̳̱̩) λγ Τ̸̹̩̭[̷̮ῦ̺]
Ἴ[̻]̷̼̹̺ ̸̷̼(̴̷̤̺) ̴̧(̳̱̩) µ ڌ̹̼̩ [̴̧(̳̱̩)...]
252 Cumont ǟǧǠǣ, ǧ.
253 Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǦǣ.
254 According to Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǥǦ, and accepted by
Brodersen ǟǧǧǣ, ǟǢǤ–ǟǢǥ. The edition of Cumont
ǟǧǠǣ, ǧ, was based on the parchment before its
restoration and diverges from this reconstruction
on several points.
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The localities correspond to those found on the coastline of the Pontus, from south of
Odessus up to the Cimmerian Bosphorus by way of themouth of the Danube River. The
sequence has parallels in other geographical works, particularly Roman itineraries255
and the periploi of the Pontus.256 The nature of the document has been debated, with
the parchment linked with the so-called itineraria picta (‘pictorial itineraries’) to which
Vegetius alludes in his principal surviving work, although the document does notmatch
his description.257 Given that it was found next to shields, F. Cumont believes that
the parchment was a form of decoration for a shield, hence the name Dura-Europos
Shield, which is generally given in modern publications. F. Cumont and R.Uhden both
suggested that itmight originally have been a slightly oval, c. ǣǣ to Ǥǣ cm-wide picture.258
By contrast, P. Arnaud has shown that the original parchment must have been at least ǧǞ
to ǧǣ cmwide, which would have been too large for the decoration of a shield.259 He has
put forward the hypothesis that the parchment was, in fact, a real map (̸̵̶̧̩), which
was oriented westwards, was centred on the coasts of the Pontus and was partly based on
Roman itineraries.260 The schematisation of the coastline and the attention given to the
illustrations and the colours clearly point to an object that had a decorative purpose: the
topography and the distances shown would not have been that helpful – for sailors or
travellers. The parchment is thus a composite document: it is based on itinerary sources
but cannot be regarded as an itinerarium; likewise, although it represents a region, it does
not provide the characteristics of a chorographic picture.261
The mosaic map of Madaba
Large fragments (ǟǞ.ǣ m× ǣm) of a Byzantine ﬂoor mosaic were discovered in a church
in Madaba (Jordan) at the end of the nineteenth century.262 The fragments reveal that
the mosaic depicted a map: the pieces show the lands from lower Egypt up to Palestine
andDamascus, focusing on Jerusalem and its urbanised area. All the localities are linked
with the geography of the Bible. The captions are in Greek, the cities are represented by
vignettes in the form of sometimes more or sometimes less elaborate buildings, and the
255 It. prov. ǠǠǥ.Ǡ–ǠǠǦ.ǡ; Rav. ǡǤǧ.ǟǞ–ǡǥǟ.ǣ;
Tab. Peut. segments ǥAǡ–Ǣ. There are other close
parallels in: Mela Ǡ.ǡ, Ǥ–Ǧ and ǠǠ; Pl. Ǣ.ǦǠ–ǦǢ;
Str. ǥ.Ǥ.ǟ; also in Ptolemy’s coastline of Moesia In-
ferior (Geogr. ǡ.ǟǞ.Ǧ) and of Tauric Chersonese (Ge-
ogr. ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡ–ǡ).
256 Arrian, Periplous of the Euxine Sea ǡǟ–ǡǤ and
Eux. ǣǞ–ǥǧ. The latter gives the distances both in
stadia and in miles.
257 Vegetius, Epitoma rei militaris ǡ.Ǥ. This hypothesis
of A. Levi and M. Levi ǟǧǤǥ, ǡǞ–ǡǟ (already hinted
at by Cumont ǟǧǠǣ, ǟǡ–ǟǣ), and accepted by Dilke
ǟǧǦǣ, ǟǠǞ, and Dilke ǟǧǦǥb, ǠǢǧ, has been refuted
by Rebuﬀat ǟǧǦǤ, Ǧǥ–ǧǟ, and Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǥǢ.
Moreover, itinerarium pictum has been used as a ter-
minus technicus by modern scholars, which is not at
all the impression given by the text of Vegetius (see
Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞǣ–ǠǞǤ).
258 Cumont ǟǧǠǣ, Ǡ; Uhden ǟǧǡǠ, ǟǠǡ.
259 Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǥǧ–ǡǦǠ.
260 Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǦǡ–ǡǦǣ.
261 Arnaud ǟǧǦǧ, ǡǦǥ.
262 Dilke ǟǧǦǥa, ǠǤǢ; Brodersen ǟǧǧǣ, ǟǢǧ–ǟǣǟ and ǟǤǡ.
The original size of the mosaic could have been
ǠǢ m× Ǥ m (Dilke ǟǧǦǥa, ǠǤǣ).
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map shows some topographical elements (such as rivers, including the Nile Delta, and
mountain ranges). The designer(s) paid much attention to colours and decorative im-
ages (ships, trees and animals), while numerous explanatory notes, based on the Bible,
can be found in several parts of the map. The mosaic can be dated to the middle of
the sixth century CE.263 Although the purpose of the mosaic was chieﬂy decorative – to
represent biblical locations aesthetically – the representation is also interesting from a
cartographical perspective: the map has no precise orientation; the lands have been dis-
torted, with localities slightly rotated, while some have beenmade larger than others (for
instance, the city of Jerusalem); and the rivers and coastline are extremely schematic.264
Given its dimensions, it makes little sense to make a comparison between this particular
kind of representation and a work such as the Peutinger Map, which was drawn on a
parchment scroll.265 Several modern scholars see in the mosaic and its subject matter
topographical elements that might have come from Eusebius’ Onomastikon, but this is
open to debate.266
The Peutinger Map
Aer having being intensively analysed at the beginning of the twentieth century, then
again in the ǟǧǥǞs and ǟǧǦǞs,267 the Peutinger Map or Tabula Peutingeriana (Tab. Peut.)268
has been investigated anew in the wake of the publication of R. Talbert’s project269 and
the discovery of the P. Artemid.270 Despite these thorough studies, however, the original
and complex Peutinger Map remains largely mysterious.271 The map is a parchment
scroll assembled from eleven folios, each approximately ǡǡ cm long, which together
form a Ǥ.ǥǣ metre-long representation of the world, running from western Europe and
Africa until India and Taprobanē Island in the east. At least one, perhaps several, folios
are missing, as the far western parts of the map (the Atlantic coasts of Europe and the
whole Iberian peninsula) have not survived.272 Numerous types of information can be
found on the map: toponyms (ranging from small road stops to main cities), the names
of provinces and seas, ethnonyms, rivers and deltas, islands, mountain ranges, forests
263 Dilke ǟǧǦǥa, ǠǤǣ.
264 Brodersen ǟǧǧǣ, ǟǣǞ–ǟǣǟ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǧǣ–ǦǤ.
265 One can compare the distortion of the lands and
the attention to architectural vignettes of the Mad-
aba map with a mosaic from the third or fourth
century that was found at the site of ancient Am-
maedara (Haïdra, Tunisia) and which depicts a
dozen Mediterranean islands. See Bejaoui ǟǧǧǥ.
266 See Stenger ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǠǦ.
267 For a synopsis of the historiography, see Talbert
ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǠ–ǥǠ.
268 Codex Vindobonensis ǡǠǢ. See Dilke ǟǧǦǥb, foot-
note Ǡǣ, p. ǠǡǦ, for a note about the denominations
of the document.
269 See Talbert ǠǞǟǞ and the online contents (maps and
database) at http://www.cambridge.org/us/talbert/.
270 See Albu ǠǞǞǣ, Salway ǠǞǞǣ, Talbert ǠǞǞǥb, Albu
ǠǞǞǦ, Talbert ǠǞǟǠ and Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ.
271 Many of the problems posed by the Tab. Peut. cannot
be exposed or discussed here.
272 Depending on the modern reconstructions that are
consulted, one or three folios might have been lost.
See Talbert ǠǞǞǥa, Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǤ–Ǥǥ, Ǧǥ–ǦǦ and
ǟǦǧ–ǟǧǠ; Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ, footnote ǥǥ, ǠǠǞ–ǠǠǟ.
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as well as a number of commentaries.273 The roads are shown by red lines, generally
in the form of zigzags, and are interconnected, while the toponyms have mostly been
written in above these lines together with distances, mainly in miles.274 Many of the
localities have been represented by diﬀerent kinds of vignettes – there are more than
ǣǣǞ in total – which indicates that the localities were arranged hierarchically: the most
visually prominent places are Rome, Constantinople and Antioch.275
The cartographical approach of the Peutinger Map diﬀers greatly from Ptolemy’s
world map. Admittedly, the objective of both the authors was to encompass the whole
oikoumenē in a single document, and both maps are oriented towards the north. How-
ever, the cartographical scale and the ̴̴̧̻̭̼̹̩̽ that Ptolemy believed were so crucial to
representing the lands in proportion to each other as well as to the whole oikoumenē276
were clearly not a concern of the makers of the Peutinger Map: the lands are distorted,
so that gulfs and seas appear to be narrow channels, while the size of some countries has
been exaggerated and that of others reduced, which was certainly done in order to ﬁt the
particular format of the map support.277 These characteristics correspond to Ptolemy’s
critical comments on some of the world maps of his time.278
Leaving aside the formal description of the Peutinger Map, there is a lack of con-
sensus among scholars as to the date of the model(s), the context of the copying of the
map, the sources as well as the actual nature and function of the map. It is generally as-
sumed, on the grounds of palaeographical elements, that the map was made around the
beginning of the thirteenth century.279 Given the map’s anachronistic information,280
it is diﬃcult to establish, with any certainty, a coherent model that explains the sources
of the map and the (plausible) successive stages of transmission until the present map.
According to E. Albu, the map goes back to a Carolingian exemplar for which antique
sources were used,281 whereas R. Talbert dates the production of the original map to
c. ǡǞǞ CE, for ‘the map’s design and presentation match best the preoccupations of Dio-
cletian’s Tetrarchy’.282 M.Rathmann, by contrast, assumes that there was a Hellenistic
‘prototype map’ (from around the third century BCE) and that successive – a priori
273 Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǞǠ–ǟǞǦ.
274 Some distances are given in stadia (sections
ǥBǟ–ǥCǟ of the map), others in leagues (ǟBǣ). Such
a mixture of diﬀerent distance units can also be
found in, e.g., the It. prov., in which a few of the dis-
tances are provided in stadia (ǡǟǥ.Ǥ, ǡǡǡ.ǟǞ, etc.)
and in leagues (ǠǡǠ.ǡ, ǠǡǦ.Ǡ, ǠǣǠ.ǡ–ǣ, etc.) as well as
in miles.
275 Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǞǦ–ǟǠǠ.
276 See p. ǟǤǡ.
277 Salway ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǡǟ; Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǦǤ–ǧǧ; Talbert ǠǞǟǠ,
ǟǥǧ; and Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǢ.
278 Geogr. Ǧ.ǟ.Ǡ. See p. ǟǧǦ.
279 Salway ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǠǞ; Albu ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǡǣ; Talbert ǠǞǟǞ,
Ǧǡ–ǦǢ; Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǟǥ.
280 The Gulf of Naples, e.g., with the cities of Pompeii,
Herculanum, Oplontis and Stabiae, corresponds to
the conﬁguration of the area before the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in ǥǧ CE, while the mention
of Constantinople can go back no earlier than the
fourth century, when the city was founded.
281 Albu ǠǞǞǣ.
282 Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǡǤ. He adds: ‘Granted, the connec-
tions identiﬁed can be no more than subjective, and
hence this dating of the original map deserves to be
treated with much caution as any other.’
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more or less continuous – additions and modiﬁcations were made until a ‘late antique
ultimate revision’.283 One of the map’s most debated topics is its relationship with the
antique and late antique itinerary literature. Since there are many striking parallels be-
tween the map’s road sections and those in the It. prov., Rav., It. Burd. and Guido.,284 it
is entirely possible that itinerary sources were used to help plot the routes. According
to B. Salway, ‘the basic itinerary data [of the Tab. Peut.] represent a collection formed
between c. ǣǞ and ǡǞǞ CE’.285 Nevertheless, the extent to which itinerary sources played
a role in the making of the map is not clear, and no explanatory, concrete model has yet
been proposed, although some rare methodological elements have been discussed.286
Ǣ.Ǧ Administrative documents
The catalogue of localities is arranged in geographical units (̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻) that sometimes
make use of the way the Imperial Roman territories were organised on an administra-
tive level: the Iberian peninsula is, for instance, divided into three provinces (ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̱̿
being the usual Greek translation for provinciae), which goes back to the divisions of
Augustus. Moreover, several characteristics of the catalogue point to administrative or
juridical classiﬁcations: the precision of the status of colony (̷̵̧̲̳̩́), of which there are
seventy-one occurrences in the whole Geography; the mention of strategies (̧̻̼̹̩̼̯̫̩̱)
in Thrace, Cappadocia and Armenia Minor; the location of twenty-one Roman legions;
and the division of Egypt into administrative nomes (̵̷̴̷̧). In this context, some schol-
ars strongly maintain that Ptolemy, while based in Alexandria, might have had access
to and used certain provincial Roman administrative documents.287 A. Stückelberger
has postulated that Ptolemy utilised several kinds of administrative sources, such as a de-
mensuratio provinciarum or a liber coloniarum,288 a supposition that many scholars regard
283 Rathmann ǠǞǟǡ. Although R. Talbert and E. Albu
do not agree on every point, their very diﬀerent
hypotheses do explain many features of the map.
However, I ﬁnd M.Rathmann’s model somewhat
unconvincing.
284 Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǡǧ–ǟǢǞ, in particular the similarities
in R. Talbert’s online database.
285 Salway ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǡǟ.
286 See Albu ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǡǥ–ǟǡǦ, who raises some points on
this subject.
287 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǢ, ǡǦ; Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧc,
ǟǠǧ–ǟǡǠ; Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǟ; Kleineberg, Marx, and
Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, Ǥ. J.M.Gómez Fraile has sug-
gested that Ptolemy used ‘administrative data’ or
an ‘administrative framework’ to construct his
map, but he does not state precisely which source
Ptolemy might have used: Gómez Fraile ǟǧǧǥ,
ǟǧǣ–ǥ; Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, ǣǥ.
288 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧc, ǟǡǟ–ǟǡǠ. A demensuratio provin-
ciarum, literally ‘measurement of the province’ – al-
though whether this kind of document ever had an
administrative use is open to question – contained
summary descriptions of provinces, including their
dimensions. By liber coloniarum, A. Stückelberger
is referring to the Libri coloniarum (‘Books of the
Colonies’), a collection of notes related to the ter-
ritories of diﬀerent Italian cities, which was passed
down in the corpus of gromatic writers (see Brunet
et al. ǠǞǞǦ, ̦̙̙–̨̙̦). The extant Libri coloniarum were
certainly produced from administrative documents
(they supply information on the legal status of the
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as so probable as to be not worth debating. This hypothesis is, however, by no means
self-evident.
Most of the ‘administrative information’ contained in the Geography – with the ex-
ception, perhaps, of the locations of the Roman legions – can be found in other geo-
graphical sources, such as the works of Pliny, Mela and Strabo, which implies that this
kind of information was not conﬁned to conﬁdential documents of the Roman admin-
istration. Pliny and Mela, for instance, used a similar nomenclature and geographical
conﬁguration to Ptolemy in their presentation of the provinces of the Iberian penin-
sula.289 The spatial deﬁnition of a provinciawas the sum of the territories of its cities; the
topographical reference marks, which were sometimes used, made it easier to describe
the extent of the geographical territory of a province, even though these landmarks were
not necessarily juridically or administratively classiﬁed. One knows, through Ptolemy’s
revision of Marinus’ work, that the latter provided descriptions of boundaries as well.290
The administration of Imperial Rome undoubtedly collected a considerable amount of
information about its territories, if only for juridical and ﬁscal purposes. Likewise, the
main cities of each province in all likelihood gathered together local geographical data
(for instance, when creating a centuriation). As he worked as a procurator and was in-
volved in the administration of several provinces, Pliny would certainly have had access
to administrative documentation. Alexandria, as one of the most important cities of the
eastern Mediterranean area, as well as a great harbour and trading centre, also probably
gave Roman administrators the opportunity to accumulate large amounts of geograph-
ical information. Moreover, the Roman administration in Egypt had deep roots in the
structures developed from the time of the Ptolemaic rulers.291
However, one cannot be certain that either a piece of geographical documentation
useful to Ptolemy became available in Alexandria or that he could get his hands on such
documentation, even though he supposedly had Roman citizenship. As A. Jones has
noted: ‘Ptolemy gives not the slightest indication that there exists such an entity as a
Roman empire, nor does he tell us which of the “provinces and satrapies” are units of
government and which are merely designations of geographical convenience.’292 There-
fore, although it is certainly tempting to do so, one should not overestimate the role of
Roman administrative documents as potential sources of Ptolemy’s work.
territories, their precise boundaries and history) but
they cannot be regarded as coming directly from
the Imperial administration. The existence of a liber
coloniarum for each Roman territory is plausible but
not proven. Moreover, even if Ptolemy had had ac-
cess to such a text, one wonders what kind of data
he would have extracted from it, given that the in-
formation deals with legal issues or very small terri-
tories, which were of no use for determining coordi-
nates or drawing maps.
289 Pl. ǡ.Ǥ; Mela Ǡ.Ǧǥ. See Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, ǠǠǞ–ǠǠǟ;
Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǞ–Ǥǟ; Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo
Vivero ǠǞǟǠ, Ǣǟǣ.
290 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǤ.
291 Bowman and Rathbone ǟǧǧǠ.
292 A. Jones ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǠǥ.
ǠǟǞ
ǣ The Iberian peninsula in antique sources
Ptolemy’s introduction to the Geography gives few indications as to the origins of the
coordinates listed in the catalogue. However, it does provide invaluable information
on the type of geographical data that was at Ptolemy’s disposal. It has become clear
that, in his work, Ptolemy referred to information that could also be found in other
antique sources. When collecting information on Greece, Strabo was forced to consult
very diﬀerent kinds of sources:
I will now discuss the rest of the geography of Greece. Homer was the ﬁrst to
examine it, followed by a number of others, who have written speiﬁcally [trea-
tises such as] On Harbours (̴̵̱̥̩̺̔), Periploi, and Circuits of the Earth (Π̷̭̹̱̬̺̈́̽
̫ῆ̺), or such others, in which Greece is included. Still others have shown forth
the topography of the continents in separate portions of their general histori-
cal works, as Ephorus and Polybius did. And even others have added certain
material on this topic in a physical or mathematical work, such as Posidonius
or Hipparchus.1
As Strabo suggested, it is important to note that in Antiquity ‘geography’ was not a
clearly deﬁned andwell-structured scientiﬁc ﬁeld: the sources thatwe (somehow anachro-
nistically) classify as ‘geographical’ denote, in fact, very diﬀerent interests and practices.
This chapter provides a summary of the Greek and Roman sources that have come down
to us on Iberia, a topic that deserves to be fully reviewed elsewhere. Since each geograph-
ical source is unique, typologies which are too strict are not particularly relevant.2 The
structure of this synopsis has been divided into general geographical works, periplo-
graphical sources and itineraries, and information in the historical literature – a per-
haps somewhat random typology in which the form and nature of the sources rather
than their chronology have been given priority.
1 Str. Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ. 2 Arnaud ǟǧǧǦa, ǧ–ǟǟ; Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̜̦–̨̨̜̙̙; Dan
et al. ǠǞǟǤ, ǣǥǢ–ǣǥǥ.
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ǣ.ǟ Ptolemy and the geography of the Iberian peninsula
Ptolemy’s second map of Europe, which comprises the entire Iberian peninsula, is un-
doubtedly one of the most impressive and accomplished of his regional maps. From a
modern perspective, it is perhaps one of his most accuratemaps, both regarding the gen-
eral shape of the peninsula and the coordinates of localities. Ptolemy’s map of Iberia,
which contains sixty-three groups of peoples – ﬁy-six belonging to the province of Tar-
raconensis alone – and more than ǣǞǞ localities, towns and harbours, among which
one ﬁnds the most prestigious cities of the Roman world, is one of the most populous
territories depicted in the Geography. Ptolemy also recorded thirty-two rivers and nine
mountains or mountain ranges, located nine islands or archipelagos and described ﬁve
diﬀerent seas and oceans surrounding the peninsula. With its division into three Ro-
man provinces – Baetica, Lusitania, Tarraconensis – and its legion (Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina)
stationed in the region of Asturia, Ptolemy’s map appears to oﬀer a complete picture of
Roman Hispania.
Iberia lies at the westernmost edge of Europe – hesperia ultima (‘ultimate lands to
the west)’3 – at the end of the Inner Sea. Nevertheless, by the second century CE the
peninsula was one of the most integrated territories of the Imperium Romanum and one
of its provincial centres. Two of the Roman Empire’s most prominent emperors – Trajan
andHadrian (contemporaries of Ptolemy) – had their family roots in the Baetican city of
Italica (modern-day Santiponce, to the north-west of Seville), while all the cities of the
Hispaniae had been granted the Latin right under Vespasian in ǥǢ CE.4 The peninsula
was crossed by a high number of Roman roads, although good anchorages and harbours
were quite hard to ﬁnd along the Iberian littoral. Nonetheless, the major rivers – the
Anas, Baetis, Ebro, Durius and Tagus – were navigable relatively far into the hinterland.5
The Iberian peninsula is a geographical construction of Antiquity. The peninsula
was never politically or culturally united, and even under Roman domination it was
composed of various groups of peoples, cultures and languages. Phoenician settlements
and the most westerly of the Greek apoikiai had been established in ‘Iberia’ (the name
given to the area by ancient Greek authors) since the sixth century BCE and had de-
veloped various forms of interaction with the Iberian peoples. At the beginning of the
First Punic War, Carthaginians controlled the Strait of Hercules, the whole southern
part of the peninsula around the Baetis Valley and Carthago Nova as well as the Balearic
Islands.
By the time Ptolemy started writing hisGeography, the Iberian peninsula was a well-
deﬁned feature within the geographical literature, clearly situated with respect to the en-
tire oikoumenē, in spite of some uncertainties concerning the peninsula’s most western
3 Horace, Odes ǟ.ǡǤ; Servius, Aen. ǟ.ǣǡǞ.
4 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǟǧ–ǟǡǠ.
5 Campbell ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǢǥ–ǠǤǠ; Castillo Pascual ǠǞǟǢ.
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and northern parts. It was considered a wealthy territory, particularly the southern area,
and, aer two centuries of successive wars and Roman conquest, had become relatively
peaceful. Ptolemy’s map of the Iberian peninsula is primarily a geographical and schol-
arly construction, realised from a Greek and Roman perspective, and in which Greek
and Roman information was used. Anachronisms are an essential feature of antique
geography.6 Geographical works in Antiquity were never just representations of a con-
temporary reality; they were also made up of a temporal dimension, which could be
concealed by the nature of the project or the style of the geographer. like every other
geographical work of Antiquity, Ptolemy’s map of the Iberian peninsula is, therefore, a
distorted depiction of second-century Iberia.
ǣ.Ǡ General descriptions of the oikoumenē
ǣ.Ǡ.ǟ Strabo’s Geography
Strabo’s ̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̱̲̤,7 or simply Geography, is the most comprehensive Greek treatise
on geography that has come down to us from Antiquity as well as one of the longest
extant works in Greek literature.8 One can deduce, from several passages of his Geog-
raphy, that Strabo was born in c. ǤǢ BCE in Amaseia, Pontus, and that he died aer Ǡǡ
CE.9 Strabo recounts that he was a pupil of Aristodemus, when the latter was teaching
rhetoric and grammar in Nysa (Asia Minor).10 While in Rome, he certainly attended
some of the courses of Tyrannion – a prominent authority on geography, if one believes
Cicero11 – and he also travelled to many places in the eastern Mediterranean, in par-
ticular to Alexandria.12 Before starting his Geography, Strabo wrote a historical treatise,
which probably included forty-three or forty-seven books and functioned as a kind of
6 Arnaud ǟǧǧǦa.
7 The title ̭̫̹̩̱̲̤̌́̾ is mentioned as the heading
of his work in the ninth-century manuscript of the
Chrestomathies from Strabo and in Strabo’s extant
medieval codices (sometimes ̭̫̹̩̱̲ۭ̌́̾) as well
as in the lexicon of Pamphilus (ﬁrst century CE; see
Matthaios ǠǞǟǣ, ǠǠǥ–ǠǠǦ) according to Athenaeus
of Naucratis (Deipnosophistae ǡ.ǟǠǟa). Other late an-
tique testimonies refer to Strabo’s ̭̫̹̩̌́ϕ̷̴̵̭̩ͅ.
See Aujac and Lasserre ǠǞǞǡ, ̨̨̜̙–̜̙; Roller ǠǞǟǢ,
ǟǤ.
8 Eustathius of Thessalonica (twelh century) de-
scribes Strabo as ὁ ̫̭̫̹̤́ϕ̷̺ (‘the Geographer’),
in the same way that Homer was generally known as
ὁ ̸̷̱̯̼̦̺ (‘the Poet’).
9 Thus he was almost an exact contemporary of Au-
gustus (Ǥǡ BCE – ǟǢ CE), Juba II of Numidia (c. ǣǞ
BCE – Ǡǡ CE) and the historian Livy (c. ǤǞ BCE –
c. ǟǥ CE). See, among a vast bibliography, Roller
ǠǞǟǢ, ǟ–Ǡǧ, for an excellent introduction to Strabo
and his Geography.
10 Str. ǟǢ.ǟ.ǢǦ.
11 Str. ǟǠ.ǡ.ǟǤ. Tyrannion (born in Pontus, like Strabo)
was a close friend of Atticus and Cicero. He is one
of the specialists, alongside Eratosthenes and Hip-
parchus, whom Cicero consulted when writing his
own geographical treatise (Att. Ǡ.Ǥ, see p. ǡǣ). See
Montana ǠǞǟǣ, ǟǤǣ–ǟǤǥ.
12 Str. Ǡ.ǡ.ǣ. Aujac and Lasserre ǠǞǞǡ, ̦̙̙̙–̨̨.
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supplement to Polybius’ Histories.13 Strabo relied on his own travel experiences and the
personal testimonies he gleaned14 as well as on his scholarly knowledge (following the
scientiﬁc practice of his time). Particularly in the introduction to his Geography, Strabo
demonstrates a wide knowledge of the history of geography and allots much space to
the Hellenistic authorities and Greek-speaking geographers from the Roman period (Er-
atosthenes and Hipparchus, Polybius, Artemidorus and Posidonius).15
Strabo’s Geography consists of seventeen books. The ﬁrst two books provide a com-
prehensive introduction to geography (one generally speaks about Strabo’s prolegomena
to the Geography), which is divided into three parts. Aer a prologue in which Strabo
demonstrates that Homer was the true founder of geography (ǟ.ǟ.ǟ–Ǡǡ), Strabo under-
takes a ̬̱̹̰̻̱̺̈́́16 of Eratosthenes and Hipparchus, then of Posidonius and Polybius
(ǟ.Ǡ.ǟ–Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ). Finally, Strabo presents a proper introduction to his own regional descrip-
tions: in this ‘second beginning’, as he himself describes it,17 he reveals his objectives and
methods (Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ–ǟǠ), gives a summary description of thewhole oikoumenē (Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǡ–ǡǡ) and
presents a table of klimata, largely inspired by Hipparchus (Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǡ–Ǣǡ). The rest of the
work is given over to a detailed description of each part of the oikoumenē, starting with
Europe (Books ǡ to ǟǞ), going on to Asia (Books ǟǟ to ǟǤ) and concluding with Egypt
and Libyē (Book ǟǥ).
Books ǟ and Ǡ do not deal speciﬁcally with Iberia, although information on the
peninsula is occasionally given. In Strabo’s outline of the oikoumenē, the description of
Europe dominates, with the Iberian peninsula opening the account:
If we look at each part of [Europe], the ﬁrst of all its countries, beginning from
the west, is Iberia, which in shape is like an ox-hide, whose parts forming the
neck, so to speak, fall over into neighbouring Celtica; and these are the parts
that lie towards the east, and within these parts the eastern side of Iberia is cut
oﬀ by a chain of mountains called Pyrenees, but all the rest is surrounded by
the sea; on the south, as far as the Pillars [of Hercules], it is surrounded by our
Sea, and on the other side, as far as the northern headlands of the Pyrenees,
by the Atlantic. The greatest length of this country is about Ǥ ǞǞǞ stadia; and
breadth ǣ ǞǞǞ.18
13 Str. ǟǟ.ǧ.ǡ. His interest in history is clearly visible
in his practice of geography. See Aujac and Lasserre
ǠǞǞǡ, ̨̨̙̦.
14 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǟ. See Roller ǠǞǟǢ, Ǧ–ǧ.
15 Strabo mentions the works and opinions of ex-
tremely ancient authorities (such as Hecataeus,
Anaximander, Eudoxus, Dicaearchus, among oth-
ers), which does not imply, however, that he con-
sulted their works ﬁrst-hand. It is probable that
many of the Hellenistic authors quoted by Strabo
were known to the latter through his reading of Er-
atosthenes’ work.
16 See p. ǟǥǥ.
17 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ: ̵̳̩̪̼̭̺̈́ ἀ̵̹̿۬ ἑ̵̼̥̹̩.
18 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǡǥ.
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The origin of the ox-hide metaphor is unknown, but it does provide a striking image
of a land that had only been described as a peninsula since the time of Artemidorus (ﬂ.
c. ǟǞǢ–ǟǞǟ BCE). Iberia is, though, remarkably absent from Strabo’s exposition of the
klimata, which was clearly taken from Eratosthenes and Hipparchus.19
Strabo opens his detailed description of the oikoumenē with the Iberian peninsula
(Book ǡ). This book was certainly written or ﬁnished in ǟǥ or ǟǦ CE.20 The main source
for his description is Posidonius (c. ǟǡǣ – c. ǣǟ BCE), who was the author of a work On
the Ocean (Π̭̹ۮ ̵̷̲̭̩۠ῦ), probably written in c. ǦǤ BCE,21 which had greatly inﬂuenced
Roman geography.22 Strabo mentions Posidonius’ name fourteen times and quotes rel-
atively long passages from him on a number of diﬀerent topics (such as minerals and
rivers as well as making ethnographical and zoological observations).23 It is also proba-
ble that Strabo borrowed data on theworks of Polybius andArtemidorus – Strabo’smost
important sources of information on Iberia aer Posidonius – from the latter.24 Aside
from the mention of a census ‘of our time’, which is hard to date precisely,25 Strabo’s
sources of information on Iberia are not later than the ﬁrst century BCE. His sources
that date from the end of the Roman Republic to the beginning of the Principate can-
not be identiﬁed with certainty. Although he did not personally travel to Iberia, the
authors used by Strabo (whether ﬁrst-hand or not) were oen direct witnesses; personal
experiences and observations occupied an important place in Strabo’s descriptions and
scientiﬁc debates (for example, on climate, tides, topographical points of interest). Thus,
even though Strabo’s account is not free of shortcomings and slight inconsistencies, it
has the great advantage in that it contains references to sources, such as Posidonius and
Artemidorus, that are mainly lost to us. The structure of Book ǡ, devoted to Iberia, can
be summarised as follows:26
ǟ.ǟ–ǡ. Introduction, presentation of general geographical characteristics of the peninsula,
its form and dimensions
ǟ.Ǣ–Ǡ.ǟǣ. Description of Turdetania (which corresponds roughly to the province of Baetica)
ǟ.Ǣ–ǧ. Coastal description
Ǡ.ǟ–ǣ. Inland description
19 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǡǡ–Ǣǡ. See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǤǧ–ǟǥǟ, and
E. Rinner, BACPǞǞǤǦ.
20 Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, ǡ.
21 Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo Vivero ǠǞǟǠ, ǡǦǥ.
22 Posidonius was born in Apamea (Syria) and studied
in Athens. He was politically involved in Rome and
taught in Rhodes. He was close to the Roman elite
of his time (Marius, Cicero, Pompey the Great) and
travelled the western Mediterranean, in particular
Baetica. No complete work of him have survived.
See Kidd ǟǧǦǦ, ǡ–Ǣǥ; Vimercati ǠǞǞǢ.
23 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǣ, ǡ.Ǡ.ǣ, ǡ.Ǡ.ǧ, ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ–ǣ, ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ, ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǡ, ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǣ,
ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǥ and ǡ.ǣ.ǟ.
24 Alonso Núñez ǟǧǥǧ; Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo
Vivero ǠǞǟǠ, ǡǦǤ–ǡǧǡ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ; Aujac and
Lasserre ǠǞǞǡ, ̨̨̨̦̙̙̙–̨̨̨̨̙; Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, Ǣ–ǥ.
25 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǡ: ἐ̵ ̴̱ᾷ ̼ῶ̵ ̲̩̰ʼ ڡ̴ᾶ̺ ̴̼̱̦̻̭̺́.
26 This outline follows approximately the order of top-
ics discussed by Strabo. It is possible, however, to
divide the text diﬀerently. See also some interesting
observations in Counillon ǠǞǞǥ.
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Ǡ.Ǥ–ǟǣ. Long excursus on ethnography, fauna and ﬂora, resources and history
ǡ. Description of Lusitania (with Callaecia)
ǡ.ǟ–ǣ. Geographical description (essentially the western coastline)
ǡ.Ǥ–Ǧ. Ethnographical excursus, with a lapidary mention of northern peoples
Ǣ. Description of the eastern part of the peninsula
Ǣ.ǟ–ǧ. Description of the Mediterranean coastline
Ǣ.ǟǞ–ǟǢ. Inland description
Ǣ.ǟǣ–ǟǧ. Excursus on ethnography, fauna and ﬂora, and resources
Ǣ.ǠǞ. Short development of the provinces’ administrative organisation
ǣ. Description of islands around the peninsula
ǣ.ǟ–Ǡ. Mediterranean islands
ǣ.ǡ–ǟǞ. Long description of the Island of Gades
ǣ.ǟǟ. Cassiterides Islands
Strabo’s chapter on Iberia is well structured and follows a traditional pattern of describ-
ing the coastal areas, the interior and lastly the islands. His topographical descriptions
of the Iberian coast are sometimes very precise and detailed, and reveal a strong periplo-
graphical logic – he relies on just a few major landmarks (the promontories of the Pyre-
nees, the Strait of Hercules and the Sacred Cape). However, the interior and the north-
ern areas of the peninsula generally receive only a brief outline; groups of peoples are
roughly situated according to Iberia’s main rivers, while the principal cities of the inte-
rior are also oen only approximately located. Whereas the administrative organisation
of the peninsula occupies a secondary role, Strabo devotes a long excursus to the penin-
sula’s ethnography and historical and physical geography.27
ǣ.Ǡ.Ǡ Pomponius Mela’s description of the world
In the ﬁrst century CE, the Hispaniae gave Rome an outstanding generation of scholars,
including Seneca, Quintilian, Lucan, Martial, Columella and Pomponius Mela.28 The
latter wrote a description of the known world, which was perhaps entitled De Choro-
graphia and was certainly ﬁnished in Ǣǡ or ǢǢ CE,29 in which he recorded that he came
27 Cruz Andreotti and Ciprès Torres ǠǞǟǠ. See also
Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǡ–ǥǤ and Ǧǟ–ǦǠ.
28 Parroni ǠǞǞǥ, Ǧǟ.
29 On the discussion about the redaction’s date of
Mela’s work, see Parroni ǟǧǦǢ, ǟǣ–ǠǠ. The archetype
of the manuscript tradition uses the heading De
Chorographia (Vaticanus lat. ǢǧǠǧ, ﬀ. ǟǢǧv–ǟǦǦr, late
ninth century) but the name De situ orbis – the in-
cipit of Mela’s text – is sometimes used as the title.
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from Tingentera.30 Apart from this mention, however, nothing is known about Mela’s
life or where he even composed his world description. Mela presents his project in a
few words at the beginning of his work. This incipit has led, however, to a number of
diﬀering interpretations:
A description of the knownworld (orbis situm) is what I set out to give, a diﬃcult
task and one hardly suited to eloquence, since it consists chieﬂy in names of
peoples and localities and in their fairly puzzling arrangement. To trace this
arrangement completely is a time-consuming, rather than a welcome, subject,
but nevertheless a very worthwhile thing to consider and understand. […]
I should, however, say more elsewhere with greater preciseness (dicam autem
alias plura et exactius); now letme address the things that aremost unambiguous,
as they all certainly will be, even in a summary treatment (nunc ut quaeque erunt
clarissima et strictim).31
The exact meaning of the last sentence has been widely debated. Somemodern scholars
believe that Mela was referring to his own introduction (a summary description) and
to the bulk of the work (the part-by-part description). It is, however, plausible that
Mela was alluding to a future work and that the whole of the extant text is a kind of
compendium.32 In any case, the text is succinct and relatively pragmatic.
Aer a short presentation and some general points on the oikoumenē (ǟ.ǟ–Ǧ), Mela
gives an overview of the three land masses of Libyē (Africa), Asia and Europe (ǟ.ǧ–ǠǢ).
The detailed description that follows this introduction is divided into two parts and is
clearly modelled on a periplous: the ﬁrst section follows the African coast of the internal
sea in a west-to-east direction (ǟ.Ǡǣ–ǢǦ), moving on to Asia (ǟ.Ǣǧ–ǟǟǥ), then Europe,
ﬁnally returning to his starting point, the Pillars of Hercules (Ǡ.ǟ–ǧǤ), with a note on
the Mediterranean’s islands (Ǡ.ǧǥ–ǟǠǤ); the second section includes a description of the
countries bordered by the ocean, starting again from the Pillars and going around Eu-
rope (ǡ.ǟ–ǣǦ), then Asia (ǡ.ǣǧ–ǦǢ) and Africa up to the Pillars again, ‘which is the ter-
minus both of this work and of the Atlantic coastline’ (ǡ.Ǧǣ–ǟǞǥ). That Mela borrowed
the structure of his description from periploi is also reﬂected in the work’s vocabulary,
which even includes nautical terms. With respect to the content, he focuses mainly on
the littoral description, oen giving the inland areas and countries only the barest out-
line. As in Strabo’s Geography, the islands are listed in separate sections. Except for one
The model of the Vaticanus, from which all the ex-
tant manuscripts derive, dates from the sixth cen-
tury. See Parroni ǟǧǦǢ, ǣǣ–Ǧǟ.
30 Mela Ǡ.ǧǤ. Tingentera was possibly located near
modern-day Algeciras in the Bay of Gibraltar.
31 Mela ǟ.ǟ–Ǡ.
32 See Parroni ǟǧǦǢ, Ǡǡ–Ǡǧ; Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, ǧǦ;
Romer ǟǧǧǦ, ǡǡ.
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single instance, however, Mela does not supply any distance data33 and there are almost
no concrete indications of the orientations of the sailing routes, the winds, or the har-
bour and anchorage amenities. Thus, Mela’s two periploi – of the Mediterranean and of
the ocean – were primarily a structural tool for organising his description as a ﬁctitious
journey.
Identifying Mela’s sources is particularly complicated. Mela mentions very few au-
thors (Homer and ‘the physicians’, Hanno and Cornelius Nepos) and is silent on the
rest of his sources.34 Numerous parallels between Mela’s description and Pliny’s ge-
ographical books have been drawn by many scholars over the years. It has been also
observed that Mela belonged to the auctoritates (‘authorities’) listed by Pliny at the be-
ginning of Books ǡ to Ǥ of his Natural History. Many scholars have analysed the anony-
mous sources of Mela within the framework of the so-calledDreiquellen Theorie of Pliny’s
sources. According to this model, which was elaborated by D.Detlefsen and A.Klotz,35
Pliny availed himself of predominantly three sources: Augustan administrative docu-
mentation, Marcus Agrippa’s geographical work and a littoral description (dated to the
Late Roman Republic period, and perhaps written between ǢǢ and Ǡǧ BCE). Supporters
of the theory believe that this littoral description is Mela’s and Pliny’s common source,
as this would explain their similarities.36 There has been much debate concerning the
identity of themystery author, but no consensus has yet been reached: Cornelius Nepos,
Varro (both ﬁrst-century BCE writers) or a ‘general geographical tradition’ have been
proposed.37 Some strong parallels between Mela, Pliny and Ptolemy can be seen in
their descriptions of the Mediterranean littoral of Iberia and I would be inclined to see
in Ptolemy’s use of a very similar coastal description the source that is common to Mela
and Pliny.38 Even thoughMela probably ﬁnished his world description during the early
years of Claudius’s reign, his sources are rarely later than the Augustan period. Themost
up-to-date information on Iberia that he used are the mentions of Caesaraugusta and
Emerita (cities founded in ǠǢ–Ǡǣ BCE), the Altars of Sestius (c. ǠǞ BCE) and the three
Augustan provinces of Baetica, Tarraconensis and Lusitania.39
33 Mela ǟ.Ǥ, where he gives the width of the Strait of
Hercules: c. ǟǞ miles.
34 Mela ǟ.ǤǞ, Ǡ.ǟǞǢ, ǡ.Ǣǣ, ǡ.ǧǞ and ǡ.ǧǡ. The reference
to ‘the physicians’ (perhaps alluding to the Ionian
geographers Hecataeus or Anaximander) is linked
with Homer, although Mela might have known
them through his reading of Cornelius Nepos (see
Mela ǡ.Ǣǣ). P. Parroni ǟǧǦǢ, ǢǢ–Ǣǣ, has noted Mela’s
closeness to the Hellenistic sources (Eratosthenes,
Artemidorus, Diodorus of Sicily), whom he proba-
bly knew indirectly.
35 Detlefsen ǟǦǥǥ; Detlefsen ǟǧǞǦ; Klotz ǟǧǞǤ. Despite
the criticisms of other scholars – in particular Sall-
mann ǟǧǥǟ – the theory has not been fundamen-
tally challenged. See Desanges ǠǞǞǡ, ǟǟ–ǠǞ, and
Zehnacker ǠǞǞǢ, ̨̙̙̙–̨̦.
36 Desanges ǠǞǞǡ, ǟǟ–ǟǤ; Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, ̨̨̨̦̙–̨̜̙̙.
37 Sallmann ǟǧǥǟ, ǟǡǞ–ǟǡǢ. See also Parroni ǟǧǦǢ, Ǣǡ.
38 See p. ǡǢǦ.
39 Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, ̨̜.
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Despite being a native of Iberia, Mela’s description of the peninsula is no more
detailed than the accounts of other countries.40 However, within the structure of his
text, the account of the peninsula is positioned right at the centre of Mela’s two-part
description, that is, at the end of the Mediterranean periplous and at the beginning of
the oceanic description. Thus, his native Hispania (like Tingentera, his city of origin)
is located at the edge of the two principal geographical spaces of the oikoumenē – the
Internal Sea and the ocean – which was possibly intentional. The general picture of
Iberia – a peninsula surrounded by seas and linked to the continent by the Pyrenean
mountain range – is similar to Strabo’s andmatches the schema of Artemidorus that was
transmitted by Posidonius.41 Aer the accounts of the Strait of Hercules (ǟ.Ǥ, ǟ.Ǡǣ–Ǡǥ),
Mela’s Iberian description is arranged as follows:
Ǡ.Ǧǣ–ǧǤ. Mediterranean littoral, from the Pyrenees to the Strait of Hercules
Ǡ.ǟǠǢ–ǟǠǤ. Description of the Mediterranean islands of Iberia
ǡ.ǡ–ǟǣ. Oceanic littoral, from the Strait of Hercules to the Pyrenees
ǡ.ǢǤ–Ǣǥ. Description of the oceanic islands42
Like the rest of his work, Mela’s description of Iberia is pared to the bone but at the
same time precise and relatively complete. There is a strong periplographical pattern,
with Mela concentrating much of his attention on describing the littoral. Apart from
a general picture of the peninsula’s natural resources (Ǡ.ǦǤ) and an extremely short ac-
count of the sources of the Baetis River (ǡ.ǣ), inland Iberia is reduced to the following
passage:
The most renowned of the inland cities (urbium mediterraneis) in Tarraconen-
sis were Palantia and Numantia – nowadays it is Caesaraugusta; in Lusitania,
Emerita; and in Baetica, Astigi, Hispalis and Corduba.43
By contrast, the coast is described remarkably well. Mela’s attention to littoral topogra-
phy is oen very nuanced, at both the level of the peninsula (taken as a whole) and of
local landforms. While Strabo’s topographical description is sometimes very schematic,
Mela oﬀers, in many cases, a concrete and subtle picture of the Iberian littoral, with an
enriching use of adverbs to emphasise the diﬀerent descriptive sequences.44
40 Parroni ǠǞǞǥ. However, he does focus much atten-
tion on the area around the Strait of Hercules.
41 Mela ǟ.ǟǧ: ‘Iberia stretches to the west and also for
a long time to the north with diﬀerently situated
coastlines (diuersis frontibus).’ The description, sec-
tion by section, and orientation of Iberia’s coastline
are quite similar to the accounts of Pliny, Strabo
and Ptolemy.
42 Gades is also mentioned in Ǡ.ǧǥ.
43 Mela Ǡ.ǦǦ.
44 See, e.g., p. ǡǠǥ, p. ǡǡǦ and p. ǡǢǞ.
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ǣ.Ǡ.ǡ Pliny’s Natural History
Pliny the Elder (Ǡǡ/ǠǢ–ǥǧ CE) is the author of a Natural History, a comprehensive ency-
clopedic work on the natural world (in the widest sense) comprising thirty-seven books.
Unlike Strabo and Mela, Pliny’s life is not shrouded in mystery. He was a man of the
equestrian class, serving ﬁrst as an oﬃcer, then as a procurator inmanyRoman provinces
(included Tarraconensis in ǥǡ or ǥǢ CE).45 He was in charge of the Roman ﬂeet at Mis-
enum and an adviser to Vespasian and Titus.46 Thanks to the writings of his nephew
and adopted son, Pliny the Younger (c. Ǥǟ–ǟǟǠ CE), we are also well informed about
Pliny’s working practices, his voracious reading and love of books and knowledge, for
which he managed to ﬁnd time, despite his political responsibilities.47
Unlike the works of Mela, Strabo and even Ptolemy, Pliny’s Natural History is, as its
title makes clear, not entirely devoted to geography; only Books ǡ to Ǥ contain descrip-
tions of the oikoumenē.48 The structure of Pliny’s description is slightly more complex
than Mela’s, but it nevertheless contains periplographical characteristics. Pliny begins
at the coast of Baetica (the westernmost province on the Mediterranean Sea coast), go-
ing eastwards along the European coast until the Black Sea (ǡ.ǣ–Ǣ.ǧǡ), from where he
‘cuts’ through the continent to reach the northern oceanic coast of Europe, which he
describes following a south-west path until reaching Gades and the Pillars of Hercules
(Ǣ.ǧǢ–Ǣ.ǟǠǞ). Then, Pliny describes northern Africa until Egypt, including the neigh-
bouring islands and inland Africa (ǣ.ǟ–ǢǤ). Starting from Egypt again, he describes the
Middle East up toMesopotamia, then AsiaMinor until theHellespont, with an excursus
on the remaining Mediterranean islands (ǣ.Ǣǥ–ǟǢǞ). The next stage of the description
includes the Asiatic coast of the Black Sea (ǣ.ǟǢǟ–Ǥ.ǠǠ) and inland Asia from the north-
west (Caucasus) to the Far East and the fringes of China (Ǥ.Ǡǡ–ǣǠ). From there Pliny
goes southwards to describe India and Parthia (Ǥ.ǣǡ–ǟǞǥ), then westwards again to the
Persian and Arabian gulfs, including the countries of the interior (Ǥ.ǟǞǦ–ǟǤǠ). Finally,
crossing the Red Sea, Pliny describes the southern coast of Africa, its islands, including
the Fortunate Isles (Ǥ.ǟǤǡ–ǠǞǣ). The geographical chapters conclude with a summary of
the dimensions of the oikoumenē (Ǥ.ǠǞǤ–ǠǟǞ) and a presentation of the ‘Greek’ division
of the world into circuli, that is, into parallel circles (Ǥ.Ǡǟǟ–ǠǠǞ).
45 Syme ǟǧǤǧ.
46 Murphy ǠǞǞǢ, Ǡ–Ǣ.
47 Murphy ǠǞǞǢ, ǡ: ‘When not at his oﬃcial duties, he
devoted almost every moment to study. Sleeping lit-
tle, he read or had a slave read to him continuously,
and dictated excerpts of whatever caught his interest
to a scribe. By keeping these teams of readers and
scribes employed at note-taking continually – he
preferred being carried in a litter to walking because
he could not be read to while he walked – whether
he was being massaged aer a bath, eating, or travel-
ling, he produced an immense quantity of notes, the
raw materials of his books.’ See Pliny the Younger,
Letters ǡ.ǣ.
48 The geographical books of Pliny can be considered
to be an introduction to the rest of the Natural His-
tory. See Traina ǠǞǞǥ, ǧǧ–ǟǞǞ.
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The historiographical debates on Pliny’s geographical sources have already been
outlined above. One can distinguish two types of sources. The main part of Pliny’s in-
formation came from the literature he read: he knew the main Hellenistic authorities
(Eratosthenes, Polybius, Artemidorus, among others), compared them and commented
on them. His reading of more recent Roman works – Varro, Cornelius Nepos, Agrippa,
Livy or Juba – are very oen highlighted.49 In addition to the geographical literature,
Pliny seems to have had access to ﬁrst-hand information, thanks to his position in the
Roman administration and the long periods he spent in diﬀerent provinces of the em-
pire. Information taken from Roman administrative documents was thus oen used
in descriptions of the Mediterranean provinces. This will have had two main conse-
quences: contrary to Mela and Strabo, Pliny’s picture of the world was more strongly
marked by the political and administrative organisation of the Roman Empire;50 fur-
thermore, it enabled Pliny to update many Hellenistic and Republic descriptions. As
far as the Mediterranean countries are concerned, one could say that Pliny borrowed,
from his Hellenistic sources, a periplographical order of description (although he did
rework it). However, this descriptive form was used as a device to describe a Mediter-
ranean that had become part of the Roman Empire, giving the periplous a new political
or even cultural dimension.
Pliny’s report of the peninsula opens and concludes the description of Europe. Aer
an account of the Strait of Hercules (ǡ.ǡ–Ǣ), Pliny’s description continues as follows:51
ǡ.Ǥ. Short exposition of the three provinces of the Iberian peninsula
ǡ.ǥ–ǟǥ. Description of Baetica
ǡ.ǥ. Administrative presentation, that is, the names of the conuentus52 and the number
of cities sorted by administrative categories
ǡ.ǥ–Ǧ. Coast of Baetica, described from west to east
ǡ.ǧ. Excursus on the Baetis River
ǡ.ǟǞ–ǟǣ. Description of inland Baetica arranged by conuentus
ǡ.ǟǤ–ǟǥ. Dimensions of the province
ǡ.ǟǦ–Ǡǧ. Description of Hispania Citerior (that is, Tarraconensis)53
49 Although Strabo’s geographical work had already
been written when Pliny composed his Natural His-
tory, the latter obviously did not know of its exis-
tence. See Diller ǟǧǥǣb, ǥ, and Traina ǠǞǞǥ, ǧǦ. And
even though Mela is included in Pliny’s lists of auc-
toritates that open each geographical book, he is not
mentioned in Pliny’s descriptions.
50 Prontera ǠǞǞǠ, ǠǢǟ.
51 See also Zehnacker ǠǞǞǢ, ̨–̨̙̙̙; Beltrán Lloris ǠǞǞǥ;
Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǤ–ǥǦ and ǦǠ–ǦǢ.
52 Conuentus was the name given to a district, based on
a particular city (e.g. Gades, Corduba, Astigi and
Hispalis were the four conuentus of Baetica) for ju-
ridical purposes. It was Augustus who created the
conuentus of Hispania. See Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǠ.
53 In this section, Pliny uses the older denomination
‘Hispania Citerior’ but it was, to him, strictly syn-
onymous with ‘Tarraconensis’. See Pl. ǡ.Ǥ and ǡ.ǧ.
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ǡ.ǟǦ. Administrative presentation (conuentus and number of cities by category)
ǡ.ǟǧ–ǠǠ. Mediterranean coast of Hispania Citerior, from south of the province to the
Pyrenees
ǡ.Ǡǡ–ǠǦ. Description of inland Hispania Citerior, arranged by conuentus
ǡ.Ǡǧ–ǡǞ. Dimensions of the province and short conclusive note on natural resources
and Vespasian’s granting the Latin right on the Hispaniae
ǡ.ǥǤ–ǥǦ. Mediterranean islands near Iberia
Ǣ.ǟǟǞ–ǟǟǠ. Description of Tarraconensis’ oceanic coast, from the Pyrenees to the Durius
Ǣ.ǟǟǡ–ǟǟǦ. Description of Lusitania54
Ǣ.ǟǟǡ–ǟǟǤ. Description of the coast from the Durius to the Anas rivers
Ǣ.ǟǟǥ–ǟǟǦ. Description of inland Lusitania
Ǣ.ǟǟǦ. Dimensions of the province
Ǣ.ǟǟǧ–ǟǠǞ. Description of oceanic islands near Iberia
Pliny’s description of the Iberian littoral has a similar schema to those ofMela and Strabo
but, unlike the latter, Pliny gives almost no coastal distances, with the exception of a few
data, taken from Varro, on the ocean littoral. It has oen been observed (and regretted)
that Pliny’s description largely consists of a list of toponyms (admittedly, oen arranged
by conuentus or by peoples) with very little data provided on the location and topogra-
phy. The few historical or ethnological excursuses that can be found are rather laconic.
In his description of other regions of the oikoumenē (for example, India and Taprobanē),
Pliny was much more loquacious and willingly provided some picturesque digressions.
As for Iberia, the reader is struck by the sheer amount of toponyms that are listed. Like
many sources of the Roman period, Pliny claimed that he intended to give, above all,
localities whose names could be ‘easily expressed in Latin’.55 In actual fact, he seems to
have willingly provided full lists of them, in particular toponyms and ethnonyms from
the northern and western areas of the peninsula. Their mention in Pliny’s catalogue
of localities can be compared with entering these peoples and cities into the imperium
Romanum and, if one extends this further, was a kind of ‘Romanisation’ by geographi-
cal discourse.56 Pliny’s sources of information on Iberia reﬂect the sources he used for
the rest of the geographical books of the Natural History. According to the Dreiquellen
Theorie mentioned above, Pliny used mainly Augustan administrative documentation,
Agrippa’s work and a littoral description (common to Mela). This model remains rel-
evant to understanding the data that Pliny used, though with some qualiﬁcations: one
54 Pliny’s description of Lusitania is not only much
shorter than the other Iberian provinces but
also much less well structured and indeed oen
confusing.
55 Pl. ǡ.ǥ. The reluctance to discuss ‘barbarian’ to-
ponyms was common in antique geography. See
p. ǟǢǟ.
56 See Traina ǠǞǞǥ, ǧǧ–ǟǞǟ.
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will search in vain for the identity of the author of the littoral description and for the
exact form of Agrippa’s geographical work.57
ǣ.Ǡ.Ǣ Concise descriptions of the oikoumenē
The short treatise of Agathemerus, generally referred to as Hypotyposis (Hypotyp.), has
a wide geographical horizon but is otherwise rather concise.58 It contains a summary
description of the oikoumenē, the most recent sources of which are Artemidorus, Posi-
donius and Menippus.59 The treatise was probably written between the ﬁrst or second
century CE butmay be later (third or fourth century).60 The text is composed of ﬁve the-
matic sections – an introduction to the oikoumenē (Hypotyp. ǟ–Ǣ), a description of winds
(ǣ–ǥ), a description of areas and dimensions of the Mediterranean Sea (Ǧ–ǟǢ), a set of
distances related to the oikoumenē (ǟǣ–ǟǧ) and a description of islands (ǠǞ–Ǡǣ) – but it
does not pretend to be exhaustive. Only a little information on the Iberian peninsula
can be gleaned from Agathemerus’ text.
Two short texts from Late Antiquity – the Divisio orbis terrarum (Div. orb. terr.) and
the Demensuratio provinciarum (Dem. prov.)61 – contain descriptions of the oikoumenē in
the form of lists of countries and Roman provinces. The lists consist of schematic de-
scriptions of geographical territories that vaguely resemble Ptolemy’s introduction to
each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ of his catalogue: the boundaries of a country or a province are delim-
ited by the surrounding areas (contiguous countries) or topographical features (oceans,
rivers, mountains) according to each of the four cardinal points. Inmost of the cases, the
texts give the distances related to the length and width of the concerned areas in miles.
The Dem. prov. uses in longitudine and in latitudine, whereas the Div. orb. terr. frequently
uses simply longitudo and latitudo. These terms refer, however, to the geometrical length
and width of an area rather than to longitude and latitude. Each country or province
follows this model. The Dem. prov. starts with Asian territories, described roughly from
east to west (Dem. prov. ǟ–ǧ), then the European countries from east to west (ǟǞ–ǠǢ) and
Africa from west to east (Ǡǣ–Ǡǧ). By contrast, the Div. orb. terr. begins with the Pillars
of Hercules and the countries of Europe from west to east (Div. orb. terr. ǟ–ǟǣ), then
describes Asia (with Egypt) more or less from west to east until India (ǟǤ–ǠǢ) and ends
with the African provinces (Ǡǣ–ǠǤ). Although one ﬁnds in both texts the same kind of
57 See p. ǠǞǟ.
58 The title given by the Athous Vatopedinus Ǥǣǣ, in
which the text is preserved, is ڌ̴̷̫̩̰̯̥̹̽ ̷̼ῦ Ὄ̹̰́-
̵̷̺ ̫̭̫̹̩́ϕ̧̩̺ ὕ̸̷̸̼̻̱̺ͅ or Agathemerus son of Or-
thōn’s Sketch of Geography. Critical editions in GGMǠ,
Ǣǥǟ–ǢǦǥ, and in Diller ǟǧǥǣa.
59 Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǠǞ. The ﬁrst two paragraphs
mention a list of Classical and Hellenistic geograph-
ical authorities, as in Str. ǟ.ǟ.ǟ.
60 Diller ǟǧǥǣa, ǣǧ; Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̨̨̨̙.
61 Critical editions in Riese ǟǧǤǢ and Schnabel ǟǧǡǣ.
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information, they oen diﬀer with respect to the names of the countries, the boundaries
and the distance data.
Both texts are hard to date, while the context of the works and their purpose are
not well known. The place names are corrupt in both works and there are many diver-
gent readings for the values given in miles. One of the manuscripts of the Div. orb. terr.
(Vaticanus lat. ǤǢǠ) ends with an epigram in which Theodosius (I or II) is said to have
ordered the measurements, thereby ensuring the accuracy of the distance data.62 Many
scholars believe that both the Div. orb. terr. and the Dem. prov. derive from the geograph-
ical work of Agrippa.63 Admittedly, some of the deﬁnitions of the provinces do oen
correspond to those of the Roman Empire at the beginning of the Principate, although
Agrippa was not the only source to use such delimitations.64 The distances are only very
partially compatible with Agrippa’s data, as transmitted by Pliny. The Div. orb. terr. and
the Dem. prov. also have links with Orosius’ text. The fact that Agrippa, Pliny, Orosius,
the Div. orb. terr. and the Dem. prov. have similar types of information but with numer-
ous divergences in the content may indicate that these kinds of sources were relatively
widespread during the imperial period.
ǣ.ǡ Iberia in the corpus of periplographical texts
ǣ.ǡ.ǟ Elements of deﬁnition
The denomination ‘periplographical literature’ groups together those ancient textswhose
common structural principle consists of a sequential description of an area’s coastline.
One cannot speak of a ‘genre’ in the narrow sense of the word, since this would im-
ply adherence to strict rules of composition and a certain level of normativity. Instead,
‘periplographical literature’ should be regarded as a relatively ﬂexible category, apart
from the common property stated above. The word ̸̸̷̧̭̹̳̺̽ (plural ̸̸̷̧̭̹̳̱) means
literally ‘a sailing around’ or ‘circumnavigation’ and describes in concrete terms a mar-
itime journey.65 The term was also used to refer to texts or written descriptions that
provided information on the practice of navigation, such as: the sequence of coastal
localities that forms a maritime route and the distances between them (expressed in
stadia or, frequently, in days of sailing), directions, harbour and anchorage amenities,
62 In his De mensura orbis terrae (possibly written in
ǦǠǣ CE), Dicuil supplies the text of the Div. orb. terr.,
though in a slightly diﬀerent version. Dicuil’s text
also contains the epigram and the reference to
Theodosius.
63 See, e.g., Wolska-Conus ǟǧǥǡ, ǠǥǢ–Ǡǥǧ.
64 Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǧǢ.
65 See, e.g., Hdt. Ǥ.ǧǣ: ‘Setting forth from Samos they
sailed by the Icarian Sea through the islands (̬̱ۨ
̵̵̦̻́ ̼۰̵ ̸̳۰̷̵); this, to my thinking, was because
they feared above all the voyage around Athos (̼۰̵
̸̸̷̷̵̧̭̹̳ ̷̼ῦ Ἄ̰́), seeing that in the previous year
they had come to great disaster by holding their
course that way.’
ǠǠǢ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̡̞̤̙̥̑̕ ̢̣̟̥̣̓̕
resources (water), noteworthy topographical features (promontories, shallows) and a
variety of information on local sites (temples, sanctuaries) as well as ethnographical ob-
servations.
In his epitome of Menippus’ periplous, Marcian of Heraclea gives a brief outline of
the history of periploi and identiﬁes Timosthenes of Rhodes, Eratosthenes and Pyth-
eas (among others) as forerunners of this type of description.66 The extant periplo-
graphical corpus includes texts from the Hellenistic period until Late Antiquity, which
certainly seem to have been widespread in antique geography.67 The exact origin of
written periploi and the precise relationship between them and the daily practicalities
of navigation are not well known. It is now acknowledged that these periploi, as they
have been passed down to us, did not correspond to portolans (medieval equivalents of
modern-day ‘nautical instructions’)68 but were rather geographical, scholarly construc-
tions. Herodotusmentions several journeys undertaken by Phoenicians and Carthagini-
ans around theAfrican continent; although these journeyswere recorded, little is known
about the existence of Phoenician periploi or how closely they resembled the Greek ver-
sions.69 Although the generic term periplous can be applied to diﬀerent types of texts
within the periplographical corpus, some common typological properties can be ob-
served:70
– periplous is usually reserved for descriptions that start and end at the same locality,
and gives an account of the whole journey. However, this property is not always
respected, with the term periplous also being applied to coastal descriptions that
cover a large geographical area. The term ̴̻̼̩̬̱̩̺̈́ also had a similar meaning,
though it was used less frequently.
– the related term paraplous (̸̸̷̩̹̤̳̺̽, plural ̸̸̷̩̹̤̳̱), although used less frequently,
seems to correspond to a description of a reasonably long stretch of coastline that
is not, though, a circumnavigation in the strict sense of the word. For example, in
Ps.-Scylax’s description, the whole journey is divided into diﬀerent paraploi, which
correspond to speciﬁc portions of the littoral; the description of the Iberian coast
in the P. Artemid. was also explicitly presented as a paraplous;71
66 Marcian, Epit. Men. ǡ–ǣ.
67 See, e.g., the importance of periploi in Marcian’s ge-
ographical collection. See p. ǧǡ and p. ǧǧ; Marcotte
ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̦̙̙̓–̨̨̦̙̙̓.
68 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǠ.
69 Hdt. Ǣ.Ǣǟ–ǢǠ. Mela (ǡ.ǧǞ, ǡ.ǧǡ–ǧǣ) and Pliny (Ǡ.ǟǤǧ,
ǣ.Ǧ and Ǥ.ǠǞǞ) mention the written report of a jour-
ney made by Hanno. A Greek description of a jour-
ney (credited to Hanno), from the Pillars of Her-
cules to some locality on the Atlantic coast of Africa,
has been passed down in the Heidelberg corpus of
Minor Greek Geographers, but the question of its
supposed Phoenician model and the redaction date
of the so-called Periplous of Hanno are still being
debated. See GGMǟ, ǟ–ǟǢ; Desanges ǟǧǥǦ, ǡǦ–Ǧǣ
and ǡǧǠ–ǢǞǡ; González Ponce ǠǞǟǟ.
70 See Janni ǟǧǦǢ; González Ponce ǠǞǞǠ; Marcotte
ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜; Counillon ǠǞǞǢ; Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, Ǡǡ–ǢǞ.
71 P. Artemid. V ǟǢ–ǟǣ.
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– the derivative anaplous (ἀ̵̸̷̤̳̺̽, plural ἀ̵̸̷̤̳̱) originally described an upstream
voyage (of a river or a canal)72 and might have occasionally been used as the liter-
ary term for a description of a strait: the Anaplous of the Bosphorus by Dionysius of
Byzantium, for example, describes an upstream voyage through the Bosphorus.73
– themeaning of the term diaplous (̸̷̬̱̤̳̺̽, plural ̸̷̬̱̤̳̱) is more diﬃcult to grasp.
It is used in a paragraph annexed to Ps.-Scylax’s text that provides a list of distances
and where it means ‘crossing’ or ‘sailing across’, and in this sense is close to the Latin
traiectus.74 It must certainly be connected to a journey on the high seas between two
localities.75 This term is also used byMarcian in his references toMenippus’ work.76
Nevertheless, diaplous probably referred more to a way of sailing than to an actual
written description or a speciﬁc work.77
Such a classiﬁcation, based on the criterion of the geographical areas covered in the texts,
has its limitations and cannot be taken to be a satisfactory description of the full variety
of antique ‘periplographical texts’. As P. Arnaud has observed:
The outlines [of the periplographical literature], as they have been determined
by modern erudition, are very, if not too, broad. They take no or little account
of the structural diﬀerences between a descriptive periplous (oen barely dis-
tinguishable from the chorographical description in periegetic form), the por-
tolan, the periplous-guidebook with instructions in the imperative form, and
the travel report in the ﬁrst person.78
Even though each of the extant texts that can be deﬁned as being ‘periplographical’
shows diﬀerent characteristics in content and purpose, the details on the technical term
periplous given above should improve our understanding of the vocabulary used in an-
tique texts.
72 See, e.g., in Ps.-Scylax ǟǞǥ, the upstream voyage
from the Mediterranean Sea to Lake Mareotis.
73 See also the scholia on Dionysius, Per. ǟǡǦ.
74 The word traiectus is sometimes used in the It. mar.
(e.g. ǢǦǧ.Ǣ, Ǣǧǡ.ǟǠ).
75 This is how Ptolemy uses the term. He utilises the
vague term ̸̷̳ῦ̺ for every kind of maritime route,
and only employs the term ̸̷̬̱̤̳̺̽ when citing
the reports of Alexandros (ǟ.ǟǢ.ǟ) and ‘the traders’
(ǟ.ǟǥ.Ǧ).
76 Marcian, Epit. Men. ǡ. The mention, though, is
unclear.
77 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, Ǣǧ–ǣǞ, ǟǞǦ and ǟǟǧ.
78 Arnaud ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǦ: ‘Les contours de cette catégorie,
tels qu’ils ont été ﬁxés par l’érudition moderne, sont
très larges et sans doute trop larges. Ils ne prennent
pas, ou peu, en compte la diﬀérence de structure en-
tre le périple descriptif (souvent diﬃcile à distinguer
de la description chorographique de type périégé-
tique), le portulan, le périple-guide comportant des
instructions à l’impératif, et le récit de voyage à la
première personne.’
ǠǠǤ
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ǣ.ǡ.Ǡ Iberia in the Periplous of Pseudo-Scylax
The Periplous of Pseudo-Scylax is one of the most ancient surviving descriptions of the
Iberian coast. The text was transmitted in the so-called Paris corpus of the Minor Greek
Geographers, whose late antique editor was certainly Marcian of Heraclea. It deals with
a relatively complete periplous of the whole of the Mediterranean and Pontic coastlines
(despite the defective state of folio ǧǡ in the Parinisus suppl. gr. ǢǢǡ) as well as a stretch
of the Atlantic littoral of West Africa.
The description begins at the Pillars of Hercules and takes a clockwise route along
the European coast eastwards until the Tanais River (Ps.-Scylax ǟ–Ǥǧ), then descends
and continues along the Asian coast until the Canopic mouth of the Nile (ǥǞ–ǟǞǤ); the
defective parts of the text concern sections ǟǞǢ (aer the coast of Syria) to ǟǞǤ (the Pelu-
siac mouth of the Nile). Aerwards, the text includes the North African coast until
the Pillars of Hercules (ǟǞǥ–ǟǟǟ) before ﬁnally going westwards beyond the Pillars and
following the Atlantic littoral to the island of Kernē (ǟǟǠ).79 The work provides the
distances between the coastal localities, mainly in sailing times (of days) but sometimes
in stadia (frequently for short distances of less than ǟǞǞ stadia).80 It also supplies infor-
mation on harbours, anchorage amenities, coastal settlements and noteworthy places
(manufactures, forts, temples, sanctuaries). Much attention, sometimes of a very pre-
cise nature, is also paid to the coastal topography. Occasionally, the author provides
information on the inland areas and the peoples living along the coast.
Two paragraphs were annexed to the periplous, but it is not known if they were part
of the original composition or if they are much later additions. A ﬁrst paragraph (Ps.-
Scylax ǟǟǡ) gives the sea distances between a group of islands that form a route – from
Chalcis (in Euboea) toMycalē (in AsiaMinor) – andwhich the text calls ̬̱̤ϕ̴̹̩̫̩. This
term can be understood to mean ‘a crossing line’, implying a direct sea route through
the Aegean Islands, in contrast to the route that follows the coasts around the Aegean
Sea. Another ̬̱̤ϕ̴̹̩̫̩ leads from a locality in the Peloponnese (perhaps Cape Malea)
towards Rhodes, sailing past the islands of Crete and Karpathos. The second paragraph
(Ps.-Scylax ǟǟǢ) provides a list of Mediterranean islands in order of decreasing size.
Despite the heading and the introductory note in the Parisinus (ﬀ. ǤǠv–Ǥǡr), the
periplous cannot be attributed to Scylax of Caryanda. The latter was known in Antiquity
as a sailor in the service of Darius the Great (ruler of Persia between ǣǠǠ and ǢǦǤ BCE),
and, if one believes Herodotus, he carried out explorations of the littoral from the Indus
River to Egypt.81 According to the testimonies of Aristotle, Strabo and Philostratus, a
written report of this voyage or possibly of other journeys did circulate, although one
79 The location of the island of Kernē is disputed.
Some scholars believe that it is to be found oﬀ the
coast of Morocco; others suggest the coast of Sene-
gal or Guinea.
80 Counillon ǠǞǞǢ, ǡǡ–ǡǢ.
81 Hdt. Ǣ.ǢǢ.
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cannot be sure of its exact form and content.82 The Periplous of Ps.-Scylax was certainly
written in the middle of the fourth century BCE, although before the time of Alexander
the Great, given the dates of certain pieces of information included in the text.83 Thus,
although Scylax of Caryanda cannot have been the author, the description known today
as the Periplous of Ps.-Scylax is one of our most ancient geographical sources.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the origins of Ps.-Scylax’s text.
D.Marcotte has shown that it was Marcian of Heraclea who attributed a periplous that
he had in his possession to a sailor in the service of Darius; as the editor of the geograph-
ical collection known today as the Paris corpus, Marcian had been able to make this
deduction from his own knowledge of ancient periploi.84 I.Matijaˇsić, however, believes
that ‘in the time of Augustus, i.e., in Strabo’s time, the Paris periplous [sc. Ps.-Scylax] had
already been assigned to the ancient seafarer Scylax of Caryanda.’85 The question of the
work’s sources has been the subject of much debate. The text quotes no explicit sources;
the author uses the ﬁrst person singular to explain to the reader how he organised his
description, not to describe personal experiences. Thus, the text cannot be considered
to be the written report of a journey that was actually undertaken, even though ‘at some
level, sailors’ ﬁrst-hand experience must underlie the coastal description’.86 It is much
more likely to be a compilation of texts of diverse origins – which may include as yet
unidentiﬁed literary sources – that undoubtedly underwent several stages of revision or
emendation.87
Ps.-Scylax’s description of the Iberian coastline, although admittedly rather brief,
is, nevertheless, of interest, primarily because of its date. In addition, the author places
great emphasis on the area around the Pillars of Hercules, to the point of making un-
necessary remarks. The sections of the Periplous of Ps.-Scylax devoted to Iberia read as
follows:88
ǟ. And I shall begin from the Pillars of Hercules in Europe [and go] as far as
the Pillars of Hercules in Libyē, and as far as the Great Aithiopians. And the
Pillars of Hercules directly face one another (̭ἰ̻̱ ̬۪ ἄ̵̳̳̦̳ ̵̲̩̼̩̼̱̲̹ͅ), and
they are distant from one another [by] a voyage (̸̷̳ῦ̵) of a day. Past the Pillars
82 Aristotle, Pol. ǥ.ǟǡ (ǟǡǡǠb); Str. ǟǡ.ǟ.Ǣ, ǟǢ.Ǡ.ǠǞ;
Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. ǡ.Ǣǥ. There are also later
mentions of Scylax’s writings, e.g., in Avienus’ Ora
maritima (ǡǥǞ), by Stephanus of Byzantium (s.v. ̩̓-
̵̹̩̬̩ͅ) and in the Souda (s.v. Σ̶̲̳̩ͅ). See Shipley
ǠǞǟǟ, Ǣ–Ǥ and Matijaˇsić ǠǞǟǤ.
83 Counillon ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǟ.
84 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜̦̙–̨̜̦̙̙ and ̨̦̙̙̓–̨̨̙̦̓. The in-
troductory note of the editor of the corpus (that is,
Marcian) clearly states: ‘A proof that the author is
very ancient is that he knows neither Alexander,
King of Macedonia, nor the period shortly before
him.’ (̼ῆ̺ ̬۪ ἀ̷̹̩̱̼̯̼̺̿̈́ ̷̼ῦ ἀ̵̬̹۰̺ ἐ̵̩̹̫۪̺ ̵̫̹̱͆-
̴̻̩ ̼۰ ̴̦̼̭ ڌ̶̵̷̵̳̥̩̬̹ ̭ἰ̵̬̥̩̱ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̵̩̲̭̬̈́́̕ ̪̩-
̻̱̳̥̩ ̴̦̼̭ [̵̼̱ۨ add. Müller] ̼ῶ̵ ὄ̵̧̳̫ ἔ̴̸̷̵̹̻̰̭
ἐ̵̷̧̲̭̽ ̵̷̹̿̈́̽, GGMǟ, ̨̨̨̙̙̙)
85 Matijaˇsić ǠǞǟǤ, ǥ.
86 Shipley ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǟ.
87 Counillon ǠǞǞǢ, ǠǢ–ǠǤ; Shipley ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǟ–Ǡǟ.
88 Translation G. Shipley modiﬁed.
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of Hercules in Europe are many trading towns (ἐ̴̸̹̱̩̈́) of the Carthaginians,
and mud and ﬂood tides and shoals.
Ǡ. In Europe the ﬁrst are the Ibēres, a people of Iberia, with the Ebro89 River.
And two islands come next here, which have the name Gadeira. One of these
two has a city that is a day’s voyage (̸̷̳ῦ̵) distant from the Pillars of Hercules.
Then a trading town (ἐ̴̸̷̵̹̱̈́) [and] city, which has the name Emporion, a
Hellenic city; and these people are colonists from the [people] of Massalia.
Coastal voyage (̸̸̷̩̹̤̳̺̽) of Iberia: seven days and seven nights.
ǡ. […] Coastal voyage (̸̸̷̩̹̤̳̺̽) of the Ligyes from Emporion as far as the
Rhodanos River: two days and one night. […]
ǟǟǟ. The Pillar of Hercules in Libyē. Cape Abylē90 [and] a city [at] a river,
and opposite (ἀ̵̷̵̧̼) the Gadeira islands. […] These islands are beside (̸̹۰̺)
Europe; one of these two has a city: and the Pillars of Hercules are by these,
the one in Libyē low and the one in Europe high. And these capes directly face
one another; and these are apart from one another [by] a voyage of a day.
ǟǟǠ. And past CapeHermaia [in Libyē] there extend great reefs, and fromLibyē
up to Europe, not projecting above thewater: and it washes over them in places.
And the reef extends up to the other cape of Europe directly facing it: and this
promontory has the name Sacred Cape.
The only Iberian locations mentioned in the periplous are the Sacred Cape, Gades
(Gadeira), the Pillars of Hercules and Emporion (in the far north-east), with the rest of
the coast between these locations ignored. However, the author does supply three long
distances: one day’s sailing between the northern (the European Pillar is not named)
and southern Pillars of Hercules; one day’s sailing between both Pillars and Gades; and
seven nychthemera for sailing the whole length of Iberia’s Mediterranean coastline. The
text also provides topographical information on the location of the islands with respect
to the continent and on the schematic conﬁguration of the capes. The author departs
slightly from the periplous schema, however, as he describes, for the area near the Strait
of Hercules, something resembling a network of routes linking both sides of the Strait
with Gades, rather than solely a sequence of localities.
89 G. Shipley ǠǞǟǟ, ǧǟ–ǧǠ, believes that the river re-
ferred to here (Ἴ̪̯̹) is the río Tinto (in south-
western Spain) and not the Ebro River, although I
see no good reason for this supposition.
90 The main manuscript (Parisinus suppl. gr. ǢǢǡ f.
ǟǞǟ) gives ᾄ̸̵̱̱̳ῃ (‘apinilyē’: see GGMǟ, ǧǞ, and
Shipley ǠǞǟǟ, ǠǠǞ). The conjectures ڌ̪̳̯ͅ (Abylē)
or ڌ̧̪̳̲̯̽ (Abilykē according to Eratosthenes
and as quoted by Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǣ) seem acceptable. The
spelling of this toponym varies greatly in the an-
tique sources.
ǠǠǧ
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ǣ.ǡ.ǡ Iberia in the Artemidorus Papyrus
The unﬁnishedmap of the so-called Artemidorus Papyrus (P. Artemid.) was examined in
the previous chapter.91 The most interesting information contained in the P. Artemid.
is, however, the geographical text on the Iberian peninsula (columns IV and V). Aer a
brief presentation of the geographical area, which is called ڸ̧̪̭̹̩ or Hispania (IV ǟ–ǣ),
the author writes of the division of the area into two provinces (IV ǣ–ǟǢ). Then, each
side (̸̳̭̹̤̽) of the peninsula is described,92 giving the schematic form (̼۰ ۅ̷̵̳ ̻̿ῆ̴̩)
of Iberia, together with its most important coastal landmarks: the Pyrenees, the Pillars
of Hercules, Gades and the Sacred Cape (IV ǟǢ–V ǟǢ). This ﬁrst section is presented as a
̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̦, that is, a description of the contour or outline of the peninsula, which corre-
sponds well with what Ptolemy calls ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́, that is, a deﬁnition or a delimitation
of the boundaries of a geographical area.
The following and last section of the text deals with an ‘abridged paraplous’ or a ‘con-
cise description’ (̸̸̷̩̹̤̳̺̽ ἐ̵ ἐ̸̷̴̱̼ῇ) of the Iberian coast (V ǟǢ–Ǣǣ). The author starts
at the Pyrenean Promontory on the Mediterranean Sea and goes clockwise until Gades
(V ǟǢ–ǠǤ). The coastal description continues to the Sacred Cape (the sequence of to-
ponyms is unclear in the text), with themouths of the Baetis and Anas rivers highlighted
as main landmarks (V ǠǤ–ǡǤ); then, it goes northwards, via ﬁve stages, to the Artabrian
Promontory, ﬁnally reaching the ‘Great Harbour’93 (V ǡǤ–ǢǢ). From this point at the
north-western corner of the peninsula and until the north-western Pyrenean Promon-
tory, the text gives no descriptions or distances in stadia (V ǢǢ–Ǣǣ):
Wewill now take on a summary description of its coasts (̼۰̵ ̸̸̷̵̩̹̤̳̽ ̩ὐ̼ῆ̺ ἐ̵
ἐ̸̷̴̱̼ῇ), in order to acquire some general knowledge of the distances [between]
the localities.
From the Promontory of Pyrenean Aphrodite until the city of ⟨Empor⟩ion, a
colony of the Phoceans, ⟨ǤǡǠ stadia⟩; from this locality until the city of Tar-
raco, ǟ ǣǞǦ [stadia]; from there the Ebro River, less than ǧǠ [stadia]; from the
latter until the Su⟨cro⟩ River, ǟ ǞǢǦ [stadia]; from there to ⟨Carthago⟩ Nova, ǟ
ǠǢǞ [stadia]; from Carthago [Nova] until Mount ⟨Calpē⟩, Ǡ ǞǠǞ [stadia]; from
the latter until Gadeira, ǣǢǢ [stadia]. As a whole, from the Pyrenees ⟨and⟩ the
Aphrodision to Gadeira [there are] ǥ ǞǢǦ [stadia]; and beyond Gadeira until the
Tower and the Port of Menestheus there are ǥ ǟǥǞ [stadia].
91 See p. ǠǞǡ.
92 If one follows the presentation in the papyrus, the
Pyrenees do not form one ‘side’ of the peninsula
sensu stricto but more the joint between the penin-
sula and the continent. See Moret ǠǞǟǡ, Ǥǡ.
93 This harbour was certainly located near modern-day
A Coruña.
ǠǡǞ
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From the latter until the second mouth of Ast⟨…⟩, [there are] ǟǠǞ [stadia].
Beyond the latter, until the Ba⟨etis⟩River ǦǢ [stadia]. Beyond the latter, towards
Onoba, ǠǦǞ [stadia]; from there to Maenoba ⟨ǥǦ⟩ [stadia]; from the latter ⟨to⟩
the city of Ipsa, ǠǢ [stadia]; beyond ⟨the latter⟩ until the estuary of the An⟨as⟩
in a straight line to the point where the city of Kilibē lies, there are ⟨ǡǤ⟩ stadia.
Aer the ⟨mouth⟩ of the ⟨A⟩nas comes the end of the Sacred Cape, and until
its extreme point [there are] ǧǧǠ stadia.
Going beyond the promontory and until the Tower of the Salacians ⟨there are⟩
ǟ ǠǞǞ stadia. And from there until the ⟨mouth⟩ of the Tagus River, ǡǠǞ [stadia];
from the latter until the ⟨Durius⟩ River, ǟ ǡǞǞ [stadia]; thereaer, ǟǦǞ stadia
away, ﬂows the Obleuiōn River, which is called L⟨ēth⟩ēs or ⟨Limaias⟩. Then,
until the B⟨aenis⟩ River, ǟǟǞ [stadia]; from the latter until the Promontory of
the Artabrians, ǧǢ⟨.⟩ [stadia]; from there to the Great Harbour ⟨.⟩ǢǞ ⟨stadia.
The rest of the⟩ coast has not been ascertained.
The P. Artemid.’s description of Iberia is thus made up of two very diﬀerent parts: the
outline (̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̦) and the paraplous. Both these sections, although very schematic,
concur with two diﬀerent antique geographical practices and can be said to be comple-
mentary.94
ǣ.ǡ.Ǣ Hispania in the Itinerarium maritimum
Thework that is generally referred to as theAntonine Itinerary consists of two texts, which
need to be treated separately: a compilation of essentially terrestrial itineraries, which is
known as Itinerarium provinciarum Antoni⟨ni⟩ Augusti (It. prov.) in the manuscripts; and
a list of maritime journeys, which is called the Imperatoris Antonini Augusti Itinerarium
maritimum (It. mar.).95 The It. prov. is described in section ǣ.Ǣ.ǟ of this chapter. Both texts
are oen brought together in manuscripts, even though they seem to have been written
independently of each other; not much is known about their exact textual history either.
The origin, the date of redaction and the purpose of the It. mar. have been hotly
debated. The text can be divided into four parts, diﬀerentiated by their content and
linguistic features, which is a strong indication that they were not compiled at the same
time: ﬁrst, there is a description of a maritime route (It. mar. ǢǦǥ.Ǣ–Ǣǧǡ.ǟǟ) from the
isthmus near Naupactus (to the north of the Peloponnese) to Hadrumetum (modern-
day Sousse, Tunisia); second, there is a collection of rather eclectic maritime crossings
(traiectus) between localities of the western Mediterranean (Ǣǧǡ.ǟǠ–Ǣǧǥ.Ǧ); third, there
94 A concise but excellent and comprehensive study
of Iberia in the P. Artemid. and its place within the
development of the geography of the Iberian penin-
sula has been carried out by Moret ǠǞǟǡ.
95 Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ, ǡ–Ǥ; Cuntz ǟǧǠǧ, ̙̦–̦̙̙, ǟ and ǥǤ.
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is a coastal route from Portus (near Ostia) to Arelate (Ǣǧǥ.ǧ–ǣǞǦ.Ǡ); and, ﬁnally, the text
ends with a collection of maritime distances between the islands of the Mediterranean
and the ocean – the references to Greek islands are accompanied by short mythological
notes and mirabilia (ǣǞǦ.ǡ–ǣǠǧ.Ǥ).96 The distances in the texts are given in miles or in
stadia. Although there are formal disparities between the diﬀerent sections of the text,
one can clearly see the work of a compiler, who (re-)arranged the ensemble, so that its
structure roughly follows geographical traditions.97 Despite the collective name given
in the manuscripts, the It. mar. does not date from the Antonine Age, since much of the
information it contains clearly postdates this period. However, the singularity of the
It. mar. lies more in its dynamic textual history than in a deﬁnite date of composition,
as P. Arnaud has proposed. On the basis of internal criteria (such as language and to-
ponymic forms), he has suggested that the text was not created before the fourth century
CE, while the itinerary from Portus to Arelate is certainly later (at least aer the fourth
century).98
The coverage of the Iberian peninsula is quite limited. As for the rest of the It. mar.,
many of the toponyms have either been greatly altered or show late toponymic forms.
The information related to Iberia is contained within the collection of traiectus and the
section on the distances between the islands:
[Ǣǧǣ.Ǣ–Ǥ] From Baelo to Tingis in Mauretania, the crossing (traiectus) is ǠǠǞ
stadia.
[ǢǧǤ.ǟ–Ǡ] FromCarthago Spartaria [that is, CarthagoNova] toCaesarea ofMau-
retania, the crossing is ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia.
[ǣǟǞ.Ǡ–ǣǟǠ.Ǡ] Between Hispania and Tingis in Mauretania:
From the island of Diana Lesbos [sic] Ebusus to Carthago Spartaria, ǢǞǞ stadia;
and from the island just quoted to Baleares, ǡǞǞ stadia; Columba island, Greater
Balearic [island], island of Nura, Smaller Balearic [island]; between the Balearic
Islands there are ǤǞǞ stadia.
[ǣǟǠ.ǡ–ǣǟǡ.ǡ] Between Carthago Spartaria and Caesarea of Mauretania:
Between the islands of Erroris and Tauria there are ǥǣ stadia; from the islands
just quoted to Calama of Mauretania † Amecas99 †, ǥǣ stadia; Island of Crinis,
Stoechades.100
96 P. Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ, Ǥ–Ǧ, has divided the It. mar. into
three sections, as he has grouped together the ﬁrst
maritime route and the collection of sea crossings.
97 Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ, ǧ–ǟǞ.
98 Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǞ–ǟǣ.
99 Possibly an abbreviation for A M(auretania)
Caes(ariense), according to the hypothesis of Arnaud
ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǟ.
100 The mention of these two islands or archipelagos
is odd. It has proved impossible to link the to-
ponym Crinis with any known locality, while the
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I have tried to make this translation as intelligible and meaningful as possible, but the
text lacks logic and the description seems, in many places, to be either corrupt or to
contain toponymic forms that have proven hard to link with other known localities.
This is not a periplous or paraplous of Iberia in the strict sense but only a set of distances
related to journeys between the peninsula and its adjacent islands as well as between
Iberia and the African coast opposite. All the distances are given in stadia, but it is highly
probable that some of the distance data were omitted (for example, in the mentions of
the Balearic Islands); the ﬁgures are also rather dubious.101
ǣ.Ǣ Itinerary sources and the peninsula’s antique roads
ǣ.Ǣ.ǟ Iberian roads in manuscript sources
Descriptions of itineraries that contain the intermediate distances of a route have been
passed down in a number of works. Despite their quite late date – even the Latin word
itinerarium is attested only from Late Antiquity onwards102 – they provide invaluable
information on the peninsula’s Roman road network.
The Itinerarium provinciarum (It. prov.) was referred to in section ǣ.ǡ.Ǣ as one of the
two parts of the so-called Antonine Itinerary. Many scholars agree that it dates from the
fourth century CE, making it earlier than the Itinerariummaritimum.103 The long text de-
scribes many of the roads that covered the Roman territory. It comprises in fact several
individual itineraries, each section of which was given a heading that indicated the start-
ing and ending points of a route (oen with a ﬁgure for the overall distance). The lists
contain the place names along a particular road, including intermediate distances. The
latter are generally given in miles but, occasionally, in stadia or in Gallic leagues. More
precise information is sometimes given on a settlement’s nature, such as whether it was
a colonia, oppidum or vicus. The It. prov. begins at the Pillars of Hercules and the northern
African territories, going from Mauretania to Cyrenaica (eastern Libya), followed by a
description of the roads on the islands of Sardinia, Corsica and Sicily. The work con-
tinues with the territories of Asia Minor, then goes southwards to Egypt; a number of
road stations in Thrace, Moesia and Cappadocia are then listed. The last section covers
Europe: ﬁrst, the northern and Alpine provinces and the territories near the Adriatic
Sea; then the road network in Italy, Gallia and the Iberian peninsula; and, ﬁnally, the
Stoechades is the antique name given to the Îles
d’Hyères in southern France (Pl. ǡ.ǥǧ; Mela Ǡ.ǟǠǢ;
Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǠǞ).
101 Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ, ǥ.
102 Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǦǠ–Ǧǡ.
103 Kubitschek ǟǧǟǤ, col. Ǡǡǡǥ, and Salway ǠǞǞǟ
have suggested the ﬁrst half of the fourth century,
whereas Whittaker ǠǞǞǠ and Arnaud ǠǞǞǢ have pro-
posed the second half of the fourth century.
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roads in Great Britain. B. Salway has noted that ‘despite being made up of individual
itineraries or regional sub-collections of varying dates, the collection has clearly been
assembled with an aspiration to comprehensiveness, even if the level of coverage is not
consistent throughout’.104 The structure of the compilation is quite complex and ‘rather
than a tidy circular survey of the routes of the empire, the trajectory of this collection is
closer to a ﬁgure-of-eight’.105
The Iberian peninsula is well-represented in the It. prov., which provides several
dozen itineraries connecting the principal localities of the peninsula. As in several other
passages of the It. prov., some parts of the itineraries are made up of sea journeys for
which the distances along a route per loca maritima are given in stadia, for example be-
tween Bracara Augusta and Glandomiron in the north of the peninsula.106 Occasion-
ally, the work provides several alternative routes for joining the same two cities: these
itineraries are either presented as an ‘alternative road’ (alio itinere),107 sometimes includ-
ing the name of the region that was crossed, or ‘as a shortcut’ (per compendium).108 Unlike
some of the other areas covered by the It. prov., the precise nature of the Iberian localities
are almost never speciﬁed.109 The Iberian road network is discussed in more detail in
Chapter ǧ, which is devoted to Ptolemy’s coordinates of the inland localities. Many of
the toponyms and the distance data have been damaged or badly transmitted, so that
there are marked diﬀerences between these names and those toponyms passed down
by other sources (Pliny, Mela, or epigraphical sources). Despite the corruptions, many
of the itineraries and their localities on the Iberian peninsula are identiﬁable with the
toponyms in other sources, even if a large number of these antique localities have not
been identiﬁed.
Two very late itinerary texts warrant a mention because of their links, albeit am-
biguous, with the antique road network and with Ptolemy. The so-called Ravenna Cos-
mography or Cosmography of the Ravennese (Rav.) describes the whole antique Roman
oikoumenē, using a blend of literary descriptions and lists of toponyms (without dis-
tances). The text, written by an anonymous scholar from Ravenna,110 consists of three
main parts: an introduction that includes an outline of the whole known world; a ge-
ographical description of the lands of Asia, Africa and Europe; and, ﬁnally, a kind of
periplous of the Mediterranean Sea, with a description of its islands.111 The enumera-
tions of the localities have not been presented as itineraries or descriptions of roads but
104 Salway ǠǞǞǥ, ǟǦǠ.
105 Salway ǠǞǞǟ, ǢǞ.
106 It. prov. ǢǠǡ.Ǥ; cf. with It. prov. ǧǣ.Ǡ–ǧǤ.Ǣ, ǧǥ.ǥ–ǧǦ.ǟ,
ǟǠǤ.Ǥ–ǥ, ǟǡǧ.ǟ–Ǡ, ǡǠǡ.ǟǞ and ǡǠǢ.ǟ. It is not per-
fectly clear, however, whether the routes per loca
maritima were meant to be strictly maritime (as the
distances expressed in stadia suggest) or whether
they were terrestrial routes connecting coastal
localities.
107 It. prov. ǢǠǥ.Ǣ.
108 It. prov. Ǣǡǟ.Ǣ.
109 One exception is the vicus Cuminarium, along the
road between Augusta Emerita and Caesaraugusta
(It. prov. ǢǢǣ.Ǥ).
110 Rav. ǠǣǦ.ǡ–Ǥ.
111 See, also, Guckelsberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǡ.
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they do show, in many cases at least, close parallels to other itinerary sources, in particu-
lar the Peutinger Map.112 The original composition of the work is generally dated to the
late seventh or early eighth century.113 Several well-known late antique authorities – in-
cluding Basil of Caesarea (fourth century CE), Isidore of Seville (c. ǣǤǞ–ǤǡǤ CE), Orosius
(ﬁh century CE) and Jordanes (sixth century CE)114 – as well as Ptolemy arementioned
in the introduction to this work.115 The author seems to have known of Ptolemy’s ge-
ographical work, albeit indirectly. A certain ‘Ptolemy, king and scholar’ (Ptolomeus rex
et phylosophus)116 is cited in the author’s description of northern Europe, the Vistula
River and the island of Scandza, which is reminiscent of the mentions of Ptolemy by
Jordanes and Cassiodorus in the very same context.117 The Iberian peninsula or Spania
(Rav. ǡǞǞ.ǟǥ–ǡǠǡ.Ǡ) is the last European land to be treated. The description provides a
substantial set of Ǡǥǣ toponyms.118 The author mentions several authorities on Spania,
although most of them are completely obscure to us, if not utterly ﬁctitious: Castiorus
(his main source),119 Lollianus and Arbitio, who are described as ‘Roman scholars’, and
Aithanaridus, Eldevaldus and Marcomirus, who are called ‘Gothic scholars’.120 There
is no tangible evidence that Ptolemy’s Geography inﬂuenced the Iberian description of
the Rav., but it is, nevertheless, a subject still worth investigating. Many of the lists of
localities correspond to antique roads that one can also ﬁnd in other manuscripts and
epigraphical texts. Thus, the description is not original and, because of the high inci-
dence of corrupt place names, the work, aside from being part of the secondary tradition
of itinerary sources, is not always that useful.
Guido’s Geography was probably written in ǟǟǟǧ,121 and is largely based on the
Ravenna Cosmography.122 Like his main source, Guido’s text is a mixture of usually long
descriptive notes and lists of toponyms. The ﬁrst and main part of the work is devoted
to a description of Italy, while the description of Hispania is reduced to short lists of
toponyms, ranging from Iuncaria near the Pyrenees to Baelo in the Strait of Hercules
112 Talbert ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǤǢ–ǟǤǣ.
113 Schnetz ǟǧǢǞ, ̦; Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǡ, Ǣǡ; Talbert
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǦǧ. L.Dillemann ǟǧǧǥ, ǠǤ–Ǡǥ, estimates that
the latest information contained in the work dates
from the ninth century.
114 Rav. ǟǡ.Ǥ–Ǧ and Ǡǧ.ǡ.
115 On the sources, mentioned or not, of the Rav. and
the historiographical debates they have given rise to,
see Dillemann ǟǧǧǥ, Ǡǥ–ǣǦ.
116 As the author of the Ravenna Cosmography calls every
scholar phylosophus, one should not over-interpret
its use in describing Ptolemy. Confusion between
Ptolemy and the Ptolemaic kings was widespread;
Isidore of Seville (Etym. ǡ.ǠǤ), one of the sources of
the Rav., made this mistake.
117 Rav. ǟǥǣ.Ǣ–ǟǢ. See p. ǟǟǡ. L.Dillemann ǟǧǧǥ,
Ǣǣ–ǢǦ, has studied the (very indirect) inﬂuence of
Ptolemy on the author of the Rav.
118 Guckelsberger and Mittenhuber ǠǞǟǡ, ǡǞǢ–ǡǟǞ;
Dillemann ǟǧǧǥ, ǟǞǦ–ǟǟǠ.
119 On Castorius, see Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǡ, Ǣǡ–ǢǢ.
120 Rav. ǡǞǟ.ǣ–ǡǞǠ.ǟ. On these names, see Dillemann
ǟǧǧǥ, ǣǡ–ǣǢ and ǣǥ–ǣǦ.
121 Guido. ǢǣǠ.ǠǢ. This date, given at the end of a table
of contents, has been passed down in only two man-
uscripts (of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries).
The table and the date seem to be later additions
and it is not clear whether the latter relates to the
composition of Guido’s work or to the copy. Most
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Fig. Ǡǟ The north-eastern end of the Iberian peninsula and the Pyrenees as depicted on the Peutinger Map.
via Tarraco and Carthago Spartaria.123 The toponyms are corrupt but agree quite well
with the Rav.’s list. Guido also mentions the Strait of Hercules and gives a summary of
the peninsula.124
Although the ﬁrst folio(s) of the Peutinger Map, which almost certainly depicted
the Iberian peninsula, the western part of Africa and probably the British Isles as well,
has been lost, the far le-hand side of the extant folio shows the north-eastern end of
the Pyrenees and below it a short section of the Mediterranean coast (Fig. Ǡǟ). The ﬁrst
stopping places on the road between Narbo and Tarraco are easily recognisable: Aquae
Voconiae, Gerunda, Cinniana, Iuncaria, Deciana and the passage through the Pyrenees.
Gerunda, Iuncaria and Deciana also feature in Ptolemy’s catalogue. The distances re-
ported in the Peutinger Map are similar to the information provided in the It. prov.125
ǣ.Ǣ.Ǡ Epigraphical sources
The Vicarello Goblets are four silver goblets or beakers in the shape of milliarums, be-
tween ǧǣ and ǟǣǡ mm in height and c. ǥǣ mm in diameter, which were found in ǟǦǣǠ,
along with votive oﬀerings, in a spring at Vicarello, a spa town near Lake Bracciano in
the region of Lazio in Italy.126 Inscribed on them are the road stations of an itinerary
fromGades to Rome, with the intermediate distances given inmiles (Fig. ǠǠ). The route
crosses Iberia from Gades to the eastern end of the Pyrenees passing through forty-ﬁve
Iberian localities. It goes along the valley of the Baetis River, crosses the saltus castulo-
nensis (that is, the mountainous area near modern-day Linares), then follows the coast
from Valencia to the Pyrenees before reaching Narbo. The route then goes through the
province of Gallia Narbonensis, crosses the Alps, descends to the Padan Plain before
ﬁnally reaching Rome. The total distance given for this itinerary is ǟ ǦǢǞ miles (Gob-
let IV gives a distance of ǟ Ǧǡǣ miles). The intermediate distances and readings for the
123 Guido. ǣǟǢ.ǧ–ǣǟǤ.Ǧ.
124 Guido. ǣǢǧ.ǟǧ–ǣǣǞ.ǟǤ and ǣǣǣ.ǟ–ǣǣǤ.Ǥ. Guido’s very
last word is Hispania.
125 It. prov. ǡǧǞ.Ǡ–Ǣ and ǡǧǥ.Ǧ–ǡǧǦ.ǟ. The distances are
exactly the same, although the number of interme-
diate road stations varies. Cf. Rav. ǡǞǡ.ǟ–ǣ.
126 CIL XI ǡǠǦǟ–Ǣ. See Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǥǡ and ǥǤ.
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Fig. ǠǠ Transcription of the
itinerary of Vicarello Goblet I
(CIL IX ǡǠǦǟ).
toponyms diﬀer slightly on all four goblets; on Goblet IV the Iberian and Gallic road
has been divided into four sections, with a total distance given for each section.
The archaeological excavation was poorly documented (which was not unusual in
the mid nineteenth century), so that little is known of the context of the ﬁnd. Gob-
let IV was only ‘discovered’ ten years aer the initial ﬁnd, as the leading archaeologist
of the excavations had kept the artefact for himself,127 which understandably interfered
with the dating of the goblets and the votive oﬀerings and with their historical recon-
struction. Many hypotheses have been proposed on their origins and their link with the
itinerary literature and the tradition of Romanmilliaria. The communis opinio is that ‘the
four silver goblets are miniature replicas of a milestone that had been erected in Gades
as the counterpart of the milliarium aureum in Rome. The goblets are thus souvenirs
brought to Vicarello by a Spaniard or Spaniards, who dedicated the silver vessels as a vo-
tive oﬀering to the healing god or out of gratitude for their safe journey from Gades.’128
This hypothesis is, however, open to debate, particularly since it is based on very little
evidence. Several diﬀerent dates for the realisation of the goblets have been proposed –
from the Augustan to the Antonine periods, although there is some evidence to suggest
that they weremade during the third or fourth century CE.129 The goblets are clearly the
work of diﬀerent crasmen and so it is possible that they date from diﬀerent periods.
127 Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǥǣ–ǥǤ. 128 Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǥǥ. See the historiographical synopsis
by the latter, ǥǥ-ǥǦ, and by Benítez de Lugo Enrich
et al. ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǞǦ. See, also, Salway ǠǞǞǟ, ǣǣ.
129 Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǦǞ–Ǧǡ; Benítez de Lugo Enrich et al.
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǞǢ.
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The Iberian itinerary recorded by the Vicarello Goblets appears to be quite ancient,
particularly the section from Castulo to Saetabis through the saltus castulonensis: the
itinerary described in the It. prov., for example, went southwards from Castulo via Acci
and reached the coast at Carthago Nova, before turning northwards to Saetabis, thus
avoiding the saltus castulonensis.130 It tallies with the testimonies of Asinius Pollio, who
writes in a letter toCicero that the road through the saltus castulonensiswas dangerous and
that the postal service couriers preferred to go by sea from theMediterranean to reach the
valley of the Baetis River,131 and of Strabo, who alludes to the common itinerary at his
time (which followed the littoral more closely) and to a more ancient itinerary, which
cut through the land aer Saetabis to reach Castulo.132 The Gades-to-Rome itinerary
recorded in the Vicarello Goblets also ﬁnds echoes in a riddle, in the form of a poem in
Metrodorus’ Greek Anthology, in which a short arithmetical exercise is reproduced.133
The so-called Itinerario de Barro (It. Barr.), also known as the Tablas de Astorga, are
four clay tablets on which short lists of the stations to be found along the north-western
Iberian road network have been engraved. Each tablet is c. ǟǢ cm long and ǟǠ cm wide;
Tablet II has a trapezoidal-shaped handle with a small hole at its centre, which presum-
ably the other tablets also originally had. The engravers used cursive capital letters, in
a rather irregular style of writing; the layout suggests that they were either the work of
an inexperienced scribe or a rough dra. At the bottom of each tablet the name of a du-
umvir, a certain Caius Lepidus, son ofMarcus, has been engraved.134 Aermany years of
debate, the tablets have recently been dated to the late third century CE and are regarded
as authentic.135 Each tablet contains one or two short itineraries, introduced by a head-
ing that indicates the starting and ﬁnishing localities, as in the manuscript itineraries.
130 It. prov. ǡǧǧ.ǟ–ǢǞǠ.ǣ
131 Cicero, Fam. ǟǞ.ǡǟ.
132 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǧ.
133 Greek Anthology ǟǢ.ǟǠǟ: ‘From Cadiz to the city of
the seven hills the sixth of the road is to the banks
of Baetis, loud with the lowing of herds, and hence
a ﬁh to the Phocian soil of Pylades – the land is
Vaccaean, its name derived from the abundance of
cows. Thence to the precipitous Pyrenees is one-
eighth and the twelh part of one-tenth. Between
the Pyrenees and the loy Alps lies one-fourth of
the road. Now begins Italy and straight aer one-
twelh appears the amber of the Po. O blessed am
I who have accomplished two thousand and ﬁve
hundred stades journeying from thence! For the
Palace on the Tarpeian rock is my journey’s object’
(transl. Paton ǟǧǤǞ, Ǧǧ). See Dirkzwager ǠǞǞǤ and
Schmidt ǠǞǟǟ, ǥǧ–ǦǞ. The compiler (Metrodorus)
of the mathematical epigrams transmitted in the
Greek Anthology has not been identiﬁed with cer-
tainty; he might have been a sixth-century Byzantine
mathematician and grammarian.
134 Fernández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǣǢ. In a colony or a municipium, a duumvir
was a magistrate who had a variety of roles. The
tablets do not give any details about the exact du-
ties of Caius Lepidus.
135 The tablets’ authenticity has been challenged since
the ﬁrst publication of the ﬁnd’s report in ǟǧǠǞ,
but the recent and thorough study of C. Fernández
Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino ǠǞǟǠ dates
the tablets to between ǠǠǥ and ǡǟǞ CE, and possi-
bly, more precisely, to between ǠǤǥ and ǠǥǤ CE,
following the results of an investigation using ther-
moluminescence dating that was led by A.Millán
and P. Benéitez at the Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid (for the full results, see Fernández Ochoa,
Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǥǥ–ǟǥǧ).
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Tablet I covers the stretch of road from Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina to Portus Blendium; Tablet II
has two itineraries – from Lucus Augusti to Iria and from Lucus Augusti to Dactonium;
Tablet III’s route runs from Asturica to Augusta Emerita; and Tablet IV’s road goes from
Asturica to Bracara Augusta.136 Although many of the stations correspond to locali-
ties transmitted by other sources (such as the great cities), several toponyms are hapax
and the distances are oen unexpected, which indicates (although it has not yet been
demonstrated) that the standard value of the mile was not used on these tablets.
An inscription found in Valencia, sometimes called the ‘Tegula de Valencia’ in pub-




̑̒ ̢̢̤̟̞̑̑̓̑ – – – –
̑̒ – – – – – – – – – – –
̑̒ – – – – – – – – – – –
This fragmentary inscription has now been lost but was edited by F. Fita before its disap-
pearance at the end of the nineteenth century and recorded in the Corpus Inscriptionum
Latinarum (CIL).137 It mentions the stations along the road between Valentia and Tar-
raco, without giving any distances.
ǣ.ǣ Historical works
Treatises devoted speciﬁcally to geography were not particularly common in Antiquity,
so that one ﬁnds the same familiar authors regularly appearing in the works. Another
important source of information on antique geography are, however, texts on the subject
of history, since both ﬁelds of knowledge were, to a certain extent, linked.138 Posidonius
and Strabo wrote historical and geographical treatises, while the incipit of Appian’s Ro-
man History consists of a geographical sketch of the Roman imperium. In general, most
historical books of Antiquity include some form of geographical excursus, notes or di-
gressions (see Herodotus, Polybius or Livy; later Orosius and Jordanes).139 Historical
literature thus provides us with a substantial amount of information on antique geogra-
phy, even if this information is sometimes diﬃcult to handle: historical literature rarely
136 Fernández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǣǢ.
137 Fita Colomé ǟǦǦǡ and CIL IIǠ ǤǠǡǧ. See also Morote
Barbera ǟǧǥǧ, ǟǢǤ.
138 See, e.g., Str. Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ.
139 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǣǦ.Ǡ–ǡ, observed, e.g., that ‘while
nearly all historians or at least the greater number
have attempted to describe the peculiarities and the
situation of the countries at the extremities of the
known world, most of them are mistaken on many
points’.
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deals with geographical texts per se but rather uses topographical information in the ser-
vice of historical narrative, providing information that has already been reworked or
rearranged.
The writing of Polybius (c. ǠǞǦ–ǟǠǥ BCE) provides some of the most interesting his-
torical and geographical sources of information on Iberia. In his Histories, which orig-
inally consisted of forty volumes, Polybius describes Rome’s conquest of the Mediter-
ranean, from the Punic Wars, starting in ǠǤǢ BCE, to the destruction of Carthage and
Corinth in ǟǢǤ BCE; as Polybius witnessed many of the events himself, many of the
descriptions are eyewitness accounts. Regrettably, the fragmentary transmission of his
Histories – only the ﬁrst ﬁve books have survived in their entirety – has denied us a com-
plete synopsis of his geographical knowledge, which was clearly a constituent part of his
work:
Pragmatic history (̼ῆ̺ ̸̴̹̩̫̩̼̱̲ῆ̺ ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩̺) consists of three parts, the ﬁrst
being the industrious study ofmemoirs and other documents and a comparison
of their contents; the second the survey (̵̼۬ ̵̰̥̩) of cities, places, rivers, lakes,
and in general all the peculiar features of land and sea and the distances of one
place from another; and the third being the review of political events.140
Polybius’s geographical knowledge was far-ranging and the author possessed political
andmilitary experience. Hewas aware of the strategic importance of topography during
wartime and the importance of geography in politics; his description of the geograph-
ical location of Byzantium, for example, is almost geopolitical in the modern meaning
of the word.141 He was also widely travelled, having visited Italy, Gallia, Iberia (on two
occasions: during the Celtiberian Wars and the Numantine War) and northern Libyē,
from Carthage to the Strait of Hercules.142 He knew of the theoretical debates about
climate zones, the oceans, the formation of currents, while from Strabo one learns that
Polybius criticised some aspects of the geography of Eratosthenes and Dicaearchus.143
In Book ǡ of his Histories, Polybius speciﬁes that he would only add geographical digres-
sions to his narrationwhen he believed theywould help improve readers’ understanding
of the events and that he would devote a part of his work speciﬁcally to geography.144 At
the end of his short description of Iberia, Polybius alsomentions his intention to present
a more detailed report of the peninsula’s many groups of peoples at a later date.145 The
140 Polybius, Hist. ǟǠ.Ǡǣ j. There has been heated de-
bate among modern scholars about the meaning
of the Polybian expression ̸̴̹̩̫̩̼̱̲۬ ἱ̷̧̻̼̹̩, the
standard translation of which is ‘pragmatic history’.
However, it is possible that Polybius meant some-
thing more like ‘contemporary’ and/or ‘political
history’.
141 Polybius, Hist. Ǣ.ǡǦ.
142 Polybius was one of Pliny’s sources of information
on the northern coast of Libyē (see Pl. ǣ.ǧ) and one
of Strabo’s sources of information on Iberia.
143 Str. Ǡ.Ǡ.ǡ, Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ–Ǧ.
144 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǣǧ.Ǣ–ǧ. This fact is conﬁrmed by
Strabo (Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ).
145 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǥ.ǟǟ.
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non-extant Book ǡǢ of the Histories was certainly dedicated to geography; thus the ex-
cerpts that Pliny, Strabo and Athenaeus took from Polybius are collated in this book by
modern editors.146
Part of Polybius’ description of Iberia is contained in Book ǡ in an excursus to Han-
nibal’s expedition from Iberia to Italy, so ‘that [his] narrative may not be altogether
obscure to readers owing to their ignorance of the localities’.147 Most of Book ǡ was
written in Rome between ǟǤǥ and ǟǣǟ BCE; the geographical excursus on Iberia may
be slightly later, and was certainly not written before ǟǢǤ BCE.148 Aer a short descrip-
tion of the location of the three continents, Polybius gives a general appraisal of the
peninsula:
The Celts inhabit the country near the Narbōn [River] and beyond it as far as
the chain of the Pyrenees which stretches in an unbroken line from theMediter-
ranean to the Outer Sea. The remaining part of Europe beyond the Pyrenees
reaching to its western end and to the Pillars of Hercules is bounded on the
one side by the Mediterranean and on the other by the Outer Sea, that portion
of which is washed by the Mediterranean as far as the Pillars of Hercules be-
ing called Iberia, while that part which lies along the Outer or Great Sea has
no general name, as it has only recently come under notice, but is all densely
inhabited by barbarous tribes of whom I shall speak more particularly on a
subsequent occasion.149
Discussing the territories ruled by the Carthaginians at this time, Polybius writes:
Crossing the Straits at the Pillars of Hercules [the Carthaginians] had similarly
subdued all Iberia as far as the point on the coast of Our sea where the Pyrenees
Mountains, which separate the Celts from the Iberians, end. This spot is about
Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia distant from the strait near the Pillars of Hercules. There are indeed
ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia from the Pillars to Carthago Nova, from which place Hannibal
started for Italy, Ǡ ǤǞǞ stadia from hence to the Ebro river; ǟ ǤǞǞ stadia from
hence to Emporion, ⟨from hence to the Pyrenees, ǤǞǞ stadia⟩ and from hence
to the passage of the Rhône about ǟ ǤǞǞ stadia – this part of the road having
now been carefully measured by the Romans and marked with milestones at
every eighth stadia.150
146 This hypothesis is based on the testimonies of
Athenaeus of Naucratis (Deipnosophistae Ǧ.ǡǡǞ and
Ǧ.ǡǡǠa) and Stephanus of Byzantium (Ethn. sv. ̊ἰ-
̰۩̳̯). It is, however, not implausible that Poly-
bius’ geographical description ﬁlled more than one
volume.
147 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǤ.ǟ.
148 De Foucault, Foulon, and Molin ǠǞǞǢ, ̨̦–̨̦̙; Mar-
cotte ǠǞǞǠ, ǠǞ–Ǡǟ.
149 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǥ.ǧ–ǟǞ.
150 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǧ.Ǣ–Ǧ. On the philological and
historical issues raised by this passage, see p. ǢǠǥ as
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The other fragments of Polybius’ writings that Strabo and Athenaeus have passed down
do not allow us to reconstruct a complete picture of what Polybius knew about Iberia.
Iberia was, to Polybius, a kind of unﬁnished geographical object, which was still in the
process of being constructed: only the Mediterranean littoral was well known.151 One
cannot even be sure that he knew that Iberia was a peninsula. The passage cited directly
above resembles a paraplous of theMediterranean coastline of Iberia, the values of which
ﬁnd echoes in later sources. In addition, Polybius’ schematic conception of the western
Mediterranean Basin as a triangle formed by the Pillars of Hercules, Narbo and the
Strait of Sicily formed the basis for the development of the western Mediterranean in
the geography of Antiquity.152
Among the Greek and Roman historians who supplied much of the information
on the geography of the Iberian peninsula, one ﬁnds Appian of Alexandria. The latter
wrote a Roman History, with the aim of recounting and explaining how Rome came to
dominate the known world. The text has only survived in fragments; however, thanks
to Codex ǣǥ of Photius’ Bibliotheca and to Appian’s preface to his work, the structure and
composition of his Roman History is relatively well known. The work was not arranged
chronologically, as one might have expected from a historical work, but in geographical
units. The book on Iberia (ڸ̪̯̹̱̲̦, generally translated as ‘The Wars in Spain’, although
a more accurate translation would be ‘The Iberian Book’), opens with a brief descrip-
tion of the area. Although not particularly up to date, this description presents the
area’s main geographical features and deﬁnes the territory as a peninsula. The book
records those events of the Punic Wars that took place on the peninsula as well as the
Lusitanian and Celtiberian Wars until Iberia was divided ‘into three parts’ during the
reign of Augustus. Appian’s description is an undeniably important toponymic source
of information on Iberia.
Diodorus of Sicily’s Bibliotheca historica, in particular Book ǣ, provides information
on the geography of Iberia, especially the Balearic and Pityusic Islands, in the form of
long digressions or isolated descriptions and mentions. Julius Caesar’s Civil War and
Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita do not exhibit the same degree of attention to Iberian geography,
although the place names in these texts do share similarities with Ptolemy’s toponymy.
The historical works of Cassius Dio, Tacitus and Florus can also be occasionally helpful.
At the beginning of the ﬁh century, Paul Orosius wrote a seven-volume book entitled
Histories against the Pagans. Born in Callaecia in north-west Iberia, he travelled to Africa
and Palestine, became a famous theologian and erudite, and knew both Augustine of
well as De Foucault, Foulon, and Molin ǠǞǞǢ, ǣǠ,
ǠǞǞ–ǠǞǠ.
151 Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǟ.
152 For recent discussions, see also Cruz Andreotti ǠǞǞǤ;
Moret ǠǞǞǤ, Ǥǣ–Ǥǥ; Gómez Fraile and Albaladejo
Vivero ǠǞǟǠ, ǡǥǣ–ǡǦǞ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǟ–ǥǡ.
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Hippo and Jerome personally.153 As a historian who was interested in geography, Oro-
sius used quite ancient sources (Julius Caesar, Livy, Tacitus), which makes his writings
an interesting geographical source. In particular, Chapter Ǡ of the ﬁrst book of hisHisto-
ries contains a description of the whole oikoumenē that includes a summary of the Iberian
peninsula.154
153 Martínez Cavero ǠǞǞǠ, ǠǠ–ǢǦ. 154 See Janvier ǟǧǦǠ.
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Ǥ Identifying and explaining the origins of the
Geography’s coordinates
The number of studies on Ptolemy’s coordinates and their origins as well as on the
sources and geographicalmethods used in theGeography has increased signiﬁcantly since
the publication of the critical edition of A. Stückelberger and G.Graßhoﬀ in ǠǞǞǤ. The
latter aroused great interest among specialists in astronomy, mathematics, geodesy and
geography but surprisingly less attention from historians and classicists. There is a trend
in recent studies of the Geography that would have us believe that Ptolemy’s coordinates
need to be ‘corrected’ or ‘improved upon’, and some publications have even attempted
to ‘decode’ the coordinates or to ‘reveal’ the true nature of Ptolemy’s maps. However,
Ptolemy’s Geography is, in my opinion, neither an encrypted text whose ‘truth’ needs to
be ‘revealed’, nor a GIS database from the second century CE. It is a historical source that
still deserves to be studied from a historical viewpoint, using, of course, the appropriate
methodology.
Ǥ.ǟ Origins of Ptolemy’s catalogue in modern research works
The questions regarding Ptolemy’s sources and methods are rarely selected as the central
topics of present-day studies. In many cases, hypotheses or suppositions have been put
forward but they have not been or cannot be veriﬁed. It has been suggested, for exam-
ple, that Ptolemy used the cities contained in his ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’, which
supposedly date back to a collection of coordinates developed since Hipparchus or even
earlier, as the starting point for creating his maps;1 that he simply performed certain
1 Stückelberger ǠǞǞǧb, ǠǢǟ. A. Stückelberger con-
siders the localities of the ‘Table of Noteworthy
Cities’ to be the ‘foundations’ (̴̷̰̭̥̳̱̱) to which
Ptolemy refers in the introduction to the Geography;
see p. ǟǥǣ. Moreover, the latitudes of these main
places (e.g. of Egypt, Gallia or Iberia) are, according
to the author, so accurate that they could only have
been determined astronomically.
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arithmetical computations;2 or that he copied (albeit with modiﬁcations) maps of ‘mil-
itary origin’3 – to cite just a few of the proposals that have been made in recent years.
Proposing hypotheses is, of course, an important part of a historian’s work, particu-
larly when the historical documents being examined – such as theGeography – are poorly
understood. Although some of the general assumptions being made are not necessarily
erroneous, a few of these unproven hypotheses are oen taken to be conﬁrmed, which
makes using these hypotheses as the methodological basis for studying Ptolemy’s Geog-
raphy problematic. A synopsis of some of the diﬀerent contemporary research methods
being employed will, however, allow us to deﬁne the characteristics of an appropriate
investigation into the origins of Ptolemy’s coordinates. It should be noted that this
synopsis is by no means exhaustive.4
Ǥ.ǟ.ǟ The Earth’s circumference and the length of the stadion
In the Geography, Ptolemy uses the value of ǟǦǞ ǞǞǞ stadia for the Earth’s circumference,
that is, ǣǞǞ stadia for one degree of a meridian. The problems concerning the size of
Ptolemy’s Earth and the numerical value that corresponded to one stadion in Antiquity
appear frequently in recent publications about Ptolemy’s work.5 The problem of the
length of the stadion is one of the most complicated issues in the history of the ancient
sciences. However, as I am not convinced that this problem is fundamentally relevant
to understanding Ptolemy’s workingmethods and the origins of the Iberian peninsula’s
coordinates, I will not enter into a debate of this issue.6
In a recent series of papers, I. Tupikova and K.Geus have attempted to identify the
role of Ptolemy’s evaluation of the Earth’s circumference in his map-making. Their
central point is ‘the presupposition that the value for the circumference of the Earth used
by Ptolemy is expressed in the same metrical value of the stad[ia] which Eratosthenes
used’.7 Their working hypothesis is as follows:
Instead of speculating about the modern metrical value of a stadium used by
ancient scholars, we will try to recalculate the geographical positions given by
Ptolemy in his Geography in assuming that his deﬁnition of the stad[ia] used in
the calculation of the geographical positions coincides with the deﬁnition of
2 Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ, ǟǤ–ǟǥ.
3 Strang ǟǧǧǦa, ǢǠǣ.
4 J. Urueña Alonso has written two substantial and
rather complex articles dealing with the origins of
Ptolemy’s map of the Iberian peninsula (Urueña
Alonso ǠǞǟǟ and Urueña Alonso ǠǞǟǢ). However, I
came across these articles far too late in my research
project to be able to include them in this book.
5 See, e.g., Russo ǠǞǟǡ, Shcheglov ǠǞǟǤb.
6 See the good synopsis in Shcheglov ǠǞǟǤa.
7 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞ.
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the stad[ia] used by Eratosthenes in his estimation of the circumference of the
earth.8
In other words, the authors maintain that the main diﬀerence between the calculations
made by Eratosthenes and Ptolemy is the number of stadia they attributed to one de-
gree of a meridian: Ptolemy assigns ǣǞǞ stadia and Eratosthenes ǥǞǞ stadia. I. Tupikova
and K.Geus have, therefore, recalculated Ptolemy’s coordinates, so that they ﬁt a larger
sphere, where one degree of a meridian equals ǥǞǞ stadia. Their recalculation comprises
several stages:
The ﬁrst step [in recalculating] the original positions is to restore Ptolemy’s raw
data,9 that is, the distances between [the] diﬀerent localities which he had at
his disposal and – in some cases – the directions of the routes connecting these
localities.10
By ‘original positions’ the authors mean the ‘positions on an Eratosthenian Earth’. This
stage of the procedure was particularly tricky, for ﬁve diﬀerent cases needed to be treated,
depending on the information – latitude data, distance data, orientation of a road, and
so on – that was supposedly available to Ptolemy. To begin with, a starting locality
(‘reference point’) needed to be deﬁned for a given set of places:
Let us start with the following indisputable statement: Ptolemy put a position
on his map only relative to another one, which we call [a] reference point. It is
therefore obvious that the ﬁrst step in reconstructing the Ptolemaic map is the
choice of the correct reference point(s) used in his mapping procedure.11
The second step in the recalculation process consists of making a comparison between
Ptolemy’s and the modern coordinates that takes the problem of the prime meridian
into account. Ptolemy’s coordinates, the authors’ ‘recalculated’ coordinates and the
modern coordinates are then transposed on to a map to facilitate the comparison.12
This procedure is applied to several geographical areas in order to test diﬀerent ‘starting
points’ as well as diﬀerent scenarios.13 The authors conclude with the observation that if
Ptolemy had adopted Eratosthenes’ value, his map would have been much more precise
and he would thus have avoided the excessive distortion that occurs in the east–west
direction of his world map.14
8 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡ–ǡ.
9 In another article (Geus and Tupikova ǠǞǟǡb, ǟǠǥ),
the authors write of a possible reconstruction of
Ptolemy’s ‘original coordinates for every point’.
10 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, Ǣ.
11 Tupikova, Schemmel, and Geus ǠǞǟǢ, ǡǠ.
12 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǧ–ǟǟ.
13 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟ–ǟǦ.
14 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞ.
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The authors draw two conclusions about Ptolemy’s sources and cartographicalmeth-
od. First, they maintain that Ptolemy used the ‘wrong’ value for the circumference of
the Earth, which led to signiﬁcant distortions. Their recalculation enables them to cor-
rect these distortions and to obtain what they believe is Ptolemy’s raw data, that is, the
distances between the localities and the directions of the routes.15 Second, by testing
a number of diﬀerent hypotheses, they suggest identiﬁcations for Ptolemy’s starting
points, namely, the places for which he ﬁrst determined the geographical coordinates
and which were then used as the basis for the mapping of other localities. This pro-
cedure is also used to analyse diﬀerent sections of Ptolemy’s catalogue. As far as the
eastern part of the Mediterranean area is concerned, the authors’ recalculation suggests
that Ptolemy ‘measured this part of the Mediterranean not from Alexandria but from
Italy’, and in this instance, most probably from Rome; they also suggest that Massalia
(Marseille) ‘served as a starting point for Ptolemy’s mapping of Spain’.16 I. Tupikova and
K.Geus have made a number of suggestions about Ptolemy’s methods and sources, al-
though they have not fully discussed the latter.17 They maintain: that Ptolemy might
have collated a ‘dozen, if not hundreds of sources’; that he had access to Roman mili-
tary and administrative archives;18 and, as far as one can understand, that he carried out
calculations to determine the geographical coordinates.19 The authors’ explanation for
the coordinates of Markanda (Samarkand), for instance, is as follows: Ptolemy derived
the latitude from astronomical observations, while the longitude might have been the
result of ‘highly precise terrestrial measurements, possibly carried out by the bematists
of Alexander the Great’.20
Ǥ.ǟ.Ǡ The Eastern Mediterranean
In the introduction to his ǟǧǥǤ article, F. J. Carmody presents the status quæstionis of
Ptolemy’s methods and sources. He also links the procedures exposed in the introduc-
tion to the Geography with the catalogue of localities and the geographical documenta-
tion of Antiquity. To be precise, he takes the methods Ptolemy mentions in his intro-
duction and tests their validity on speciﬁc areas of the catalogue in order to explain some
of the map’s characteristics. For instance, if one regards Cape Drepanon (in Cyprus) as
the reference point, then the ‘arcs’ of Drepanon–Berytos and Drepanon–Tripolis should
15 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞ.
16 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡ–ǟǢ.
17 A second article analyses northern Europe (Geus
and Tupikova ǠǞǟǡb) and a third paper investigates
the Silk Road in Ptolemy’s map (Tupikova, Schem-
mel, and Geus ǠǞǟǢ).
18 Geus and Tupikova ǠǞǟǡb, ǟǠǣ, ǟǡǥ.
19 Tupikova and Geus ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡ: ‘It was not a data base
in degrees that Ptolemy had at his disposal but the
distances expressed in stad[ia], dayruns and other
units in use, which he had to recalculate in angle
measure [i.e. convert into degrees] to ﬁt the world
map under construction.’
20 Tupikova, Schemmel, and Geus ǠǞǟǢ, ǟǡ.
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both have been rotated Ǥ° onPtolemy’smap.21 These rotationswere the result of Ptolemy’s
method of map-making, which, according to the author, consisted of the procedure he
called ‘triangulation’:
The term ‘triangulation’ properly describes the calculation of distances between
points as a function of angles. As on the celestial sphere, where the constella-
tions assume graphic forms, the places may be joined by arcs that form poly-
gons or extended arcs, all of which can be treated as right[-angled] triangles
to be analyzed by use of sine tables such as those prepared by Ptolemy. Our
cartographer chose, according to circumstance, to situate places either by the
length of the arc that joins them or by the angular orientation of the arc, or,
less oen, by both.22
Ptolemy supposedly used antique sources to help him ﬁnd the best candidates for this
so-called triangulation method. F. J. Carmody attempts to reconstruct as concretely as
possible Ptolemy’s mapping procedure, explaining that Ptolemy made ad hoc modiﬁ-
cations to his own constructions. His description of a plausible working map reads as
follows:
Ptolemy could well have eﬀected the plane projection by dividing the surface of
the earth into rectangles whose top and bottom coincide with selected parallels
of latitude and whose sides overlap to the extent of the diﬀerence, at top and
bottom, in the length of the small circles of longitude. The latitudes are divided
into a series of zones, each of about Ǡ°, but for the divisions in longitude we have
no reference, so that in the ﬁnal analysis we do not know the dimensions of the
rectangles actually used in the calculations. It is clear that for Spain Ptolemy
compensated for the total diﬀerence in lo[n]gitudinal arcs by means of a single
operation made near the north coast.23
Although F. J. Carmody describes how he investigated Ptolemy’s map very precisely,24
he does not give any concrete examples of the distances that Ptolemy purportedly used.
Moreover, even though he discovers some symmetries in the map, he does not develop
a model to explain how each locality was situated.25
21 Carmody ǟǧǥǤ, ǤǞǥ.
22 Carmody ǟǧǥǤ, ǤǞǡ.
23 Carmody ǟǧǥǤ, ǤǞǡ–ǤǞǢ.
24 Carmody ǟǧǥǤ, ǤǞǣ–ǤǞǤ: ‘I have copied Ptolemy’s
map on transparent paper, placed it on a modern
map of the same scale, and have read the diﬀerence
in length of arc, positive if Ptolemy’s arc is longer,
as is usually and normally the case. If I have turned
my paper to make the arcs coincide, I say that I have
turned it by the “angle of declination” of Ptolemy’s
arc, positive if it was turned to the right, negative if
to the le.’
25 The statement that some of these symmetries ‘can-
not be fortuitous’ (Carmody ǟǧǥǤ, ǤǞǧ) was not
used to explain how the localities were constructed.
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Ǥ.ǟ.ǡ Ptolemy’s Iberian peninsula
In an article published in ǟǧǧǥ, J.M.Gómez Fraile examines the way Ptolemy deter-
mined the provincial boundaries and located the peoples and the cities of the Iberian
province of Tarraconensis.26 His analysis consists of a detailed commentary of the map
and of the text of the Geography. In order to explain Ptolemy’s mapping process, the
author compares Ptolemy’s ethnonyms and toponyms with Pliny’s text, and then with
Mela’s and Strabo’s works.27 He establishes that a certain amount of Roman admin-
istrative information had been used and suggests a model for the origins of the map:
the overall shape and the boundaries of the peninsula were determined ﬁrst, and then
the peoples were located throughout the peninsula and used as framework to situate
localities inside each administrative frame. However, he is rather vague about the exact
location process and admits that Ptolemy might sometimes have randomly carried out
rough estimates.28
J.M.Gómez Fraile then investigates the coordinates of the Geography and their ori-
gins in a second article, summing up his objectives, methods andmain results as follows:
The aim of this research lies in checking the origin of Ptolemy’s geographical
coordinates for the Iberian peninsula. To achieve this goal, the author proposes,
as a methodological innovation, to convert the geographical coordinates into
distances in stadia between equidistant points, to provide an analytical compar-
ison of the numerical information derived frommathematical Greek geography
and the Roman road network. The evidence suggests a mixture of theoretical
data, based on astronomy, and practical data, based on Roman roads.
The principal contribution concerns the impossibility of making the road data
compatible with Eratosthenes’ traditional globe of ǠǣǠ ǞǞǞ stadia. This state
of aﬀairs could explain why Marinus and Ptolemy decided to use Posidonius’
ﬁgure of ǣǞǞ stadia for one degree.29
One of Gómez Fraile’s main hypotheses is that Ptolemy used a wrongly calibrated map
and worked with distances that he should have used on a grid where ǟ° equals ǥǞǞ sta-
dia, for example, concerning the latitudinal extent of the whole peninsula. This hy-
pothesis does not, though, lead to the identiﬁcation of a precise source. The shape of
the peninsula, especially its latitudinal extent, could have been estimated by using the
distance between the parallel through Rhodes and the parallel through Massalia given
by Hipparchus.30 The author clearly hoped to prove that Pliny’s list of parallels (in-
26 Gómez Fraile ǟǧǧǥ.
27 Gómez Fraile ǟǧǧǥ, Ǡǡǧ-ǠǢǠ.
28 Gómez Fraile ǟǧǧǥ, ǠǞǟ–ǠǞǠ and Ǡǡǟ–ǠǡǤ.
29 Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, ǡǣ.
30 Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, Ǣǡ–ǢǢ.
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Fig. Ǡǡ Outline of Ptolemy’s map of the British Isles. Fig. ǠǢ Outline of the British Isles.
terpreted here as a product of Greek mathematical geography, with Hipparchus as the
main source) was compatible with the Geography.31 Nonetheless, even if a rough com-
parison reveals several common points, one cannot ﬁnd in Pliny’s list a relevant source
of information for each of Ptolemy’s latitudes.
J.M.Gómez Fraile has also analysed the links between the Geography and Roman
itineraries, pointing to several coincidences between Ptolemy’s map, the It. prov. and
the Vicarello Goblets.32 According to him, Ptolemy might have used itinerary sources
in diﬀerent ways: for instance, although the distance between Gades and Castulo pro-
vided by theVicarelloGoblets corresponds to the distance as the crowﬂies between these
two cities on Ptolemy’s map,33 the distance between Castulo and Ruscino (in Narbo-
nensis) given by the Goblets only tallies with the Geography if one adds the intermediate
distances between each station along the route on Ptolemy’s map.
Ǥ.ǟ.Ǣ The British Isles according to Ptolemy
There are fewer antique textual sources of information on the British Isles than on other
European areas, which explains why Ptolemy’s map of Albion (Great Britain) and Hi-
bernia (Ireland) has aroused the interest of so many historians and archaeologists in the
modern era. Most of these studies – some of which date back to the eighteenth and
31 Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, ǢǢ–Ǣǥ.
32 Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, Ǣǥ–ǣǣ. The author uses the co-
ordinates selected by Müller ǟǧǞǟ and does not take
the diﬀerences between the recensions of the Geogra-
phy into account.
33 J.M.Gómez Fraile reconstructs the distances be-
tween localities mentioned in the Geography, ﬁrst
by converting the degrees into stadia, then by using
Pythagoras’ theorem (Gómez Fraile ǠǞǞǣ, ǡǧ–ǢǞ).
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early nineteenth centuries – focused on a single aspect of Ptolemy’s map: the sharp east-
ward ‘turn of Scotland’,34 which refers to the fact that the northern part of Ptolemy’s
Albion ‘turns’ abruptly to the east from approximately ǣǦ° latitude – that is, north of
Cataractonium35 – rather than stretching northwards (Fig. Ǡǡ and Fig. ǠǢ). This char-
acteristic of the Geography (sometimes regarded as ‘a problem’) has generated a series of
studies with the objective of ‘rectifying’ and ‘resolving’ this abrupt eastward turn. While
corrective-based approaches have professed to amend Ptolemy’s coordinates in order to
locate unknown places, some publications have sought to explain the origin of Albion’s
peculiarity in the Geography by linking it with Ptolemy’s methods of working.
According to J. J. Tierney, the apparent distortion of Albion derives from an incom-
plete revision of Eratosthenes’ map of the British Isles that was carried out either by
Marinus of Tyre or by one of his predecessors: improvements were made to the south of
Albion, but, because of insuﬃcient information on the northern part of the island, the
revisions were le unﬁnished. Thus, the eastward rotation of northern Albion was not
decided on by Ptolemy but can be traced back to Eratosthenes’ ancient map.36 In other
words, if one compares Ptolemy with the other antique sources before him, it was the
southern part of Albion that was ‘turned’ or, in a certain sense, ‘rectiﬁed’. Although the
progressive elaboration, in Antiquity, of a depiction of the British Isles starting from Er-
atosthenes is crucial to understanding Ptolemy’s map, the importance of J. J. Tierney’s
article has oen been minimised by supporters of the corrective-based approach.37 Ad-
mittedly, Tierney fails to suggest a model to explain Ptolemy’s coordinates and his ar-
gumentation is also not always convincing. However, he does explicitly link the state
of the sources of information on the British Isles at the time of Ptolemy with the in-
troduction to the Geography, in particular Ptolemy’s statement on the lack of accurate
information, particularly on regions at the edges of the oikoumenē.38
Subsequent to an o-cited but unpublished dissertation, A. Strang has re-examined
this distortion of the British Isles in three articles, published in ǟǧǧǥ and ǟǧǧǦ, in which
he presents the methodological foundations of his ‘empirical approach’ to analysing
Ptolemy’s map of Albion.39 The aim of his research was to ‘resolve’ the coordinates’ is-
34 The expressions ‘Ptolemy’s map of Scotland’ or even
‘Ptolemaic Scotland’, which frequently appear in
modern publications, should be avoided, as it is im-
precise and anachronistic. Ptolemy never referred
to the Scottish people (who only appear in sources
from the fourth century CE onwards; see Amm. Res
Gestae ǠǞ.ǟ), even less to a ‘land of the Scots’ or to
‘Scotia’. That the territory of modern Scotland tallies
approximately with the area that has been ‘turned’
eastwards on Ptolemy’s map is pure coincidence.
35 Geogr. Ǡ.ǡ.ǟǤ, almost certainly modern-day Catterick
in North Yorkshire.
36 Tierney ǟǧǣǧ, in particular ǟǡǢ, ǟǢǣ–ǟǢǤ.
37 E.g., Marx ǠǞǟǢ, Ǡǡǟ. The tone of A. Strang ǟǧǧǦb,
Ǡǧ, is decidedly sarcastic.
38 Tierney ǟǧǣǧ, ǟǢǡ–ǟǢǥ.
39 Strang ǟǧǧǥ, Ǡ: ‘Several approaches were consid-
ered but an empirical (as opposed to a statistical
etc.) method was chosen because of uncertainty
concerning the reliability of the Geographia data and
the complex variety of distortion evident within the
map of Britain derived from this data.’ See Strang
ǟǧǧǦb and also Strang ǟǧǧǦa.
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sue and to locate new toponyms of theGeography; the question of Ptolemy’s sources and
methods thus seems to have been secondary. A. Strang believes that several characteris-
tics of Ptolemy’s maps are ‘constraints’ that were chosen a priori by Ptolemy, in particular
the latter’s adoption of a ‘smaller world’ and his decision to set the maximum northern
extent of the oikoumenē at Ǥǡ° latitude.40 These features would have forced Ptolemy
to distort, shi and rotate a considerably important number of landmasses and cities.
A. Strang identiﬁes several points on Ptolemy’s map and interprets them as centres of
rotation to explain Albion’s appearance in the Geography. Some of these points are to-
ponyms recorded in Ptolemy’s catalogue (the Vedra River, for example), but more oen
Strang uses modern localities (such as Long Melford in Suﬀolk or Whithorn in Scot-
land).41 Then the author interprets the rotations in relation to Ptolemy’s map-making.
Although A. Strang’s reconstruction of Ptolemy’s procedure can be hard to follow in de-
tail, there are a few passages that give a clear idea of how he interprets Ptolemy’s working
methods:
Once Ptolemy had rearranged these places42 into the gap created by rotating
Scotland relative to England, he was obliged to stretch and reconnect the coast-
line back to Ituna. This appears to have been done freehand, as the coastal fea-
tures were not moved in a consistent pattern. From Ituna outwards, a longer
coastline has been created with an irregular relationship between the Ptolemy
river-mouths. WhenNovantarum [Promontory] (Mull of Galloway) is reached,
itmust have been realised that withMonarina [Island] (Isle ofMan) now almost
directly west of Epidium [Promontory] (Mull of Kintyre), it was more realistic,
through rotation, to interpose Novantarum [Peninsula] (Rhinns of Galloway)
between them.43
A. Strang’s reconstruction of Ptolemy’s mapping method thus consists of a series of op-
erations arranged more or less chronologically: ‘Ptolemy shied that place’, ‘Ptolemy
rotated this land’, or even ‘it now becomes obvious that Ptolemy’s map incorporates
bands of territory that do not exist and that land in East Anglia has actually disappeared
between the rotational groups’.44 In addition, he claims that Ptolemy used a grid with
40 Strang ǟǧǧǦb, ǠǦ.
41 Strang ǟǧǧǦb, ǡǤ–ǡǥ.
42 The identity of these places is unclear in A. Strang’s
text.
43 Strang ǟǧǧǦb, ǡǥ. Another example of Ptolemy’s
working method can be found in Strang ǟǧǧǦa, Ǣǡǟ:
‘Ptolemy was obliged to omit the following two
features. Tinea ﬂumen (the Tyne) could not be in-
cluded beside Vedra ﬂumen (the Wear) in the angle
between England and Scotland during Ptolemy’s
rotation of Scotland, but can now be reinserted.
Also, Cape Wrath had to be omitted by Ptolemy to
prevent its being interposed between Orcades insu-
lae (Orkneys) and Orcas prom[onturium] (Duncansby
Head) in his new conﬁguration of Scotland. How-
ever, this cape must have been such an important
feature in Flavian navigation that it demands a title
and reinsertion. In the map it has been labelled as
(Wrath) prom[onturium].’
44 Strang ǟǧǧǦb, ǡǤ.
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two diﬀerent scales, although he does not explain this very clearly.45 As result of his
analysis, A. Strang puts forward his ideas for Ptolemy’s sources of information, which
he presents as being almost self-evident:
From inspection of theGeographia text, it is evident that Ptolemy place-listing is
not directly the result of collecting or acquiring data from itineraries, periploi
(sea voyages) etc. but has been copied from a map showing spatial and direc-
tional relationships e.g. tribal displacement (east, above etc.) and coastal lists
extending beyond tribal or territorial boundaries.46
It became clear during this analysis that Ptolemy must have extracted his data
from an authoritative map rather than from disparate lists or itineraries and
it is likely that this would have been of military origin and from the Flavian
occupation period.47
As for Ptolemy’s sources and methods, A. Strang makes some suppositions but provides
no hard evidence. He formulates an account about the origins of Ptolemy’s coordinates
in which a number of stages (none of which has been proven) are postulated, only so
that they would ﬁt the several distortions of Ptolemy’s map.
The recent article of C.Marx on the distortion of the British Isles, the aim of which
was surely to improve on A. Strang’s solution, is also typical of the corrective-based ap-
proach that relies, on the one hand, on inadequate knowledge of Ptolemy’s text and of
the history of antique geography in general,48 and that, on the other hand, regards a
number of suppositions as being historically true. For example:
Ptolemy’s Thule is to be equatedwith the Shetland Islands […]. A reason for this
is that according to Tacitus’ Agricola ǟǞ the Romans named an archipelago Thule
which came within the range of vision during their circumnavigation of Great
Britain, and this archipelago was surely the Shetland Islands. That information
was certainly known to and used by Ptolemy.49
The crucial point here is that C.Marx postulates (like A. Strang before him) that Ptolemy
intentionally rotated the northern part of Albion; he also suggests a method that was
based on Ptolemy’s knowledge of spherical astronomy:
Supposing an intentional rotation for Ptolemaic Scotland, an accurate way for
its accomplishment would have been a ǡD rotation of points on the earth’s
surface performed by means of a rotation around an axis through the point of
45 Strang ǟǧǧǥ, Ǧ–ǟǞ; Strang ǟǧǧǦb, ǡǢ–ǡǣ.
46 Strang ǟǧǧǦb, Ǣǡ.
47 Strang ǟǧǧǦa, ǢǠǣ. See also ǢǠǤ.
48 See p. ǠǤǞ.
49 Marx ǠǞǟǢ, Ǡǡǣ.
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origin and a given pivot point. […] Accordingly, it is imaginable that Ptolemy
was able to perform a ǡD rotation around an axis (pivot point) by means of
a decomposition into single rotations around coordinate axes and that he ap-
plied the procedure to the places of Scotland or to some selected places. That
gave reason to model the turning of Scotland by a ǡD rotation. But even if
Ptolemy proceeded in another way, e.g. by rotating mapped points computa-
tionally or graphically in the plane, a ǡD rotation is a good approximation for
the unknown original procedure.50
To perform a rotation one requires not only an axis or a centre of rotation but also an
object that one intends to rotate. C.Marx refers to some ‘mapped points’ that Ptolemy
supposedly found one way or another and alludes to some ‘measurement data, informa-
tion from travel reports, maps’51 that Ptolemy is supposed to have had at his disposal.
Hence the model developed by C.Marx remains extremely speculative.
Ǥ.Ǡ Methodological requirements
An analysis of the methodological elements that Ptolemy mentions in the introduction
to the Geography will not, on its own, disclose the origins of the coordinates contained
in the catalogue of localities. Neither can the sources that he mentions nor the mapping
procedures he uses to estimate the dimensions of the oikoumenē elucidate how Ptolemy
obtained each of the Geography’s approximately Ǥ ǞǞǞ coordinates. As a result, recent
studies have tended to focus either on the possible sources of Ptolemy’s worldmap or on
correcting its main distortions using plausible assumptions of Ptolemy’s working meth-
ods. Rarely have investigations aimed at establishing both his source(s) and method(s)
been undertaken.
An eﬃcient way of identifying the origins of the coordinates is by establishing each
stage of Ptolemy’s working process – from the selection of his sources to the creation
of his catalogue of localities. The research method that I have selected to use in this
study is based on the work of E. Rinner,52 who has adapted and applied to Ptolemy’s
Geography a method developed by G. Graßhoﬀ to identify the origins of Ptolemy’s star
catalogue.53
The introduction to the Geography includes information not only on the type of
data that Ptolemy had at his disposal but also on the way he used these data. Ptolemy
reduced distances by simple fractions (by a half, a third or a sixth of a given distance)
50 Marx ǠǞǟǢ, Ǡǡǥ–ǠǡǦ.
51 Marx ǠǞǟǢ, ǠǡǠ.
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Fig. Ǡǣ Basic construction, using a ruler and
compass, of place B by combining three pieces of
information:
– the distance between A and B,
– the distance between C and B,
– the fact that B lies to the east of A.
and also rounded up or down distances or intervals. Only occasionally did Ptolemy
leave Marinus’ distance data unchanged.54 We can also assume that Ptolemy performed
other kinds of arithmetical transformations, although they are not attested in his text,
in particular the rounding up or down of the coordinates he determined in order to
obtain multiples of twelhs of a degree, so that each latitude and longitude ﬁtted his
grid system. The introduction to the Geography also provides examples of complex data
transformations, involving successive reductions of distances and the conversions of dis-
tances in stadia into intervals in degrees.
Ptolemy claimed that he had access to only a small amount of latitudinal and longi-
tudinal data needed to compile his catalogue, which suggests that he determined most
of his coordinates himself aer having adapted the information he found in his sources.
The coordinates were, therefore, the result of a chain of data transformations that varied
in its complexity. Simple procedures that would have enabled Ptolemy to determine
the geographical coordinates of a locality could have consisted of a few basic geometri-
cal constructions for which only some elementary information was needed to construct
a point on a map. The type of geometrical construction would have depended on the
type of available data: two distances could have been combined with another piece of
information (Fig. Ǡǣ) or a distance could have been combined with a latitude (Fig. ǠǤ),
and so on. The number of possible mapping procedures is substantial and is dependent
on the types of available information.
54 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǟ.Ǡ.
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Fig. ǠǤ Basic construction, using a ruler and
compass, of place B by combining three pieces of
information:
– the distance between A and B,
– the latitude of B,
– the fact that B lies to the east of A.
Aer a locality had been constructed, the coordinates of the localities would have been
read oﬀ from the map by following the grid and its graduations. The analysis of the
catalogue’s structure and the way Ptolemy organised the toponyms in the lists shows
that he very probably realised a map and determined the localities’ coordinates before
he put together the catalogue. ‘Working maps’ were undoubtedly an important part of
Ptolemy’s geographical method.55
Amodel that will succeed in explaining the origins of the coordinates needs to take
into account not only the sources but also thewhole sequence of the data transformation
process. The selection of one piece of information over another, the rounding up or
down of a ﬁgure, speciﬁcally reducing a distance, using particular drawing tools and
working maps are all factors that will aﬀect the development and determination of a
locality’s coordinates. This means that the coordinates themselves contain the memory
(or traces) of the whole process of their development.56 Themethod used by E. Rinner is
based on a comparison between Ptolemy’s coordinates of localities and the coordinates
of the modern-day locations of the antique sites mentioned by Ptolemy. For example,
when one determines a locality’s coordinates, the speciﬁc distance or latitude used, or
the particular reduction applied to the distance, will aﬀect the position of this locality
as a speciﬁc type of distortion will always occur. A modiﬁcation made to any one stage
of the process will also bring about changes to the coordinates – and will consequently
bring about a diﬀerent kind of distortion.
I prefer to use the term ‘distortion’ rather than ‘error’ as the latter implies that
Ptolemy was mistaken in his choice of sources or methods and suggests that I am ques-
tioning the accuracy of his coordinates. P. Gautier Dalché and R. Burri have rightly
55 See p. ǟǣǤ. 56 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǟ.
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Fig. Ǡǥ A comparison between
the modern-day coordinates and
Ptolemy’s coordinates of the
Ξ recension in relation to the lon-
gitude of Calpē, using Ptolemy’s
regional map projection. The ar-
rowheads point to the coordinates
of the Geography, while their tails
correspond to the modern loca-
tions. The pale grey spots mark
the toponyms of the Ξ recension
that could not be located with any
great certainty.
reminded us that lambasting Ptolemy’s ‘errors’ is hardly an appropriate way of conduct-
ing a historical study,57 particularly since, as already mentioned, it makes no sense to
‘correct’ Ptolemy’s supposed errors. Therefore, a comparison with modern coordinates
is to be understood solely as a way of divulging the particularities of Ptolemy’s maps
and as the starting point for analysing Ptolemy’s sources and data handling. When I
refer to the ‘distortions of Ptolemy’s coordinates’ I mean the diﬀerences that are visi-
ble when one compares the coordinates of Ptolemy’s localities with the coordinates of
their modern-day locations. My objective is not to discover why Ptolemy’s coordinates
were ‘inaccurate’ but to understand how Ptolemy determined the coordinates of his cat-
alogue. The distortions are simply the means of accessing the origins of the coordinates.
To achieve an optimal visualisation of these distortions, I have used, following E.
Rinner’s model, so-called displacement vectors, that is, simple arrows that link each to-
ponym with its corresponding modern location.58 A comparison between Ptolemy’s
coordinates for the places in Iberia and their respective modern locations using dis-
placement vectors highlights the variations in the distortions, which generally aﬀect
groups of places, not just one isolated place, with several neighbouring displacement
vectors showing a similar pattern (Fig. Ǡǥ). For example, some of the distortions involve
a shi in the same direction (the vectors point in the same direction and are of the same
length), while others showmore speciﬁc patterns, such as rotations and the enlargement
of areas.
A set of several localities with the same kind of distortion cannot be explained
simply by determining each coordinate independently of each other. For instance, all
57 Gautier Dalché ǠǞǞǧb, ǟǧ; Burri ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǢ. 58 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǠ.
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the localities on the oceanic coast of Tarraconensis province (the north of the Iberian
peninsula) are aﬀected by a common latitudinal shi of about Ǡ°. If Ptolemy had deter-
mined the latitude of these localities independently of each other, that is, using diﬀerent
sources and/or diﬀerentmapping processes, the probability of obtaining the same distor-
tion for ten or ﬁeen localities would have been extremely low. By contrast, a distortion
that is common to a group of neighbouring localities can be explained by a single ‘inac-
curate’ component of the mapping procedure, which then transmitted the distortion to
other localities. In other words, a model that explains large groups of similar distortions
must take into account the fact that the coordinates were determined in relation to each
other. If the location of several places was determined in accordance with the position
of one speciﬁc locality, which already contained a distortion, then this distortion would
have been transferred to every later point, the construction of which was linked to this
ﬁrst locality.59
A ‘group of distortions’ can be deﬁned as a set of displacement vectors that depicts
signiﬁcant, similar variations between Ptolemy’s coordinates and their respective mod-
ern locations. A single factor is usually the source of these main distortions. A ‘residual
distortion’ is the diﬀerence that remains at the local level aer themain distortions of the
group have been explained. The displacement vectors are, therefore, not only a practical
way of visualising these diﬀerences but are also active tools that enable us to understand
the characteristics of Ptolemy’s map and to test, conﬁrm or reject the construction hy-
pothesis.
Therefore, this investigation aims to explain the sources and procedures that were
responsible for the distortions that arose from Ptolemy’s coordinates. It consists of the
following methodological steps:
– undertaking a comparison of Ptolemy’s coordinates with the modern locations and
identifying the main distortions of Ptolemy’s map;
– identifying the sources and procedures that would explain the main distortions;
– explaining the speciﬁc residual and local distortions (once a model for the main dis-
tortions has been elaborated), again by identifying possible sources and procedures.
The objective of this multistage investigation is to develop a model that explains the
procedures that Ptolemy performed, the chronological order of the diﬀerent stages of
his work as well as the type of geographical information he used, if possible linked with
the precise data passed down in the other sources of Antiquity.
59 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǡ–ǟǢ.
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Ǥ.ǡ Identifying and locating Ptolemy’s toponyms
In order to be able to visualise the distortions of Ptolemy’s map, it is necessary to de-
termine the geographical coordinates of the modern equivalents of the toponyms given
in the Geography. To do so, a working database that collates the modern-day coordi-
nates of ancient toponyms is needed, for which a speciﬁc method is required. Although
some well-known places mentioned by Ptolemy can be accurately located on modern
maps – such as the city of Tarraco (modern-day Tarragona) or the Sacred Cape (Cabo de
São Vicente) – many toponyms in the Geography cannot be identiﬁed and located with
any great certainty. Various investigations of Ptolemy’s Iberian localities have been led
and their identiﬁcation and locations discussed: for instance, the Barrington Atlas of the
Greek and Roman World, which was based on a large amount of historical and archaeo-
logical studies, contains maps of the peninsula with ancient sites and their periods of
occupationmarked. Despite these studies, several more recent projects have undertaken
mathematical analyses of Ptolemy’s coordinates, from which new modern equivalents
of the Geography’s toponyms have been proposed; these non-traditional methods need
to be examined to ascertain the validity and the reliability of their results.
Ǥ.ǡ.ǟ Statistical and geodesic methods of investigation
The Antiker Atlas des Ptolemaios (Ptolemy’s Antique Atlas) project of the Institute of
Geodesy and Geoinformation Science at the Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin)
has recently investigated the coordinates of Ptolemy’sGeographyusing ‘geodetic-statistical
analytical’ methods.60 The project’s objectives were certainly ambitious:
With today’s information technology (processing power, algorithms and so-
ware) computer-based mathematical analyses of historical geographic data are
possible […]. Such analyses can lead to a better understanding of the knowl-
edge and the scientiﬁc methods of the past as well as of historical developments
in general. Among the innumerable [research] works on the ‘Geography’ […]
calculational investigations of the Ptolemaic coordinates are rare.61
By ‘rectifying’ the geographical data of Ptolemy’s Geography, the authors reveal their
principal goal: to identify the modern equivalents of Ptolemy’s toponyms rather than
to conduct an analysis as such of the coordinates.62 First, the authors propose a model
60 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟ; Marx
ǠǞǟǢ, Ǡǡǟ.
61 Marx ǠǞǟǟ, Ǡǧ.
62 Kleineberg, Marx, and Knobloch ǠǞǟǟ, ǟǟ;
Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟ–ǟǠ.
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that describes ‘a transformation of the modern into the ancient coordinates of a place’.63
Their method comprises ﬁve stages:64
– dividing Ptolemy’s localities into ‘subsets’. These are groups of localities that show
similar kinds of distortions, which are established by visualising the residuals.
– determining so-called ‘transformation units’ for each subset:
‘By modifying Neitzel’s [maximum subsampling method], a combinatory
search for the best maximally consistent group of places is carried out.
The observations Λ and Φ of the model [the longitude and latitude of
Ptolemy’s localities] are meaningfully combined, from which several iden-
tiﬁcations for each place can be investigated. The consistency of one group
of places is tested by means of a one- and two-dimensional individual test
to detect the extreme values in the coordinates and the points, as well as by
means of an overall test of the model of the hypothesis.’65
– investigating the localities that had not been placed in a transformation unit, more
precisely searching to combine unplaced localities as appropriately as possible with
nearby transformation units.
– grouping the transformation units by using the maximum subsampling method.
– reworking the results, that is, visually investigating the situation and form of the
transformation units, and computing the presumedmodern coordinates for Ptolemy’s
toponyms, using the transformation units, to locate unidentiﬁed places.
The authors give no concrete examples as to how they apply this multistage procedure,
but aer correcting Ptolemy’s coordinates, they declare that they have found new loca-
tions, which will help create an ‘antique atlas of the oikoumenē’.
63 Marx ǠǞǟǢ, ǠǡǠ. The model is as follows:
Λ+ νΛ =mλλ+Λ0
Φ+ νΦ =mϕϕ+Φ0
whereΛ andΦ are the Ptolemaic longitude and
latitude, λ andϕ are the modern longitude and lat-
itude,mλ andmϕ are scale parameters, νΛ and
νΦ are residuals, andΛ0 andΦ0 are translations.
See also Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤ.
64 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǥ–ǟǦ.
65 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǥ: ‘mittels
einer Modiﬁkation der [Methode der maximalen
Untergruppe] von Neitzel wird eine kombina-
torische Suche nach besten maximalen konsistenten
Ortsgruppen durchgeführt. Dabei werden sinnvolle
Kombinationen der BeobachtungenΛ bzw. Φ des
Modells durchlaufen; je Ort können mehrere Identi-
ﬁzierungen kombinatorisch untersucht werden. Die
Konsistenz einer Ortsgruppe wird mitells ein - und
zweidimensionaler Einzeltest zur Aufdeckung von
Ausreißern in den Koordinaten und Punkten […]
sowie mittels Globaltest der Modellhypothese […]
geprü.’
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The statistical procedure used by the authors is presumably mathematically correct,
although it is unlikely that the average historian with a standard mathematical back-
ground would be able to understand the method.66 From the perspective of the his-
torical method, however, a few observations do need to be made. The authors clearly
neglected to study Ptolemy’s own working methods and sources, making only a series
of vague, undiscussed assumptions, many of which are highly questionable.67 They also
failed to mention the implications of Ptolemy’s determination of the coordinates in
their construction of an adequate investigation; at best, the coordinates are described
as being ‘inaccurate’ and ‘unsure’, which caused the group to resort to ‘interdisciplinary
knowledge’ in order to solve problematic identiﬁcations.68
The three volumes of the so-called ‘Atlas der Oikumene’69 as well as the various
articles of the TU Berlin research group70 show a number of historical inaccuracies as
well as some aberrations.71 The textual basis of their investigation is also problematic.
Their database for Book Ǡ of theGeography, for instance, associates each toponymwith a
longitude and a latitude that are mixtures of theΩ and Ξ recensions, and contains con-
jectures from Müller’s critical edition and from the translations of Nobbe and Steven-
son72 as well as ‘alternative propositions on the basis of a supposed copying mistake’.73
66 Burri ǠǞǟǢ has made a similar comment.
67 Identifying Ptolemy’s reference meridian with the
meridian that runs through modern-day El Hierro
island (part of the Canary Islands) is, e.g., debat-
able. According to C.Marx ǠǞǟǢ, Ǡǡǟ: ‘If the Ptole-
maic positions are not rough, conjectural positions
but locality determinations based on accurate data
sources (such as military measurements), it can be
expected from the Ptolemaic coordinates that they
are systematically distorted.’ This speculative hy-
pothesis is, however, used as the basis of his analy-
sis. He adds: ‘Roman sources were surely available
to Ptolemy, which is aﬃrmed by the occurrence
of Latin place names [in the Geography] and by the
high accuracy of the Ptolemaic data […]’ Should
one infer from this that ‘Greek’ sources never de-
scribed or referred to Latin toponyms? Should Ro-
man sources be regarded per se as a guarantee of ac-
curacy? And, more importantly, what is a ‘Roman
source’?
68 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǟ–ǟǠ.
69 Kleineberg, Marx, and Knobloch ǠǞǟǟ; Kleineberg,
Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ; Marx and Kleineberg
ǠǞǟǠ. The anachronistic expression Atlas der
Oikumene is systematically enclosed within inverted
commas in all their titles, as if it were the name
Ptolemy gave to his maps. G. Papay ǠǞǟǟ has per-
tinently pointed out that the concept of an atlas in
the modern sense of the word only dates from the
sixteenth century.
70 Marx and Neitzel ǠǞǞǥ; Marx ǠǞǟǟ; Marx ǠǞǟǢ,
among others.
71 For example: ‘In the composition of the catalogue
of localities in Book Ǡ, Ptolemy follows the divi-
sion of the Roman provinces’ (Kleineberg, Marx,
and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǧ); ‘Marinus of Tyre was a
Phoenician geographer’ (Marx and Kleineberg ǠǞǟǠ,
ǟ); and ‘the speciﬁc value of Ptolemy’s Geography
regarding the history of sciences and cultural his-
tory is […] that it contains the totality of antique
geographical knowledge’ (Kleineberg, Marx, and
Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǟ).
72 By using Stevenson’s book, which is not a serious
work and was regarded as ‘a complete failure’ by
A.Diller ǟǧǡǣ, the authors betray their ignorance of
the basic historiography of Ptolemy’s Geography.
73 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǞ. More
generally, their list of bibliographical references
is amateurish, omitting important works (such as
Berggren and A. Jones ǠǞǞǞ and Tierney ǟǧǣǧ for
the British Isles, for instance) and quoting other
authors whose arguments are outdated. The bibliog-
raphy related to antique Iberia is particularly poor;
the authors also fail to mention the critical editions
of the antique sources they used.
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As they never explain their choices, one wonders which Geography they were, in fact,
attempting to ‘decipher’. Furthermore, the authors occasionally mix up the locations
of antique sites, the names of modern municipalities and the locations of modern ur-
ban centres: if one compares their ‘modern’ coordinates with the actual location of the
antique place, one ﬁnds, for some well-known archaeological sites, approximations of
about ǟ.ǣ km (for Lugdunum/Lyon and Forum Segusiavorum/Feurs) or Ǡ km (for Mar-
itima/Martigues) as the crow ﬂies. Finally, the limitations of the authors’ method is
clearly illustrated in their location of Acinipo and Arunda, two places in the province of
Baetica. These two localities were undoubtedly situated at Ronda la Vieja (Acinipo) and
Ronda (Arunda), about ǧǞ km to the south-east of Seville: thanks to the archaeological
and epigraphical documentation, and even the toponymic continuity, there has been
general agreement on the identiﬁcation and locations of these places for many years. In
the Geography, Ptolemy inexplicably places these localities in the north of the province,
although he does keep them situated near each other. Understandably, then, when one
compares Ptolemy’s coordinates of these two places with their modern-day coordinates,
there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences. However, Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ pro-
pose that Zafra is the site of Acinipo and Villafranca de los Barros is the site of Arunda,
an area that is more than ǠǞǞ km (as the crow ﬂies) from their actual locations. Although
it is at odds with all publications on the topic since the seventeenth century, the authors
never justify their results.74
An investigation of Ptolemy’s coordinates using statistical and geodetic methods
could, in principle, form the basis of a relevant, historical approach to studying the Ge-
ography. However, the disputable epistemological basis and conclusions of the TUBerlin
research group show that one cannot undertake a mathematical study of Ptolemy’s co-
ordinates without taking into account the fact that the Geography is, ﬁrst and foremost,
a historical source. For this reason, the Iberian locations proposed by Kleineberg, Marx,
and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ have not been included in the process of locating places in the
following three chapters.
Ǥ.ǡ.Ǡ A historical method to identify and locate Ptolemy’s Iberian places
The method I have used to identify and locate Ptolemy’s toponyms is more traditional,
since it is based mainly on historical and archaeological sources, although modern geo-
graphical information system applications have also been used. Identifying a toponym
involves determining themodern equivalent of the ancient toponym, while locating the
toponym refers speciﬁcally to obtaining the coordinates of the modern-day locality; in
74 Kleineberg, Marx, and Lelgemann ǠǞǟǠ, ǥǠ, and the
map at the end of the book.
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practice, both procedures are interlinked. It is also necessary to classify the toponyms
according to the reliability of their modern coordinates.
Scholars have been attempting to identify Ptolemy’s toponyms for centuries; some
sixteenth-century printed editions of theGeography contain modern names of Ptolemy’s
locations.75 In his critical edition, K.Müller systematically suggested a modern equiv-
alent and an approximate location for each topoynm, otherwise prudently noting situs
incertus (‘uncertain location’) or ignotum oppidum (‘unknown town’).76 Müller’s exten-
sive footnotes became the basis of subsequent scholarship throughout the twentieth cen-
tury. Modern historians of antique Iberia oen use Ptolemy’s Geography to help iden-
tify archaeological sites, while specialists of ancient geography concentrate on compar-
ing Ptolemy with other antique literary, archaeological, epigraphical and numismatic
sources. This has created a vast historiography from which hypotheses on identiﬁcation
and locations can be debated, with recent publications showing that this question is
perpetually evolving.
Despite this long-standing research tradition, the process of precisely identifying
the ancient toponyms has been characterised by a certain degree of inertia: it is not
uncommon for a once carefully proposed hypothesis to have been supported somewhat
neglectfully, accepted by later studies, then quoted from publication to publication,
even though the original argumentation was far from indisputable or had even, in the
meantime, been falsiﬁed. Thus, it is important to focus on the tangible evidence that
was presented by those who have suggested identiﬁcations, and to reveal, in the case of
heated arguments or controversies, the concrete elements of the debate. As choosing
one identiﬁcation over another can sometimes appear to be subjective, it is crucial that
the approach is, at the very least, presented openly and transparently.
In order to identify a toponym from the Geography, one needs to examine the hy-
pothesis debated in the modern literature by addressing the following questions:
– Are there one or several mentions of this toponym in the antique (geographical as
well as historical) literature before and aer Ptolemy? How do these sources allow
one to identify the toponym?
– How does the archaeological documentation corroborate the existence of the to-
ponym and are there epigraphical and numismatic mentions of the latter?
Checking and making comparisons with the antique sources is, naturally, of primary
importance. The following documentation has, therefore, also been investigated:
75 See, e.g., the Latin translation of W. Pirckheimer,
edited and printed in Basle, Switzerland, in ǟǣǢǞ
by H. Petri. Entitled Geographia universalis vetus et
nova complectens. Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini enar-
rationis libros VIII, it gives the names of the modern
locations next to Ptolemy’s toponyms.
76 Müller ǟǧǞǟ.
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– the identiﬁcations suggested by editors of theGeography, in particular Stückelberger
andGraßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, who usedmostly new research, andMüller ǟǧǞǟ, who presented
a number of lines of argumentation and supplied references on the antique sources.
– the identiﬁcations suggested by the Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World
and the work’s bibliographical references. For the most part, the Atlas relied on the
identiﬁcations supplied by the series of the Tabula Imperii Romani (TIR) project.77
– the specialist publications on the antique geography of the Iberian peninsula, in
particular the works of A. Tovar and A. Schulten,78 but also the articles and mono-
graphs of A. Blázquez, A.García y Bellido, H.Galsterer, J. de Alarcão, P. Sillières,
P.Moret and D.Martino García, among others.
– the identiﬁcations suggested by the editors of antique geographical texts besides the
Geography, particularly: J. Desanges ǠǞǞǡ andH.Zehnacker ǠǞǞǢ onPliny; F. Lasserre
ǠǞǟǠ and S. Radt ǠǞǞǤ on Strabo; P. Silberman ǟǧǦǦ on Pomponius Mela; K.Müller
ǟǦǦǠ and D.Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ on the Minor Greek Geographers.
– the epigraphical and numismatic documentation, which has led to many issues be-
ing clariﬁed. A number of publications are now available online: the Inscriptiones
Hispaniae Latinae, the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, the Corpus Inscriptionum Grae-
carum and the Inscriptiones Graecae as well as the Année Épigraphique.
– the identiﬁcations proposed in the Real-Encyclopädie der classischen Altertumswissen-
scha, which are oen of interest, although they are not always up to date.
The modalities used in identifying toponyms will vary according to the type of locality
(urban city centre, river, cape, mountain range or administrative limit) and its location
(coastal or inland locality). The ideal situation is one in which several types of infor-
mation can be corroborated: a testimony in antique literature that locates the place
with respect to a well-known city or physical feature, together with the presence of a
settlement that goes back to the Republican and Imperial periods, plus one or several
epigraphical mentions. By contrast, identifying a toponym solely on the basis of, for
example, a distance in miles provided by a late itinerary, without any trace of an antique
settlement, is clearly disputable. When Ptolemy’s writings are the only source, iden-
tifying a place can be particularly arduous. Unlike settlements, which can potentially
be excavated, identifying physical features requires alternative strategies: topographical
descriptions in the texts of Mela and Strabo, for instance, can help one to identify a
cape, although the information supplied in the texts of Antiquity is not usually detailed
enough to allow one to identify mountains or small, uninhabited islands.
77 TIR Conimbriga ǟǧǧǟ; TIR Caesaraugusta ǟǧǧǡ; TIR
Emerita ǟǧǧǣ; TIR Tarraco ǟǧǧǥ; TIR Valencia ǠǞǞǠ.
78 Tovar ǟǧǥǢ; Tovar ǟǧǥǤ; Tovar ǟǧǦǧ.
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In order to obtain the modern-day coordinates of ancient toponyms, it is necessary
to locate the places as precisely as possible. Although the maps provided by the Barring-
ton Atlas of the Greek and RomanWorld and the TIR are oen useful, the scales of the maps
(up to ǟ:ǟ ǞǞǞ ǞǞǞ in the TIR) and their date (they date mainly from the ǟǧǧǞs) do not
always allow one to identify locations precisely or to update them.
In many cases, well-documented archaeological sites as well as modern topographi-
cal maps are extremely useful for locating modern cities; Spain’s Centro de Descargas of
the CentroNacional de InformaciónGeográﬁca79 suppliesmaps up to a scale of ǟ:Ǡǣ ǞǞǞ
online, while the portal iGEO, which was created by several Portuguese governmental
agencies and institutes, provides topographical maps up to a scale of ǟ:ǟǞ ǞǞǞ.80 High-
resolution imagery of the whole Iberian peninsula can be viewed from their respective
websites. It is also worth scrutinising archaeological documentation: scientiﬁc publi-
cations as well as the documentation of the Patrimonio histórico de España (each au-
tonomous community being responsible for its own registers) and Portugal’s Direção
Geral do Património Cultural for classiﬁed sites.81 On the whole, both these organisa-
tions give precise details on the locations of archaeological excavations.
Once the modern-day location of the identiﬁed toponym has been located on the
topographical map, the easiest way of obtaining its geographical coordinates is to use
Google Earth’s ‘placemark’ tool, which automatically provides the coordinates of any
chosen point on the map. In many cases, ruins or identiﬁable traces of ancient sites
are plainly visible on Google Earth’s satellite pictures. Occasionally, when the image
resolution is low or when sites cannot be located because of urbanisation, it is worth
using the ‘overlay’ tool: this allows one to overlay the satellite picture with a map of an
ancient site that was made by archaeologists, for example, paying attention to the relief
and to the scale of the map. This procedure enables one to locate antique sites on the
satellite picture more precisely. The geographical coordinates can then be registered in
a database.
Locating certain physical features – especially the harbours and mouths of rivers –
poses a particular problem. Rivers are usually easy to identify: there are many cases of
toponymic continuity82 and they are – with the exception perhaps of some rivers in the
north of the peninsula – well represented in the antique sources. However, because of
centuries of changing coastal topography, the locations of the mouths of several rivers
have changed, sometimes by an order of magnitude of several dozen kilometres. Three
areas in particular have been aﬀected: the estuary of the Guadalquivir with the Doñana
79 Go to https://www.cnig.es.
80 See www.igeo.pt.
81 http://www.patrimoniocultural.pt/en/
82 For example, the modern Castilian name río Ebro
is very close to the Greek Ἴ̪̯̹ ̸̷̴̼̩̺̈́ or Latin
(H)iberus ﬂumen, while the Latin toponym Ana(s)
ﬂumen was extended during the Arabic period to
wādī Ana (wādī is the Arabic word for ‘river’), which
over time became the Spanish río Guadiana.
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marshland, the Bay of Cádiz and the delta of the Ebro River. These areas have all been
thoroughly studied, and geoarchaeological investigations (with the help of geomorpho-
logical and lithostratigraphic analyses) have been able to trace the history of these coastal
changes over a long period.
The current, distinctive delta of the Ebro River only started to appear from theMid-
dle Ages onwards; during Antiquity it is possible that the sea reached as far as the vicinity
of Dertosa (Fig. ǠǦ and Fig. Ǡǧ). The estuary of the Baetis River (río Guadalquivir) and
the region around the island of Gades (Cádiz) formed a more complex topographical
area. It would seem that, during the period of the Roman Republic, the Guadalquivir
ﬂowed into a vast gulf (that was partly covered by marshland), which reached quite far
inland, possibly almost as far as the city of Hispalis (Seville). The descriptions of Mela
and Strabo allude to this particular coastal topography.83 Over time, this inner lagoon
became ﬁlled with sediment, changing the morphology of the Guadalquivir, so that to-
day it ﬂows into the Atlantic Ocean about ǤǞ km away from the antique locations of
the river mouths (Fig. ǡǞ and Fig. ǡǟ). Likewise, in Antiquity deep inlets and estuaries
characterised the land opposite Gades; now the locations of certain marshes, drylands
and the courses of the coastal rivers have changed. Thus, the sites of some of the antique
harbours – such as the local Port of Menestheus, mentioned by Strabo, Ptolemy and
referred to in the P. Artemid.84 – do not correspond to the coastline today.85
Obtaining the precise locations of certain ancient coastal places and features, such
as the mouths of rivers, estuaries and harbours, can oen be problematic. Likewise,
locating intermediate points along rivers, their sources, the extremities or ‘the middle’
of mountain ranges and archipelagos – as they appear in the nomenclature of Ptolemy’s
catalogue – as well as the administrative boundaries cannot, in many cases, be accurately
determined.
The scope of reliability of identifying and locating places varies widely. In order
to create a user-friendly database, Ptolemy’s toponyms have been organised into four
categories according to the dependability of the modern location. The criteria and data
classiﬁcation were inspired by the study on the Stadiasmos of Patara undertaken by the
research group led by G.Graßhoﬀ and F.Mittenhuber at the University of Bern, Switzer-
land.86 As diﬀerent procedures are used to identify and locate places, the identiﬁcation
and location of a place will not necessarily be equally certain. In practice, however,
such cases are rare, and an uncertain identiﬁcation usually implies that the location is
83 Mela ǡ.ǣ; Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ.
84 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ; Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ; P. Artemid. V Ǡǥ.
85 See the geoarchaeological studies of F. Ruiz,
Rodríguez-Ramírez, et al. ǠǞǞǢ, F. Ruiz, Pozo, et al.
ǠǞǟǞ, Rodríguez-Vidal et al. ǠǞǟǟ and of Rodríguez-
Ramírez and Yáñez-Camacho ǠǞǞǦ for the morpho-
logical evolution of the lower Guadalquivir area; see
Peinado Cifuentes and Bermúdez García ǠǞǞǢ and
Arteaga and Schultz ǠǞǞǦ, in particular the contri-
bution of Bernal Casasola ǠǞǞǦ, for a study on the
Bay of Cádiz.
86 Graßhoﬀ and Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ, Ǧǧ–ǟǠǟ.
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Fig. ǠǦ Possible morphology of the mouth of the
Ebro River in the second century CE.
Fig. Ǡǧ Schematic, modern-day topography of the
Ebro delta.
Fig. ǡǞ Possible coastal morphology near Gades and
the estuary of the Baetis during the Roman Republic.
Fig. ǡǟ Schematic, modern-day topography of the
low Guadalquivir area and the Bay of Cádiz.
also uncertain. Therefore, the following categories include both the identiﬁcation and
location evaluations in order to make it clear which of the modern coordinates available
in the database are solid and which should be used with caution. The reliability score
(from ǟ to Ǣ) makes the data easy to ﬁnd and retrieve.
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ǟ. The identiﬁcation and location are certain. The place name is well known, as it ap-
pears frequently in textual sources that predate and post-date Ptolemy’s Geography;
the place name’s linguistic continuity is onomastically well documented. The epi-
graphical and archaeological documentation is solid and has contributed to its iden-
tiﬁcation, while publications give enough precise information on the location of the
ancient site. Satellite pictures at a high-enough resolution allow the site to be recog-
nised and/or located. In the case of an urban centre, the modern coordinates of the
antique forum have, where possible, been chosen.
Ǡ. The identiﬁcation and location are well supported. The place name is documented and
the identiﬁcation is well supported, but the epigraphical and archaeological docu-
mentation is not decisive. This category thus concerns places for which there is still
an element of doubt in spite of a consensual communis opinio. It includes physical
features that cannot be indubitably located, for instance because of some uncer-
tainty about the antique topography: the mouths of rivers, capes, ancient harbours,
and so on. Antique urban sites that lack a precise location are also included in this
category.
ǡ. The identiﬁcation and location are plausible but uncertain. This category collates a num-
ber of diﬀerent kinds of cases: identiﬁcations based on thin evidence (a similar-
ity between names, for example) but without solid archaeological evidence and a
poorly supported location; an unidentiﬁed but precisely located archaeological site
that could correspond to an ancient toponym for which a decisive identifying el-
ement is missing; a well-identiﬁed physical feature whose location is doubtful be-
cause of important changes that have occurred, over time, in the topography.
Ǣ. The identiﬁcation and location are undecided. When the literary, archaeological and
epigraphical evidence is almost non-existent or highly questionable, the identiﬁca-
tion and location of an ancient toponym are generally regarded as speculative and
cannot be justiﬁed. As a consequence, modern coordinates for these places have
not been transferred to the database and so no comparisons have been made.
ǠǤǧ

ǥ The main coastal distortions explained
ǥ.ǟ Iberia’s Mediterranean coast
ǥ.ǟ.ǟ Characteristics of the distortions in the Ξ recension
The Mediterranean coast of the Iberian peninsula, running from the Pillars of Hercules
in the south to the Temple of Venus, at the south-eastern end of the Pyrenees in the
north, shows a distortion in its longitude in the Ξ recension (Fig. ǡǠ). The coast’s shi
in longitude is uneven: between Calpē and the vicinity of Carthago Nova (modern-day
Cartagena) the locations of places have been shied slightly eastwards; localities from
Carthago Nova to the city of Emporion (Empúries) show an approximately Ǡ°ǡǞ’ shi
in longitude; and, ﬁnally, a smaller group of places from Emporion to the Pyrenees has
undergone a progressively increasing longitudinal shi, which amounts to roughly Ǣ°
at the Temple of Venus and which has caused a clockwise rotation of about ǧǞ°. These
successive distortions in longitude have resulted in the coast being stretched eastwards,
thereby increasing both its longitude and its length.
There are also visible diﬀerences in latitude between Ptolemy’s coordinates and
their respective modern locations, although they are much smaller than the diﬀerences
in longitude. Two sections are particularly distinct: from Calpē to the city of Alōnai
one can detect a small, regular shi northwards, while there is almost no distortion in
latitude in the section of coast between the mouth of the Ebro River and the Pyrenees.
The places in-between, including the Balearic and the Pityusic Islands, have been shied
slightly northwards and southwards. Four groups of places that share a common type
of distortion can, therefore, be identiﬁed. They are the localities between: Calpē and
Alōnai; Alōnai and the mouth of the Ebro River; the mouth of the Ebro River and Em-
porion; and Emporion and the Pyrenees. The islands form an additional group.
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Fig. ǡǠ The Mediterranean coast of Iberia: A comparison between the modern-day coordinates and Ptolemy’s
coordinates, taken from the Ξ recension and using Ptolemy’s second map projection.
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Tab. ǥ Latitudes of Carteia, Carthago Nova, Tarraco and the Pyrenees according Ptolemy and Pliny the Elder
(Hist. nat. Ǥ.Ǡǟǣ–Ǡǟǥ). Ptolemy’s latitudes are taken from his catalogue of localities (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ–ǟǞ), while the
lengths of the longest days come from Book Ǧ of the Geography (Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ–ǣ).
ǥ.ǟ.Ǡ The Mediterranean coast of Iberia in the antique sources
The Mediterranean coast of Iberia is by far the best documented coastal area of the
entire peninsula (Fig. ǡǡ). In spite of the variety of geographical information that was
available, the ancient sources of Antiquity exhibit a recurring pattern in their descriptive
approach: the coast was generally divided into the same few sections, which were not
deﬁned by topographical characteristics but by the same principal localities along the
coast, on which the information in the ancient texts was mostly focused.
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Fig. ǡǡ The principal localities along the Mediterranean coast of Iberia in the second century CE, from the
eastern entrance to the Strait of Hercules in the south to the Pyrenees in the north.
Longitude and latitude of western Mediterranean localities
Pliny the Elder’s list of circuli1 contains information about the latitudes ofMassalia (Mar-
seilles) and Narbo (Narbonne) in Gallia Narbonensis as well as places in Iberia.2 In
particular, Pliny mentions Carthago Nova and Tarraco, which Ptolemy also includes in
his list of ‘important cities’.3 However, the latitudes given by Pliny for these locations do
not exactly match the latitudes given in the catalogue of Ptolemy’s Geography (Table ǥ).
Strabo has provided us with invaluable information on Hipparchus’ system of parallel
circles for the western Mediterranean area. Hipparchus had estimated that Byzantium
and Massalia lay on the same parallel circle.4 According to Strabo, this belief was based
on Pytheas’ measurement of the ratio of a gnomon to its shadow, taken at Massalia at
the summer solstice;5 Strabo claims that Hipparchus believed that the ratio was, at the
1 See p. ǟǧǟ.
2 Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǣ–Ǡǟǥ.
3 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǣ.
4 Str. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǣ, Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǠ, Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ
5 Str. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǣ, cf. Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǠ and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ.
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same time of the year, the same as for Byzantium6 – hence his conclusion that both cities
lay on the same parallel. The ratio corresponds to a latitude of c. Ǣǡ°.7 Moreover, Strabo
assumes that the longest day of the year in Byzantium has a duration of ǟǣ 1
4
hours,
which can also be traced back to Hipparchus.8 In Ptolemy’s Almagest, Massalia – not
Byzantium – is cited as the geographical reference point for the ǟǢth main parallel, and
it is given the Hipparchian duration of the longest day (ǟǣ 1
4
h).9 In Ptolemy’s works –
in the catalogue of localities10 as well as in Book Ǧ of the Geography11 and in the Handy
Tables12 – Massalia lies exactly on this parallel. The antique sources contain very little
information concerning relative longitude. Ptolemy refutes Marinus of Tyre’s statement
that Tarraco lies opposite Iōl Caesarea, that is, that they both lie on the samemeridian.13
Likewise, Strabo contradicts Timosthenes, who wrote that Massalia lay directly oppo-
site Metagonion in north-west Libyē.14 Pliny’s information that Malaga faces the city of
Siga in Mauretania can also be understood to mean that the two cities have roughly the
same longitude.15
General conﬁguration of the western Mediterranean area
Polybius was the ﬁrst author to give a coherent overall schema of the western Mediter-
ranean coastlines of Europe, correlated with distance data and the parallel through the
Pillars of Hercules and the Strait of Sicily (that is, the parallel through Rhodes). Ac-
cording to Strabo, Polybius used a triangle, formed by the points made by the Pillars of
Hercules, Narbo and the Strait of Sicily, to schematise the shape of the western Mediter-
ranean Basin:
[Polybius says that] the coast is much like an obtuse angle (ἀ̴̧̪̳̭ᾳ ̵̧̫́ᾳ),
whose sides run respectively to the Strait [of Sicily, i.e. near Messina] and to
the Pillars, and with Narbo as vertex (̷̲̹̽ϕ̵۬); hence a triangle (̵̷̵̧̼̹̫́) is
formed with a base (̵̪̤̻̱) that runs straight through the open sea and with
6 According to Strabo (Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣǟ), who transmits Hip-
parchus’ value, the said ratio was Ǣǟ 4
5
: ǟǠǞ. Hip-
parchus must have known of Pytheas’ report
through the work of Eratosthenes.
7 Strabo does not give a latitude for Byzantium and
Massalia in his work. Nonetheless, he reports that
the parallel through Byzantium and Massalia lies
Ǣ ǧǞǞ stadia to the north of the parallel through
Rhodes (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣǟ or Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ: ‘c. ǣ ǞǞǞ sta-
dia’). Hipparchus gives Rhodes a latitude of c. ǡǤ°
(Arat. ǟ.ǟǟ.ǥ: ̸̭̹ۮ ̴̷̧̹̩̺ λς). Furthermore, in both
Eratosthenes’ and Hipparchus’ works, ǟ° of lati-
tude equals ǥǞǞ stadia (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǡ), which leads us
once again to the value of c. Ǣǡ° for Massalia and
Byzantium.
8 Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǠǞǠ.
9 Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǢ.
10 Geogr. Ǡ.ǟǞ.Ǧ: the latitude of Massalia is Ǣǡ°ǣ’.
11 Geogr. Ǧ.ǣ.ǥ: the longest day in Massalia is ǟǣ 1
4
h.
12 ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ ǡ.Ǣ: the latitude of
Massalia is Ǣǡ°ǣ’.
13 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǡ: ‘[Marinus] says that Tarraco is oppo-
site (ἀ̵̼̱̲̭ῖ̻̰̩̱) Iōl Caesarea, although he draws
the meridian through [Iōl Caesarea] also through
the Pyrenees, which are more than a little to the east
of Tarraco.’
14 Str. ǟǥ.ǡ.Ǥ.
15 Pl. ǣ.ǟǦ: ‘The oppidum of Siga [is] opposite (ex
aduerso) Malaca in Hispania.’
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sides (̸̳̭̹̺̽ۨ) that form the said angle, of which sides the one from the Strait
[of Sicily] to Narbo measures more than ǟǟ ǠǞǞ stadia, the other a little less
than Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia.16
In hisGeography, Strabo discusses the relevance of Polybius’ distances and how they con-
tradict Hipparchus’ system of parallels. Relyingmore on the accounts of navigators than
on Hipparchus’ parallels, Strabo obtains a conﬁguration of the western Mediterranean
area that does not, however, diﬀer that radically from Polybius’ triangle.17 Strabo’s
coastline of Iberia is shorter than that of Polybius; thus the angle formed by the parallel
through Rhodes and the Iberian side should be greater than in Polybius’ conﬁguration,
while the coastline should have a south-west–north-east orientation (rather than a west-
south-west–east-north-east orientation).18 The height of the triangle on Ptolemy’s map
is greater (ǡ ǣǞǞ stadia) than the estimations of Polybius and Strabo (Ǡ ǞǞǞ and Ǡ ǣǞǞ sta-
dia, respectively),19 while the angle formed by the Iberian coast and the parallel through
Rhodes is greater than that of his predecessors. Nevertheless, Ptolemy’smap does resem-
ble their conﬁgurations in two respects: in all three descriptions the eastern coast of the
Iberian peninsula is positioned between the parallels through Rhodes andMassalia, and
it runs in a south-west–north-east direction.
Paraploi and distance data sets in the antique sources
Three sets of medium distances, which cover the whole coast from the Strait of Hercules
up to the Pyrenees, sometimes even as far as Massalia, have been passed down to us. The
distances given by Polybius and Strabo and found in the P. Artemid. for the Iberian coast
(Table Ǧ and Appendix H) are not distributed throughout the respective texts but consti-
tute three speciﬁc sets of data, which the authors clearly regarded as coherent. Polybius’
list appears as a geographical digression20 in the middle of an account of Hannibal’s
expedition from Iberia to Italy.21 The passage aims to give the reader a clear picture of
the geographical area covered by Hannibal.22 Strabo’s list lies in the introduction to
16 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ.
17 In his discussion of Polybius’ triangle, Strabo rejects
Hipparchus’ statement that Byzantium and Mas-
salia have the same latitude (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ). However,
in several other passages, he seems to have agreed
with Hipparchus’ description (Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟǠ, Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ and
Ǡ.ǣ.ǢǞ). See Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǡ–ǥǢ. Strabo seems not




20 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǤ–ǡǧ.
21 Polybius, Hist. ǡ.ǡǣ and ǡ.ǢǞ–ǣǤ.
22 Polybius, Hist. ǡ. ǡǤ: ‘That my narrative may not
be altogether obscure to readers owing to their ig-
norance of the topography I must explain whence
Hannibal started, what countries he traversed, and
into what part of Italy he descended. Nor must I
simply give the names of countries, rivers, and cities,
as some authors do under the idea that this is amply
suﬃcient for a clear knowledge.’
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Route Polybius Strabo P. Artemid.
Pillars to Carthago Nova 3 000 2 200 2 020
Carthago Nova to Ebro River 2 600 2 200 [2 288]
Ebro River to Emporion 1 600 1 600 [1 600]
Emporion to Pyrenees ⟨600⟩ ⟨632⟩
Pillars to Pyrenees c. 8 000 6 000 [6 540]
Tab. Ǧ The paraploi from the
Pillars of Hercules to the Pyrenees
described by Polybius (Hist. ǡ.ǡǧ),
Strabo (Geogr. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ) and in the
P. Artemid. (V ǟǤ–Ǡǣ). Distances
in stadia. See Appendix H.
Route Distances in stadia Equivalence in miles
Cape of Pyrenean Aphrodite to Emporion ⟨632⟩ 79
Emporion to Tarraco 1 508 200
Tarraco to Ebro River 92
Ebro River to Sucro River 1 048 131
Sucro River to Carthago Nova 1 240 155
Carthago Nova to Calpē 2 020 252.5
Calpē to Gades 544 68
Cape of Pyrenean Aphrodite to Gades 7 084 885.5
Tab. ǧ The distance data between the Cape of Pyrenean Aphrodite to Gades, given in the P. Artemid. V ǟǤ–ǠǤ.
Source for the conversion into miles: Moret ǠǞǟǡ, Ǥǥ.
the chapter dedicated to the Mediterranean side of the peninsula in Book ǡ, before his
description of ‘the seaboard of Our Sea from the Pillars to the Pyrenees Mountains’.23
In Polybius’ and Strabo’s texts, the Pillars of Hercules and the Pyrenees are used
as the two main reference points in arranging the entire coastline, while the map of
the P. Artemid. goes westwards as far as Gades (modern Cádiz). The estimations of the
total distance range from Ǥ ǞǞǞ to Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia and agree with other ancient sources.24
Polybius, Strabo and the P. Artemid. also use the same reference points, that is, Carthago
Nova and the mouth of the Ebro River, for intermediate distances. Strabo refers to
Emporion only later in his detailed description but again includes an estimation of the
23 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ–ǠǞ.
24 The values of Eratosthenes (Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ: Ǥ ǞǞǞ stadia),
given by Ps.-Scylax (‘paraplous of Iberia, ǥ days and
ǥ nights’) as well as in the Div. orb. terr. ǡ (ǧǞǞ miles,
so c. ǥ ǠǞǞ stadia) have the same order of magnitude.
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Fig. ǡǢ The diﬀerent stages – from the Cape of Pyrenean Aphrodite to Gades – of the paraplous described in the
P. Artemid. (distances given in stadia).
distance between the city and the Pyrenees.25 The P. Artemid. has a more detailed list
than the works of Polybius and Strabo, for it contains mentions of the Sucro River and
the city of Tarraco (Table ǧ and Fig. ǡǢ). Some of the distances in the three lists are
very similar. They are also almost always multiples of eight, which could indicate that
the data were converted from Roman miles to stadia.26 In spite of Strabo’s mention of
the trophy of Pompey to situate the Pyrenees,27 P. Arnaud has demonstrated that the
distances given by Strabo and Polybius (which are congruent with the testimonies of
Eratosthenes and Ps.-Scylax) can be traced back to a coasting trade practice of several
days’ duration.28 The distances are, however, diﬀerent enough for us to assume that
25 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ. See AppendixH, note d.
26 This does not imply, however, that these distances
necessarily come from Roman roads or terrestrial
itineraries.
27 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ. The trophy of Pompey was located at the
Col de Panissars, near Le Perthus, which is quite far
from the shore.
28 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǤǥ: ‘In spite of their divergences,
our sources reveal the existence of a coasting trade
practice of several days’ duration along the Span-
ish coast […].’ (‘En dépit de leurs divergences, nos
sources témoignent bien de l’existence, le long des
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they come from diﬀerent sources and/or that they originate from a common value (for
the whole journey from the Pillars to the Pyrenees) that was then divided in diﬀerent
ways. Two diﬀerent but coherent sets of data exist for the journey between Iberia and
Massalia. According to Strabo, Eratosthenes estimated that the distance between the
Pyrenees and Massalia was ǟ ǞǞǞ stadia,29 that is, about a nychthemeron (a period of
twenty-four hours) by sea. Ps.-Scylax states that a sea journey of two days and one night
was needed to travel from Emporion to the Rhône.30 Thus, there seems to be consensus
on the distance of ǟ ǞǞǞ stadia, which Strabo also considers acceptable, between the
Pyrenees and Massalia.
The emergence of recurring reference points – Carthago Nova, the Ebro River and
the city of Tarraco, Emporion and the Pyrenees – can be correlated with the develop-
ment of maritime routes along this coast. With its roots in Greek and Punic infras-
tructures, the harbour network along the Mediterranean coast of Iberia remained par-
ticularly strong and dynamic throughout the Roman Republic and Principate periods.
Maritime trade in the area was organised and concentrated on a small number of ma-
jor hubs, which were relieved by secondary coastal localities. Ancient textual sources,
as well as archaeological evidence, attest to the importance of maritime traﬃc.31 Em-
porion, together with its Hellenistic harbour, was the ﬁrst anchorage point for the Ro-
mans.32 Tarraco – Scipionum opus – connected the littoral with a vast hinterland (the
Ebro plain) and became the main city of maritime Tarraconensis in the early Principate
period, largely thanks to its wine trade. Carthago Nova, of course, remained the great
harbour and emporion of the peninsula.33 Sources not only attest to maritime routes
that started from Carthago Nova and went along the Iberian coast but also to routes
that travelled directly to Italy by sailing through the Strait of Bonifacio (between Cor-
sica and Sardinia)34 as well as southwards to the Libyan shore.35 The importance of
Carthago Nova in geographical texts is also related to its particular and very early role as
a reference point on the boundary between the two provinces – Hispania Citerior and
Hispania Ulterior – of Iberia.36
côtes espagnoles, d’une pratique de cabotage pluri-
journalier […].’)
29 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ.
30 Ps.-Scylax ǡ. The value cited in Ps.-Scylax’s text (two
days and one night) can be broken down as follows:
a journey of one day (c. ǤǞǞ stadia) from Emporion
to the Temple of Venus and one nychthemeron
(c. ǟ ǞǞǞ stadia) from the Temple of Venus to the
Rhône. The latter ﬁgure is a good approximation
of Eratosthenes’ evaluation of the journey between
the Pyrenees and Massalia (ǟ ǞǞǞ stadia). P. Arnaud
has interpreted this diﬀerently, however. He under-
stands Eratosthenes’ distance to be a direct route
by sea through the Gulf of Lion (which he convinc-
ingly demonstrates) and Ps.-Scylax’s larger value to
correspond to a coastal shipping journey. This in-
terpretation seems to have overlooked the distance
between Emporion and the Pyrenees. See Arnaud
ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǤǤ.
31 Rico ǠǞǞǧ.
32 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǟǦǢ.
33 Ramallo Asensio and E. Ruiz ǠǞǞǦ; Rico ǠǞǞǧ,
ǡǠ–ǡǢ.
34 Boetto ǠǞǟǠ.
35 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǣǧ–ǟǤǞ.
36 Cadiou and Moret ǠǞǟǠ, Ǡǥ; Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǟ.
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Descriptive geography of the coast
The sets of distance data that divide the Iberian coast into several sections, punctuated
by reference points, are common to all the sources. The structure of Strabo’s textual
descriptions resembles that of Pomponius Mela. Although Mela’s text does not provide
any distance data, it features the same principal localities of the Pyrenean promontory,
that is, Tarraco and the Ebro River as well as Carthago Nova, the last interesting locality
before one reaches the Pillars and the Strait of Hercules:
[Ǡ.Ǧǧ] If, however, you coast along the shore [of Hispania], right aer Cervaria
comes the cliﬀ that thrusts the Pyrenees out into the sea […];
[Ǡ.ǧǞ] From there until Tarraco (inde ad Tarraconem), there are the small towns
of Blande, Iluro, […]. Tarraco is the city of these shores that is the wealthiest
in maritime resources. The small Tulcis river runs beside it, and on the farther
side, the mighty Ebro runs beside Dertosa.
[Ǡ.ǧǟ] From there (inde) the sea winds its way into the land, and as soon as it
is let in with a great sweep, it is divided into two bays by the promontory they
call Ferraria.
[Ǡ.ǧǠ] The ﬁrst is called the Bay of Sucro. It is the larger one and admits the sea with
quite a large mouth […]. [Ǡ.ǧǡ] Then, the Bay of Ilici holds Allone, Lucentia and Ilici,
whence its name. Here now the land goes farther into the sea and makes Hispania
broader than it has been […].
[Ǡ.ǧǢ] But from (verum ab) the places mentioned in this vicinity to the start-
ing point of Baetica, nothing needs to be reported except Carthago, which the
Carthaginian general Hasdrubal founded. On Baetica’s coast there are obscure
towns, of which mention is only relevant for [placing localities in their] proper
sequence. […]
[Ǡ.ǧǣ] Then (deinde) the sea becomes very narrow, andmountains constitute the
closest shores between Europe and Africa. The Pillars of Hercules, as we said
at the beginning, Abila and Calpē, each jut into the sea.37
Thus, inMela’s description, the Pyrenees, the Ebro River and Calpē correspond tomajor
inﬂection points in the coastal topography of the whole peninsula. The importance
of noteworthy cities such as Tarraco (‘urbs maritimarum opulentissimam’) and Carthago
Nova, as well as Saguntum and Valentia (‘urbes notissimas’), is contrasted with several sets
of insigniﬁcant towns (‘parua oppida’, ‘ignobilia oppida’). Likewise, the Ebro River (‘ingens
37 Mela Ǡ.Ǧǧ–ǧǣ.
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Hiberus’) is contrasted with numerous secondary watercourses (‘parua ﬂumina’, ‘modicus
amnis’, ‘non magna ﬂumina’).
Strabo’s description follows a similar pattern. At ﬁrst, he individualises the coast as a
coherent geographical unit, giving it an appropriate introduction (in which he provides
the distance data set mentioned earlier; see Table Ǧ) and conclusion.38 In his introduc-
tion, Strabo deﬁnes several coastal sections, which he also uses to organise his detailed
description. First, he describes Calpē and the coast eastwards (with some ethnological
and historical digressions),39 and then he turns his focus to Carthago Nova, ‘by far the
most powerful of all cities in this country’.40 Subsequently, he splits up the rest of the
coast into two sections, each with its own short introduction. The ﬁrst section covers
Carthago Nova to the Ebro River, which is subdivided into two parts by the Sucro River:
[ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ] On the coast from Carthago Nova up to the Ebro, about midway be-
tween these two points, are the Sucro river and its mouth, and a city with the
same name. […The river] can be waded, runs about parallel to the Ebro, and
is slightly less distant from Carthago Nova than from the Ebro. Now between
the Sucro river and Carthago, not far from the river, there are three small Mas-
saliote cities. […] And again, on the other side of the Sucro, going towards
the mouth of the Ebro, is Saguntum, founded by Zacynthians; […] and at the
very crossing of the Ebro is the settlement of Dertossa. The course of the Ebro,
which rises in Cantabria, is southwards through a great plain and parallel to
the Pyrenees Mountains.
Note that Strabo reinforces his organisation of the coastal conﬁguration by using the
Pyrenean range and the Ebro River, which he regards as being two parallel lines, in his
description of the hinterland. Strabo’s next section runs from the Ebro to the Pyrenees.
Tarraco and Emporion are the two most important places along this stretch of coast:
[ǡ.Ǣ.ǥ–Ǧ] Between where the Ebro turns out seaward and the heights of the
Pyrenees, on which are situated the Trophies set up by Pompey, the ﬁrst city
is Tarraco. It has no harbour, indeed, but it is situated on a bay and is ade-
quately supplied with all other advantages; and today it is not less populous
38 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ: ‘There remains of Iberia the seaboard of
Our Sea from the Pillars to the Pyrenees Moun-
tains’; Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǞ: ‘Such is the character of the whole
seaboard from the Pillars up to the common bound-
ary of Iberia and Celtica.’
39 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ–ǣ.
40 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ: ‘Carthago Nova is by far the most power-
ful of all the cities in this country, for it is adorned
by secure fortiﬁcations, by walls handsomely built,
by harbours, by a lake, and by the silver mines of
which I have spoken. And here, as well as at the
nearby places, the ﬁsh-salting industry is large. Fur-
thermore, Carthago Nova is a rather important em-
porium, not only of the imports from the sea for the
inhabitants of the interior, but also of the exports
from the interior for all the outside world.’
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than Carthago Nova. Indeed, it is naturally suited for the residence of the pre-
fects, and is a metropolis, as it were, not only of the country this side of the
Ebro, but also of the greater part of the country beyond the Ebro. […]
Further, the whole coastline from the Pillars to [Tarraco] has few harbours, but
from Tarraco on, all the way to Emporion, the coasts have ﬁne harbours […].
Emporion is a Massaliote foundation; it is about ⟨…⟩ stadia41 distant from the
Pyrenees and from the common boundary between Iberia and Celtica, and this
coast too, all of it, is fertile and has good harbours.
Moreover, this geographical schema is in complete agreement with the historical ac-
counts of one of the most momentous episodes in Roman history, namely the journey
of the Carthaginian general, Hannibal, from the Punic-held territories of Iberia to Italy.
The link is especially visible in Polybius’ text, since Polybius used the description of the
expedition as a pretext for making a geographical digression, giving his set of distances
for the Iberian part of the expedition (Table Ǧ). The imitatio Herculis is an important
literary motif in Livy’s narrative, where Hannibal and his journey are likened to Her-
cules’ odyssey; each Iberian landmark of Hannibal’s journey is symbolic and structures
Livy’s text.42 Within this framework, the Pillars of Hercules, the city of Carthago Nova
with its evocative name (which is where Hannibal’s army spent the winter before start-
ing out on its journey),43 the mouth of the Ebro River (the crossing of which was the
symbolic beginning of the expedition)44 as well as the Pyrenees (the site of the army’s
ﬁrst logistical feat)45 are the great reference points of this episode in Roman history.
ǥ.ǟ.ǡ The main distortions in the Ξ recension explained
Utilisation of a general frame
A striking feature of Ptolemy’s map is the absence of any signiﬁcant distortions in lati-
tude for the whole eastern coast of Iberia (Fig. ǡǣb). Themain localities in Gallia Narbo-
nensis share the same characteristic. It is possible that Ptolemy used a frame composed
of two parallels, which he took from Hipparchus’ system, and in which he included the
coast of Iberia. Hipparchus believed that Massalia lay on the parallel where the longest
day is ǟǣ 1
4
h, and Ptolemy placed the city on the same parallel. The actual latitude
41 See Appendix H, note d.
42 See Fabrizi ǠǞǟǣ and its comprehensive analysis of
Livy’s narrative; also Briquel ǠǞǞǢ, ǡǠ.
43 Livy, Ǡǟ.ǠǠ.
44 According to Livy (Ǡǟ.ǠǠ), Hannibal’s dream oc-
curred at the mouth of the Ebro (ad Hiberum mar-
itima ora); Polybius depicts the crossing of the
Ebro as a declaration of war (Polybius, Hist. ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡ,
ǡ.ǟǣ.ǡ, ǡ.ǡǞ.Ǡ, ǡ.ǢǞ.Ǡ, etc.; cf. Livy, Ǡǟ.ǡǞ; Ap-
pian, Ib. ǟǞ.ǡǧ): the news supposedly spread panic
throughout the population of Rome. See also Ca-
diou and Moret ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǠ.
45 Hannibal and his army did not sail around the
promontory near the Temple of Venus but they did
march through a neighbouring Pyrenean pass.
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of the old port of Marseille is Ǣǡ°ǟǦ’, which is remarkably close to the estimation of
Antiquity (Ǣǡ°ǣ’ in Ptolemy’s catalogue). Furthermore, Strabo, who followed a tradi-
tion initiated by Dicaearchus and continued by Eratosthenes, believed that the parallel
through Rhodes also went through the Strait of Hercules,46 which is the southernmost
tip of the Iberian peninsula’s Mediterranean coast. Hipparchus recorded that the paral-
lel corresponded to a latitude of ǡǤ° or to a longest day of ǟǢ 1
2
h. In fact, the ǡǤ° parallel
runs through the Strait of Gibraltar, immediately below Punta de Tarifa, and matches
the measurements of Antiquity perfectly. Moreover, the so-called triangle of Polybius,
which Strabo discusses, gives a schematic orientation of Iberia’s Mediterranean coast,
making it run in a south-west to north-east direction. Ptolemy’s map also corresponds
to this conﬁguration. The use of only this small number of geographical elements could
explain why there are no important diﬀerences between Ptolemy’s latitudes for the lo-
calities concerned and the actual locations. Some of the information can be found in the
work ofHipparchus, whose list of parallel circles is one of the few explicit sources quoted
by Ptolemy,47 as well as in the geographical work of Eratosthenes, which Ptolemymight
have known of through Hipparchus’ work.
Division of the coast according to the main periplographical landmarks
Four groups of distortions can be detected among the localities of Ptolemy’s Mediter-
ranean coast of Iberia. The boundaries of these groups are located at: Calpē (the Iberian
Pillar of Hercules), Alōnai (near Carthago Nova), the mouth of the Ebro River, Em-
porion and the Temple of Venus (at the eastern end of the Pyrenees), Fig. ǡǣb. Little
has come down to us about the city of Alōnai from the antique sources; it is mentioned
only byMela and in a few later texts.48 However, on Ptolemy’s map, the city of Carthago
Nova is located nearby and shows the same kind of distortion. So although Carthago
Nova is not situated exactly on the border of the Alōnai group of distortions, it can,
nevertheless, be taken as its reference point.
In the distance data as well as in the textual descriptions, the groups of displacement
vectors correspond to the recurring structural pattern that characterises the geographi-
cal sources. That is to say, Iberia’s Mediterranean coast was divided into four sections
that focused on a handful of principal localities: Calpē, Carthago Nova, the Ebro River,
46 Str. Ǡ.ǟ.ǟ.
47 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ. and ǟ.ǥ.Ǣ. As E. Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, ǟǧǠ,
points out, Ptolemy’s references to Hipparchus in
the Geography are not explicitly linked with Mari-
nus’ work, which may be an indication that it was
not only thanks to Marinus that Ptolemy was aware
of Hipparchus’ work.
48 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǢ; Mela Ǡ.ǧǡ; Rav. ǡǞǢ.ǟǤ. Stephanus of
Byzantium (Ethn. s.v.) states: ‘Alōnis (ڌ̵̧̳̺́), island
and city of Massalia, as Artemidorus [wrote].’ The
toponym mentioned by Stephanus and attributed
to Artemidorus may not, however, refer to the place
name that Mela and Ptolemy call Alōnai. See: De
Wever ǟǧǤǤ, ǥǧ; Privitera ǠǞǞǥ, Ǣǧ; and the thorough
study of P. Moret ǠǞǞǞ.
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Fig. ǡǣ The division of the coastline into four sections (carried out on a map using Ptolemy’s second projection)
may explain the main distortions along Iberia’s Mediterranean coast (Ξ recension).
and Emporion and the Temple of Venus. The speciﬁc variations in the distortions could
be the result of a mapping process in which the coastline, delimited by these reference
points, was subdivided into several sections. When the Iberian coast is positioned so that
the modern coordinates of Carthago Nova, the mouth of the Ebro River, Emporion and
the Temple of Venus coincide with their respective coordinates in the Geography, each
group displays similar distortions to those on Ptolemy’s map (Fig. ǡǣc). For the local-
ities between Calpē and Carthago Nova, the shi to the north-east is slightly smaller
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than in the initial distortion, which was already very small. The shi in longitude be-
tween Carthago and the Ebro River is also considerably smaller. The remaining shis
in longitude diﬀer from place to place: some places have been shied a little eastwards
(for example, Portus Ilicitanus), others westwards (the mouth of the Saetabis River) and
some not at all (the mouth of the Sucro River). The localities of this group also show
diﬀering distortions in latitude. As for the rest of the coast up as far as the Pyrenees,
the shi in longitude has been eliminated, except for a very local set of places (Tarraco,
Subur and Barcino), which has beenmoved slightly towards the north-east. In addition,
there is no longer a clockwise rotation of the coast between Emporion and the Temple
of Venus.
Mapping the coast’s principal localities
Constructing the coastline by referring to the locations of only a small number of ref-
erence places, which are frequently mentioned in the antique sources, could account
for the main distortions in longitude and latitude that are to be found along the entire
coast. As seen earlier, much of the geographical data, such as the distances or latitudes,
concerns only a few principal localities. However, the values in latitude transmitted by
Pliny for the cities of Carthago Nova and Tarraco and for the Pyrenees (Table ǥ) do not
match Ptolemy’s coordinates.
Most of the data concerns the distances between the principal localities. If one
compares the sets of distances of Polybius and Strabo and those found in the P. Artemid
(Table Ǧ) with Ptolemy’s distances between the same places, using a map of Ptolemy’s
second projection, the divergences are distinct enough for us to conjecture that Ptolemy
did not use any of these sets as a direct source for theGeography, even though his distances
have the same order of magnitude as the other data sets. The Pillars of Hercules (that is,
Calpē), Carthago Nova and the mouth of the Ebro River are equidistant on Ptolemy’s
map and in Strabo’s work, although not according to the information provided by Poly-
bius and in the P. Artemid (Table Ǧ). Ptolemy’s ﬁgure for the distance between the three
localities tallies with Strabo’s value (Ǡ ǠǞǞ stadia), multiplied by c. ǟ.Ǟǥ or increased by
1
14
of its length. Moreover, Ptolemy’s value for the distance between the Ebro River and
Emporion corresponds to the value given by Polybius and found in the P. Artemid. (ǟ ǤǞǞ
stadia), also increased by ǟ.Ǟǥ of its length.49 The distance in theGeography between Em-
porion and the Pyrenees corresponds to ǤǞǞ stadia, again increased by ǟ.Ǟǥ of its length.
Polybius and the P. Artemid. provide values of around ǤǞǞ stadia for the same journey
(cf. Appendix H, notes e and f ).
49 Strabo also calculates a distance of ǟ ǤǞǞ stadia, not
between the mouth of the Ebro and Emporion but
between the Ebro River and the Pyrenees.
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Fig. ǡǤ The locations (red points) of, from le to right, Carthago Nova, the mouth of the Ebro River and Empo-
rion on a map using Ptolemy’s second projection (Ξ recension).
Fig. ǡǥ The principal localities of Iberia’s Mediterranean coastline were mapped, with a ruler and compass, using
some of the distances that are recorded in the antique sources (Ξ recension).
One can determine the geographical position of a locality by combining two distances.
Ptolemy does not explicitly mention such a procedure, even though it would have con-
sisted of undertaking only a simple geometrical construction. By knowing the position
of two localities A and B as well as their respective distances to a place C, one can obtain
the position of locality C by using a compass to draw the two distances (Fig. Ǡǣ). How-
ever, using solely distances cannot explain how each of the principal localities along the
Iberian coast were constructed. Two features of Ptolemy’s map suggest that other ele-
ments might have been combined with the distances. Carthago Nova, the mouth of the
Ebro River and Emporion all lie on a straight line (Fig. ǡǤ), and Emporion also lies on
the same parallel as the Temple of Venus (ϕ = ǢǠ◦ǠǞ’). These two elements do not feature
anywhere else in the ancient sources, and they do not tally with the actual topography.50
Descriptions such as ‘Emporion lies to the west of the Temple of Venus’ or ‘from Em-
porion, following the sun rising, one ﬁnds the Temple of Venus’ constitute the kind of
data that Ptolemy might have used to create his conﬁguration. In the introduction to
50 In particular, the city of Emporion (modern-
day Empúries) and the Temple of Venus (near Cap
Béar) lie almost on the same meridian. The mar-
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. ǡǦ Emporion was located thanks to a geometrical construction with a ruler and compass, with the Temple
of Venus as the starting point of the construction, in which a value of latitude and a distance measurement were
combined.
his Geography, Ptolemy speciﬁes that the information required to build a geographical
map should come partly from the distance data and partly from the data based on astro-
nomical observations.51 However, he does not describe in any detail a procedure, based
on this kind of information, for determining the coordinates of localities. Ptolemy does
state, though, that a distance oen needs to be corrected in order to take into account
the irregularities of a journey. He then discusses reducing the recorded distances in or-
der to obtain the direct distance between two points. Ptolemy does not provide any
systematic values for carrying out these reductions in the Geography, nor does he give a
thorough explanation of the kinds of reduction that were required for each case.
A simple geometrical construction can be undertaken to map a locality using only
one value of latitude and one distance measurement: starting from point A, place B is
found on the circle of radius d, where d represents the direct distance between both
places; at the same time, place B lies on the parallel that corresponds to its latitude. If
one assumes that Emporion and the Temple of Venus lie on an east–west axis, then this
combination of data may explain the position of Emporion in relation to the Temple
of Venus (Fig. ǡǦa and ǡǦb). Likewise, it is plausible that the geographical position of
Carthago Nova was also determined using a value of latitude and a distance measure-
ment. Although Ptolemy’s latitude for this city has not been documented, the distance
corresponds to the value given by Strabo, increased by ǟ.Ǟǥ of its length.
itime route that links the Gallic and the Tarraco-
nensis coasts is well attested. Several texts men-
tion the maritime journeys made by Cn. Scipio
(Polyb. Hist. ǡ.ǥǤ and Livy, Ǡǟ.ǤǞ), Scipio the
African (Livy, ǠǤ.ǟǧ) and later by Cato the Elder
(Livy, ǡǢ.Ǧ–ǟǤ and Appian, Ib. ǢǞ) from the Rhône
to Emporion, bypassing the Pyrenean headlands,
with varying amounts of geographical detail, but
they do not mention the route that was followed by
navigators.
51 See p. ǟǤǥ.
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It is possible that the mouth of the Ebro River was positioned using two distances
that can be found in the antique sources. However, the coordinates obtained from the
geometrical construction of the mouth of the Ebro River, using only a compass and two
distances, do not exactly match the coordinates of this locality in the Geography.52 It
is possible that another geometrical construction, which gives a better approximation
of Ptolemy’s value, was used. As previously mentioned, Carthago Nova, the mouth of
the Ebro River and Emporion lie on a straight line (Fig. ǡǤ). In the absence of any
additional information on latitudes or longitudes, such a straight line might have been
used to obtain an approximate orientation of the coast. Combined with the distance
measurement supplied either by Strabo (the distance between Carthago Nova and the
Ebro) or Polybius and the P. Artemid. (the distance between Emporion and the Ebro),
the line allows us to obtain a location of the Ebro that is remarkably close to its value in
Ptolemy’s Geography (Fig. ǡǥ).
Ptolemy’s mapping and the characteristics of the second map projection
At ﬁrst glance, it seems surprising that one needs to apply a factor change of ǟ.Ǟǥ in order
to use the distances found in the sources in the geometrical constructions required to
place the localities on to a map. In the introduction to the Geography, Ptolemy reduces
certain distances by simple ratios, such as one-half or one-sixth, in order to allow for the
irregularities of maritime or terrestrial journeys (as opposed to the actual direct distance
between two places).53 However, it seems that when Ptolemy considered that a mea-
surement already corresponded to the direct distance, he did not reduce it.54 Therefore,
increasing a distance cannot be said to be an essential characteristic of Ptolemy’s regular
handling of distance data. In addition, the value ǟ.Ǟǥ, which roughly corresponds to an
increase of one-fourteenth of the original distance, can hardly be considered a simple
fraction.
The factor change of ǟ.Ǟǥ can be explained by the characteristics of Ptolemy’s second
map projection as well as bymy researchmethod. On the graticule (or grid) of Ptolemy’s
so-called second projection, both the parallels and the meridians appear as curves.55
Whereas the central meridian of the grid for the world map (λ = ǧǞ◦) is a straight line, at
the edges of the world map (the Iberian peninsula is situated at the western edge of the
worldmap), the curvature of the other lines of the grid becomes particularly prominent.
52 Starting from Carthago Nova (K) and Emporion
(E), the mouth of the Ebro River (I) can be found:
(i) on the circle, with K at its centre, with a radius
equalling the distance KI, as transmitted by Strabo;
(ii) and on the circle, with E at its centre, with a ra-
dius equalling the distance between EI, as supplied
by the P. Artemid. and Polybius. The two circles in-
tersect twice. The points constructed in this way do




55 See p. ǣǠ.
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This feature plays an important role in a geometrical construction in which a compass
is used to measure and note down distances on to the map. If one considers two points
lying at the same latitude on the map, the route along the curved parallel between these
points will be slightly longer than the straight line that connects the same two points.
The variation between the ‘curved journey’ and the ‘straight, direct journey’ depends
on the curvature of the grid. Hence, the area of the graticule where the distance is
measured inﬂuences the geometrical construction that follows (Fig. ǡǧa). For the sake
of convenience and to avoid the problem of curvature, the distances in my construction
(Fig. ǡǥ) as well as inmy researchmethod have beenmeasured (with a compass, precisely
thanks to a mathematical symbolic computation program) in relation to the central
meridian of Ptolemy’s world map (λ = ǧǞ◦). This is a straight line, where one degree
always corresponds to ǣǞǞ stadia. Let us, for example, measure distance d (ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia)
along the graduations of the ǧǞ° meridian with a compass (Fig. ǡǧb) and trace a circle
(C0)with radius d in the area of themapwhere the Iberian peninsula is located (Fig. ǡǧc).
The centre of circle C0 can, for instance, be on the central parallel of the Iberian map
(that is, on the ǟǠth main parallel of Ptolemy’s world map)56 as well as on the meridian
through the Pillars of Hercules. Then, if, in the same area of Iberia, we trace a circle
(C1) with a radius of ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia, but with distance d measured along the graduations
of the ǟǠth main parallel, we ﬁnd that, on paper, circle C1 appears to be exactly ǟ.Ǟǥ
times larger than circle C0. In other words, we can assume that, to construct the map,
Ptolemy measured the distance values with a compass and followed the graduations
ad hoc, that is, in the area of the localities he was about to map, which, as far as the
Iberian peninsula is concerned, was along the ǟǠth main parallel, near the meridian
through Calpē. In this particular case, he used the exact distance data noted down by
Strabo and Polybius and found in the P. Artemid. to construct the main points along
the Mediterranean coastline (Carthago Nova, the mouth of the Ebro River, Emporion).
Ptolemy might have considered that these distance data matched the direct distances
between the localities. The factor change of ǟ.Ǟǥ is to be understood as an eﬀect of my
measuring method, which takes the ǧǞ° meridian as a reference point.
That the distance data noted down in the P. Artemid. and transmitted by Polybius
and Strabowere used can only be demonstrated if they aremeasured with a compass and
employed used on a map laid out according to Ptolemy’s second projection. If the same
values are plotted either on a map using an orthogonal projection or using Ptolemy’s
so-called ﬁrst projection, then they do not correspond well to the coordinates in the
Geography.
56 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǟ: ‘The second map of Europe contains
the whole Hispania with its three provinces with
the adjacent islands. The parallel through its mid-
dle has the ratio ǡ:Ǣ to the meridian.’ Ptolemy is
referring here to the ǟǠth main parallel, where the
longest day of the year is ﬁeen hours and the lati-
tude ǢǞ°ǣǣ.
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a Representation of the oikoumenē, constructed from the coordinates in the Geography, on the graticule of
Ptolemy’s second projection. The projection’s characteristic distortions can be visualised by comparing the lo-
calities that are equidistant on a sphere with circles that have the same radius.
b A circle with a radius of ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia, drawn at
the centre of the world map, along the ǧǞ° meridian,
where one degree is ǣǞǞ stadia (ǣǞǞ× ǡ° = ǟ ǣǞǞ
stadia).
c The red circle has a radius of ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia, drawn
in the area on the graticule where Iberia is located.
The radius has been measured along the graduations
of the ǟǠth main parallel where one degree is ǡǥǣ
stadia (ǡǥǣ× Ǣ° = ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia).
Fig. ǡǧ The characteristics of Ptolemy’s second map projection and its consequences on geometrical construc-
tions, in particular on the drawing of two circles using the same value for their radius – the red circle is exactly
ǟ.Ǟǥ times larger on the map than the blue circle.
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An alternative mapping procedure that explains the main distortions and that uses
either an orthogonal projection or Ptolemy’s ﬁrst map projection has not been identi-
ﬁed. Thiswould seem to indicate that aworking grid, constructed according to Ptolemy’s
second map projection, was combined with geographical information to map the prin-
cipal localities on this coast.
ǥ.ǟ.Ǣ The main distortions in theΩ recension explained
There are a number of important diﬀerences in the geographical coordinates of places
along the Mediterranean coast in the two recensions of the Geography. Unlike the Ξ re-
cension, theΩ recension’s coastline of the Iberian Sea depicts an uneven gulf.
The city of Suel and the Cape of Charidēmos show a signiﬁcant shi southwards
and there is a small, nameless cape between Selambina and Abdara that does not appear
in the Ξ recension. The coast between Carthago Nova and Portus Tenebrius forms a
short, deep gulf (ended by Cape Scrombraria and the Sucro River) before running in a
straight line in a north-easterly direction; the coast then proceeds northwards, curving
brieﬂy before reaching the mouth of the Ebro River. From the Ebro to the Pyrenees, the
coast is almost identical in both the recensions.
In spite of the diﬀerences in outline, the displacement vectors depict the same
groups of distortions in both recensions (Fig. ǢǞa). With the exception of a few minor
variations, one observes, between Calpē and the area of Carthago Nova, the same small
shi towards the north and the east as in the Ξ recension. The most striking diﬀerences
in the coordinates between the recensions are to be found between Carthago and the
mouth of the Ebro River, although one can still detect a heterogeneous pattern, similar
to that found in the Ξ recension, which is the result of the coastal localities having been
inaccurately disposed. From the Ebro to the Pyrenees, one can see the same two groups
with common distortions that are found in the Ξ recension.
As in the case of the Ξ recension, the boundaries of the subgroups correspond to the
recurring structural pattern that characterises the geographical sources: the coast is con-
tained between two parallel circles and has been divided into four descriptive sections by
Calpē, Carthago Nova, the Ebro River, and Emporion and the Temple of Venus. When
the coast is positioned so that the actual coordinates of these principal localities tally
with their respective coordinates in the Geography, similar distortions to those found
on Ptolemy’s map are generated, which help explain the increase in longitude. Since
Ptolemy’s coordinates for these places are the same in both recensions, it is possible that
the same procedure was used to map these principal localities on the Iberian coast in
theΩ and Ξ recensions (Fig. ǢǞb).
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a Initial distortions.
b Residual distortions aer the coast was constructed according to the locations of the principal localities.
Fig. ǢǞ Subdivision of the coastline into four sections to explain the main distortions of the Mediterranean coast
of Iberia (Ω recension), using Ptolemy’s second map projection.
ǥ.Ǡ Southern oceanic coast of Iberia and the Strait of Hercules
ǥ.Ǡ.ǟ Characteristics of the distortions in the Ξ recension
The oceanic coast of southern Iberia comprises the localities of the Roman province of
Lusitania, from the Sacred Cape to the mouths of the Anas River, and the places from
there to Calpē in the province of Baetica. The coast has three distinct topographical
forms: from the Sacred Cape to the mouths of the Baetis River, the shore is almost
rectilinear and runs in a north-westerly–south-easterly direction; then, a gulf-like, curved
section characterises the Baetis to the Cape and Temple of Hera; and, ﬁnally, one reaches
the Strait of Hercules, with Calpē, one of the Pillars of Hercules, at its eastern entrance.
From here the European and Libyan coasts separate to form awidemaritime area, which
Ptolemy calls the Iberian Sea.
In Ptolemy’s catalogue, the Strait of Hercules is described as a sea (rather than as a
narrow maritime passage) that is situated between the Western Ocean and the Iberian
Sea, and is framed by the Baetican shore to the north and the coast of Mauretania Tin-
gitana to the south. The Strait is bounded by four points: the Cape of Hera and its
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Fig. Ǣǟ The southern oceanic coast of Iberia and
the Strait of Hercules: A comparison between the
modern and Ptolemy’s coordinates of the Ξ recen-
sion, using Ptolemy’s second map projection.
temple (in the north-west), Calpē (in the north-east), the Heptadelphoi Mountain (in
the south-east)57 and Cape Kōtes (in the south-west).58 Thus, it appears on Ptolemy’s
map as a two-dimensional channel. In the Ξ recension, the Strait is symmetrical, divided
evenly into two by the parallel through Rhodes. Only the position of Barbesula, with
its sharp indentation of the coastline, breaks up the regularity of the Iberian coast.
The south-west group of localities is the only set of Iberian coastal places that shows
a westwards shi when the meridian through Calpē is used as a reference meridian in a
comparison of Ptolemy’s coordinates with the actual coordinates. Nonetheless, when a
comparison is made with the actual topography, three groups can be identiﬁed that also
match the coastline’s main topographical units (Fig. Ǣǟ).
From Calpē to the Temple of Hera, the localities show a shi westwards and the
area appears stretched longitudinally, although there is no latitudinal distortion. The
57 Curiously, Abylē, the African Pillar of Hercules, lies
in the Iberian Sea (Geogr. Ǣ.ǟ.Ǥ) and, unlike its Eu-
ropean counterpart (Calpē), it does not form the
boundary between the Iberian Sea and the Strait.
Note that Procopius (Vand. ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ and Ǣ.ǣ.ǟ) later as-
sociates the African Pillar of Hercules with a fort
called Septem, named aer seven adjacent hills.
58 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ–Ǥ and Ǣ.ǟ.Ǡ–Ǥ.
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Fig. ǢǠ The Strait of Hercules
and the Island of Gades in the
second century CE.
Libyan localities, from the Heptadelphoi Mountain to Cape Kōtes, show the same dis-
tortions. From the Temple of Hera northwards to the mouths of the Baetis River, a
similar longitudinal shi westwards can be observed, but paired with a slight latitudi-
nal shi northwards and a counterclockwise rotation. Finally, from the Baetis to the
Sacred Cape, a larger longitudinal (about ǟ°ǡǞ’) shi westwards is visible, with the lo-
calities deviating progressively northwards. Thus, in comparison with the coast’s actual
shape, Ptolemy’s coastline shows a clockwise rotation. In the Geography, Ptolemy has
clearly oriented the coast in a south-east–north-west direction, whereas in fact it runs in
an east–west direction.
ǥ.Ǡ.Ǡ The Strait of Hercules in the antique sources
The importance of the role played byGades, the Strait and the Pillars ofHercules (Fig. ǢǠ)
in the geographical literature of Antiquity cannot be overestimated.59 This area – ﬁnis
terrae of both Europe and Libyē – generally opened and closed the descriptions of the
then knownworld60 and, as the spectacular point where the Greek and RomanMediter-
ranean Sea and the oceanic world met, it was a subject of great fascination. As a topos
of ancient geography, the Strait enthralled the ancients, less by its unique topography
59 Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ǟǣǤ–ǟǣǦ; Dueck ǠǞǟǠ, ǥǢ.
60 See, e.g., Mela’s opening (ǟ.ǠǢ): ‘Now for me, as
I begin to describe its coastlines and regions with
greater preciseness, it is most convenient to begin
from that point where Our Sea enters into the land
mass […]’; and his conclusion (ǡ.ǟǞǥ): ‘Farther on
is the colony of Zilia, and the Zilia River, and the
place we started from, Point Ampelusia, which now
turns into Our Strait, which is the terminus both
of this work and of the Atlantic coastline.’ See also
Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, ǟǟǦ.
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than by its mythological signiﬁcance.61 Whether or not these pillars ever existed, the ge-
ographical places they were meant to refer to and the exact location of Gades all formed
part of long-running debates, borne out, for instance, by a long passage in Strabo’s Ge-
ography.62 Many of the geographers, including Posidonius,63 Artemidorus64 and Poly-
bius,65 who participated in the debates, travelled to this area, whileMela came from Tin-
gentera (near modern-day Algeciras)66 and Turranius Gracilis (Pliny’s source) was born
near Mellaria (maybe near Valdevaqueros).67 In spite (or because) of these numerous
experiences, the geographical testimonies about the Strait of Hercules are diverse and
sometimes contradictory. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish clearly between accounts
that concern the morphology of the Strait – the coastal topography and the distances
between places – and reports about the location of the Pillars. Both questions are linked
but they are underlain by diﬀerent issues. And although the exact location of the Pillars
would not explain Ptolemy’s construction of the Strait, it may help to reveal his sources.
The antique sources generally use the Greek topographical term ὁ ̸̷̴̹̰̺̈́ (strait,
narrow passage)68 and the Latin equivalent fretum69 to describe the area. Less oen, one
ﬁnds ̼۰ ̴̻̼̩̈́ (entrance, outlet, mouth),70 ὁ ̵̸̻̼̭̺́̈́ (narrow passage, channel),71 or
fauces (narrow passage, gorge).72 Although the terminology is unambiguous and is used
to refer to the same type of landform,73 the terms do not give an accurate description
of the morphological variety of a strait or of the diverse pictures that emerge from the
descriptions. Thus, any value related to the size of the Strait of Hercules needs to be
linked with an explicit topographical conﬁguration or a description of its boundaries in
61 See Romm ǟǧǧǢ, ǟǣ–ǠǞ and Baslez ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǥ–Ǡǟ, for
a comprehensive overview.
62 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǡ–Ǥ.
63 Posidonius wrote about his own observations, while
based at Gades, where he spent thirty days (Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǣ
and ǡ.ǣ.ǧ). He is Strabo’s primary source for the lat-
ter’s description of the island (Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǥ–ǟǞ). See
also Str. ǟǥ.ǡ.Ǣ., where Posidonius’ maritime jour-
ney is mentioned.
64 Artemidorus sailed in the area of the Sacred Cape
(Str. ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ) and visited Gades (Marcian, Epit.
Men. ǟ.ǡ). As P. Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǦ, has noted, the ab-
sence of any mention of the Strait in the P. Artemid.
is extremely surprising.
65 Polybius (ǡ.ǣǧ) explains that he was able to cor-
rect ancient authors, since he himself had sailed
along Libyē, Iberia and Gallia, especially along their
oceanic coasts. He also states (ǡ.ǣǥ) that his knowl-
edge of the Strait ‘near the Pillars of Hercules’ and
on the particularities of the sea in this area would be
recorded in a later and more appropriate part of his
work; unfortunately these chapters have been lost.
66 Mela Ǡ.ǧǤ.
67 Pl. ǡ.ǡ. Turranius is also mentioned in an observa-
tion concerning the sighting of a whale on the shore
of Gades (ǧ.ǟǟ) and in a report about culinary habits
‘in Baetica and Africa’ (ǟǦ.ǥǣ).
68 Chantraine ǟǧǤǦ, ǧǠǧ. Polybius (ǟǤ.ǠǦ.ǧ) uses the
related word ὁ ̸̷̹̺̈́ as well, while ̸̷̴̹̰̺̈́ is the
term used by Ptolemy in the Geography’s catalogue.
69 Pl. ǡ.ǡ, ǡ.ǥ; Mela ǟ.Ǥ, ǟ.ǟǤ and Ǡ.ǧǤ.
70 Ps.-Scymnos vv. ǟǡǧ–ǟǢǞ, where ̴̻̼̩̈́ refers pre-
cisely to the mouth of the ocean. See Str. ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ.
71 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǧ.
72 Pl. ǡ.ǡ–Ǣ. Note that the Strait is frequently referred
to only by the metaphor ‘the Pillars of Hercules’ or
simply ‘the Pillars’. Strabo prefers to refer to it as ὁ
̲̩̼ۨ ̼̺ۨ ̻̼̦̳̩̺ ̸̷̴̹̰̺̈́, i.e. ‘the Strait of [or near]
the Pillars’ (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǧ–ǠǤ, ǡ.ǟ.ǥ, etc.).
73 E.g., in the same passage on the Strait of Hercules
and the Bosphorus (ǟǤ.ǠǦ.Ǥ–ǟǠ), Polybius uses al-
ternately ̴̻̼̩̈́, ̸̷̴̹̰̺̈́ and ̸̷̹̺̈́. He also uses
the same vocabulary to refer, e.g., to the Strait
of Messina, the Hellespont and the Bosphorus.
Cf. with Ptolemy’s own description, Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǡ.
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order for it to make sense. The descriptions of the Strait in the antique literature vary
somewhat. For example, Pliny and Mela use two very diﬀerent landforms to describe
the same fretum. Pliny restricts the Strait to the very precise section where both the
European and Libyan shores are at their closest. He describes the Iberian side from west
to east as follows:
The Cape of Hera,74 the Port of Baesippo, the oppidum of Baelo, the vicusMel-
laria, the strait from the Atlantic sea (fretum ex Atlantico mari), Carteia called
‘Tartesos’ by the Greek, the mount Calpe. Then, on the shore of the Internal
Sea, the city of Barbesula, etc.75
Pliny’s estimation of the length – ǟǣ miles in longitudinem – is thus consistent with a
narrow but very short passage, which he calls fretum.76 However, he fails to give an
estimation for the route from Calpē to the Cape of Hera. Mela, by contrast, portrays the
Strait as a long channel that forms a vast area between the ocean and the Mediterranean
Sea. Calpē and Abyla – Columnae Herculis – mark the spot where the opposite coasts
are at their closest,77 while the maritime area between the facing capes, Ampelusia and
Hera to the west, and the Pillars to the east, is a wide zone, which Mela calls fretum, that
is, the ‘Strait’. Mela notes down the rows of localities on both shores of the Strait. As for
the Iberian side, from the Pillars westwards, he records:
There is a bay beyond that point [i.e. Calpē], and on it is Carteia. […] Then
Mellaria, Bello and Baesippo occupy the shore of the Strait (oram freti occupat)
all the way to the cape of Hera.78
Mela’s description emphasises the particular topography of the area: the facing western
promontories form a sharp coastal break and the oceanic shores of Europe and Africa
go oﬀ in opposite directions,79 in a similar way to the eastern entrance to the Strait:
[The sea], at ﬁrst narrow and not more than ten miles wide, breaks into the
land mass and penetrates it. Then, spreading in length and width, it pushes
back the shores, which recede to an impressive degree.80
74 Pliny and Mela use the Latin name ‘Cape of Juno’,
which corresponds to the Greek ‘Cape of Hera’. In
order to avoid confusion between the two names, I
have used the Greek name in this text.
75 Pl. ǡ.ǥ.
76 Pl. ǡ.ǡ.
77 Mela Ǡ.ǧǣ: ‘Then the sea becomes very narrow (an-
gustissimum), and mountains constitute the closest
shores between Europe and Africa.’
78 Mela Ǡ.ǧǤ. See the full description of both coastlines
in Mela ǟ.ǠǤ–Ǡǥ (Africa) and Ǡ.ǧǣ–ǧǤ (Europe).
79 Mela Ǡ.ǧǤ and ǡ.ǡ.
80 Mela ǟ.Ǥ.
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On this side of the Strait, the sea already pours in over a rather broad area,
and with its great rush it bends back rather far the lands it has cleared from its
path.81
Although they both mention the same localities, Pliny and Mela describe two quite
diﬀerent kinds of straits. From his fragments and from the P. Artemid, it would seem
that Artemidorus’ picture of the Strait resembles Mela’s.82 Ps.-Scylax insists that both
Pillars of Hercules are ‘capes directly facing one another’.83 No clear picture of this area
emerges from Strabo’s Geography, especially as he uses, alternately, ‘the Pillars’ or ‘the
Strait of the Pillars’, in generalised and detailed descriptions, without disclosing whether
he is distinguishing between the two designations. Like Pliny, Strabo seems to have
sketched a short channel, whose waters belong neither to the Mediterranean Sea nor to
the ocean.84 He positions Calpē at the beginning of theMediterranean Sea85 but situates
Cape Kōtes beyond the western entrance to the Strait.86 All the documented values for
the length of the Strait concern its ‘short version’ (Pliny, Strabo): ǟǠǞ stadia or ǟǣ miles
(Table ǟǞ). Mela does not supply any distance data on its length. The unexpected value
given by Avienus and credited to Euctēmōn of Athens (ǟǞǦ miles) should be regarded
as the distance from Calpē to Gades.87 The set of distance data related to the width of
the Strait is substantial but conﬂicting; the oen capricious conditions of navigation in
the Strait may have made any reliable evaluation diﬃcult.88 A north–south sailing gives
a diﬀerent result to a south–north one, which may explain the variations in the sources.
Estimations for its width generally range from between ǢǞ and ǦǞ stadia (Table ǟǞ).
81 Mela ǟ.Ǡǥ.
82 Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǦ–ǣǧ and ǥǞ. P. Moret’s idea is tempt-
ing but it needs corroboration in the form of a reli-
able description of Artemidorus’ Libyan shore.
83 Ps.-Scylax ǟǟǟ: ̩ۓ̼̩̱ ̬۪ ̭ἰ̵̻̱ ἄ̲̹̩̱ ̵̲̩̼̩̼̱̲̹۲ ἀ̳̳ۭ-
̵̳́. See also Ps.-Scylax ǟ.
84 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǥ: ‘The Strait at the Pillars, where (̲̩̰ʼ ۃ̵)




87 The source (Avienus’ Ora maritima) and the claimed
authorship of the distance (Euctēmōn of Athens)
have given rise to a number of historical and philo-
logical issues. Avienus’ sources have been inten-
sively debated, but little is known of the history
of this text, the date of which is, anyway, rather
late (fourth century CE). Euctēmōn (ﬂ. ǢǡǠ BCE),
an Athenian astronomer, is mentioned in several
sources. Acccording to Ptolemy (Phas. Ǥǥ.Ǥ–ǥ), he
made observations in Athens, the Cyclades, Macedo-
nia and Thrace. He is oen associated in the antique
sources with Metōn, his contemporary – e.g. in the
Alm. ǡ.ǟ and later by Ammianus Marcellinus (Res
Gestae, ǠǤ.ǟ.Ǧ). His observations were used and/or
commented on by Geminus (Isag. Ǧ.ǣǞ and para-
pēgma; see Evans and Berggren ǠǞǞǤ, Ǡǥǣ–Ǡǥǥ) and
by Ptolemy in several astronomical works (Alm. ǡ.ǟ;
Phas. ǟǢ.Ǡǟ). Euctēmōn was, therefore, not un-
known to the author of the Geography. However,
there are no traces of any geographical works by Eu-
ctēmōn – let alone relating to western Europe – be-
sides the reference to him in Ora maritima. It would
be extraordinary if a ‘periplous of the Internal Sea’
written by Euctēmōn and possibly translated from a
Punic text existed (Rehm ǟǧǞǥ; opinion defended by
Antonelli ǠǞǞǞ, ǟǠǤ–ǟǠǦ; see also Avienus, FGrH V).
The only certainty is that it is impossible to prove
whether he ever travelled to the Strait.
88 Strabo remarks on the contrast between the clement
conditions along the coast of Turdetania and ‘a cer-
tain diﬃculty in passing the strait’ (Str. ǡ.Ǡ.ǣ).
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Source Length Width
in Avienus, Or. mar. vv. 350–375:
– Euctēmōn of Athens 108 miles 3 miles
– Scylax of Caryanda same width as the Bosphorus
– Damastes of Sigeion 7 stadia between the Pillars
Ps.-Scylax 111 1 day’s sailing between the Pillars
Ps.-Scymnos, vv. 139–140 120 stadia 30 stadia between the Pillars
Polybius, Hist. 16.28.9 60 stadia
Mela 1.6 no more than 10 miles
Turranius Gracilis (Pl. 3.3) 15 miles 5 miles from Mellaria to White Cape
Livy, Cornelius Nepos (Pl. 3.4) min. 7 miles, max. 10 miles
Strabo, Geogr. 2.5.19 120 stadia min. 70 stadia
Strabo, Geogr. 17.3.6 120 stadia min. 60 stadia
Agathemerus, Hypotyp. 20 80 stadia
Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 5.1 60 stadia
Marcian, Per. mar. ext. 1.3 80 stadia
Procopius, Vand. 3.1.2 84 stadia
Pliny, Hist. nat. 5.2 min. 30 miles from Tingis to Baelo
It. mar. 495.5–6 220 stadia from Baelo to Tingis
Tab. ǟǞ The dimensions of the Strait of Hercules according to the geographical sources of Antiquity.
Apart from these, no distances from Calpē or the Pillars to the Cape of Hera, or from
Abylē to Cape Kōtes have been recorded, even in other late antique sources.
ǥ.Ǡ.ǡ Vltra columnas Herculis: general conﬁguration of southwestern Iberia
South-western Iberia was one of the ﬁrst oceanic areas to be described in the ancient
sources.89 And, as one of its boundarymarks, the SacredCapewas singled out early on as
a particularly remarkable place in the oikoumenē. Unsurprisingly, then, it was the subject
89 According to Strabo (ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ), the Sacred Cape was
described by Ephorus (c. ǢǞǣ–ǡǡǞ BCE).
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of a certain amount of special treatment in ancient geographical texts, for example in
Strabo’s Geography:
Let me describe Iberia in detail, beginning with the Sacred Cape. This cape
is the most westerly point, not only of Europe, but of the whole inhabited
world; for, whereas the inhabited world comes to an end in the west with the
two continents […], the headlands of Iberia project at the aforementioned cape
about ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia beyond those of Libyē. Moreover, the country adjacent to
this cape they call in the Latin language Cuneusmeaning thereby to indicate its
wedge-shape (̻ϕῆ̵̩ ̴̵̵̧̻̯̩̭̱).90
The etymological explanation, which was also used byMela,91 indicates that the sources
of these two authors contained a precise picture of this headland’s shape. However, the
name ager Cuneus is thought to be related to the Cynetes or Kouneoi people,92 who used
to live in the area.93
The sources reveal that there were a variety of viewpoints about the appearance and
the location of the Sacred Cape. Pliny, relying on Varro, believed that the Sacred Cape
was situated approximately at the centre of the peninsula’s western coast.94According
to P. Moret, this viewpoint could have been inspired by Artemidorus, whose geography
of Iberia shares many similarities with the geographical texts of Varro and Pliny.95 In
actual fact, the distances and the description in the P. Artemid. tend to indicate that
the Sacred Cape was located in the southern part of the western coast, rather than at
its centre. Unlike Artemidorus,96 Strabo believed that the Sacred Cape was the most
westerly point of the oikoumenē and that it lay on the parallel through the Pillars of
Hercules and through Rhodes; he describes the Cape and the Pillars as the boundaries
of a large gulf.97 Strabo’s conﬁguration is argued at length in his work98 and may have
been partly inspired by Posidonius.99 One consequence of Strabo’s conﬁguration is that
a maritime journey, directly joining the Pillars to the Sacred Cape, could have been
made by roughly following the parallel through Rhodes.
90 Str. ǡ.ǟ.Ǣ.
91 Mela ǡ.ǥ.
92 Hdt. Ǡ.ǡǡ: ‘The Celts live beyond the Pillars of Her-
cules, being neighbours of the Kynēsioi, who are the
westernmost of all the peoples inhabiting Europe’,
and Ǣ.ǡǧ; Polyb. ǟǞ.ǥ.ǣ; Appian, Ib. ǣǥ–ǣǦ, ǤǦ; Justi-
nus, Hist. ǢǢ.Ǣ.ǟ.
93 Silberman ǟǧǦǦ, Ǡǣǟ; Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǦǣ.
94 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ.
95 See Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǥ, and Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǟǞǦ, for dis-
cussions on Varro’s role in transmitting Artemi-
dorus’ writings to Agrippa and thence to Pliny’s
works.
96 Pl. Ǡ.ǠǢǠ = fr. ǟ Stiehle ǟǦǣǤ: ‘[…] to the Artabrian
promontory, which is the most projecting part of
Hispania (ad promontorium Artabrum, quo longis-
sime frons procurrat Hispaniae).’ This measurement
of the longitudinal extent of the oikoumenē pro-
vided by Pliny and credited to Artemidorus covers
the distance from the Sacred Cape to the Cape of
the Artabri, which suggests that this latter cape was
the westernmost point of the peninsula. See Moret
ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǞ and ǥǧ.
97 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ, Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǢ and ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ.
98 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǢ.
99 Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǣ–ǥǤ.
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Fig. Ǣǡ The oceanic coast of southern Iberia in the second century CE: The outline of the Baetis River and the
locations of its double mouth are imprecise. See p. ǠǤǦ.
Ptolemy’s map diﬀers from these descriptions and is decidedly innovative. His Sa-
cred Cape forms the most westerly point of Iberia and Europe, as does Strabo’s, al-
though Ptolemy’s Cape lies more than Ǡ° to the north of the parallel through Rhodes
(ϕ = ǡǦ°ǟǣ’). Unlike Pliny’s Cape, though, it does not form part of the centre of the
western coast. Despite the speciﬁc distortions it shows in comparison with the actual
coast, Ptolemy’s innovative conﬁguration of the Sacred Cape is quite close to its actual
shape, and thus it notably improves the accuracy of the physical characteristics of this
area.
ǥ.Ǡ.Ǣ Oceanic coast from the Strait to the Sacred Cape
The works of Mela and Pliny provide descriptions of the topography of the ﬁrst stretch
of the oceanic coast of Iberia, just aer the western end of the Strait of Hercules up to
the Sacred Cape (Fig. Ǣǡ). Their texts draw interesting parallels with Ptolemy’s map.
Mela introduces the section related to this stretch of coast with a short, bird’s-eye view
description, before going into more detail:
Ǡǧǧ
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The Atlantic and the line of Baetica’s oceanfront (ora Baeticae frontis) receive
those who travel this way and follow the right-hand coast. This coastline is
virtually straight (paene recta) as far as the Anas river, except where it draws back
(abducitur) gradually once or twice. […] In the nearest bay (in proximo sinu) is
a harbour they call the Port of Gades and a sacred grove they call Oleastrum;
then a fort, Ebora, on the coast; and far from the coast the colony of Hasta. On
the coast again there is an altar and a temple of Hera,100 and on the sea itself,
the Monument of Caepio […].101
Mela’s description continues with the Baetis River, from its source to its double mouth,
and the large Lusitanian headland formed by the Sacred Cape.102 According to him,
the stretch of coast from the Pillars to the Anas River lies in the province of Baetica,
while the coast from the Anas River to the Sacred Cape is in the province of Lusitania.
As Pliny organised his text according to the Roman provinces, he discusses the coasts in
two diﬀerent sections (in Books ǡ and Ǣ) of his work. As for Baetica’s stretch of coast,
the picture Pliny creates closely resembles Mela’s text (with the description reversed):
The things that more especially deserve notice, or are more easily explained in
the Latin tongue, are the following, beginning at the river Anas, along the line
of the seashore: the oppidum of Ossonoba, nicknamed Aestuaria, at the conﬂu-
ence of the rivers Luxia and Urium; the Hareni mountains; the Baetis river; the
coast of Cure103 and its curved bay (litus curense inﬂexo sinu), opposite to which
is Gades, to be described among the islands; the cape of Hera104 […].105
Pliny does not give any details about the topography of the coast between the Anas
River and the Sacred Cape,106 while Strabo’s description is less clear than those of the
100 This Temple of Hera, situated north of Gades,
should not be confused with the temple described
by Ptolemy on the homonymous cape, situated
south of Gades, at the western entrance to the Strait




103 ‘Litus curense’ is a hapax legomenon, so its meaning
is, by deﬁnition, diﬃcult to decipher. There are
no records of a place or a people named ‘Curum’
or ‘Curenses’ in this area. The onomastic com-
parisons that are generally proposed and debated
seem rather audacious and are rarely cogent (see
Chenoll Alfaro ǟǧǦǠ). Although all the manuscripts
of Pliny’s work include the name, one does won-
der whether a mistake might have been made in
the archetype. Curense is indeed morphologically
close to the words derived from curuare (to form in
the shape of a curve) and curuus (curved, winding,
bent). Compare Pliny’s phrase ‘litus curense inﬂexo
sinu’ with other passages in the Hist. nat., such as
‘magnoque litorum ﬂexu retro curuatus in cornua’ (Ǣ.ǥǤ)
and ‘curuatur ora’ (Ǥ.ǟǦ), as well as the words used in
Mela’s text: ‘curui litoris’ (ǟ.ǟǟǞ) and ‘curuansque se
subinde longo supercilio inﬂexum est’ (ǡ.ǡǠ).
104 This Cape of Hera and Ptolemy’s Cape and Tem-
ple of Hera must be one and the same. See foot-
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two Latin authors. He writes that the coast between the Pillars of Hercules and the
Sacred Cape is made up of a large gulf:
[The promontory that juts down to the Pillars is] encompassed by simple gulfs
(ἁ̸̷̳ῖ̺ ̸̷̲̳̱̺̈́): by the gulf that lies between Calpē and the Sacred Cape – the
gulf on which Gades is situated – and also by that portion of the sea that lies
between the Pillars and Sicily.107
In addition, Strabo describes the parallel through Rhodes as running through the Pillars
of Hercules, Gades (and the nearby coast) and the Sacred Cape. Given the proximity of
the island on which Gades was situated to the continent (one stadion) and its central
position in the gulf,108 the curvature of the gulf’s coastline must be almost ‘ﬂat’. In his
detailed description, Strabo focuses on a few speciﬁc topographical elements (such as
small islands, estuaries and river mouths), documenting that the coast is ‘full of bays’
but without giving any precise locations.109 Thus, according to Pliny and Mela, the
oceanic coast west of the Strait is composed of two distinct sections: ﬁrst, a gulf that
includes the island of Gades; and second an approximately straight coastline that runs
from the mouths of the rivers Baetis and the Anas to the Sacred Cape. Strabo also writes
that Gades lies at the centre of a gulf, although his conﬁguration diﬀers from that of the
Latin authors.
The antique sources contain a number of estimations for the length of the coastline
that stretches from the Pillars of Hercules to the Sacred Cape. The distances provided
are generally linked with the maritime route that connected the Strait of Hercules with
the Sacred Cape via Gades (Fig. Ǣǡ), which explains why some of the data do not always
correspond to the direct route between the Pillars and the Sacred Cape. Although the
estimations of the length of the entire coastline as well as of intermediate distances gen-
erally have a similar order of magnitude, there is, nevertheless, little agreement on the
ﬁgures, while some of the deductions are clearly contradictory (Table ǟǟ). The debates
of Antiquity concerning the location of the Pillars of Hercules – at Gades or at Calpē
and Abylē, according to the main theses – occasionally make interpreting the sources
problematic. The P. Artemid. provides precise distances, although a full reconstruction
is impossible because of the papyrus’ poor state of preservation. The Sacred Cape is also
used in general descriptions to estimate the size of the whole peninsula.110
107 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ. The description is clearly derived from
Eratosthenes.
108 Str. ǡ.ǟ.Ǧ and ǡ.ǣ.ǡ–Ǥ.
109 Str. ǡ.ǣ.Ǥ: ‘Gades is not situated in such a geograph-
ical position as to denote an end; rather it lies at
about the centre of a long coastline that is full of
bays (ἐ̵ ̴̥̻ῃ ̸̺́ ̲̭ῖ̼̩̱ ̴̭̫̤̳ῃ ̸̧̩̹̩̳ᾳ ̷̸̲̳̬̭̱͆).’
110 See, e.g., Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ.
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Source Route Distance
Strabo, Geogr. 2.4.3 Pillars of Hercules to Sacred Cape c. 3 000 stadia111
Eratosthenes (Str. 1.4.5) Pillars of Hercules to Sacred Cape not less than 3 000 stadia
Ps.-Scylax 1 Pillars of Hercules to Gades 1 day’s sailing
Strabo, Geogr. 3.1.8, 3.5.3 Calpē to Gades 750 or 800 stadia
Strabo, Geogr. 17.6.3 Strait of Hercules to Gades 800 stadia
Pliny, Hist. nat. 4.119 Gades ab ostio freti 75 miles112 (c. 600 stadia)
Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 5.1 Calpē to Gades 600 stadia
P. Artemid. V 24–25 Calpē to Gades 544 stadia
Eratosthenes (Str. 3.2.11) Gades to Sacred Cape 5 days’ sailing113
Artemidorus (Str. 3.2.11) Gades to Sacred Cape less than 1 700 stadia
Strabo, Geogr. 3.1.9 Gades to Sacred Cape less than 2 000 stadia
Varro (Pl. 4.115) Gades to Anas River to Sacred Cape 228 miles (c. 1 824 stadia)114
111 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ: ὁ̴̷̷̷̳̫ῦ̻̱ ̫̹ۨ ̷ἱ ̸̳̭ῖ̷̻̼̱ (‘most people
agree that…’). The anonymous Hypotypōsis, which
is diﬃcult to date, although some of its data derive
from Strabo and Ptolemy (Marcotte ǠǞǞǠ, ̨̜–̨̜̙̙),
also gives a distance of ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia between the Pil-
lars of Hercules and the Sacred Cape (Hypotyp. ǟ
and Ǣǥ).
112 Some manuscripts give ǥǣ miles, others Ǡǣ miles.
See Detlefsen ǟǧǞǢ, ǦǠ.
113 If one day’s sea voyage covers ǤǞǞ stadia, then one
could take ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia to be the distance of the
whole ﬁve-day journey.
114 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ: ‘Varro reports that [from the Sacred Cape]
to the Anas river, by which we have mentioned Lusi-
tania as being separated from Baetica, [there is a
distance of] ǟǠǤ miles, it being ǟǞǠ miles more to
Gades.’
Tab. ǟǟ The documented distances between the Pillars of Hercules and the Sacred Cape via Gades.
ǥ.Ǡ.ǣ The main distortions in the Ξ recension explained
Division of the coastline into topographical units
There is a high degree of consistency between the main topographical units of the coast-
line – that is, the Strait of Hercules, a gulf near Gades up to the Baetis River and a straight
section that runs to the Sacred Cape – in Ptolemy’s Geography and the three groups of
displacement vectors (delimited by the Sacred Cape, the double mouth of the Baetis
River, and the Temple of Hera and Calpē, Fig. ǢǢa). Moreover, the three coastal sections
match other sources, in particular Pliny and Mela, who describe similar topographical
ǡǞǠ
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units and accentuate the same principal localities that border the groups of distortions
on Ptolemy’s map. Mela’s text corresponds particularly well to Ptolemy’s Strait of Her-
cules, as they both describe a channel-like strait. By contrast, the latitudinal data on
Gades and the Sacred Cape given by Strabo and Pliny do not correspond to Ptolemy’s
coordinates in the Ξ recension. It is, therefore, highly plausible that the main distor-
tions in the Ξ recension are a direct result of the coastline having been divided into
three topographical units. When the coast is positioned so that the modern coordinates
of Calpē and the Temple of Hera (the boundaries of the Iberian side of the Strait), as
well as of the eastern mouth of the Baetis River and the Sacred Cape, coincide with their
respective coordinates in the Geography, each group generates the main distortions that
are found on Ptolemy’s map (Fig. ǢǢb). The displacement vectors that showed a shi
westwards and a clockwise rotation of the localities between the Sacred Cape and the
double mouth of the Baetis River have almost disappeared. The few places that form
the gulf between the Baetis River and the Temple of Hera still show a small longitudi-
nal shi eastwards. Likewise, the localities along the coastline of the Strait of Hercules
have been shied slightly westwards, although the area no longer appears to have been
stretched longitudinally.
Construction of the Strait of Hercules
In the Ξ recension of the Geography, the Strait of Hercules corresponds to the type of
channel-like strait that Ptolemy himself describes as ‘a peninsula, making the Strait, as it
were, an isthmus of the sea’.115 The two shores of the Strait are bordered by the meridian
of longitude ǥ°ǡǞ’ to the east and by the meridian of longitude Ǥ° to the west, with the
small cape of the Temple of Hera, which has a longitude of ǣ°Ǣǣ’, lying outside the Strait.
The European and the Libyan shores also ﬁnd themselves on either side of the parallel
through Rhodes, and both are aﬀected by similar distortions. Moreover, the variation
in the distortions matches the topographical divisions within and outside the Strait.
It is possible that the speciﬁc distortions of the Strait itself were caused by a mapping
process in which topographical descriptions were used to determine the dimensions of
the opposite coasts and the distance between them, and that the four boundaries of
the Strait and the coasts were positioned in relation to these points. Ptolemy’s Strait of
Hercules in the Ξ recension of the Geography is, in comparison with the other antique
sources, extremely innovative. Only Mela’s description resembles Ptolemy’s conﬁgura-
tion. Both authors describe a channel whose western and eastern entrances are formed
by two facing promontories. The minimal width of Ptolemy’s Strait corresponds to ǟǞ’
of a meridian, that is, Ǧǡ stadia or c. ǦǞ stadia when rounded down, a value that tallies
115 Geogr. ǥ.ǣ.ǡ: ̷̵̷̭̹̻̦̻̿̽ ̵̧̬̲̯ ἰ̴̻̰۰̵ ὡ̸̻̭̹̭ۮ ̸̷̷̱ῦ-
̻̩ ̷̼ῦ ̸̷̭̳̤̫̺̽ ̼۰̵ ̸̷̴̵̹̰̈́.
ǡǞǡ
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. ǢǢ The division of the coastline into three main topographical units explains the main distortions of the
coast between the Pillars of Hercules and the Sacred Cape in the Ξ recension.
with Mela’s text. Moreover, many sources report that the Rhodes parallel goes through
the Strait of Hercules, thereby separating the Libyan and European continents.
In order to determine the positions of the four boundaries of the Strait of Hercules,
a mapping process that combines some of the information contained in the sources
might have been used. For example:
– the shape of the Strait was inﬂuenced by the four capes facing the Strait’s two
entrances: therfore, the four boundary localities form the vertices of a quadrilateral;
– both coasts were placed on either side of the parallel through Rhodes;
– ǦǞ stadia was the minimal width of the Strait.
The descriptive elements of the four boundaries can be used to determine the position
of the Strait in relation to the meridian through Calpē: they provide enough informa-
tion for us to create a structural frame on to which the strait can be placed (Fig. Ǣǣ).116
116 In Greek astronomical and geographical texts, when
a parallel is combined with a geographical place,
ǡǞǢ
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. Ǣǣ A geometrical construction of the Strait of Hercules using Mela’s topographical description and distance
data on the dimensions of the Strait to explain the main distortions in the Ξ recension.
However, additional elements need to be added as these components alone cannot de-
termine the position of each boundary of the Strait. First of all, some data on the length
of the Strait are required. Mela is one of the few authors not to have le any estimations
for the length of the Strait. The generally accepted value is ǟǠǞ stadia, although this
ﬁgure does not ﬁt the conﬁguration of the Strait in the Geography, where it is ﬁve time
longer (at c. ǤǞǞ stadia). It is possible that Ptolemy used the ﬁgure given by Avienus and
credited to Euctēmōn of Athens: ǟǞǦ miles, that is, c. ǦǤǢ stadia. Euctēmōn’s datum
is, however, questionable.117 The length of Ptolemy’s Strait does, in fact, tally with the
transmitted distances for the journey between Calpē and Gades, which all have an order
of magnitude of one day’s sailing, which corresponds to between ǤǞǞ and ǦǞǞ stadia.
This does not, however, correspond to estimations of the length of the Strait, which is
quite a distance away from Gades. Thus, the length that Ptolemy used for the Strait
cannot be traced back to one of our sources.
Moreover, although the western European and Libyan coasts that face the ocean
follow the Ǥ° meridian accurately, the Cape of Hera breaks this regularity. It forms a
small promontory, which juts out of the Strait westwards, in the direction of the ocean.
Once again, Ptolemy’s map agrees with Mela’s description:
the parallel circle almost always goes through (̬̱̤)
the concerned cities and countries. See p. Ǣǣ. One
cannot exclude the possibility that this terminology
inﬂuenced Ptolemy’s mapping process: he places
both continents on either side of the parallel, so that
the line runs right through the centre of the Strait.
117 See footnote Ǧǥ, p. ǠǧǤ.
ǡǞǣ
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At this stage that promontory [the Cape of Hera] runs to the west and to the
Ocean with a side-wise ridge (in occidentem et oceanum obliquo iugo excurrens), and
it faces that promontory in Africa that we had said was called Ampelusia.118
In order to draw this cape, Ptolemy might have used a description similar to Mela’s text
(a ‘side-wise’ headland running westward). The conﬁguration of the eastern entrance to
the Strait has, however, no equivalent in any of the other antique sources. The most sur-
prising feature is that the two so-called Pillars of Hercules, which were situated, accord-
ing to ancient descriptions, at the eastern entrance of the Strait, do not, on Ptolemy’s
map, form the entrance promontories but are the ﬁrst localities to be positioned beyond
the Strait: Exilissa in Tingitana and Carteia in Baetica form the inﬂection points of their
respective coasts.
Construction of the Sacred Cape and the double mouth of the Baetis River
The antique sources contain three kinds of geographical information on the Sacred
Cape: distances, latitudinal data and the geographical position of the Cape in relation
to the whole Iberian peninsula. Considering the peninsula as a whole, descriptions of
the cape’s location can be divided into two distinct categories, although neither of them
ﬁts Ptolemy’s conﬁguration.119 Thus, the latitudinal data given by Strabo – the Sacred
Cape is said to lie approximately on the parallel through Rhodes – cannot be a source
for the latitude of the Sacred Cape in Ptolemy’s Geography. The Sacred Cape was an im-
portant reference point for measuring all types of distances, from short to long. A long
distance is, for example, the ǟ ǡǞǞ miles that Varro estimates for the distance from the
central Pyrenees to the Sacred Cape.120 All the medium distances refer to the journey
from the Pillars of Hercules to the Sacred Cape through Gades, and range from c. Ǡ ǠǞǞ
to more than ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia. Moreover, the distance between the Pillars and the Cape,
although largely disseminated in the sources, can only help us determine the position
of the Sacred Cape when it is combined with other information. Finally, the data for
many of the long distances are oen inconsistent, unreliable and too fragmentary to
enable us to reconstruct a complete journey between the principal localities.
It is possible to explain the positioning of the Sacred Cape by making a geometrical
construction with a ruler and compass, using the distance between Calpē (C) and the
Sacred Cape (S) as a medium distance and a long distance from another main point,
such as the Temple of Venus at the south-eastern end of the Pyrenees (P). The Sacred
Cape is then situated:
118 Mela Ǡ.ǧǤ.
119 See p. Ǡǧǥ.
120 The value might have been corrupted. See Moret
ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǢ.
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Fig. ǢǤ Ruler-and-compass construction of the Sacred Cape, using distance data recorded by Pliny (Ξ recension).
– on the circle, with C at the centre and a radius equalling r · dCS, where dCS is the
distance between C and S, transmitted by Pliny, and r corresponds to a reduction of
one-ﬁh;
– and on the circle, with P at the centre and a radius equalling dPS, where dPS is the
distance between P and S (Fig. ǢǤ).
Pliny’s distance dCS (ǡǞǡ miles, so c. Ǡ ǢǠǢ stadia)121 is also close to other estimations
recorded by Strabo (ǟ ǥǞǞ + ǥǣǞ stadia, for instance). The distance to be used with
the compass was measured on the map along the parallel through Rhodes. Distance dPS
corresponds to the rounded value of ǥ ǤǞǞ stadia or ǧǣǞmiles, which is not documented
but matches the order of magnitude of Roman evaluations of the entire length of the
peninsula, if reduced by a value similar to r.122
A mapping procedure that could explain the construction of the eastern mouth of
the Baetis River thanks to information passed down in the antique sources has yet to be
found. However, it is possible that two distances were combined (Fig. Ǣǥa). It should
also be noted that this mouth of the Baetis River lies on a straight line that connects
121 This value is a combination of the journey from the
Pillars, at the eastern entrance to the Strait, to Gades
(ǥǣ miles) and from there to the Sacred Cape (ǠǠǦ
miles). See Table ǟǟ.
122 Varro reckons that there are ǟ ǠǣǞ miles between
the Pyrenees and Cape Magnum (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǢ), which
corresponds to the maximum length of the penin-
sula given by Appian (ǟǞ ǞǞǞ stadia). See p. ǡǟǥ.
When one combines the extents of the provinces
of Tarraconensis and Lusitania provided by the Ro-
man sources, one obtains ǟ ǟǢǥ miles, according to
Pliny (ǡ.Ǡǧ and Ǣ.ǟǟǦ; here Pliny relies on Agrippa
for data), ǟ ǟǟǣ miles according to the Dem. prov.
ǠǠ–Ǡǡ, while the Div. orb. terr. ǣ–Ǥ gives a distance of
ǧǦǞ miles. These values are close to the distance that
Ptolemy might have used.
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a Ruler-and-compass construction, using two dis-
tances.
b Ruler-and-compass construction, using one dis-
tance measurement and an auxiliary line.
Fig. Ǣǥ Two geometrical constructions of the eastern mouth of the Baetis River (Ξ recension).
the eastern entrance to the Strait to the Sacred Cape. This line gives an extremely good
approximation of the coast, and it might have been used as a guide when positioning
the Baetis River (Fig. Ǣǥb).
ǥ.Ǡ.Ǥ The main distortions in theΩ recension explained
In theΩ and Ξ recensions, the coast’s three distinct landforms (Fig. Ǣǧa) match the three
groups of distortions. Between the Sacred Cape and the Temple of Hera the distortions
are similar in both recensions. The coastline forms (ǟ) a rectilinear, north-west–south-
east oriented section from the Sacred Cape to the double mouth of the Baetis River,
where the localities have been shied westwards and have been aﬀected by a clockwise
rotation; (Ǡ) a curved section from the Baetis River to the Temple of Hera, where the
localities have been shied signiﬁcantly westwards, with a small latitudinal shi north-
wards and a small counterclockwise rotation.
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a Ξ recension. b Ω recension.
Fig. ǢǦ Outline of the Strait of Hercules (dark blue area) in Ptolemy’s Geography, Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ–Ǥ and Ǣ.ǟ.Ǡ–Ǥ.
The third group of distortions – along the Strait of Hercules – diﬀers from the ﬁrst two
groups as the discrepancies in the coordinates of the recensions are quite distinct in this
area. In contrast to the Ξ recension, the two shores of the Strait in theΩ recension are
asymmetrical (cf. Fig. ǢǦa with Fig. ǢǦb), and a sharply indented gulf around the city
of Baelo has created a dramatic latitudinal northwards shi for a small group of locali-
ties. All the locations along the Strait are characterised by a signiﬁcant longitudinal shi
westwards. In both recensions, the main topographical units of Ptolemy’s coastline co-
incide with the three diﬀerent groups of distortions as well as with the descriptions of
the area found in the other antique sources, particularly in Pliny’s and Mela’s works. As
in the Ξ recension, the main distortions of Ptolemy’s coast in theΩ recension are, there-
fore, a result of the coast having been divided into three topographical units, delimited
by the same principal points: Calpē, the Temple of Hera and the eastern mouth of the
Baetis River with the Sacred Cape.
When the coast is positioned so that themodern coordinates of these localities coin-
cide with their respective coordinates in theΩ recension, each group displays the same
main distortions as Ptolemy’s map (Fig. Ǣǧb): the main distortions of the localities be-
tween the Sacred Cape and the double mouth of the Baetis River have disappeared,
while between the Baetis and the Temple of Hera, there is a same small longitudinal
shi eastwards that can also be seen in the Ξ recension. We can contrast this with the
residual distortions along the Strait: the longitudinal shi westwards has been greatly
reduced (which also aﬀects the Libyan localities along the Strait), while the small group
of localities around the Gulf of Baelo, that is, the city and the river, as well as Mellaria,
have been signiﬁcantly shied northwards.
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. Ǣǧ The division of the coast into three main topographical units explains the main distortions along the
coastline between the Pillars of Hercules and the Sacred Cape (Ω recension).
The city of Barbesula, which Ptolemy locates incorrectly in the Strait, still shows a shi
southwards. Although one could propose the same hypothesis regarding the construc-
tion of the Sacred Cape and the double mouth of the Baetis River for both recensions,
one can still not explain the diﬀerences in the placing of the principal localities along
the Strait of Hercules in theΩ recension. In particular, there are two features in theΩ
recension that are at variance: the Temple of Hera lies exactly on the parallel through
Rhodes and the two points on the eastern boundary of the Strait do not lie on the same
meridian. None of the other ancient sources states that the Cape and Temple of Hera
lie on the parallel through Rhodes. Thus, the use of a structural frame composed of two
meridians divided by the parallel through Rhodes does not provide us with a satisfying
explanation for the diﬀerences in theΩ recension. Although these two features do not
bring about any decisive diﬀerences in themain distortions between the two recensions,
they may, nonetheless, be evidence of diﬀerent cartographical construction methods.
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Fig. ǣǞ Northern and western
oceanic coasts of Iberia: Com-
parison between the modern and
Ptolemy’s coordinates of the Ξ
recension, using Ptolemy’s second
map projection.
ǥ.ǡ Western and northern coasts of Iberia
ǥ.ǡ.ǟ Characteristics of the distortions in the Ξ recension
The western coast of the Iberian peninsula includes the localities of the province of
Lusitania, between the Sacred Cape and the mouth of the Durius River, and the loca-
tions, on the western coast of the province of Tarraconensis, from the Durius to Cape
Nerion. The places on the northern coast run from Cape Nerion to Cape Oiarsō, at
the north-western end of the Pyrenees. All the localities show an important longitudi-
nal and latitudinal shi north-eastwards (Fig. ǣǞ), compared with the actual coastlines
(Fig. ǣǟ and Fig. ǣǠ). Two distinct groups can be identiﬁed: the localities on the western
coast, that is, from the mouth of the Callipous River to Cape Nerion, are aﬀected by a
shi north-eastwards, which increases slightly the further north one goes. Together, this
makes the coast in theGeography expand and rotate slightly in a clockwise direction. The
places on the northern coastline also show a north-eastward shi, with a much larger
distortion than the western coast.
An analysis of the northern coastal group raises a number of speciﬁc issues. Com-
paredwith the peninsula’s other coastlines, only a few localities aremarked on Ptolemy’s
map: eighteen places for a large area, with an extremely high average distance between
them. The locations of many of these places are also uncertain; hence, the group of dis-
placement vectors is quite small. Twelve out of the eighteen places can be identiﬁed, of
which only nine have a well-supported location.
ǥ.ǡ.Ǡ Western and northern oceanic coasts of Iberia in the antique sources
…inlustrantque terras ante ignobiles (Mela ǡ.ǟǡ)
The antique sources undoubtedly handled the western coastline of the Iberian penin-
sula quite diﬀerently from the northern coastline. The western seaboard of Iberia, com-
prising the provinces of Lusitania and Callaecia, was relatively well represented in the
geographical sources at the time of Ptolemy. Although this coast was not as urbanised
as the Mediterranean shores, both Strabo and Pliny praised its numerous harbours and
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Fig. ǣǟ Principal localities along the western
coastline of the Iberian peninsula in the second
century CE.
rivers, many of which were navigable for long distances;123 on Ptolemy’s map of Iberia
half the places on the peninsula’s western coast are river mouths. By contrast, the geo-
graphical works of the early Principate period regarded the northern Iberian coastline
123 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǡ–ǟǟǤ; Strabo (ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ) describes the area as
a ‘fortunate country’ (̹̩̿͆ ̭ὔ̴̵̧̬̩) because of
its ﬂuvial network; cf. Appian, Ib. ǡǞǟ. Five of the
seven toponyms given in the P. Artemid., along the
coastline from the Sacred Cape to the Cape of the
Artabri, are rivers.
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Fig. ǣǠ Principal localities along the northern coastline of the Iberian peninsula in the second century CE.
– its inhabitants, its cities and harbours – as uninteresting and almost unworthy of seri-
ous consideration.124 Moreover, the local climate and the area’s proximity to the ocean
placed the region outside the ‘civilised’ oikoumenē:
Now of Iberia the larger part aﬀords but poor means of livelihood; for most of
the inhabited country consists of mountains, forests, and plains whose soil is
thin – and even that not uniformly well-watered. And northern Iberia, in addi-
tion to its ruggedness, not only is extremely cold, but lies next to the ocean, and
thus has acquired its characteristic of inhospitality and aversion to intercourse
with other countries; consequently, it is an exceedingly disagreeable place to
live in.125
Oneneeds to distinguish betweenwhat can be classiﬁed, from aGraeco-Roman-centered
point of view, as a literary topos and what could be considered a genuine lack of infor-
mation in the sources. In the P. Artemid. (V Ǣǣ), the paraplous stops at the Great Har-
bour (near modern-day A Coruña),126 with Artemidorus claiming that there were no
measurements for the rest of the northern coastline up to the Pyrenees. At the time of
Artemidorus, the western and northern parts of Iberia were certainly regarded as being
at the very fringes of the Roman world. The idea of marginal and extreme regions per-
sisted in the historical and geographical literature long aer the Roman conquest, with
Appian, a contemporary and fellow countryman of Ptolemy, asserting that the oceanic
coasts of Iberia remained litora incognita.127 Aer many decades of military campaigns,
124 See p. ǟǢǟ.
125 Str. ǡ.ǟ.Ǡ. The contrast between a civilised Iberia
and the barbaric peoples who lived at the fringes
of the Roman Empire can also be detected in the
works of Polybius (ǡ.ǡǥ.ǟǟ) and Livy (Ǡǟ.ǤǞ.Ǣ).
126 On Ptolemy’s map, the ‘Great Harbour’ corresponds
to the area near Flavium Brigantium, which matches
with the same area in the P. Artemid.
127 Appian, Ib. Ǡ–ǡ: ‘In coasting [sailors] follow the
Tyrrhenian Sea as far as the Pillars of Hercules. They
do not traverse the Western and Northern ocean,
except in crossing over to Britain, and this they ac-
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the early Augustan arae Sestianaewere erected in c. ǠǞ BCE in the vicinity of CapeNerion
(modern-day Cabo Touriñán or possibly Cabo Fisterra) in order to symbolise that the
whole Iberian peninsula had been politically integrated into the territories of Rome.128
However, despite being mentioned by Mela, Pliny and Ptolemy, the erection of the
altars cannot be regarded as strong enough evidence that the area had become fully
incorporated into the Romans’ geographical imago mundi. According to P. Moret:
Even aer the Roman conquest, the mythical picture of the westernmost point
[of the Roman Empire] prevails over the empirical knowledge of a territory,
even as it became better explored, delimited and marked out.129
For this reason – and although Appian’s statement on the absence of Romans in the
area should not necessarily be taken literally130 – the geographical works of the early
Principate period remained strongly inﬂuenced by Greek geographers, who continued
to ignore, for the most part, the oceanic fringes of Iberia, particularly the area beyond
the Sacred Cape. The large amount of new information that was brought back to Rome
by its legions and administrators would only gradually be incorporated into the geo-
graphical literature.131 It is this that may explain, to a certain extent at least, why, on
Ptolemy’s map, the northern coast is less accurate than the western seaboard.
General conﬁguration of the peninsula
The identiﬁcation and deﬁnition of the western and northern oceanic coastlines of
Iberiawere a relatively recent development in the geographical texts of Antiquity. Artemi-
dorus was the ﬁrst author to realise that Iberia was a peninsula.132 He completed Eratos-
complish by availing themselves of the tide, as it is
only half a day’s journey. For the rest, neither the
Romans nor any of the subject peoples navigate that
ocean.’
128 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǢǢ–Ǣǣ and Ǣǧ.
129 Moret ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǦ: ‘Encore après la conquête romaine,
la vision mythique de l’Extrême Occident l’emporte
sur la connaissance empirique d’une province
pourtant de mieux en mieux explorée, délimitée
et balisée.’
130 P. Goukowsky ǠǞǞǡ, ǧǦ, seems to have trusted Ap-
pian’s report, although the recent synthesis of Fer-
nández Ochoa and Morillo ǠǞǟǡ highlights the suc-
cessful integration of Iberia’s oceanic maritime areas
into the Roman Empire during the early Principate
period.
131 Moret ǠǞǞǤ, ǢǠ: ‘The third phase – that is, that of
the Roman conquest – is the most complex. While
an archaistic tendency develops in one part of ge-
ography’s output, the varied information that the
Roman armies bring back with them are ﬁrstly
passed on to historians, oen in a chaotic and con-
tradictory way – hence, for example, the impossi-
bility of making a coherent geographical picture
of Hispania from Livy – and only later to geogra-
phers.’ (‘La troisième phase, celle de la conquête
romaine, est la plus complexe. Alors qu’une ten-
dance archaïsante se développe dans une partie de
la production géographique, les informations de
toutes sortes que les armées romaines ramènent avec
elles se répercutent d’abord chez les historiens, de
façon souvent chaotique et contradictoire – d’où
par exemple l’impossibilité de composer un tableau
géographique cohérent de l’Hispanie à partir de
Tite-Live –, puis avec retard chez les géographes.’)
132 Artemidorus played a vital role in spreading ge-
ographical knowledge about the peninsula. See
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thenes’ and Polybius’ schema of Iberia133 with his descriptions of the peninsula’s western
and northern sides (̸̳̭̹̤̽): the western coast from Gades to the Cape of the Artabri
(including the Sacred Cape) and the northern coast from the Artabri to the Pyrenees,
with the Artabrian promontory being the point where the two coasts meet.134
It is possible that Artemidorus had already conceived the idea of a peninsula that
could be compared to a quadrilateral, which more or less resembles a rectangle and
which could be transferred to a grid of parallels and meridians; in the P. Artemid., the
Mediterranean coast is, for instance, described as being ‘parallel to the southern kli-
mata’.135 The terminology of this passage in the papyrus – ̴̧̲̳̩, ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩ϕ̦, ̻̿ῆ̴̩ – may
indicate that, in spite of its location on the fringes of the oikoumenē, the peninsula had by
the time of Artemidorus been incorporated intoHellenistic mathematical geography.136
The order of the peninsula’s sides presented in the papyrus – ﬁrst the Pyrenees, which
connects Iberia to the mainland, then the south side, the north side and ﬁnally the west
side – shows a schematisation that seems to have been modelled on Eratosthenes’ ̻ϕ̹̩-
̫ῖ̬̭̺, rather than periplographically.137 Artemidorus’ schematic picture of a peninsula
that is surrounded by the Mediterranean Sea, the ocean and the Pyrenees and has dif-
ferently oriented sides goes unchallenged and provides a descriptive frame that is used
by all the sources until Late Antiquity.138 Geographical sources aer Artemidorus de-
scribe the western side of the peninsula, starting from Gades (Mela, Pliny)139 or from
the Sacred Cape (Strabo)140 and running until the northernmost tip of the peninsula.
According to Strabo, this coastline not only faces west (and the ocean) but it also has
an approximately north–south and rectilinear conﬁguration: he describes the western
Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǥǧ: ‘By completing the drawing of the
coast until Galicia, by integrating the provincial di-
visions into his overall schema, by using terrestrial
itineraries to reﬁne the distances in his periplous,
Artemidorus appears to be an innovator rather
than an heir.’ (‘En complétant jusqu’à la Galice le
dessin du littoral, en intégrant les divisions provin-
ciales dans son schéma d’ensemble, en se servant
d’itinéraires terrestres pour aﬃner les mesures de
son périple, Artémidore apparaît comme un innova-
teur plus que comme un héritier.’)
133 Polybius’ complete picture of Iberia is unknown.
According to P. Moret, the topics debated in Poly-
bius’ third book of the Histories explain the lack of
geographical information on the Atlantic areas, es-
pecially north of the Tagus River. It is also possible
that his non-extant Book ǡǢ might have contained
additional elements on the subject (Moret ǠǞǟǡ,
ǦǞ–Ǧǟ).
134 P. Artemid. IV ǟǢ–V ǟǢ, Pl. Ǡ.ǠǢǠ = fr. ǟ Stiehle ǟǦǣǤ.
135 P. Artemid. IV ǡǥ–V ǟ: ̷̼ῖ̺ ̴̴̭̻̯̪̹ۯ̵̩ ̲̳ۯ̴̵̩̻̱ ̲̭̱-
̴̵̥̯ ̸̷̩̹̤̳̳̯̳̺. See Moret ǠǞǟǡ, Ǥǧ–ǥǞ. A similar
expression can be found in Polybius (ǣ.ǢǢ).
136 Marcotte ǟǧǧǦ, ǠǤǢ–ǠǤǤ; Marcotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǣǡ.
137 Moret ǠǞǟǡ, Ǥǡ: ‘The order of this perigraphē be-
trays a viewpoint that diﬀers radically from the
traditional Greek periplography. In a deliberately
schematic and simpliﬁed form, it deals with geo-
metric modelling […].’ (‘L’ordre de cette perigraphê
trahit un point de vue qui n’est en aucune façon
celui de la périplographie grecque traditionnelle.
Sous une forme volontairement schématique et
simpliﬁée, il s’agit bel et bien d’une modélisation
géométrique […].’)
138 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǡǥ or, in historical sources, e.g., Appian,
Ib. ǟ.ǟ, and Justinus, Hist. ǢǢ.ǟ.Ǧ–ǧ.
139 Mela ǡ.ǟǟ–ǟǠ; Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǞ–ǟǟǦ.
140 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ: ‘The third is the western side, which is
approximately parallel to the Pyrenees and extends
from the Sacred Cape to that cape of the Artabri,
which is called Nerion.’
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side of the peninsula as ‘in a certain way parallel to the Pyrenees (̸̷̵̩̹̤̳̳̯̳ ̸̺́ ̼ῇ
Π̵̹̦̽ῃ)’.141 As for the coast running from the Cape of the Artabri (also called Cape
Nerion)142 to the northern headland of the Pyrenees, descriptions are quite schematic;
Mela, Pliny and Strabo note simply that the coast faces north,143 while Mela adds that
the shore is mainly rectilinear.144
Most of the antique sources use three particular capes, which are presented as ma-
jor coastal landmarks, as a structural device: ﬁrst, the western side of the peninsula
beginning at the Sacred Cape;145 then Cape Nerion, the point at which the western and
northern sides of the Iberian oceanic coasts meet:
The Neri, the last people in that stretch, inhabit the remainder. This is as far as
its western shore reaches. From there the coast shis northward with its entire
ﬂank (deinde ad septentriones toto latere terra conuenitur).146
As one sails in the opposite direction from the Sacred Cape as far as those called
the Artabri, the voyage is northward, and one has Lusitania on the right. Then
all the rest of the voyage is eastward, thus making an obtuse angle (ἀ̴̪̳̭ῖ̵̩
̵̵̧̫̩́ ̸̷ῖ̵́) as far as the headlands of the Pyrenees that end at the ocean.147
Last of all come the Artabri, who live in the neighbourhood of the cape called
Nerion, which is the end of both the western and the northern sides of Iberia
(ڣ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῆ̺ ἑ̸̷̧̻̭̹̽ ̸̳̭̹̽ᾶ̺ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῆ̺ ̷̷̧̪̹̭̽ ̸̥̹̩̺ ἐ̧̻̼).148
Finally, one reaches the Pyrenees (in fact its north-western end, which Ptolemy calls
Cape Oiarsō, that is, modern-day Cabo Higuer) – the unchanging boundary between
Gallia and Iberia.149
141 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ. In the same passage, the Pyrenees are said
to be ‘an unbroken chain of mountains, stretching
from north to south’ that form ‘the boundary line
between Celtica and Iberia.’
142 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ.
143 Mela ǡ.ǟǠ; Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǢ; Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ.
144 Mela ǡ.ǟǠ.
145 Aer examining the hinterland of Baetica, Strabo
starts his description of the western shore of the
peninsula at the Sacred Cape: ‘Let us begin again
at the Sacred cape, following the littoral in the




148 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǣ, cf. Chrest. ǡ.ǟǤ. Pliny, too, emphasises the
role of Cape Nerion: ‘Then there runs out into the
sea a promontory shaped like a vast horn, called by
some people Artabrum […]; this headland sharply
divides the land, the sea, the heavens (terras maria
caelum discriminans). This cape ends the side (latus)
of Hispania, and aer rounding it the front (frons) of
Hispania begins. On one side of it is the north and
the Gallic Ocean, and on the other the west and the
Atlantic’ (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǡ). Pliny’s description is, however,
puzzling, as he states that Cape Nerion lies to the
south of the Durius River, near Olisipo (modern-day
Lisbon; see Fig. ǣǟ), which is an astonishing mistake
to have made.
149 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǞ; Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǥ; Mela ǡ.ǟǣ; Appian, Ib. ǟ.ǟ;
Diodorus, Bibl. ǣ.ǡǣ.
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Distance and latitudinal data
The sources contain very little distance information on Iberia’s oceanic coastline. Pliny,
whose main source for this coastline was Varro, provides several distances concerning
the western coast but only up until the Minius River.150 The P. Artemid. (V ǡǤ–Ǣǣ) con-
tains a paraplous comprising seven stages, from the Sacred Cape to the Great Harbour,
which is situated immediately aer the Cape of the Artabri (that is, Cape Nerion). The
values given in the papyrus constitute the greater part of the remaining distance corpus.
However, although some of the ﬁgures in Pliny’s work and in the P. Artemid. are con-
cordant, both sources are considered incomplete, for textual and philological reasons.
Other sources contain schematic evaluations of the size of the whole peninsula.
Strabo, for example, estimates the maximum breath (̸̷̳̤̼̺) of the whole peninsula to
be ǣ ǞǞǞ stadia and its length (̴ῆ̷̲̺) Ǥ ǞǞǞ stadia.151 Strabo’s estimation of the breadth
must be related to the distance between the Sacred Cape and Cape Nerion. These types
of evaluations sometimes refer, however, to imprecise reference places, and the numeri-
cal range can be quite vast. Appian estimates the peninsula to be ǟǞ ǞǞǞ stadia in length
as well as in breadth,152 while Varro estimates that there are ǟ ǡǞǞ miles between the Sa-
cred Cape and the middle of the Pyrenees.153 Artemidorus reckons that there are ǧǧǟ.ǣ
miles ‘from Gades round the Sacred Cape to the Artabrian promontory, which is the
longest coast of Iberia’.154
Although the extant sources contain no estimations of the entire length of the north-
ern coast, they do include several rough evaluations of the extent of the Pyrenees, de-
scribed as the ‘side’ where the peninsula is connected to the mainland. According to
Strabo, the mountain range is ‘less than ǡ ǞǞǞ but more than Ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia’ long155 or
‘much less than ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia’.156 This value can be traced back to Posidonius157 and is
also mentioned by Diodorus.158
Pliny classiﬁes the Pyrenees in his seventh circulus as one of the places where the
longest day is ǟǣ 3
5
hours andwhere a ǡǣ  gnomon casts a ǡǤ  shadowon the equinox.159
The duration of the longest day corresponds to a latitude of Ǣǣ°Ǣǣ’, if it is calculated using
Ptolemy’s ratio for the obliquity of the ecliptic (ϵ = Ǡǡ°ǣǟ’).160 A ratio of a gnomon to
150 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ–ǟǟǤ.
151 Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ, Ǡ.ǣ.Ǡǥ and ǡ.ǟ.ǡ.
152 Appian, Ib. ǟ.Ǣ.
153 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ. See Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǦǢ.




158 Diodorus, Bibl. ǣ.ǡǣ. The Div. orb. terr. (ǡ) gives
ǡǞǞ miles, that is, c. Ǡ ǢǞǞ stadia, for the breadth of
the peninsula proxima a Pyrenaeis montibus, which
tallies with the distance of a journey from Tar-
raco to Oiarsō that was passed on by Pliny (ǡ.Ǡǧ:
ǡǞǥ miles) and the distance of a similar journey
recorded by Strabo (ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǞ: Ǡ ǢǞǞ stadia). This
minimal breadth is said to be slightly smaller than
the length of the Pyrenees (Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǠǦ and ǡ.ǟ.ǡ;
Pl. ǡ.Ǡǧ, cf. Mela Ǥ.ǦǤ).
159 Pl. Ǥ.ǠǟǦ.
160 Ptolemy explains how to convert a duration of the
longest day into a latitude in degrees in the Almagest
(Ǡ.Ǡ). See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ.
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its shadow of ǡǣ:ǡǤ tallies with a latitude of Ǣǣ°ǢǦ’ (or rounded up to Ǣǣ°ǣǞ’).161 Pliny’s
text mentions only Pyrenaeum, which is an extremely imprecise location for a mountain
range that stretches, according to him, from the north to the south. Ptolemy’s lati-
tude value for Cape Oiarsō, the northern extremity of the Pyrenees, is Ǣǣ°ǣǞ’,162 which
matches Pliny’s gnomonic value perfectly.
ǥ.ǡ.ǡ The main distortions in the Ξ recension explained
When one compares Ptolemy’s coordinates of the Ξ recension with the actual coordi-
nates, one can observe two groups that are delimited by three main points: the Sacred
Cape, CapeNerion andCapeOiarsō (Fig. ǣǞ). One can explain howCapeOiarsōwas po-
sitioned in Ξ recension by using the latitude passed down by Pliny and a distance datum.
Pliny’s gnomonic data are not part of the system of parallels that Ptolemy took from
Hipparchus, which used durations with one-hour, half-hour and quarter-hour gaps.163
There is also no consensus on a precise value for the extent of the Pyrenees. I have picked
Ǡ ǣǞǞ stadia as a value that corresponds to the ‘less than ǡ ǞǞǞ but more than Ǡ ǞǞǞ sta-
dia’ claimed by Strabo. Cape Oiarsō (O) can then be positioned on the map thanks to a
geometrical ruler-and-compass construction (Fig. ǣǡ). It is situated:
– on the circle, with the Temple of Venus (T) at the centre and with radius r · dTO,
where dTO represents a distance of Ǡ ǣǞǞ stadia between T and O, and r represents a
reduction of one-ﬁh;
– and on the parallel of latitude Ǣǣ°ǣǞ’, which tallies with Pliny’s gnomonic value.
Despite the fragmentary condition of the sources and leaving aside Pliny’s list of lati-
tudes, distances are the only kind of geographical information that is supplied by the
antique sources.
The position of Cape Nerion can be determined by combining two distance data.
Strabowrites that the distance between the SacredCape andCapeNerion comes to ǣ ǞǞǞ
stadia, which he regards as the maximum breadth of Iberia. Using a ruler-and-compass
construction, one can thus position Cape Nerion (N) as follows:
– on the circle, with the Sacred Cape (S) at the centre and where the radius equals
r · dSN, where dSN is the distance between S and N passed down by Strabo, and r
corresponds to a reduction of one-ﬁh;
161 A method to convert the ratio of a gnomon to its
shadow into a latitude in degrees is given in the Al-
magest (Ǡ.ǣ). See Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǧ.
162 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǞ.
163 See p. ǟǦǧ.
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Fig. ǣǡ Ruler-and-compass con-
struction to locate Cape Oiarsō,
using Ptolemy’s second map
projection (Ξ recension).
– and on the circle, with Cape Oiarsō (O) at the centre and where the radius equals
r · dON, where dON is the distance betweenO andN, and r corresponds to a reduction
of one-ﬁh (Fig. ǣǢ).
As none of the sources refer to any distances for the entire journey between Cape Oiarsō
and Cape Nerion, the distance required to map Cape Nerion must be conjectured. A
reasonable value for dON would seem to be Ǣ ǤǞǞ stadia or ǣǥǣ miles, which also needs to
be reduced to four-ﬁhs of the initial length. A distance of Ǣ ǤǞǞ stadia could also corre-
spond to amaritime journey of four nychthemera (Ǣ× ǟ ǞǞǞ) and one day (ǤǞǞ). To draw
the circles used in locating Cape Nerion (Fig. ǣǢb), the distances were measured with a
compass along the graduations of Ptolemy’s ǟǠth main parallel.164 The coordinates of
this landmark, taken from the geometrical construction, even though only some of the
data derive from the extant sources, closely approximate Ptolemy’s coordinates of the
same locality in the Geography. This mapping procedure – in which Iberia’s western and
northern coasts were plotted in relation to the three main capes – accounts for the main
distortions on Ptolemy’s map. The construction depended not only on the numerical
information (distances and latitudinal data) that could be found in the ancient sources
but also on the antique conceptualisation of this part of the Iberian peninsula, which
was initiated by Artemidorus and is attested in a number of geographical sources. On
the northern coast, the mapping procedure has generated a shi towards the north and
the east, which corresponds to the main distortions on Ptolemy’s map of this area. A
small group of places between Cape Trileukon and the Naelo River still shows a longitu-
dinal shi as well as a latitudinal shi southwards, but only for the localities that make
up the Gulf of Flaviobriga. These residual distortions hence concern small groups of
164 See pp. ǠǦǥ–ǠǧǞ.
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a Initial distortions aer Cape Oiarsō’s location was constructed.
b Residual distortions aer the three main capes on Iberia’s oceanic coastlines were positioned.
Fig. ǣǢ Ruler-and-compass construction to locate Cape Nerion (Ξ recension).
places. Along the western coastline, the construction has also resulted in a shi north-
eastwards. The area between themouth of theMundaRiver andCapeNerion still shows
a small increase in latitude, and the shi eastwards (though smaller than before the con-
struction) of a group of places between the mouth of the Callipous River and Mount
Selēnē also remains.
ǥ.ǡ.Ǣ The main distortions in theΩ recension explained
The western and northern coasts of Iberia exhibit the same main distortions in both
the Ξ and the Ω recensions. The diﬀerences between the recensions are clearly dis-
cernible, although they concern local groups of places, such as the few places that form
the Barbarion promontory or the shapes of the gulfs of the northern coastline. The
same groups of distortions can be identiﬁed in both recensions. The Ω longitude of
Cape Oiarsō (ǣ°) diﬀers slightly to the value in the Ξ recension (ǣ°ǟǞ’). The mapping
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process that can explain the position of Cape Oiarsō in the Ξ recension can also account
for the construction of the cape in theΩ recension. However, the location of the point
that was constructed is closer to the location of Cape Oiarsō in the Ξ recension than to
its location in theΩ recension. As the variation does not exceed ten minutes of a degree
in longitude, it can be regarded as tolerable. A construction that would explain the Ω
coordinates more accurately has yet to be identiﬁed.
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Ǧ The localised coastal distortions explained
In the previous chapter the main groups of coastal distortions were explained by map-
ping, in the ﬁrst instance, just a small number of reference places. However, aer having
positioned the Iberian coastline in accordance with the main constructed points, the ex-
istence of many smaller distortions became apparent (see Chapter ǥ). Although these
residual distortions concern only small areas, there are particularly signiﬁcant variations
between the two recensions. A detailed examination is, therefore, in order.
Ǧ.ǟ Distortions related to the coastline in the Ξ recension
Ǧ.ǟ.ǟ South-western coast of Iberia
The localities on the south-western coast of Iberia (Fig. ǣǣ), between the Pillars of Her-
cules and the Sacred Cape, show a small number of residual distortions when the coast
is positioned in relation to the group’s main localities – Calpē, the Temple of Hera,
the eastern mouth of the Baetis River and the Sacred Cape (Fig. ǣǤ). The displacement
vectors between the Sacred Cape and the Baetis are extremely small: only the city of Os-
sonoba has been shied westwards (by c. ǠǞ’), while the rest of Ptolemy’s coast matches
the modiﬁed modern coordinates perfectly. The localities between the western mouth
of the Baetis River and the Temple of Hera have been shied eastwards; the modiﬁed
coordinates of the actual coast depict a slightly convex curve, whereas Ptolemy’s map
shows a large, distinct gulf. Within the Strait of Hercules, the city and the river of Baelo
as well as Mellaria have been shied slightly to the north-east; by contrast, the cities
of Iulia Traducta and Barbesula have been shied south-westwards and Carteia south-
eastwards. Thus, a few groups of localities show residual distortions as they deviate
slightly from the modern coastline. Ptolemy divided the coastline into a number of
main topographical units: he focused on just a few distinct points from which the rest
of the localities along the coast were then positioned.
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Fig. ǣǣ The south-western coast of Iberia and the Strait of Hercules in Ptolemy’s Geography (Ξ recension).
Latin sources, such as the works of Pliny the Elder and PomponiusMela, supply not only
the names of localities where the topography clearly changes but also provide invaluable
information about the coastal topography itself, that is, the shape of the coastline be-
tween themain localities.1 Mela writes that the shore from the Sacred Cape to the Baetis
is almost rectilinear and that the Strait of Hercules resembles a long, narrow channel.
Pliny describes the littoral between the Cape of Hera and the Baetis as a curved bay.
The descriptions in these sources, the shape of Ptolemy’s coastline and the groups of
displacement vectors share many similarities.
A way of explaining the residual distortions would be to transfer the descriptive el-
ements found in the sources directly on to a map. A coastal section that is described as
rectilinear or quasi-rectilinear can be drawn as a straight line. As far as the south-western
coast of Iberia is concerned, the coastline between the Sacred Cape and the mouths of
the Baetis River can be drawn as a straight line according to the topographical infor-
mation passed down by Mela. Pliny describes a gulf between the Baetis River and the
Temple of Hera, although he does not specify its exact shape, its depth or the appearance
of the shore. In the absence of more precise information, such a gulf can be schematised
as a simple, regular, curved line between the two boundaries.
1 See p. Ǡǧǡ.
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Fig. ǣǤ An outline of the actual coastline overlaid on Ptolemy’s map reveals the residual distortions along the
south-western coast of Iberia (Ξ recension).
Fig. ǣǥ A model to explain the residual distortions: topographical information was transferred to the map with
the help of simple geometrical forms (Ξ recension).
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Fig. ǣǦ Residual distortions along the coast of Lusi-
tania, on a map using Ptolemy’s regional projection
(Ξ recension).
Fig. ǣǧ The coast of Lusitania in Ptolemy’s Geogra-
phy (Ξ recension).
The shape of the Strait of Hercules, which is said to be a narrow channel, like an ‘isthmus
of the sea’ according to Ptolemy,2 can be drawn as two parallel segments, with the par-
allel through Rhodes running through the centre of the Strait (Fig. ǣǥ). The diﬀerences
between the coastline of the Ξ recension and the coastline that was drawn schematically
following the topographical descriptions passed down by the sources (notably Pliny and
Mela) are very small (Fig. ǣǥ). The only important variation concerns the city of Barbe-
sula, within the Strait of Hercules. Ptolemy’s Barbesula lies too far north (ϕ = ǡǤ°ǡǞ’)
in comparison with the schematised coastline. However, it is possible that the latitude
given for this city in the Ξ recension was the result of a simple copying error and that it
was originally ǡǤ°ǟǞ’ (as in theΩ recension).3
Ǧ.ǟ.Ǡ Coast of Lusitania
The coastal localities of Lusitania, from the Sacred Cape toMount Selēnē (Fig. ǣǧ), show
signiﬁcant residual distortions when the western coast is positioned in relation to the
Sacred Cape and Cape Nerion (Fig. ǣǦ). The localities can be divided into two groups:
compared with themodiﬁedmodern coordinates, the localities from the Sacred Cape to
Cape Barbarion show a longitudinal distortion eastwards and a small shi southwards;
2 See p. ǡǞǡ. 3 See p. ǧǥ.
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the localities between Cape Barbarion and Mount Selēnē display the same longitudi-
nal distortion but with a slight shi northwards. The coastal localities to the north of
this group have been aﬀected by an important shi south-westwards. Both stretches of
coastline also show an increase in length.
Several sources describe the coast of Lusitania to the north of the SacredCape. There
are few important cities in this area – besides Olisipo (modern-day Lisbon) – and geo-
graphical texts generally focus on the topography of the coastline. Mela gives a very
detailed description. According to him, the coast follows a roughly north–south direc-
tion and includes a succession of bays and promontories. Starting from the south-west
of the peninsula, the coast forms a massive headland that is made up of three capes and
two bays:
By contrast, on the other side of the Anas, where it faces the Atlantic sea, Lusi-
tania at ﬁrst goes on with a mighty thrust into the sea; then it stops and re-
cedes farther than Baetica does. Where it juts out, the coast spreads into three
promontories, with the sea being received in two folds. The promontory be-
sides the Anas is called Wedge Field (ager Cuneus), because it runs out from
a wide base and gradually hones itself into a point; they call the second one
Sacred Cape (Sacrum promonturium) and the one beyond Great Cape (Magnum
promunturium). On Wedge Field are Myrtili, Balsa and Ossonoba; on Sacred
Cape, Laccobriga and Port Hannibal; on Great Cape, Ebora. Bays lie between
the promontories. Salacia is on the ﬁrst one; on the second are Olisipo and the
mouth of the Tagus, a river that generates jewels and gold.4
Mela’s description of the ager Cuneus is echoed in Pliny’s text5 as well as in Strabo’s
Geography. Strabo, however, supplies a diﬀerent toponymy and clearly postulates (unlike
Mela and Pliny) a synonymy between the Latin ager Cuneus and the Sacred Cape.6 In
his description, which is less detailed than Mela’s, the western coast of Lusitania has a
succession of capes and bays, where the Sacred Cape as well as Cape Barbarion are the
most noteworthy points:
Now, beginning again at the Sacred Cape, following the coast in the other di-
rection, namely, towards the Tagus River, there is ﬁrst a gulf. Cape Barbarion
lies aerwards, and near it the mouth of the Tagus, and the distance by sailing
straight is ⟨…⟩ stadia. [There is a tower on the cape] and the distance from it to
the coast is ǟǞ stadia. Here, too, there are estuaries. One of them extends inland
from the previously mentioned tower for more than ǢǞǞ stadia, and along this
4 Mela ǡ.Ǥ–Ǧ. 5 Pliny (Ǣ.ǟǟǤ) uses similar vocabulary in his descrip-
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estuary the country is watered as far as Salacia. Now the Tagus not only has a
width of about ǠǞ stadia at its mouth, but its depth is so great that merchant-
ships of ǟǞ ǞǞǞ measures’ burden can ascend it.7
The sources provide little information on the precise shape and size of the numerous
capes and inlets in the area. That the Sacred Cape is large is well documented, but
the sources contain no clear measurements. Pliny gives an interesting but bewildering
description of a cape ‘called by some people Artabrum, by others Great Cape, and by
many Cape of Olisipo’: it is said to be ‘running out into the sea shaped like a vast horn
(vasto cornu)’ and ‘the distance to which this promontory projects has been given as ǤǞ
miles, and by others as ǧǞ miles’.8 The disorder in the toponymy makes it impossible to
identify positively which cape Pliny is describing in this passage.9
Topographical division into gulfs and capes to explain the distortions
There are, therefore, clear similarities between the sources’ division of the coast into
several capes, with gulfs lying between them, the groups of residual distortions and the
form of Ptolemy’s coastline. The names and the number of headlands in the Geography
do not, however, match any one source exactly. Ptolemy’s toponymy is close to Strabo’s
text, although the topography (three capes, two gulfs) matches Mela’s description more
closely. In addition, unlike Cape Barbarion, which is attested in Strabo’s text,10 Mount
Selēnē can only be found in Ptolemy’s Geography: the catalogue reads ‘Mount Selēnē,
a cape’.11 Several references to promontories between the Tagus and Durius rivers are,
nonetheless, attested in the sources, although the toponymy does vary. Ptolemy’sMount
Selēnē and Mela’s Magnum promunturium may be the same cape (modern-day Cabo da
Roca, near the Sierra de Sintra). The way the coast between the Sacred Cape andMount
Selēnēwas subdivided into capes and baysmay explain the residual distortions (Fig. ǤǞa).
When the coastal sections are constructed in relation to the positions of the three capes
of Ptolemy’s catalogue (the Sacred Cape, Cape Barbarion and Mount Selēnē), the result
is a longitudinal shi as well as an increase in the length of the coastline (Fig. ǤǞb). These
distortions are the main diﬀerences between the Geography and the modiﬁed modern
coordinates. The remaining displacement vectors reveal very small diﬀerences. The
positions of Cape Barbarion and Mount Selēnē were regarded as already known in the
above mapping process (see Fig. ǤǞ). These two promontories as well as Cape Nerion
are oriented in a north–south direction in the Geography, which corresponds to Strabo’s
description in which the western side of the peninsula stretches from south to north.
7 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǟ. The ﬁrst part of the passage in the manu-
scripts is incomplete. See Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, ǣǟ and ǟǧǡ.
8 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǡ–ǟǟǢ.
9 See note ǟǢǦ, p. ǡǟǤ.
10 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǟ.
11 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǣ: Σ̵̭̳̦̯̺ ۅ̷̹̺, ἄ̷̵̲̹.
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. ǤǞ Residual distortions that occur between the Sacred Cape, Cape Barbarion and Mount Selēnē aer the
coast was positioned in accordance with the location of the main capes (Ξ recension).
Ptolemy’s positioning of the two promontories in comparison with the Sacred Cape
is mirrored in the sources: according to Strabo, the Sacred Cape is the most westerly
point of the coast, while Mela reports that the littoral to the north of this cape recedes
dramatically to the east.12 Despite the fact that the sources agree on the location of
these promontories, it has proved impossible to develop a model that explains how the
coordinates of Cape Barbarion and Mount Selēnē were determined.
Drawing of the coastline
Small residual distortions are visible when the coastal sections are positioned in accor-
dance with the capes (Fig. Ǥǟa). The diﬀerences concern the appearance of the coast-
line between the three capes. Unfortunately, precise information about the shape of
the coastline in this area is rare. Pliny’s description is vague, which prevents us from
making a thorough comparison with Ptolemy’s map. Mela writes tersely that ‘bays lie
in-between (sinus intersunt)’, which exactly matches Strabo’s description of the coast be-
tween the Sacred Cape and Cape Barbarion: ‘there is a gulf (̸̷̲̳̺̈́ ἐ̵̧̻̼)’.13 The dis-
tance data given by Strabo on the width of the Tagus at its mouth are irrelevant to its
12 See p. ǡǟǣ and p. ǡǠǥ. 13 Mela ǡ.Ǧ and Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǟ. See p. ǡǠǥ.
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. Ǥǟ A model to explain the residual distortions: topographical information (transmitted by Strabo and Mela)
was transferred to the map with the help of simple geometrical forms. (Ξ recension).
conﬁguration in the Geography. In general, the sources do not give details about the size
and the appearance of the capes.
However, toponyms, such as ‘Cape Barbarion’, are themselves descriptive. The terms
ἄ̲̹̩, ἄ̷̵̲̹, ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱ or promunturium can be applied to all kinds of headlands but
they supply no details per se about a headland’s shape, size or orientation.14 Likewise,
the terms ̸̷̲̳̺̈́ or sinus are used to describe both a small coastal inlet and, at the other
end of the scale, a large gulf.15 On Ptolemy’s map, the three promontories resemble
acute angles, while the gulfs have the form of a gentle curve: the bay of Salacia is vast
andmostly open, while the gulf of Olisipo, where themouth of the Tagus lies, resembles
an acute-angled inlet. The topographical information found in the sources – even very
concise terms such as sinus/promunturium and ̸̷̲̳̺̈́/ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱ – can be used to explain
the distortions of the coastline: the capes can be drawn as acute angles and the gulfs as
gently rounded forms. The mouth of the Tagus, which is described as an estuary with a
large entrance, can be drawn in the form of an acute angle inside the bay between Cape
Barbarion and Mount Selēnē (Fig. Ǥǟb).
14 Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǥǦ–ǟǦǞ. 15 Kowalski ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǦǧ.
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Fig. ǤǠ The coast of the Iberian
Sea in Ptolemy’s Geography
(Ξ recension).
Fig. Ǥǡ Iberia’s Mediterranean
coastline from the Ebro River
to the Pyrenees in Ptolemy’s
Geography (Ξ recension).
Ǧ.ǟ.ǡ The Mediterranean coast
Ptolemy’s coastline from Calpē to the Cape of Charidēmos shows a large, regularly
shaped gulf, which corresponds to the description of the shore of the Iberian Sea in the
catalogue (Fig. ǤǠ).16 With the exception of the gulf-shaped Iberian Sea coastline, the rest
of theMediterranean coast in theGeography does not have any individualised topograph-
ical units (Fig. Ǥǡ and Fig. ǤǢ). Some promontories, such as Cape Tenebrius and Cape
Lounarion, are clearly visible, but Cape Scrombraria is hard to distinguish. The coastal
sections between these capes are neither rounded gulfs nor strictly rectilinear in shape.
Rather, the coast between the Cape of Charidēmos and the Pyrenees forms a slightly
undulating littoral from where several capes jut out. Aer the Cape of Charidēmos,
CarthagoNova and its neighbouring localities form a roughly straight south-west/north-
east-oriented section; the coast continues in an approximately east–west direction until
Cape Tenebrius. The shore then goes northwards, curving slightly before reaching the
16 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǥ. The Ξ coordinates of the city of Sexi,
which lies on the Iberian Sea coast, have been cor-
rected using the values in theΩ recension; see
p. ǟǣǣ.
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Fig. ǤǢ Iberia’s coastline from the Cape of Charidēmos to Portus Tenebrius in the Geography (Ξ recension).
mouth of the Ebro River. The coast is gently indented until Emporion, interrupted only
by Cape Lounarion, before turning eastwards and reaching the Temple of Venus.
Characteristics of the distortions
Once the entire Mediterranean coast had been positioned in accordance with the main
localities (Calpē, CarthagoNova, the Ebro River, Emporion and the Pyrenean Temple of
Venus), it became clear that the diﬀerences between the coastline in the Geography and
the modiﬁed modern coordinates were quite small (Fig. Ǥǣ). Apart from the coastal
section between Calpē and the Cape of Charidēmos, where the displacement vectors
reveal that the whole gulf has been aﬀected by the same distortion (a slight expansion
paired with a clockwise rotation), the distortions of the rest of the localities up to the
Pyrenees are irregular, either aﬀecting very local groups of localities or varying from
locality to locality. In addition, it became apparent that a signiﬁcant number of localities
(such as Lucentum) had been inaccurately situated, while the positions of some short
sections – especially between Carthago Nova and the mouth of the Ebro River – had
been erroneously determined.
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Fig. Ǥǣ Residual distortions along the Mediterranean coast of Iberia, on a map using Ptolemy’s regional projec-
tion (Ξ recension).
Topographical descriptions of Iberia’s Mediterranean coast
The descriptions of the topography of this coast found in the antique sources tend to
be either very detailed or extremely concise. Mela, for example, gives a detailed descrip-
tion, thereby providing a clear topographical coastal structure. He describes a coherent
succession of capes and gulfs, provides information about the size and shape of the bays,
and locates the important topographical breaks.17 By contrast, the descriptions of Pliny,
Strabo, Ps.-Scylax and Ps.-Scymnos, as well as the historical texts of Polybius, Livy and
Appian, for instance, are decidedly concise. Mostly, they only give the names of the
localities along the coast, sometimes with details about the nature of the locality (har-
bour, small town or important city). However, they rarely supply any information on
the appearance of the coastline, which is particularly surprising, given that the coast
had for long been integrated into the Greek and Roman world. Strabo describes only
two topographical features in detail, namely a cape near Carthago Nova and a small bay
close to Tarraco,18 while Pliny mentions only the promontory near Carthago Nova.19
17 Mela Ǡ.Ǧǧ–ǧǤ. See p. Ǡǥǧ. His description closely
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Drawing of the coastline
The description of the Mediterranean coast in the Geography does not agree at all with
Mela’s account, which means that we cannot base an explanation of the residual distor-
tions of Ptolemy’s coast on the former’s topographical information. The appearance of
the coast in the Geography can, nevertheless, be compared with the distortions: where
Ptolemy’s coast has a regular, rounded gulf (the section along the Iberian Sea, that is,
between Calpē and the Cape of Charidēmos), the diﬀerences follow a coherent pattern;
where the coastline does not follow a speciﬁc schema, the displacement vectors show
distortions that vary from locality to locality.
The similarities between the Iberian Sea coastline and its related distortions are
striking (Fig. ǤǤa). As no ancient source mentions this large gulf, the relative accuracy
of Ptolemy’s map is surprising. It is possible – although it cannot be proven – that a
description of the gulf-shaped coastline between the Pillars of Hercules and the Cape of
Charidēmos was used and that this could explain the distortions. When the coast is po-
sitioned so that the coordinates of Calpē and the Cape of Charidēmos in the Geography
coincide with the respective modiﬁed modern coordinates, a counterclockwise rotation
and a small shi eastwards are generated, which corresponds to Ptolemy’s initial distor-
tions (Fig. ǤǤb). Given that, with the exception of Ptolemy’s catalogue, there is a total
absence of information on the Cape of Charidēmos, it is impossible to explain how the
cape was positioned on the map. The residual distortions aﬀect the shape of the gulf
between the two capes, which is slightly deeper than the modiﬁed modern coastline.
A way of explaining the distortions using the same topographical information (a gulf-
shaped coastline, without any additional details) would be to draw the coastline in the
form of a regular curve (Fig. ǤǤc).
The larger diﬀerences between the Cape of Charidēmos and the Temple of Venus
concern localities that were wrongly positioned along the coast (Fig. Ǥǥ). Besides these
cases, the diﬀerences between the coastline in the Geography and the outline of the mod-
iﬁed modern coast are quite small and vary from locality to locality. Although Mela’s
description is very precise, it does not match Ptolemy’s map. None of the other sources
– including Strabo and Pliny – give any indication of the shape of the coastline, with the
exception of brief mentions of certain promontories. If one follows the other sources,
the topography of this coastal section can thus be taken to be ‘unspeciﬁed’, that is, the
coast is not strictly straight, it has no major gulfs or headlands and there are no breaks
of any note in the coastline.
OnPtolemy’smap, four toponyms are named as promontories: theCape ofCharidē-
mos and Capes Scrombraria, Tenebrius and Lounarion. With the exception of Cape
Scrombraria,20 the promontories are all similar in shape: they resemble acute angles,
20 In the Ξ recension, Cape Scrombraria, to the north
of Carthago Nova, has the form of a slightly con-
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions aer the coastline was posi-
tioned in accordance with the two extreme points of
the gulf.
c The coastline was drawn in the form of a large, regular curve.
Fig. ǤǤ A possible explanation of the distortions along the Iberian Sea coastline based on simple topographical
information, carried out on a map using Ptolemy’s regional projection (Ξ recension).
formed by three points, that is, they are made up of two localities positioned at the far
end of the two arms of the vertex angle, so that the vertex points roughly in the oppo-
site direction of the general orientation of the nearby coastline (Fig. ǤǦ). The coastal
sections between these capes form an undulating littoral. In the absence of any other
information, it is possible that the distortions of Ptolemy’s coast are the result of the
graphical transcription of topographical information: an ‘unspeciﬁed’ topography or a
coastal topography lacking clear deﬁnition could have led to the drawing – on to the
map – of an undulating line (rather than a straight line, which would have represented a
rectilinear coast, or a concave curve, which would have been acceptable for a gulf or bay)
to connect the main localities of the constructed coast. In addition, the few toponyms
vex curve, unlike the coastline’s other capes. In theΩ recension, however, it has the same shape
as Ptolemy’s other capes.
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Fig. Ǥǥ An outline of the actual coastline overlaid on Ptolemy’s map reveals the residual distortions along the
Mediterranean coast of Iberia (Ξ recension).
that describe a cape – again there is no information on their size or shape – could have
been drawn as acute angles.
Ǧ.ǟ.Ǣ Northern and north-western coasts
The positioning of the northern and north-western coasts in accordance with the coor-
dinates of the Sacred Cape and Capes Nerion and Oiarsō reveal important residual dis-
tortions as well as several smaller groups of distortions (Fig. Ǥǧ). On the north-western
coast, three groups can be deﬁned: fromCape Nerion to the mouth of theMinius River,
the displacement vectors show almost no distortions; between themouths of theMinius
and the Durius rivers, a progressive latitudinal distortion southwards and a slight coun-
terclockwise rotation are visible; and from the Durius to theMunda rivers there is a shi
in a south-easterly direction.
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a Cape of Charidēmos. b Cape Tenebrius. c Cape Lounarion.
Fig. ǤǦ The capes of Iberia’s Mediterranean coast (Ξ recension).
Fig. Ǥǧ Residual distortions
along the northern coastline of
Iberia, carried out on a map using
Ptolemy’s regional projection
(Ξ recension).
Many toponyms of the northern and north-western littoral (Fig. ǥǞ and Fig. ǥǟ) – the
Altars of Sestius, the mouth of the Vir River21 and its neighbouring nameless cape, the
mouth of the Nabius River as well as the cities of Noega Oukesia and Menosca – have
not been satisfactorily identiﬁed and/or located, and so several displacement vectors
are missing. Two groups of common distortions can be distinguished: the localities
between Cape Trileukon and the mouth of the Naelo River have been shied massively
eastwards, while the localities in the Gulf of Flaviobriga show an important latitudinal
shi southwards.
21 This river may have a connection with the city of
Iria Flavia.
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Fig. ǥǞ The northern coast of Iberia in Ptolemy’s Geography (Ξ recension).
Topographical description of Iberia’s northern and north-western coasts
Pliny’s description provides little information on the appearance of the northern coast,22
while Mela is the only source to give detailed topographical information on the penin-
sula’s northern oceanic area, in particular the section between Cape Nerion and Cape
Oiarsō. Mela draws attention to the winding coastline and the numerous river mouths
between the Tagus River and Cape Nerion:
[ǡ.Ǧ] From these promontories [sc. Wedge Field, the Sacred Cape and Great
Cape] to the part that has receded, a huge bend opens up (ingens ﬂexus aper-
itur), and on it are the old Turduli and the towns of the Turduli as well as the
Munda River, which ﬂows broadly more or less halfway up the coast of the last
promontory, and the Durius River, which washes the foot of the same promon-
tory. [ǡ.ǧ] The oceanfront there has a straight shoreline (rectam ripam) for a
considerable distance and then protrudes a little bit (paulum eminet) where it
takes a moderate bend (modico ﬂexu accepto). At that time, drawn back again
and again and lying in a straight line (recto margine iacens), the coast extends to
the promontory we call Celtic [that is, Nerion]. [ǡ.ǟǞ] Celtic people – except
for the Grovi from the Durius to the bend – cultivate the whole coast here, and
the rivers Avo, Celadus, Nebis, Minius and Limia (also known as the Oblivion)
ﬂow through their territory. The bend itself includes the city of Lambriaca and
receives the Laeros and the Ulla rivers. [ǡ.ǟǟ] The Praetamarici inhabit the sec-
tion that juts out, and through their territory run the Tamaris and Sars rivers,
22 The Paesici are said to occupy a peninsula to the east
of the oppidum of Noega (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǟ).
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Fig. ǥǟ The north-western coast
of Iberia in Ptolemy’s Geography
(Ξ recension).
which arise not far away – the Tamaris next to the harbour of Ebora, the Sars
beside the Tower of Augustus, which has the famous inscription. The Super-
tamarici and the Neri, the last people on that stretch, inhabit the remainder.
This is as far as the western shore reaches.
According to Mela, the coast between Cape Nerion and the Pyrenees is made up of two
sections, the ﬁrst from Cape Nerion to the Cantabri and the Salia River, where the coast
is roughly straight, and the second from there to the Pyrenees, where the coast forms a
vast gulf:
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[ǡ.ǟǠ] The shoreline, uninterrupted except for moderate recesses and small
promontories (modici recessus ac parua promunturia), is almost straight (paene
recta) until it reaches the Cantabri. [ǡ.ǟǡ] On that shore, ﬁrst of all, are the
Artabri – actually a people of Celtic ancestry, then the Astyres. In the territory
of the Artabri a bay admits the sea through a narrowmouth but encloses it with
its not-so-narrow grasp; it rings the city of Adrobrica and the mouths of four
rivers. Twomouths are little known, even among locals; through the other two
the Mearus and the Iubia rivers make their outlets. On the coast that belongs
to the Astyres is the town of Noega, and on the peninsula sit the three so-called
Altars of Sestius […]. [ǡ.ǟǢ] From what they call Salia River, though, the coast
begins to recede gradually (paulatim recedere), and the breadth of still-wide His-
pania begins to contract more and more (magis magisque spatia contrahere). The
land narrows so much that where it abuts Gallia, its breadth is less by half than
where it extends its western shore.
Pliny and Strabo also describe how the peninsula narrows at the Pyrenees,23 while the
P. Artemid. contains a description of a ‘quite great gulf’ (̸̷̲̳̺̈́ ̭ὐ̴̭̫̥̰̯̺) along the
northern coast, where it abuts the Pyrenees.24 None of the sources provides a precise
evaluation of the size of this vast coastal recess or of its exact geographical location.
Such a narrowing can be found later in Orosius, who ampliﬁes this characteristic, so
that the peninsula is, according to him, like a triangle, surrounded by the Internal Sea
and the Ocean, attached to the continent by one of its vertices, which is the Pyrenean
Mountain.25
Mela emphasises the importance of the rivers in the geography of the area, mention-
ing sixteen river mouths between the Tagus and the Pyrenees. Even though the other
sources do not supply any topographical details, the succession of rivers does structure
the descriptions. Pliny also draws attention to the role of the rivers in his text, for they
are clearly used as reference points for medium distances:
Mistakes have also been made in regard to the important rivers. From the
Minius, which we spoke of above, the distance to the Aeminius River accord-
ing to Varro is ǠǞǞ miles, though others place the latter elsewhere and call it
the Limaea; in earlier times it was called the Oblivion River and a great many
stories were told about it. Two hundred miles from the Durius is the Tagus, the
Munda coming between them.26
23 Pl. ǡ.Ǡǧ and Ǣ.ǟǟǞ; Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ, also Chrest. ǡ.Ǡ.
24 P. Artemid. VǦ–ǟǠ.
25 Orosius, Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡǣ–ǠǤ.
26 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ.
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Pliny also states that the Durius River acts as the administrative boundary of Lusitania.27
He adds that it is ‘one of the largest [rivers] in Hispania’ and states that the Minius River
has amouth that is fourmiles wide.28 Strabo also highlights the rivers of northern Iberia
and focuses on the same main rivers:
Best known of the rivers immediately aer the Tagus are the Munda, which
can be sailed upstream short distances, and likewise the Vacua. Aer these two
is the Durius, which, coming from afar, ﬂows by Numantia and many other
settlements of the Celtiberians and Vaccaeans, and is navigable for large boats
for a distance of about ǦǞǞ stadia inland. Then come other rivers. And aer
these the river of Lēthē, which by some persons is called Limaia, but by others
Beliōn; and this river, too, rises in the country of the Celtiberians and the Vac-
caeans, as does also the river that comes aer it, namely the Baenis (others say
Minius), which is by far the greatest of the rivers in Lusitania itself, also being
navigable inland for ǦǞǞ stadia. Posidonius, however, says that the Baenis rises
in Cantabria. Oﬀ its mouth lies an island, and two breakwaters which aﬀord
anchorage for vessels. The nature of these rivers deserves praise, because the
banks which they have are high, and adequate to receive within their channels
the sea at high tide without overﬂowing or spreading over the plains. Now this
river marked the boundary of Brutus’ campaign, though farther on there are
several other rivers, parallel to those mentioned.29
Strabo states that the Durius and the Baenis (that is, Minius) rivers play a decisive role in
maritime commerce as they connect the Atlantic coast with a vast hinterland; he writes
that they are the longest rivers in the area. The paraplous in the P. Artemid. is organised
around the same main rivers – the Tagus, the Durius, the Oblivion and the Baenis.30
Subdivision of the coast into its main rivers to explain the distortions
As in all the other antique sources, the western coast of Tarraconensis is structured in the
Geography by its rivers – nine out of thirteen toponyms, from the mouth of the Munda
River to Cape Nerion, are river mouths. Two of them, the Durius and the Minius rivers,
were clearly of particular importance, for they are the only oceanic watercourses whose
mouths and sources are recorded in the catalogue31 – a privilege accorded only to the
major rivers of the peninsula (the Ebro, the Baetis, the Anas and the Tagus rivers). The





30 P. Artemid. VǡǦ–Ǣǡ.
31 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟ.
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The Durius, the Minius and the Munda rivers delimit the groups of distortions on
the western coast of Tarraconensis in the Geography (Fig. ǥǠa). Although the Munda
River is of less importance than the two other rivers, it is, nevertheless, systematically
mentioned by the sources. Strabo writes that it is one of the area’s best-known rivers.
There is, therefore, a similarity between the diﬀerent groups of distortions and the im-
portant role of these rivers in the ancient sources as well as in the Geography.
It is possible that the distortions came about by using the mouths of the three rivers
listed above to subdivide the coast. When the coastal sections are set up in accordance
with the positions of the three rivers in the Geography, the localities between the Munda
and the Durius rivers show a south-easterly shi as well as a latitudinal expansion south-
wards between the Durius and the Minius Rivers (Fig. ǥǠb). There is little change to
the localities between the Minius River and Cape Nerion – the initial distortions were
already very minor. The displacement vectors for all three sections show almost no signs
of any distortions aer the rivers were positioned.
It has proved impossible to develop amapping procedure to explain the positions of
the three river mouths using only the information provided in the antique sources; the
distance data supplied by the sources (Pliny, the P. Artemid.) do not provide a satisfying
explanation. The mouths of the Durius and the Minius rivers are situated on the same
meridian (Fig. ǥǠc), which may be an indication that a mapping process that used the
position of one river to locate the second on a north–south direction was employed.
A source for this speciﬁc orientation could simply have been a general account of the
western coast, describing it as stretching from north to south.32
Divergences between the topography and the toponymy
The appearance of the northern and north-western coastlines in the Geography partially
matches Mela’s description. Ptolemy’s winding western coast, with its short promonto-
ries and open, curved bays, roughly corresponds to the succession of straight shorelines
and moderate bends described by Mela. Both Ptolemy and Mela also refer to an almost
straight section along the northern coast that is followed by a major coastal recess; this
gulf is mentioned in other geographical sources too.
There is one particularly striking feature of this area’s coastal topography in the
Ξ recension of the Geography. Whereas the capes along the southern coastline of Iberia
all resemble short, acute angles, the promontories of oceanic Tarraconensis, by con-
trast, vary considerably (cf. Fig. ǥǡ with Fig. ǤǦ): Cape Avaron is nearly invisible; Cape
Orvium lies in a bay; Cape Nerion is shown as a small acute angle; the nameless cape
and Cape Trileukon on either side of Flavium Brigantium have the shape of obtuse an-
gles; and Cape Oiarsō forms a long, narrow, peak-shaped peninsula. In addition, some
32 See p. ǡǟǣ.
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions. c Alignment of the
Durius and Minius Rivers.
Fig. ǥǠ Residual distortions between the mouth of the Munda River and Cape Nerion when the coast is po-
sitioned in accordance with the location of the main rivers (a, b). The fact that the mouths of the Durius and
Minius Rivers are aligned (c) may simply be an element of the construction process (Ξ recension).
cities (Menosca, Noega Oukesia) and river mouths (Navia[llouiōn], Minius and, to a
lesser extent, the Durius River) appear to have been placed at the heads of promonto-
ries. There are small gulfs between the mouths of the main rivers but not between the
capes of the catalogue (with the exception of Cape Nerion). The relationship between
the topography and the toponymy in the Ξ recension is, therefore, paradoxical. Thus,
the drawing of gulf-shaped lines between the capes of Ptolemy’s catalogue cannot be
used to explain the residual distortions that occur when one compares the coordinates
in the Geography with the modiﬁed modern coastline.
The overestimation of the size of Ptolemy’s gulfs is another notable characteristic
of the northern and north-western coasts (Fig. ǥǢ). The so-called Great Harbour, in
which Flavium Brigantium lies, corresponds to the area of modern-day A Coruña. The
actual coastline is extremely irregular and indented as four rias33 have formed a series
33 A ria is a long, narrow, coastal inlet formed by the
partial submergence of a river valley, a frequent
landform along the northern and north-western
coastlines of Spain.
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Fig. ǥǡ Toponyms of the northern and north-western coastlines described as capes (in blue) in the catalogue of
the Geography and other localities (in orange), such as rivers and towns, situated at headlands according to their
coordinates (Ξ recension).
of deep bays (Fig. ǥǣ),34 creating very speciﬁc sailing conditions. The direct distance
between the promontories that separate the rias is very small in comparison with the
length of the coast within each ria. Moreover, the interior watercourses of the rias are
oen navigable for quite long distances, which can lead to overestimated evaluations
being made concerning the length of the coastline within the gulfs as well as the depth
of the gulfs. Such estimations might have appeared in periplographical sources, and
could explain the distortions of Ptolemy’s map.
The vast and deep gulf to the west of the Pyrenees on Ptolemy’s map tallies only
partially with the information that can be found in the sources. Between the mouth of
the Navia(llouiōn) River and Cape Oiarsō, there are three bays, delimited by the cities
of Noega Oukesia and Menosca. This particular topography also matches the groups of
distortions, whichmay indicate that the coastal sections were constructed in accordance
with the three bays. However, since the cities of Noega Oukesia and Menosca have not
been credibly identiﬁed or located, one cannot position the coast in relation to these
points. The three bays, depicted on the map as deep hollows, form a sharp break in the
coastline, although Mela writes that the peninsula narrows progressively. Neither Pliny
nor Mela writes of a series of three bays, nor is it mentioned in the P. Artemid.
34 See also Mela’s description (ǡ.ǟǡ).
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Fig. ǥǢ An outline of the actual coastline overlaid on Ptolemy’s map reveals the residual distortions along the
northern coast of Iberia (Ξ recension).
Fig. ǥǣ Schematic topography of the harbour of A Coruña and its surrounding area.
Pliny’s text may provide a clue as to the location of Noega Oukesia in theGeography: this
city lies on a vast headland, whereas the two coastal localities of the Paesici (Flavionavia
and the Naelo River) are situated in a gulf to the east. Pliny refers to Noega oppidum
in paeninsula Paesici,35 which is generally understood to mean ‘the oppidum of Noega,
[then] the Paesici on a peninsula’,36 but one could also take it to mean ‘the oppidum
of Noega on a peninsula, [then] the Paesici’. The latter version may explain Ptolemy’s
coastline around Noega Oukesia.
35 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǟ. 36 Detlefsen ǟǧǞǢ, ǦǞ; Rackham ǟǧǢǠ, ǠǞǢ; Mayhoﬀ
ǟǧǞǤ, ǟǦǞ.
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Ǧ.Ǡ How the coastal localities were positioned
A likely and satisfactory explanation for many of the local distortions that appear on
the map of the Iberian peninsula is that the coastlines were drawn by transforming to-
pographical information into simple geometrical shapes. There remain small residual
diﬀerences, which concern the distances between localities. How each locality was pre-
cisely positioned, and thus how the coordinates themselves were determined, still needs
to be explained. The sources provide diﬀerent kinds of information that can be used
to determine the detailed location of a locality. The most common types of informa-
tion are the distance data between localities and the descriptions of the succession of
localities along the coastal sections.
Ǧ.Ǡ.ǟ Utilisation of distance data
Short distances between coastal localities are spread over general geographical treatises,
such as in the works of Pliny and Strabo; Mela provides no distances, besides a very few
exceptions. This form of data is better represented and systematically organised in the
periplographical sources. As far as the Iberian coasts are concerned, the P. Artemid. oen
gives distance data accurate to the nearest stadion, from the Temple of Venus in the
Pyrenees to the Great Harbour in the north-west of the peninsula.37 The It. prov. gives
distances in miles for the African coast in the area of the Strait of Hercules,38 while some
sections correspond to terrestrial itineraries between certain Iberian coastal localities, for
instance between Malaca and Gades via the strait.39
Amodel that would explain how the localities were positioned, and hence how the
coordinates were determined for each toponym, could be one in which the localities
were plotted on a coastline that has already been drawn, using the distances between
the localities. Such a model would depend on one particular parameter, namely the
precision allowed by the graticule of the working map. As Ptolemy divides each degree
into twelve parts, his coordinates can diﬀer by only ﬁve-minute intervals: ǣ’, ǟǞ’, ǟǣ’ and
so on until ǣǣ’. For example, a locality in Ptolemy’s catalogue can be situated at a latitude
of ǡǤ°ǡǞ’ or ǡǤ°ǡǣ’ but never at ǡǤ°ǡǟ’ or ǡǤ°ǡǠ’. If the distance is measured by following
the graduation of a meridian, ǣ minutes corresponds to c. ǢǞ stadia or ǣ miles. The
distance that corresponds to the minimum interval varies in relation to the latitude, if
the distance is measured along a parallel circle: on the middle parallel of Ptolemy’s map
of Iberia, where the longest day is ǟǣ hours, ǣ minutes corresponds to c. ǡǞ stadia.
37 P. Artemid. Vǟǥ–Ǣǣ; see p. ǠǡǞ.
38 It. prov. Ǧ.ǡ–ǧ.Ǣ.
39 It. prov. ǢǞǣ.ǥ–ǢǞǦ.Ǣ.
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The distances given in the sources can either be very small and/or very precise: ac-
cording to the P. Artemid.,40 for example, there are ǠǢ stadia betweenMaenoba and Ipsa,
and ǤǡǠ stadia between the Emporion and the Temple of Venus; in the It. prov.41 there
are Ǥ miles between Mellaria and Baelo, and Ǡǟ miles between Malaca and Suel. Such
highly precise distances cannot bemirrored by precise enough coordinates on Ptolemy’s
map of the Iberian peninsula: either they are too small and would thus fall inside the
minimum possible interval of ﬁve minutes of a degree or their precision would be hid-
den by the lower resolution of the graticule. Adopting a regressive approach in order to
‘read’ a distance between two points on a map is not always particularly eﬃcient as it
leads to rough estimates that cannot be compared with the precise values in the sources.
For example, Marcian of Heraclea, who probably read the distances between the locali-
ties on a map that had been drawn using the data from the catalogue of the Geography,
oen gives the lower and upper limits of values:
From Carteia to Barbes[u]la, ǟǞǞ stadia. From Barbes[u]la to Transducta, no
more than ǠǞǞ stadia, no less than ǟǢǣ stadia in a straight line. From Transducta
to Mellaria, no more than ǟ[ǣ]ǣ stadia, no less than ǟǠǡ stadia. From Mellaria
to the city of Baelo, no more than ǟǢǞ stadia, no less than ǟǞǞ stadia.42
Three kinds of procedures can be carried out using one distance and an already drawn
coastline:
– Starting from a given point, one can determine the position of the next locality on
the coastline with a compass; the position of the next locality is then determined
starting from the previous point, and so on. Then, the coordinates of the locali-
ties are rounded up or down, so that they ﬁt the grid that has been divided into
increments of ǣ’.
– A similar process with a compass can be used, but the coordinates of the starting
locality can be rounded up or down before being used as the starting point, and so
on for the next locality.
– If the coastline closely follows a meridian or a parallel circle, the distance can be
calculated by carrying out a conversion from stadia to degrees. Precise distance data
were possibly rounded up or down before being used.
Each of these procedures will result in a speciﬁc kind of distortion depending on which
sources were used. If it becomes problematic to identify accurately a precise source, a
40 P. Artemid. VǟǦ–ǟǧ and V ǡǠ.
41 It. prov. ǢǞǥ.Ǡ–ǡ and ǢǞǣ.ǥ–Ǧ.
42 Marcian, Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ.
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comparison between the distances between the localities in the Geography and the dis-
tances in the periplographical works should, however, indicate if the sources fall within
the same order of magnitude as Ptolemy’s distances. Although some sections in the
It. prov. and the P. Artemid. are toponymically close to the Geography, it has not been
possible to ascertain whether Ptolemy used the distance data contained in these texts.
One can draw an interesting parallel between a value (concerning the distance be-
tween Calpē and Carteia) given by Strabo in his Geography and a value on Ptolemy’s
map. Even though the passage in question is the subject of much philological debate, it
states that there is a distance of ǢǞ stadia between Mount Calpē and the neighbouring
city of Carteia.43 Strabo’s source for this value must be Timosthenes, to whom he refers
further down in the passage44 and who is one of the few Hellenistic geographers explic-
itly mentioned by Ptolemy.45 In the Geography, the two localities lie at a distance of ǣ’
of a meridian from each other, that is, c. ǢǞ stadia. Therefore, it is possible that Ptolemy
used the value given by Strabo, together with a drawing of the coastline, to work out
the distance between Calpē and Carteia on his map.
Ǧ.Ǡ.Ǡ The use of toponym lists
In the works ofMela, Pliny and Strabo as well as in less detailed sources, the descriptions
of the coastlines generally take the form of a list of the localities that lie along or close to
the shore, oen with no intermediate distances between the places. The texts are usually
arranged in a particular order, following a schema inspired by the periplographical texts:
Aer locality A there are on the coast locality B, locality C, then locality D with
locality E nearby, locality F and so on.
Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities, from Tarraco to the Pyrenees, for instance, is very close
to the actual order of the localities along the coastline. The texts of Mela and Pliny
and Ptolemy’s toponyms also closely resemble one another. A comparison between
43 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǥ: ἐ̸̷̵̲̳̥̻̱̽ ̷ے̵ ἐ̲ ̼ῆ̺ ڡ̴̭̼̥̹̩̺ ̰̩̳̤̼̼̯̺
̭ἰ̺ ̵̼۬ ἔ̶́ ̶̷̵̧̬̭ ἐ̻̼̱ ̷̼ῦ̷̼, ̲̩ۮ ̸̹۰̺ ̩ὐ̼ῷ [sc. ̼ῷ
̸̤̳̓ῃ ۄ̹̭̱] ̸̤̳̯̓ ̸̳̱̺̈́ ἐ̵ ̷̵̼̭̼̼̩̹̤̲̼̩ ̷̧̻̼̩̬̱̺.
(‘When one sails from our sea into the external
sea, one has this mountain on the right and near
it [sc. Mount Calpē], within a distance of ǢǞ sta-
dia, is the city of Calpē.’) Although all the manu-
scripts give ̸̤̳̯̓ ̸̳̱̺̈́ (which is not attested else-
where), many scholars believe that Strabo is, in this
instance, referring to the city of Carteia. The con-
jecture goes back to I. Casaubon. F. Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ,
ǟǦǥ, and S. Radt ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǟǠ, regard it as correct as did
A. Schulten (RE X, ǟǥǤǞ). D. Meyer ǠǞǟǡ adds: ‘The
numerous variations and confusion surrounding
these names that occurred even in Antiquity make a
copying error plausible.’ (‘Zahlreiche Varianten und
Verwechselungen der Namen schon in der Antike
machen den Schreibfehler plausibel.’) The manu-
scripts of the Geography themselves contain a variety
of spellings: ̧̩̹̼̯̩̓ X, ̴̧̩̹̼̩̓Ω; ̸̤̳̯̓ VXO,
̸̤̹̯̓ UKRA. If we follow this entirely plausible
conjecture, we have a distance of ǢǞ stadia between
Calpē and Carteia.
44 See Meyer ǠǞǟǡ, F ǟǤ.
45 Geogr. ǟ.ǟǣ.Ǡ–Ǣ.
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the Geography and the works of Mela and Pliny reveals certain features of the possible
source of Ptolemy’s map of Iberia. The three texts give the main traditional landmarks
(the Pyrenees, Emporion, Tarraco and the Ebro River) and provide very similar toponym
lists, with tiny variations (Table ǟǠ). Some of the rivers appear at diﬀerent places in the
texts, and the order of Barcino and the Rubricatus River diﬀers in all three texts.
It is worth investigating the characteristics of this common source within the frame-
work of the long debate about the sources of Mela and Pliny.46 According to the so-
called Dreiquellen-Theorie, Pliny used three main sources, one of which – a littoral de-
scription – was also one of Mela’s sources. Historiography has tended to focus on the
link between Pliny, Mela and their common source, but surprisingly, as far as is known,
the obvious similarities between their works and Ptolemy’s have not yet been analysed.
The works of Mela, Pliny and Ptolemy are the only literary sources of Antiquity to con-
tain the names of Blanda, Iluro, Baetulo, Subur and the Rubricatus River. Ptolemy’s
mention of the Clodianus River can also be found in Mela’s work, although there is no
other attestation, and Ptolemy’sGeography is – as far as we know – the earliest Greek text
to contain a record of the city of Barcino.47 Finally, although the other Greek sources
used the Greek spelling of Emporion (Ἐ̴̸̷̵̹̱̈́),48 Ptolemy preferred the Latin spelling
Emporiae (Ἐ̴̸̹̱̩̱̈́).49 All these factors point to the use – however divergent or indirect
– of a common source, of which, for instance, Strabo was unaware or simply ignored.
This source probably goes back to the Late Republic or early Principate period and con-
tained a description of the coast, which was unquestionably written in Latin.
In many cases, a wrong order of localities along the coast has given rise to local
distortions in the Geography. An incorrect order can be the result of a misreading of
an accurate source or of the use of an inaccurate source. However, as far as the Iberian
coast is concerned, none of the wrong orders of localities that appear in the Geography
has been identiﬁed in any other extant source. In the southern part of the peninsula, the
city of Barbesula (near modern-day Torreguadiaro) lies, according to Ptolemy, inside the
Strait of Hercules, between Carteia and Iulia Traducta. However, ancient sources locate
this city on the coast to the east of the Strait, where, according to Ptolemy, the mouth
of the Barbesula River lies.50 The sequence of toponyms along the Mediterranean coast,
between the Cape of Charidēmos and the mouth of the Ebro River, is somewhat mud-
dled: Ptolemy erroneously situates Lucentum (modern-day Alicante) south of Carthago
46 See p. ǠǟǦ.
47 Mela and Pliny were the ﬁrst Latin authors to refer
to Barcino (modern-day Barcelona), a small colony
that is rarely mentioned in the antique geographical
literature. Barcino grew in importance foremost
during Late Antiquity, becoming one of the capitals
of the Visigothic Kingdom in the sixth century.
48 Ps.-Scylax Ǡ; Ps.-Scymnos v. ǠǞǢ; Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ; Poly-
bius, ǡ.ǡǧ.ǥ and ǡ.ǥǤ.ǟ; Appian, Ib. Ǥ and ǢǞ;
St. Byz. s.v.
49 This has been noted by H. Zehnacker ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǟǣ. Cf.
Mela Ǡ.Ǧǧ; Pl. ǡ.ǠǠ; Livy Ǡǟ.ǤǞ–Ǥǟ, ǠǦ.ǢǠ, ǡǢ.ǟǤ, etc.
50 Mela Ǡ.ǧǢ; Pl. ǡ.Ǧ; It. prov. ǢǞǤ.Ǡ; Rav. ǡǞǣ.Ǧ and
ǡǢǢ.Ǡ. Ptolemy’s mistake can also be found in Mar-
cian’s work (Per. mar. ext. Ǡ.ǧ).
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Ptolemy Mela Pliny
Pyrenees, Temple of Venus Pyrenees Pyrenees, [Temple of] Venus
Rhodē Rhoda
Ticis River Ticer River
Clodianus River Clodianus River
Emporiae Emporiae Emporiae












Tulcis River Subi River
Ebro River Ebro River Ebro River
Tab. ǟǠ The toponymy of the Iberian coast between the mouth of the Ebro River and the Pyrenees: A compari-
son between the descriptions of Ptolemy (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǤ–ǠǞ), Mela (Ǡ.Ǧǧ–ǧǞ) and Pliny (ǡ.Ǡǟ–ǠǠ).
Nova (although this section is correctly described by Pliny and Mela);51 and the city of
Urci, although its exact location is still under debate, is certainly to be found around
modern-day Almería, that is, to the west of the Cape of Charidēmos (Cabo de Gata).
Even though several toponyms of the Geography in this area have been less certainly
identiﬁed and located,52 Ptolemy or his sources clearly mixed up the order of the lo-
51 Pl. ǡ.ǟǧ; Mela Ǡ.ǧǡ.
52 The locations of the ancient sites of Alōnai, Portus
Ilicitanus, Portus Tenebrius and the Saetabis River
are not precisely known. Alōnai and the port of Ilici
could be the same place (see Moret ǠǞǞǞ, ǠǢǠ–Ǡǣǡ).
The Saetabis River is generally connected with the
modern city of Xàtiva and the small river nearby (río
Albaida), even though this river ﬂows into the Sucro
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Fig. ǥǤ Residual distortions
along the African coast of the
Strait of Hercules in the Ξ re-
cension in which a grid of one-
twelh of a degree was used.
Fig. ǥǥ Residual distortions
along the coast of Tarraconensis
between Carthago Nova and the
Turia River in the Ξ recension,
using a grid of one-twelh of a
degree.
calities along the coast: the section between Dianium and Portus Tenebrius has, in the
Geography, been wrongly shied to the north of the section between the Sucro and the
Turia rivers. Ptolemy’s order of localities is especially surprising, since the sequence of
the groups of peoples along the Mediterranean coast in his catalogue follows that of
the list used by Pliny, whose description of the Mediterranean coast is accurate. There
are other incongruities, which bring about local distortions, in the same area. Ptolemy
places several famous coastal cities inland: Valencia, Saguntum (Sagunt) and Dertosa
(Tortosa).53 These cities are generally described as being on, or very close to, the coast.54
In the absence of distance data, localitiesmight have been plotted at regular intervals
along a coastline, which would account for distortions between the localities, in partic-
ular on almost straight sections of the coast: the localities that lie along the African side
of the Strait of Hercules as well as those on theMediterranean coast between Alōnai and
the mouth of the Turia River were positioned at half-degree longitude intervals along
the coastline (Fig. ǥǤ and Fig. ǥǥ); along the Iberian sea coast, that is, in the gulf from
the Pillars of Hercules to the Cape of Charidēmos, most of the localities were placed at
half-degree or one-third of a degree longitude intervals (Fig. ǥǦ).
(río Júcar) to the north of the city (and not directly
into the Mediterranean Sea).
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Fig. ǥǦ The localities between the Pillars of Hercules and the Cape of Charidēmos were placed at half-degree or
one-third of a degree longitude intervals along the coastline (Ξ recension).
Almost all the Iberian capes of the southern coast have the shape of acute angles.55 A
procedure that would explain how the nearby localities were positioned involves placing
the localities so that they reproduce the shape of a cape, which in this case has a symmet-
rical form. The same method can also be used to explain how the mouth of the Baelo
River and the Port of Menestheus, situated on either side of the Temple of Hera, were
positioned. The estuary near Asta, which is the remaining locality in the gulf between
the Temple of Hera and the mouths of the Baetis River, is situated on the gulf’s coast-
line. It is possible that a distance was used to place it; alternatively, the estuary might
have been placed approximately in the middle of the section, between the Port of Men-
estheus and the Baetis. The samemethodmight also provide an explanation for how the
localities between theMinius River and the Altars of Sestius were positioned. The Altars
and the harbour of the Artabri were placed at the far end of the two arms of the angle
formed by Cape Nerion to help reproduce the form of a small acute-angled cape. The
localities from the cape to the Minius River were situated at similar distances from each
other, which corresponds to a latitude of one-third of a degree (Fig. ǥǧ). Surprisingly,
Cape Orvium, which is explicitly mentioned as a promontory in the catalogue, does not
appear as a cape on the map but lies in the gulf between Cape Nerion and the Minius
River.56 In all these cases, the diﬀerence between the coast in the Ξ recension of the
53 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǠ–ǤǢ.
54 Strabo (Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ and ǡ.ǣ.ǟ) locates Saguntum and Der-
tosa on the coast. Pliny (ǡ.ǠǞ) situates the colony of
Valentia and the city of Saguntum three miles away
from the shore. Mela (Ǡ.ǧǞ–ǧǠ) locates all three
cities on the coast.
55 See p. ǡǡǥ.
56 This mistake appears in both recensions of the Ge-
ography. That a scribe miscopied the coordinates or
unintentionally switched two lines of the catalogue
seems an unlikely explanation for this error.
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Fig. ǥǧ The localities between the Altars of
Sestius and the mouth of the Minius River were
placed at one-third of a degree latitude intervals
along the coastline (Ξ recension).
Geography and a coast drawn with simple geometrical shapes (a regular curve, straight
segment, acute angle, and so on) is generally smaller than one-twelh of a degree, which
is the minimum possible interval on Ptolemy’s grid.
Ǧ.Ǡ.ǡ Boundaries between the provinces
The catalogue of the Iberian localities of the Geography is structured around the Roman
provinces, each of which is delineated twice: the extent of a province depends on how
its localities are distributed over themap as well as on the boundarymarksmentioned in
the catalogue.57 The heated historiographical debate about the concepts of boundaries,
frontiers and provinces in the Roman world lies beyond the scope of this book. The
most important point to remember, though, is that the way the boundaries between
two Roman provinces were situated was, above all, the result of a partitioning of cities
under one or another administrative authority.58 The spatial deﬁnition of a province
was, therefore, the sum of the territories of its cities. Pliny’s testimony shows that the
57 Boundary marks with coordinates could be pre-
cisely situated on to the map. By contrast, when
the boundary between two provinces – e.g. between
Lusitania and Tarraconensis – was delineated by a
river, whose course (between the source and the
mouth) had not been speciﬁed by Ptolemy, then
the positions of the localities belonging to either
province helped to situate (approximately) their
common boundary.
58 Cadiou and Moret ǠǞǟǠ, ǠǦ.
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formulae provinciarum, which were the oﬃcial documents that deﬁned the diﬀerent Ro-
man provinces, were lists of the cities (classiﬁed by juridical status and alphabetical or-
der) that were set under the authority of a magistrate. They were not descriptions of
physical boundaries.59 A formula provinciae thus allowed provinces a degree of spatial
discontinuity, so that, for example, cities could be deﬁned as ‘enclaves’ in the modern
sense of the term. Topographical landmarks were used to denote the extent of the geo-
graphical territory of a province, particularly in the geographical sources, although these
markers were not necessarily juridically classiﬁed. As far as the coastline is concerned,
two kinds of boundaries were used to mark the Iberian provinces in the Geography:
– topographical features: the mouth of the Durius River (between Lusitania and Tar-
raconensis);60 the western mouth of the Anas River (between Lusitania and Baet-
ica);61 and the Pyrenees (between Tarraconensis and the Gallic provinces);62
– a boundary point: between Baetica and Tarraconensis. This point was deﬁned only
by its role in marking the boundaries of an area and did not refer to a topographical
feature.63
Topographical featureswere commonly used in the geographical sources tomark provin-
cial boundaries in Iberia. That the Pyrenees marked the border between Hispania and
Gallia, and later the boundary between the respective provinces, was a topos in the an-
tique sources.64 The boundary between Baetica and Lusitania at the Anas River is also
well-documented:65 the river was used as a landmark by Pompey the Great66 as well
as by Augustus and Agrippa, who made the river a landmark when the province of
Hispania Ulterior was divided into ‘Lusitania’ and ‘Baetica’ during the reorganisation
of the Hispaniae.67 It probably remained as such until the end of Roman dominance
in the region.68 The Lusitania–Tarraconensis boundary seems to have been more ﬂex-
ible. Pompey used the Durius River during the civil wars between ǣǤ and ǢǦ BCE,69
but the boundary between Hispania Citerior and Ulterior remained unclear until the
reign of Augustus. Pliny situates the boundary between Lusitania and Tarraconensis at
59 Christol ǟǧǧǢ; Arnaud ǟǧǧǡ, ǢǤ; Arnaud ǠǞǞǟ,
ǣǠ–ǣǡ.
60 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟ
61 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ–ǡ and Ǡ.ǣ.Ǡ–ǡ.
62 Geogr. Ǡ.ǥ.Ǡ and Ǡ.ǟǞ.Ǡ.
63 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǠ.
64 Polybius, ǡ.ǡǧ.Ǣ; P. Artemid. IV ǣ–ǟǢ, quoted
by St. Byz. s.v. ڸ̧̪̯̹̩̱ and Const. Porphyr., De
adm. imp.; Mela ǡ.ǟǣ; Pl. ǡ.Ǥ; Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǡ; Diodorus,
Bibl. ǣ.ǡǣ; Eustathius, Dion. Per. ǠǦǦ and ǡǡǦ. See
Rico ǠǞǞǤ.
65 Pl. ǡ.Ǥ: amne Ana discreta and Ǣ.ǟǟǣ; Mela Ǡ.Ǧǥ: illas
ﬂuuius Anas separat.
66 Aer the Lucca Conference of ǣǤ BCE, Pompey
gained authority of the Iberian regions that were un-
der Roman control and used the river to dispatch
his legates throughout the territory. See Caesar,
Bell. Civ. ǟ.ǡǦ.ǟ and Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǤ–ǡǥ.
67 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǤǞ–Ǥǟ.
68 Today, the río Guadiana forms part of the border
between Portugal and Spain.
69 Le Roux ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǤ–ǡǥ.
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the mouth of the Durius River,70 as does Strabo, although he states that this provincial
boundary was relatively recent.71 Augustus’ territorial reorganisation of Iberia might
indeed have consisted of two stages, with the area of Callaecia possibly having ﬁrst been
attached to Lusitania,72 before being incorporated into Hispania Citerior (that is, Tar-
raconensis), feasibly between ǥ and Ǡ BCE.73 At around this time, the Durius River was
undoubtedly used as the boundary between the provinces of Lusitania and Tarraconenis.
It is possible that descriptions of the Roman provinces, as they appear in the texts
of Pliny and Mela, were used to determine the coordinates of these coastal boundaries
in the Geography. Indeed, the coordinates of these boundary points match the coordi-
nates of the mouths of the respective rivers and of the Pyrenean headlands exactly, and
so do not require additional coordinates. By contrast, the coastal boundary between the
provinces of Baetica and Tarraconensis in the Geography is a boundary point – Ptolemy
uses the word ̼۰ ̸̥̹̩̺, meaning the ‘end’, ‘limit’ or ‘boundary’ – that has its own coor-
dinates.74 The antique sources are not consistent on this boundary, so it is diﬃcult to
reconstruct it exactly. Carthago Nova had long been Hispania Citerior’s southernmost
coastal city.75 At the time of Augustus, the boundary between Ulterior and Citerior had
been shied south-westwards, to near the city of Murgi.76 More precisely, according to
Pliny, the city of Murgi was the last Baetican city before one entered the province of
Tarraconensis; then, along the coast of Tarraconensis, there were the cities of Urci and
Baria. Pliny speciﬁes, however, that Baria was registered as a Baetican city.77 By contrast,
Mela states that Urci was the ﬁrst coastal city of Baetica aer Tarraconensis, and he does
not even mention Baria.78
In the Geography, the boundary point between Baetica and Tarraconensis is situated
between Baria in Baetica and Urci in Tarraconensis (Fig. ǦǞ). Ptolemy cannot, there-
70 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǡ.
71 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǠǞ. Strabo writes that the Durius River
marked the territorial jurisdiction of the legatus
iuridicus in charge of the Lusitanians.
72 There are references to the reorganisation of the
Hispaniae in Strabo (ǡ.ǡ.ǡ), in Pliny’s text when
he quotes Agrippa (Ǣ.ǟǟǦ) and in other late Latin
texts: Dem. prov. Ǡǡ: Asturia Gallicia et Lusitania;
Div. orb. terr. ǣ: Hispania Lusitania cum Asturica et Gal-
laecia; and in Orosius, Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.ǡǣ.
73 The chronology of the two-stage reorganisation
of Iberia carried out under Augustus was ﬁrst pre-
sented in the work of Albertini ǟǧǠǡ. However, the
discovery of a fragment of a bronze tablet contain-
ing an inscription of an edict of Augustus, which
has been dated to ǟǣ BCE, has further complicated
the reconstruction of the exact chronology of the
Augustan reorganisation of the Iberian provinces
during the ﬁnal two decades of the ﬁrst century
BCE. The text (sometimes called the ‘Bierzo Edict’)
mentions an unknown province, the provincia trans-
duriana, which has given rise to much discussion,
including debate on the authenticity of the text. See
Grau Lobo and Hoyas ǠǞǞǟ.
74 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǡ (and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǠ in theΩ recension): λ = ǟǠ°,
ϕ = ǡǥ°ǟǣ’.
75 P. Artemid. Vǣ–ǟǢ; Pl. ǡ.ǟǤ; Livy ǢǞ.Ǣǟ.ǟǞ; Ca-
diou and Moret ǠǞǟǠ, footnote ǠǦ, p. Ǡǥ. Orosius,
Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.ǡǢ, also records this fact.
76 Pl. ǡ.Ǧ: Murgi Baeticae ﬁnis; also ǡ.ǟǤ–ǟǥ.
77 Pl. ǡ.ǟǧ: Oppida orae proxima Vrci adscriptumque Baeti-
cae Baria (‘The oppida nearest the coast [i.e. of Tarra-
conensis] are Urci and Baria, which belong to Baet-
ica.’) In modern terms, Baria would be regarded as a
Baetican enclave in the territory of Tarraconensis.
78 Mela Ǡ.ǧǢ.
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Fig. ǦǞ Coastal boundary between Baetica and
Tarraconensis in the Ξ recension of the Geography.
fore, have used the same source as Mela and Pliny. Given the variability of the location
of this boundary, it is possible that a source later than Mela and Pliny was used, and
that it registered Urci as being in Tarraconensis and Baria in Baetica, with the boundary
located between them.79 It is also possible that a source, such as Pliny’s or Mela’s texts,
was misunderstood or even simpliﬁed: if Baria belonged to Baetica and Urci to Tarraco-
nensis, then it might have seemed logical for a cartographer such as Ptolemy, who was
not interested in or aware of the subtleties of the Roman administration, to locate the
provincial boundary between these two places.
Ǧ.ǡ Coordinates of the islands
There are several islands and archipelagos around the Iberian peninsula in the Geogra-
phy. Whereas Gades (modern-day Cádiz) and the Mediterranean islands – Mallorca and
Minorca, Ebusus (Ibiza) and Ophiussa (Formentera), the four largest Balearic Islands –
were well known, the islands in the Atlantic were either poorly documented in the an-
cient sources (such as the Cassiterides and the Islands of the Gods) or were mentioned
only in the Geography (the Trileuci Islets and Londobris Island).
Ǧ.ǡ.ǟ The islands around the Iberian peninsula in the antique sources
Distance and latitude data
In view of the importance of islands in navigation – with regard to maritime conditions
as well as the development of themaritime network – and given the speciﬁc place of navi-
79 For other areas, Ptolemy’s documentation is more
recent than that of the Augustan administration.
See p. ǡǤ.
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gational information in the development of geography in Antiquity, it is not surprising
that the ancient sources contain many distances relating to the islands. The distance
data include information on the circumference and length of the islands, the distances
between the islands and the Iberian mainland, and the distances between islands.
Gades has a singular place in the geographical and historical sources, and in the
Phoenician, Greek and Roman worlds in general. The island was a trading and mar-
itime hub in Antiquity80 – Strabo writes that the city was ‘where live the men who ﬁt
out the most and largest merchant ﬂeet (̵̩̲̳̦̹̱̩̽), both for Our Sea and the External
Sea’81 – which explains the varied and copious amount of distance data that link the
island to far-away places, via the Strait of Hercules and the oceanic coasts of Europe
and Africa.82 The sources also give estimations of extremely long distances from Gades,
which indicates that the island played an important role in the Greek and Roman con-
struction of the geography of the world.83 Pliny records that the third circulus (that is,
the third parallel circle) runs through Gades; thus, according to his description, the du-
ration of the longest day at Gades is ǟǢ hours ǡǠ minutes84 and the ratio of a gnomon
to its shadow is ǟǞǞ : ǥǢ at the equinox.85 Strabo situates Gades on the parallel through
Rhodes and the Pillars of Hercules.86
As for the Balearic (also Gymnesiae) and Pityusic Islands, Agathemerus, Pliny and
Strabo, among others, have provided scholars with an important series of numerical
data related to the length, breadth, circumference and distances between the islands.87
80 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǤǥ–ǟǤǦ.
81 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǡ.
82 From the Strait of Hercules (or the Pillars) to Gades,
the sources generally give distance data that corre-
spond approximately to one day’s sailing (Table ǟǟ,
p. ǡǞǠ). Strabo records a distance of ǥǞ miles from
Gades to the Baetis (Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǧ), ‘no more than ǟǞǞ
stadia’ to Asta (Str. ǡ.Ǡ.Ǡ) and ǦǞǞ stadia to Lixus in
Tingitana (Str. ǟǥ.ǡ.Ǡ). The Chrest. (ǡ.ǠǢ) states that
there are ǥǣǞ stadia between Calpē and Gades, and
the mouths of the Baetis River, while Varro gives a
ﬁgure of ǟǞǠ miles for the distance between Gades
and the Anas River (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǣ). Pliny (ǡ.ǟǥ) writes
that there are ǠǣǞ miles between Castulo in Baetica
and Gades.
83 Artemidorus’ estimate for the longitudinal extent
of the oikoumenē, measured between the mouths of
the Ganges and Gades, is Ǧ ǣǤǦ or Ǧ ǧǢǣ miles (de-
pending on the route) and he calculates that there
is ǧǧǟ.ǣ miles between Gades and the Cape of the
Artabri via the Sacred Cape; Isidorus’ estimate for
the oikoumenē is ǧ ǦǟǦ miles (Pl. Ǡ.ǠǢǠ). Both au-
thors give an estimate of Ǧ ǠǟǢ miles for the length
of Europe between the Tanais River and Gades
(Pl. Ǣ.ǟǠǟ). Artemidorus reports that the distance
between Caralis in Sardinia and Gades is ǟ ǠǣǞ
miles (Pl. Ǡ.ǠǢǡ and ǡ.ǦǢ) and Pliny (ǟǧ.Ǣ) mentions
a sailing of seven days from Ostia to Gades.





85 Pl. Ǥ.ǠǟǢ. Many manuscripts give ǟǞǞ : ǥǥ, which
must be erroneous, since this ratio would have situ-
ated the third circle to the north of the fourth circle
and thereby contradicted Pliny’s own statement.
Confusing ̨̨̜̙̙̙̙ with ̨̨̜̦̙̙ would have been an
easy mistake to make. See Desanges ǠǞǞǦ, ǠǦǟ.
86 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǢ; see p. Ǡǧǥ.
87 Agathemerus, Hypotyp. ǠǞ; Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǟ; Pl. ǡ.ǥǥ; Livy
ǠǦ.ǡǥ; It. mar. ǣǟǞ–ǣǟǠ; Isid. Etym. ǟǢ.Ǥ.Ǣǡ. Agathe-
merus, Hypotyp. ǟǤ lists a series of distances that go
back to Artemidorus, and states that the ǟǞ ǞǞǞ sta-
dia between Caralis and Gades are to be understood
‘by sailing oﬀ the Gymnesiai’ (ὑ̸̸̵̭̹̳̭̻̩̼̱ͅ ̴̵̯̌̽-
̧̻̩̺ ̵̷̦̻̺̽), which suggests that there was another
route through the Balearic Islands to the Iberian
peninsula (Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, Ǥǥ and ǟǣǦ–ǟǣǧ).
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Fig. Ǧǟ The Balearic and Colum-
bretes Islands.
The distances between these islands and the mainland have been less frequently passed
down, although Diodorus gives some precise information in his text:
[Then] comes ﬁrst an island called Pityuse (Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̻̩), the name being due to
the multitude of pine-trees (̸̧̼̭̺̽) which grow throughout it. It lies out in the
open sea and is distant from the Pillars of Hercules a voyage of three days and
as many nights, from Libyē a day and a night, and from Iberia one day.88
Pliny situates the archipelago in relation to the Iberian mainland with a string of dis-
tance data:
[The Pityuses] are ǢǤ miles large, and they are ǥǞǞ stadia away from Dianium,
which is also the distance by land from Dianium to Carthago Nova; at the
same distance from the Pityuses out to sea are the two Baleares, and opposite
the Sucro [River] lies Colubraria. The Balearic Islands, formidable in warfare
with the sling, have been designated by the Greeks the Gymnesiae. The larger
island is ǟǞǞ miles in length, Ǣǥǣ in circumference […]. The smaller island is
ǡǞ miles away from the larger; its length is ǢǞ miles and its circumference ǟǣǞ.
It contains the cities of Iamo, Sanisera and Mago. Twelve miles out to sea from
the larger island is Capraria, treacherous for shipwrecks, and right of Palma lie
the Menariae with Tiquadra and the small island of Hannibal.89
While there is a copious amount of documentation on the distances relating to the
Balearic and Pityusic Islands, the distances concerning the oceanic islands and the archi-
pelago that are mentioned in the Geography appear far less oen in the sources. Strabo,
for example, estimates that the Cassiterides lie ‘approximately at the klima of Britain’.90
88 Diodorus, Bibl. ǣ.ǟǤ. Mallorca is also said to be one
day’s sailing from Iberia (Bibl. ǣ.ǟǥ). Livy (ǠǦ.ǡǥ)
reports that Pityussa island – he means here Ebusus
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Locations in relation to the mainland and relative longitude
Sources that describe the geographical location of islands without any distance data are
especially informative, since they situate the islands in relation to major landmarks on
the mainland. Although the spatial vocabulary, with its liberal use of adverbs, can be
rather imprecise – for example, Strabo situates Gades ‘near (̸̷̵̧̳̯̻) the mouths of the
Baetis’,91 while the Balearic Islands, according to Diodorus, face Iberia (̲̩̼ʼ ἀ̵̼̱̲̹۲ ̼ῆ̺
ڸ̧̪̯̹̺)92 – some of these descriptions contain much more explicit information. Accord-
ing to Mela, the Balearic Islands are ‘located across (contra) the coast of Tarraco’,93 while
Strabo states that they lie, more precisely, ‘oﬀ the stretch of coast that is between Tarraco
and Sucro, on which Saguntum is situated’.94 The Chrestomathies from Strabo situates
them ‘near (̲̩̼ۨ) the mouth of the Ebro River southward (̸̹۰̺ ̵̷̵̼̈́ ̲̭ῖ̵̼̩̱)’.95 The
text of Orosius locates the islands even more precisely:
There are two Balearic Islands, the larger and the smaller one. On each of these
are two towns. The larger island, toward the north, faces (septentrionem uersus
contra) the city of Tarraco in Hispania; the smaller, the city of Barcelona.96
Strabo describes the Cassiterides archipelago as being clearly situated to the north of
the harbour of the Artabri,97 a description that can be equivalent to a relative longitude.
Likewise, the works of Diodorus and Strabo contain information on the location of the
Balearic and Pityusic Islands on an east–west axis, on their positions relative to each
other98 and on the location of the islands’ cities.99
Variability in the toponymy
There are several inconsistencies in the sources concerning the ancient toponymy of the
modern Balearic Islands and the nearby islets (Fig. Ǧǟ), which raises issues about inter-
only – is ǟǞǞ miles from the continent, which cer-
tainly corresponds to a day’s sailing. See Arnaud
ǠǞǞǣ, Ǧǟ–Ǧǡ.
89 Pl. ǡ.ǥǤ–ǥǦ.
90 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǣ: ̲̩̼ۨ ̼۰ Π̵̵̹̭̼̼̩̱̲̈́ ̸̺́ ̴̧̲̳̩ ἱ̴̵̬̹̥̩̱̽.
91 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǡ.




96 Orosius, Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.ǣǣ.
97 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǣ: ‘And in like manner the islands called
Cassiterides, situated in the open sea approximately
in the latitude of Britain, lie opposite to, and north
of, the Artabri (̷̼ῖ̺ ڌ̷̹̼̤̪̹̱̺ ἀ̵̵̧̼̲̭̱̼̩̱ ̸̹۰̺ ἄ̹-
̷̵̲̼).’ Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǟǟ: ‘The Cassiterides are ten in num-
ber, and they lie near each other in the high sea to
the north of the port of the Artabri (̸̹۰̺ ἄ̷̵̹̲̼
ἀ̸۰ ̷̼ῦ ̼ῶ̵ ڌ̵̹̼̤̪̹́ ̴̵̷̳̱̥̺).’ Pliny (Ǣ.ǟǟǧ) and
Diodorus (ǣ.ǡǦ.Ǣ) simply state that the Cassiterides
face Iberia.
98 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǟ: ‘The Pityuses lie more out in the open sea
and more to the west (̸̹۰̺ ἑ̸̵̻̥̹̩ ̴̵̲̭̲̳̱̥̩̱) than
the Gymnesiae.’
99 Str. ǡ.ǣ.ǟ: ‘Of the Gymnesiae, the larger has two
cities, Palma and Polentia, one of which, Polen-
tia, is situated in the eastern part of the island, and
the other in the western.’ According to Diodorus
(Bibl. ǣ.ǟǥ), the smaller of the Balearic Islands lies to
the east of the larger island.
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preting the descriptions of these islands’ locations. Some of these divergences, however,
may help explain how the islands were positioned in the Geography.
First of all, while the plural form Pityussae (Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̻̩̱) was generally used to refer
to the two islands of the Pityusic group (modern-day Ibiza and Formentera), the singular
form Pityussa (Π̷̱̼̽ῦ̻̻̩) could also be used to refer to Ibiza only.100 Ebusus, the Latin
equivalent, was also used to denote the Pityusic Islands and sometimes just Ibiza. Pliny
clearly refers to the two Pityusic Islands as Ebusus101 but in a later passage identiﬁes
Ibiza as Ebusus and Formentera as ‘Colubraria’ (in Latin) or ‘Ophiussa’ (in Greek).102
This contradicts a previous statement of his in which he seems to give the name of Col-
ubraria to another island, quite distinct from the Pityusic Islands, which is situated near
the Sucro River.103 Colubraria was, in fact, the name for the Columbretes Islands. Mela
makes a similar mistake in his work, as, like Pliny, he identiﬁes Formentera as Colu-
braria, which he writes is located near Ebusus.104 According to Pliny, the position of
Colubraria (regardless of the toponymic inconsistencies) and the position of Ebusus in
Mela’s description are linked with the Sucro River and its bay:
At the same distance from the Pityuses out to sea, are the two Baleares, and, op-
posite the Sucro [River]105 lies Colubraria (et Sucronemuersus Colubraria) (Pl. ǡ.ǥǤ)
Near the promontory they call Ferraria, in the bay of Sucro (in Sucronensi sinu),
the island Ebusus has a city by the same name. (Mela Ǡ.ǟǠǣ)
One ﬁnal element from Pliny’s work has a parallel in the Geography, although the to-
ponymy is problematic:
Facing the promontory of the Artabri are the six Islands of the Gods, which
some people have designated the Fortunate Isles.106
100 See, e.g., Diodorus, Bibl. ǣ.ǟǤ, or Plutarch, Sert. ǥ.
101 Pl. ǡ.ǥǤ: ‘The ﬁrst islands that we meet in these
seas are the two to which the Greeks have given
the name of Pityuses, from the pine-tree, which
they produce. Both islands now bear the name of
Ebusus, and form a federate city. They are separated
by a narrow strait.’
102 Pl. ǡ.ǥǦ: ‘The earth of Ebusus has the eﬀect of driv-
ing serpents away, while that of Colubraria pro-
duces them; hence the latter spot is dangerous to
all persons who have not brought with them some
of the earth of Ebusus. The Greeks have given it
the name of Ophiussa.’ (ۄϕ̱̺ is the Greek word for
‘serpent’.)
103 Pl. ǡ.ǥǤ: ‘At the same distance from the Pityuses out
to sea, are the two Baleares, and, opposite the Su-
cro [River] lies Colubraria.’ See Zehnacker ǠǞǞǢ,
ǟǥǦ–ǟǥǧ.
104 Isidore of Seville also uses the name of Colubraria
for Formentera in his work (Etym. ǟǢ.Ǥ.Ǣǡ).
105 Pliny’s text does not refer explicitly to the ‘Sucro
River’, although almost every modern translation in-
terprets this reference to mean the river. This is en-
tirely plausible, given that, earlier in the text, Pliny
(ǡ.ǠǞ) does indeed mention ‘the Sucro River and in
former days an oppidum of the same name’. By con-
trast, Strabo (ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ) refers to the eponymous city but
does not mention its river.
106 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǧ.
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Fig. ǦǠ Location of the Balearic Islands in the
Geography, facing the cities of Tarraco and Barcino,
as in Orosius’ description.
Confusion can easily arise when one compares Pliny’s Islands of the Gods or the For-
tunate Isles with Ptolemy’s Geography. Both Ptolemy and Pliny refer to an archipelago
named the ‘Islands of the Gods’ (Insulae Deorum/̩ἱ ̼ῶ̵ ̭̑ῶ̵ ̵ῆ̷̻̱), situated oﬀ the
north-west coast of the peninsula.107 However, the number of islands in the group
varies (Ptolemy writes that there are two, Pliny six). Pliny states that these six islands are
also called the ‘Fortunate Isles’ (Fortunatae Insulae), which ﬁnds some echo in Ptolemy’s
mention of the six ‘Fortunate Isles’ (̩ἱ ̼ῶ̵ ̵̩̲̤̹́̕ ̵ῆ̷̻̱).108 The latter are, however,
situated at the western edge of the oikoumenē, facing the Libyan (African) continent, and
not, as Pliny states, near the Iberian peninsula.
Ǧ.ǡ.Ǡ Construction of the Iberian islands
Mallorca and Minorca
The locations of Mallorca andMinorca in the Ptolemy’sGeography correspond to Mela’s
and Strabo’s descriptions as they lie oﬀ the Tarraconensis littoral, between the Sucro
River and Tarraco. However, it is the description of Orosius that resembles Ptolemy’s
map the closest. In the Geography, the meridians through Tarraco and Barcino run
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through Mallorca and Minorca, respectively, which agrees with Orosius’ description
(septentrionem uersus), Fig. ǦǠ.
A mapping procedure that would explain how the larger Balearic island was posi-
tioned, for instance, involves carrying out a construction with a ruler and compass that
combines: (ǟ) the relative longitude, namely that the island lies on the same meridian
as Tarraco, as passed down by Orosius; (Ǡ) the distance between Tarraco and the island,
which is ǥǞǞ stadia. This procedure, however, enables one to determine only the lati-
tude of Mallorca. A similar procedure explains how the smaller island of Minorca was
positioned: one uses a distance of ǥǣǞ stadia between Barcino and the island, which
one combines with the longitude information (‘Minorca faces, toward the north, Bar-
cino’). Instead of using a compass to work out the distance, a simple calculation can be
made, since the distance is related to a meridian, where ǟ° always equals ǣǞǞ stadia: thus
a distance of ǥǣǞ stadia corresponds directly to a latitudinal interval of ǟ 1
2
◦. Orosius’
Histories against the Pagans (ﬁh century CE) is much later than Ptolemy’s Geography, and
Orosius himself relates that he visited Alexandria.109 This does not necessarily imply,
however, that he had access to the Geography and that he took his description of the
Balearic Islands from Ptolemy’s work (which he never mentions). The inﬂuence of the
Geography on Orosius’ geographical description is hard to identify precisely.110
Although several distances betweenMallorca and the littoral of Tarraconensis can be
found in the antique sources, they were not explicitly linked with Tarraco. The distance
between Tarraco and Mallorca is c. ǥǞǞ stadia, when measured on Ptolemy’s map. Pliny
records several sets of ǥǞǞ stadia, between the Pityusic Islands and the Balearic Islands,
as well as between the Pityusic Islands, the city of Dianium and the island of Colubraria.
The value of ǥǞǞ stadia can correspond to a day’s sailing111 and agrees with Diodorus’
statement that the largest of the Balearic Islands is one day’s sailing from Iberia.112 In
the Geography, the Balearic cities of Mallorca (Palma and Pollentia) on one hand, and
Minorca (Iamo and Mago) on the other hand lie on the same latitude. Although many
of the sources give estimates of the size of both islands, both of them aremuch smaller in
the Geography than in Pliny’s and Strabo’s descriptions. As for Mallorca, Strabo clearly
states that Pollentia lies to the east and Palma to the west of the island.
107 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǤ.
108 Geogr. Ǣ.Ǥ.ǡǢ.
109 Orosius, Hist. Ǥ.ǟǣ.ǡǠ.
110 Y. Janvier ǟǧǦǠ, ǟǤǣ–ǟǤǧ, believes that Orosius
might have used some of Ptolemy’s maps as sources
for his geographical excursus. Despite some conver-
gences, however, I found no conclusive evidence for
this hypothesis. Orosius’ description of the penin-
sula like a triangle, with the Pyrenees, Flavium Brig-
antium and Gades as vertices (Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.Ǡǣ–ǠǤ) can
barely be inferred from Ptolemy’s Geography. Their
works’ few points in common are more likely to be
an indication that they used the same sources.
111 Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǥǢ–ǥǦ. See Marcian, Epit. Men. ǣ.
112 Diodorus, Bibl. ǣ.ǟǥ.
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Ebusus
There are interesting similarities between the location of Ebusus in the Geography and
the descriptions of Mela and Pliny, since, according to Ptolemy, Ebusus lies on the same
meridian as the mouth of the Sucro River. The Latin authors do not, however, explic-
itly describe this precise location. Admittedly, Mela refers to the bay of Sucro, in front
of which lies Ebusus, but in his description he mentions the eponymous river as well.113
Pliny positions Colubraria opposite the Sucro, but his localities have been inaccurately
placed.114 The term ‘opposite’ (uersus in Pliny’s text) can, of course, refer to several spa-
tial conﬁgurations and is not as precise as the ‘septentrionem uersus’ thatOrosius uses in his
text. The term uersus can, nonetheless, be compared with the Greek adjective ἀ̵̴̼̱̲̭̱۫-
̵̷̺, whichmeans simply ‘to be opposite to’, and which Ptolemy uses in the introduction
to the Geography to describe localities that lie on the same meridian.115 A description
on the schema: ‘A uersus B’ might, therefore, be interpreted within the framework of
Ptolemy’s Geography as ‘A and B lie along the same meridian’.
To explain how Ebusus was positioned in the Geography, two pieces of information
need to be combined to carry out the ruler-and-compass construction: (ǟ) Ebusus lies
opposite the mouth of the Sucro River (i.e., on the same meridian); (Ǡ) the distance
between the Pillars of Hercules and Ebusus is a sailing of three days and three nights,
that is c. ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia, as passed down by Diodorus.
As was the case in constructing the main localities of the Mediterranean coast of
Iberia, where long distances were involved, a map using Ptolemy’s second projection
would seem to be adequate to position Ebusus. Centring the compass at Calpē (the
Iberian Pillar of Hercules) and using a distance of ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia,116 the circle cuts the
meridian of the Sucro River approximately at the location of Ebusus, as given in the
Geography. However, centring the compass at point P (λ = ǥ°ǡǞ’; ϕ = ǡǤ°) instead of at
Calpē generates a much better result (Fig. Ǧǡa). Point P lies at the intersection of the
meridian through Calpē (the boundary line of the eastern opening of the Strait) and
the parallel through Rhodes, which runs through the centre of the Strait. Since the
two promontories known as the Pillars of Hercules were frequently used to refer to the
opening of the Strait, it makes sense to use this landmark as the construction’s starting
point.
Islands of the Gods
Amapping procedure that uses long distances and amap of Ptolemy’s second projection
could also explain how the Islands of the Gods were positioned, although there is no
113 Mela Ǡ.ǧǠ.
114 See p. ǡǤǞ.
115 Geogr. ǟ.Ǣ.Ǡ; see p. ǟǧǡ.
116 The distance of ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia was ﬁrst measured by
following the graduation of the parallel through
Rhodes.
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a Island of Ebusus.
b Islands of the Gods.
Fig. Ǧǡ Ruler-and-compass construction to position islands using a map of Ptolemy’s second projection.
mention of any details in the sources. On a map using Ptolemy’s second projection,
the archipelago is located on the straight line that connects the Sacred Cape to Cape
Nerion, at a distance of ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia from the Sacred Cape (Fig. Ǧǡb). These two pieces
of information correspond to the kind of data passed down in the sources to describe
maritime routes.
Gades
Information and especially distance data related to Gades are varied, numerous and
widespread in the geographical texts of Antiquity. Combining two distances with a
ruler and compass makes it possible to determine how the island was positioned and
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Fig. ǦǢ The island of Gades (Ξ recension) faces
the gulf between the Temple of Hera and the Baetis
River (as in Pliny’s description) and, as Strabo
states, is situated virtually opposite the mouths of
the Baetis River.
seems to be a plausible construction method, given the state of our sources. Surpris-
ingly, however, no such combination has been identiﬁed yet. For example, although
many sources report that the island is roughly one day’s sailing from the Pillars of Her-
cules, which corresponds to between ǤǞǞ and ǦǞǞ stadia (Table ǟǟ), Gades, according
to the Geography, lies more than ǧǞǞ stadia away from the Pillars. This discordance con-
cerns almost all the numerical data related toGades, since Ptolemy and the other sources
generally fall within very diﬀerent orders of magnitude. The information about the lati-
tude of the island, passed down by Strabo and Pliny, does not tally with the Ξ recension
of theGeography either; its latitude in manuscript X is, however, graphically unexpected,
which might indicate that a copying error or a later modiﬁcation was made in the Ξ re-
cension.117 Several elements in the topographical descriptions passed down by Pliny
and Strabo provide information that could explain how Gades was positioned. Accord-
ing to Pliny, the island faces the gulf between the mouths of the Baetis and the Cape of
Hera,118 while Strabo reports that the island lies near the mouths of the Baetis.119 Both
these pieces of information correspond to the conﬁguration in the Ξ recension of the
Geography (Fig. ǦǢ).
117 The latitude of Gades is ǡǤ°ǟǞ’ inΩ and ǡǤ°ǢǞ’ in Ξ
(Geogr. Ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ). Both readings are very close (λς ς′
Ω, λς Lς′ Ξ). The form generally used for ǢǞ’
in the Geography is γo′ and not Lς′ (see p. ǟǣǞ).
There is also a variation in the manuscripts of the
Handy Tables: λς ς′ L*M*f*P*, λς L′ V* (‘Table of
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The other islands and archipelagos
A satisfyingmodel that would explain the locations of the Cassiterides archipelago, Lon-
dobris Island as well as the Trileuci Islets has yet to be developed. The fact that their
coordinates are generally made up of whole degrees may indicate that the islands were
positioned approximately on a map of the entire peninsula.120
Ǧ.Ǣ Distortions in theΩ recension
When one compares – aer the main points have been positioned – the coordinates
in the Ω recension of the Geography with the modiﬁed modern coordinates, and the
coordinates in the Ξ recension with themodern coordinates, one ﬁnds diﬀerent kinds of
local distortions. There are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the recensions in several areas
of the Iberianmap, particularly around the Strait of Hercules and the neighbouring part
of the Mediterranean coast up to the Ebro River as well as around Cape Barbarion and
Cape Nerion.
Ǧ.Ǣ.ǟ Local coastal distortions
The Strait of Hercules
In the Ω recension, the Strait of Hercules is much more complex in shape than the
Strait in the Ξ recension for it is not depicted as a typical channel with two roughly
parallel banks on either side of the parallel through Rhodes. The use of just one of
the sources cannot explain the locations of the four boundaries of the Strait in Ω.121
There are residual distortions around the small group of localities that forms the gulf
around Baelo, which has been shied northwards (Fig. Ǧǣ). The city of Baelo (near
modern-day Bolonia, in the province of Cádiz) lies, in actual fact, in a smooth recess
of the coast, but the latter diﬀers markedly from the great gulf depicted on Ptolemy’s
map. Although the toponyms and the sequence of localities in the Strait described by
Mela, Pliny and Strabo are similar to those in Ptolemy’s catalogue, none of the antique
sources shows such a distinct topography around Baelo. They describe a coast that has
no major bay or headland, besides the Cape of Hera, while the narrow peninsula, with
the Temple of Hera at its extremity, appears excessively large in comparison with the
rest of the southern Iberian coast; this striking topographical form of Ptolemy’s map is
not described in the sources and does not feature in Marcian’s description. The Strait
120 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǟǞ: Londobris (λ = ǡ°,ϕ = Ǣǟ°). Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǣ: Trileuci Islets (λ = ǧ°,ϕ = ǢǤ 3
4
◦). Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥǤ: centre of the Cassiterides archipelago
(λ = Ǣ°,ϕ = Ǣǣ 1
2
◦). Strabo (ǡ.ǣ.ǟǟ) and Ptolemy
write that the Cassiterides is made up of ten islands.
121 See p. ǡǞǦ.
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Fig. Ǧǣ Residual distortions along the Strait of
Hercules (Ω recension).
of Hercules in the Ω recension does not resemble a regular channel – or isthmus of
the sea, as Ptolemy describes it – but a small sea marked, on either side, by two facing
headlands. This topography is reminiscent of Ptolemy’s drawing of the Propontis (Sea
of Marmara), which he depicts as a small sea, situated between the Pontus (Black Sea)
and the Aegean Sea and bounded by two straits: the Hellespont (the Dardanelles) to the
south-west and the Thracian Bosphorus to the north-east.
The Mediterranean coast
The arrangement of the displacement vectors along the coastal section betweenCarthago
Nova and the SucroRiver in theΩ recension is extremely chaotic: the localities along the
coastline were imprecisely positioned, which has led to irregular distortions (Fig. ǦǤ).
The pattern of distortions matches the topography only partially. TheΩ coastline forms
a well-marked gulf, framed by two distinct promontories – Cape Scrombraria and the
mouth of the Sucro River. Then, from the Sucro to Cape Tenebrius the coastline is
almost rectilinear in shape. Some of these topographical features do, however, bear
comparison with Mela’s description:
From [the Ebro River] the sea winds its way into the land, and as soon as it is let
in with a great sweep, it is divided into two bays by the promontory they call
Ferraria. The ﬁrst is called the Bay of Sucro. It is the larger one and admits the
sea with quite a large mouth, but the farther one enters it, the narrower it gets.
This bay takes in the unimportant Sorobis, Turia and Sucro Rivers. It includes
some cities too, in fact, but the best-known are Valentia and that famous city,
Saguntum, which is renowned for its loyalty as well as its troubles. Then, the
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Bay of Ilici holds Allone, Lucentia and Ilici, whence its name. Here now the
land goes farther into the sea and makes Hispania broader than it has been.122
In Strabo’s work, the mouth of the Sucro River is the important boundary mark of the
coastal section between CarthagoNova and the Ebro, although Strabo does not describe
the coastal topography in this area very precisely.123 In theΩ recension, the coast has two
sections with diﬀerent landforms, with the Sucro River forming the boundary between
them. In addition, the gulf between Cape Scrombraria and the Sucro River includes
the city of Alōnai, Portus Ilicitanus and the nearby, inland city of Ilici, which partially
matches Mela’s toponymy of the Ilicitanus sinus. Cape Scrombraria has the stereotypical
form of many of the Geography’s capes, but none of the sources describes the mouth of
the Sucro River as a promontory. In spite of the small number of similarities between
Ptolemy’s map and the descriptions of Strabo and Mela, it has not proved possible to
explain the localised distortions between Carthago Nova and the Ebro River.
As for the Iberian Sea coast, between the Pillars of Hercules and the Cape of Chari-
dēmos, the gulf has an uneven shape in the Ω recension (Fig. Ǧǥ). The regularity of
the curved shore is broken by two large headlands, formed by Suel and the Cape of
Charidēmos, which both jut out southwards into the sea. Finally, the city of Malaca
lies in a coastal recess and the nameless cape to the east of Selambina creates a small
indentation. This very speciﬁc topography shows signiﬁcant local distortions. Although
the sharp coastal recess near Malaca is not documented in the antique sources, the city’s
modern equivalent, Málaga, does lie in a slightly curved bay. The small nameless cape
(ἐ̶̷̦̿) is certainly a later addition.124 In the Ξ recension, the coastline was very possibly
drawn in the form of a regular curve;125 however, a similar mapping procedure does not
explain the topographical particularities of the area in theΩ recension.
It is possible that the coastal localities between the Pillars of Hercules and the Cape
of Charidēmos as well as those between Alōnai and the mouth of the Turia River were
positioned, in the Ξ recension, aer an outline of the coastline had been drawn, with
the localities then placed at more or less regular intervals. However, this process does
not explain the coordinates of theΩ recension as accurately as it does those of the Ξ re-
cension.
Northern and western oceanic coasts
The notable residual distortions between the Sacred Cape and Mount Selēnē involve a
clockwise rotation, which can be separated into two groups, using a similar model to
that employed in the Ξ recension: the localities from the Sacred Cape to Cape Barbarion
122 Mela Ǡ.ǧǟ–ǧǢ.
123 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ.
124 See p. ǟǡǦ.
125 See p. ǡǡǢ.
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Fig. ǦǤ Residual distortions along the Mediter-
ranean coast between Carthago Nova and the Ebro
River (Ω recension).
Fig. Ǧǥ Residual distortions along the Iberian Sea
coast (Ω recension).
show a longitudinal distortion eastwards with a small shi southwards; between Cape
Barbarion andMount Selēnē, the localities show a larger longitudinal distortion but no
latitudinal shi (Fig. ǦǦa). The subdivision of the coast into topographical units made
of capes and bays could explain the residual distortions in both recensions (Fig. ǦǦb).
Once the coastline in theΩ recension had been positioned in accordance with the
main capes, clear residual distortions are visible. The coast between the capes is de-
scribed as a series of gulfs in the sources, but the schematic drawing of the coast in the
form of a regular curve in the Ω recension does not explain the residual distortions as
accurately as the representation in the Ξ recension. The topography of the regions near
Cape Barbarion and Cape Nerion is strikingly similar in each of the two recensions: the
two capes in the Ω recension form large headlands that resemble rounded peninsulas
(Fig. Ǧǧa and Ǧǧc); in the Ξ recension they are shown as tiny, acute-angled capes (Fig. Ǧǧb
and Ǧǧd). The landforms inΩ resemble themodern topography closely (Fig. ǧǞ), but no
descriptive elements that could explain these landforms in the Ω recension have been
identiﬁed in the antique sources.
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a Initial distortions. b Residual distortions.
Fig. ǦǦ Topographical subdivision of the coast into capes and bays to explain the residual distortions between
the Sacred Cape and Mount Selēnē in theΩ recension.
a Ω recension. b Ξ recension. c Ω recension. d Ξ recension.
Fig. Ǧǧ Shape of the coast near Cape Barbarion and Cape Nerion in the two recensions of the Geography.
The signiﬁcant distortions that appear between theNavia(llouiōn)River andCapeOiarsō
can be divided into two categories, which correspond to the subdivision of the coast
into topographical units. Note that the modern locations of several toponyms along
this coastline have not been satisfactorily identiﬁed, which prevents us from making an
accurate comparison. Although the description of this area in the antique sources is
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a Cabo Espichel. b Cabo Fisterra and Cabo Touriñán.
Fig. ǧǞ Schematic, modern-day coastal topography near Cabo Espichel (that is, Cape Barbarion) and Cabo
Touriñán (Cape Nerion).
Fig. ǧǟ Outline of the coast
between the Navia(llouiōn) River
and Cape Oiarsō in the Ξ (green)
andΩ (blue) recensions.
rather brief, the diﬀerences can be convincingly explained: the coast was drawn in the
form of a group of three large gulfs, as was done in the Ω and Ξ recensions.126 The
outlines of the coast are quite similar in both recensions, although the localities were
positioned slightly diﬀerently: the Naelo and Deva Rivers in Ξ can be found at the tip of
their respective gulfs, whereas these positions are occupied by the cities of Flavionavia
and Flaviobriga in theΩ recension (Fig. ǧǟ). It has not proved possible to establish the
cause of this discrepancy between the Ξ andΩ recensions.
126 See p. ǡǢǢ.
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Fig. ǧǠ Location of Gades in theΩ recension
on the parallel of latitude ǡǤ°ǟǞ’ at the western
entrance to the Strait of Hercules.
Ǧ.Ǣ.Ǡ Coordinates of Gades
In theΩ recension, the island of Gades lies to the west of the Cape and Temple of Hera,
and further south than in the Ξ recension. This conﬁguration matches Mela’s descrip-
tion of the island, which is to be found as one leaves the Strait and sails towards the
ocean: Gades insula quae egressis fretum obuia est.127 On Ptolemy’s map, Gades is the ﬁrst
locality that a (ﬁctitious) sailor would ﬁnd in his path (‘ob-via’) on the oceanic coast of
Baetica (Fig. ǧǠ). There is another piece of information from Pliny’s work that might
explain how Ptolemy worked out the latitude of Gades. According to Pliny, the longest
day of the year in Gades is ǟǢ hours ǡǠ minutes.128 Locations at slightly diﬀerent lati-
tudes will also have this duration of the longest day, which depends on the value of the
obliquity of the ecliptic (ϵ) that one uses to carry out the conversion.129 When one uses
the ratio 11
83
given by Ptolemy in the Almagest130 for the obliquity of the ecliptic (that is,
ϵ = Ǡǡ°ǣǟ’), one obtains a latitude of ǡǤ°Ǡǟ’Ǣǟ”, which does not exactly match the value
given by the Ω recension of the Geography (ǡǤ°ǟǞ’). However, by using the rounded
value ϵ = ǠǢ°, which Eratosthenes andHipparchus as well as Geminus of Rhodes all men-
tion,131 the longest day of ǟǢ hours ǡǠ minutes corresponds to a latitude of ǡǤ°ǟǞ’ǡǟ”,
which is similar to the value in theΩ recension of the catalogue. Ptolemy regarded this
rounded value of ϵ as being very close to his own evaluation;132 Indeed, O. Neugebauer
127 Mela Ǡ.ǧǥ.
128 Pl. Ǥ.ǠǟǢ.
129 A conversion method is given in Rinner ǠǞǟǡ, Ǡǥ.
130 Alm. ǟ.ǟǠ. Ptolemy seems to state that he empiri-
cally measured this value of ϵ himself: ‘From ob-
servations (ἐ̲ ̼ῶ̵ ̸̵̩̹̩̼̯̹̦̻̭́) of that kind, and
especially from comparing observations near the
actual solstices (̼ῶ̵ ̸̭̹ۮ ̼̺ۨ ̷̸̼̹̺ۨ ̩ὐ̼̺ۨ ڡ̴ῖ̵ ἀ-
̵̵̷̴̵̵̩̲̹̱̥́), […] we found that […].’ The same
value was used to determine the latitude of the sum-
mer tropic, that is, the parallel through Syēnē. See:
Alm. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǥ, Ǡ.Ǧ and Ǡ.ǟǡ; Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǡ.ǥ and Ǣ.ǣ.ǥǡ.
131 Str. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ; Hipp., Arat. ǟ.ǟǞ.Ǡ and ǣ; Geminus,
Isag. ǣ.Ǣǟ–Ǣǣ. See Evans and Berggren ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǣǤ.
132 Alm. ǟ.ǟǠ.
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has demonstrated that Ptolemy, without admitting it explicitly, used ϵ = ǠǢ° for some
of the values given in the Almagest on several occasions.133
Pliny’s list is the only geographical source that explicitly links Gades with a parallel
circle, where the longest day lasts ǟǢ hours and ǡǠminutes.134 Gades was one of themost
important localities in thewesternMediterranean area in the development of geography.
Strabo, for instance, writes that Posidonius made observations at Gades for a total of
thirty days, including during the summer solstice.135 The use of the length of the longest
day, as passed down by Pliny, may explain the latitude of Gades in the Ω recension of
the Geography. Then, in order to determine the coordinates of the island all one had
to do was combine this latitude with a distance datum as well as a descriptive element,
perhaps taken from Mela.
Conclusion
The localised residual distortions that remain when the construction of the main points
of the map has been explained help us to understand how Ptolemy might have deter-
mined the coordinates of each coastal locality in his catalogue. Most of the time, the
process involved visualising topographical descriptions on to a working map. The main
landforms could be positioned thanks to the localities that had already been constructed
and drawn using simple geometrical shapes (curves, straight lines, and so on). Then, the
rest of the localities were situated along the coastline, following a number of diﬀerent
strategies: in a few cases, it is possible that some distances were transferred on to the
map; in many instances, though, the simplest procedure that would explain the speciﬁc
distortions was that the localities were positioned at regular intervals along a coastline
on the basis of a list of toponyms. Two strategies might have been combined to position
the islands: the use of distance data with a compass and the visualisation of topograph-
ical descriptions.
Furthermore, there are clear diﬀerences between the Ξ and theΩ recensions. In the
Ξ recension, the geographical information that Ptolemy might have used to determine
the coordinates can also oen be found in other antique sources. The Ω recension,
however, is oen incompatible with the information available in our extant sources.
133 Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, ǠǡǤ–ǠǣǞ, especially his summing-
up: ‘Hence the conclusion seems to me inevitable
that the angles ̵ for the planetary phases were not
only based on the round[ed] value ϵ = ǠǢ° but also
computed with methods more primitive than the
tables [Alm. Ǡ.Ǧ and Ǡ.ǟǡ]. See also A. Jones ǠǞǞǠ.
134 According to O. Neugebauer’s reconstruction, the
list of the seven climates used by Vettius Valens
(Anth. ǟ.Ǥ, ed. Kroll ǠǢ) has several points in com-
mon with Pliny’s values of the longest day. See
Neugebauer ǟǧǥǣ, ǥǠǦ; cf. with Pl. Ǥ.Ǡǟǟ–Ǡǟǧ. Both
Vettius Valens and Pliny link the third climate or
circulus with a longest day of ǟǢ hours and ǡǠ min-
utes. Vettius Valens was active in the second century
CE and was at one time based in Alexandria (see
Komorowska ǠǞǞǢ).
135 Str. ǡ.ǟ.ǣ and ǡ.ǣ.ǧ.
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Curiously, the coastline drawn according to the Ω recension sometimes depicts land-
forms that resemble the actual topography quite closely, or at least more closely than the
Ξ recension (such as the headlands near Cape Nerion and Cape Barbarion). Given the
consistency of these landforms, simple scribal error does not always seem to be the most
satisfying explanation for these discrepancies. An alternative explanation could be that
some of the coordinates in the Ω recension were modiﬁed intentionally. It is possible
that a revision was carried out employing sources which Ptolemy had not used, which
would explain why the ‘revised’ Iberian coast diﬀers from the coast in the Ξ recension
but is, nevertheless, logical. The precise context and the most probable sources of this
revision cannot, however, be veriﬁed.
ǡǥǢ
ǧ The Iberian interior’s distortions
Ptolemy’s Iberian interior comprises a large number of toponyms – ǢǞǠ localities in the
Ξ recension, ǡǧǦ in the Ω recension – that are distributed over the peninsula’s three
Roman provinces.1 As we have seen, all the coastal localities were connected by a line,
which, although virtual in the catalogue, must have been drawn on to the map by the
cartographer, with the result that the coastline shows identiﬁable, topographical land-
forms. It has also become clear that one of Ptolemy’s mapping procedures was to draw
the coast according to the available literary descriptions of the area. The inland locali-
ties, by contrast, are not graphically connected with each other on the map, neither by
roads nor by rivers. They were essentially organised by groups of peoples – each people
generally being assembled in the same area of the map.
The antique sources contain far less geographical information on inland Iberia than
on the peninsula’s coastline. Strabo focuses on ethnographical, economical, zoological
and historical elements and (apart from a few exceptions) situates the localities that he
describes only approximately. However, he does provide some details on Iberia’s main
rivers. Pomponius Mela mentions just a couple of important inland cities, while Pliny
the Elder lists a large number of localities, conscientiously arranged by conuentus and
in alphabetical order,2 although he gives very few details about their locations. While
the characterisation of a locality as a cape or bay in the toponym itself oﬀers invaluable
topographical information, the administrative categories such as ‘colonia’, ‘municipium of
Roman citizens’, ‘city with Latin rights’, ‘free city’, ‘federate city’, ‘stipendiary city’ and so
on, provide, by contrast, no geographical or topographical information per se.3 Besides
1 When distinguishing between ‘the coast’ (ڡ ̸̧̩̹̩̳̩)
and ‘the interior’, Ptolemy uses alternately ̼ۨ ἐ̵̷̬-
̼̥̹́ and ڡ ̴̭̻̫̩̱̩̈́ or simply refers to ‘the inland
cities’ (̩ἱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ̴̷̭̻̫̭̱̱̈́).
2 See p. ǠǠǟ.
3 The catalogue refers to only two Iberian localities as
coloniae: Clunia Colonia (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ) and Scalabis
Colonia (Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.ǥ; see p. ǟǠǞ). The ﬁrst (and as
far as we know the only) attestation of Clunia as a
colonia can be found on an inscription dedicated to
Hadrian (CIL II ǠǥǦǞ). Pliny does not include the
city among the twelve coloniae of Hispania Citerior.
This may simply be an indication that Ptolemy’s
documentation was relatively up to date. Scalabis
was already a colonia at the time of Pliny (Ǣ.ǟǟǥ). No
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these authors’ works, the sources that contain the most information on inland Iberia are
the itineraries, in the form of manuscript texts (the Itinerarium provinciarum, the Ravenna
Cosmography), maps (the Tabula Peutingeriana) and epigraphical sources (the Vicarello
Goblets and the Itinerario de Barro),4 all of which provide lists of stations along a given
road, oen with distances but without any cardinal directions.
There is a noticeable quantitative as well as qualitative discrepancy between the data
contained in the catalogue of the Geography and the sources that preceded Ptolemy. The
most commonly used information concerns the peninsula’s main rivers and their struc-
tural role in the geography of the area.5 However, the courses of the Baetis, Anas, Ebro,
Tagus, Durius and theMinius, from their sources to their river mouths, cannot be repro-
ducedwith any great certainty from the information provided on them in theGeography.
Furthermore, roads, which form the basis of the Roman itinerary literature, neither fea-
ture on Ptolemy’s map of Iberia, nor do they even get a mention in the Geography.
A comparison between Ptolemy’s coordinates and those of today shows a small
number of groups of displacement vectors with similar distortions. The diﬀerences be-
tween the recensions of the Geography do not aﬀect the deﬁnitions of the main groups
but they do show numerous local variations. It proved impossible to determine the
boundaries of the main groups of distortions as precisely as those of the coast, mostly
because of the diﬃculties of locating Ptolemy’s toponyms. Several principal groups of
common diﬀerences can be identiﬁed, although the boundaries between them are not
clear (Fig. ǧǡ). Whereas the localities in the north and east of the peninsula – that is,
generally the localities in the province of Tarraconensis – show a massive shi to the
north and the east (in a similar pattern to the nearby coastlines), the localities of the
province of Baetica, together with several localities in the area of Carthago Nova and
southern Lusitania, have been aﬀected by a small northwards distortion, plus a slight
shi to the east or the west.
ǧ.ǟ Castulo and the group of distortions around Baetica
The southern group of distortions includes the localities of Baetica, several localities
of Lusitania, in particular near Augusta Emerita, and some places in the province of
Tarraconensis, near Carthago Nova. There is a clear distinction between, on the one
hand, Alōnai, Ilici, Asso, Saltiga and Libisoka, which have been shied to the north-east
and are part of the Baetican group, and, on the other hand, Saetabis, Valentia, Saguntum
and other neighbouring localities, which have been aﬀected by a massive distortion
other administrative category is mentioned in the
catalogue.
4 See Chapter ǣ.
5 See, more generally, Campbell ǠǞǟǠ, Ǣǣ–ǦǠ.
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Fig. ǧǡ A comparison between the modern-day coordinates and Ptolemy’s coordinates of the Ξ recension in
relation to the longitude of Calpē (red dot), using Ptolemy’s regional map projection. The grey spots indicate the
positions of the toponyms of the Ξ recension that could not be located with any great certainty.
eastwards and a small shi southwards. This last set belongs to the group of remaining
Tarraconensis localities. The other boundaries are less clear. The Baetis River crosses
this group, from its source in the southern part of the Orospeda Mountains until its two
mouths, which face the island of Gades, ﬂowing near the main cities of Hispalis and
Corduba.
ǧ.ǟ.ǟ Southern Iberia in the ancient sources
Several types of geographical information on southern Iberia can be found in the ancient
sources: descriptions of rivers and their spatial relationships with some cities; distance
data from roads or ﬂuvial connections; and descriptions of the dimensions of provinces.
There is very little information, however, on the spatial relationships (through the use
of the cardinal directions) between the localities.
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The ﬂuvial network in geographical descriptions
Pliny and Strabo describe the appearance of the courses of the Anas and Baetis rivers,
aer having ﬁrst located their sources. Pliny notes that both the Anas and Baetis ﬂow
westwards from Tarraconensis until reaching the ocean,6 although Strabo writes:
Like the Anas, [the Baetis] at ﬁrst ﬂows towards the west, and then turns south,
and empties on the same coast as the Anas.7
Pliny divides his description into two sections: ﬁrst, the cities between the coast and
the Baetis River (ǡ.ǟǞ–ǟǠ); then the localities between the Baetis and the Anas rivers
(ǡ.ǟǡ–ǟǣ). He also situates cities on the right bank of the Baetis (Corduba, Orippo,
Caura, and so on) and on its le bank (Hispalis),8 although he does not systematically
describe the sequence of the localities along this river. In a similar way, Strabo uses the
Baetis to locate, to diﬀering degrees of precision, some of the cities that are mentioned
in his work: Hispalis, Corduba, Italica and Ilipa on the banks of the river (ἐ̸ۮ ̼ῷ ̩̋ῖ̼̱);
Astigis, Carmo and Obulca a little further away (ἄ̸̼̥̹́).9 Some of the data related
to ﬂuvial distances have been passed down: there are ǣǞǞ stadia from the mouths of
the Baetis to Hispalis, ǥǞǞ stadia from the river’s mouths to Ilipa and ǟ ǠǞǞ stadia up to
Corduba.10
Itinerary sources
The network of Roman roads is particularly dense in the area between the Anas River
and the southern littoral of Iberia. There are many itinerary sources that supply the sta-
tions and cities along these roads, including, most of the time, the distances between
them. It should be remembered that, although late antique itineraries (such as the
It. prov., the Rav. or even Guido’s Geography) point to the existence of a vast descriptive
corpus of Roman roads, the textual history of these sources is not well known; these texts
may have been supplemented by successive additions and corrections right up until the
Early Medieval period, and so they do not represent a snapshot of the road system of the
Roman Empire, even less of the Antonine period. The It. prov. provides the description
of the following roads in the area of the Anas and Baetis rivers:
– a road that runs from Arelate (in Gallia Narbonensis) to Castulo via Carthago Nova (ǡǧǤ.ǟ-
ǢǞǠ.ǣ); the Iberian section of the road (that is, from the Pyrenees) is the Via Augusta;
– two roads that run from Corduba to Castulo via Vircao and Iliturgi (ǢǞǠ.Ǥ–ǢǞǡ.ǡ) and via
Epora and Ucia (ǢǞǡ.Ǣ–ǢǞǢ.ǟ);




10 Str. ǡ.Ǡ.ǡ and ǡ.ǣ.ǧ.
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– a road that leads from Castulo to Malaca and that follows the coast aer Urci (ǢǞǢ.Ǡ–ǢǞǣ.Ǥ);
– a road that runs from Gades to Corduba via Hispalis (ǢǞǧ.ǟ–ǢǟǠ.Ǥ);11
– a second road betweenHispalis and Corduba via Astigi (Ǣǟǡ.ǟ–ǣ), plus the distance between
Hispalis and Italica (Ǣǟǡ.Ǥ);
– a road that runs from Hispalis to [Augusta] Emerita (ǢǟǢ.Ǣ–Ǣǟǣ.Ǡ);
– a road that leads from Corduba to [Augusta] Emerita (Ǣǟǣ.ǡ–ǢǟǤ.ǡ);
– three roads that run from Olisipo to [Augusta] Emerita via Ebora (ǢǟǤ.Ǣ–ǢǟǦ.ǣ), Budua
(ǢǟǦ.ǥ-Ǣǟǧ.Ǥ) and Scallabis (Ǣǟǧ.ǥ–ǢǠǞ.ǥ);
– two roads that lead from Esuris to Pax Iulia, the stages of which have been inaccurately
ordered (ǢǠǣ.Ǥ–ǢǠǥ.ǡ and Ǣǡǟ.Ǣ–ǥ);
– a road that runs from themouths of the Anas to[Augusta] Emerita via Italica andContributa
(Ǣǡǟ.Ǣ–ǢǡǠ.Ǧ).
Epigraphical sources complete and generally conﬁrm the description of the road net-
work in southern Iberia. The Vicarello Goblets give the road stations along an itinerary
fromGades to Rome via Hispalis, Corduba and Castulo.12 This road meets the Mediter-
ranean littoral only from Valentia. The goblets as well as the lists of the It. prov. sys-
tematically supply the distances in Roman miles between each station. The numerous
milliaria (milestones) that have been found along the route should also be examined,
since they could provide evidence of documentation that might have been known to
Ptolemy but are no longer extant. The information on distances provided in other ge-
ographical works (such as Strabo) or in historical texts is extremely sparse, and it occa-
sionally diﬀers in its content.13 The dense network of roads in the Baetican area was
organised around the well-documented Via Augusta, which followed the ﬂoodplain of
the Baetis. More generally, the main roads were organised around a small number of
major centres: Castulo (near modern-day Linares), whose importance was highlighted
by Strabo,14 Corduba (Cordoba) and Hispalis (Seville) in the ﬂoodplain of the Baetis,
as well as Augusta Emerita (Mérida) and Pax Iulia (Beja, Portugal) along the Anas River.
Description of the provinces
The descriptions of the dimensions and boundaries of the Roman provinces form an-
other type of information source. They are built on the same model: a schematic pre-
sentation of the boundary marks of each of the provinces or more generally a list of the
geographical areas that surround them, usually with measurements of their length and
11 Before this road, the It. prov. lists the localities along
the road between Malaca and Gades, even though it
runs along the coast.
12 See p. ǠǡǤ.
13 (Ps.-)Caes., Bell. Hisp. ǡǠ.Ǥ, mentions that there are
ǟǥǞ miles between Carteia and Corduba. Strabo
writes that there are ǡǞǞ stadia between Corduba
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width. As far as the Iberian provinces are concerned, the ﬁrst description of this kind
goes back to the geographical work of Artemidorus, and was passed down by Constan-
tine VII Porphyrogennetos and in the P. Artemid. These two witnesses supply the same
passage from Artemidorus, albeit with small textual variants:15
From the Pyrenees inland to the land near Gadeira, the territory is called Iberia
as well as Hispania. It has been divided by the Romans into two provinces. [To
the ﬁrst province] belongs the whole land from the Pyrenees until Carthago
Nova and the sources of the Baetis; to the second belongs the land until Gadeira
and Lusitania.16
From the Pyrenees to the land nearGadeira and to the inland regions, thewhole
territory is called Iberia as well as Hispania. It has been divided by the Romans
into two provinces. To the ﬁrst one belongs the whole land from the Pyre-
nees until Carthago Nova, Castulo and the sources of the Baetis; to the second
province belongs the land until Gadeira and the whole of Lusitania.17
Artemidorus’ passage does not provide any distances but he is the ﬁrst author to locate
landmarks in the interior to deﬁne the two provinces. These landmarks are later reused,
albeit diﬀerently, by Pliny, who adds two pieces of information concerning the size and
boundaries of Baetica:
The total length of Baetica according to Marcus Agrippa is Ǣǥǣ miles, and its
breadth ǠǣǦ miles, but this was when its bounds extended as far as Carthago
Nova: such extensions comparatively oen give rise to great errors in the mea-
surements of distances, as they sometimes cause alterations in the boundary
of provinces and sometimes an increase or reduction in the mileage of roads.
During so long a period of time the seas have been encroaching on land or
the shores have been moving forward, and rivers have formed curves or have
straightened out their windings. Moreover diﬀerent persons take diﬀerent start-
ing points for their measurements and follow diﬀerent lines; and the conse-
quence is that no two authorities agree. At present (nunc) the length of Baetica
from the frontier of the town of Castulo to Gades is ǠǣǞ miles, and from the
15 All the variants are bones of contention between
supporters and detractors of the papyrus. See Mar-
cotte ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǢǦ–ǡǣǡ, and the references given by
Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǢǦ. I believe that both fragments
should be understood to be paraphrases of Artemi-
dorus’ text; textual variants are thus inevitable.
16 Const. Porphyr., De admin. imp. Ǡǡ = fr. Ǡǟ Stiehle
ǟǦǣǤ. See the edition of Billerbeck and Zubler ǠǞǟǟ,
ǠǤǡ–ǠǤǥ. Constantine might have known of this de-
scription via Stephanus of Byzantium. See Marcotte
ǠǞǟǞ, ǡǣǞ.
17 P. Artemid. IV ǟ–ǟǣ.
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sea-front of Murgi Ǡǣ miles more; its breadth from Carteia along the coast to
the Anas is ǠǡǢ miles.18
This passage from Pliny is of great interest as it shows not only the Roman admin-
istration’s interest in evaluating the geographical extent of some of its provinces but
also makes explicit that a number of successive or diﬀerent estimation methods existed,
which were possibly the result of diﬀerent administrative deﬁnitions. Pliny’s note cards
are, therefore, evidence of this plurality of measures. The association of topographical
boundaries with size evaluation in miles can be found in several late antique and me-
dieval sources; despite their age, these sources refer to a period in the Roman Empire
that had already passed when the texts were compiled:
– Demensuratio provinciarum (Dem. prov.) ǠǢ: ‘Hispania Ulterior [is bordered] to
the east by Oretania, to the west by the Ocean, to the north by the Anas River,
to the south by the Iberian Sea. Its territory is ǢǦǞ miles long (in longitudine)
and ǠǦǡ miles wide (in latitudine).’
– Divisio orbis terrarum (Div. orb. terr.) Ǣ: ‘Baetica Cordubensis, the ﬁrst province
[of Hispania], is delimited to the east by the mountains (saltu) near Carthago
and Oretania [Mauretania codd.], to the north by the Anas River, to the west by
the Ocean, to the south by the Celtiberian Sea.’
– Orosius, Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.ǡǣ: ‘Hispania Ulterior has the Vaccaei, the Celtiberians and
the Oretani to the east, the Ocean to the north, the Ocean to the west, the
oceanic Strait of Gades to the south, fromwhere comes our Sea, which is called
Tyrrhenian.’
These texts describe the province of Hispania Ulterior – that is, Baetica – in the same
way as the above model, although there are some dissimilarities in their content. The
extant manuscripts of the Div. orb. terr. do not contain the numerical data on Iberia that
were certainly originally included in the text. The links between the Div. orb. terr. and
the Dem. prov. and the geographical work of Agrippa have been intensively discussed,
although it has not been possible to prove that these two texts were based on Agrippa –
indeed, this supposition is implausible.19 In light of the passage of Pliny quoted above,
it is possible that these kinds of descriptive texts, with or without distances, were cir-
culating as early as the ﬁrst century BCE, even without identiﬁable authors, but it has
proved impossible to determine their exact origin. Strabo’s description of Turdetania,
although not a Roman province, uses a similar model:
18 Pl. ǡ.ǟǤ–ǟǥ. 19 Arnaud ǠǞǞǦ, ǧǢ–ǧǣ.
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It is above the coast this side [i.e. below] of the Anas that Turdetania lies, and
through it ﬂows the Baetis River. It is delimited on the west and north by the
Anas River, on the east by a part of Carpetania and by Oretania, and on the
south by those of the Bastetani, who occupy a narrow stretch of coast between
Calpē and Gades and by the sea next to that stretch as far as the Anas. But these
Bastetani of whom I have just spoken also belong to Turdetania, and so do those
Bastetani beyond the Anas, and most of its immediate neighbours. The extent
of this country is not more than Ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia, that is, in length or breadth (ἐ̸ۮ
̴ῆ̷̲̺ ̲̩ۮ ̸̷̳̤̼̺).20
In this passage, the measurement of Ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia given by Strabo is similar to the length
of Baetica passed down by Pliny (ǠǣǞ miles). However, this type of source is diﬃcult to
interpret as the terms latitudo/longitudo as well as ̴ῆ̷̲̺/̸̷̳̤̼̺ do not systematically refer
to the latitudinal and longitudinal extent of an area but can oen refer to an area’s length
and breadth, that is, the longest and the smallest dimensions of a territory. Ptolemy
uses exactly the same model in the introduction to each ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́, although he is
more precise in his references to landmarks, and each time he deﬁnes the sides of the
province he is about to describe. The vocabulary that Ptolemy and Strabo use is similar
(ἀϕ̷̵̧̹̮̭̱, ̸̷̵̧̭̹̱̹̮̭̱, ̸̳̭̹̤̽) and resembles the technical terms used by Eratosthenes
when he deﬁned his ̻ϕ̹̩̫ῖ̬̭̺.21
ǧ.ǟ.Ǡ The boundaries of Baetica in Ptolemy’s Geography
Although the Roman roads are not shown on Ptolemy’s maps, the organisation of the
roads in the south of the peninsula, dominated by the Baetis ﬂoodplain and its con-
nections with Carthago Nova and the southern parts of Lusitania, corresponds to the
geographical area covered by our group of displacement vectors. Strabo’s description of
Turdetania, which includes some peoples, in particular the Bastitani beyond the Anas,
also matches this group.
It has not been possible to locate any of Ptolemy’s inland boundaries of the provinces.
It is, therefore, hard to estimate the role of the boundaries – in this particular case the
Anas River and the ‘line’ to the coast22 – in Ptolemy’s mapping process. A method to
explain how the boundaries were determined can, nevertheless, be proposed, on the
basis of the antique sources that describe the size and extent of Baetica. On Ptolemy’s
map, the maximum latitudinal extent of Baetica runs from the Strait of Hercules to the
20 Str. ǡ.Ǡ.ǟ.
21 Marcotte ǠǞǞǥb; see p. ǟǧǧ.
22 Such a line was not necessarily thought of as
straight. Indeed, when Ptolemy clearly means a
‘straight line’, he systematically writes ̭ὐ̧̰̭̩ ̴̫̹̩-
̴̦ (Geogr. ǟ.Ǡǟ.ǟ) or otherwise simply uses the sub-
stantive form ڡ ̭ὐ̰̭ῖ̩ (Geogr. ǟ.ǠǢ.ǟ, ǥ and ǟǡ).
The word ̴̴̫̹̩̦ (‘line’) on its own never means
a ‘straight’ line.
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Fig. ǧǢ The province of Baetica in Ptolemy’s Geography (Ξ recension).
parallel of latitude ǡǧ°, in which a section of the Anas River ﬂowed. Ptolemy uses two in-
termediate points to deﬁne the course of the river, in addition to its mouths and sources:
one point corresponds to the common boundary of the three provinces, the second to
the inﬂection point of the course, which curves south-westwards towards the ocean (see
Fig. ǧǢ). The latitudinal extent of Baetica is, therefore, c. ǡ° of latitude, more precisely a
little less than ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia. The position of the Anas River as a provincial boundary but
also as the northern boundary mark of Baetica is well attested in the ancient sources.
The north–south extent of Baetica in theGeography can be explained by the fact that
Ptolemy used Pliny’s ‘updated data’ for the distance between Carteia and the Anas River
(ǠǡǢ miles), which he then reduced by one-ﬁh: a distance of ǠǡǢ miles corresponds to
c. ǟ ǦǥǠ stadia, so ǟ ǦǥǠ × 4
5
= ǟ Ǣǧǥ.Ǥ stadia, which tallies with Ptolemy’s map (where
the distance is just under ǟ ǣǞǞ stadia). It is possible that a simple conversion from stadia
into degrees was done to obtain the latitudinal extent, especially since the value in stadia
of a degree of a meridian is constant. Ptolemy regularly reduced distances by a simple
fraction (such as one-ﬁh).
The use of Pliny’s value could hence explain the latitude of the boundary between
Baetica and Lusitania. However, using Pliny’s topographical information concerning
this distance evaluation is problematic: on the one hand, Pliny refers not to the Strait of
Hercules but to Carteia, which is slightly north of the parallel through the Strait in the
Geography; on the other hand, Pliny makes clear that the distance of ǠǡǢ miles between
Carteia and the Anas River was measured along the coast: latitudo a Carteia Anam ora
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a Initial distortions. b Localities.
Fig. ǧǣ Localities of Tarraconensis near the province’s boundary with Baetica, constructed on a map using
Ptolemy’s second projection (Ξ recension).
̢̢̢̢.23 Strabo’s value for the width of Turdetania (Ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia) as well as the breadth
presented under the authority of Agrippa (ǠǣǦmiles or c. Ǡ ǞǤǢ stadia) could also explain
the latitude of the boundary between Baetica and Lusitania, if reduced to three-quarters
of the original data. None of these procedures is, however, fully convincing, although,
given the types of transmitted sources, this kind of calculation process could well have
been employed.
ǧ.ǟ.ǡ The road from Urci to Castulo
The road network in Baetica and the Anas area was organised around the main cities of
Hispalis, Corduba, Castulo, Augusta Emerita, all of which are mentioned in Ptolemy’s
catalogue and – except for Castulo – are cited in Book Ǧ of the Geography as well as in
the Handy Tables.24 A mapping process that would explain how Ptolemy calculated the
coordinates of Hispalis, Corduba and Emerita has not been identiﬁed, despite the vast
array of distance data preserved in the It. prov., on the Vicarello Goblets and elsewhere.
23 Pl. ǡ.ǟǥ. 24 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǡ–Ǣ; ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ Ǡ.ǟ–Ǡ.
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Moreover, in many cases the distances on Ptolemy’s map of Iberia are clearly greater
than those passed down in the other ancient sources, which does not correspond to the
way Ptolemy regularly treated his distance data: he generally reduced, not increased,
distances.
In the Ξ recension, a small group of displacement vectors, which corresponds to the
localities of Urci, Acci, Tugia25, Biatia (Vivatia or Viatia in other antique sources) and
Castulo, is visible immediately to the northeast of the boundary between Baetica and
Tarraconensis (Fig. ǧǣ). This group shows an expansion as well as a rotation towards
the northeast. Castulo was a major station in the road network and was frequently used
as a boundary mark in descriptions – it is one of the few landmarks, in fact, of the
Iberian interior. The city of Castulo and the nearby mountains (saltus castulonensis)were
associated with the boundary area between Hispania Ulterior and Citerior, probably
from as early as the time of Artemidorus, if one believes the P. Artemid., and certainly
since Pompey the Great.26
On Ptolemy’s map (as in Pliny’s description), Castulo is situated in Tarraconensis,
near the common boundary point between the three Iberian provinces, on the same
latitude as the east–west section of the Anas River (see Fig. ǧǣb). Its location in the
Geography can be explained by using two of the distances given in the sources. Thanks
to a simple geometrical construction carried out with a ruler and compass, Castulo (K)
can be positioned:
– on a circle with Urci (U) at the centre and radius r · dUK, where dUK is a distance of
ǟ ǡǞǢ stadia between U and K, and r is a reduction of one-ﬁh;
– and on a circle with Corduba (C) at the centre and radius r · dCK, where dCK is a
distance of ǤǠǢ stadia between C and K, and r is a reduction of one-ﬁh (Fig. ǧǤa).
The circles were drawn on a map of Ptolemy’s second projection and the distances were
measured by following the graduation of the ǟǠth main parallel of Ptolemy’s world
25 The toponym’s spelling in the Geography (Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǧ) is
Τ̷̽ۯ̩. The localitiy was omitted in theΩ recension.
26 Caesar, Bell. Civ. ǟ.ǡǦ; Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǠǞ: ‘The limit [of Baet-
ica], on the east, has been set near Castulo (̸̧̳̯̻-
̷̵ ̩̻̼̩̳̓ῶ̵̷̺).’ Cf. with Pliny’s description cited
above. See the excellent and comprehensive presen-
tation by Moret ǠǞǟǡ, ǣǟ–ǣǢ.
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a Construction using two distances. b Construction using a distance and a parallel circle.
Fig. ǧǤ Two possible constructions of Castulo, carried out using a ruler and compass on a map of Ptolemy’s
second projection (Ξ recension).
map.27 The positions of Corduba and Urci were taken as already known.28 The dis-
tance of ǟ ǡǞǢ stadia between Urci and Castulo corresponds to the ǟǤǡ miles given in
the It. prov. (ǢǞǢ.Ǡ–Ǧ), while the distance of ǤǠǢ stadia betweenCorduba andCastulo cor-
responds to the ǥǦ miles given by the same source for the shortest route between these
two cities (It. prov. ǢǞǡ.Ǣ).29 It is remarkable that both pieces of information appear se-
quentially in the itinerary’s manuscripts. In this construction, both these distances were
reduced by one-ﬁh, which is in agreement with the other procedures already described
and which can be explained by the need to take the bends in the road into account.
A variation of this mapping process would be to use the same distance between
Urci and Castulo (ǟǤǡ miles, that is ǟ ǡǞǢ stadia) but combine it with the parallel of
27 See p. ǠǦǥ. The coordinates of Corduba used in
this construction were taken from theΩ recen-
sion, where the latitude of this city (ǡǦ°Ǟǣ’) diﬀers
from the latitude (ǡǦ°ǠǞ’) in the Ξ recension. The
value inΩ is, I believe, more likely to be the correct
ﬁgure, since ǡǦ°Ǟǣ’ is also the latitude found in the
‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ (Ǡ.Ǡ). In their edition
of the latter, Koch, Mittenhuber, and Stückelberger
ǠǞǞǧ, ǟǣǢ, however, opted for the latitude of ǡǦ°ǠǞ’,
even though most of the manuscripts (V*M*f*; see
p. Ǧǣ) give ǡǦ°Ǟǣ’, while only manuscript L* supplies
ǡǦ°ǠǞ’. In addition, the length of the longest day
given in Book Ǧ of the Geography – in both recen-
sions – is much closer to the latitude of ǡǦ°Ǟǣ’ than
to ǡǦ°ǠǞ’.
28 As Urci lies on the coast, it is possible that it was
positioned at an earlier stage of the construction
process.
29 The other road between Corduba and Castulo is
ǧǧ miles long, according to the It. prov. (ǢǞǠ.Ǥ).
If Ptolemy had had access to both values (ǥǦ and
ǧǧ miles) for the same route, it would have made
more sense for him to pick the shortest route, which
would have helped him come closest to the direct
distance between the two points.
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Tab. ǟǡ First section of the
road from Castulo to Malaca via
Urci, according to the It. prov.
(ǢǞǢ.ǟ–ǢǞǣ.Ǥ). The toponyms
in small capitals belong to the
same group of distortions that
appears in the Ξ recension of the
Geography.
latitude ǡǧ° rather than with a second distance value (Fig. ǧǤb). This alternative leads
to almost the same result as Ptolemy’s coordinates and requires only the already known
location of Urci. Positioning Castulo at the same latitude as the boundary point ﬁnds a
parallel in descriptions of the situation of the city near the boundary between the three
provinces, although one cannot simply transpose this piece of information to suppose
that Castulo lay on the same parallel as the northern boundary of Baetica.
The road fromCastulo toUrci corresponds to the inland section of the road between
Castulo and Malaca as passed down in the It. prov. (Table ǟǡ). The city of Biatia is not
recorded in this text, which could indicate that it was close to, but not actually on, this
road. The exact route of the road between Castulo and Tugia is, in any case, not entirely
certain (Fig. ǧǥ). The Ξ recension of the Geography does not include all the stations
recorded in the It. prov., although the sequence of the localities of Castulo, Tugia, Acci
and Urci tallies with the itinerary’s list. In spite of the discrepancies between the data
(in miles) in the It. prov. concerning the intermediate distances and the positions of
Castulo, Tugia, Acci and Urci on Ptolemy’s map, the alignment of these localities (as
well as Biatia) can still be explained: a straight line was possibly used to depict the road
connecting Castulo andUrci (Fig. ǧǦ). This explanation can also be applied to Ptolemy’s
second projection or his regionalmap projection, but only in the case of the Ξ recension.
TheΩmanuscripts omit the locality of Tugia and its coordinates,30 and also give a very
diﬀerent latitude for Acci.31
ǧ.Ǡ Tarraconensis and Lusitania
The northern and eastern areas of the Iberian peninsulamostly belong to the province of
Tarraconensis. The northernmost localities show distortions that run in a north-easterly
direction, while the distortions of the localities east of the Ebro River run only in an
30 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǧ. 31 Geogr. ǣ.Ǥ.Ǥǟ: ǡǦ°ǡǞ’Ω, ǡǥ°ǣǣ’ Ξ.
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Fig. ǧǥ Schematic conﬁguration
of the road between Castulo and
Urci.
Fig. ǧǦ Biatia, Tugia and Acci
were positioned along a straight
line between Castulo and Urci
(Ξ recension). These localities
were probably located using the
same auxiliary line on a map of
Ptolemy’s second projection.
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easterly direction (Fig. ǧǡ). Nevertheless, there is no sharp division between the two
patterns of distortions. Few of the localities of northern Lusitania and few of the local-
ities that Ptolemy situates in the vicinity of the Minius River have been identiﬁed and
located with any great certainty.
ǧ.Ǡ.ǟ Northern and eastern Iberia in the ancient sources
As for Baetica, the antique sources on northern and eastern Iberia can be classiﬁed into
four categories: a focus on the major river ﬂoodplains (the Tagus, Durius and Minus
rivers, but above all the Ebro River); the important documentation on the Roman road
network; a small amount of precise information on the location of localities; and a few
schematic presentations of the provinces. One particular passage from Strabo’s Geogra-
phy supplies a combination of distance data and directions in order to situate one city
in relation to three other localities:
Ilerda is distant from the Ebro ǟǤǞ stadia, to a man travelling approximately
towards the west; from Tarraco, on the south, about ǢǤǞ stadia; from Osca, on
the north, ǣǢǞ stadia.32
As the distances given by Strabo do not match the data given in the It. prov., both works
must go back to diﬀerent sources.33 The cardinal directions given in the above quotation
need to be understood within the context of a general conﬁguration of the peninsula,
where the Pyrenees and the Ebro River run in a north–south direction. Descriptions
that use cardinal directions are, however, extremely rare, and there is little other distance
data. There are certainly more schematic descriptions, which oﬀer the same stereotyp-
ical framework: the province of Tarraconensis, from which the territory of Callaecia is
generally excluded, is bordered to the east by the Pyrenees, to the west by Oretania, to
the south by the Iberian Sea and Baetica, and to the north by the ocean – a schema that
is sometimes completed by an estimation of the province’s length and width.34
Rivers and mountains
Pliny and Strabo refer to several main rivers in their descriptions of the northern and
eastern areas of the Iberian peninsula. The Ebro, Tagus and Durius rivers are the major
32 Str. Ǣ.ǡ.ǟǞ.
33 It. prov. ǡǧǟ–ǡǧǠ and Ǣǣǟ–ǢǣǠ.
34 Dem. prov. ǠǠ: ǣǡǣ miles in length, ǟǦǡ miles in
width; Div. orb. terr. Ǥ: ǣǞǞ miles in length, ǠǞǞ
miles in width; Orosius, Hist. ǟ.Ǡ.ǡǢ, as well as the
Cosmographia ǡǢ (Riese ǟǧǤǢ, ǧǦ) do not contain
any distances. Pliny (ǡ.ǟǦ) reminds his readers that
the old map (vetus forma) of Hispania Citerior had
been modiﬁed and states (ǡ.Ǡǧ) that its length, from
the Pyrenees to the region of Castulo, is ǤǞǥ miles,
whereas its width at its narrowest, between Tarraco
and the littoral near Oiarsō, is ǡǞǥ miles.
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landmarks and are used at two levels. At a local level, the rivers are used to help situ-
ate localities along their respective courses or in their vicinity: Caesaraugusta, Celsa or
Vareia on the Ebro;35 Acontia and Numantia near the Durius River.36 Pliny also situates
Iuliobriga near the source of the Ebro.37 At the level of the whole peninsula, the rivers
are oen placed in relation to the peoples of Iberia, oﬀering a framework by which to
distribute them throughout the peninsula. Sometimes, the outline of a river’s course
is schematised (the Ebro: from north to south;38 the Tagus and Durius: from east to
west39), but generally Pliny and Strabo use groups of peoples to situate the rivers, and
so both elements are described together:
The Durius River is one of the largest in Hispania, which rises in the region of
the Pelendones and passing by Numantia then ﬂows through the Arevaci and
Vaccaei, separating the Vettones from Asturia and the Callaeci from Lusitania,
and at this point also separating the Turduli from the Bracari.40
Now about thirty diﬀerent tribes occupy the country between the Tagus and
the Artabri.41
The descriptions are generally less detailed as they oen associate a people with a river
that ﬂows through its localities42 or has its source nearby.43 When Ptolemy locates the
Bracari Callaeci ‘between the Minius and Durius rivers, near the sea’, he uses the very
same descriptive tradition.44 Finally, although there is very little distance data on the
rivers, Pliny does state that the course of the Ebro River is ǢǣǞ miles long and is navi-
gable up to Vareia, that is, ǠǤǞ miles from the mouth of the Ebro.45 The descriptions
of mountain ranges have the same characteristics as the rivers. Strabo and Ptolemy are
the only authors to mention the Idubeda and the Orospeda mountain ranges. Strabo
describes their outlines and situates them in relation to the coast and the groups of peo-
ples living nearby.46 This kind of description is quite rare, although Strabo’s passage
fortunately oﬀers invaluable parallels to Ptolemy’s map.
35 Pl. ǡ.ǠǞ and ǠǢ; Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǧ.
36 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǠ; Str. ǡ.ǡ.Ǡ, ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ and ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǠ.
37 Pl. ǡ.ǠǞ.
38 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ.
39 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǟ and ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ.
40 Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǠ.
41 Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǣ. Some manuscripts of Strabo’s Geography
(among them the Parisinus gr. ǟǡǧǡ) state that there
are ‘ﬁy’ tribes.
42 Str. ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ: ‘The Durius, which, coming from afar,
ﬂows by Numantia and many other settlements of
the Celtiberi and Vaccaei.’
43 According to Strabo, the source of the Tagus River
is found in the area of the Celtiberi, near the Are-
vaci, while the Ebro rises in the land of the Cantabri
and the Minius rises in the land of the Vaccaei
(Str. ǡ.ǡ.ǟ, ǡ.ǡ.Ǣ.and ǡ.Ǣ.Ǥ). Pliny (ǡ.ǠǞ) also writes
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Road network and itinerary sources
As is the case for southern Iberia, the antique road network of northern and eastern
Tarraconensis is known mostly thanks to the It. prov., which provides descriptions of
several routes, with the distances given in miles:
– a road that runs from the Pyrenees to the Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina via Caesaraugusta (ǡǧǞ.Ǡ–ǡǧǣ.Ǣ);
– a road that leads from Arelate to Castulo via Tarraco and Carthago Nova (ǡǧǤ.ǟ–ǢǞǠ.ǣ);
– a road that stretches from Oliosipo to Bracara Augusta (ǢǠǞ.Ǧ–ǢǠǠ.ǟ);
– three roads that run from Bracara to Asturica Augusta, via Aquae Flaviae (ǢǠǠ.Ǡ–ǢǠǡ.ǣ), via
Nemetobriga (ǢǠǥ.Ǣ–ǢǠǧ.Ǣ) and via Lucus Augusti (ǢǠǧ.ǣ–Ǣǡǟ.ǡ), plus one road between
Bracara and Asturica per loca maritima, in particular through Brigantium (ǢǠǡ.Ǥ–ǢǠǣ.ǣ);
– three roads that lead from [Augusta] Emerita toCaesaraugusta, via Salmantica (Ǣǡǡ.ǟ–ǢǡǦ.ǟ),
Toletum (ǢǡǦ.Ǡ–Ǣǡǧ.Ǣ) and ﬁnally per Lusitaniam (ǢǢǢ.ǡ–ǢǢǤ.ǡ);
– two roads that extend from Asturica Augusta to Caesaraugusta, one of them being a con-
tinuation of the previous road from Titulcia to Caesaraugusta (Ǣǡǧ.ǣ–Ǣǡǧ.ǟǢ), the other
running per Cantabriam (Ǣǡǧ.ǟǣ–ǢǢǡ.Ǡ);
– an alternative road to the main road between Turiasso and Caesaraugusta (ǢǢǡ.ǡ–ǢǢǢ.Ǡ);
– a road that runs from Laminium to Toletum (ǢǢǤ.Ǣ–ǥ) and to Caesaraugusta (ǢǢǤ.Ǧ–ǢǢǦ.ǟ);
– a road between Asturica and Tarraco (ǢǢǦ.Ǡ–ǢǣǠ.ǣ);
– a road that runs fromCaesaraugusta to Benearnum in Gallia via the Pyrenees (ǢǣǠ.Ǥ–Ǣǣǡ.ǡ);
– a road that leads from Asturica to Burdigala (Ǣǣǡ.Ǣ–ǢǣǤ.ǣ).
The information contained in the It. prov can be compared with several of the epigraph-
ical sources. The Vicarello Goblets give the stations along the road between Castulo
and the Pyrenees, although the route runs partly along the coast (between Valentia and
Tarraco). With the exception of the Geography,47 the clay tablets of the It. Barr. include
the only mentions of Octaviolca, Aquae Quintiae and Dactonium. Iuliobriga, which is
also mentioned in the It. Barr., rarely appears in the geographical texts but is quoted by
Pliny and Ptolemy48 and is found much later in the Notitia dignitatum.49 Several of the
toponyms inscribed on the tablets of the It. Barr. can only be found in Ptolemy and in
the manuscript itineraries (It. prov. and Rav).50
47 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǥ: Ὕ̬̩̼̩ ̷̵̵̧̼̱̩̓̽Ω, Ὕ̬̩̼̩ ̷̵̱̼̱̤̓̽-
̵̩ Ξ; Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǣ: ̵̷̵̩̲̼̱̍̈́; Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǟ: Ὀ̼̼̩-
̷̱̳̲̩̽̈́. See Grande Rodríguez ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǥǦ–ǟǥǧ.
48 Pl. ǡ.Ǡǟ and ǡ.Ǡǥ: Pliny also mentions ‘the har-
bour of Victory of the Iuliobricense’ (Pl. Ǣ.ǟǟǟ);
Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǟ.
49 Not. dign. partibus occidentis ǢǠ.ǡǞ: Tribunus cohortis
Celtiberae, Brigantiae, nunc Iuliobriga. Several epi-
graphical sources conﬁrm the existence of this lo-
cality. The agrum Iuliobrig[ensium] is mentioned on
four termini (boundary stones) found near Retor-
tillo in northern Spain (CIL II ǠǧǟǤ a–d) and on sev-
eral dedications (CIL II ǢǟǧǠ, ǢǠǢǞ) and tombstones
(CIL II ǠǢǦǞ and VIII ǡǠǢǣ).
50 Fernández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤǢ–ǟǥǟ.
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Fig. ǧǧ Residual distortions aer the localities were positioned in accordance with the coordinates of Carthago
Nova and the mouth of the Ebro River (Ξ recension). The green arrows show the Asturica Augusta group, the two
arrows in dark blue represent Tritium Magallum and Vareia, and the light blue arrows correspond to the group
around Caesaraugusta.
ǧ.Ǡ.Ǡ Upper valleys of the Ebro and Durius rivers
Groups of distortions in the Ξ recension
The inland localities in north-east Iberia – to the west of the Ebro River and north of
the Durius River – show the same main distortions as the nearby coastal localities of the
Mediterranean Sea, that is, a massive shi eastwards, sometimes with a slight latitudinal
shi northwards (Fig. ǧǡ). When the interior is positioned so that the modern coordi-
nates of Carthago Nova and the mouth of the Ebro River coincide with their respective
coordinates in the Geography, the main eastward longitudinal shi of the coast and the
nearby inland localities disappears, although several subgroups of common distortions
remain (Fig. ǧǧ).
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Fig. ǟǞǞ Localities in the province of Tarraconensis on Ptolemy’s map (Ξ recension).
A ﬁrst group of localities, which Ptolemy positions between latitudes Ǣǡ° and ǢǢ°
(except BergidumFlavium), shows a similarmoderate shi south-westwards. It includes,
from west to east: Bergidum Flavium, Asturica Augusta, Petavonium, Intercatia (of the
Vaccaei), Lacobriga, Viminacium, Sisaraca, Deobrigula, Segisamo, Virovesca, Deobriga,
Tullonium and Veleia (Fig. ǟǞǞ). This group corresponds to localities that lay along or
near the ancient road that ran betweenAsturica Augusta andCaesaraugusta in Iberia and
then north to Burdigala (modern-day Bordeaux) in Gallia Aquitania (Fig. ǟǞǟ). Most of
the localities can be found in the description of the stations listed in the It. prov. (Table
ǟǢ). BergidumFlavium lies to thewest of Asturica, on the road that continues to Flavium
Brigantium.51 The city of Sisaraca quoted by Ptolemy is certainly Pisoraca, which has
been located – thanks to the toponymic proximity but above all to several milliaria near
51 It. prov. ǢǠǣ.Ǣ. See Table ǟǤ.
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Tab. ǟǢ First section of the
road from Asturica Augusta
to Burdigala according to the
It. prov. Ǣǣǡ.Ǣ–Ǣǣǣ.ǟ. The to-
ponyms in small capitals belong
to the same group of common
distortions that appears in the
Ξ recension of the Geography.
Note that every toponym of this
section (apart from Vallata) can
be found on Ptolemy’s map, al-
though they either show a very
diﬀerent kind of distortion or
their modern locations are un-
known. Most of these localities
are recorded in other itineraries.
Herrera de Pisuerga52 – approximately Ǡǣ km to the north of this road. Sisaraca can be
grouped with the city of Iuliobriga, which shows the same distortion and is recorded in
the It. Barr. as being along the same road that leads to Portus Blendium:
[Via legio]n⟨e⟩ ̦̙̙ Gemina ad portum Ble⟨n⟩dium / Rhama ̦̙̙ milias / Amaia
̨̦̙̙̙ / Villegia ̦ / Legio ̙[̙̙̙] ̦ /O[c]ta[v]iolca ̦ / Iuliobriga ̨ / Aracillum ̦ /
P[or]tus Blen[dium]53
It is not known for certain whether the road between Portus Blendium and Pisoraca
was connected to the main road between Asturica and Virovesca.54 Finally, two other
localities of this group can be linkedwith stations along the roads starting fromAsturica:
the It. prov. writes that Petavonium lies along one of the roads between Bracara and
Asturica, only ǡǧ miles away from the latter;55 and that Intercatia is a station along the
road that runs from Asturica to Caesaraugusta per Cantabriam.56 Thus, all the localities
of this ﬁrst group belong either to the Asturica to Burdigala road via Virovesca or they
correspond to stations of the road network very close to Asturica.
52 CIL II ǢǦǦǡ–Ǣ, ǢǦǦǦ and ERCan ǡǥ–ǡǧ. See
RE XX ǟǦǞǤ and Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ,
footnote ǟǟǣ, p. ǟǦǣ.
53 This is recorded on the ﬁrst tablet (AE ǟǧǠǟ,Ǥ), fol-
lowing the edition of Fernández Ochoa, Morillo
Cerdán, and Gil Sendino ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǣǢ, in which the
ǡǧǢ






































































































T̢̥̣̣̟̑ 17 miles T̢̥̣̣̟̑
Caravi 18 miles B̜̣̑̟ 20 miles
Allobo 20 miles
C̢̣̥̑̑̑̕̥̣̤̑ 37 miles C̢̣̥̑̑̑̕̥̣̤̑ 11 miles
Tab. ǟǣ Last section of the
road from Asturica Augusta to
Caesaraugusta per Cantabriam
(It. prov. ǢǢǟ.ǟ–ǢǢǡ.Ǡ) and
the alternative road between
Turiasso and Caesaraugusta
(It. prov. ǢǢǡ.ǡ–ǢǢǢ.Ǡ). The to-
ponyms in small capitals belong
to the same group of common
distortions that appears in the
Ξ recension of the Geography.
A second group of distortions includes localities that have been aﬀected by a larger
south-westward shi: Clunia Colonia, Uxama Argaela, Veluca (or Voluca in the It. prov.),
Numantia, Turiasso, Belsinon (Balsio in the It. prov.), Nertobriga and Caesaraugusta.57
This set of toponyms also corresponds to the ancient road network. Most of the lo-
calities match the description of the section between Clunia and Caesaraugusta of the
Asturica to Caesaraugusta road per Cantabriam in the It. prov., although Belsinon should
have been situated on another road that connects Turiasso to Caesaraugusta (Table ǟǣ
and Fig. ǟǞǟ). According to the same source, Nertobriga is ǡǞ miles away from Caesa-
raugusta, along the road towards Toletum.58 Every locality of this group belongs to the
Clunia to Caesaraugusta road or corresponds to stations of the road network very close
to Caesaraugusta.
The distortion pattern of Vareia and TritiumMagallum falls between the two other
groups as they have been shied south-westwards; this shi is greater than that of the
localities of the group around Asturica and smaller than the shi of the localities of the
group around Caesaraugusta. The modern locations of Vareia and Tritium Magallum
have not, however, been established with any great certainty. Both are recorded in the
It. prov. as being located along the road running from Caesaraugusta to Virovesca.59
station ‘legio ̙̦’ is inexplicably omitted. Cf. with
García y Bellido ǟǧǥǣ, ǣǣǢ–ǣǣǤ, and Rodríguez
Morales ǠǞǟǠ, ǣǡ.
54 Talbert ǠǞǞǞ, map ǠǢ, GǠ.
55 It. prov. ǢǠǡ.ǡ. Petavonium is also listed on one of
the It. Barr. tablets (see Tablet Ǣ in the edition of
Fernández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino
ǠǞǟǠ).
56 It. prov. ǢǢǞ.Ǡ. Brigaecium, a locality that lies be-
tween Asturica and Intercatia, along this road, de-
picts a very diﬀerent pattern of distortion. Note that
the exact locations of Brigaecium and Intercatia are
uncertain (see Martino García ǠǞǞǢ, ǠǢǟ–ǠǢǤ and
Ǡǥǧ–ǠǦǠ). Brigaecium is also listed on one of the
It. Barr. tablets as being on the road between As-
turica and Emerita (see Fernández Ochoa, Morillo
Cerdán, and Gil Sendino ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤǣ).
57 The locations of Belsinon and Veluca are, however,
open to question.
58 It. prov. Ǣǡǧ.Ǡ.
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Fig. ǟǞǠ Residual distortions aer each of the three groups was positioned in accordance with the coordinates of
their main city, that is, Asturica Augusta or Caesaraugusta; the grey arrows correspond to other localities (Ξ recen-
sion).
The use of the itinerary sources to explain the distortions
The three groups of common distortions are, therefore, related to diﬀerent sections of
ancient roads that are documented in the sources and organised around the two main
cities of Asturica and Caesaraugusta. When the ﬁrst group is positioned so that the
modern coordinates of Asturica coincide with its coordinates in the Ξ recension of the
Geography, the distortions almost disappear (Fig. ǟǞǠ). A similar eﬀect can be observed
with the second group, as well as with Vareia and TritiumMagallum, when the localities
are positioned in accordance with the coordinates of Caesaraugusta: the south-west shi
is massively reduced. This suggests that the mapping procedure used the position of
important cities as the starting point for the secondary localities. By contrast, the use of
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descriptions of localities along the two main rivers (the Durius and the Ebro) does not
explain the existence of these groups of distortions.
A procedure that would explain the position of the main points – Asturica and
Caesaraugusta, but also Clunia and Emerita in Lusitania – on the basis of extant sources
has not been identiﬁed. These four cities cover the centre of the peninsula and are
recorded as being among the important cities of the interior in Book Ǧ of the Geography
as well as in theHandy Tables.60 Moreover, their longitudes and latitudes are all rounded
degrees or half-degrees.61 Thus, using a graticule that is accurate to a half-degree would
be suﬃcient tomap these cities. Despite the lack of an identiﬁedmapping procedure for
the main cities, the position of the intermediate localities can be explained by using a
straight line as a graphical transcription of the road – for the localities fromViminacium
to Tullonium62 and between Clunia and Belsinon. The localities are not set exactly on
the lines but are situated slightly below or above the lines, which could correspond to
a transcription of the small irregularities of a ‘real’ road. The distances on Ptolemy’s
map generally fall within the same order of magnitude as the distances passed down in
the It. prov. Nonetheless, a model that would explain the positions of the concerned
localities on the basis of the distances in miles provided in the It. prov. has not been
identiﬁed.
Conﬁguration in theΩ recension
The same groups of common distortions can also be said to characterise, in the majority
of cases, the coordinates of the Ω recension. However, they show distortions that are
not as homogeneous as those in the Ξ recension. As far as the Asturica group is con-
cerned, there are no coordinates for the city of Lacobriga in the Ω recension,63 while
theΩ coordinates of Virovesca, Tullonium and Alba64 diverge quite markedly from the
Ξ recension. Thus, the use of a straight line as a guide to plot the localities is much less
credible in the Ω recension. The coordinates of Veluca and Turiasso, which are part
59 It. prov. ǡǧǡ.Ǡ–ǡǧǢ.ǟ. Note that the toponym Oliba,
which appears in the Geography, may either be the
city of the Libienses, mentioned by Pliny (ǡ.ǠǢ),
or the station of Lybia, which the It. prov (ǡǧǢ.Ǡ)
situates immediately aer Tritium on the same road.
Its identiﬁcation remains uncertain.
60 Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǡ–ǣ, ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ Ǡ.ǟ–ǡ.
61 Geogr. Ǡ.ǣ.Ǧ: Augusta Emerita (Ǧ°, ǡǧ°ǡǞ’); Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǤ: Asturica Augusta (ǧ°ǡǞ’, ǢǢ°); Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ: Clunia Colonia (ǟǟ°, ǢǠ°); Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǥǡ:
Caesaraugusta (ǟǢ°ǡǞ’, Ǣǟ°ǡǞ’). The only exception is
the longitude of Caesaraugusta in theΩ recension
(ǟǢ° ǟǣ’).
62 Intercatia is situated very close to this line, although
it belongs to another section of road. Moreover, the
toponym Alba, which lies on the same straight line
in the Ξ recension of the Geography, appears, in the
It. prov. (Ǣǣǣ.Ǡ), as the station aer Tullonium. Even
though Alba has not been located with any great
certainty (Talbert ǠǞǞǞ, ǡǧǞ, has suggested that it
was situated near modern-day San Román de San
Millán, a supposition that is probably based on the
distances in miles provided in the It. prov.), one can
explain its coordinates in the Geography using the
same mapping process.
63 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǞ.
64 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǡ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǤǤ.
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of the Caesaraugusta group, are very diﬀerent in the Ω recension.65 In addition, it is
widely accepted that theΩ coordinates of Numantia are erroneous.66 It seems that sev-
eral errors occurred in the manuscript transmission of the Ω recension relating to the
localities connectedwith the Arevaci (ten localities, among themClunia andNumantia)
and the Berones (TritiumMagallum, Oliba and Vareia) peoples. In the catalogue, when
introducing each group of peoples, Ptolemy reports that the Arevaci live south of the
Berones, who themselves live south of the Autrigones.67 This conﬁguration is strictly
adhered to in the Ξ recension but it does not match theΩ coordinates: the three cities
of the Berones are clearly situated to the south-east of the Arevaci in the Ω recension.
An alternative model that would explain the distortions in theΩ recension has not been
identiﬁed.
ǧ.Ǡ.ǡ Localities in Callaecia
Distortions in the Ξ recension
On the north-west edge of the peninsula, which corresponds to the area of ancient
Callaecia, the inland localities show the same distortions as the nearby coastal local-
ities. When the inland region is positioned so that the modern coordinates of Cape
Nerion and the mouth of the Minius River coincide with their respective coordinates in
the Geography, the north-eastward shi is dramatically reduced (Fig. ǟǞǡ) and two small
subgroups of residual distortions can be determined: Caronium, Lucus Augusti and
Dactonium all show a small latitudinal shi southwards, while Iria Flavia and Aquae
Calidae have been shied to the south-east. Flavium Brigantium, which is on the coast,
has been shied towards the south-east. The other localities below the northern coast –
few of the toponyms in the area have been located with any certainty – are either part
of the Asturica group of distortions (Bergidum Flavium, for instance) or they have been
shied massively eastwards.
All the localities of this group (Fig. ǟǞǢ) are linked to the road system between
Bracara Augusta and Flavium Brigantium, and each subgroup is connected to a spe-
ciﬁc road (Fig. ǟǞǣ). Brigantium, Caronium (spelled Caranicum in the It. prov.) and
Lucus Augusti correspond to a section of the road, described in the It. prov., between
Bracara Augusta and Asturica Augusta per loca maritima (Table ǟǤ). According to the
It. prov. (Table ǟǥ) and the Rav. (ǡǠǟ.ǥ–Ǧ), Aquae Calidae and Iria Flavia are to be found
successively along the road from Bracara to Asturica via Lucus Augusti. The tablet of the
It. Barr. transcribed below records a similar road – from Lucus Augusti until Iria. Note
65 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ and Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǦ. 66 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǤ: ǟǡ°Ǡǣ’, ǢǠ°Ǣǣ’Ω; ǟǠ°ǡǞ’, Ǣǟ°ǣǞ’ Ξ. See
Müller ǟǧǞǟ, ǟǥǢ; Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ,
ǟǦǤ.
67 Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǣǣ–ǣǤ. See p. ǟǤǠ
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Fig. ǟǞǡ Residual distortions aer the localities were positioned in accordance with the coordinates of Cape
Nerion and the mouth of the Minius River (Ξ recension). The blue arrows correspond to localities in the Flavium
Brigantium group, while the green arrows represent places in the Asturica Augusta group.
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Fig. ǟǞǣ Schematic conﬁguration of the antique road network around Bracara, Asturica and Flavium Brigan-
tium.
that the catalogue of theGeography states that Aquae Calidae (Ὕ̬̩̼̩ ̴̭̹̤̑) is the city of
the Cileni; thus, one can certainly identify Aquae Celenae or Aquae Cilenae (as recorded in
themanuscripts of the It. prov.) with Ptolemy’s Aquae Calidae. Nemetobriga and Forum
Gigurrorum are two stations along another road between Bracara and Asturica that are
described in the It. prov. (Table ǟǦ) as well as in the Rav. (ǡǠǞ.ǟ–ǟǠ). Dactonium, whose
location at or near Monforte de Lemos is plausible but not certain, is a more problem-
atic case.68 The toponym is not on the list in the It. prov., which probably persuaded the
68 Monforte de Lemos is traditionally held to be the
location of Dactonium (RE IV ǟǧǥǥ; Müller ǟǧǞǟ,
ǟǣǦ; Talbert ǠǞǞǞ, ǡǥǢ; Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ
ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǦǟ), partly because of its toponymic prox-
imity to Dactonium, civitas Lemavorum, but also be-
cause of some medieval documentation that refers
to Castrum Actonium or Luctonium, the site today
of the monastery of San Vicente do Pino. How-
ever, Fernández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil
Sendino ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǤǢ, claim that the absence of Ro-
man remains at Monforte makes such an identiﬁ-
cation problematic. See also the words of caution
of Grande Rodríguez ǠǞǞǢ, ǟǥǦ–ǟǥǧ. The Roman
site of Castillós, ǧ km from Monforte de Lemos, is
another possibility for the location of Dactonium.
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Barrington Atlas to set the locality outside the road network that runs between Bracara,
Asturica and Flavium Brigantium. Nevertheless, one of the tablets of the It. Barr. gives
localities along a stretch of road that includes Dactonium, which suggests that the lo-
cality was certainly, in fact, part of the area’s road network and that it was connected to
Lucus Augusti.69
The use of itinerary sources to explain the residual distortions
There is a striking similarity between the residual distortions and the conﬁguration of
the road network, which one can reconstruct with the help of the itinerary and archae-
ological sources. When the group of localities is positioned in accordance with the co-
ordinates of Flavium Brigantium and Bracara Augusta, that is, the two main cities of
the road network that connects the localities of the group, the distortions are almost
eliminated (Fig. ǟǞǤ). A procedure that would explain the positions of Bracara Augusta
and Flavium Brigantium has not been identiﬁed. A geometrical construction using a
ruler and compass (in which distances taken from the It. prov. are used) enables us to
obtain a rough estimate of the position of Bracara Augusta: this approximate position
is not, however, close enough to Ptolemy’s coordinates to be considered a fully satisfy-
ing explanation.70 The distance data given in the It. prov. between the localities of this
group – especially those between Iria and Aquae Celenae, and between Brigantium,
Caronium, Lucus Augusti and Bergidum Flavium – fall within the same order of mag-
nitude as Ptolemy’s map in the Ξ recension, although it has not been possible to identify
a mapping process that uses them. The use of auxiliary lines could partly explain the
position of Caronium in relation to Lucus Augusti and Brigantium, the positions of Iria
Flavia and Aquae Calidae in relation to Bracara and Brigantium as well as the position
of Bergidum Flavium in relation to Lucus Augusti and Asturica (Fig. ǟǞǤ).
Distortions in theΩ recension
Although some of the divergences between the recensions aﬀect the coordinates of
Flavium Brigantium, Bracara and Dactonium (there are visible diﬀerences),71 the same
The consequences of these diﬀerent hypotheses on
the displacement vector linking Dactonium with its
modern location are, however, limited.
69 Tablet Ǡ (AE ǟǧǠǟ,ǥ) according to the edition of Fer-
nández Ochoa, Morillo Cerdán, and Gil Sendino
ǠǞǟǠ, ǟǣǢ. Cf. with García y Bellido ǟǧǥǣ, ǣǤǟ–ǣǤǡ,
and Rodríguez Morales ǠǞǟǠ, ǣǡ.
70 The distances used are ǟ ǥǠǞ stadia between Asturica
and Bracara (i.e. the shortest itinerary) and ǟ ǟǞǤ
stadia between Flavium Brigantium and Bracara.
Both values are reduced by one-ﬁh and a map of
Ptolemy’s second projection is employed. Even
though the construction is not fully satisfying, it
does show that the distances between these main
points in the Geography and in the It. prov. generally
fall within the same order of magnitude.
71 Flavium Brigantium (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ): λ = Ǥ°Ǣǣ’ Ξ,
λ = ǥ°ǟǣ’Ω; Dactonium (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǣ): λ = ǥ°ǟǞ’
Ξ, λ = ǥ°ǡǞ’Ω; Bracara Augusta (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǡǧ):
ϕ = Ǣǡ°Ǡǣ’ Ξ,ϕ = Ǣǡ°ǢǞ’Ω.
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Fig. ǟǞǤ Residual distortions
aer the group was positioned
in accordance with the coordi-
nates of Flavium Brigantium and
Bracara Augusta (Ξ recension).
Bracara
Aquae Celenae 165 stadia(1)
Vicus Spacorum 195 stadia





L̥̥̣̓ Ḁ̥̣̤ 17 miles
Timalinum 22 miles




Tab. ǟǤ The road from
Bracara to Asturica per loca mar-
itima, according to the It. prov.
(ǢǠǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ–ǢǠǣ.ǣ). Only this section
of the itinerary gives several of
the distances in stadia. The to-
ponyms in small capitals belong
to the same group of common
distortions that occurs in the
Ξ recension of the Geography.
(ǟ) stadia] m.p. Parisinus lat. ǥǠǡǞ
A et legit Cuntz ǟǧǠǧ, stadia
mp Flor. Laurent. Ǧǧ.Ǥǥ, stadia
codd. cett. et legunt Wesseling
ǟǥǡǣ, Parthey and Pinder ǟǦǢǦ.
group of localities can be determined. When one applies the same mapping process to
theΩ recension, the distortions are also reduced, although not as signiﬁcantly as in the
Ξ recension. A better model to explain the distortions inΩ has not been identiﬁed.
ǢǞǡ











L̥̥̣̓ Ḁ̥̣̤ 17 miles
Tab. ǟǥ A section of the road
from Bracara to Asturica via
Lucus Augusti, according to
the It. prov. (ǢǠǧ.ǣ–Ǣǡǟ.ǡ).
Aer Lucus Augusti, the
itinerary is the same as in the
It. prov. ǢǠǡ.Ǥ.Ǣ–ǢǠǣ.ǣ (see Table
ǟǤ). The toponyms in small cap-
itals belong to the same group
of common distortions that oc-




Aquae Oreginae 28 miles





F̢̟̥̝ G̢̢̢̥̟̥̝(1) 19 miles
Gemestrarium 18 miles
B̢̕̥̝̔ 13 miles
Intera[mnium] Flavium(2) 20 miles
Asturica 30 miles
Tab. ǟǦ A section of the road
from Bracara to Asturica via
Nemetobriga, according to the
It. prov. (ǢǠǥ.Ǣ–ǢǠǧ.Ǣ). The to-
ponyms in small capitals belong
to the same group of common
distortions that occurs in the
Ξ recension of the Geography.
(ǟ) ‘Gigurrorum’ does not appear
in the manuscript but is clearly
part of the city’s name, as con-
ﬁrmed by the Rav. (ǡǠǞ.Ǧ), which
gives ‘Forum Gigurnion’ at the
same place in its list of toponyms
on the Bracara to Asturica road.
See also Pl. ǡ.ǠǦ.
(Ǡ) The coordinates of this locality
appear only in the manuscripts of
theΩ recension (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǧ).
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ǧ.Ǡ.Ǣ The mountains of Tarraconensis
Ptolemy’s catalogue72 records several mountain ranges in the Iberian peninsula: Mount
Vindium in Asturia,73 Mount Edulium to the west of the Pyrenees; and a larger oro-
graphic unit formed by the Orospeda and Idubeda mountains. Most of these moun-
tains are not well-documented in the ancient sources. There is a single mention of
Mount Vindium in Florus (and later in Orosius, who reuses Florus’ text),74 who situates
the mountain in Cantabria, without providing any more precise information. Mount
Edulium is unknown outside the Geography. Although it would be tempting to identify
the latter withMountMedullius, which is mentioned in the same passages of Florus and
Orosius and is situated near the Minius River, on the basis of their toponymic proxim-
ity, in the GeographyMount Edulium is situated quite a distance from the Minius River.
Strabo, the only other source for the Orospeda and Idubeda mountains, gives a detailed
description of the ranges:
Of these mountains [of Iberia], one is parallel to the Pyrenees, beginning in
Cantabria and ending at Our Sea: they call this mountain Idubeda; whereas
the other, beginning at the center of the ﬁrst one, stretches towards the west,
though it inclines towards the south and the coastline that runs from the Pillars.
This latter mountain is at ﬁrst a mere hill and bare of trees, and passes through
the so-called Spartarian Plain; then it joins the forest that lies beyond both
Carthago Nova and the regions round about Malaca; it is called Orospeda. It
is between the Pyrenees and Idubeda, then, that the Ebro River ﬂows, which
is parallel with both mountains and is ﬁlled by the rivers and the other waters
that pour down from them.75
Ptolemy’sGeography and Strabo’s text have several striking points in common (Fig. ǟǞǥ).
Ptolemy connects both mountain ranges, as Strabo does, with the Orospeda coming
from the Idubeda and running ﬁrst westwards, then southwards. Both ranges reach the
Mediterranean littoral, with the Orospeda reaching the coast near Carthago Nova. The
Ebro River ﬂows between the Pyrenees and the Idubeda–Orospeda ranges. However,
72 The regional maps of Iberia in manuscripts UKF
show original drawings of the mountains of Tarra-
conensis: the designer tended to connect the moun-
tain ranges and also added an anonymous and vast
mountain range, from where the Durius and Tagus
rivers ﬂow, which does not appear in the catalogue.
There are signiﬁcant divergences between the man-
uscript maps and the text. See Mittenhuber ǠǞǞǧ,
ǟǦǣ–ǟǦǥ.
73 Ptolemy uses either Οὐ̵̷̵̧̬̱ or Οὐ̵̵̷̵̧̬̱ (Ge-
ogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡǟ).
74 Florus, Epit. Ǣ.ǟǠ.Ǣǧ: ‘The ﬁrst battle against the
Cantabrians was fought under the walls of Bergida.
From here they ﬂed to the loy peak of Mount Vin-
dium [Vindium or Vinnium montem codd.], to which
they had thought the Roman army was less likely
to ascend than the waters of the Ocean.’ A similar
description can be found in Orosius, Hist. Ǥ.Ǡǟ.
75 Str. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟǞ.
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the texts do diverge on some points: Ptolemy’s Idubeda does not start in Cantabria but
in the area inhabited by the Celtiberians; the Orospeda does not begin exactly at the
centre of the Idubeda but in its southern part and it does not reach ‘the regions about
Malaca’; moreover, Ptolemy’s Idubeda runs in a north–south direction, so that it is not
parallel to Ptolemy’s Pyrenees. A north–south orientation does, however, correspond
to Strabo’s conception of the Pyrenees.
It is possible that the descriptive elements were transferred directly from a source –
similar to Strabo’s work – on to the map to draw the Idubeda and Orospeda mountain
ranges. This process would have dealt with the problem of a lack of distance data or
any latitudinal values. The coordinates of the extremities of the two mountain ranges
could then have been recorded in the catalogue. As the diﬀerences between the recen-
sions do not aﬀect these mountain ranges but only the nearby Mediterranean coast,
this same procedure could explain the conﬁguration in the Ω recension. More gener-
ally, the toponymic forms in the Ξ recension resemble the other ancient sources more
closely than the toponyms in theΩ recension. Given their similarities and diﬀerences,
the link between Ptolemy’sGeography and Strabo’s text can be understood in one of two
ways: either both authors relied on a common source that had gone through diﬀerent
intermediaries or they simply interpreted the same source diﬀerently, with Ptolemy very
possibly rejecting some elements that might have been incompatible with other features
of his map.
Conclusion
Ptolemy seems to have adapted his mapping process for the interior of Iberia accord-
ing to the sources at his disposal. Some of the localities for which there was plenty of
information could have been determined using the available distances and geometrical
constructions. However, it is also plausible that some important inland cities were only
roughly located on to the map and that they were then taken as the basis for locating the
remaining localities. Itinerary sources may have been used, not for their distance data
but for the list of toponyms situated along the roads connecting the peninsula’s main
cities. Straight lines were certainly used to schematise the road network, even though
roads are not recorded as a geographical feature in the catalogue.
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Fig. ǟǞǥ The linked Orospeda
and Idubeda mountain ranges
separated from the Pyrenees by
the Ebro River (Ξ recension). The
curve in the Orospeda mountains
is not explicitly mentioned in
the Geography but is necessary,
since a straight line connecting
the range’s extremities, which are
recorded in the catalogue, would




Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities has oen been used as a geographical source in studies
of the antique oikoumenē but, unlike the introduction, it has rarely been studied in its
own right as a source for researching the history of the Geography. Ptolemy’s introduc-
tion, however, does not provide enough relevant methodological elements to enable us
to put together the set of procedures that gave rise to the coordinates. By contrast, when
a comparison was made between Ptolemy’s coordinates and the modern-day locations
clearly discernible distortions emerged. As these distortions characterise the origins of
Ptolemy’s coordinates, an analysis of the catalogue has enabled us to establish some of
Ptolemy’s sources as well as certain aspects of his working method.
This study has shown that Ptolemy used a progressive, multistage procedure to de-
termine the coordinates for the Iberian peninsula. The ﬁrst stage possibly involved
positioning a small number of coastal localities on the basis of the following types of
information: schematic descriptions of the whole peninsula; distance data; and some
fairly scarce and rare information on the latitudes of the localities. In many cases, it
was possible to document the information: the distances used by Ptolemy oen closely
resemble or are identical to other antique sources, while the main localities, whose loca-
tions were established ﬁrst, are precisely those places for which the antique sources have
the most geographical data. Several similarities were discovered between Ptolemy’s data
and some of the information provided by Strabo and Pliny the Elder as well as informa-
tion that can be traced back to Artemidorus and Polybius, which are a strong indication
that Ptolemy availed himself of similar sources.
The coordinates for these main coastal localities were undoubtedly determined us-
ing simple geometrical constructions in which basic tools such as a ruler and a compass
as well as a grid drawn following Ptolemy’s secondmap-making method were used. Lo-
calities were thus constructed andmarked down as points on a map. In other words, the
procedure of acquiring the coordinates was intrinsically linked with the map-making
process. Some of the distances correspond exactly to the ﬁgures that can be found
in other antique texts; others were reduced by a simple fraction, a method to which
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Ptolemy refers in the Geography’s introduction. During the map-making process, the
distances were measured with a compass by following the graduations of the map’s grid,
which was unquestionably an essential construction tool. It also became apparent that
the coastal localities that were used as the main construction points of the map of Iberia
were not necessarily those places that were classiﬁed as ‘important cities’ in Book Ǧ of
the Geography or in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’.
The whole Iberian coastline was, in a second stage, constructed on the basis of a
small number of main coastal localities, which were sometimes important cities but
were more oen than not major topographical features. Ptolemy’s main sources of
information were, without question, topographical descriptions, such as those passed
down by Mela, Strabo and Pliny. Generally, the latter structured their descriptions ac-
cording to several important landforms (such as large gulfs and important promontories
or rectilinear littorals). In order to construct the coastline, Ptolemy must have made a
schematic graphical representation (of curves and straight lines) from the topographi-
cal descriptions, perhaps using a grid with his second map-making method or a simple
orthogonal graticule to carry out this second stage of the construction process.
The coastline formed the basis for locating the coastal localities and for recording
the coordinates. There are only a small number of cases where it is possible to show
that a particular distance from another source was used to position a locality on the
coast with respect to another place. Rather, intermediate coastal localities were generally
positioned according to descriptions of the order of localities along a coast in the sources,
with the localities placed at more or less regular intervals along the map’s coastline. In
most cases, the islands that surround the Iberian peninsula were positioned using a
combination of a distance datum and a piece of information on the approximate spatial
location of the island with respect to the mainland – two types of data that can be found
in the antique sources. A geometrical construction with a ruler and a compass was also
undoubtedly used, together with a grid of Ptolemy’s second map-making method.
It has proved more diﬃcult to establish how the coordinates of the peninsula’s in-
land cities were determined, although several elements of Ptolemy’s method can still be
proposed. The ﬁrst stage probably involved determining the main cities of Iberia’s in-
terior. Since some of the coordinates appear to have been systematically rounded up or
down to full or half degrees, it is possible that some of the cities were located relatively
imprecisely on the map, following general descriptions of the peninsula. Other local-
ities were positioned with the help of road descriptions, similar to the itineraries that
have been passed down to us (such as the Itinerarium provinciarum). Groups of localities
that were situated along the same road or on the same local road network oen belong
to the same groups of distortions. In several cases, they correspond to localities situ-
ated along or close to a straight line on Ptolemy’s map. It is possible that Ptolemy used
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straight lines, which do not appear graphically in theGeography, to schematise roads and
to help him position the localities. In a number of cases, these lines might have been
linked to some of the coastal cities. However, it is diﬃcult to give a satisfactory explana-
tion of their orientation, while the role of the grouping of peoples in the origins of the
coordinates has yet to be identiﬁed.
The coordinates thus arose from Ptolemy combining some graphical processes and
simple geometrical constructions on a workingmap with a certain amount of geograph-
ical information that he could easily have obtained from the literature of Antiquity. We
could, therefore, regard Ptolemy’s map of the Iberian peninsula principally as a car-
tographical transcription of descriptions that could be found in the more traditional
geographical literature. In Ptolemy’sGeography, the map reigned supreme. As indicated
in the work’s introduction, Ptolemy dealt ﬁrst with the maps before moving on to the
coordinates and ending with the catalogue of localities. There was, therefore, a dialecti-
cal relationship with a mirror eﬀect between the catalogue and the map: the latter was
the condition of possibility of the catalogue, while every map, that is, its contents (the
coordinates) and its structure (the order of coastal localities, the division into regional
maps), depended on the catalogue. In Ptolemy’s working process, the coordinates of
the localities could be read directly from the map, which is a much more eﬃcient and
simpler method than having to carry out arithmetical procedures (excluding Ptolemy’s
method of determination involving on-site celestial observations and measurements).
A multistage construction process that focused ﬁrst on determining a limited num-
ber of localities, which were then used as the basis for constructing additional localities,
corresponds well to Ptolemy’s suggestion, which he formulated in the Geography’s in-
troduction, that data and procedures be hierarchised: the ﬁrst localities constructed do
indeed form the ‘foundations’ of the map. Given the importance of Ptolemy’s so-called
second map projection in determining coordinates, the exact role of Marinus of Tyre’s
work – the revision of which structures Ptolemy’s entire introduction and determines
many features of his conception of cartography – can be speciﬁed: it is not likely that
Ptolemy borrowed much information on the latitudes and longitudes of localities from
Marinus, even though the latter was undoubtedly an important source of other kinds
of information (such as distances and lists of places).
It is impossible to undertake a successful investigation into the origins of Ptolemy’s
coordinates without studying the history of the Geography’s text. In contrast to many
other geographical sources of Antiquity, major uncertainties still surround its original
text: because of the existence of two diﬀerent versions of the Geography (known as the
Ξ and theΩ recensions), a clear strategy was, therefore, needed to analyse the catalogue
of localities. In the present study, both recensions were analysed separately before being
compared with each other.
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Ptolemy’s personal working method and the Geography’s textual transmission his-
tory are inseparable research themes. Much information on the history of Ptolemy’s text
and coordinates can be gleaned from philological and codicological studies. Focusing
on the catalogue of Iberian localities, it became apparent that there are important dif-
ferences between the Ξ and theΩ recensions as well as signs of two quite diﬀerent usus
scribendi in their respective hyparchetypes. In theΩ recension, the catalogue’s paratext
was shortened and there are later additions as well as gaps that occur at regular inter-
vals in the list of localities, which all indicate a more turbulent transmission history.
By contrast, the paratext and many toponym forms in the Ξ recension seem to be a
closer approximation of Ptolemy’s original work, despite the blatant scribal errors and
the incomplete state of its main manuscript. There is some evidence to suggest that cer-
tain textual corruptions occurred between Ptolemy’s original work and the archetype
common to both recensions.
It is diﬃcult to detect deliberate changes to the coordinates using a traditional philo-
logical approach. However, understanding Ptolemy’s working method can help us shed
light on the transmission history of Ptolemy’s coordinates as well as ﬁnd the answers to
certain questions that would otherwise remain unsolved. The drawing of the Iberian
coastline and the positions of the littoral localities in the Ξ recension can, for the most
part, be satisfactorily explained by the methodological elements stated above. In many
cases in the Ξ recension, we can trace the sources that Ptolemy might have used. In the
Ω recension, however, it is oen impossible to detect Ptolemy’s sources or procedures.
Considering the consistency of theΩ coordinates, which depict a perfectly logical coast-
line and interior, we can hardly attribute all the modiﬁcations made to the coordinates
solely to unintentional scribal errors. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that some
of the coordinates were modiﬁed at a later date. Furthermore, the order of the inland
localities in the catalogue, which was based on a strict spatial principle explained in his
introduction, indicates that the coordinates in the Ω recension underwent important
modiﬁcations, intentional or otherwise. Therefore, it seems more likely that the set of
coordinates supplied by the Ξ recension is closer, in the majority of cases, to Ptolemy’s
original work than the coordinates provided by theΩ recension.
Widening the scope of the philological investigation so that it covered the links
between the catalogue and the maps enabled us to deﬁne theGeography’s context of pro-
duction. In spite of its radically innovative form, Ptolemy’s Geography and its catalogue
of localities were not created ex nihilo butwere rooted, to a large extent, in the established
geographical knowledge of the time. It is mostly Ptolemy’s use of these sources and the
originality of his project that render his work so diﬀerent. A better understanding of
the origins of the coordinates, a detailed study of the manuscripts and a re-evaluation of
the indirect tradition of the Geography, which is oen underestimated, compelled us to
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reconsider the transmission history of the text, from its composition to the time of the
oldest extant Greek manuscripts.
The focus of this study was the Iberian peninsula, which makes up only a small
part of the Geography. A model of transmission that takes all the elements gathered in
this analysis into account cannot be applied to the Geography in its entirety without it
ﬁrst being tested on the other territories of Ptolemy’s oikoumenē. Nonetheless, new el-
ements that reconstruct the transmission history of the manuscripts can be advanced.
As mentioned above, the text and numerical data pertaining to Iberia in the catalogue
of localities that are found in the Ξ recension, mainly represented today by manuscript
X of the Geography (the Vaticanus graecus ǟǧǟ), approximate Ptolemy’s original work
the most closely. The indirect tradition of the Geography, exempliﬁed by the works of
Marcian of Heraclea, several medieval geographical treatises and some ancient scholia,
as well as by several Latin and Syriac sources from late Antiquity and the Middle Ages,
seems to indicate that the version of Ptolemy’s Geography that circulated from its com-
position to the time of Maximus Planudes was closely related to the Ξ recension. By
contrast, there is no tangible evidence to date the Ω recension to a period earlier than
the Greek primary manuscripts of the Geography.
In many recent publications, the early witnesses of the Ξ recension have been taken
as evidence that two diﬀerent versions of the Geography already existed shortly aer
Ptolemy’s redaction. From a logical point of view, this is acceptable only if the Ω re-
cension is regarded as Ptolemy’s original version. In light of the characteristics of the
Iberian catalogue, however, it is clear that the text and coordinates of the Ω recension
were certainly either signiﬁcantly emended or corrupted. Focusing on this fact as well
as on the indirect tradition, which is either always identical or close to the Ξ recension,
I propose the following hypothesis: manuscript X is the sole and ultimate witness of
the ‘main’ manuscript tradition of Ptolemy’s Geography; it most closely approximates
the original and it was the most widely disseminated of the manuscripts in Antiquity
and the Middle Ages. It is true that manuscript X exhibits some scribal corruptions and
other imperfections, but this is to be expected aer a period of more than eleven cen-
turies. As far as the Iberian chapters of theGeography are concerned, the version given by
manuscript X, together with Marcian’s Periplous of the Outer Sea, should enable improve-
ments to be made in establishing Ptolemy’s original text. Thus I would suggest that the
existence of two versions of the Geography should not be regarded as the bifurcation of
the tradition into two recensions but as the separation of theΩ recension from themain
tradition. If the manuscript that Planudes discovered was related to the Ω recension,
then we should probably conclude that the Byzantine scholar came across a version of
Ptolemy’s Geography that stemmed from another branch of the tradition and in which
signiﬁcant changes had been made to its catalogue.
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Two important questions remain: When did the separation of theΩ recension oc-
cur and what was its precise nature? These questions can only be satisfactorily answered
when every part of Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities has been investigated. Nevertheless,
several hypotheses can be advanced. Most of the diﬀerences between the Ξ and Ω re-
censions are related to majuscule variants, which indicates that the last copy common
to Ξ andΩ was undoubtedly written in majuscule. The exemplar of the Geography that
was common to all the Ω manuscripts can be attributed to a copy that contained ap-
proximately twenty-eight lines of text in each column; it also included additions that
imply that Ptolemy’s maps were consulted and it displayed a number of features con-
cerning the stylistic preferences of its scribe. This gives us a wide chronological range
from which to date the bifurcation. The absence of obvious revisions to update the text
– such as Christian or Arabic toponyms, political or administrative changes – in theΩ
version of the Iberian peninsula allows us to reject some hypotheses; a deliberate re-
working of the coordinates shortly aer Ptolemy’s time, in a similar scholarly context,
could perhaps explain this absence. However, if such emendations took place much
later, for example, from the third or fourth century CE onwards, or during Planudes’
own work on the Geography, the intention was possibly to restore or preserve Ptolemy’s
cartographical representation of the oikoumenē; in this case we could opt for a scientiﬁc
context in which the production of an antiquemap was of interest. A partial reworking
of the Geography at one particular moment is, however, only one of the possible expla-
nations for the diﬀerences of the Ω recension; it is also conceivable that emendations
were carried out at several diﬀerent stages. To conclude, there are, with respect to the
Iberian peninsula at least, still as many objective arguments in favour of a revision of
the Geography carried out by Planudes as there are by Ptolemy himself.
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A Stemma codicum of the main Greek manuscripts of the Geography and their maps,
according to P. Schnabel
B Comparison between the diﬀerent numeral forms used in seven of the Greek man-
uscripts of the Geography, according to O. Cuntz
C The important cities of the second map of Europe
D The Iberian cities in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’
E Comparison between a selection of Iberian toponyms supplied in Marcian of Her-
aclea’s Periplous of the Outer Sea and those in the recensions of Ptolemy’s Geography
F Synopsis of Book Ǡ of the Geography in theΩ recension
G Ptolemy’s Asturia
H The paraploi from the Pillars of Hercules to the Pyrenees described by Polybius,
Strabo and in the Artemidorus Papyrus
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A Stemma codicum of the main Greek manuscripts of the Geography and their
maps, according to P. Schnabel
______________
Note: The stemma was drawn by A. Hermann on the basis of P. Schnabel’s work on the
Greek manuscripts of Ptolemy’s Geography, in Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǟǠǞ. I drew this diagram
again and translated the indications into English.
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B Comparison between the diﬀerent numeral forms used in seven of the
Greek manuscripts of the Geography, according to O. Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, Ǣǡ
______________
Note: ‘Ur’ (for ‘Urbinas’) in the nomenclature of Cuntz corresponds to manuscript U,
‘Ω’ to manuscript O and ‘Σ’ to manuscript S.
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C The important cities of the second map of Europe, Geogr. Ǧ.Ǣ.ǟ–ǣ
The list of the ‘important cities’ of Ptolemy’s secondmap of Europe is recorded in Book Ǧ
of the Geography. The following critical edition of this list is based on the Stückelberger
andGraßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ edition, pp. ǥǥǦ–ǥǥǧ; the texts in the codices primariiwere also veriﬁed
and the critical apparatus was completed. In contrast to the layout of the manuscripts,
the length of the longest day of the year and the hour intervals between the Iberian
cities and Alexandria were organised in the form of a table in which the numerical data
from the two recensions were placed next to each other in order to improve legibility
and make comparisons of the data sets easier. An English translation follows the critical
edition.
1 ̎ὐ̸̹̯̺͆ ̸̵̶̧̩ β ′
Ὁ ̷̬̭̼̭̹̺ͅ ̸̵̶̧̩ ̼ῆ̺ ̎ὐ̸̹̯̺͆ ̸̭̹̱̥̭̱̿ ̵̼۬ ڹ̸̵̵̧̻̩̩ ̸ᾶ̵̻̩ ἐ̵ ̼̩ῖ̺ ̼̹̱̻ۮ̵ ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̱̺̿
̻۲̵ ̼̩ῖ̺ ̸̴̵̩̹̩̲̭̱̥̩̱̺ ̵̷̦̻̱̺. Ὁ ̬۪ ̬̱ۨ ̴̷̥̻̽ ̩ὐ̷̼ῦ ̸̷̩̹̤̳̳̯̳̺ ̷̵̳̫̈́ ἔ̭̱̿ ̸̹۰̺ ̼۰̵
̴̴̵̵̭̻̯̪̹̱̈́, ۃ̵ ̼ۨ γ ̸̹۰̺ ̼ۨ δ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩.
5 Π̷̧̭̹̱̹̮̭̼̩̱ ̬۪ ὁ ̸̵̶̧̩ ἀ̸۰ ̴̵۪ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳ῶ̵ ̷̼ῖ̺ Π̵̷̧̹̯̩̱̺̽ ۄ̵̹̭̻̱, ἀ̸۰ ̬۪ ̴̴̧̭̻̯̪̹̩̺
̼ῷ ̼̭ ̩̳̳̱̩̹̱̲̋ῷ ̸̭̳̤̫̭̱ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῷ ڸ̪̯̹̱̲ῷ ̲̩ۮ ̼ῷ ک̧̹̩̲̳̭ῳ ̸̷̴̹̰ῷ ̲̩ۮ ̴̥̹̭̱ ̼ῆ̺ ἔ̶́
̰̩̳̤̻̻̯̺, ἀ̸۰ ̬۪ ̬̻̭̺́ͅ ̼ῷ ̼̱̲̍̽ῷ ̵̲̭̩۠ῷ, ἀ̸۰ ̬۪ ἄ̵̹̲̼́ ̼ῷ ̵̧̩̼̩̪̹̓ῳ ̵̲̭̩۠ῷ.
[Ω] [Ξ] [Ω] [Ξ]
̼ῆ̺ ̴̵۪ ̷ے̵ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽ ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̺̿
̖ῶ̹̪̩ ̩̱̻̤̹̭̱̩̓ ιδLγιβ′ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩ ιδ Lγιβ′ γ L ′ γ L ′
10 ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ ڨ̴̧̭̹̼̩ ιδ Lγ ′ ιδ Lγ ′ γ L ′ γ L ′
̼ῆ̺ ̬۪ ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺
Ἵ̸̻̩̳̱̺ ιδ γo′ ιδ γo′ γ L ′ γ Lκ′
̷̹̬̪̯̓ͅ ιδ γo′ ιδ γo′ γ γιϵ′ γ γιβ′
̼ῆ̺ ̬۪ Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺
15 ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̩ͅ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ ιϵ γιβ′ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩ ιϵ γ γιϵ′ γ γιϵ′
̖̥̩ ̵̩̹̯̬̓̿͆ ιδ γo′ ιδ γo′ γ ς ′ γ ϵ ′
Τ̵̩̹̹̤̲́ ιϵ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩ ιϵ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩ β Lγιβ′ γ
̷̵̧̳̩̓̽ ιϵ η ′ ιϵ γo′ γ δ ′ γ γ ′
̷̩̱̻̩̹̩̫̻̼̩̓̽ͅ ιϵ ιβ′ ιϵ ιβ′ γ ιϵ′ γ γo′
20 ̤̬̭̱̹̩̌ ڡ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ ιδ L ′ ιδ L ′ γ γo′ γ γo′
____________________
2 ̸̭̹̱̥̭̱̿: ̸̵̭̹̱̥̭̱̿ X ∥ ̼̩ῖ̺ om. UK ∥ 3 ̻۲̵: ̲̩ۮ X ∥ ̼۰̵ om. X ∥ 5 ἀ̵̷̩̼̳ῶ̵: ἀ̵̷̷̩̼̳ῖ̺ X ∥ Π̵̷̧̹̯̩̱̺̽: Π̵̷̧̹̱̩̱̺̽
U ∥ 6 ̩̳̳̱̩̹̱̲̋ῷ: ̩̳̱̩̹̱̲̋ῷ X ∥ ̼ῷ ڸ̪̯̹̱̲ῷ ̲̩ۮ: ̲̩ۮ om. UK ∥ ̲̩ۮ ̴̥̹̭̱: ̴̥̹̱̿ X ∥ ἔ̶́: ἐ̲̼۰̺Ω ∥ 7 ἄ̵̹̲̼́ ̼ῷ:
̼ῷ om. X ∥ 11 ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ om. X ∥ 13 lineam om. V ∥ 14 ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ om. X ∥ 15 ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ om. UVR sed exhibet K,
ڌ̷̷̻̼̹̱̲̩̫̻̼̩̽̽ͅ X ∥ ιϵ γιβ′ ἔ̫̫̱̻̼̩: ιϵ γιβ′ VA, numeros falso exhibet X ∥ 17 Τ̵̩̹̹̤̲́: Τ̵̩̹̩̲̯͆ sic X ∥ 18
̷̵̧̳̩̓̽ | ιϵ γo′ | γ η′ K ∥ 19 ̷̩̱̻̩̹̩̫̻̼̩̓̽ͅ sic UK ̩̱̻̤̹̭̱̩̓ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ VRXA.
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Second map of Europe
1. The second map of Europe contains the whole Iberia, [comprising] three provinces
and its adjacent islands. The parallel circle [running] through its middle has a ratio of
around 3 : 4 to the meridian.
2. The map is bounded to the east by the Pyrenees; to the south by the Balearic and Ib-
erian seas as well as by the Strait of Hercules and a part of the Outer Sea; to the west by
the Western Ocean; and to the north by the Cantabrian Ocean.
[has a longest day of …] [is …west of Alexandria]
[Ω] [Ξ] [Ω] [Ξ]
3. [Important cities] of Lusitania:





































5. [Important cities] of Tarraconensis:
Asturica Augusta < 15 5
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D The Iberian cities in the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’
The following text is a critical edition of the ‘Table of Noteworthy Cities’ for Iberia and is
based on the four primary codices identiﬁed by Koch, Mittenhuber, and Stückelberger
ǠǞǞǧ. I undertook a new collation of the manuscripts, added an English translation




̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ ڨ̴̧̭̹̼̩ η λθ L ′
̖ῶ̹̪̩ ̩̱̻̤̹̭̱̩̓ ζ Lγ ′ λθ Lγιβ ′
̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺
5 Ἵ̸̻̩̳̱̺ ζ δ ′ λζ Lγ ′
̷̹̬̪̯̓ͅ θ γ ′ λη ιβ ′
[L* ̩̳̤̯̿̕ η Lγ ′ λζ L ′]
[L* Π⟨̱⟩̷̼ͅ⟨̽⟩̻̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ ιη L ′ vacat]
Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺
10 ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̩ͅ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ θ L ′ µ δ ′
̩̹̯̬̓̿۴̵ ̖̥̩ ιβ δ ′ λζ Lγιβ ′
Τ̵̩̹̹̤̲́ ις γ ′ µ γo ′
̷̵̧̳̩̓̽ ια µβ
̩̱̻̤̹̭̱̩̓ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ ιδ L ′ µα L ′
15 ̤̬̭̱̹̩̌ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ ϵ L ′ λς ς ′
____________________
1 ̷̵̧̳̻̱̼̩̩̺̽ ̸̵̻̩̱̩̺L* ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽M* ̵̧̳̻̱̼̩̩̺̽ ̸̵̱̻̩V*∥λθL′ ad lat. falso add. L* ιαoµonumeros
alia manus add. falso V*∥ 2 ̷̩̫̻̼̩̽ ̴̯̭̹̱̼̩ L* ∥ ̤̬̱̹̩̌ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ | L | λς γδ′ lineam hic add. f* ∥ 3 ̖ῶ̹̪̩ ̧̩̱̻̩̹̩̓
L* ̖ῶ̹̪̩ ̷̧̩̻̩̹̺̓ V*M* ∥ ζ Lγ′: νζ Lγ′ f* ζ Lϵ′ V* ∥ λθ Lγιβ′, λθ Lιβ′ V* ∥ 4 Ἵ̸̵̻̩̱̩̺ ̭̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ L*
ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺M* ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ ̸̵̱̻̩ V* ∥ ζ δ′ | λζ Lγ′ numeros falso add. L* ∥ 5 lineam infra inseruit L* ∥ ̸̵̻̩̭̒
V* ∥ ζ δ′: ζ λδ′ V*, ζ L′ f*M* ∥ λζ λγ′: λζ Lι ⟨β⟩′ V* ∥ 6 lineam infra inseruit L* ∥ ̷̧̹̬̪̯̓ f* ∥ 7 ̷̷̹̬̪̯̋̽ͅ
[corrupt. pro ̷̹̬̪̯̓ͅ] ̷̷̹̳̪̯̋̽ͅ legit Mittenhuber | θ γ′ | λη L′ super lineam add. sed ̷̹̬̪̯̓ͅ cum numeros
infra habet L* ∥ 8 ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺, Ἵ̸̻̩̳̱̺ | ζ δ′ | λζ ιγ′ et ̷̹̬̪̯̓ͅ | θ γ′ | λη γ′ lineas post Π⟨̱⟩̷̼ͅ⟨̽⟩̻̩ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ habet
L* ∥ 9 ̵̼̩̹̹̩̲̱̩̺́ L* ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ M* Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ ̸̱̻̩ V* ∥ 10 ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̩ͅ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ L* ̷̩̻̼̹̱̲̩̽
̷̩̫̻̼̩̽ M* ∥ µ δ′: µα f* non legi potest M* ∥ 11 ̖̥̩ om. M*f* ∥ λζ Lγιβ′: λζ γ′ f* λζ Lδ′ M* λζ Lιβ′
V* ∥ 12 ̩̼̩̹̹̩̲̓ῶ̵ L* ∥ µ Lγ′ M* µ γ′ V* ∥ 14 ̲̩̱̻̩̹̱̩ ̷̷̩̫̻̼̽̽̽ L* ̲̩̱̻̩̹̱̩ ̷̩̫̻̼̩̽̽ V* ∥ 15 ̤̬̱̹̩̌ ̵ῆ̷̻̺
L* ̤̬̯̹̩̌ ̵ῆ̷̻̺ V*M* ∥ λς ς′: λς L′ V*.
ǢǠǞ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̢̢̙̞̤̙̟̕’̣ ̢̙̣̤̟̤̙̟̞̣̔
Conspectus Siglorum
L* Leidensis graecus ǥǦ (c. ǦǠǞ)
V* Vaticanus graecus ǟǠǧǟ (c. ǦǠǞ)
M* Marcianus graecus Z.ǡǡǟ (coll. ǞǣǣǠ) (saec. IX)
f* Florentinus Laurentianus ǠǦ.ǠǤ (saec. XIV)
[L* urbs] sic urbes in cod. L* quibusdam posterius additae indicantur
___
[longitude] [latitude]
1 In Hispania Lusitania:
Augusta Emerita 8° 39°30’
Nōrba Caesarina 7°50’ 39°55’
In Hispania Baetica:
5 Hispalis 7°15’ 37°50’
Corduba 9°20’ 38°05’
[L* Malaca 8°50’ 37°30’]
[L* Pityoussa Island 18°30’ __ ]
In Hispania Tarraconensis:
10 Asturica Augusta 9°30’ 44°




15 Island of Gades 5°30’ 36°10’
ǢǠǟ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
E Comparison between a selection of Iberian place names supplied in Marcian
of Heraclea’s Periplous of the Outer Sea (Ǡ.ǧ–ǟǦ) and those in the recensions of
Ptolemy’s Geography (Ǡ.Ǣ.ǣ–Ǥ, Ǡ.ǣ.ǡ–Ǣ, Ǡ.Ǥ.Ǡ, Ǡ.Ǥ.ǟǡ)
Marcian of Heraclea Geogr., Ξ recension Geogr.,Ω recension
ἀ̸۰ ̸̤̳̯̺̓ ̸̤̳̯̓ VǟXO ̸̤̹̯̓ UKRA
̭ἰ̺ ̵̧̩̹̼̯̩̓, ἀ̸۰ ̧̩̹̼̯̩̺̓ ̧̩̹̼̯̩̓ ̴̧̩̹̼̩̓
̼۰ ἔ̵̷̰̺ ⟨̼ῶ̵⟩ ̷̳̩̻̼̹̋̽ῶ̵ ̷̵̩̻̼̳̋́ͅ XΩ
̼ῶ̵ Π̷̵̱ῶ̵ ̼ῶ̵ ڸ̵̵̼́ͅ ̼ῶ̵ Π̷̵̱ῶ̵
̭ἰ̺ ̷̧̩̹̪̻̳̩̋, ἀ̸۰ ̩̹̪̱̻̋۱̵̳́ ̷̩̹̪̦̻̳̩̋ ̸̳̱̺̈́ ̷̩̹̪̦̻̳̩̋
̭ἰ̺ Τ̷̹̩̳̱̬̲̼̩ͅ, ἀ̸۰ Τ̷̹̩̳̱̻̬̲̼̽ῶ̵ Τ̵̷̹̩̮̬̲̼̩ͅ Τ̵̷̹̩̻̬̲̼̩ͅUKV, Τ̵̷̷̹̩̬̲̼̩ͅ R
̭ἰ̺ ̵̵̧̭̳̩̹̩̕, ἀ̸۰ ̵̧̭̹̩̳̩̺̕ ̵̧̭̹̩̳̩̕ XΩ (loc. mutil. K)
̭ἰ̺ ̭̳̋ῶ̵̩ ̸̵̳̱̈́, ἀ̸۰ ̭̳̋ῶ̵̷̺ ̸̳̭̺̈́́ ̵̥̳̋́ ̸̳̱̺̈́ ̵̧̩̳̋́ ̸̳̱̺̈́ (loc. mutil. K)
̭ἰ̺ ̭̳̋ῶ̵̷̺ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̲̪̳̺ۨ ̵̷̧̩̳̺̋́ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ XΩ (loc. mutil. K)
⟨̼۰⟩ ̼ῶ̵ Τ̷̷̵̹̬̳̽́ͅ ἔ̵̷̰̺ Τ̷̷̵̹̬̳̽́ͅ Τ̷̷̵̹̬̳̽́ͅ ς λς Lγ′
̭ἰ̺ ̵̼۬ ̲̩̼ۨ ڌ̵̵̵̻̼̩̩̩̻̱̿ͅ, ἀ̸۰ ̼ῆ̺
̲̩̼ۨ ἄ̵̻̼̩̩ ᾀ̵̩̻̭̱̺̿ ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ ڌ̵̻̼̩̲̩̩̻̱̺̿ͅ ڡ ̲̩̼ۨ Ἄ̵̻̼̩ ̭ڴ̻̻̱̺̿̽
ἐ̸ۮ ̼۰ ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̩̼̱̺̋ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̱̲͆-
̷̵̼̭̹ ̴̻̼̩̈́ ̷̧̩̼̱̺̋ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̱̲۰̵ ̴̻̼̩̈́ ̷̧̩̼̱̋̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳̱̲۰̵ ̴̻̼̩̈́
ἐ̸ۮ Ὀ̵̷̵̷̵̧̪̩̩̱̻̼̹̩̽ Ὄ̵̷̪̩ ̷̧̱̻̼̹̩̔̽ ΞΩ
̷̼ῦ ̷̷̧̹̍̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ̷̼ῦ ̷̷̧̹̍̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ XUtKt ̷̼ῦ ̷̧̹̍́̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ
ἐ̸ۮ ڸ̪̤̳̻̩, ἀ̸۰ ̬۪ ڸ̵̪̤̳̻́ ̤̳̻̩̋ XΩ
̭ἰ̺ ̵̷̻̪̩̈́, ἀ̸۰ ̵̷̻̻̪̩̈́ Ὀ̵̷̻̻̪̩̈́ UX, Ὀ̵̻̻̩̪̩̈́ KV, ڨ̵̻̻̩̪̩̈́ R
̭ἰ̺ ̸̷̷̧̩̳̻̬̺̓ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̲̪̳̺ۨ ̸̷̷̩̳̬̺̓̈́ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ ̸̷̷̧̩̳̳̬̺̓ VR, ̸̷̷̧̩̳̭̬̺̓ UK
̭ἰ̺ Σ̤̳̩̲̹̩, ἀ̸۰ Σ̵̩̳̤̲̹́ Σ̧̩̳̩̲̩ XΩ
̷̶̧̩̻̼̪̹̓ ̶̩̱̼̪̹̱̓̈́ XΩ
̭ἰ̺ Ὄ̷̸̵̧̳̱̻̩, ἀ̸۰ Ὄ̷̸̵̷̧̳̱̻̺́ Ὄ̷̳̱̺ ἱ̸̸̵͆ VRA, Ὄ̷̸̵̧̳̱̻ vel Ὄ̷̸̵̧̳̱̻̭ codd. cett, om. K
ἐ̸ۮ ̼̺ۨ ̷̼ῦ Τ̷̤̫̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̲̪̳̺ۨ Τ̷̤̫̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩ Οὐ̷̼̤̫̽ ̸̷̴̷̼̩ῦ ἐ̷̧̲̪̳̩
̵̷̤̪̹̱̺̔ ̷̵̷̧̬̪̹̺̔ XΩ
ἀ̸۰ ̷̼ῦ ̷̷̧̹̓̽ ἄ̷̧̲̹̼̯̹̽ Ὀ̵̷̵̥̹̱ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱ ̷̵̖̥̹̱ ἄ̷̵̲̹̼̦̹̱
̭ἰ̺ Οὐ̵̹̲۬ Οې̹̲̭̱ Οې̹̲̯
ǢǠǠ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̢̢̙̞̤̙̟̕’̣ ̢̙̣̤̟̤̙̟̞̣̔
F Synopsis of Book Ǡ of the Geography in theΩ recension
The codices primarii of theΩ recension –U (f. ǟǟv), K (f. ǟǞv–ǟǟr), V (f. ǡǞv–ǡǟr), R (f. ǟǧv)
– and several other codices secundarii related to this recension – A (f. ǠǤv), N (f. ǡǦr) and
Z (f. Ǡǡr), among others – all contain a synopsis of Book Ǡ of the Geography, which is
entitled ἔ̲̰̭̻̱̺, literally ‘exposition’ or perhaps ‘disposition’, in the manuscripts. The
synopsis was imperfectly transmitted, and some inaccuracies were already present in the
exemplar of the Ω hyparchetype: omissions of column numbers, incoherent counts,
chapters (̸̷̴̷̧̭̹̱̹̱̻) and their respective maps wrongly linked owing to gaps of one or
two lines.
In the following edition of theΩ synopsis of Book Ǡ, I kept the original numbers,
aside from two conjectures taken from K. Müller and P. Schnabel. The total number
of provinces (l. ǟǧ) and the points where the word ‘map’ (̸̵̶̧̩) is mentioned have also
been preserved (manuscript U omits them), although they do not correspond to the
catalogue’s structure. The spelling of the provinces was, however, rectiﬁed.1
Manuscripts X (f. ǟǡǦr), O (f. ǟǞv), P (f. Ǡǟv), S (f. ǠǞv) and B (f. Ǡǥv) have a diﬀerent,
shorter synopsis, the columns of which have not been numbered (it is not reproduced
here). A. Diller believed that one of the scribes might have intentionally abridged the
synopsis:
The synopsis is written by the later restorer of X at the end of fol. ǟǡǦr, his
last leaf. Since the longer form would have run over onto the verso, which is
crowded as it is, it seems to me that this synopsis is abridged in X because the
scribe was pressed for space.2
This argument is, however, debatable. Since the scribe le at least six free lines at the
bottom of f. ǟǡǦr and took the liberty of adding some text in the upper margin of f. ǟǡǧr,
he would not have had any trouble ﬁnding additional space.
—
1 See Müller ǟǦǤǥ, ǠǦǥ; Müller ǟǧǞǟ, ǥǞ–ǥǟ; Cuntz
ǟǧǠǡ, Ǥ–Ǧ; Schnabel ǟǧǡǦ, ǤǠ and Ǥǥ; Stückelberger
and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǡǤ.
2 Diller ǟǧǢǞ, ǡǡǣ.
ǢǠǡ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
1 Ἔ̲̰̭̻̱̺ ̷̼ῦ ̴̷̬̻̱̲̼̥̹̽́̽ ⟨̴̷̥̹̺̽⟩ ̼ῆ̺ ̎ὐ̸̹̯̺͆
̲̩̼ۨ ̼̺ۨ ὑ̸̷̴̵̲̭̱̥̩̺ ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̺̿ ڢ ̸̧̻̩̼̹̩̭̩̺·
ڸ̷̵̧̭̹̩̺̽ ̵̷̦̻̽ ̵̹̭̼̼̩̱̲̋ῆ̺ ̸̵̶̧̩ α ′ ̻̭̳ۮ̺ oς
̷̵̷̧̳̺̊̽́ ̵̷̦̻̽ ̵̹̭̼̼̩̱̲̋ῆ̺
5 ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ ̩̱̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ πδ
ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽ ̸̵̶̧̩ β ′ πη
ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ Τ̵̧̩̹̹̩̲̯̻̩̺́ ϙα
̷̧̭̳̼̫̩̳̩̼̩̺̓ ڌ̷̵̧̲̱̼̩̩̺̽ ρδ
̷̧̭̳̼̫̹̩̳̩̼̩̺̓ ̷̷̵̧̫̬̯̻̩̺̔̽̽ ̸̵̶̧̩ γ ′
10 ̷̧̭̳̼̫̹̩̳̩̼̩̺̓ ̭̳̫̱̲̋ῆ̺ ρ⟨θ⟩
̷̧̭̳̼̫̹̩̳̩̼̩̺̓ ̵̧̖̩̹̪̯̻̩̺́ ριγ
̴̵̧̭̹̩̩̺̌ ̭̫̤̳̯̺̕ ̸̵̶̧̩ δ ′ ριζ
Ῥ̧̩̱̼̩̺ ̲̩ۮ Οὐ̵̧̱̬̭̳̱̲̩̺ ρκϵ
̷̖̹̱̲́ῦ




ἐ̸̧̩̹̩̱̿ ις · ̸̵̧̩̲̭̺ ϵ
20 ̸̷̴̭̹̱̹̱̻̺̈́ · ἄ̲̹̼̦̹̱̩ · ̵ῆ̷̻̱ · ̸̷̴̼̩ῶ̵ ̸̩̹̩̰̥̻̭̱̺ ·
̸̷̧̩̹̩̳̽ ̸̭̹̱̫̹̩̦̾ · ̸̭̳̩̫ῶ̵ ὀ̵̴̩̼̩̈́ · ۄ̹̯ · ̸̷̴̷̧̼̩ ·
̴̵̧̳̩̱ · ἐ̸̩̹̱̿ῶ̵ ὀ̵̷̴̩̼̩ · ̿ῶ̹̩̱ ڢ ἔ̵̰̯ · ἐ̸̧̱̫̹̩̩̾ ·
ἐ̸̴̴̱̫̹̤̩̼̩ · ἐ̸̴̷̧̻̯̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ · ̬̭̼̭̹̩̱ͅ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ · ̧̼̹̼̩̱ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́
____________________
1 ̴̷̥̹̺̽ add. sec. X: om. codd. ∥ 3 ̸̵̶̧̩ ̩′: om. U ̸̵̶̧̩ ̸̹ῶ̷̼̺ A ̸̵̶̧̩ ̸̹ῶ̷̼̺ ̩′ λσϵ oς VR ∥ ̻̭̳ۮ̺ oς: om. U
∥ 5 ڸ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ sic et infra UKRA ∥ 6 ڹ̸̵̧̻̩̩̺ ̷̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̺̔̽: ڸ̸̵̵̧̻̩̩ ̵̼۬ ̷̵̵̧̻̱̼̩̩̔̽ UVRA ∥ ̸̵̶̧̩β′: om. U ̸̵̶̧̩
oc
β hic et similiter infra VRA ∥ 9 ̸̵̶̧̩ γ′: om. U ∥10 ̭̳̫̱̲̋ῆ̺ conj. Müller: ̭̳̼̱̲̋ῆ̺ codd. ∥ ρ ⟨θ⟩ conj. Müller:
ρ codd. ∥ 12 ̸̵̶̧̩ δ′: om. U ∥ 13 Ῥ̧̩̱̼̩̺: ̩̱̼̱̩̺̋ VR ∥ Οὐ̵̧̱̬̭̳̱̲̩̺ corr. Müller: ̵̧̱̬̭̳̲̩̺̋ codd. ∥ 14 ̷̖̹̱̲́ῦ:
̸̵̶̧̩ϵ′ ρκγζ′ hic inseruit K ∥ 15 ̸̵̶̧̩ϵ′: om. U ∥ρκζ conj. Schnabel: ρκγζUρκγζ′ Vρκγζ′ Rρκγζ
A numeros anteponit K ρκς L′ conj. Müller ∥ 17 ρλα sic K: om. VR ιϵ A ∥ 18 ̴̧̩̳̩̻̼̩̺̍ A ∥ 19 om. VR sed
inseruit V1 ὁ̴̷ῦ ἐ̸̩̹̱̩̱̿ K ∥ 20 ̸̷̴̼̩ῶ̵: ̸̵̳̭̈́́ conj. Cuntz ∥ 22 ἐ̸̧̱̫̹̩̩̾· ἐ̸̴̴̱̫̹̤̩̼̩: ἐ̸̧̱̫̹̩̩̾ ڢ ἐ̸̴̴̱̫̹̤̩̼̩
conj. Müller
ǢǠǢ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̢̢̙̞̤̙̟̕’̣ ̢̙̣̤̟̤̙̟̞̣̔
1 Disposition of the more western part of Europe
with the following provinces and satrapies:
Hibernia, a British island 1st map column 76
Albion, a British island
5 Hispania Baetica 84
Hispania Lusitania 2nd map 88
Hispania Tarraconensis 91
Gallia Aquitania 104
Gallia Lugdunensis 3rd map
10 Gallia Belgica 109
Gallia Narbonensis 113
Germania Magna 4th map 117
Raetia and Vindelicia3 125
Noricum




Provinces: 16, maps: 5
20 Deﬁnitions, promontories, islands, positions of rivers5,
outline of the coasts, names of seas, mountains, rivers,
lakes, names of provinces, regions or peoples, captions,
headings6, important cities, second-rate cities, third-rate cities.
3 The manuscripts give the same betacism and the
same omission of an iota (̵̧̱̬̭̳̲̩̋ rather than Οὐ-
̵̧̱̬̭̳̱̲̩̺) in another section listing the provinces
in V (ﬀ. ǡǠv–ǡǡr), R (f. ǠǦrv) and A (f. ǠǞr). See
Stückelberger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ, ǟǢǠ. This spe-
ciﬁc spelling of Vindelicia – a region between the
Danube River and the Alps – cannot be found any-
where else in the Geography; thus both lists were very
probably compiled by the same author.
4 The synopsis lists ڸ̧̳̳̹̺̽ ̷̵̧̱̪̹̩̔̽ (Illyricum Libur-
nia) and ̴̧̩̳̩̼̩̍ (Dalmatia) as if they were two
distinct provinces, which explains the total given at
the end of the list (ǟǤ ‘provinces’). In the catalogue,
however, Ptolemy treated Liburnia and Dalmatia
as two regions situated in the province of Illyricum,
so that the catalogue includes only ǟǣ ‘provinces’.
The synopsis thus diﬀers slightly in structure from
the catalogue. Dalmatia is also treated as a separate
province in the epitomes of manuscripts X and O
(Geogr. Ǧ.Ǡǧ).
5 The word ̸̩̹̩̰̥̻̭̱̺ is hard to interpret. O. Cuntz
suggests to correct ̸̷̴̼̩ῶ̵ in ̸̵̳̭̈́́, i.e. ‘positions
of the cities’: in this case, an abbreviation such as oπ
would have been misunderstood. This conjecture is
very tempting. See p. ǟǟǤ.
6 The words ἐ̸̧̱̫̹̩̩̾ and ἐ̸̴̴̱̫̹̤̩̼̩ are extremely
rare in Ptolemy’s vocabulary and their respective
meanings are unsure. See Cuntz ǟǧǠǡ, Ǧ. The word
ἐ̸̧̱̫̹̩̩̾might actually refer to the ὑ̸̷̫̹̩ϕ̧̩,
that is, the captions or the text to be written on or
around the maps, see p. ǡǧ, whereas ἐ̸̴̴̱̫̹̤̩̼̩
designate perhaps the headings of each map.
ǢǠǣ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
G Ptolemy’s Asturia, Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ–ǡǦ
A critical edition of the passage of Ptolemy’s catalogue of localities that includes the
localities of Asturia (Geogr. Ǡ.Ǥ.ǠǦ–ǡǧ) is reproduced below. It is based on the Stückel-
berger and Graßhoﬀ ǠǞǞǤ edition, pp. ǟǦǞ–ǟǦǡ; I also consulted the text of the primary
codices of the Geography and completed the critical apparatus. The texts from the two
recensions were placed next to each other in order to improve legibility and to make
comparisons of the data sets easier.
1 ڌ̸ʼ ἀ̵̷̩̼̳ῶ̵ ̬۪ ̷̵̼̼́ͅ ̸̩̹̤̲̭̱̼̩̱ ڡ ڌ̷̧̻̼̹̩̽ ̲̩ۮ ̸̳̭̱̺̈́ ἐ̵ ̩ὐ̼ῇ·
[Ω recension] [Ξ recension]
̷̔ῦ̷̲̺ ڌ̷̻̼̹̽ῶ̵ ια µϵ ̷̔ῦ̷̷̵̧̲̻̩̻̼̹̽̽́ ια µϵ
̧̩̪̭̹̹̺̔ ια µδ L′ ̵̧̩̪̭̹̺̔ ιαL′ µδ L′
ڸ̵̴̵̷̵̼̭̹̤̱ ι δ′ µδ γ′ ڸ̵̴̵̷̵̼̭̹̤̱ ια µδ Lιβ′
5 ڌ̵̷̹̫̭̼̥̳̩ θ γ′ µδ Lδ′ ڌ̵̷̹̫̭̼̥̳̩ θ γ′ µδ Lδ′
̷̧̩̫̲̩̼̱̔ θ γ′ µγ L′ ⟨̔⟩̧̩̫̲̩̼̩̱
̧̩̳̩̲̩̕ ι γ′ µδ ⟨̕⟩̧̩̳̩̲̩ ιγL′ µγ Lδ′
̧̫̱̩̌ ιαL′ µγ Lδ′ ̸̧̩̌ ια ς′ µγ Lδ′
̷̵̥̹̫̱̬̋ Φ̷̷̵̳̩̱ͅ η L′ µγ Lδ′ ̷̵̥̹̫̱̬̋ Φ̷̷̵̳̩̱ͅ η L′ µδ ς′
10 ڸ̵̴̵̷̵̼̭̹̤̱ Φ̷̷̵̳̩̱ͅ θ µδ ڸ̵̴̵̷̵̼̭̹̤̱ Φ̷̷̵̳̩̱ͅ ̵̧̭̫̔́ζ
̵̧̭̫̔́ ζ ̴̵̭̱̦̌ ̴̵̭̱̦̌ θ µδ L′
̵̹̱̫̩̱̲̱̋ῶ̵· ⟨B⟩̵̧̹̱̫̭̲ῶ̵·
̷̵̧̹̱̫̩̲̱̋ ι µδ Lγ′ B⟨̹⟩̷̵̱̫̥̲̱ ι µδ Lιβ′
̷̵̵̧̭̬̯̻̋̽́· ⟨B⟩̷̵̵̧̩̱̬̯̻̽́·
15 ̷̵̧̭̬̩̋̽ ιLγ′ µγ Lγιβ′ ̷̵̧̩̱̬̩̋̽ ι γo′ µδ γιβ′
Ὀ̵̹̱̩̲ῶ̵· ⟨Ὀ⟩̵̹̱̩̲ῶ̵·
ڸ̵̧̼̭̹̲̩̼̩ ια ς′ µδ δ′ ڸ̵̧̼̭̹̲̩̼̩ ια ς′ µδ δ′
̷̵̵̫̫̔̽̈́́· ⟨̔⟩̷̵̵̫̽̈́́·
Π̵̷̵̩̱̳̼̱̈́ ιαγo′ µδ Lγ′ Π̵̷̵̩̱̳̼̱̈́ ιαLιβ′ µδ Lγ′
20 Σ̵̩̱̳̱ῶ̵· ⟨Σ⟩̵̩̱̳̱ῶ̵·
̵̷̵̧̖̩̹̬̱ ιγ µγ Lδ′ ̵̷̵̧̖̩̹̬̱ ιγ µγ Lδ′
Σ̷̸̵̧̭̹̩̼̽́· ⟨Σ⟩̷̸̵̧̭̹̩̼̽́·
Π̵̷̵̭̼̩̱̽̈́ θ L′ µγ γo′ Π̸̵̷̵̭̩̱̽̈́ θ L′ µγ γo′
ڌ̴̩̲ῶ̵· ڌ̴̩̲ῶ̵·
25 ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̩ͅ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ θ L′ µδ ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̩ͅ ̊ὐ̷̫̻̼̩ͅ θ L′ µδ
Τ̷̵̭̱̪̹́ͅ· ⟨T⟩̷̵̱̪̹́ͅ·
̴̖̭̭̼̪̹̱̫̩̈́ ζ L′ µγ Lδ′ ̴̖̭̭̼̪̹̱̫̩̈́ ζ L′ µγ Lδ′
ڨ̷̫̹̹̽ῶ̵· ⟨̌⟩̷̱̫̹̹̽ῶ̵·
Φ̷̹̺̈́ ڨ̷̫̹̹̽ῶ̵ η µγ Lδ′ Φ̷̹̺̈́ ̷̱̫̹̹̌̽ῶ̵ η µγ Lδ′
____________________
1 ڌ̷̧̻̼̹̩̽: ڌ̷̻̼̹̱̲̽ۨX falso legit Stückelberger∥ 4 ι δ′: ιδKV∥µδγ′: µδL′ VRA∥ 7 ιγ′: ιγVRA∥ 9 ̷̵̥̹̫̱̬̋:
̷̵̥̹̬̱̫̋ VRA ∥ µγ Lδ′: µδ L′ V ∥ 11 ̴̵̭̱̦̌: corr. Müller, ̴̵̭̹̩̱̲̦̌ codd. ∥ 12 ̵̹̱̫̩̱̲̱̋ῶ̵: ̵̹̱̻̩̱̲̱̋ῶ̵ΩA ∥
14 ⟨B⟩̷̵̵̧̩̱̬̯̻̽́]: B̷̵̵̵̧̩̱̬̯̻̽́ legit Müller ∥ 15 ̷̵̧̭̬̩̋̽: ̷̵̭̬̯̩̋ͅ VR, ̷̵̭̬̲̩̋ͅUKA, ̷̵̩̱̬̲̩̋ͅO, ̷̵̭̬̯̩̋ͅ
U1 ∥ ι Lγ′: ιγ ς′ K ∥ µγ Lγιβ′: µ γo′ K ∥ 19 Π̵̷̵̩̱̳̼̱̈́: Π̵̷̵̯̳̼̱̈́ VRA ∥ µδ Lγ′: sic UKX µδ Lδ′ VRA ∥ 20
ιγ: ι γ′ X legit Stückelberger ∥ 28 ڨ̷̫̹̹̽ῶ̵: ڨ̷̫̹̽ῶ̵ hic et infer VR.
ǢǠǤ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̢̢̙̞̤̙̟̕’̣ ̢̙̣̤̟̤̙̟̞̣̔
H The paraploi from the Pillars of Hercules to the Pyrenees described by
Polybius (Hist. ǡ.ǡǧ), Strabo (Geogr. ǡ.Ǣ.ǟ) and in the Artemidorus Papyrus
(V ǟǤ–Ǡǣ)
Route Polybius Strabo P. Artemid.(a)
Pillars of Hercules to Carthago Nova 3 000(b) 2 200 2 020(c)
Carthago Nova to Ebro River 2 600 2 200 [2 288]
Ebro River to Emporion 1 600 1 600(d) [1 600]Emporion to Pyrenees ⟨600⟩(e) ⟨632⟩(f)
Pillars of Hercules to Pyrenees c. 8 000 6 000(g) [6 540]
(a) The values in square brackets are the totals of two intermediate distances supplied in
the papyrus; the value without brackets is the actual distance of the route recorded
in the papyrus.
(b) This value matches that of Diodorus of Sicily, who writes that it took three days and
three nights to sail from the Pillars ofHercules to the Balearic Islands (Bibl. hist. ǣ.ǟǤ.ǟ).
P. Arnaud is, however, reluctant to attribute this information to a common source
(Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ, ǟǤǤ).
(c) This value corresponds to the distance between Calpē and Carthago Nova.
(d) Strabo does not refer to Emporion in his list but gives an estimation for the distance
between Emporion and the Pyrenees further on in the text (ǡ.Ǣ.Ǧ). The value given
by the manuscripts is Ǣ ǞǞǞ stadia, which is clearly erroneous (See Radt ǠǞǞǤ, ǡǤǦ,
and Lasserre ǠǞǟǠ, Ǥǥ).
(e) The whole paragraph (ǡ.ǡǧ) of Polybius’ text has been vigorously debated for philo-
logical and historical reasons (see Walbank ǟǧǣǥ, ǡǥǟ–ǡǥǠ). The text (see the re-
cently revised edition of De Foucault, Foulon, and Molin ǠǞǞǢ, ǣǟ–ǣǠ), reads as
follows:
Crossing the Straits at the Pillars of Hercules they [the Carthaginians] had sim-
ilarly subdued all Iberia as far as the point on the coast of Our sea where the
Pyrenees Mountains, which separate the Celts from the Iberians, end. This spot
is about Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia distant from the strait near the Pillars of Hercules. There are
indeed ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia from the Pillars to CarthagoNova, fromwhich place Hannibal
started for Italy, Ǡ ǤǞǞ stadia from hence to the Ebro river; ǟ ǤǞǞ stadia from hence
to Emporion, and from hence to the passage of the Rhône about ǟ ǤǞǞ stadia […].
From the passage of the Rhône, following the bank of the river in the direction of
ǢǠǥ
̤̘̕ ̢̙̙̞̒̑̕ ̠̞̙̞̣̥̜̑̕ ̙̞ ̠̤̟̜̝̩̕’̣ ̢̗̟̗̠̘̩̑̕
its source as far as the foot of the pass across the Alps to Italy, the distance is ǟ ǢǞǞ
and the length of the remaining pass through the Alps, about ǟ ǠǞǞ. Aer that,
Hannibal should come down into the Padan plain. So that to arrive there he had,
starting from Carthago Nova, to march about ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia.
The total distance from the Pillars to Emporion comes, therefore, to ǥ ǠǞǞ stadia
(ǡ ǞǞǞ + Ǡ ǤǞǞ + ǟ ǤǞǞ), which does notmatch the ‘c. Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia’, evenwhen rounded
up. Moreover, when one adds all the intermediate distances between Carthago
Nova and the Padan Plain given by Polybius, one gets Ǧ ǢǞǞ stadia, that is, ǤǞǞ sta-
dia less than the ‘c. ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia’ claimed by Polybius to be the distance of the whole
journey. Hence, many editors from J.F. Gronov onwards have looked for mistakes
in the text, one being that Polybius forgot to include an intermediate distance (see
Walbank ǟǧǣǥ, ǡǥǟ, and De Foucault, Foulon, and Molin ǠǞǞǢ, ǣǠ and ǠǞǟ–ǠǞǠ).
However, without wishing to suggest that Polybius’ text is ﬂawed, the ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia
for Hannibal’s journey does add up if one accepts that Polybius did not give a sepa-
rate value for the part of the journey between the Alps and the Padan Plain and that
this section of the journey was simply included in the total.
Nevertheless, the ‘c. Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia’ for the Iberian coast remains problematic. When
one examines thewhole passage, it looks as if Polybius combined at least two sources:
a report on Hannibal’s march to Italy and another source for the length of the
Iberian coast. The ǡ ǞǞǞ stadia between the Pillars and Carthago Nova and the
overall evaluation (Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia) must have been taken from the latter, which also
helped Polybius build his ‘triangle’ (Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ). In order to make the distances for
the coast logical, and without ﬁlling in any gaps in the text, I would postulate that
Polybius calculated that the distance between Emporion and ‘the point on the coast
where the Pyrenees Mountains end’ came to several hundred stadia. The logical
value would be ǦǞǞ stadia between these points to get the rounded ﬁgure of Ǧ ǞǞǞ
stadia. P. Arnaud cautiously admits that a distance of ǤǞǞ stadia between Empo-
rion and the Pyrenees is plausible, making a total of ǥ ǦǞǞ stadia (Arnaud ǠǞǞǣ,
ǟǤǣ–ǟǤǥ). This not only ﬁts the ‘c. Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia’ but also matches Strabo’s report,
in which Polybius is credited with an estimation of ‘a little less than Ǧ ǞǞǞ stadia’
(Str. Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǡ and Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ). Surprisingly, Polybius’ data then approximates quite closely
the data found in the P. Artemid.
(f) The number of stadia for this distance is illegible at this point. However, it has
been possible to make a reliable estimation by taking into account the total given
in P. Artemid. V ǠǤ.
(g) According to Strabo (Ǡ.Ǣ.Ǣ), Eratosthenes used this value.
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ǠǣǞ, ǠǣǠ, ǠǣǤ, ǠǦǠ, Ǣǟǟ
Martial, ǠǟǤ
Maximus of Tyre, ǠǦ, ǟǢǢ
Menelaus of Alexandria, ǠǦ
Menippus of Pergamon, ǧǡ, ǠǠǡ, ǠǠǤ
Metrodorus, ǠǡǦ
Nicephorus I, Ǧǣ
Nicomacus of Gerasa, ǡǟ
Nigidus Figulus, ǟǧǟ
Onesicritus, ǟǦǧ
Orosius, ǟǡǢ, ǟǢǤ, ǠǠǢ, Ǡǡǣ, Ǡǡǧ, ǠǢǠ, ǡǢǞ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǣǧ,
ǡǤǠ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǦǟ, ǡǦǧ, ǢǞǣ
Pappus of Alexandria, ǡǞ, ǦǦ, ǧǟ
Pausanias, ǠǦ, ǡǣ, ǧǤ
Philemon, ǟǥǤ, ǟǦǣ
Philo of Byblos, ǠǦ
Philostratus, ǠǠǥ
Photius, ǧǢ, ǟǞǢ, ǟǞǦ, ǟǞǧ, ǟǟǦ, ǠǢǠ
Planudes (Maximus), ǟǡ, ǣǦ, ǣǧ, ǤǠ, Ǥǡ, ǥǤ, ǥǦ, ǧǟ,
ǟǞǡ, ǟǞǢ, ǟǟǦ, ǟǟǧ, Ǣǟǡ, ǢǟǢ
Plato, ǠǦ, ǡǠ, ǡǢ, ǧǠ, ǟǞǤ–ǟǞǦ
Pliny the Elder, ǟǥ, ǡǣ, Ǣǡ, ǢǤ, ǟǟǧ, ǟǡǢ, ǟǡǣ, ǟǢǟ, ǟǢǤ,
ǟǣǥ, ǟǥǠ, ǟǦǟ, ǟǦǤ, ǟǦǥ, ǟǦǧ–ǟǧǟ, ǠǞǟ, ǠǞǠ, ǠǞǤ,
ǠǟǞ, ǠǟǦ, ǠǠǞ–ǠǠǠ, ǠǠǢ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǡǢ, ǠǢǞ, ǠǢǟ, ǠǣǞ,
ǠǤǣ, Ǡǥǡ, ǠǥǢ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǧǢ–ǠǧǤ, ǠǧǦ–ǡǞǠ, ǡǞǥ, ǡǟǟ,
ǡǟǢ–ǡǟǦ, ǡǠǢ, ǡǠǤ–ǡǠǧ, ǡǡǡ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǡǦ, ǡǢǞ, ǡǢǠ,
ǡǢǢ–ǡǢǤ, ǡǢǦ–ǡǤǡ, ǡǤǣ, ǡǤǤ, ǡǥǠ, ǡǥǡ, ǡǥǣ, ǡǥǦ,
ǡǦǟ–ǡǦǡ, ǡǦǣ, ǡǦǧ–ǡǧǟ, ǢǞǧ, ǢǟǞ
Pliny the Younger, ǠǠǞ
Plutarch, ǠǦ, Ǣǡ, ǡǤǞ
Polybius, ǡǤ, ǟǡǣ, ǟǤǥ, ǟǥǤ, ǟǥǦ, ǟǦǤ, Ǡǟǟ, ǠǟǢ, Ǡǟǣ,
ǠǠǟ, Ǡǡǧ–ǠǢǠ, ǠǥǢ–Ǡǥǥ, ǠǦǟ, ǠǦǠ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǦǤ–ǠǦǦ,
ǠǧǢ, ǠǧǦ, ǡǟǡ, ǡǟǣ, ǡǡǡ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǢ, ǢǞǧ, ǢǠǥ, ǢǠǦ
Pompey the Great, Ǡǟǣ, ǡǣǢ, ǡǦǣ
Pomponius Mela, ǟǥ, ǡǣ, Ǣǡ, ǧǤ, ǟǢǟ, ǟǢǤ, ǟǤǤ, ǠǞǤ,
ǠǟǞ, ǠǟǤ–ǠǠǠ, ǠǠǣ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǡǢ, ǠǣǞ, ǠǤǣ, ǠǤǥ, Ǡǥǧ,
ǠǦǠ, Ǡǧǡ–ǠǧǤ, ǠǧǦ–ǡǞǡ, ǡǞǣ, ǡǟǢ–ǡǟǤ, ǡǠǢ, ǡǠǤ,
ǡǠǥ, ǡǠǧ, ǡǡǡ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǡǦ–ǡǢǞ, ǡǢǠ, ǡǢǢ, ǡǢǤ, ǡǢǦ–
ǡǣǞ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǣǢ–ǡǣǤ, ǡǣǧ–ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǤǤ–ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǠ,
ǡǥǡ, ǡǥǣ, ǢǟǞ
Posidonius, ǡǢ, ǟǢǟ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǥǦ, ǟǦǢ, ǟǦǥ, ǟǧǟ, Ǡǟǟ, ǠǟǢ,
Ǡǟǣ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǡ, ǠǧǢ, ǡǟǥ, ǡǥǡ
Priscian, ǠǞǡ
Priscus, ǟǢǢ
Proclus, Ǡǡ, ǟǞǥ, ǟǞǧ
Procopius, ǧǞ, ǠǧǠ
Protagoras (geographer), ǧǢ, ǧǣ, ǧǧ
Ptolemy I Soter, Ǡǧ, ǡǞ
Pytheas of Massalia, ǡǞ, ǟǥǦ, ǟǦǦ, ǠǠǣ, Ǡǥǡ
Quintilian, ǟǤǤ, ǠǟǤ
Scipio (Cn. Cornelius), ǠǦǤ
Scipio the African, ǠǦǤ




Serapion of Alexandria, ǟǧǟ
Servius, ǟǤǤ, ǠǟǠ
Severus Sebokht, Ǧǥ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǟǟ
Simplicius, Ǡǡ
Stephanus of Alexandria, Ǧǣ, ǦǤ
Stephanus of Byzantium, ǧǞ, ǧǡ, ǟǡǦ, ǠǠǦ, ǠǢǟ, ǠǦǠ,
ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǢ
Strabo, ǟǥ, ǟǦ, ǡǞ, ǡǡ, ǡǣ, ǢǢ–ǢǤ, ǢǦ, ǤǤ, ǥǧ, ǧǞ, ǧǠ,
ǧǤ, ǟǞǞ, ǟǞǟ, ǟǞǢ–ǟǞǤ, ǟǞǧ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǟǧ, ǟǡǦ, ǟǢǟ,
ǟǢǡ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǢǤ, ǟǤǤ, ǟǤǥ, ǟǥǟ, ǟǥǠ, ǟǥǣ, ǟǥǤ, ǟǥǦ,
ǟǥǧ, ǟǦǤ–ǟǧǠ, ǟǧǢ–ǟǧǥ, ǟǧǧ, ǠǞǞ, ǠǞǤ, ǠǟǞ, Ǡǟǟ,
Ǡǟǡ–ǠǟǤ, Ǡǟǧ–ǠǠǠ, ǠǠǥ–ǠǠǧ, ǠǡǦ, ǠǢǞ–ǠǢǠ, ǠǣǞ,
ǠǤǣ, ǠǤǥ, Ǡǥǡ–ǠǥǦ, ǠǦǞ, ǠǦǠ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǦǤ, ǠǦǦ, ǠǧǢ,
ǠǧǤ–ǡǞǟ, ǡǞǡ, ǡǟǟ, ǡǟǣ–ǡǟǦ, ǡǠǥ–ǡǠǧ, ǡǡǡ, ǡǡǢ,
ǡǢǞ–ǡǢǠ, ǡǢǤ, ǡǢǦ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǣǢ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǣǥ–ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǟ,
ǡǤǠ, ǡǤǣ, ǡǤǤ, ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǡ, ǡǥǦ, ǡǥǧ, ǡǦǟ, ǡǦǠ, ǡǦǢ,
ǡǦǣ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ, ǢǞǣ, ǢǞǤ, ǢǞǧ, ǢǟǞ, ǢǠǥ, ǢǠǦ
Synesius, ǧǡ
Syrus, ǡǟ
Tacitus, ǟǡǣ, ǠǢǠ, ǠǢǡ, ǠǣǢ
Theon of Alexandria, ǠǢ, ǦǤ–ǦǦ, ǧǠ
Theon of Smyrna, ǠǦ, ǡǟ
Theophilos (navigator), ǟǦǟ, ǟǦǣ, ǟǦǤ
Theophrastus, ǟǦǥ
Timosthenes, ǡǢ, ǟǦǥ, ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǡ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǠǣ, ǠǥǢ, ǡǢǦ
Titus, ǠǠǞ
Trajan, ǟǟ, Ǡǥ, ǟǧǧ, ǠǟǠ








Vettius Valens, ǠǦ, ǡǟ, ǡǠ, ǟǧǟ, ǡǥǡ
Vitruvius, ǢǤ, ǟǤǢ, ǟǦǥ–ǟǦǧ
Xenagoras, ǟǡǦ
Xenophon, ǟǥǡ





Abylē, Abyla, Abila, ǠǠǧ, Ǡǥǧ, ǠǧǠ, Ǡǧǣ, Ǡǧǥ, ǡǞǟ





Agisymba (land of), ǟǦǢ
Aithiopia, ǟǦǠ, ǟǦǢ
Alōnai, ǟǦ, Ǡǥǟ, ǠǦǠ, ǡǣǞ, ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǤ
Alba, ǡǧǦ
Alba River, ǡǢǧ
Alexandria (Egypt), Ǡǟ, ǠǠ, ǠǢ, ǠǦ–ǡǞ, ǡǠ, Ǣǟ–Ǣǡ, ǢǤ,
Ǧǟ, Ǧǡ, ǧǟ–ǧǡ, ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǧ, ǟǤǥ, ǟǥǡ, ǟǥǥ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǟ,
ǟǧǢ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǞǧ, ǠǟǞ, Ǡǟǡ, ǠǢǦ, ǡǤǠ, ǡǥǡ
Allone, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǤǦ
Alps, ǠǡǤ, ǠǡǦ, ǢǠǣ, ǢǠǦ






Ampelusia, Ǡǧǡ, Ǡǧǣ, ǡǞǤ
Anas River, ǧǤ, ǟǡǦ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǢǣ, ǟǣǟ, ǠǟǠ, ǠǠǠ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǤǤ,







Apamea (Syria), Ǧǥ, Ǡǟǣ
Aprositos (island), Ǣǡ
Aquae Calidae (Ausetani), ǟǣǞ, ǟǤǟ
Aquae Calidae (Cileni), ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǟ, ǢǞǠ






















Astigi(s), Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǟ, ǡǥǦ, ǡǥǧ
Asturia, ǟǡǡ, ǟǡǢ, ǟǢǦ, ǠǟǠ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǧǞ, ǢǞǣ
Asturica Augusta, ǦǠ, Ǧǡ, ǟǡǢ, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǤ,
ǡǧǥ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǟ, ǢǞǡ, ǢǞǢ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Astypalaia, ǟǧǤ
Athens, ǠǦ, ǡǞ, ǟǞǧ, ǟǦǦ, ǟǦǧ, Ǡǟǣ, ǠǧǤ
Athos, ǠǠǢ
Augusta Emerita, Ǧǧ, ǠǞǠ, ǠǟǦ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǡǢ, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǥǧ, ǡǦǢ,










Baelo (city), ǟǦ, ǧǦ, ǧǧ, ǠǡǠ, Ǡǡǣ, Ǡǧǣ, ǡǞǧ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǢǥ,
ǡǤǤ
Baelo River, ǧǧ, ǡǞǧ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǣǠ
Baenis River, Ǡǡǟ
Baesippo, Ǡǧǣ
Baetis River, ǧǤ, ǟǡǦ, ǟǢǡ, ǟǣǟ, ǟǧǣ, ǠǟǠ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǟ, ǠǡǞ,
Ǡǡǟ, ǠǡǤ, ǠǡǦ, ǠǤǥ, Ǡǧǡ, Ǡǧǧ–ǡǞǠ, ǡǞǥ–ǡǟǞ, ǡǠǡ,
ǡǠǢ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǣǢ, ǡǣǥ, ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǣ, ǡǥǤ–ǡǦǞ, ǡǦǠ
Baetulo (city), ǡǢǧ
Baetulo River, ǡǢǧ
Balearic Islands, ǧǞ, ǠǟǠ, ǠǡǠ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǢǠ, Ǡǥǟ, ǡǣǤ–ǡǣǧ,
ǡǤǠ
Balsa, ǧǥ, ǡǠǥ
Barbesula (city), ǧǥ, ǧǦ, ǠǧǠ, Ǡǧǣ, ǡǟǞ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǢǥ,
ǡǢǧ
Barcino, ǠǦǢ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǠ
Baria, ǡǣǣ, ǡǣǤ
Belsinon, Balsio, ǡǧǤ, ǡǧǦ
Berenikē (Egypt), Ǡǥ, ǟǦǧ
Bergidum Flavium, ǟǡǢ, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǠ–ǢǞǢ
Berta, ǟǡǤ
Bertiskos (Mount), ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ
Biatia, Vi(v)atia, ǡǦǣ
Biniana, ǟǟǧ
Blanda, Blande, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǢǧ
Borysthenes (Dnieper River), ǢǤ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǧǞ, ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǢ
Bosphorus, ǟǢǢ, ǠǠǤ, ǠǧǢ, ǡǤǥ
Bouron, ǟǢǦ
Bracara Augusta, ǠǡǢ, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǟ, ǢǞǠ, ǢǞǢ
Brauon, ǟǟǧ
Brigaecium, ǟǡǢ, ǡǧǤ
Britain, Ǡǥ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǡǧ, ǟǢǞ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǣǟ, ǟǧǟ, ǠǡǢ, Ǡǣǟ, ǠǣǠ,
ǠǣǢ, ǡǣǦ, ǢǠǣ
British Isles, ǟǟ, ǦǠ, Ǧǣ, ǧǠ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǦǧ, ǠǡǤ, Ǡǣǟ,
ǠǣǠ, ǠǣǢ
Budua, ǡǥǧ
Burdigala, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ
Byzantium/Constantinople, ǠǢ, Ǣǣ, ǣǦ–ǤǞ, ǤǤ, Ǧǣ, ǦǤ,
ǧǞ–ǧǡ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǟǥ, ǟǦǠ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǠ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǞǦ, ǠǢǞ, ǠǥǢ,
Ǡǥǣ
Caesaraugusta, ǟǥ, Ǧǡ, ǠǟǦ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǡǢ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǡ,
ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǤ–ǡǧǧ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Callaecia, ǠǟǤ, ǠǢǠ, ǡǟǣ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǧ
Callipous River, ǡǟǟ, ǡǠǞ
Calpē, ǧǤ, ǟǧǣ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǣǦ, Ǡǥǟ, Ǡǥǧ, ǠǦǞ, ǠǦǠ–ǠǦǢ, ǠǦǦ,
ǠǧǞ–ǠǧǠ, Ǡǧǣ–Ǡǧǥ, ǡǞǟ, ǡǞǡ–ǡǞǤ, ǡǞǧ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǡǟ,
ǡǡǠ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǢǦ, ǡǣǥ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǦǠ, ǢǠǥ
Camulodunum (Colchester), ǟǢǞ, ǟǢǟ
Canopus, ǠǠ




Cape and Temple of Hera (Cape Trafalgar), ǧǣ, ǧǦ,
ǧǧ, Ǡǧǟ–Ǡǧǡ, Ǡǧǣ, Ǡǧǥ, ǡǞǞ, ǡǞǠ, ǡǞǡ, ǡǞǣ, ǡǞǦ–ǡǟǞ,
ǡǠǡ, ǡǠǢ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǤǣ, ǡǤǤ, ǡǥǠ
Cape Arōmata, ǟǤǤ
Cape Avaron, ǡǢǠ




Cape Hermaion (Cap Bon, Tunisia), ǟǧǢ
Cape Kōry, ǟǦǞ, ǟǦǟ
Cape Kōtes, ǠǧǠ, Ǡǧǡ, ǠǧǤ, Ǡǧǥ




Cape Nerion/Artabrian Promontory, ǟǣǥ, ǟǤǞ, ǠǡǞ,
Ǡǡǟ, ǠǧǦ, ǡǟǟ, ǡǟǠ, ǡǟǢ–ǡǠǞ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǠǦ, ǡǡǤ, ǡǡǦ–
ǡǢǡ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǣǥ, ǡǤǞ, ǡǤǢ, ǡǤǤ, ǡǤǧ, ǡǥǢ, ǡǧǧ
Cape of Charidēmos, ǟǦ, ǠǧǞ, ǡǡǟ, ǡǡǠ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǤǦ
Cape Oiarsō, ǡǟǟ, ǡǟǤ, ǡǟǦ–ǡǠǞ, ǡǡǤ, ǡǡǦ, ǡǢǠ, ǡǢǢ,
ǡǥǞ
Cape Orvium, ǡǢǠ
Cape Prason, ǟǤǣ, ǟǤǤ
Cape Rhapton, ǟǤǣ
Cape Scrombraria, ǠǧǞ, ǡǡǟ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǤǥ, ǡǤǦ
Cape Tainaron, ǟǧǣ
Cape Tenebrius, ǡǡǟ, ǡǡǢ, ǡǤǥ
Cape Trileukon, ǡǟǧ, ǡǡǥ, ǡǢǠ
Cappadocia, ǠǞǧ, Ǡǡǡ
Capraria (Balearic Island), ǡǣǦ
Capraria (Fortunate Isles), Ǣǡ, ǟǟǟ
Caralis, ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǡǣǥ
Caria, ǟǠǦ, ǟǧǢ, ǟǧǣ
Carmo, ǡǥǦ
Caronium, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǠ, ǢǞǡ
Carpetania, ǡǦǠ
Carteia, ǧǤ, ǧǦ, Ǡǧǣ, ǡǞǤ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǢǥ–ǡǢǧ, ǡǥǧ, ǡǦǟ, ǡǦǡ
ǢǤǤ
Carthage, ǟǞǣ, ǟǥǟ, ǟǥǠ, ǟǦǦ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǢ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǢǞ
Carthago Nova, ǟǥ, ǦǠ, Ǧǡ, Ǧǧ, ǧǞ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǟǠ,
ǠǡǞ, ǠǡǠ, ǠǡǤ, ǠǡǦ, ǠǢǟ, Ǡǥǟ, ǠǥǤ, ǠǥǦ–ǠǦǦ, ǠǧǞ,
ǡǡǟ–ǡǡǡ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǣǦ, ǡǤǥ, ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǥǦ, ǡǦǞ–
ǡǦǠ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǠ, ǢǞǣ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ, ǢǠǥ, ǢǠǦ
Carthago Vetus, ǟǣǞ
Caspian Gates, ǟǧǤ
Cassiterides Islands, ǠǟǤ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǣǦ, ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǤ










Cimbrian peninsula, ǟǡǦ, ǟǡǧ
Cinnamōmophore (region), ǟǞǣ, ǟǦǧ
Cinniana, ǠǡǤ
Clodianus River, ǡǢǧ
Clunia Colonia, Ǧǡ, ǡǥǣ, ǡǧǤ, ǡǧǦ, ǡǧǧ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Coeliobriga, ǟǣǟ
Colubraria (island), ǡǣǦ, ǡǤǞ, ǡǤǠ
Contributa, ǡǥǧ
Corduba (Córdoba), Ǡǣ, ǧǞ, ǟǟǧ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǟ, ǡǥǥ–ǡǥǧ,
ǡǦǢ–ǡǦǤ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Corinth, ǠǢǞ




Cyprus, ǟǡǦ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǞǢ, ǠǢǦ
Cyrenaica, Ǡǡǡ
Dacia, Ǡǥ, Ǧǣ
Dactonium, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǟ, ǢǞǠ
Dalmatia, ǟǡǦ, ǢǠǣ
Damascus, ǠǞǤ




Dertosa, Ǡǡǧ, ǠǤǥ, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǣǟ
Dianium, ǡǣǟ, ǡǣǦ, ǡǤǠ
Drilōn River, ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ
Dura-Europos, ǠǞǢ
Durius (Duoro, Duero) River, ǟǡǢ, ǟǤǞ, ǠǟǠ, ǠǠǠ, ǡǟǟ,
ǡǟǤ, ǡǠǦ, ǡǡǤ, ǡǡǦ, ǡǢǞ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǢǡ, ǡǣǢ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǥǤ,
ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǠ
Dyrrhachion, ǟǞǤ
Ebora (Lusitania), ǡǠǥ, ǡǥǧ
Ebora (Turduli), ǡǞǞ
Ebro River, ǟǟǧ, ǟǤǟ, ǠǟǠ, ǠǠǧ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǢǟ, ǠǤǤ, ǠǤǥ, Ǡǥǟ,
ǠǥǤ, ǠǥǦ–ǠǦǣ, ǠǦǥ, ǠǦǦ, ǠǧǞ, ǡǡǠ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǧ,
ǡǤǥ, ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǠ, ǢǞǣ, ǢǠǥ
Ebusus, ǧǞ, ǠǡǠ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǞ, ǡǤǡ
Edulium (Mount), ǢǞǣ
Egypt, ǠǦ, ǡǤ, ǟǠǠ, ǟǠǣ, ǟǠǤ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǞǧ, ǠǠǞ, ǠǠǥ,
Ǡǡǡ
Emporion (Empúries, Spain), ǠǠǧ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǢǟ, Ǡǥǟ, ǠǥǤ,





Estuary near Asta, ǧǤ, ǟǢǡ–ǟǢǣ, ǡǣǠ
Esuris, ǡǥǧ
Euboea, ǥǟ
Euphrates, ǟǥǥ, ǟǦǠ, ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǞǢ
Exilissa, ǡǞǤ
Flaviobriga, ǡǟǧ, ǡǡǥ, ǡǥǟ
Flavionavia, ǡǥǟ
Flavium Brigantium, ǡǢǠ, ǡǢǡ, ǡǤǠ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǠ, ǢǞǡ
Fortunate Isles, Ǣǡ, Ǧǡ, ǦǢ, ǟǞǣ, ǟǦǟ, ǟǧǣ, ǠǠǞ, ǡǤǞ, ǡǤǟ
Forum Gigurrorum, ǟǡǢ, ǢǞǟ, ǢǞǢ
Forum Segusiavorum, ǠǤǡ
Fraxinum, ǡǦǥ
Gades (Cádiz), Ǣǣ, ǦǠ, Ǧǧ, ǧǞ, ǧǣ, ǧǥ, ǟǡǧ, ǟǢǧ, ǟǦǧ,
ǟǧǤ, ǠǟǤ, Ǡǟǧ–ǠǠǟ, ǠǠǧ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǡǤ, Ǡǡǥ, Ǡǣǟ, ǠǤǥ,
ǠǥǤ, Ǡǧǡ, ǠǧǢ, ǠǧǤ, ǡǞǞ–ǡǞǠ, ǡǞǣ–ǡǞǥ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǣǥ,
ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǠ, ǡǤǣ, ǡǥǠ, ǡǥǡ, ǡǥǥ, ǡǥǧ–ǡǦǠ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Gallia Aquitania, ǡǧǡ, ǢǠǣ
Gallia Belgica, ǥǠ, ǟǟǞ, ǢǠǣ
Gallia Lugdunensis, ǢǠǣ
Gallia Narbonensis, ǟǣǥ, ǠǡǤ, Ǡǣǟ, Ǡǥǡ, ǠǦǟ, ǡǥǦ, ǢǠǣ
Ganges River, ǟǞǦ, ǟǦǟ, ǟǧǤ, ǡǣǥ
Garama, ǟǦǠ
Gariennus River, ǟǢǞ, ǟǢǟ
Gaugamela, ǟǥǠ






Great Cape, ǡǠǥ, ǡǠǦ, ǡǡǦ
Great Harbour (A Coruña), ǠǡǞ, Ǡǡǟ, ǡǟǡ, ǡǟǥ, ǡǢǡ,
ǡǢǤ
Greece, ǠǦ, Ǡǟǟ
Gulf of Issus, ǟǦǟ, ǟǧǤ
Hadrumetum, Ǡǡǟ
Harbour of the Artabri, ǡǣǠ, ǡǣǧ
Hareni Mountains, ǡǞǞ
Hekatompylos, ǟǦǠ
Hellespont, ǢǤ, ǦǤ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǠ, ǠǠǞ, ǠǧǢ, ǡǤǥ
Heptadelphoi Mountains, ǠǧǠ, Ǡǧǡ
Herculanum, ǠǞǦ
Hibernia (Ireland), Ǣǣ, ǟǡǥ, ǟǢǢ, ǟǥǤ, ǟǦǧ, Ǡǣǟ, ǢǠǣ
Hierapolis (Syria), ǟǥǥ, ǟǦǠ, ǟǧǣ
Himera, ǟǧǡ, ǟǧǢ
Hispalis, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǟ, ǠǤǥ, ǡǥǥ–ǡǥǧ, ǡǦǢ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Hispania Baetica, ǧǞ, ǧǤ, ǧǧ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǟǧ, ǟǠǥ, ǟǡǤ, ǟǡǦ,
ǟǢǞ, ǟǣǣ, ǠǟǠ, Ǡǟǣ, ǠǟǦ–ǠǠǟ, Ǡǥǧ, Ǡǧǟ, ǡǞǞ, ǡǠǥ,
ǡǣǢ–ǡǣǤ, ǡǥǠ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǦǞ–ǡǦǣ, ǡǦǥ, ǡǦǧ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ, ǢǠǣ
Hispania Lusitania, Ǧǧ, ǧǣ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǠǥ, ǟǠǦ, ǟǣǣ, ǟǤǞ,
ǠǟǠ, ǠǟǤ, ǠǟǦ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǠ, Ǡǧǟ, ǡǞǥ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǠǥ, ǡǢǟ,
ǡǣǡ–ǡǣǣ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǦǞ, ǡǦǠ–ǡǦǢ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǦ, Ǣǟǧ,
ǢǠǟ, ǢǠǣ
Hispania Tarraconensis, ǦǠ, Ǧǧ, ǟǟǞ, ǟǟǧ, ǟǠǥ, ǟǡǞ–
ǟǡǠ, ǟǡǤ, ǟǣǤ, ǠǟǠ, ǠǟǦ–ǠǠǟ, ǠǣǞ, Ǡǣǧ, ǠǦǤ, ǡǞǥ,
ǡǟǟ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǣǡ–ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǠ, ǡǥǤ–ǡǥǦ, ǡǦǣ, ǡǦǥ,
ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǟ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ, ǢǠǣ
Hypasis River, ǟǦǧ
Hyrkania (city), ǟǦǠ
Iōl Caesarea, ǟǧǢ, ǠǥǢ
Iamo, ǡǣǦ, ǡǤǠ
Iapsis, ǟǣǟ
Idubeda Mountains, ǡǧǞ, ǢǞǣ, ǢǞǤ
Ilerda, ǡǦǧ




Illyricum, ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ, ǟǡǥ, ǟǡǦ, ǢǠǣ
Iluro, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǢǧ
Imaon Mountains, ǟǧǣ
India, ǟǞǦ, ǟǡǡ, ǟǥǤ, ǟǦǟ, ǟǦǢ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǧ, ǠǞǥ, ǠǠǞ
Indus River, ǟǧǤ, ǠǠǥ
Interamnium (Asturia), ǟǡǢ, ǟǢǦ, ǡǧǢ
Interamnium Flavium, ǟǡǢ, ǟǡǣ, ǢǞǢ
Intercatia (Asturia), ǟǡǢ
Intercatia (Vaccaei), ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǤ, ǡǧǦ
Ionia, ǟǧǢ
Ipsa, ǟǢǣ, ǡǢǥ
Iria Flavia, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǡǥ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǠ, ǢǞǢ
Islands of the Gods, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǞ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǡ
Issus, ǟǧǣ
Istros River, ǟǥǡ
Italica, ǠǟǠ, ǡǥǦ, ǡǥǧ
Italy, ǟǟǣ, ǟǡǠ, ǟǡǡ, ǟǣǥ, ǟǧǟ, Ǡǡǡ, Ǡǡǣ, ǠǡǤ, ǠǡǦ, ǠǢǞ,
ǠǢǟ, ǠǢǦ, Ǡǥǣ, ǠǥǦ, ǠǦǟ, ǢǠǥ
Iulia Traducta (Transducta), ǧǧ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǢǥ, ǡǢǧ
Iuliobriga, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǢ
Iuncaria, Ǡǡǣ, ǠǡǤ



















Legio ̦̙̙ Gemina, ǟǡǢ–ǟǡǤ, ǠǟǠ, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǟ
Leptis Magna, ǟǦǠ, ǟǧǡ, ǟǧǢ
Libisoka, ǡǥǤ
Liburnia, ǢǠǣ
Lilybaion, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ




Londobris Island, ǧǣ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǤ
Lucentum, Lucentia (Alicante, Spain), Ǡǥǧ, ǡǡǠ, ǡǢǧ,
ǡǤǦ
Lucus Asturum, ǟǡǢ
Lucus Augusti, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǟ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǠ–ǢǞǢ
Lugdunum (Lyon, France), ǠǤǡ
Luxia River, ǡǞǞ
Lycia, ǟǠǦ, ǟǧǣ





Malaca, ǧǞ, ǧǟ, ǟǣǥ, ǠǥǢ, ǡǢǥ, ǡǤǦ, ǡǥǧ, ǢǞǣ, ǢǞǤ, ǢǠǟ
Maliac Gulf, ǟǞǤ
Maliaca, ǟǡǢ
Mallorca, ǧǞ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǠ
Maniolai islands, ǟǞǦ
Maritima (Marettimo, Sicily), ǟǧǢ
Maritima (Martigues, France), ǠǤǡ
Markanda (Samarkand), ǠǢǦ
Massalia, ǟǥǡ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǠǧ, ǠǢǦ, ǠǣǞ, Ǡǥǡ–Ǡǥǣ,
ǠǥǦ, ǠǦǟ, ǠǦǠ
Mauretania, Ǡǥ, ǠǡǠ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǥǢ




Mellaria, ǧǦ, ǧǧ, ǠǧǢ, Ǡǧǣ, ǡǞǧ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǢǥ
Menariae Islands, ǡǣǦ
Menosca, ǡǡǥ, ǡǢǡ, ǡǢǢ
Meroē, ǢǤ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǦǢ, ǟǦǧ–ǟǧǟ, ǟǧǢ
Merua, ǟǢǧ
Mesopotamia, Ǡǥ, ǟǠǦ, ǠǠǞ
Minius (Minho, Miño) River, ǟǡǢ, ǟǤǞ, ǡǡǤ, ǡǡǦ, ǡǢǞ–
ǡǢǡ, ǡǣǠ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǧ, ǢǞǣ
Minorca, ǧǞ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǠ
Misenum, ǠǠǞ
Moesia, ǧǠ, Ǡǡǡ
Moesia Inferior, Ǧǣ, ǠǞǤ
Moroica, ǟǟǧ
Munda (city), ǡǥǧ








Nōrba Caesarina, Ǧǧ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Nabius River, ǡǡǥ
Nabrissa, ǟǢǡ
Naelo River, ǡǟǧ, ǡǡǥ
Naples, ǟǧǞ, ǠǞǦ
Narbo, ǟǦǧ, ǠǡǤ, ǠǢǠ, Ǡǥǡ, ǠǥǢ
Nardinium, ǟǡǢ
Naupactus, Ǡǡǟ
Navia(llouiōn) River, ǟǢǤ, ǡǢǡ, ǡǢǢ, ǡǥǞ
Nemetobriga, ǟǡǢ, ǡǧǟ, ǢǞǟ
Nertobriga (Tarraconensis), ǟǡǣ, ǡǧǤ
Nessus River, ǟǞǤ
Nikaia (Nice, France), ǟǧǞ
Nile Delta, Ǡǧ, ǠǞǢ, ǠǞǥ
Nile River, ǧǠ, ǟǧǢ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǠǥ




Numantia, ǟǡǤ, ǟǣǟ, Ǡǟǧ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǧǞ, ǡǧǤ, ǡǧǧ
Nysa (Asia Minor), Ǡǟǡ
Obulca, ǡǥǦ, ǡǥǧ
Octaviolca, ǡǧǟ





Olisipo (Lisbon), ǡǟǤ, ǡǠǥ, ǡǠǦ, ǡǡǞ, ǡǥǧ, ǡǧǟ
Onoba, ǧǥ, Ǡǡǟ
Onoba Aestuaria, ǧǤ, ǡǞǞ
Opōnē, ǟǤǣ
Ophiussa (Formentera), ǧǞ, ǡǣǤ
Oplontis, ǠǞǦ
Orbēlos (Mount), ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ
Orcades Islands, Ǡǣǡ
Oretania, ǡǦǟ, ǡǦǠ, ǡǦǧ
Orippo, ǡǥǦ





























Petavonium, ǟǡǢ, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ
Phalangis Mountain, ǟǤǣ
Pillars of Hercules, Ǣǣ, ǟǞǣ, ǟǦǢ, ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǟǧǧ, ǠǟǢ,
Ǡǟǥ, ǠǠǞ, ǠǠǡ, ǠǠǥ–ǠǡǞ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǢǟ, ǠǢǠ, Ǡǥǟ, ǠǥǢ,
ǠǥǤ, Ǡǥǧ–ǠǦǟ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǦǦ, Ǡǧǟ, Ǡǧǡ–ǠǧǦ, ǡǞǞ, ǡǞǟ,





Pintouaria (island), Ǣǡ, ǟǟǟ
Pisae, ǟǧǤ, ǟǧǥ
Pisoraca, Sisaraca, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ







Port of Menestheus, ǧǣ, ǟǢǡ–ǟǢǣ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǤǥ, ǡǣǠ
Portus (near Ostia), Ǡǥ, ǠǡǠ
Portus Blendium, Ǡǡǧ, ǡǧǢ
Portus Ilicitanus, ǠǦǢ, ǡǣǞ, ǡǤǦ
Portus Tenebrius, ǠǧǞ, ǡǣǞ, ǡǣǟ
Propontis, ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ, ǡǤǥ
Ptolemais, ǟǦǧ
Pyrenees, ǟǤǟ, ǠǟǢ, ǠǟǤ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǠ, ǠǡǞ, Ǡǡǣ, ǠǡǤ, ǠǡǦ,
ǠǢǟ, Ǡǥǟ, Ǡǥǡ–ǠǦǟ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǧǞ, ǡǞǤ, ǡǞǥ, ǡǟǟ, ǡǟǡ,
ǡǟǣ–ǡǟǦ, ǡǡǟ, ǡǡǧ, ǡǢǞ, ǡǢǤ, ǡǢǦ, ǡǣǢ, ǡǣǣ, ǡǤǠ,
ǡǥǦ, ǡǦǞ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǟ, ǢǞǣ, ǢǞǤ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǥ, ǢǠǦ
Raetia, ǢǠǣ
Ravenna, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǢ, ǟǧǤ, ǟǧǥ, ǠǡǢ
Rhapta, ǟǤǣ
Rhine River, Ǡǥ
Rhodē (Rosas, Spain), ǡǢǧ
Rhodes, Ǡǧ, Ǣǣ, ǢǤ, ǣǞ, ǣǟ, ǦǤ, ǧǦ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǡǦ, ǟǥǡ, ǟǥǥ,
ǟǦǠ, ǟǦǢ, ǟǦǦ–ǟǧǠ, ǟǧǢ–ǟǧǤ, ǠǞǞ, Ǡǟǣ, ǠǠǥ, ǠǣǞ,
ǠǥǢ, Ǡǥǣ, ǠǦǠ, ǠǧǠ, ǠǧǦ, ǡǞǟ, ǡǞǡ, ǡǞǢ, ǡǞǤ, ǡǞǥ,
ǡǟǞ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǣǥ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǤǤ
Rhône River, ǠǠǧ, ǠǢǟ, ǠǥǦ, ǠǦǤ, ǢǠǥ
Rome, ǟǟ, Ǡǥ–Ǡǧ, ǡǤ, ǟǦǦ, ǟǧǞ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǞǦ, ǠǟǞ, Ǡǟǣ, ǠǟǤ,




Sacred Cape (Cape St. Vincent, Portugal), ǟǦ, ǟǦǟ,
ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǟǤ, ǠǠǧ–Ǡǡǟ, ǠǤǞ, Ǡǧǟ, Ǡǧǡ, Ǡǧǥ–ǡǞǠ,
ǡǞǤ–ǡǟǠ, ǡǟǢ–ǡǟǦ, ǡǠǡ, ǡǠǢ, ǡǠǤ–ǡǠǧ, ǡǡǤ, ǡǡǦ,
ǡǣǥ, ǡǤǢ, ǡǤǦ
Sada, ǟǦǟ
Saetabis (city), ǠǡǦ, ǡǥǤ
Saetabis River, ǠǦǢ, ǡǣǞ
Saguntum, Ǡǡǧ, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǣǟ, ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǥ, ǡǥǤ
Sala, ǟǡǣ
Salacia, ǡǠǥ, ǡǠǦ, ǡǡǞ










Sardinia, ǟǠǦ, ǟǧǣ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǥǦ, ǡǣǥ
Sarmatia, ǟǠǦ
Sarmatian Mountains, ǟǟǢ, ǟǟǣ
Sars River, ǡǡǦ
Satala, Ǣǣ
Scalabis Colonia, ǟǠǞ, ǟǣǟ, ǡǥǣ, ǡǥǧ
Scandia/Scandza (island), ǟǟǢ, ǟǟǣ, Ǡǡǣ
Scotland, ǠǣǠ–ǠǣǢ
Scythia, ǟǟ, ǟǟǢ




Selēnē (Mount), ǧǦ, ǟǣǣ, ǡǠǞ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǠǦ–ǡǡǞ, ǡǤǦ
Selambina, ǟǡǦ, ǠǧǞ, ǡǤǦ
Sentica, ǟǣǟ
Sexi, ǟǣǣ, ǡǡǟ
Sicily, ǟǠǦ, ǟǧǣ, Ǡǡǡ, ǡǞǟ
Sidōn, ǟǧǞ, ǟǧǟ










Stone Tower (land of the Sakai), ǟǦǠ
Strait of Hercules, ǧǣ, ǧǦ, ǟǢǡ, ǠǟǤ, ǠǟǦ, Ǡǟǧ, ǠǠǟ, ǠǠǧ,
Ǡǡǣ, ǠǢǞ, Ǡǥǣ, Ǡǥǧ, ǠǦǠ, Ǡǧǟ, Ǡǧǡ–ǠǧǤ, Ǡǧǧ–ǡǞǤ,
ǡǞǦ–ǡǟǞ, ǡǠǢ, ǡǠǤ, ǡǢǤ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǥ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǤǤ, ǡǥǠ,
ǡǦǠ, ǡǦǡ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǥ
Strait of Messina, ǠǧǢ
Strait of Sicily, Ǣǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǠǢǠ, ǠǥǢ
Subi River, ǡǢǧ
Subur, ǠǦǢ, ǡǢǧ
Sucro River, ǠǡǞ, Ǡǥǥ, Ǡǥǧ, ǠǦǞ, ǠǦǢ, ǠǧǞ, ǡǣǞ, ǡǣǦ–
ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǡ, ǡǤǥ, ǡǤǦ
Suel, ǠǧǞ, ǡǢǥ, ǡǤǦ
Suessatium, ǡǧǢ
Susiana, ǟǟǡ
Syēnē, ǢǤ, ǤǤ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǞǡ, ǟǢǣ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǞ, ǟǧǢ
Syracuse, ǟǧǞ
Syria, ǧǠ, ǠǠǥ
Tagus River, ǧǥ, ǟǟǧ, ǟǣǞ, ǟǣǣ, ǠǟǠ, Ǡǡǟ, ǡǟǣ, ǡǟǤ,
ǡǠǥ–ǡǡǞ, ǡǡǦ, ǡǢǞ, ǡǢǟ, ǡǥǤ, ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǞ
Tamaris River, ǡǡǦ
Tanais River, ǟǟǠ, ǠǠǥ, ǡǣǥ
Taprobanē, ǠǞǥ, ǠǠǠ
Tarentum, ǟǦǦ, ǟǦǧ, ǟǧǟ
Tarraco, ǟǥ, ǦǠ, Ǧǡ, ǟǣǞ, ǟǧǢ, ǠǡǞ, ǠǡǤ, Ǡǡǧ, ǠǤǞ, ǠǥǢ,
Ǡǥǥ–ǠǦǞ, ǠǦǢ, ǡǟǥ, ǡǡǡ, ǡǢǦ, ǡǢǧ, ǡǣǧ, ǡǤǟ, ǡǤǠ,
ǡǦǧ, ǡǧǟ, Ǣǟǧ, ǢǠǟ
Tauric Chersonese, ǠǞǤ
Taurus Mountains, ǟǧǣ, ǟǧǤ, ǟǧǧ
Temple of Venus (Pyrenees), ǠǡǞ, Ǡǥǟ, ǠǥǦ, ǠǦǟ–ǠǦǤ,






Thrace, ǧǠ, ǟǞǣ, ǟǞǤ, ǟǟǠ, ǟǧǠ, ǠǞǧ, Ǡǡǡ, ǠǧǤ
Thulē, ǦǦ, ǟǞǠ, ǟǞǡ, ǟǧǞ, ǟǧǠ, ǠǣǢ
Ticis, Ticer River, ǡǢǧ








Trileuci Islets, ǟǟǞ, ǡǣǤ, ǡǤǤ
Tritium Magallum, ǡǧǠ, ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǤ, ǡǧǥ, ǡǧǧ
Troad, ǟǧǢ
Tugia, ǟǡǣ, ǟǡǤ, ǡǦǣ, ǡǦǥ
Tulcis River, ǡǢǧ
Tullonium, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǦ
Turdetania, Ǡǟǣ, ǠǧǤ, ǡǦǟ, ǡǦǠ, ǡǦǢ
Turia River, ǡǣǟ, ǡǤǥ, ǡǤǦ










Valentia (Valencia, Spain), ǠǡǤ, Ǡǡǧ, Ǡǥǧ, ǡǣǟ, ǡǥǤ,
ǡǥǧ, ǡǧǟ
Vallata, ǡǧǢ














Virovesca, ǡǧǡ, ǡǧǢ, ǡǧǦ
Visontium, ǟǤǟ
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